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Advertised applications

 Application Number 1,657,022  Filing Date 2013-12-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Janet Jackson
9100 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1000
Beverly Hills, California 90212
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP
275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RHYTHM NATION 1814
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Series of musical sound recordings in downloadable, CD and DVD formats; pre-recorded 
compact discs featuring music; pre-recorded video discs featuring music; downloadable musical 
sound recordings and downloadable video recordings featuring music; computer games, compact 
discs containing computer games; downloadable computer games; downloadable computer 
games via a global computer network and wireless devices; downloadable electronic games; 
downloadable computer games via the internet and wireless devices; electronic sound equipment, 
namely, headphones, earphones, ear buds, loudspeakers, audio speakers, microphones, tablet 
computers, and computer hardware and software for the broadcast, download, storage, 
manipulation and playback of music and sound recordings.

 Class 25
(2) Clothing, namely, t-shirts, shirts, tank tops, tube tops, crop tops, blouses, dresses, skirts, 
jackets, pants, denim jeans, petticoats, bustiers, capes, wraps, coats, sweaters, gloves, pajamas, 
nightgowns, negligees, dressing gowns, robes, swimwear, scarves, hosiery, tights, underwear, 
panties, bras, belts, socks, sweatshirts and sweatpants, arm warmers, leg warmers, knee 
warmers, shorts, leotards, unitards, bodysuits, body shapers, camisoles, wristbands; headwear, 
namely, hats, caps, berets, visors, bandanas and clothing hoods.

Services
Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, development, production, and presentation of live theatrical and 
musical performances; production of multimedia theatrical and musical floor shows provided at 
performance venues; presentation of live show performances by a musical performer or band; 
entertainment, namely, live music concerts; entertainment services, namely, providing non-
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downloadable musical performances, musical videos, related film clips, photographs via a website; 
entertainment services, namely enabling users to view and post comments, photos, and videos in 
the field of entertainment via a website.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 20, 2013, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 85/965,997 in association with the same kind of goods (1)
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 Application Number 1,694,571  Filing Date 2014-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

POSTMEDIA NETWORK INC.
365 Bloor Street East 
12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4W3L4

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

POSTMEDIA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mouse pads, fridge magnets; newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published 
electronically, and on-line; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published 
electronically, and on-line; Books, published electronically, and on-line; Downloadable software 
and computer application software for use with personal computers, portable computers and 
mobile phones for accessing news and information in the fields of news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal government and business announcements and 
obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for use with personal 
computers, portable computers and mobile phones for accessing news and information in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
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advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer 
application software for use with personal computers, portable computers, mobile phones, 
handheld electronic gaming units, wearables and computer peripheral devices for providing 
newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and electronic magazine, searchable topics of 
general interest and mobile application subscription services to enable users to access news and 
information in the fields of news in the field of finance, business management, politics, news in the 
field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and 
authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, 
festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental 
health and news in the field of general physical health and wellbeing, opinion editorials, fashion, 
lifestyle namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for providing 
downloadable video games and computer games for use with personal computers, portable 
computers and mobile phones; Downloadable barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning 
software and digital barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning applications for use with 
mobile phones;

 Class 11
(2) Novelty and promotional items, namely, flashlights

 Class 14
(3) Novelty and promotional items, namely, key chains, key fobs, key tags, clocks

 Class 16
(4) Novelty and promotional items, namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, calendars, 
stickers, decals, posters, plastic shopping bags; Printed publications, namely, newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published in 
print; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published in print; Books, 
published in print;

 Class 18
(5) Novelty and promotional items, namely, reusable cloth shopping bags, tote bags, travel bags, 
backpacks, and umbrellas

 Class 21
(6) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders

 Class 25
(7) Novelty and promotional items, namely, clothing, namely, dress clothing, casual clothing, 
athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, jackets, coats, sweaters and blazers, scarves, gloves, 
slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, toques, 
headbands
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 Class 26
(8) Novelty and promotional items, namely, novelty buttons, novelty pins

 Class 28
(9) Novelty and promotional items, namely, party balloons, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards

Services
Class 35
(1) Print and digital newspaper and magazine subscription services; Distribution of newspapers, 
newsletters, foreign language newspapers, magazines, books and sales and advertising materials, 
namely, flyers, samples, coupons, newspaper and magazine inserts and promotional items, 
namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, mouse pads, note pads, memo cubes, note 
stickers, name tags, calendars, magnets, key chains, key fobs, key tags, novelty buttons, novelty 
pins, clocks, flashlights, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders, balloons, stickers, 
banners, flags, decals, posters, plaques, trophies, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards, key chains, 
plastic shopping bags, reusable cloth bags, tote bags, travel bags, backpacks, clothing, namely, 
dress clothing, casual clothing, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, outerwear, scarves, 
gloves, slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, 
toques, headbands and umbrellas; Providing newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and 
electronic magazine, and mobile application subscription services to enable access to news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries and topics of general interest; Operation of 
an electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage 
and retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the 
fields of news in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, 
fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home 
renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, 
horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Operation of an 
electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage and 
retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the field of 
opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, 
governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, 
financial economics, business management and operations and local and international trade, 
politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, 
recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, 
concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, 
real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, 
information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, 
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cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical 
wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword 
puzzles, announcements and obituaries; the operation of promotional contests distributed through 
social media channels, print and the Internet in order to solicit, publish and disseminate reader and 
user feedback, commentary, reviews, and ratings of Page 4 of 11 publications, articles, and third 
party products and services; Advertising the wares and services of others; Preparing and placing 
advertisements for others; Online, mobile and wireless advertising services for the advertising, and 
marketing of brands, businesses, profiles, of third parties, as well as the advertising and marketing 
of the wares and services of others; promoting the sale of the goods and services through 
promotional contests and the distribution of related printed material; Advertising services and 
display advertising services, namely, classified advertising services, display advertising services 
and publishing the advertisements of others regarding the wares and services of others via print 
and electronic newspapers, magazines, flyers, newspaper and magazine via websites online, 
mobile or tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging (MMS) and 
instant messaging; Preparing and placing native advertising, branded content, product 
placements, sponsored search results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted 
content in print and digital publications and on websites for the benefit of third parties; Advertising 
sales, namely marketing and selling internet, display and print advertising space for others; Rental 
and purchasing of advertising space for others; Selling online advertising space on third party 
websites; Creating and selling advertising space in print, electronic, wireless and online media and 
other media; Sale and rental of online advertising space and placement in search engine search 
results to others based upon keyword selection by consumers; Promoting the goods and services 
of others through search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; Advertising and marketing 
services, namely, promoting the goods of others by creating and editing meta titles, keywords, and 
product descriptions to optimize online searches of the goods of others; Online advertising 
services for third parties, namely providing referrals to websites by means of listings in search 
engine results on a global computer network; Advertising and marketing the wares and services of 
others by means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search 
engine marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and through 
social media; Business Internet marketing services namely, mobile and social marketing, search 
engine marketing services, search engine marketing strategies, search engine optimization 
services, search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of 
search engine marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies for others; print, 
mobile, online, and display advertising strategies for others, media reselling strategies for others, 
digital marketing strategies for others, marketing strategies for aggregation, reporting and 
searching for others, social media marketing optimization for others, affiliate marketing advisory 
services for others in the fields of communications planning, web enablement, lead nurturing and 
lead generation, technical consulting services in the field of website usability, development, and 
management, optimization of online marketing strategies and online marketing and advertising 
campaigns for others, and business consulting and advisory services in the aforementioned fields; 
Advertising analysis; Providing advice relating to advertising services; Advisory services related to 
business information in the field of native advertising, branded content, product placements, 
sponsored search results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print 
and digital publications and on websites; Online services and online shopping services, namely, 
operating an online electronic marketplace provided via websites, online, mobile and tablet 
applications, to facilitate the purchase of third party products and services by consumers; Online 
services and online shopping services, namely, operating an online marketplace for the purpose of 
selling tickets to sporting and entertainment events; Developing and executing promotional 
marketing concepts, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through promotional 
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contests and the distribution of related printed and electronic material via text, mobile and online, 
consultation services, namely, providing advertising consultancy services and marketing services 
for third parties, namely marketing planning; Media planning, namely, devising strategies for 
communicating information regarding wares and services of others to consumers by print, 
electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, 
tracking and analysing market research data measuring the distribution of printed and electronic 
publications, namely newspaper and magazine articles, photographs, interviews, videos clips and 
music clips; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data 
measuring social media activity and website, telephone and e-mail traffic; Broadcast monitoring, 
namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data measuring radio and television 
program viewership and usage habits; Analysis of market research data and statistics; managing, 
modelling, investigating and analyzing market research data measuring audience viewing of, 
exposure to and reactions to online, radio and television media; managing, modelling, investigating 
and analysing data in the field of audience size, demographics, geography, and behaviour of 
audiences exposed to advertisements; managing, modelling, investigating and analysing data in 
the field of online newspaper readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio 
and videos featuring news, and radio and television media audience size, demographics, 
geography, and behaviour; data modeling services, namely statistical modelling of marketing data; 
data investigation, namely consumer research and market research services; managing metadata 
for the purpose of measuring audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television advertisements; Managing metadata for the purpose of measuring online newspaper 
readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio and videos featuring news, 
and radio and television media audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television media; data mining in the field of market research; data conversion, namely conversion 
of market research data from one media to another; Sales volume tracking for others, namely, 
automated searching and monitoring of prospective and actual online transactions or offers and 
providing reports on the same; Tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, tracking and 
optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns and 
keyword search performance for others; Providing business services using web analytics tools and 
generating web analytics reports to third parties for calculating buying propensity of website users 
in the products or services shown on third party websites, and determining triggers for interaction 
between a third party website and a website user; Promoting the sale of goods and services 
through a consumer loyalty program; Promoting the sale of printed and digital newspapers through 
the administration of incentive award programs; Incentive loyalty reward program services, namely 
provision and management of incentives whereby readers of digital news publications earn 
redeemable points to be used against the purchase of goods and services, gain entry to 
promotional contests, and receive reward and discount benefits on the purchase of goods and 
services; Promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests; Promoting the 
sale of goods and services through promotional contests via social media channels; selling 
subscriptions to news and information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, 
business management, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, to the user via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. 
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photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, audio and, video clips, through websites, online, mobile 
and tablet application interfaces; Operation of a network of websites providing media solutions to 
third parties, namely disseminating advertising for others via the Internet, providing and rental of 
advertising space on the Internet, and digital marketing services for others, namely advertising the 
goods and services of others using digital advertising channels, namely mobile phones, 
computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, social media, and the Internet; Market 
research services for others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service 
that retrieves and delivers stored classified advertisements in the fields of current events, finance, 
business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and 
obituaries, and topics of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and 
optimizing search engine marketing strategies for others; providing measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of internet market research data and statistics for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing website usage; Editorial services for advertisement purposes, 
namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper layout services for publishing of print and 
digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer application software for use with 
mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, computer peripheral devices and 
tablet computers;

Class 36
(2) Fund raising services; Charitable fundraising services; Fundraising services and operation of 
fundraising events to support community initiatives and children's literacy programs

Class 38
(3) Broadcasting and streaming via internet of audio, video, text, graphics, still images, films, 
videos and emails via the Internet featuring news and distribution of news podcasts, in the fields of 
current events, finance, business management, politics, arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, opinion 
editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements 
and obituaries, and searchable topics of general interest to the user; Broadcasting of radio 
programs and streaming via the Internet of radio podcasts; collection and transmission of text 
(SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics, still images, films, videos, movies, e-
mail, audio, and video clips and of searchable topics of general interest namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business management, 
politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, 
literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video 
games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, 
opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via 
websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; News agency services for delivery of 
data, text, graphics, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, clips of music, 
interviews, news, information and entertainment programming, television programs and movies via 
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websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia 
messaging (MMS), instant messaging, graphic images, e-mail, audio, video or and a combination 
of these formats; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video material, graphics and 
graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, news and information 
in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, via websites 
online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging 
(MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video 
material, graphics and graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, 
news and information in the fields of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries via websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), 
multimedia messaging (MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Providing multiple user access to 
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computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line reviews, ratings and 
comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely newspaper articles, 
magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals 
on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine articles, website 
content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and services of the 
applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
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posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; News agency services, 
namely, creating, collecting, licensing, selling, distributing and disseminating data, text, graphics, 
still images, films, videos, movies, moving images and sound recordings via social media 
channels, namely, news and information, namely, news and information generated by the 
applicant and its readers, users and individuals, in the fields of current events, finance, business, 
politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, 
lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, 
and topics of general interest

Class 40
(4) Printing services, namely, newspaper, magazine, book, flyer and advertising insert printing 
services

Class 41
(5) Publication services, namely, publication of newspapers, newsletters, flyers, newspaper and 
magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, books and periodicals, namely, magazines and 
magazine supplements all of the foregoing published in print, via a website, electronically, 
wirelessly and in on-line form; Provision of news in the field of current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade,, politics, news in the field of the 
arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information 
on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Provision of news in the field of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Editorial services, namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay-out services for 
publishing of print and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer 
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application software for use with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, 
computer peripheral devices and tablet computers, all of the foregoing not in respect of advertising 
services; Pagination services, namely, general lay-out services for newspaper publishing; Content 
syndication services, namely syndication of radio programs, news articles and syndicated news 
columns in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics of general interest; Publishing 
and distributing commentary, reviews and ratings posted by individuals in respect of publications, 
articles and on the products and services of others via print, on-line social media channels and via 
websites on the Internet; Publishing and distributing news and in the fields of current events, 
finance, business management, politics, the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop 
culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of 
personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via and text (SMS) 
messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, 
audio, video through websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; providing news in 
the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via a website; providing news in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via website; providing news in the fields 
of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
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entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, 
hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government 
and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software applications for 
use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearable activity 
trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; providing news in 
the fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software 
applications for use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, 
wearable activity trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; 
providing news in the fields of shopping, automobiles, announcements and obituaries, real estate 
and homes via a website;

Class 42
(6) Creating and maintaining websites for others; Operation of a network of websites providing 
media solutions to third parties, namely hosting websites on the Internet; Development of 
application programs and software for personal computers, portable computers and mobile 
phones, smart phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, and tablet computers; 
Provision of non-downloadable software for personal financial planning; Provision of non-
downloadable software, namely, mortgage calculators; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-
downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for 
analyzing the effectiveness of web site marketing, and for searching and viewing marketing 
research; Provision of non-downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking and analyzing 
business analytics and research data in the fields of advertising, marketing, sales, businesses 
operations, and personal consumer profile data concerning demographics, behavioural insights, 
purchase history and living location; news monitoring services and editorial search services for 
others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service that retrieves and 
delivers stored classified editorials in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, 
entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics 
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of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and optimizing search 
engine marketing strategies for others; Providing web analytics tools and web analytics reports to 
third parties for building behavioral profiles of website users based on actual visit and browsing 
history of previous visits and predicting which information will personalize the web experience of 
web users; Professional and technical consulting services and business information and consulting 
services in the field of web analytics allowing the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting 
of internet data for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage, for improving 
websites, for marketing to website users and evaluating marketing campaign audience response, 
for website user relationship management, and for website user interaction management purposes 
and for measuring the performance of a third party's website in a commercial context, including on 
site and off site web analytics; Computer services, namely, providing technical services in the field 
of web analytics for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, reporting, storing, and sharing of 
information, namely website traffic, e-commerce transactions, and marketing campaigns 
conducted via the internet; providing measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet 
market research data and statistics for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage; 
Interactive electronic communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic 
communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post information in the fields 
of opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
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newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews;

Class 45
(7) Licensing of news in the fields of current events, finance, business management, politics, the 
arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer 
technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general 
physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries, through graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, audio and video clips to the 
user, available via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), e-mail, websites, online, 
mobile and tablet application interfaces
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 Application Number 1,694,572  Filing Date 2014-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

POSTMEDIA NETWORK INC.
365 Bloor Street East 
12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4W3L4

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mouse pads, fridge magnets; newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published 
electronically, and on-line; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published 
electronically, and on-line; Books, published electronically, and on-line; Downloadable software 
and computer application software for use with personal computers, portable computers and 
mobile phones for accessing news and information in the fields of news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal government and business announcements and 
obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for use with personal 
computers, portable computers and mobile phones for accessing news and information in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
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pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer 
application software for use with personal computers, portable computers, mobile phones, 
handheld electronic gaming units, wearables and computer peripheral devices for providing 
newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and electronic magazine, searchable topics of 
general interest and mobile application subscription services to enable users to access news and 
information in the fields of news in the field of finance, business management, politics, news in the 
field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and 
authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, 
festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental 
health and news in the field of general physical health and wellbeing, opinion editorials, fashion, 
lifestyle namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for providing 
downloadable video games and computer games for use with personal computers, portable 
computers and mobile phones; Downloadable barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning 
software and digital barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning applications for use with 
mobile phones;

 Class 11
(2) Novelty and promotional items, namely, flashlights

 Class 14
(3) Novelty and promotional items, namely, key chains, key fobs, key tags, clocks

 Class 16
(4) Novelty and promotional items, namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, calendars, 
stickers, decals, posters, plastic shopping bags; Printed publications, namely, newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published in 
print; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published in print; Books, 
published in print;

 Class 18
(5) Novelty and promotional items, namely, reusable cloth shopping bags, tote bags, travel bags, 
backpacks, and umbrellas

 Class 21
(6) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders

 Class 25
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(7) Novelty and promotional items, namely, clothing, namely, dress clothing, casual clothing, 
athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, jackets, coats, sweaters and blazers, scarves, gloves, 
slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, toques, 
headbands

 Class 26
(8) Novelty and promotional items, namely, novelty buttons, novelty pins

 Class 28
(9) Novelty and promotional items, namely, party balloons, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards

Services
Class 35
(1) Print and digital newspaper and magazine subscription services; Distribution of newspapers, 
newsletters, foreign language newspapers, magazines, books and sales and advertising materials, 
namely, flyers, samples, coupons, newspaper and magazine inserts and promotional items, 
namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, mouse pads, note pads, memo cubes, note 
stickers, name tags, calendars, magnets, key chains, key fobs, key tags, novelty buttons, novelty 
pins, clocks, flashlights, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders, balloons, stickers, 
banners, flags, decals, posters, plaques, trophies, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards, key chains, 
plastic shopping bags, reusable cloth bags, tote bags, travel bags, backpacks, clothing, namely, 
dress clothing, casual clothing, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, outerwear, scarves, 
gloves, slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, 
toques, headbands and umbrellas; Providing newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and 
electronic magazine, and mobile application subscription services to enable access to news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries and topics of general interest; Operation of 
an electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage 
and retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the 
fields of news in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, 
fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home 
renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, 
horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Operation of an 
electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage and 
retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the field of 
opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, 
governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, 
financial economics, business management and operations and local and international trade, 
politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, 
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recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, 
concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, 
real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, 
information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, 
cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical 
wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword 
puzzles, announcements and obituaries; the operation of promotional contests distributed through 
social media channels, print and the Internet in order to solicit, publish and disseminate reader and 
user feedback, commentary, reviews, and ratings of publications, articles, and third party products 
and services; Advertising the wares and services of others; Preparing and placing advertisements 
for others; Online, mobile and wireless advertising services for the advertising, and marketing of 
brands, businesses, profiles, of third parties, as well as the advertising and marketing of the wares 
and services of others; promoting the sale of the goods and services through promotional contests 
and the distribution of related printed material; Advertising services and display advertising 
services, namely, classified advertising services, display advertising services and publishing the 
advertisements of others regarding the wares and services of others via print and electronic 
newspapers, magazines, flyers, newspaper and magazine via websites online, mobile or tablet 
applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging (MMS) and instant messaging; 
Preparing and placing native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored search 
results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites for the benefit of third parties; Advertising sales, namely marketing 
and selling internet, display and print advertising space for others; Rental and purchasing of 
advertising space for others; Selling online advertising space on third party websites; Creating and 
selling advertising space in print, electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Sale and 
rental of online advertising space and placement in search engine search results to others based 
upon keyword selection by consumers; Promoting the goods and services of others through 
search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; Advertising and marketing services, namely, 
promoting the goods of others by creating and editing meta titles, keywords, and product 
descriptions to optimize online searches of the goods of others; Online advertising services for 
third parties, namely providing referrals to websites by means of listings in search engine results 
on a global computer network; Advertising and marketing the wares and services of others by 
means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine 
marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and through social 
media; Business Internet marketing services namely, mobile and social marketing, search engine 
marketing services, search engine marketing strategies, search engine optimization services, 
search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of search engine 
marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies for others; print, mobile, online, and 
display advertising strategies for others, media reselling strategies for others, digital marketing 
strategies for others, marketing strategies for aggregation, reporting and searching for others, 
social media marketing optimization for others, affiliate marketing advisory services for others in 
the fields of communications planning, web enablement, lead nurturing and lead generation, 
technical consulting services in the field of website usability, development, and management, 
optimization of online marketing strategies and online marketing and advertising campaigns for 
others, and business consulting and advisory services in the aforementioned fields; Advertising 
analysis; Providing advice relating to advertising services; Advisory services related to business 
information in the field of native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored 
search results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites; Online services and online shopping services, namely, operating an 
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online electronic marketplace provided via websites, online, mobile and tablet applications, to 
facilitate the purchase of third party products and services by consumers; Online services and 
online shopping services, namely, operating an online marketplace for the purpose of selling 
tickets to sporting and entertainment events; Developing and executing promotional marketing 
concepts, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through promotional contests and 
the distribution of related printed and electronic material via text, mobile and online, consultation 
services, namely, providing advertising consultancy services and marketing services for third 
parties, namely marketing planning; Media planning, namely, devising strategies for 
communicating information regarding wares and services of others to consumers by print, 
electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, 
tracking and analysing market research data measuring the distribution of printed and electronic 
publications, namely newspaper and magazine articles, photographs, interviews, videos clips and 
music clips; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data 
measuring social media activity and website, telephone and e-mail traffic; Broadcast monitoring, 
namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data measuring radio and television 
program viewership and usage habits; Analysis of market research data and statistics; managing, 
modelling, investigating and analyzing market research data measuring audience viewing of, 
exposure to and reactions to online, radio and television media; managing, modelling, investigating 
and analysing data in the field of audience size, demographics, geography, and behaviour of 
audiences exposed to advertisements; managing, modelling, investigating and analysing data in 
the field of online newspaper readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio 
and videos featuring news, and radio and television media audience size, demographics, 
geography, and behaviour; data modeling services, namely statistical modelling of marketing data; 
data investigation, namely consumer research and market research services; managing metadata 
for the purpose of measuring audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television advertisements; Managing metadata for the purpose of measuring online newspaper 
readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio and videos featuring news, 
and radio and television media audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television media; data mining in the field of market research; data conversion, namely conversion 
of market research data from one media to another; Sales volume tracking for others, namely, 
automated searching and monitoring of prospective and actual online transactions or offers and 
providing reports on the same; Tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, tracking and 
optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns and 
keyword search performance for others; Providing business services using web analytics tools and 
generating web analytics reports to third parties for calculating buying propensity of website users 
in the products or services shown on third party websites, and determining triggers for interaction 
between a third party website and a website user; Promoting the sale of goods and services 
through a consumer loyalty program; Promoting the sale of printed and digital newspapers through 
the administration of incentive award programs; Incentive loyalty reward program services, namely 
provision and management of incentives whereby readers of digital news publications earn 
redeemable points to be used against the purchase of goods and services, gain entry to 
promotional contests, and receive reward and discount benefits on the purchase of goods and 
services; Promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests; Promoting the 
sale of goods and services through promotional contests via social media channels; selling 
subscriptions to news and information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, 
business management, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
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investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, to the user via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. 
photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, audio and, video clips, through websites, online, mobile 
and tablet application interfaces; Operation of a network of websites providing media solutions to 
third parties, namely disseminating advertising for others via the Internet, providing and rental of 
advertising space on the Internet, and digital marketing services for others, namely advertising the 
goods and services of others using digital advertising channels, namely mobile phones, 
computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, social media, and the Internet; Market 
research services for others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service 
that retrieves and delivers stored classified advertisements in the fields of current events, finance, 
business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and 
obituaries, and topics of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and 
optimizing search engine marketing strategies for others; providing measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of internet market research data and statistics for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing website usage; Editorial services for advertisement purposes, 
namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay- out services for publishing of print 
and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer application software for use 
with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, computer peripheral devices 
and tablet computers;

Class 36
(2) Fund raising services; Charitable fundraising services; Fundraising services and operation of 
fundraising events to support community initiatives and children's literacy programs

Class 38
(3) Broadcasting and streaming via internet of audio, video, text, graphics, still images, films, 
videos and emails via the Internet featuring news and distribution of news podcasts, in the fields of 
current events, finance, business management, politics, arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, opinion 
editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements 
and obituaries, and searchable topics of general interest to the user; Broadcasting of radio 
programs and streaming via the Internet of radio podcasts; collection and transmission of text 
(SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics, still images, films, videos, movies, e-
mail, audio, and video clips and of searchable topics of general interest namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business management, 
politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, 
literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video 
games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, 
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opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via 
websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; News agency services for delivery of 
data, text, graphics, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, clips of music, 
interviews, news, information and entertainment programming, television programs and movies via 
websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia 
messaging (MMS), instant messaging, graphic images, e-mail, audio, video or and a combination 
of these formats; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video material, graphics and 
graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, news and information 
in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, via websites 
online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging 
(MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video 
material, graphics and graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, 
news and information in the fields of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries via websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), 
multimedia messaging (MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
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shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line reviews, ratings and 
comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely newspaper articles, 
magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals 
on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine articles, website 
content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and services of the 
applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
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restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; News agency services, 
namely, creating, collecting, licensing, selling, distributing and disseminating data, text, graphics, 
still images, films, videos, movies, moving images and sound recordings via social media 
channels, namely, news and information, namely, news and information generated by the 
applicant and its readers, users and individuals, in the fields of current events, finance, business, 
politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, 
lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, 
and topics of general interest

Class 40
(4) Printing services, namely, newspaper, magazine, book, flyer and advertising insert printing 
services

Class 41
(5) Publication services, namely, publication of newspapers, newsletters, flyers, newspaper and 
magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, books and periodicals, namely, magazines and 
magazine supplements all of the foregoing published in print, via a website, electronically, 
wirelessly and in on-line form; Provision of news in the field of current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade,, politics, news in the field of the 
arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information 
on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Provision of news in the field of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
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physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Editorial services, namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay-out services for 
publishing of print and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer 
application software for use with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, 
computer peripheral devices and tablet computers, all of the foregoing not in respect of advertising 
services; Pagination services, namely, general lay-out services for newspaper publishing; Content 
syndication services, namely syndication of radio programs, news articles and syndicated news 
columns in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics of general interest; Publishing 
and distributing commentary, reviews and ratings posted by individuals in respect of publications, 
articles and on the products and services of others via print, on-line social media channels and via 
websites on the Internet; Publishing and distributing news and in the fields of current events, 
finance, business management, politics, the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop 
culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of 
personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via and text (SMS) 
messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, 
audio, video through websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; providing news in 
the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via a website; providing news in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
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interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via website; providing news in the fields 
of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, 
hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government 
and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software applications for 
use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearable activity 
trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; providing news in 
the fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software 
applications for use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, 
wearable activity trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; 
providing news in the fields of shopping, automobiles, announcements and obituaries, real estate 
and homes via a website;

Class 42
(6) Creating and maintaining websites for others; Operation of a network of websites providing 
media solutions to third parties, namely hosting websites on the Internet; Development of 
application programs and software for personal computers, portable computers and mobile 
phones, smart phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, and tablet computers; 
Provision of non-downloadable software for personal financial planning; Provision of non-
downloadable software, namely, mortgage calculators; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-
downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for 
analyzing the effectiveness of web site marketing, and for searching and viewing marketing 
research; Provision of non-downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking and analyzing 
business analytics and research data in the fields of advertising, marketing, sales, businesses 
operations, and personal consumer profile data concerning demographics, behavioural insights, 
purchase history and living location; news monitoring services and editorial search services for 
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others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service that retrieves and 
delivers stored classified editorials in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, 
entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics 
of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and optimizing search 
engine marketing strategies for others; Providing web analytics tools and web analytics reports to 
third parties for building behavioral profiles of website users based on actual visit and browsing 
history of previous visits and predicting which information will personalize the web experience of 
web users; Professional and technical consulting services and business information and consulting 
services in the field of web analytics allowing the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting 
of internet data for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage, for improving 
websites, for marketing to website users and evaluating marketing campaign audience response, 
for website user relationship management, and for website user interaction management purposes 
and for measuring the performance of a third party's website in a commercial context, including on 
site and off site web analytics; Computer services, namely, providing technical services in the field 
of web analytics for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, reporting, storing, and sharing of 
information, namely website traffic, e-commerce transactions, and marketing campaigns 
conducted via the internet; providing measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet 
market research data and statistics for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage; 
Interactive electronic communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic 
communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post information in the fields 
of opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
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field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews;

Class 45
(7) Licensing of news in the fields of current events, finance, business management, politics, the 
arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer 
technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general 
physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries, through graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, audio and video clips to the 
user, available via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), e-mail, websites, online, 
mobile and tablet application interfaces
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 Application Number 1,694,573  Filing Date 2014-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

POSTMEDIA NETWORK INC.
365 Bloor Street East 
12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4W3L4

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mouse pads, fridge magnets; newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published 
electronically, and on-line; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published 
electronically, and on-line; Books, published electronically, and on-line; Downloadable software 
and computer application software for use with personal computers, portable computers and 
mobile phones for accessing news and information in the fields of news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal government and business announcements and 
obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for use with personal 
computers, portable computers and mobile phones for accessing news and information in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
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pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer 
application software for use with personal computers, portable computers, mobile phones, 
handheld electronic gaming units, wearables and computer peripheral devices for providing 
newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and electronic magazine, searchable topics of 
general interest and mobile application subscription services to enable users to access news and 
information in the fields of news in the field of finance, business management, politics, news in the 
field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and 
authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, 
festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental 
health and news in the field of general physical health and wellbeing, opinion editorials, fashion, 
lifestyle namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for providing 
downloadable video games and computer games for use with personal computers, portable 
computers and mobile phones; Downloadable barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning 
software and digital barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning applications for use with 
mobile phones;

 Class 11
(2) Novelty and promotional items, namely, flashlights

 Class 14
(3) Novelty and promotional items, namely, key chains, key fobs, key tags, clocks

 Class 16
(4) Novelty and promotional items, namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, calendars, 
stickers, decals, posters, plastic shopping bags; Printed publications, namely, newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published in 
print; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published in print; Books, 
published in print;

 Class 18
(5) Novelty and promotional items, namely, reusable cloth bags, tote bags, travel bags, backpacks, 
and umbrellas

 Class 21
(6) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders

 Class 25
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(7) Novelty and promotional items, namely, clothing, namely, dress clothing, casual clothing, 
athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, jackets, coats, sweaters and blazers, scarves, gloves, 
slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, toques, 
headbands

 Class 26
(8) Novelty and promotional items, namely, novelty buttons, novelty pins

 Class 28
(9) Novelty and promotional items, namely, party balloons, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards

Services
Class 35
(1) Print and digital newspaper and magazine subscription services; Distribution of newspapers, 
newsletters, foreign language newspapers, magazines, books and sales and advertising materials, 
namely, flyers, samples, coupons, newspaper and magazine inserts and promotional items, 
namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, mouse pads, note pads, memo cubes, note 
stickers, name tags, calendars, magnets, key chains, key fobs, key tags, novelty buttons, novelty 
pins, clocks, flashlights, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders, balloons, stickers, 
banners, flags, decals, posters, plaques, trophies, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards, key chains, 
plastic shopping bags, reusable cloth bags, tote bags, travel bags, backpacks, clothing, namely, 
dress clothing, casual clothing, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, outerwear, scarves, 
gloves, slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, 
toques, headbands and umbrellas; Providing newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and 
electronic magazine, and mobile application subscription services to enable access to news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries and topics of general interest; Operation of 
an electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage 
and retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the 
fields of news in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, 
fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home 
renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, 
horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Operation of an 
electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage and 
retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the field of 
opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, 
governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, 
financial economics, business management and operations and local and international trade, 
politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, 
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recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, 
concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, 
real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, 
information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, 
cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical 
wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword 
puzzles, announcements and obituaries; the operation of promotional contests distributed through 
social media channels, print and the Internet in order to solicit, publish and disseminate reader and 
user feedback, commentary, reviews, and ratings of publications, articles, and third party products 
and services; Advertising the wares and services of others; Preparing and placing advertisements 
for others; Online, mobile and wireless advertising services for the advertising, and marketing of 
brands, businesses, profiles, of third parties, as well as the advertising and marketing of the wares 
and services of others; promoting the sale of the goods and services through promotional contests 
and the distribution of related printed material; Advertising services and display advertising 
services, namely, classified advertising services, display advertising services and publishing the 
advertisements of others regarding the wares and services of others via print and electronic 
newspapers, magazines, flyers, newspaper and magazine via websites online, mobile or tablet 
applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging (MMS) and instant messaging; 
Preparing and placing native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored search 
results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites for the benefit of third parties; Advertising sales, namely marketing 
and selling internet, display and print advertising space for others; Rental and purchasing of 
advertising space for others; Selling online advertising space on third party websites; Creating and 
selling advertising space in print, electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Sale and 
rental of online advertising space and placement in search engine search results to others based 
upon keyword selection by consumers; Promoting the goods and services of others through 
search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; Advertising and marketing services, namely, 
promoting the goods of others by creating and editing meta titles, keywords, and product 
descriptions to optimize online searches of the goods of others; Online advertising services for 
third parties, namely providing referrals to websites by means of listings in search engine results 
on a global computer network; Advertising and marketing the wares and services of others by 
means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine 
marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and through social 
media; Business Internet marketing services namely, mobile and social marketing, search engine 
marketing services, search engine marketing strategies, search engine optimization services, 
search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of search engine 
marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies for others; print, mobile, online, and 
display advertising strategies for others, media reselling strategies for others, digital marketing 
strategies for others, marketing strategies for aggregation, reporting and searching for others, 
social media marketing optimization for others, affiliate marketing advisory services for others in 
the fields of communications planning, web enablement, lead nurturing and lead generation, 
technical consulting services in the field of website usability, development, and management, 
optimization of online marketing strategies and online marketing and advertising campaigns for 
others, and business consulting and advisory services in the aforementioned fields; Advertising 
analysis; Providing advice relating to advertising services; Advisory services related to business 
information in the field of native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored 
search results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites; Online services and online shopping services, namely, operating an 
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online electronic marketplace provided via websites, online, mobile and tablet applications, to 
facilitate the purchase of third party products and services by consumers; Online services and 
online shopping services, namely, operating an online marketplace for the purpose of selling 
tickets to sporting and entertainment events; Developing and executing promotional marketing 
concepts, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through promotional contests and 
the distribution of related printed and electronic material via text, mobile and online, consultation 
services, namely, providing advertising consultancy services and marketing services for third 
parties, namely marketing planning; Media planning, namely, devising strategies for 
communicating information regarding wares and services of others to consumers by print, 
electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, 
tracking and analysing market research data measuring the distribution of printed and electronic 
publications, namely newspaper and magazine articles, photographs, interviews, videos clips and 
music clips; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data 
measuring social media activity and website, telephone and e-mail traffic; Broadcast monitoring, 
namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data measuring radio and television 
program viewership and usage habits; Analysis of market research data and statistics; managing, 
modelling, investigating and analyzing market research data measuring audience viewing of, 
exposure to and reactions to online, radio and television media; managing, modelling, investigating 
and analysing data in the field of audience size, demographics, geography, and behaviour of 
audiences exposed to advertisements; managing, modelling, investigating and analysing data in 
the field of online newspaper readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio 
and videos featuring news, and radio and television media audience size, demographics, 
geography, and behaviour; data modeling services, namely statistical modelling of marketing data; 
data investigation, namely consumer research and market research services; managing metadata 
for the purpose of measuring audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television advertisements; Managing metadata for the purpose of measuring online newspaper 
readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio and videos featuring news, 
and radio and television media audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television media; data mining in the field of market research; data conversion, namely conversion 
of market research data from one media to another; Sales volume tracking for others, namely, 
automated searching and monitoring of prospective and actual online transactions or offers and 
providing reports on the same; Tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, tracking and 
optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns and 
keyword search performance for others; Providing business services using web analytics tools and 
generating web analytics reports to third parties for calculating buying propensity of website users 
in the products or services shown on third party websites, and determining triggers for interaction 
between a third party website and a website user; Promoting the sale of goods and services 
through a consumer loyalty program; Promoting the sale of printed and digital newspapers through 
the administration of incentive award programs; Incentive loyalty reward program services, namely 
provision and management of incentives whereby readers of digital news publications earn 
redeemable points to be used against the purchase of goods and services, gain entry to 
promotional contests, and receive reward and discount benefits on the purchase of goods and 
services; Promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests; Promoting the 
sale of goods and services through promotional contests via social media channels; selling 
subscriptions to news and information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, 
business management, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
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investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, to the user via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. 
photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, audio and, video clips, through websites, online, mobile 
and tablet application interfaces; Operation of a network of websites providing media solutions to 
third parties, namely disseminating advertising for others via the Internet, providing and rental of 
advertising space on the Internet, and digital marketing services for others, namely advertising the 
goods and services of others using digital advertising channels, namely mobile phones, 
computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, social media, and the Internet; Market 
research services for others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service 
that retrieves and delivers stored classified advertisements in the fields of current events, finance, 
business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and 
obituaries, and topics of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and 
optimizing search engine marketing strategies for others; providing measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of internet market research data and statistics for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing website usage; Editorial services for advertisement purposes, 
namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay- out services for publishing of print 
and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer application software for use 
with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, computer peripheral devices 
and tablet computers;

Class 36
(2) Fund raising services; Charitable fundraising services; Fundraising services and operation of 
fundraising events to support community initiatives and children's literacy programs

Class 38
(3) Broadcasting and streaming via internet of audio, video, text, graphics, still images, films, 
videos and emails via the Internet featuring news and distribution of news podcasts, in the fields of 
current events, finance, business management, politics, arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, opinion 
editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements 
and obituaries, and searchable topics of general interest to the user; Broadcasting of radio 
programs and streaming via the Internet of radio podcasts; collection and transmission of text 
(SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics, still images, films, videos, movies, e-
mail, audio, and video clips and of searchable topics of general interest namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business management, 
politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, 
literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video 
games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, 
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opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via 
websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; News agency services for delivery of 
data, text, graphics, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, clips of music, 
interviews, news, information and entertainment programming, television programs and movies via 
websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia 
messaging (MMS), instant messaging, graphic images, e-mail, audio, video or and a combination 
of these formats; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video material, graphics and 
graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, news and information 
in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, via websites 
online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging 
(MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video 
material, graphics and graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, 
news and information in the fields of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries via websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), 
multimedia messaging (MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
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shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line reviews, ratings and 
comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely newspaper articles, 
magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals 
on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine articles, website 
content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and services of the 
applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
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restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; News agency services, 
namely, creating, collecting, licensing, selling, distributing and disseminating data, text, graphics, 
still images, films, videos, movies, moving images and sound recordings via social media 
channels, namely, news and information, namely, news and information generated by the 
applicant and its readers, users and individuals, in the fields of current events, finance, business, 
politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, 
lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, 
and topics of general interest

Class 40
(4) Printing services, namely, newspaper, magazine, book, flyer and advertising insert printing 
services

Class 41
(5) Publication services, namely, publication of newspapers, newsletters, flyers, newspaper and 
magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, books and periodicals, namely, magazines and 
magazine supplements all of the foregoing published in print, via a website, electronically, 
wirelessly and in on-line form; Provision of news in the field of current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade,, politics, news in the field of the 
arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information 
on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Provision of news in the field of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
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physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Editorial services, namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay-out services for 
publishing of print and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer 
application software for use with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, 
computer peripheral devices and tablet computers, all of the foregoing not in respect of advertising 
services; Pagination services, namely, general lay-out services for newspaper publishing; Content 
syndication services, namely syndication of radio programs, news articles and syndicated news 
columns in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics of general interest; Publishing 
and distributing commentary, reviews and ratings posted by individuals in respect of publications, 
articles and on the products and services of others via print, on-line social media channels and via 
websites on the Internet; Publishing and distributing news and in the fields of current events, 
finance, business management, politics, the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop 
culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of 
personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via and text (SMS) 
messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, 
audio, video through websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; providing news in 
the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via a website; providing news in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
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interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via website; providing news in the fields 
of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, 
hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government 
and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software applications for 
use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearable activity 
trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; providing news in 
the fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software 
applications for use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, 
wearable activity trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; 
providing news in the fields of shopping, automobiles, announcements and obituaries, real estate 
and homes via a website;

Class 42
(6) Creating and maintaining websites for others; Operation of a network of websites providing 
media solutions to third parties, namely hosting websites on the Internet; Development of 
application programs and software for personal computers, portable computers and mobile 
phones, smart phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, and tablet computers; 
Provision of non-downloadable software for personal financial planning; Provision of non-
downloadable software, namely, mortgage calculators; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-
downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for 
analyzing the effectiveness of web site marketing, and for searching and viewing marketing 
research; Provision of non-downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking and analyzing 
business analytics and research data in the fields of advertising, marketing, sales, businesses 
operations, and personal consumer profile data concerning demographics, behavioural insights, 
purchase history and living location; news monitoring services and editorial search services for 
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others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service that retrieves and 
delivers stored classified editorials in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, 
entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics 
of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and optimizing search 
engine marketing strategies for others; Providing web analytics tools and web analytics reports to 
third parties for building behavioral profiles of website users based on actual visit and browsing 
history of previous visits and predicting which information will personalize the web experience of 
web users; Professional and technical consulting services and business information and consulting 
services in the field of web analytics allowing the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting 
of internet data for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage, for improving 
websites, for marketing to website users and evaluating marketing campaign audience response, 
for website user relationship management, and for website user interaction management purposes 
and for measuring the performance of a third party's website in a commercial context, including on 
site and off site web analytics; Computer services, namely, providing technical services in the field 
of web analytics for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, reporting, storing, and sharing of 
information, namely website traffic, e-commerce transactions, and marketing campaigns 
conducted via the internet; providing measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet 
market research data and statistics for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage; 
Interactive electronic communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic 
communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post information in the fields 
of opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
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field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews;

Class 45
(7) Licensing of news in the fields of current events, finance, business management, politics, the 
arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer 
technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general 
physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries, through graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, audio and video clips to the 
user, available via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), e-mail, websites, online, 
mobile and tablet application interfaces
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 Application Number 1,694,574  Filing Date 2014-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

POSTMEDIA NETWORK INC.
365 Bloor Street East 
12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4W3L4

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The letter P and the line extending from the spine 
of the letter P to form an unclosed square-shaped frame around the letter P, all on the left hand 
side of the design, are yellow. The letters in the word POSTMEDIA are deep dark blue.

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mouse pads, fridge magnets; newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published 
electronically, and on-line; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published 
electronically, and on-line; Books, published electronically, and on-line; Downloadable software 
and computer application software for use with personal computers, portable computers and 
mobile phones for accessing news and information in the fields of news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal government and business announcements and 
obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for use with personal 
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computers, portable computers and mobile phones for accessing news and information in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer 
application software for use with personal computers, portable computers, mobile phones, 
handheld electronic gaming units, wearables and computer peripheral devices for providing 
newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and electronic magazine, searchable topics of 
general interest and mobile application subscription services to enable users to access news and 
information in the fields of news in the field of finance, business management, politics, news in the 
field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and 
authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, 
festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental 
health and news in the field of general physical health and wellbeing, opinion editorials, fashion, 
lifestyle namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for providing 
downloadable video games and computer games for use with personal computers, portable 
computers and mobile phones; Downloadable barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning 
software and digital barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning applications for use with 
mobile phones;

 Class 11
(2) Novelty and promotional items, namely, flashlights

 Class 14
(3) Novelty and promotional items, namely, key chains, key fobs, key tags, clocks

 Class 16
(4) Novelty and promotional items, namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, calendars, 
stickers, decals, posters, plastic shopping bags; Printed publications, namely, newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published in 
print; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published in print; Books, 
published in print;

 Class 18
(5) Novelty and promotional items, namely, reusable cloth shopping bags, tote bags, travel bags, 
backpacks, and umbrellas
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 Class 21
(6) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders

 Class 25
(7) Novelty and promotional items, namely, clothing, namely, dress clothing, casual clothing, 
athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, jackets, coats, sweaters and blazers, scarves, gloves, 
slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, toques, 
headbands

 Class 26
(8) Novelty and promotional items, namely, novelty buttons, novelty pins

 Class 28
(9) Novelty and promotional items, namely, party balloons, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards

Services
Class 35
(1) Print and digital newspaper and magazine subscription services; Distribution of newspapers, 
newsletters, foreign language newspapers, magazines, books and sales and advertising materials, 
namely, flyers, samples, coupons, newspaper and magazine inserts and promotional items, 
namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, mouse pads, note pads, memo cubes, note 
stickers, name tags, calendars, magnets, key chains, key fobs, key tags, novelty buttons, novelty 
pins, clocks, flashlights, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders, balloons, stickers, 
banners, flags, decals, posters, plaques, trophies, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards, key chains, 
plastic shopping bags, reusable cloth bags, tote bags, travel bags, backpacks, clothing, namely, 
dress clothing, casual clothing, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, outerwear, scarves, 
gloves, slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, 
toques, headbands and umbrellas; Providing newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and 
electronic magazine, and mobile application subscription services to enable access to news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries and topics of general interest; Operation of 
an electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage 
and retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the 
fields of news in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, 
fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home 
renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, 
horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Operation of an 
electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage and 
retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the field of 
opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, 
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governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, 
financial economics, business management and operations and local and international trade, 
politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, 
recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, 
concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, 
real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, 
information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, 
cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical 
wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword 
puzzles, announcements and obituaries; the operation of promotional contests distributed through 
social media channels, print and the Internet in order to solicit, publish and disseminate reader and 
user feedback, commentary, reviews, and ratings of publications, articles, and third party products 
and services; Advertising the wares and services of others; Preparing and placing advertisements 
for others; Online, mobile and wireless advertising services for the advertising, and marketing of 
brands, businesses, profiles, of third parties, as well as the advertising and marketing of the wares 
and services of others; promoting the sale of the goods and services through promotional contests 
and the distribution of related printed material; Advertising services and display advertising 
services, namely, classified advertising services, display advertising services and publishing the 
advertisements of others regarding the wares and services of others via print and electronic 
newspapers, magazines, flyers, newspaper and magazine via websites online, mobile or tablet 
applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging (MMS) and instant messaging; 
Preparing and placing native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored search 
results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites for the benefit of third parties; Advertising sales, namely marketing 
and selling internet, display and print advertising space for others; Rental and purchasing of 
advertising space for others; Selling online advertising space on third party websites; Creating and 
selling advertising space in print, electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Sale and 
rental of online advertising space and placement in search engine search results to others based 
upon keyword selection by consumers; Promoting the goods and services of others through 
search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; Advertising and marketing services, namely, 
promoting the goods of others by creating and editing meta titles, keywords, and product 
descriptions to optimize online searches of the goods of others; Online advertising services for 
third parties, namely providing referrals to websites by means of listings in search engine results 
on a global computer network; Advertising and marketing the wares and services of others by 
means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine 
marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and through social 
media; Business Internet marketing services namely, mobile and social marketing, search engine 
marketing services, search engine marketing strategies, search engine optimization services, 
search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of search engine 
marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies for others; print, mobile, online, and 
display advertising strategies for others, media reselling strategies for others, digital marketing 
strategies for others, marketing strategies for aggregation, reporting and searching for others, 
social media marketing optimization for others, affiliate marketing advisory services for others in 
the fields of communications planning, web enablement, lead nurturing and lead generation, 
technical consulting services in the field of website usability, development, and management, 
optimization of online marketing strategies and online marketing and advertising campaigns for 
others, and business consulting and advisory services in the aforementioned fields; Advertising 
analysis; Providing advice relating to advertising services; Advisory services related to business 
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information in the field of native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored 
search results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites; Online services and online shopping services, namely, operating an 
online electronic marketplace provided via websites, online, mobile and tablet applications, to 
facilitate the purchase of third party products and services by consumers; Online services and 
online shopping services, namely, operating an online marketplace for the purpose of selling 
tickets to sporting and entertainment events; Developing and executing promotional marketing 
concepts, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through promotional contests and 
the distribution of related printed and electronic material via text, mobile and online, consultation 
services, namely, providing advertising consultancy services and marketing services for third 
parties, namely marketing planning; Media planning, namely, devising strategies for 
communicating information regarding wares and services of others to consumers by print, 
electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, 
tracking and analysing market research data measuring the distribution of printed and electronic 
publications, namely newspaper and magazine articles, photographs, interviews, videos clips and 
music clips; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data 
measuring social media activity and website, telephone and e-mail traffic; Broadcast monitoring, 
namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data measuring radio and television 
program viewership and usage habits; Analysis of market research data and statistics; managing, 
modelling, investigating and analyzing market research data measuring audience viewing of, 
exposure to and reactions to online, radio and television media; managing, modelling, investigating 
and analysing data in the field of audience size, demographics, geography, and behaviour of 
audiences exposed to advertisements; managing, modelling, investigating and analysing data in 
the field of online newspaper readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio 
and videos featuring news, and radio and television media audience size, demographics, 
geography, and behaviour; data modeling services, namely statistical modelling of marketing data; 
data investigation, namely consumer research and market research services; managing metadata 
for the purpose of measuring audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television advertisements; Managing metadata for the purpose of measuring online newspaper 
readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio and videos featuring news, 
and radio and television media audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television media; data mining in the field of market research; data conversion, namely conversion 
of market research data from one media to another; Sales volume tracking for others, namely, 
automated searching and monitoring of prospective and actual online transactions or offers and 
providing reports on the same; Tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, tracking and 
optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns and 
keyword search performance for others; Providing business services using web analytics tools and 
generating web analytics reports to third parties for calculating buying propensity of website users 
in the products or services shown on third party websites, and determining triggers for interaction 
between a third party website and a website user; Promoting the sale of goods and services 
through a consumer loyalty program; Promoting the sale of printed and digital newspapers through 
the administration of incentive award programs; Incentive loyalty reward program services, namely 
provision and management of incentives whereby readers of digital news publications earn 
redeemable points to be used against the purchase of goods and services, gain entry to 
promotional contests, and receive reward and discount benefits on the purchase of goods and 
services; Promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests; Promoting the 
sale of goods and services through promotional contests via social media channels; selling 
subscriptions to news and information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, 
business management, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of 
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celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, to the user via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. 
photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, audio and, video clips, through websites, online, mobile 
and tablet application interfaces; Operation of a network of websites providing media solutions to 
third parties, namely disseminating advertising for others via the Internet, providing and rental of 
advertising space on the Internet, and digital marketing services for others, namely advertising the 
goods and services of others using digital advertising channels, namely mobile phones, 
computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, social media, and the Internet; Market 
research services for others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service 
that retrieves and delivers stored classified advertisements in the fields of current events, finance, 
business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and 
obituaries, and topics of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and 
optimizing search engine marketing strategies for others; providing measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of internet market research data and statistics for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing website usage; Editorial services for advertisement purposes, 
namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper layout services for publishing of print and 
digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer application software for use with 
mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, computer peripheral devices and 
tablet computers

Class 36
(2) Fund raising services; Charitable fundraising services; Fundraising services and operation of 
fundraising events to support community initiatives and children's literacy programs

Class 38
(3) Broadcasting and streaming via internet of audio, video, text, graphics, still images, films, 
videos and emails via the Internet featuring news and distribution of news podcasts, in the fields of 
current events, finance, business management, politics, arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, opinion 
editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements 
and obituaries, and searchable topics of general interest to the user; Broadcasting of radio 
programs and streaming via the Internet of radio podcasts; collection and transmission of text 
(SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics, still images, films, videos, movies, e-
mail, audio, and video clips and of searchable topics of general interest namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business management, 
politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, 
literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video 
games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
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culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, 
opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via 
websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; News agency services for delivery of 
data, text, graphics, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, clips of music, 
interviews, news, information and entertainment programming, television programs and movies via 
websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia 
messaging (MMS), instant messaging, graphic images, e-mail, audio, video or and a combination 
of these formats; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video material, graphics and 
graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, news and information 
in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, via websites 
online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging 
(MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video 
material, graphics and graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, 
news and information in the fields of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries via websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), 
multimedia messaging (MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
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and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line reviews, ratings and 
comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely newspaper articles, 
magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals 
on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine articles, website 
content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and services of the 
applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
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classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; News agency services, 
namely, creating, collecting, licensing, selling, distributing and disseminating data, text, graphics, 
still images, films, videos, movies, moving images and sound recordings via social media 
channels, namely, news and information, namely, news and information generated by the 
applicant and its readers, users and individuals, in the fields of current events, finance, business, 
politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, 
lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, 
and topics of general interest

Class 40
(4) Printing services, namely, newspaper, magazine, book, flyer and advertising insert printing 
services

Class 41
(5) Publication services, namely, publication of newspapers, newsletters, flyers, newspaper and 
magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, books and periodicals, namely, magazines and 
magazine supplements all of the foregoing published in print, via a website, electronically, 
wirelessly and in on-line form; Provision of news in the field of current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade,, politics, news in the field of the 
arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information 
on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Provision of news in the field of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
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computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Editorial services, namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay-out services for 
publishing of print and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer 
application software for use with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, 
computer peripheral devices and tablet computers, all of the foregoing not in respect of advertising 
services; Pagination services, namely, general lay-out services for newspaper publishing; Content 
syndication services, namely syndication of radio programs, news articles and syndicated news 
columns in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics of general interest; Publishing 
and distributing commentary, reviews and ratings posted by individuals in respect of publications, 
articles and on the products and services of others via print, on-line social media channels and via 
websites on the Internet; Publishing and distributing news and in the fields of current events, 
finance, business management, politics, the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop 
culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of 
personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via and text (SMS) 
messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, 
audio, video through websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; providing news in 
the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via a website; providing news in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
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advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via website; providing news in the fields 
of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, 
hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government 
and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software applications for 
use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearable activity 
trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; providing news in 
the fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software 
applications for use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, 
wearable activity trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; 
providing news in the fields of shopping, automobiles, announcements and obituaries, real estate 
and homes via a website;

Class 42
(6) Creating and maintaining websites for others; Operation of a network of websites providing 
media solutions to third parties, namely hosting websites on the Internet; Development of 
application programs and software for personal computers, portable computers and mobile 
phones, smart phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, and tablet computers; 
Provision of non-downloadable software for personal financial planning; Provision of non-
downloadable software, namely, mortgage calculators; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-
downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for 
analyzing the effectiveness of web site marketing, and for searching and viewing marketing 
research; Provision of non-downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking and analyzing 
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business analytics and research data in the fields of advertising, marketing, sales, businesses 
operations, and personal consumer profile data concerning demographics, behavioural insights, 
purchase history and living location; news monitoring services and editorial search services for 
others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service that retrieves and 
delivers stored classified editorials in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, 
entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics 
of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and optimizing search 
engine marketing strategies for others; Providing web analytics tools and web analytics reports to 
third parties for building behavioral profiles of website users based on actual visit and browsing 
history of previous visits and predicting which information will personalize the web experience of 
web users; Professional and technical consulting services and business information and consulting 
services in the field of web analytics allowing the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting 
of internet data for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage, for improving 
websites, for marketing to website users and evaluating marketing campaign audience response, 
for website user relationship management, and for website user interaction management purposes 
and for measuring the performance of a third party's website in a commercial context, including on 
site and off site web analytics; Computer services, namely, providing technical services in the field 
of web analytics for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, reporting, storing, and sharing of 
information, namely website traffic, e-commerce transactions, and marketing campaigns 
conducted via the internet; providing measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet 
market research data and statistics for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage; 
Interactive electronic communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic 
communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post information in the fields 
of opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
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and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews;

Class 45
(7) Licensing of news in the fields of current events, finance, business management, politics, the 
arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer 
technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general 
physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries, through graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, audio and video clips to the 
user, available via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), e-mail, websites, online, 
mobile and tablet application interfaces
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 Application Number 1,694,575  Filing Date 2014-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

POSTMEDIA NETWORK INC.
365 Bloor Street East 
12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4W3L4

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The letters in the word POSTMEDIA are deep 
dark blue.

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mouse pads, fridge magnets; newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published 
electronically, and on-line; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published 
electronically, and on-line; Books, published electronically, and on-line; Downloadable software 
and computer application software for use with personal computers, portable computers and 
mobile phones for accessing news and information in the fields of news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal government and business announcements and 
obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for use with personal 
computers, portable computers and mobile phones for accessing news and information in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
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corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer 
application software for use with personal computers, portable computers, mobile phones, 
handheld electronic gaming units, wearables and computer peripheral devices for providing 
newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and electronic magazine, searchable topics of 
general interest and mobile application subscription services to enable users to access news and 
information in the fields of news in the field of finance, business management, politics, news in the 
field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and 
authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, 
festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental 
health and news in the field of general physical health and wellbeing, opinion editorials, fashion, 
lifestyle namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for providing 
downloadable video games and computer games for use with personal computers, portable 
computers and mobile phones; Downloadable barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning 
software and digital barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning applications for use with 
mobile phones;

 Class 11
(2) Novelty and promotional items, namely, flashlights

 Class 14
(3) Novelty and promotional items, namely, key chains, key fobs, key tags, clocks

 Class 16
(4) Novelty and promotional items, namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, calendars, 
stickers, decals, posters, plastic shopping bags; Printed publications, namely, newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published in 
print; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published in print; Books, 
published in print;

 Class 18
(5) Novelty and promotional items, namely, reusable cloth shopping bags, tote bags, travel bags, 
backpacks, and umbrellas

 Class 21
(6) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders
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 Class 25
(7) Novelty and promotional items, namely, clothing, namely, dress clothing, casual clothing, 
athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, jackets, coats, sweaters and blazers, scarves, gloves, 
slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, toques, 
headbands

 Class 26
(8) Novelty and promotional items, namely, novelty buttons, novelty pins

 Class 28
(9) Novelty and promotional items, namely, party balloons, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards

Services
Class 35
(1) Print and digital newspaper and magazine subscription services; Distribution of newspapers, 
newsletters, foreign language newspapers, magazines, books and sales and advertising materials, 
namely, flyers, samples, coupons, newspaper and magazine inserts and promotional items, 
namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, mouse pads, note pads, memo cubes, note 
stickers, name tags, calendars, magnets, key chains, key fobs, key tags, novelty buttons, novelty 
pins, clocks, flashlights, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders, balloons, stickers, 
banners, flags, decals, posters, plaques, trophies, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards, key chains, 
plastic shopping bags, reusable cloth bags, tote bags, travel bags, backpacks, clothing, namely, 
dress clothing, casual clothing, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, outerwear, scarves, 
gloves, slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, 
toques, headbands and umbrellas; Providing newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and 
electronic magazine, and mobile application subscription services to enable access to news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries and topics of general interest; Operation of 
an electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage 
and retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the 
fields of news in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, 
fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home 
renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, 
horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Operation of an 
electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage and 
retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the field of 
opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, 
governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, 
financial economics, business management and operations and local and international trade, 
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politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, 
recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, 
concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, 
real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, 
information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, 
cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical 
wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword 
puzzles, announcements and obituaries; the operation of promotional contests distributed through 
social media channels, print and the Internet in order to solicit, publish and disseminate reader and 
user feedback, commentary, reviews, and ratings of publications, articles, and third party products 
and services; Advertising the wares and services of others; Preparing and placing advertisements 
for others; Online, mobile and wireless advertising services for the advertising, and marketing of 
brands, businesses, profiles, of third parties, as well as the advertising and marketing of the wares 
and services of others; promoting the sale of the goods and services through promotional contests 
and the distribution of related printed material; Advertising services and display advertising 
services, namely, classified advertising services, display advertising services and publishing the 
advertisements of others regarding the wares and services of others via print and electronic 
newspapers, magazines, flyers, newspaper and magazine via websites online, mobile or tablet 
applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging (MMS) and instant messaging; 
Preparing and placing native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored search 
results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites for the benefit of third parties; Advertising sales, namely marketing 
and selling internet, display and print advertising space for others; Rental and purchasing of 
advertising space for others; Selling online advertising space on third party websites; Creating and 
selling advertising space in print, electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Sale and 
rental of online advertising space and placement in search engine search results to others based 
upon keyword selection by consumers; Promoting the goods and services of others through 
search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; Advertising and marketing services, namely, 
promoting the goods of others by creating and editing meta titles, keywords, and product 
descriptions to optimize online searches of the goods of others; Online advertising services for 
third parties, namely providing referrals to websites by means of listings in search engine results 
on a global computer network; Advertising and marketing the wares and services of others by 
means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine 
marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and through social 
media; Business Internet marketing services namely, mobile and social marketing, search engine 
marketing services, search engine marketing strategies, search engine optimization services, 
search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of search engine 
marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies for others; print, mobile, online, and 
display advertising strategies for others, media reselling strategies for others, digital marketing 
strategies for others, marketing strategies for aggregation, reporting and searching for others, 
social media marketing optimization for others, affiliate marketing advisory services for others in 
the fields of communications planning, web enablement, lead nurturing and lead generation, 
technical consulting services in the field of website usability, development, and management, 
optimization of online marketing strategies and online marketing and advertising campaigns for 
others, and business consulting and advisory services in the aforementioned fields; Advertising 
analysis; Providing advice relating to advertising services; Advisory services related to business 
information in the field of native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored 
search results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
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publications and on websites; Online services and online shopping services, namely, operating an 
online electronic marketplace provided via websites, online, mobile and tablet applications, to 
facilitate the purchase of third party products and services by consumers; Online services and 
online shopping services, namely, operating an online marketplace for the purpose of selling 
tickets to sporting and entertainment events; Developing and executing promotional marketing 
concepts, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through promotional contests and 
the distribution of related printed and electronic material via text, mobile and online, consultation 
services, namely, providing advertising consultancy services and marketing services for third 
parties, namely marketing planning; Media planning, namely, devising strategies for 
communicating information regarding wares and services of others to consumers by print, 
electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, 
tracking and analysing market research data measuring the distribution of printed and electronic 
publications, namely newspaper and magazine articles, photographs, interviews, videos clips and 
music clips; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data 
measuring social media activity and website, telephone and e-mail traffic; Broadcast monitoring, 
namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data measuring radio and television 
program viewership and usage habits; Analysis of market research data and statistics; managing, 
modelling, investigating and analyzing market research data measuring audience viewing of, 
exposure to and reactions to online, radio and television media; managing, modelling, investigating 
and analysing data in the field of audience size, demographics, geography, and behaviour of 
audiences exposed to advertisements; managing, modelling, investigating and analysing data in 
the field of online newspaper readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio 
and videos featuring news, and radio and television media audience size, demographics, 
geography, and behaviour; data modeling services, namely statistical modelling of marketing data; 
data investigation, namely consumer research and market research services; managing metadata 
for the purpose of measuring audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television advertisements; Managing metadata for the purpose of measuring online newspaper 
readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio and videos featuring news, 
and radio and television media audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television media; data mining in the field of market research; data conversion, namely conversion 
of market research data from one media to another; Sales volume tracking for others, namely, 
automated searching and monitoring of prospective and actual online transactions or offers and 
providing reports on the same; Tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, tracking and 
optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns and 
keyword search performance for others; Providing business services using web analytics tools and 
generating web analytics reports to third parties for calculating buying propensity of website users 
in the products or services shown on third party websites, and determining triggers for interaction 
between a third party website and a website user; Promoting the sale of goods and services 
through a consumer loyalty program; Promoting the sale of printed and digital newspapers through 
the administration of incentive award programs; Incentive loyalty reward program services, namely 
provision and management of incentives whereby readers of digital news publications earn 
redeemable points to be used against the purchase of goods and services, gain entry to 
promotional contests, and receive reward and discount benefits on the purchase of goods and 
services; Promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests; Promoting the 
sale of goods and services through promotional contests via social media channels; selling 
subscriptions to news and information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, 
business management, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
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exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, to the user via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. 
photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, audio and, video clips, through websites, online, mobile 
and tablet application interfaces; Operation of a network of websites providing media solutions to 
third parties, namely disseminating advertising for others via the Internet, providing and rental of 
advertising space on the Internet, and digital marketing services for others, namely advertising the 
goods and services of others using digital advertising channels, namely mobile phones, 
computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, social media, and the Internet; Market 
research services for others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service 
that retrieves and delivers stored classified advertisements in the fields of current events, finance, 
business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and 
obituaries, and topics of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and 
optimizing search engine marketing strategies for others; providing measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of internet market research data and statistics for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing website usage; Editorial services for advertisement purposes, 
namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper layout services for publishing of print and 
digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer application software for use with 
mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, computer peripheral devices and 
tablet computers;

Class 36
(2) Fund raising services; Charitable fundraising services; Fundraising services and operation of 
fundraising events to support community initiatives and children's literacy programs

Class 38
(3) Broadcasting and streaming via internet of audio, video, text, graphics, still images, films, 
videos and emails via the Internet featuring news and distribution of news podcasts, in the fields of 
current events, finance, business management, politics, arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, opinion 
editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements 
and obituaries, and searchable topics of general interest to the user; Broadcasting of radio 
programs and streaming via the Internet of radio podcasts; collection and transmission of text 
(SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics, still images, films, videos, movies, e-
mail, audio, and video clips and of searchable topics of general interest namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business management, 
politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, 
literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video 
games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
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exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, 
opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via 
websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; News agency services for delivery of 
data, text, graphics, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, clips of music, 
interviews, news, information and entertainment programming, television programs and movies via 
websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia 
messaging (MMS), instant messaging, graphic images, e-mail, audio, video or and a combination 
of these formats; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video material, graphics and 
graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, news and information 
in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, via websites 
online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging 
(MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video 
material, graphics and graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, 
news and information in the fields of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries via websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), 
multimedia messaging (MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
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games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line reviews, ratings and 
comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely newspaper articles, 
magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals 
on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine articles, website 
content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and services of the 
applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
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field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; News agency services, 
namely, creating, collecting, licensing, selling, distributing and disseminating data, text, graphics, 
still images, films, videos, movies, moving images and sound recordings via social media 
channels, namely, news and information, namely, news and information generated by the 
applicant and its readers, users and individuals, in the fields of current events, finance, business, 
politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, 
lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, 
and topics of general interest

Class 40
(4) Printing services, namely, newspaper, magazine, book, flyer and advertising insert printing 
services

Class 41
(5) Publication services, namely, publication of newspapers, newsletters, flyers, newspaper and 
magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, books and periodicals, namely, magazines and 
magazine supplements all of the foregoing published in print, via a website, electronically, 
wirelessly and in on-line form; Provision of news in the field of current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade,, politics, news in the field of the 
arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information 
on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Provision of news in the field of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
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namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Editorial services, namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay-out services for 
publishing of print and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer 
application software for use with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, 
computer peripheral devices and tablet computers, all of the foregoing not in respect of advertising 
services; Pagination services, namely, general lay-out services for newspaper publishing; Content 
syndication services, namely syndication of radio programs, news articles and syndicated news 
columns in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics of general interest; Publishing 
and distributing commentary, reviews and ratings posted by individuals in respect of publications, 
articles and on the products and services of others via print, on-line social media channels and via 
websites on the Internet; Publishing and distributing news and in the fields of current events, 
finance, business management, politics, the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop 
culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of 
personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via and text (SMS) 
messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, 
audio, video through websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; providing news in 
the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via a website; providing news in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
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general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via website; providing news in the fields 
of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, 
hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government 
and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software applications for 
use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearable activity 
trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; providing news in 
the fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software 
applications for use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, 
wearable activity trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; 
providing news in the fields of shopping, automobiles, announcements and obituaries, real estate 
and homes via a website;

Class 42
(6) Creating and maintaining websites for others; Operation of a network of websites providing 
media solutions to third parties, namely hosting websites on the Internet; Development of 
application programs and software for personal computers, portable computers and mobile 
phones, smart phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, and tablet computers; 
Provision of non-downloadable software for personal financial planning; Provision of non-
downloadable software, namely, mortgage calculators; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-
downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for 
analyzing the effectiveness of web site marketing, and for searching and viewing marketing 
research; Provision of non-downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking and analyzing 
business analytics and research data in the fields of advertising, marketing, sales, businesses 
operations, and personal consumer profile data concerning demographics, behavioural insights, 
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purchase history and living location; news monitoring services and editorial search services for 
others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service that retrieves and 
delivers stored classified editorials in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, 
entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics 
of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and optimizing search 
engine marketing strategies for others; Providing web analytics tools and web analytics reports to 
third parties for building behavioral profiles of website users based on actual visit and browsing 
history of previous visits and predicting which information will personalize the web experience of 
web users; Professional and technical consulting services and business information and consulting 
services in the field of web analytics allowing the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting 
of internet data for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage, for improving 
websites, for marketing to website users and evaluating marketing campaign audience response, 
for website user relationship management, and for website user interaction management purposes 
and for measuring the performance of a third party's website in a commercial context, including on 
site and off site web analytics; Computer services, namely, providing technical services in the field 
of web analytics for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, reporting, storing, and sharing of 
information, namely website traffic, e-commerce transactions, and marketing campaigns 
conducted via the internet; providing measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet 
market research data and statistics for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage; 
Interactive electronic communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic 
communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post information in the fields 
of opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
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programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews;

Class 45
(7) Licensing of news in the fields of current events, finance, business management, politics, the 
arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer 
technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general 
physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries, through graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, audio and video clips to the 
user, available via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), e-mail, websites, online, 
mobile and tablet application interfaces
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 Application Number 1,694,577  Filing Date 2014-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

POSTMEDIA NETWORK INC.
365 Bloor Street East 
12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4W3L4

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mouse pads, fridge magnets; newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published 
electronically, and on-line; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published 
electronically, and on-line; Books, published electronically, and on-line; Downloadable software 
and computer application software for use with personal computers, portable computers and 
mobile phones for accessing news and information in the fields of news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
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computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal government and business announcements and 
obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for use with personal 
computers, portable computers and mobile phones for accessing news and information in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer 
application software for use with personal computers, portable computers, mobile phones, 
handheld electronic gaming units, wearables and computer peripheral devices for providing 
newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and electronic magazine, searchable topics of 
general interest and mobile application subscription services to enable users to access news and 
information in the fields of news in the field of finance, business management, politics, news in the 
field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and 
authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, 
festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental 
health and news in the field of general physical health and wellbeing, opinion editorials, fashion, 
lifestyle namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries; Downloadable software and computer application software for providing 
downloadable video games and computer games for use with personal computers, portable 
computers and mobile phones; Downloadable barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning 
software and digital barcode and quick response (QR) code scanning applications for use with 
mobile phones;

 Class 11
(2) Novelty and promotional items, namely, flashlights

 Class 14
(3) Novelty and promotional items, namely, key chains, key fobs, key tags, clocks

 Class 16
(4) Novelty and promotional items, namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, calendars, 
stickers, decals, posters, plastic shopping bags; Printed publications, namely, newspapers, 
newsletters, flyers, newspaper and magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, published in 
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print; periodicals, namely, magazines and magazine supplements, published in print; Books, 
published in print;

 Class 18
(5) Novelty and promotional items, namely, reusable cloth shopping bags, tote bags, travel bags, 
backpacks, and umbrellas

 Class 21
(6) Novelty and promotional items, namely, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders

 Class 25
(7) Novelty and promotional items, namely, clothing, namely, dress clothing, casual clothing, 
athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, jackets, coats, sweaters and blazers, scarves, gloves, 
slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, toques, 
headbands

 Class 26
(8) Novelty and promotional items, namely, novelty buttons, novelty pins

 Class 28
(9) Novelty and promotional items, namely, party balloons, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards

Services
Class 35
(1) Print and digital newspaper and magazine subscription services; Distribution of newspapers, 
newsletters, foreign language newspapers, magazines, books and sales and advertising materials, 
namely, flyers, samples, coupons, newspaper and magazine inserts and promotional items, 
namely, pens, pencils, desk sets, letter openers, mouse pads, note pads, memo cubes, note 
stickers, name tags, calendars, magnets, key chains, key fobs, key tags, novelty buttons, novelty 
pins, clocks, flashlights, mugs, beer steins, bottle openers, drink holders, balloons, stickers, 
banners, flags, decals, posters, plaques, trophies, golf balls, golf tees, playing cards, key chains, 
plastic shopping bags, reusable cloth bags, tote bags, travel bags, backpacks, clothing, namely, 
dress clothing, casual clothing, athletic clothing, outdoor winter clothing, outerwear, scarves, 
gloves, slippers, sleepwear and loungewear, headwear and headgear, namely, caps, hats, visors, 
toques, headbands and umbrellas; Providing newspaper, magazine, electronic newspaper and 
electronic magazine, and mobile application subscription services to enable access to news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries and topics of general interest; Operation of 
an electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage 
and retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the 
fields of news in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, 
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fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home 
renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, 
horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Operation of an 
electronic and on-line database, namely database management for the electronic data storage and 
retrieval services, archival and information retrieval services, and on-line searching in the field of 
opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, 
governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, 
financial economics, business management and operations and local and international trade, 
politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, 
recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, 
concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, 
real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, 
information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, 
cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical 
wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword 
puzzles, announcements and obituaries; the operation of promotional contests distributed through 
social media channels, print and the Internet in order to solicit, publish and disseminate reader and 
user feedback, commentary, reviews, and ratings of publications, articles, and third party products 
and services; Advertising the wares and services of others; Preparing and placing advertisements 
for others; Online, mobile and wireless advertising services for the advertising, and marketing of 
brands, businesses, profiles, of third parties, as well as the advertising and marketing of the wares 
and services of others; promoting the sale of the goods and services through promotional contests 
and the distribution of related printed material; Advertising services and display advertising 
services, namely, classified advertising services, display advertising services and publishing the 
advertisements of others regarding the wares and services of others via print and electronic 
newspapers, magazines, flyers, newspaper and magazine via websites online, mobile or tablet 
applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging (MMS) and instant messaging; 
Preparing and placing native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored search 
results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites for the benefit of third parties; Advertising sales, namely marketing 
and selling internet, display and print advertising space for others; Rental and purchasing of 
advertising space for others; Selling online advertising space on third party websites; Creating and 
selling advertising space in print, electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Sale and 
rental of online advertising space and placement in search engine search results to others based 
upon keyword selection by consumers; Promoting the goods and services of others through 
search engine referral traffic analysis and reporting; Advertising and marketing services, namely, 
promoting the goods of others by creating and editing meta titles, keywords, and product 
descriptions to optimize online searches of the goods of others; Online advertising services for 
third parties, namely providing referrals to websites by means of listings in search engine results 
on a global computer network; Advertising and marketing the wares and services of others by 
means of indirect methods of marketing communications, namely, social media, search engine 
marketing, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, mobile marketing, blogging and through social 
media; Business Internet marketing services namely, mobile and social marketing, search engine 
marketing services, search engine marketing strategies, search engine optimization services, 
search engine optimization strategies, analyzing and providing reports on results of search engine 
marketing strategies and search engine optimization strategies for others; print, mobile, online, and 
display advertising strategies for others, media reselling strategies for others, digital marketing 
strategies for others, marketing strategies for aggregation, reporting and searching for others, 
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social media marketing optimization for others, affiliate marketing advisory services for others in 
the fields of communications planning, web enablement, lead nurturing and lead generation, 
technical consulting services in the field of website usability, development, and management, 
optimization of online marketing strategies and online marketing and advertising campaigns for 
others, and business consulting and advisory services in the aforementioned fields; Advertising 
analysis; Providing advice relating to advertising services; Advisory services related to business 
information in the field of native advertising, branded content, product placements, sponsored 
search results, sponsored advertisements, advertorials, and promoted content in print and digital 
publications and on websites; Online services and online shopping services, namely, operating an 
online electronic marketplace provided via websites, online, mobile and tablet applications, to 
facilitate the purchase of third party products and services by consumers; Online services and 
online shopping services, namely, operating an online marketplace for the purpose of selling 
tickets to sporting and entertainment events; Developing and executing promotional marketing 
concepts, namely, promoting the goods and services of others through promotional contests and 
the distribution of related printed and electronic material via text, mobile and online, consultation 
services, namely, providing advertising consultancy services and marketing services for third 
parties, namely marketing planning; Media planning, namely, devising strategies for 
communicating information regarding wares and services of others to consumers by print, 
electronic, wireless and online media and other media; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, 
tracking and analysing market research data measuring the distribution of printed and electronic 
publications, namely newspaper and magazine articles, photographs, interviews, videos clips and 
music clips; Media monitoring, namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data 
measuring social media activity and website, telephone and e-mail traffic; Broadcast monitoring, 
namely, collecting, tracking and analysing market research data measuring radio and television 
program viewership and usage habits; Analysis of market research data and statistics; managing, 
modelling, investigating and analyzing market research data measuring audience viewing of, 
exposure to and reactions to online, radio and television media; managing, modelling, investigating 
and analysing data in the field of audience size, demographics, geography, and behaviour of 
audiences exposed to advertisements; managing, modelling, investigating and analysing data in 
the field of online newspaper readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio 
and videos featuring news, and radio and television media audience size, demographics, 
geography, and behaviour; data modeling services, namely statistical modelling of marketing data; 
data investigation, namely consumer research and market research services; managing metadata 
for the purpose of measuring audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television advertisements; Managing metadata for the purpose of measuring online newspaper 
readership, online magazine readership, viewership of online audio and videos featuring news, 
and radio and television media audience viewing of, exposure to and reactions to online, radio and 
television media; data mining in the field of market research; data conversion, namely conversion 
of market research data from one media to another; Sales volume tracking for others, namely, 
automated searching and monitoring of prospective and actual online transactions or offers and 
providing reports on the same; Tracking web site activity and managing, monitoring, tracking and 
optimizing the performance and effectiveness of websites, online marketing campaigns and 
keyword search performance for others; Providing business services using web analytics tools and 
generating web analytics reports to third parties for calculating buying propensity of website users 
in the products or services shown on third party websites, and determining triggers for interaction 
between a third party website and a website user; Promoting the sale of goods and services 
through a consumer loyalty program; Promoting the sale of printed and digital newspapers through 
the administration of incentive award programs; Incentive loyalty reward program services, namely 
provision and management of incentives whereby readers of digital news publications earn 
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redeemable points to be used against the purchase of goods and services, gain entry to 
promotional contests, and receive reward and discount benefits on the purchase of goods and 
services; Promoting the sale of goods and services through promotional contests; Promoting the 
sale of goods and services through promotional contests via social media channels; selling 
subscriptions to news and information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, 
business management, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, to the user via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. 
photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, audio and, video clips, through websites, online, mobile 
and tablet application interfaces; Operation of a network of websites providing media solutions to 
third parties, namely disseminating advertising for others via the Internet, providing and rental of 
advertising space on the Internet, and digital marketing services for others, namely advertising the 
goods and services of others using digital advertising channels, namely mobile phones, 
computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, social media, and the Internet; Market 
research services for others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service 
that retrieves and delivers stored classified advertisements in the fields of current events, finance, 
business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and 
obituaries, and topics of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and 
optimizing search engine marketing strategies for others; providing measurement, collection, 
analysis and reporting of internet market research data and statistics for purposes of 
understanding and optimizing website usage; Editorial services for advertisement purposes, 
namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay- out services for publishing of print 
and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer application software for use 
with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, computer peripheral devices 
and tablet computers;

Class 36
(2) Fund raising services; Charitable fundraising services; Fundraising services and operation of 
fundraising events to support community initiatives and children's literacy programs

Class 38
(3) Broadcasting and streaming via internet of audio, video, text, graphics, still images, films, 
videos and emails via the Internet featuring news and distribution of news podcasts, in the fields of 
current events, finance, business management, politics, arts, entertainment in the fields of 
celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, 
television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private 
exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, opinion 
editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements 
and obituaries, and searchable topics of general interest to the user; Broadcasting of radio 
programs and streaming via the Internet of radio podcasts; collection and transmission of text 
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(SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics, still images, films, videos, movies, e-
mail, audio, and video clips and of searchable topics of general interest namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business management, 
politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, 
literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video 
games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, 
opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via 
websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; News agency services for delivery of 
data, text, graphics, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, clips of music, 
interviews, news, information and entertainment programming, television programs and movies via 
websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia 
messaging (MMS), instant messaging, graphic images, e-mail, audio, video or and a combination 
of these formats; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video material, graphics and 
graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, news and information 
in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, via websites 
online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), multimedia messaging 
(MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Electronic transmission of data, text, audio and video 
material, graphics and graphic images, still images, moving images and sound recordings, namely, 
news and information in the fields of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries via websites online, mobile and tablet applications, mobile messages, text (SMS), 
multimedia messaging (MMS), instant messaging, and e-mail; Providing multiple user access to 
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computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of current events, finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Providing multiple user access to 
computer networks and bulletin boards, online chat forums for the transmission of messages 
among users and the transfer and dissemination of a wide range of information, namely, news and 
information in the fields of opinions relating to finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works 
and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio 
programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports 
games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general health and well-being, fashion, 
lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, 
mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line reviews, ratings and 
comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely newspaper articles, 
magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals 
on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine articles, website 
content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and services of the 
applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic communications 
services, namely providing access to a website where users can post information in the fields of 
opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
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transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; News agency services, 
namely, creating, collecting, licensing, selling, distributing and disseminating data, text, graphics, 
still images, films, videos, movies, moving images and sound recordings via social media 
channels, namely, news and information, namely, news and information generated by the 
applicant and its readers, users and individuals, in the fields of current events, finance, business, 
politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, 
lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, 
and topics of general interest

Class 40
(4) Printing services, namely, newspaper, magazine, book, flyer and advertising insert printing 
services

Class 41
(5) Publication services, namely, publication of newspapers, newsletters, flyers, newspaper and 
magazine inserts, foreign language newspapers, books and periodicals, namely, magazines and 
magazine supplements all of the foregoing published in print, via a website, electronically, 
wirelessly and in on-line form; Provision of news in the field of current events, news in the field of 
finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade,, politics, news in the field of the 
arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information 
on computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Provision of news in the field of opinions relating to current events, news in the field of finance, 
business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, 
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corporate and business strategy and marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business 
management and operations and local and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, 
entertainment relating to celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, 
motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public 
and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, 
personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on 
computer technology and programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, 
mental health and news in the field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, 
namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and 
physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and 
crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements and 
obituaries, all made available by means of a global computer network and wireless technology; 
Editorial services, namely, pagination services namely, general newspaper lay-out services for 
publishing of print and digital newspapers and magazines, websites online and computer 
application software for use with mobile phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, 
computer peripheral devices and tablet computers, all of the foregoing not in respect of advertising 
services; Pagination services, namely, general lay-out services for newspaper publishing; Content 
syndication services, namely syndication of radio programs, news articles and syndicated news 
columns in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics of general interest; Publishing 
and distributing commentary, reviews and ratings posted by individuals in respect of publications, 
articles and on the products and services of others via print, on-line social media channels and via 
websites on the Internet; Publishing and distributing news and in the fields of current events, 
finance, business management, politics, the arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop 
culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer technology, careers, health namely, medicine, 
exercise, nutrition, mental health and general physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, 
fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of 
personal, government and business announcements and obituaries, to the user via and text (SMS) 
messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, e-mail, 
audio, video through websites, online, mobile and tablet application interfaces; providing news in 
the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business namely, corporate transactions, 
corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via a website; providing news in the 
fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, 
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corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries via website; providing news in the fields 
of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate transactions, corporate 
structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and marketing, 
entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local and 
international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities and 
pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television programs, 
video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music and popular 
culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, 
shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, careers, health, 
namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of general physical 
health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, interior design, 
hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and parenting, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government 
and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software applications for 
use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, wearable activity 
trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; providing news in 
the fields of opinions relating to news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and programming, 
careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the field of 
general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, restaurants, 
interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, relationships, family and 
parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, 
government and business announcements and obituaries available through mobile software 
applications for use with mobile phones, portable computers, handheld electronic gaming units, 
wearable activity trackers, smart bracelets, smart glasses, smart watches, and tablet computers; 
providing news in the fields of shopping, automobiles, announcements and obituaries, real estate 
and homes via a website;

Class 42
(6) Creating and maintaining websites for others; Operation of a network of websites providing 
media solutions to third parties, namely hosting websites on the Internet; Development of 
application programs and software for personal computers, portable computers and mobile 
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phones, smart phones, handheld electronic gaming units, wearables, and tablet computers; 
Provision of non-downloadable software for personal financial planning; Provision of non-
downloadable software, namely, mortgage calculators; Providing temporary use of on-line, non-
downloadable software for analyzing and reporting on Internet traffic and keyword placement, for 
analyzing the effectiveness of web site marketing, and for searching and viewing marketing 
research; Provision of non-downloadable software for storing, managing, tracking and analyzing 
business analytics and research data in the fields of advertising, marketing, sales, businesses 
operations, and personal consumer profile data concerning demographics, behavioural insights, 
purchase history and living location; news monitoring services and editorial search services for 
others via computer, namely, search and retrieval services, namely a service that retrieves and 
delivers stored classified editorials in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, 
entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, classified 
advertisements, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements and obituaries, and topics 
of general interest; Marketing research in the field of keyword searches and optimizing search 
engine marketing strategies for others; Providing web analytics tools and web analytics reports to 
third parties for building behavioral profiles of website users based on actual visit and browsing 
history of previous visits and predicting which information will personalize the web experience of 
web users; Professional and technical consulting services and business information and consulting 
services in the field of web analytics allowing the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting 
of internet data for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage, for improving 
websites, for marketing to website users and evaluating marketing campaign audience response, 
for website user relationship management, and for website user interaction management purposes 
and for measuring the performance of a third party's website in a commercial context, including on 
site and off site web analytics; Computer services, namely, providing technical services in the field 
of web analytics for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, reporting, storing, and sharing of 
information, namely website traffic, e-commerce transactions, and marketing campaigns 
conducted via the internet; providing measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet 
market research data and statistics for purposes of understanding and optimizing website usage; 
Interactive electronic communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post 
information in the fields of current events, news in the field of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the field of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews; Interactive electronic 
communications services, namely hosting a website where users can post information in the fields 
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of opinions relating to current events, news in the fields of finance, business, namely, corporate 
transactions, corporate structure, governance and personnel, corporate and business strategy and 
marketing, entrepreneurship, financial economics, business management and operations and local 
and international trade, politics, news in the fields of the arts, entertainment relating to celebrities 
and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording artists, motion picture films, television 
programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, public and private exhibitions, music 
and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, 
classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, information on computer technology and 
programming, careers, health, namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and news in the 
field of general physical health and well-being, fashion, lifestyle, namely, cooking and recipes, 
restaurants, interior design, hobbies, home renovation, mental and physical wellness, 
relationships, family and parenting, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, news in 
the field of personal, government and business announcements and obituaries and on-line 
reviews, ratings and comments posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely 
newspaper articles, magazine articles and website content and reviews, ratings and comments 
posted by individuals on print and electronic publications, namely, newspaper articles, magazine 
articles, website content, the products and services of third party retailers, and the products and 
services of the applicant, namely, radio and television broadcast reviews;

Class 45
(7) Licensing of news in the fields of current events, finance, business management, politics, the 
arts, entertainment in the fields of celebrities and pop culture, literary works and authors, recording 
artists, motion picture films, television programs, video games, radio programs, festivals, concerts, 
public and private exhibitions, music and popular culture, sports games, tourism, travel, real 
estate, personal finance, investing, classified advertisements, shopping, automobiles, computer 
technology, careers, health namely, medicine, exercise, nutrition, mental health and general 
physical health and well-being, opinion editorials, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, news in the field of personal, government and business announcements 
and obituaries, through graphics. photographs, films, videos, movies, audio and video clips to the 
user, available via text (SMS) messaging, multimedia messaging (MMS), e-mail, websites, online, 
mobile and tablet application interfaces
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 Application Number 1,716,173  Filing Date 2015-02-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Volvo Trademark Holding Aktiebolag
c/o AB Volvo
405 08 Göteborg
SWEDEN

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments namely, 
mechanical life-saving apparatus, namely, seat belts and air bags; programmable electrical 
controllers for diesel engines, programmable electronic speed controllers, programmable 
electronic controllers for traffic lights; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments, namely, 
electric batteries for vehicles, electric storage batteries, ignition batteries, charging devices, 
namely, automotive battery chargers, battery testers; electric accumulators, electric directional 
compasses, electric circuit breakers, commutators, electric condensers, electric wiring harnesses, 
capacitors, relays, electronic time relays, power switches, electrical fuses, electrical contacts, 
electric cables, electric fuses; electric fuse boxes, electrical vehicle and machine acceleration 
sensors, liquid level sensors, electrical sockets, electrical cigarette lighters for automobiles, printed 
electrical circuits, integrated circuits; leads for electric, electronic and optical signals namely, leads 
for electric, electronic and optical signals for vehicles and machines; cable connections, cable 
drums; transformers, namely, electric transformers, current transformers, power transformers; 
electronic headlamp beam adjustment; vehicle acceleration sensors, pollutant sensors and 
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proximity sensors and detectors, electric switch plates, pressure switches, differential switches, 
switch boxes, solar cells and solar generators; analysers for motor vehicles, namely, for exhaust 
gas analysis, soot particle analysis, brake function analysis, diagnostic instruments and equipment 
for flight simulations, vehicle driver training simulators, engine testers, vehicle workshop test 
devices, namely, diagnostic instruments and equipment for vehicles, namely, voltmeters, infrared 
thermometers, circuit testers; high-frequency generators for industrial machinery, for motor 
vehicles, turbine generators, for ships, power supply devices, namely, computer power supplies, 
electric power converters, electric power connectors, power cords, power switches, semiconductor 
components and optoelectronic components namely, diodes, chips, integrated circuits, transistors, 
wafers; testing apparatus namely, metal strength testing machines, diagnostic machines to test 
automotive performance; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of data, sound or 
images and data processing equipment and computers, namely, radios, video screens, tape 
players, namely, video tape players, audio tape players, loudspeakers, amplifiers, namely, audio 
amplifiers, power amplifiers, signal amplifiers, sound amplifiers, stereo amplifiers, car telephone 
installations, namely, mobile car phones, cell phone antennas, hand free kits for motor vehicles, in-
car telephone handset cradles, compact disc players, telematics terminals, namely, computers and 
monitors, distress signal terminals namely, marking and signalling buoys, navigation and radar 
terminals, namely, navigation apparatus for vehicles in the form of on-board computers, directional 
compasses, maritime patrol radar, radars, radar detectors, radar receivers with amplifiers, traffic 
control systems, namely, air traffic control radio equipment; airplane control panels, on-board 
electronic traffic control systems for monitoring vehicle traffic, locating device, namely, GPS 
receivers, transmitters and satellites, toll terminals for electronic toll detection in traffic, black box 
data recorders for motor vehicles, auto-computers and on-board computers, calculators and 
pocket calculators; computer software for use in controlling powertrain functions in vehicles; 
computer hardware; video games; recorded and non-recorded data carriers and recording media 
of all kinds, namely, magnetic data carriers, namely, compact discs, namely, blank compact discs, 
blank audio compact discs, compact discs containing music, tape cassettes, namely, video tape 
cassettes, audio tape cassettes; storage boxes, namely, disk storage boxes for recording media, 
namely, CD'S and DVD's; data processing equipment, namely, computers; highway emergency 
warning equipment, namely, highway safety cones, emergency warning lights, led emergency 
underwater lights for marine rescue; interference suppressors, namely, signal interference 
suppressors, namely, filters for radio interference suppression, aerials and antennas namely, car 
aerials and antennas, radio and television aerials and antennas, satellite aerials, cellphone 
antennas; gauges, namely, water gauges, fluid level gauges for vehicles and industrial machinery, 
instruments and equipment to measure motor fuel, oil pressure, tire pressure, compressed air 
volume in tires, motor vehicle engine temperatures, automotive amperage, speed and engine 
cylinders; mileage recorders for vehicles, odometers, tachometers; voltage regulators, voltmeters; 
time recorders, namely, time and date stamping machines, time clocks, timing sensors, rudder 
indicators, boat control panels; motor vehicle control panels, vehicle fluid dipsticks, thermostats, 
signal lamps; dynamometers, brake tester systems for vehicles, electrical and mechanical analysis 
instruments and apparatus for control and testing vehicle engines and motors and industrial 
machine engines and motors, drive units and construction machines, namely, tachometers; in-
vehicle computers to assist with parking; warning reflector lights; fire extinguisher, fire 
extinguishing apparatus for vehicles; electronic voltage monitors and regulators for engines and 
motors; industrial magnets; tape measures; thermometers; directional compasses, magnetic 
compasses; optical apparatus and instruments, namely, binoculars, magnifying glasses, 
spectacles, sun glasses and goggles, namely, safety goggles, sports goggles, dust protective 
goggles, sun-proof optical lenses; ophthalmic frames; warning triangles; clothing for protection 
against accidents, namely, footwear, namely, boots and shoes, chemical exposure protective 
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clothing, fire protecting clothing, motorcyclist protective clothing, radiation protective clothing, 
workmen's protective face-shields, dust protective masks; cash registers; spark eliminators, 
namely, electrical connectors; hydraulic steering systems for vehicles and industrial machines, as 
well as component parts of these items; diesel oil emission testers, vehicle emission testers; 
electric control panels, electronic control systems for automobile brakes; cruise controls for motor 
vehicles; parking assistance systems, namely, computer software to provide driver vehicle parking 
assistance; warning triangles, jumper cables, starter cables for motors, emergency warning lights; 
mounting racks for mobile telephones and motion sensors.

 Class 12
(2) Vehicles, namely, cars, vans, sport-utility vehicles (including golf carts), buses, trucks, all 
terrain vehicles, dump trucks, and parts, including components, and accessories to these items, 
namely, vehicle chassis, vehicle bodies, brake pads, brake discs, brake cylinders, brake drums, 
brake levers, brake linings, brake shoes, brake calipers, draw bars, bumper bars, clutches, 
engines, electric engines, motors, electric motors, air and hydraulic turbines for land vehicles, 
starter motors, combustion engines, car starters, hydraulic cylinders, namely, hydraulic brake 
cylinders and motors, power transmissions, motor vehicle gearboxes and vehicle transmissions, 
transmission shafts, differential gears, drive gears, drive shafts, gear change selectors, axles, 
crank shafts, cam shafts, shaft couplings, industrial machine couplings and transmissions 
components namely, hydraulic circuits for vehicles, manual and power steering wheels for vehicles 
and vessels, manual and power steering gears for vehicles, ships' steering gears, sun blinds for 
vehicles, roof sun visors, anti-theft devices and alarms namely, anti-theft warning apparatus for 
vehicles, anti-theft alarms for vehicles, trailer hitches, power take-offs namely, mechanical 
gearboxes that attach to apertures provided on truck transmissions and are used to transfer the 
power of the vehicle engine to auxiliary components, vehicle suspension springs and shock 
absorbing springs for vehicles, axle bearings for vehicles, axle bearings for motor vehicles; wheels 
for motor vehicles, wheel bearings for motor vehicles, vehicle wheel trims, balance weights for 
vehicle wheels, vehicle engine mountings, vessel and vehicle fuel tanks, vehicle engine noise 
shields, protective car seat covers, covers for vehicle steering wheels, fitted covers for boats, 
spare tire covers, vehicle covers, radiators grills for motor vehicles, front grills for vehicles, fluid 
reservoirs for vehicles to hold anti-freeze, windshield washer fluid, plastic and metal vehicle wind 
and rain deflectors, roof hatches, upholstery for vehicles, handles of metal and plastic for vehicle 
doors, hoods for vehicle engines, vehicle horns, hubs, namely, hub caps, hydraulic circuits, tyres, 
non-skid devices for tyres namely, chains, mud flaps, vehicle brakes, servo brakes and 
compressed-air brakes, antilock brakes for motor vehicles, brake pads for vehicles and brake 
lining for vehicles, vehicle bumpers, mudguards and fenders for vehicles, vehicle cabs, vehicle cab 
tilt mechanisms, reversing alarms, mechanical controls, namely, cruise controls for motor vehicles, 
head rests for vehicle seats, vehicle arm rests, vehicle doors, vehicle seats, vehicle safety-seats, 
personal safety restraint seats namely, child safety seats; tables for vehicle seats, fitted vehicle 
seat covers, fitted head-rest covers for vehicle seats, seat belts, devices for collision protection, 
namely, internal and external airbags, anti-lock brakes, collision warning apparatus for motor 
vehicles, collision alert apparatus for motor vehicles, forward warning systems for vehicles that 
senses vehicle movement and actuates a visual or audio warning, back up/reverse warning 
systems for vehicles that senses movement or obstacles and actuates a visual or audio warning, 
stability control systems for vehicles, seats, namely, energy-absorbing vehicle seats, safety belts, 
seatbelts, and pretensioners, vehicle detection apparatus for motor vehicles that actuate a visual 
or audio warning; lane departure apparatus for motor vehicles that actuate a visual or audio 
warning, sliding roofs for vehicles, sun roofs for vehicles, vehicle steering columns, steering 
wheels, steering linkages, roof stabilizing bars for vehicles, vehicle suspension spindles and 
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springs, suspension lowering systems for motor vehicles, torsion bars for vehicles, tow bars, 
windows for vehicles, window winding mechanisms for vehicles, electric windows for vehicles, 
windscreens/windshields (also of safety glass), windscreen/windshield and headlight wipers, 
heating apparatus for defrosting vehicle windscreens, windshield wiper blades, vehicle window 
blinds, side view mirrors for motor vehicles, rear view mirrors, tank caps, cover caps for extra 
headlights, luggage restraints for vehicles, luggage nets for vehicles, luggage carriers for vehicles, 
spare tire carriers for vehicles, bicycle carriers, surfboard carriers for vehicles, boat trailers, mud-
guards, snow chains, pet screens for vehicles, screens to protect the vehicle from stones from the 
road, roof racks and ski racks, storage boxes for vehicles, interior trim for vehicles, spoilers for 
vehicles, vehicle skirts, vehicle air bags, vehicle rear view mirror holders, sun shades for vehicle 
windows; restraining systems for installation in motor vehicles, namely, seat belt tensioners for 
vehicles and machines, airbags; tires, pneumatic tires; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner 
tubes; baby carriages, wheeled chairs for invalids; bicycles; rudders, propellers, trimming vanes, 
steering wheels and steering wheel fittings for boats as well as component parts of these items; 
cars, trucks, vans, buses, airplanes, boats, ships; anti-theft devices for automobiles; cars for cable 
transport installations; automatic alarm units, namely, automatic anti-theft alarms for vehicles, 
automatic vehicle alarms, reversing alarms for vehicles, anti-theft warning apparatus for vehicles, 
anti-theft alarms for vehicles, anti-theft locks for use on automotive wheels, electrical anti-theft 
installations for vehicles, including vehicle immobilizing units; lenses for vehicle head lights; 
storage divider screens, namely, vehicle partition screens.

 Class 16
(3) Paper, cardboard, namely, paper cubes and paper notes; printed matter, namely, books, 
instruction books, computer and computer software manuals, periodicals, magazines, newspapers, 
calendars, posters, stickers, banners and pennants of paper, country and road maps, maintenance 
manuals, advertising materials, namely, billboards, pamphlets, magazines, printed publications in 
the field of automotive subjects; bookbinding material; adhesives for stationery or household 
purposes; artists' materials, namely, artists' brushes, paints, canvas, paint brushes; photographs; 
stationery, namely, pens and pencils; typewriters and office requisites (except furniture), namely, 
pen stands, letter holders, metal, wood and plastic storage boxes for recording media and paper 
knives; instructional and teaching materials, namely, books, pamphlets, manuals; plastic materials 
for packaging, namely, plastic shopping bags; printers' type; printing blocks.

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail and wholesale services of vehicles, engines/motors, as well as of parts and fittings for 
the aforesaid goods, and of machine tools and hand tools; business administration, namely, 
providing bookkeeping services, business management and business management advisory 
services, in particular relating to the design, development, manufacture, sale, distribution, repair or 
maintenance of vehicles, engines, motors and machines, including drive units and construction 
machine, and of parts, fittings and accessories for the aforesaid; consultancy in the management 
of motor vehicle fleets and motor vehicle fleet operations, sale of motor vehicles, land transport 
vehicles, agricultural and forestry machines and parts and accessories therefore; sale of tools and 
equipment for the repair of motor vehicles, land transport vehicles, agricultural and forestry 
machines; distribution of vehicle parts; business management consultations in the field of vehicle 
traffic, transportation of goods and mobile telematics applications.

Class 36
(2) Real estate affairs; monetary and financial affairs, namely, credit card services; insurance, 
providing extended warranties on motor vehicles and parts therefor, financing of motor vehicles.
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Class 37
(3) Building construction; installation of motor vehicle engines and parts therefor; installation, 
repair, restoration, maintenance reconditioning, diagnostic tuning, cleaning, painting and polishing 
services in the field of vehicles, repair and maintenance engines and motor vehicles, construction, 
agriculture and forestry machines, namely construction tractors, agricultural planting machines, 
agricultural reaping machines and vehicles, power hand tools, workshop appliances and devices, 
namely, shop vacuum, electric tools, hand held tools, parts, fittings and telecommunication 
equipment, namely, printers, computers, computer hardware for the aforesaid; emergency road 
side assistance; rental of machine tools for repair and maintenance of motor vehicles in motor 
sport events; reservation of garage services for the repair and maintenance of motor vehicles; 
technical assistance in the repair and maintenance of motor vehicles in the field of motor vehicles 
during motorsports events; maintenance and repair of motor vehicles, land transport vehicles, 
agricultural and forestry machines and parts and accessories therefore; repair of tools and 
equipment for the repair of motor vehicles, land transport vehicles, agricultural and forestry 
machines; emergency roadside assistance services.

Class 39
(4) Transportation of persons by rail, truck, motor vehicle, air and boat; salvaging, transportation 
namely delivery by rail, truck, motor vehicle, air and boat and warehousing of automobiles and 
ships, emergency automobile and ship towing services; packaging, warehousing, namely, 
merchandise packaging, packaging of articles for transportation, warehouse storage services; 
rental of motor vehicles, aircraft, boats; emergency ship rescue services; logistics services, namely 
tracking and tracing of persons, packages and motor vehicles in transit; traffic information and 
control services namely, providing road and traffic information and road and traffic control 
information services; providing road route information services; providing travel agency and tourist 
agency services, tourist office services; leasing of motor vehicles, land transport vehicles, 
agricultural and forestry machines.

Class 41
(5) Education and training services in the field of vehicle driving training and handling, construction 
vehicle driving training and handling; education and training services in the field of driver training 
and handling of construction machines; organizing exhibitions in the field of car shows, travel, 
tourism, live musical and theatrical performances; entertainment in the form of live musical 
concerts, booking of entertainment halls, entertainment in the form of live comedy shows, air 
shows, car shows; arranging competitions for live musical and theatrical performances, 
organization of sports events in the field of football, soccer, basketball, tennis, motor vehicle 
racing; sport camp services; camp services for sport activities; museum services; rental of sports 
equipment.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 22, 2014, Country or Office: SWEDEN, Application No: 2014/05284 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,739,908  Filing Date 2015-07-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

National Hot Rod Association
2035 Financial Way
Glendora, CA 91741
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BAPTISM BY NITRO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

(1) Decals and stickers.

 Class 25
(2) Clothing namely, shirts, T-shirts, bandanas, belts made of leather, caps, coats, fleece sweat 
shirts, gloves, gym suits, head scarves; head sweatbands; headbands, headwear, namely hats, 
caps, hooded tops, jackets, jeans, jogging pants, jogging suits, leather belts, leather coats, leather 
headwear namely hats and caps, leather jackets, leather pants, motorcycle gloves, neckwear, 
namely, bow ties, neck bands, and neck ties, pajamas, pants, polo shirts, parkas, rainwear, robes, 
namely, bath robes and beach robes, scarves, shawls, shorts, skirts and dresses, skorts, skull 
caps, sleepwear, slippers, socks, sports jerseys, sports shirts, sweat bands, sweat pants, sweat 
shirts, sweat shorts, sweat suits, sweaters, swim wear, undergarments, wind resistant jackets, 
wraps, namely, shawls.

Services
Class 35
(1) Association services, namely, promoting public awareness of motorsports events; arranging 
and conducting of promotional contests in the field of motorsports; contest and incentive award 
programs designed to reward program participants who nominate participants to attend 
motorsports events and share information, videos and photos via social media and the internet; 
promoting motorsports races, events and programs, namely, by providing access to a website and 
social media sites for users to share information, participate in discussions, form virtual 
communities, and engage in social networking featuring photos, digital images and videos, all 
relating to motorsports races, events and programs in the field of motorsports; promoting 
motorsports races, events and programs, namely, by hosting a website and social media sites for 
users to share information, participate in discussions, form virtual communities, and engage in 
social networking featuring photos, digital images and videos, all relating to motorsports races, 
events and programs in the field of motorsports.

Class 38
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(2) Providing access to a website featuring non-downloadable videos and information in the field of 
motorsports.

Class 41
(3) Entertainment services, namely, arranging and conducting of competitions for motorsports; 
entertainment services, namely, the production, sanctioning and staging of motorsports races, 
events and programs; providing information in the field of motorsports via a website; providing 
motorsports information to others via a global computer network; providing non-downloadable 
videos in the field of motorsports via a website; providing information relating to motorsports races, 
motorsports events and motorsport programs via a website.

Class 42
(4) Hosting a website featuring non-downloadable videos and information relating to motorsports.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 04, 2015, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 86/524,621 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services (1), (3)
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 Application Number 1,754,410  Filing Date 2015-11-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Ongles Achats Limited
Level 3, Alexander House
35 Cybercity
Ebene 72201
MAURITIUS

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
5500 North Service Road, Suite 101, 
Burlington, ONTARIO, L7L6W6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

Nail care preparations; nail treatment products, namely, nail softeners; manicure and pedicure 
treatment sets and kits; nail polish; nail gel; nail extensions; nail art stickers; gel nail designs..
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 Application Number 1,764,108  Filing Date 2016-01-20
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BUREAU VERITAS, société anonyme
Immeuble Newtime 40/52 Boulevard du Parc
92200 Neuilly-sur-Seine
FRANCE

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOVE FORWARD WITH CONFIDENCE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 42
Evaluation, technical auditing, certification and analysis of costs, quality control systems, computer 
products, computer services and processes related to asphalt paving materials, caulking materials, 
insulation materials for pipes, machinery, namely trench cutters, spacecraft, textiles for carpets, 
clothing, furniture, and footwear, consumer products, toys and building materials (miscellaneous), 
in the fields of telecommunications, ships, in the fields of aeronautics and space, aircraft, railway 
stock, civil engineering machinery, namely construction machines, lifting apparatus, equipment for 
electric, thermal and hydroelectric power plants, equipment for oil development facilities, 
equipment for nuclear facilities as well as the facilities themselves, real estate and civil engineering 
constructions, soil fertility and management, transport of goods and people by truck, train, airplane, 
as well as energy production and transmission; technical consulting provided by computer 
engineers and experts in relation to the security, protection, availability, performance and use of 
intranet and Internet networks, websites, applications, software, mobile devices, namely cellular 
telephones, tablets and smart watches, and computers; technical assistance and consulting 
related to setting up Internet and intranet networks; technical assistance and consulting related to 
setting up Internet and intranet networks; technical advice, research and participation in the 
development of standards and guidelines in the following business sectors: asphalt paving 
materials, caulking materials, insulation materials for pipes, machinery, namely trench cutters, 
spacecraft, textiles for carpets, clothing, furniture, and footwear, consumer products, toys and 
building materials (miscellaneous), in the fields of telecommunications, ships, in the fields of 
aeronautics and space, aircraft, railway stock, civil engineering machinery, namely construction 
machines, lifting apparatus, equipment for electric, thermal and hydroelectric power plants, 
equipment for oil development facilities, equipment for nuclear facilities as well as the facilities 
themselves, real estate and civil engineering constructions, soil fertility and management, transport 
of goods and people by truck, train, airplane, as well as energy production and transmission; 
software design and programming, namely design and programming of digital media consisting of 
manuals for tracking and monitoring national and international legislative, regulatory and technical 
provisions in the following business sectors: asphalt paving materials, caulking materials, 
insulation materials for pipes, machinery, namely trench cutters, spacecraft, textiles for carpets, 
clothing, furniture, and footwear, consumer products, toys and building materials (miscellaneous), 
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in the fields of telecommunications, ships, in the fields of aeronautics and space, aircraft, railway 
stock, civil engineering machinery, namely construction machines, lifting apparatus, equipment for 
electric, thermal and hydroelectric power plants, equipment for oil development facilities, 
equipment for nuclear facilities as well as the facilities themselves, real estate and civil engineering 
constructions, soil fertility and management, transport of goods and people by truck, train, airplane, 
as well as energy production and transmission; licensing of digital media consisting of manuals for 
tracking and monitoring national and international legislative, regulatory and technical provisions in 
the following business sectors: asphalt paving materials, caulking materials, insulation materials 
for pipes, machinery, namely trench cutters, spacecraft, textiles for carpets, clothing, furniture, and 
footwear, consumer products, toys and building materials (miscellaneous), in the field of 
telecommunications, ships, in the fields of aeronautics and space, aircraft, railway stock, civil 
engineering machinery, namely construction machines, lifting apparatus, equipment for electric, 
thermal and hydroelectric power plants, equipment for oil development facilities, equipment for 
nuclear facilities as well as the facilities themselves, real estate and civil engineering constructions, 
soil fertility and management, transport of goods and people by truck, train, airplane, as well as 
energy production and transmission; development of computer data banks and technical, 
administrative and regulatory databases in the following business sectors: asphalt paving 
materials, caulking materials, insulation materials for pipes, machinery, namely trench cutters, 
spacecraft, textiles for carpets, clothing, furniture, and footwear, consumer products, toys and 
building materials (miscellaneous), in the fields of telecommunications, ships, in the fields of 
aeronautics and space, aircraft, railway stock, civil engineering machinery, namely construction 
machines, lifting apparatus, equipment for electric, thermal and hydroelectric power plants, 
equipment for oil development facilities, equipment for nuclear facilities as well as the facilities 
themselves, real estate and civil engineering constructions, soil fertility and management, transport 
of goods and people by truck, train, airplane, as well as energy production and transmission; any 
technical services related to auditing, namely assessment, testing, certification, analysis, 
inspection, quality control, evaluation, diagnosis of computer systems, all the said services 
pertaining to the security, protection, availability, performance and use of information systems, 
websites, applications, computer software, connected objects, namely webcams, mobile devices, 
namely cellular telephones, tablets and smart watches, and computers in the fields of 
communication and information technologies (new), namely remote data and information 
transmission.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 21, 2015, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 15 4 198 013 in 
association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,764,483  Filing Date 2016-01-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DEEPER, UAB, a legal entity
Saulétekio aly. 15
LT-10224 Vilnius
LITHUANIA

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Containers, and transportation and packaging articles, of metal, namely industrial packaging 
containers of metal, packaging containers of metal, containers of metal for transport; Towel 
dispensers of metal; Paper towel dispensers fixed of metal; Towel dispensers, fixed, of metal; 
Dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal; Stretchers for iron bands, namely, tension links; 
Thread of metal for tying-up purposes; Hoisting slings of metal for handling loads; Belts of metal 
for handling loads; Braces of metal for load handling; Barrel hoops of metal; Metal strapping; 
Cargo slings of metal; Storage pallets of metal; Metal ties; Tie wire of metal for binding; Straps of 
metal; Cable straps of metal; Load lifting straps of metal; Wrapping or binding bands of metal; 
Metal binding strips used on packaging; Apex ties of metal; Ties of metal for binding; Binding 
thread of metal for agricultural purposes; Sheaf binders of metal; Slings of metal for handling 
loads; Stretchers for metal bands, namely, tension links; Wire fences; Foils of metal for wrapping 
and packaging; Aluminium foil containers; Enclosures of metal for tombs; Vats of metal; Bottles of 
metal for compressed gas and liquid air; Tinplate packings; Containers of metal for chemicals, 
compressed gases and liquids; Closures of metal for containers; Metal decorative boxes; High 
pressure metal cylinders; Gas storage tanks of metal; Boxes of common metal; Chests of metal for 
food; Fittings of metal for coffins; Sealing caps of metal; Metallic capsules; Mobile pallets made of 
metal; Containers of metal for storing acids; Containers of metal for liquid fuel; Baskets of metal; 
Tool boxes of metal, empty; Tool chests of metal, empty; Handling pallets of metal; Containers of 
metal for stock feed; Containers of metal for liquid gas; Containers of metal for liquid fertilizers; 
Empty metal aerosol containers; Empty metal oil cans; Cans of metal for alcoholic beverages; 
Metal time capsules; Collecting tins of metal; Bottle crates of metal; Containers made of metal for 
use in the storage of gases; Boxes of metal for horticultural purposes; Beverage cans of metal; 
Composting receptacles of metal; Metal storage drums; Rain barrels of metal; Fireproof cabinets of 
metal, other than furniture; Churns containers of metal for milk; Waste paper bins of metal for 
industrial use; Metal tool boxes; Empty tool storage containers of metal; Metal aerosol containers 
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sold empty; Refuse skips of metal; Waste bins of metal for industrial use; Petrol cans of metal; 
Metal bottle caps; Bottle closures of metal; Metal lids; Closures of metal; Fuel cans of metal; 
Bottles of metal for the storage of fuel; Cylinders of metal for gas; Box frames of metal; Tins of 
metal; Metal cans, sold empty; Drums of metal other than household containers, namely, metal 
storage drums; Tanks of metal for the transportation of liquefied gases; Tanks of metal for the 
transportation of compressed gases; Tanks of metal for the storage of compressed gases; Metal 
cases; Wine casks of metal; Rubbish containers of metal; Potable water reservoirs of metal; 
Cylinders of metal for cryogenic liquid; Charging troughs of metal; Letter-box covers of metal; 
Metal cages for wild animals; Rainwater hoppers of metal; Rainwater reservoirs of metal; Rain 
traps of metal; Metal troughs; Cages of metal; Settlement tanks of metal; Trays of metal; Loading 
and unloading pallets of metal; Metal stoppers for industrial packaging containers; Metal 
containers for the storage and transportation of goods; Locking oil tank caps of metal; Metal lids for 
cans; Metal fluid storage tanks; Liquid storage tanks made of metal; Taps for casks of metal; Pallet 
racks of metal; Cylinders of metal for use with compressed gas; Metal cylinders for compressed 
gas or liquids, sold empty; Pressure gas cylinders made of metal; Containers of metal for 
transport; Metal fire resistant safes; Screw caps of metal; Water tanks of metal; Water tanks of 
metal for household purposes; Fitted liners for metal baskets; Sewers of metal; Crates of metal; 
Non-electric cable boxes of metal; Baskets of common metals; Baskets of common metal for 
industrial use; Cabinet fittings of common metal; Loading pallets of metal; Packaging containers of 
metal; Hoppers of metal, non-mechanical; Steel cylinders for liquid air; Steel storage silos; Steel 
storage drums sold empty; Floating containers of metal; Floating metal fish farm cages; Industrial 
packaging containers of metal; Industrial water tanks of metal; Silos of metal; Steel for tins; Tin 
cans; Metal casks; Metal kegs; Tanks of metal for the storage of liquefied gases; Metal cylinders 
for compressed gas and liquids sold empty; Metal bottles for compressed gas; Steel cylinders for 
compressed gas; Empty tin cans; Fire safe cabinets of metal; Transport pallets of metal; Internal 
floating lids of aluminium for use with gas or liquefied gas storage tanks; Doors, gates, windows 
and window coverings of metal; Aluminium doors; Aluminium residential doors; Aluminium patio 
doors; Aluminium windows; Security shutters of metal; Door handles of metal; Door fittings, of 
metal; Latch bars of metal; Door locks; Letter boxes of metal; Espagnolette mechanisms of metal; 
Ironwork for doors; Ironwork for windows; Iron gates; Cremone bolts of metal for windows; 
Windows of metal; Casement windows of metal; Shutters of metal; Fittings of metal for windows; 
Window stops of metal; Window casement bolts; Door flaps of metal; Window fasteners of metal; 
Window pulleys; Outdoor blinds of metal; Safety fittings of metal for doors; Self-adhesive lead 
strips for making a pattern on windows; Window furniture of metal; Blackout blinds of metal; Safety 
doors of metal; Architectural louvres of metal; Doors of metal for providing access to buildings by 
pets; Doors of metal; Doors and windows of metal; Insulating doors of metal; non-magnified metal 
door viewers; Metal door trim; Metal door kick plates; Door sections of metal; Door chains of metal; 
Door pulls of metal; Door friction stays of metal; Door jambs of metal; Ventilation grilles of metal for 
fitting in doors; Louvres made of metal; Outdoor venetian blinds made of metal; Outdoor horizontal 
slatted blinds, of metal; Outdoor Horizontal venetian blinds, of metal; Outdoor window blinds of 
metal; Metal exterior roller blinds for guiding light; Cat/dog flaps of metal; Metal window trim; 
Weatherstrippings of metal; Handles of metal for windows; Metal locks for windows; Metal window 
jambs; Window glazing fixtures made of metal; Ventilation grilles of metal for fitting in windows; 
Outer doors of metal; Blinds of metal for external use; Trap doors of metal; Shutter grilles of metal; 
Outdoor roller shades of metal; Metal roller shutter doors for security purposes; Metal sash lifts; 
Sash window pulls of metal; Metal sash locks; Sun louvres of metal for buildings; Window sills of 
metal; Security closures of metal; Metal screens; Metallic slatted shutters; Locking gate hasps of 
metal; Metal rolling window shutters; Roller doors of metal; Weatherbars of metal; Metallic doors 
for strongbox; Sliding doors of metal for buildings; Mountings of metal for glass; Doors of metal for 
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buildings; Awnings of metal; Revolving doors of metal; Metal folding doors; Metal window cranks; 
Fire resistant doors of metal; Awnings of metal; Outdoor sun screens, of metal; Outdoor vertical 
blinds of metal; Metal vertical blinds; Doors of metal for indoor use; Patio doors of metal; Armored 
doors of metal; Shutter doors of metal; Metal venetian blinds; Protective screens of metal; Window 
protection devices of metal, namely, shutters of metal; Door knockers of metal; Door guards of 
metal; Door buffers of metal; Metal knockers; Metal door units; Metal bolts for locking doors; Door 
holders of metal; Door holding devices of metal; Door catches of metal; Metal door frames; Door 
fasteners of metal; Finger plates of metal; Door pushes of metal; Door seals of metal; Metallic 
insect screens for doors; Door hinges of metal; Metal garage door rollers; Garage doors of metal; 
Window guards of metal; Window surrounds of metal; Window facades of metal; Metal window 
frames; Fasteners of metal for casement windows; Window casement bolts of metal; Window 
casing bolts of metal; Window seals of metal; Metallic insect screens for windows; Window hinges 
of metal; Window sashes of metal; Sash balances of metal for windows; Sash pulleys of metal; 
Wall windows of metal; Latches of metal; Metallic frames for sliding doors; Metal window pulleys; 
Metal cabinet door catches; Metal dead bolts; Glazing beads of metal; Metal door frames for 
refrigerating rooms; Armour door sheetings of metal; Roof windows of metal; Metal rollers for 
sliding windows; Escutcheons of metal; Gates of metal; Gate hooks of metal; Mullions of metal; 
Blind pulls of metal; Blinds of metal; Non-electric door chimes; Non-electric metal door bells; 
Window closers, non-electric; Window sashes of aluminium; Tilting metal doors; Door knobs of 
common metal; Skylights of metal for use in buildings; Roller blinds of steel; Door panels of metal; 
Knobs of metal; Foot scrapers; Runners of metal for sliding doors; Sills of metal; Turnstiles of 
metal; Armoured windows having metal frames; Insect screens of metal; Door stops of metal; 
Metal gate hooks and eyes; Interior metal shutters; Overhead suspension tracks of metal for use 
with doors; Metal roll shutters; Jalousies of metal; Ladders and scaffolding, of metal; Aluminium 
ladder rungs; Safety scaffolding of metal; Scaffolding towers of metal; Metal scaffolding for 
facades; Mobile steps of metal, namely, ladders; Ladder hooks of metal; Steps of metal,namely, 
ladders; Step stools of metal; Prefabricated scaffolds of metal; Metal ladders for libraries; Work 
platforms, namely, scaffold towers of metal; Work platforms, namely, scaffolding of metal; Mobile 
aerial work platforms, namely, scaffolding of metal; Metal stepladders and ladders; Ladders of 
metal; Ladder supports of metal; Metal stepladders; Scaffolding of metal; Platform staging of metal 
for use with scaffolding; Access platforms of metal; Materials of metal for scaffolds; Beams of 
common metal for scaffolding; Kick steps of metal; Platform steps of metallic for use with 
scaffolding; Prefabricated aluminium scaffolding frames; Signs, and information and advertising 
displays, of metal; Identification bracelets of metal; Identity plates of metal; Signboards of metal; 
Display signs of metal for roads; Metal holders for signboards; Signposts made of metal; Mobile 
display units of metal; Poster advertising pillars of metal; Doorplates of metal; Engravers plates 
made from metal; Identification tags of metal for animals; Metal identification bracelets; Metal 
identification bands for blood collection systems; Bicycle racing number plates made of metal; 
Advertising signs of metal; Metal mail plates; Advertisement display boards of metal; Placards of 
metal; Registration plates of metal; Letter plates of metal; Metal nameplates and door nameplates; 
Metal name plates; Directional signage of metal for roads; Fascias of metal for advertising; 
Advertising hoardings of metal; Posts of metal for use as bus-stops; Beacons of metal, non-
luminous; Signs plates of metal; Metal signposts; House numbers of metal, nonluminous; 
Nameplates of common metal; Non-luminous metal signs; Common metal bands for the 
identification of pet animals; Signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; 
Badges of metal for vehicles; Advertisement columns of metal; Signs, non-luminous and non-
mechanical, of metal; Signs, nonluminous and non-mechanical, of metal, for roads; Vaults and 
safes, of metal; Safe deposit boxes; Electronic safes; Metal safes; Metal bank vaults; Metal cash 
boxes; Metal lock boxes; Cashiers' lockers of metal; Fire safe boxes; Safety cashboxes; Safes; 
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Guard rails of metal; Palings of metal; Props of metal; Bastion defence walls of metal materials; 
Vendor booths made primarily of metal; Paint spraying booths of metal; Floating docks of metal, 
for mooring boats; Portable mobile metal office buildings; Transportable houses of metal, namely, 
pre-fabricated houses of metal; Mobile buildings of metal containing sanitary installations; Portable 
buildings of metal for housing toilets; Transportable greenhouses of metal for household use; 
Portable stands of metal for use by spectators; Portable cabins of metal; Portable metal risers for 
public performances; Portable shelters of metal; Portable metal levees; Duckboards of metal; Stair 
treads of metal; Stringers of metal; Mooring bollards of metal; Crash rails of metal; Crash barriers 
of metal; Stables of metal; Stables of metal; Arches of metallic materials for supporting plants; 
Metal bus shelters; Metal bus stops; Balustrading of metal; Dock ramps of metal; Shelters of metal; 
Bicycle sheds of metal; Traffic control ramps; Soundproof cabins made of metal; Sound insulating 
structures of metal; Sound absorbing structures of metal for buildings; Metal railings; Offshore 
drilling platforms; Metal suspended ceiling systems comprising panels; Racking of metal for 
supporting cables; Cabins made of metal; Booths of metal for use in the curing of metal surfaces; 
Cabins being sound insulated; Crash barriers of metal for roads; Pigsties of metal; Portable 
gazebos primarily of metal; Portable stables of metal for horses; Metal portable pier; Kiosks of 
metal; Shelf dividers of metal; Booths of metal for use in the treatment of metal surfaces; Modular 
shelters of metal; Conservatories of metal; Staging of metal; Podiums of metal; Exhibition booths 
of metal; Shelters of metal; Rain shelters of metal; Trestle columns of metal; Pergolas of metal; 
Changing rooms of metal; Space dividers, of metal; Gantries of metal; Underground tornado 
shelters made of metal; Canopies of metal; Canopies of metal incorporating fixed or movable slats; 
Ramps being structures of metal; Airlock chambers of metal; Metal storage shelters; Strongrooms 
of metal; Walls of metal; Metal storm shelters; Metal beams; Sand boxes of metal; Conservatories 
of metal being fixed building structures; Sheds of metal; Shelters of metal; Prefabricated 
strongrooms of metal; Bridges of metal; Vehicle ramps of metal; Metal barriers; Fencing materials 
of metal; Metal barriers for pedestrian traffic control; Curtain walling of metal; Channel covers of 
metal; Stalls of metal for horses; Centre poles of metal for staircases; Huts made of metal; Artificial 
fish reefs of metal; Metal shower grab bars; Support stands of metal for bicycles; Cold frame boxes 
of metal; Posts of metal for electric lines; Street furniture made of metal; Gravity conveyors chutes 
of metal; Stalls of metal for animals; Overhead suspension tracks of metal; Mobile boarding stairs 
of metal for passengers; Guide rails of metal; Lighting domes of metal for buildings; Chutes of 
metal; Racking of metal for supporting tubes; Metal wire fencing; Consignment shelving of metal; 
Fair huts of metal; Poultry cages of metal; Paddling pools of metal; Stairways of metal for use in 
buildings; Overflow channels of metal; Floating metal docks; Floating docks of metal for marinas; 
Walkways of metal; Warehouses of metal; Liquid storage tanks made of metal; Sliding rails of 
metal; Horticultural frames of metal; Metal bollards; Armoured banking installations of metal, 
namely automated teller machines (ATM); Metal greenhouses; Greenhouse frames of metal; 
Sluices of metal; Sluice gates made of metal; Pre-fabricated houses of metal; Prefabricated 
houses of metal; Bridge units of metal; Tunnels of metal; Fence links of metal; Gulleys of metal; 
Sluices of metal; Shaft covers of metal; Mooring buoys of metal; Metal bleachers; Modular metal 
stables; Aluminium framed modular platforms for use in theatres; Stages for musical performances 
composed of primarily metal materials; Fencing made of common metal; Cabanas of metal; 
Shelters made of prefabricated metal insulated materials; Shelters made principally of metallic 
materials; Gazebos primarily of metal; Steel masts; Metal utility poles; Rocket launching platforms 
of metal; Vaults and safes; Greenhouses of metal, transportable; Prefabricated garages of metal; 
Prefabricated metal buildings, namely, prefabricated garages of metal; Prefabricated metal 
bridges; Conservatories of metal in prefabricated form; Pre-fabricated and modular metal stables; 
Pre-fabricated metal stables; Pre-fabricated metal architectural columns; Telephone booths of 
metal; Telegraph posts of metal; Metal railings for bridges; Fences of metal; Porches of metal; 
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Chicken-houses of metal; Aviaries of metal; Bird baths of metal, Greenhouses being fixed metal 
structures; Aluminum composite tubing for use in the manufacture of bicycle frames; Fittings of 
metal for compressed air ducts; Ducts of metal, for central heating installations; Cast iron pipes; 
Pipe fittings of metal; Metal hose fittings; Reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; Pipe support 
sleeves of metal; Metal gas pipe parts; Metal valves for controlling the flow of gases in pipelines; 
Metal couplings for fire hoses; Floor drains of metal; Anchor socket tube sections of metal; Elbow 
outlets of metal; Elbows of metal for connecting gas piping to gas appliances; Cable junction 
sleeves of metal, non-electric; Metal fuel oil hoses; Air hose reels of metal; Metal hoses for 
swimming pools; Radiator valves of metal, other than thermostatic; Metal valves for controlling the 
flow of fluids in pipelines; Structural joint connectors of metal; Couplings of metal for tubing; 
Elbows of metal for pipes including those from alloy steel and titanium; Check valves of metal, 
other than parts of machines; Drain pipes of metal; Metal drains for use in construction of 
basement waterproofing systems; Ducts made of metal for trunking conduits for gases; Metal 
tubes for gas; Trunking channels of metal for electric cables; Flanged pipes of metal; Drill pipes of 
metal; Cable ducts made of metal; Non-electric ducting conduits of metal; Sewer pipes of metal; 
Elbows of metal for pipes; Collars of metal for fastening pipes; Junctions of metal for pipes; Fittings 
of metal for pipes; Pipe jackets of metal; Clips of metal for tubes; Pipe nuts of metal; Metal hoses 
for plumbing use; Metal hoses for agricultural use; Hose hangers of metal; Sprinkling pipes of 
metal; Ducts made of metal for trunking pipes for gases; Casings of metal for oilwells; Metal house 
numbers; Guttering of metal for the collection of wastewater; Drain traps [valves] of metal; Air 
pipes of metal for buildings; Underdrainage pipes of metal; Metal pipes for liquid and gas transfer; 
Ducts made of metal for trunking conduits for liquids; Ducts made of metal for trunking pipes for 
liquids; Metal conduit; Branching tubes of metal for pipelines; Pipe unions of metal; Pipe 
extensions of metal; Junctions of metal for pipes including those from alloy steel and titanium; Pipe 
spacers of metal; Hinges of metal for the fixing of pipes; Ducts of metal for concealing water pipes; 
Ducts of metal for ventilating and air conditioning installations; Ducts of metal for housing 
ventilation pipes; Metal hose clamps; Pipe muffs of metal; Non-electric ducting conduit installations 
of metal; Reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; Hand operated metal garden hose 
reels; Manifolds of metal for pipelines; Rotating junctions of metal for pipes; Penstock pipes of 
metal; Water-pipes of metal; Water-pipe valves of metal; Clips of metal for cables and pipes; 
Railway material of metal, namely, metallic materials for railway tracks, railway sleepers of metal, 
metal for railway tracks; Materials of metal for funicular railway permanent ways; Cast iron material 
for railroad tracks; Railway points; Materials of metal for railway construction; Railroad ties of 
metal; Metal tracks for rail vehicles; Fish plates of metal; Loading gauge rods, of metal, for railway 
waggons; Monorail tracks of metal; Rail fastenings of metal; Metal railway crossovers; Monorail 
structures of metal; Steel rails; Guttering of aluminium; Roof flashings of aluminium; Aluminium 
supports for panels; Aluminum siding; Architectural metalwork for use in building; Fittings of metal 
for building; Reinforcing materials, of metal, for concrete; Reinforcing materials of metal for 
building; Pillars of metal for buildings; Metal rails; Paving blocks of metal; Fired refractory materials 
of metal; Joists of iron or steel; Latticework of metal; Flashing of metal, for building; Insulated metal 
panels for buildings; Semi-refractory bricks of metal; Laths of metal; Sheet piles of metal; 
Suspended ceilings of metal; Cornices of metal; Moldings of metal for cornices; Mobile partitions 
made of metal; Pillars of metal; Staircases of metal; Castings of lead and its alloys; Manhole 
covers of metal; Facade facings of metal; Wall covering of metal for buildings; Metal roofing; 
Roofing of metal, incorporating solar cells; Acoustic panels of metal for ceilings; Acoustic panels of 
metal for walls; Cladding panels of metal; Wainscotting of metal; Weatherboards of metal; Intruder 
barriers of metal; Arches of metal; Archways made from metallic materials; Reinforcing materials 
of metal for building; Reinforcing bars of metal for use in brickwork; Dado rails of metal; Metal 
casting forms for concrete; Metal moulds for forming cement products; Metal cladding; Chests of 
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metal; Faceplates of metal; Shaped metal portions; Metal joists; Paving slabs of metal; Skirting 
boards of metal; Metal floors; Metal flooring; Floor boards of metal; Metal floor panels; Anchor 
flanges of metal; Anchor bushings of metal; Insulated metal cladding panels for walls; Gutter 
connection pieces of metal; Ties of metal for use in building; Cabin walls of metal; Chimney linings 
of metal; Road coverings of metal; Grilles of metal for roads; Road construction materials of metal; 
Ceiling coffers of metal; Corbels of metal; Gutter supports of metal; Pantiles of metal; Ceilings of 
metal; Coving of metal; Ceiling supports of metal; Metal ceiling panels; Metal mouldings; Gratings 
of metal for false ceilings; Parapet supports of metal; Promenade tiles of metal; Spandrel panels of 
metal; Cover plates of metal; Dividing wall panels of metal; Partitions of metal; Panels of metal for 
sidewalls; Room divider panels of metal; Metallic tiles; Brickwork supports of metal; Glazing panels 
of metal for use in construction; Cladding panels of metal for wall construction; Cladding of metal 
for walls; Wall covering tiles of metal; Wall coverings made of metal for constructing walls; Metal 
wallboards; Wall tiles of metal; Moveable walls made of metal; Floor tiles of metal for building; 
Metal partitions for building; Slabs of metal for building; Eaves of metal; Roofs of metal for 
structures; Roofing tiles of metal; Grilles of metal for pavements; Armoured metal walls; Copings of 
metal; Metal edgings; Reinforcing bars of metal for use in concrete; Reinforcement rods of metal; 
Shuttering of metal for concrete; Flues of metal for use in building; Space frames of metal; 
Facades of metal; Roofing plate of metal; Roofing membranes of metal; Metal roof trusses; Metal 
roof vents; Roofing panels of metal; Roofing materials of metal; Prefabricated wall structures of 
metal incorporating mineral wool insulation; Bridge bearings of metal; Anchor lugs of metal; Metal 
fencing panels; Metal roofing hips; Curtain walling installations of metal; Metal vent covers; Air 
grilles of metal; Facade elements of metal; Cladding of metal for facades; Facade construction 
components of metal; Shaped metal sections; Metal goods for use in construction, namely, 
reinforcing materials of metal for building, refractory construction materials of metal, awnings of 
metal, bolts of metal, shutters of metal; Street gutters of metal; Drywall corner bead of metal 
[building materials]; Pavements made of metal; Floor sections made of metal; Anchor channels of 
metal; Cleader rails of metal; Frameworks of metal for rooms; Chimney terminals of metal; 
Gussets made of metal; Metal connectors for decking and decking joists; Metal brackets for use in 
the construction and assembly of decking; Stair rails of metal; Cladding of metal for windows; 
Anchoring devices of metal; Guttering of metal for the dispersal of rain-water; Guttering of metal for 
the collection of rain-water; Manholes of metal; Metal linings for ceilings; Ceiling units of metal; 
Frameworks of metal for ceilings; Modular wall panelling of metal; Guttering of metal for the 
dispersal of wastewater; Metal down spouts; Ducts of metal for air-conditioning installations; Air 
ducts of metal for buildings; Metal framed suspended ceilings; Parapets of metal; Metal framed 
buildings; Handrails of metal for use in buildings; Stud rails of metal for flats; Porticos of metal; 
Metal profiles for thermal insulation purposes; Metal profiles with thermic isolation; Boundary rails 
of metal; Boundary posts of metal; Wall facades of metal; Spars of metal for use in building; 
Panels of metal for cladding on buildings; Bracings of metal; Metallic building facade elements; 
Building castings of metal; Roof angle irons; Roof components of metal; Roof ridges of metal; Roof 
gutters of metal; Path edgings made of metal materials; Handrails of metal for walkways; 
Plastering beads of metal; Tunnel lining segments made of metal; Bannisters of metal; Metal fence 
stays; Metal fence posts; Gulley linings of metal; Gulley shafts of metal; Internal wall cladding of 
metal; Metal ventilation channels; Ducts of metal for ventilating installations; Manhole frames of 
metal; Bathtub grab bars of metal; Handrails of metal for baths and showers; Modular portable 
building units of metal; Floors made of metal alloys; Building castings of metal alloys; Plating 
metals; Meshes of common metal; Beams of common metal for formwork systems; Beams of 
common metal for building; Metal chainlink fencing; Steel chimneys; Steel reinforcement for use in 
the construction of concrete floors; Steel beams; Structural steels; Steel sheet for use in building; 
Tiles of metal; Tiles of metal for building; Tile floorings of metal; Wall linings of metal; Lintels of 
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metal; Wall claddings of metal; Building panels of metal; Ironmongery of metal for building; Linings 
of metal; Frames of metal for building; Building components of metal for the construction of arches; 
Mouldings of metal for use in building; Metal trim for buildings; Framework of metal for building; 
Roof coverings of metal; Metal roof flashing; Bars for metal railings; Fabricated metal components 
for building foundations; Spacers being building elements made of metal; Refractory furnace 
linings of metal; Refractory construction materials of metal; Refractory bricks of metal; Refractory 
castable mixes of metal; Refractory blocks of metal; Metal heating ducts; Metal vent covers for 
HVAC ducts; Roof flashings of lead; Lead strips for use on windows; Cables, wires and chains, of 
metal; Aluminium wire; Securing wire for plants; Razor wire; Flux coated wires; Telpher cables; 
Cattle chains; Chains of metal; Couplings of metal for chains; Alloyed steel wire; Wire rope slings; 
Wire for ropes; Metal clothesline wire; Metal razor wire; Metal wire; Metal wires for binding objects; 
Metal skid chains; Anchor chains of metal; Cable junction sleeves of metal; Cable joints of metal, 
non-electric; Tension links of metal; Metal rigging chain; Tension levers of metal; Hinges of metal 
for the fastening of electrical cables; Claw-chain stoppers of metal; Quick release chain stoppers; 
Non-electric cables of metal; Cable trays of metal; Cable clamps of metal; Cable supports made of 
metal; Metal cable clips; Elevator cables; Non-electric wires of common metal; Stays of metal; 
Ropes of metal; Metal cables for guying purposes; Metal cable wire; Towing cables of metal; 
Mooring cables of metal; Ties of metal for tying; Nonelectric iron cables; Non-electric multi-strand 
wire; Non-electric iron wires; Non-electrical cables and wires of common metal; Uninsulated, non-
electric wire; Baling wire; Iron wire; Steel chains; Wire for strands; Nonelectric single strand wire; 
Wire stretchers, namely, tension links; Wire strands; Wire rope; Wire lashings; Wire ropes for use 
with cranes; Wire of common metal alloys, except fuse wire; Wire of common metal; Copper wire, 
not insulated; Cable stretchers; Barbed wire; Safety chains of metal; Bindings of metal; Gabions of 
steel wire; Aluminium moulds; Ice moulds of metal; Metal casters; Casings of metal; Casements of 
metal; Molds of metal for casting ceramic materials; Bullet molds of metal; Ingot moulds of metal 
for castings; Steel castings [semi-finished]; Locks and keys, of metal; Metal security lock cylinders; 
Locking pins of metal; Metal locking mechanisms; Key blanks of metal; Metal ball lock pins; 
Snowboard locks of metal; Lock barrels of metal; Lock casings of metal; Metal keys for locks; 
Lockbolt stumps of metal; Metal bump keys for locksmithing; Metal locksets; Striking plates of 
metal for locks; Bicycle locks of metal; Lock nuts of metal; Metal padlocks; Metal chains for keys; 
Locks of metal; Lock parts of metal; Spring locks of metal; Hasps of metal; Locks of metal, other 
than electric; Key hole plates of common metal; Flat bolts; Lock bolts; Spring locks; Padlocks; 
Locks of metal for bags; Locks of metal for vehicles; Metal key chains Keys; Nuts, bolts and 
fasteners, of metal; Cut nails; Box fasteners of metal; Metal pegs; Rivets of metal; Wall ties of 
metal; Clevises of metal; Metal upholstery tacks; Screw cups of metal; Metal expanding sleeves for 
affixing screws; Masonry nails of metal; Metal fastening anchors for securing pictures to walls; Ties 
of metal for use in brickwork; Joist clamps of metal; Tacks of metal; Wing nuts of metal; Clip 
clamps of metal; Screw rivets of metal; Screw threaded fasteners of metal; Metal turnbuckles; 
Fixing plates of metal; Fixing nails of metal; Nuts of metal; Screw-in insert nuts of metal; U-bolts of 
metal; Architectural fasteners of metal; Pivots of metal; Metal expansion joints for floors and walls; 
Dowel rods of metal; Metal brads; Cotters, made of metal; Clevis pins of metal; Bolt snaps of 
metal; Anchor bolts of metal for bridge connection; Expansion bolts of metal; Metal pickets; 
Machine belt fasteners of metal; Wood screws made of metal; Metal shackles; Expansion plugs of 
metal; Thumbscrews fasteners of metal; Screws of metal; Screw bolts of metal; Set screws of 
metal; Fixing bolts of metal; Nails of metal; Metal karabiners; Nails; Staples for construction use; 
Threaded nuts of metal; Eye bolts; Tacks, namely, nails; Wall plugs of metal; Self-tapping metal 
bolts; Self-tapping metal screws; Selftapping metal plugs; Washers of metal; Horseshoe nails; 
Fasteners of common metal; Nets of metal; Blind bolt fasteners of metal; Cotter pins of metal; 
Screw covers of metal; Metal fastener bolts; Snap rings fasteners of metal; Welding and soldering 
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materials; Gold solder; Lead-free solders for the electronics industry; Spelter for welding; Spelter 
for soldering; Flux coated rods for welding; Metals for welding cast iron; Brazing rods; Soldering 
wire with built-in flux; Solder; Brazing alloys; Solder pastes; Metal rods for brazing and welding; 
Rods of metal for brazing and welding including those from alloy steel and titanium; Metal brazing 
rods; Soldering metals in bar form; Rods of metal for welding; Metal plates for welding; Soft solder; 
Solder for common metals; Silver solder; Spelter for brazing; Welding wire; Welding steel; Welding 
rods; Metal taps for beer kegs; Tinfoil; Aluminium foil; Aluminium foil paper laminates; Metal 
thimbles; Handcuffs; Ferrules of metal for walking sticks; Ferrules of metal for handles; 
Architectural hardware made of common metals and alloys thereof; Non-return flaps of metal; 
Adhesive wall decorations of bronze; Scythe handles of metal; Foils of metal for covering; 
Chimneys of metal; Chimney cowls of metal; Bicycle parking installations of metal; Chimney shafts 
of metal; Swage blocks; Fittings of metal for furniture; Fittings of metal for beds; Beakirons; Bells 
for animals; Anchors; Anchor plates; Expandable metal grids; Belt stretchers of metal; cable 
thimbles of metal, metal cable wires and chains of metal; Hooks of metal for clothes rails; Pot 
hooks of metal; Hooks of metal for roofing slate; Angle irons; Brackets of metal for building; 
Furnace screens; Sheeting lines of metal; Tree protectors of metal; Branch outlet fittings of metal; 
Foils of metal for cooking; Bulkhead fittings of metal other than vehicles; Cupboard fittings of 
metal; Tension links; Metal drawer trim; Strain relief clips of metal; Edging strips of metal; 
Chocking metallic plates; Drawer knobs of metal; Wardrobe rail fittings of metal; Drainage plates of 
metal; Drainage courses of metal; Drains made of metal; Brackets of metal used for fixing plaques; 
Non-machanical reels of metal for storing chains; Shackles made of metal; Grills of metal for safety 
purposes; Films and sheets made from metal for use in the manufacture of circuit boards; Cable 
thimbles of metal; Non-mechanical reels of metal for storing cables; Metal corner tapes; Foot 
plates of metal; Expansion joints of metal; Furnace fireguards; Tool handles of metal; Brackets of 
metal for hanging window draperies; Gutter brackets of metal; Cane clips of metal; Cane 
connectors of metal; Metal shelf brackets; Foundry molds of metal; Bed springs of metal; Dormer 
vents of metal; Tree supports, namely, trellis of metal for supporting trees, stakes of metal for 
trees; Louver vents of metal for buildings; Reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; 
Anchorage plates of metal; Projection walls of metal; Ramps of metal; Metal handles; Wheel 
chocks made primarily of metal; Metal coils; Lock washers of metal; Spring-retracted metal hose 
reels; Collets of metal, other than parts of machines; Metal springs; Metal joinery fittings; Drawer 
handles of metal; Armour sheetings of metal; Armoured materials of metal; Beer vent taps of 
metal; Seals of metal for shock absorbers; Lugs of metal; Metal sputtering targets; Seals of metal 
for preventing leakage of gases; Railing holders of metal; Grommets of metal; Plant hangers of 
metal; Metal parking curbs; Furniture casters of metal; Shoe scrapers of metal; Shoe pegs of 
metal; Shoe dowels of metal; Cam buckle tighteners of metal; Metal clothes hooks; Garment rails 
of metal; Drainage profiles of metal; Stanchion stays of metal; Bar connectors of metal; Ramps of 
metal for parking vehicles; Metallic mountings; Sprigs of metal, namely, dowel pins; Metallic flags; 
Ring-shaped fittings of metal; Letter-box flaps of metal; Chimney pots of metal; Smoke outlets 
[vents] of metal; Downpoles of metal for the accessing of cables; Cowls of metal; Road humps of 
metal for slowing traffic; Metal speed bumps; Floor hinges of metal; Hydrant covers of metal; 
Anchors of metal; Draw-off valves other than parts of machines, namely, metal valves for water 
pipes; Suspension clamps of metal; Non-mechanical cable drums of metal; Downpoles of metal for 
the distribution of cables; Pitons of metal; Plugs of metal, namely, stoppers; Spigots of metal; 
Portable road humps of metal for slowing traffic; Drain plugs of metal; Drain covers of metal; 
Reinforcing pins of metal for formwork; Crampons for climbing; Metal landscape edgings; 
Downpoles of metal for the ducting of wires; Boat anchors of metal; Window baskets of metal; 
Hinges of metal incorporating a spring; Traps of metal for wild animals; Ice screws of metal; Shelf 
supports of metal; Shelving frames of metal; Bed casters of metal; Seals of metal for the reduction 
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of friction in metals; Masonry anchors of metal; Non-automatic metal turnstiles; Shackles, namely, 
leg irons made of metal; Shop fronts of metal; Picture rails of metal; Metal picture hangers; Shims 
of metal; Metal buoys; Metal dock cleats; Metal cup hooks; Towel hooks of metal; Holders of metal 
for towels; Wheel clamps of metal; Adjusting shims; Basin plugs of metal; Ball catches of metal; 
Sealing rings of metal; Ring pulls of metal; Crank pins of metal; Pulleys of metal, other than for 
machines; Hat-hanging hooks of metal; Spacers of metal; Pressure actuated rings of metal; 
Pressure filled rings of metal; Metal garden stakes; Vice claws of metal; Metal cabinet stops; 
Drawer sliders of metal; Cup swivel joints of metal; Sleeping policemen, namely, metal speed 
bumps; Piston seals of metal; Spacer brackets of metal; Grilles of metal; Wire cloth; Metal wheel 
clamps; Screw tops of metal for bottles; Metal stanchions; Metal engine stands; Metal bells; Metal 
mirror hangers; Flap valves of metal; Hinges of metal; Diving boards of metal; Mooring hooks of 
metal; Fire surrounds, namely, mantles and mantlepieces of metal; Rings of metal; Metal 
laminated leaf-springs; Non-automatic fueling nozzles of metal; Adhesive wall decorations of 
common metal; Hat hooks of common metal; Letters and numerals of common metal, except type; 
Ring closures of common metal; Armour made of common metals; Tent pegs of metal; Coils made 
of common metal; Common metal bands for the identification of birds; Spurs; Shims; Steel 
forgings; Steel grinding balls; Steel grinding rods; Steel grating; Anvils; Anvils; Nozzles of metal; 
Muzzles for clamping corks to sparkling wine bottles; Wheel clamps; Adjustable base plates of 
metal; Stops of metal; Balls for bearings; Buckles of common metal; Troughs of metal for mixing 
mortar; Flanges of metal [collars]; Armor plate; Armor plating; metal crampons; Springs being 
metal hardware for upholstery; hardware springs; Traps for wild animals; Common metal drawer 
pulls; Stabilized aluminum foam; Cask stands of metal; furniture fittings of nickel-silver; Posts of 
metal; Grease nipples; Cramps of metal; Jets of metal; Copper rings; Nuts of metal, bolts of metal 
and fasteners, namely, door fasteners and window fasteners of metal; Rockslide retention wire 
nets; Wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal; Lead seals; Wire hooks; Wire nets and 
gauzes; Wire mesh; Rope thimbles of metal; Strap-hinges of metal; Firedogs; Statues and works 
of art of common metals; Pewter figurines; Monuments of bronze for tombs; Tombstone stelae of 
metal; Metal tomb plaques; Busts of common metal; Bronzes; Busts of bronze; Artistic castings of 
bronze; decorative action figures of bronze; Figurines made from bronze; Figurines of bronze 
being works of art; Sculpted works of art made from bronze; Statues made of bronze; Figures of 
common metal; Figurines of common metal; Works of art of common metal; Metal tombs and 
metal tomb plaques; Monuments of metal for tombs; burail vaults of metal; Pavilions made of 
metal; Tomb slabs of metal; Sculptures of metal; Grave markers of non-precious metal; Decorative 
action figures of common metal; Artistic castings of common metal; Commemorative statuary cups 
made of non-precious metal; Tombstones of non-precious metal; Decorative model cars 
ornaments made of common metal; Busts of non-precious metal; Figurines of non-precious metal; 
Statues of common metal alloys; Sculpted works of art made from common metal; Monuments of 
non-precious metal; Sculptures of non-precious metal; Statues of non-precious metal; Trophies of 
common metal; Trophy columns of common metal; Figurines of common metal being works of art; 
Monuments of metal; Memorial plates of metal; Ornamental figurines of common metal; Statues of 
non-precious metal of religious icons; Statues of common metal; Weather- or wind-vanes of metal; 
Tin and its alloys; Tin bars; Tin bars in coil; Tin ingots; Tin alloy ingots; Tin ores; Aluminium discs; 
Aluminium strips; Aluminium slabs; Extruded aluminium sections; Sheets of aluminium; Aluminium 
alloy ingots; Aluminium ingots; Aluminium; Aluminium and its alloys; Carbon steels; Anodised 
metals; Anti-friction metal; White metal; Tinplate; Beryllium, namely, glucinium; Bauxite reinforced 
aluminium; Bauxite reinforced aluminium alloys; Bronze; Chromium; Chromium alloys; Chrome 
ores; Zinc; Zinc and its alloys; Zinc ingots; Zinc alloy ingots; Zinc ores; Zinc-coated steel sheets; 
Zirconium; Chrome iron; Titanium iron; Tungsten iron; Lead for pouring of figures; Flux coated 
metal rods; Galena; Galvanized iron; Galvanized steel plate; Iron or steel scraps; Additive alloys 
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for the production of iron; Pelletized iron; Iron carbon alloys; Cast iron; Iron castings; Alloyed iron; 
Iron pyrites; Iron slabs; Iron ores; Hoop iron; Iron; Germanium; Pure iron ingots; Hafnium; Indium; 
Ferrous metals; Metal billets; Stainless steel in strip form; Skelps; Cadmium; Minting rods; Sponge 
iron; Ceramic reinforced aluminium; Ceramic reinforced aluminium alloys; Cast iron, unwrought or 
semi-wrought; Cobalt, raw; Cobalt ores; Sheets and plates of metal; Alloy steel scraps; Casting 
alloys; Ingots of common metal; Limonite; Alloys of common metal; Magnesium ingots; Magnesium 
alloy ingots; Magnesium; Magnesium and its alloys; Manganese; Manganese ores; Low copper 
carbon-steel scraps; Sheets of metal including those from alloy steel and titanium; Threaded bars 
of metal; Metal masts, other than aerials and for watercraft; Rods of metal; Metal bars for further 
manufacture; Metal foil; Metal tapes; Metal panels; Slabs of metal including those from alloy steel 
and titanium; Metal slugs; Cermets; Sheet metal; Metal sheet, strip and coil; Laminated metals; 
Metal alloys for further manufacturing; Alloys of metal containing calcium and aluminium; Profiled 
metal sections; Blanks of metal for the manufacture of shell cases; Metals in foil or powder form for 
3D printers; Alloys of metal; Metal powders used in manufacturing; Ores of metal; Metals in 
powder form; Molybdenum; Molybdenum iron; Molybdenum ores; German silver; Pig iron; Titanium 
unwrought or semi-wrought; Unwrought steel; Steel alloys unwrought or semi-wrought; Common 
metals, unwrought and semi-worked, for further manufacture; Wrought common metals; Slabs of 
common metal; Stainless steel in sheet form; Stainless steel; Common metals and their alloys; 
Nickel ingots; Common metals and their alloys including stainless steel; Alloys of nickel; Nickel 
alloy ingots; Nickel ores; Nickel; Nickel-zinc plated sheet metal; Niobium; Plated steel; Common 
metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; Processed metal ores; Rerolled steel; Pyrophoric metals; Clad 
steel plates and sheets; Steel; Iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; Steel in sheet, rod, bar and billet 
form; Steel in the form of sheets; Steel rods; Steel poles; Tubes of steel, including those rolled, 
peeled or ground; Hoop steel; Steel in the form of foils; Additive alloys for the production of steel; 
Steel sheets; Steel sheet for automobile bodies; Cast steel; Steel alloys; Steel in the form of 
plates; Steel in the form of coils; Steels in the form of reels; Thin bands of metal; Profile steel; 
Rolled steel; Balls of steel; Silver-plated tin alloys; Silicon iron; Non-ferrous metals; Non-ferrous 
metals and their alloys; Steel in bar form; Poles of metal; Sintered hard metals; Cold-finished steel 
bars; Cold rolled strip steel; Cold rolled sheet metal; Blanks of metal for the manufacture of gun 
barrels; Alloy forgings, namely, alloyed steel; Heavy metals, namely, iron, tin; Tantalum and its 
alloys; Tantalum; Titanium; Titanium and its alloys; Titanium alloy; Titanium alloy ingots; Bars 
made of titanium; Tombac; Hollow steel bars; Uranium alloy; Vanadium; Copper panels for circuit 
boards; Copper ingots; Copper-base alloy ingots; Copper ores; Wire rod; Vinyl coated steel 
sheets; Bright steel; Lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; Lead and its alloys; Lead-tin alloys; Lead 
ingots; Lead alloy ingots; Lead ores; Vinyl coated steel plates; Tungsten; Tungsten ores; Raw 
base metals; Brass; Brass, unwrought and semi-wrought; Mobile homes of metal;

 Class 09
(2) Electrostatic precipitators; Ion implanters; Ion beam supply apparatus; Cathodic anti-corrosion 
apparatus; Cathodic protection apparatus; Ozonisers; Ozonators; Vibration exciters; Fluidized bed 
dryers; Electric and electronic components, namely electric resistors, transistors, capacitors; 
Antennas and aerials as components; Antenna boosters; Aerial combiners; Aerial converters; 
Aerial sockets; Aerial amplifiers; Component parts for aerials; Car aerials; Power strips with 
movable sockets; Receiving antennas for satellite broadcast; Radar antennas; Radio antennas; 
Radio wave transmitting aerials; Radio-frequency antennas; Radio-frequency components; Electric 
cables and wires; Battery leads; Winding wires; Electrified rails for mounting spot lights; Electronic 
cables; Connectors for electronic circuits; Electric cables; Mineral insulated electric cables; 
Sheaths for electric cables; Electric cable boxes; Cable identification markers for electric cables; 
Electrical power extension cords; Connections for electric cables; Electric cable channels; Ducting 
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for electric cables; Male connectors for electrical cables; Cable splices for electric cables; Junction 
sleeves for electric cables; Conduit for electric cables; Electric cords; electric wires of metal alloys; 
Rubber covered electrical wires; Sheaths for electrical wires; Identification sheaths for electric 
wires; Identification threads for electric wires; Junction boxes for electric wires; Markers for electric 
wire; Connections for electric lines; Mounting cords, namely, electrical cables, electrical wires; 
Cables for electrical signal transmission; Power line protectors; Electricity conduits; Electrical 
resistance wire; Enamelled electric wires; Guitar cables; Insulated electrical cables; Insulated 
cable for electrical installations; Electrical cables for use in connections; Connecting electrical 
cables; Connection cables; Electrical cabling; Power cables; Cable covers; Cable connectors; Joint 
boxes for housing cable joints; Cable harnesses; Heat resistant electric wires; Strain relief cable 
glands; Power line conditioners; Electric wires; Wire connectors; Fuse wire; Magnetic wires; 
Metallic electric cables; Metallic electric wires; Threaded cable connectors of metal; Bare wires; 
Cables for optical signal transmission; Plastic coated electric wire; Aerial cables for heavy currents; 
Interface electric cables; Telephone wire connection boxes; Thermocouple sheaths; Thermocouple 
cables; Thermocouple wires; Thermostat wires; Ignition cables; Jump leads; Starter cables for 
motors; Copper wire, insulated; Resistance wires; Tags for identifying electric cables; Tags for 
identifying electric wires; Electrical circuits and circuit boards; Analogue circuits; Multichannel 
sound processors; Multichip modules; Multiprocessor chips; Multilayer printed wiring boards; Large 
scale integrated circuits; Interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed 
circuits; Electrical control circuits; Electrical circuits; Electronic chips; Electronic circuit cards; 
Electronic circuit boards; Electronic memory circuits; Electronic memory integrated circuit chips; 
Electronic circuits; Electronic logic circuits; Electronic word processors; Electronic control circuits; 
Electrical circuit boards; Neon light indicators for use in electrical circuits; Focusing circuits; Signal 
processors for audio speakers; Audio circuit boards; Sound processors; Circuit boards provided 
with integrated circuits; Hybrid circuits; Hybrid integrated circuits; Integrated electronic circuits; 
Integrated circuits; Integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical 
instruments; Integrated circuit modules; Speech processors; Plugboards; Pulse code modulating 
processors; Microprocessor cards; RAM [random access memory] card; Flexible circuit boards; 
Logic circuits; Decision circuits; Chipcards, namely, microchip cards; Math coprocessor; 
Microchips; Microprocessors; Microprocessor controls; Microprocessor cores; Microchip cards; 
Microscope video processors; Microcontrollers; Add-on circuit boards for connecting computers to 
networking software; Satellite processors; Wafers for integrated circuits; Software programmable 
microprocessors; Programmable logic controllers; Programmable logic arrays; Semiconductor 
chips; X-ray film processors, other than for medical use; Communications processors, namely call 
processors, digital voice signal processors; digital signal processors, signal processors; Silicon 
chips; Silicon chips; Digital sound processors; Digital signal processors; Printed electronic circuits; 
Printed circuit expansion boards; Printed electrical circuits; Printed circuits; Thermosonic bonding 
apparatus; Printed circuit boards; Printed circuit board contact probes; Hard disk controllers; 
Circuits for heavy current; Thick film hybrid circuits; Thick film hybrid integrated circuits; Raster 
image processors; Telecommunications circuit board units; Blank integrated circuit cards; Interface 
circuits for video cameras; Video processors; Controller circuit boards; Control circuits; Copper 
panels for circuit boards; Car batteries; Electric batteries for vehicles; Battery adapters; Battery 
jars; Battery boxes; Battery packs; Battery separators; Battery chargers, namely, battery chargers 
for cell phones, camera battery chargers; Battery starters; Batteries for electric vehicles; Electric 
batteries for powering electric vehicles; Electric fence energisers; Electrolysers, namely, 
electrolytic cells; Electronic cigarette batteries; Chargers for electronic cigarettes; Grids for 
batteries; Flyback transformers; Batteries for pocketlamps; Batteries for use in hearing aids; Fuel 
cells; Fuel cell electrodes; Cell phone battery chargers; Cell phone battery chargers for use in 
vehicles; Mobile telephone batteries; Battery charging devices for motor vehicles; Nickel-cadmium 
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storage batteries; DC input power supplies; Plates for batteries; Solar batteries; Solar batteries for 
domestic use; Rechargeable batteries for general purpose; Rechargeable electric batteries for 
general purpose; Alkaline accumulators; Solar batteries for industrial use; Solar battery chargers; 
Solar cells; Dry-cell batteries; Battery chargers for use with telephones; Batteries for vehicles; 
Apparatus and instruments for controlling electricity, namely circuit breakers; Battery booster 
cables; Voltage surge protectors; High-frequency switching power supplies; Step-up transformers; 
High frequency switches; High frequency convertors; High-voltage power supplies; High voltage 
multipliers; High voltage reactors; High voltage transformers; Autotransformers; Fault voltage 
breakers; Electronic frequency invertors; Frequency transformers; Electric power controllers; 
Electrical circuit breakers; Electric boosters; Electric circuit interrupters; Electronic load modules; 
Electronic power controllers; Electronic frequency converters for high velocity electro motors; 
Electronic transformers; Electrical frequency converters; Electric power distribution machines; 
Electrical power distribution blocks; Inverters for power supply; Power conditioners; Electrical 
charge controllers; Mains transformers, namely, electrical transformers; Electrical distributors; 
Electric current switches; Electric current rectifiers; Electric current transformers; Voltage 
regulators for electric power; Electric voltage transformers; Voltage stabilizing power supply; 
Electric current control devices, namely, electrical circuits, electrical breakers, voltage regulators; 
Power transformers for amplification; Tap changers for electric transformers; Power dividers; 
Phase modifiers; Power relays; Power controllers; Fault current breakers; Impedance 
transformers; Induction voltage regulators; Converters, electric; Alternator rectifiers; Comparators; 
Voltage converters; Voltage-to-current converters; Voltage regulators; Voltage regulators for 
vehicles; Voltage stabilizers; Voltage transformers; Time switches, automatic; Lift control panels, 
namely electric control panels; Current rectifiers; Rectifier tubes; Rectifier modules; Miniature 
circuit breakers; Direct current converters; Piezoelectric switches; Manual rectifiers; Relays, 
electric; Rotary converters; Dry-type transformers; Stage lighting regulators; Distribution 
transformers; Electrical branch boxes; Current convertors; Current breakers; Current transformers; 
Static power convertors; Static voltage regulators; Welding transformers; Capacitive voltage 
transformers; Shunt reactors; Electric toy train transformers; Electrical reducing transformers; 
Photovoltaics; Photocells for use with security lighting; Portable solar panels for generating 
electricity; Photodiodes; Photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; 
Photovoltaic apparatus and installations for generating solar electricity; Photovoltaic modules; 
Photovoltaic apparatus for converting solar radiation to electrical energy; Photovoltaic inverters; 
Photovoltaic installations for generating electricity; Photovoltaic cells; Calibrated photovoltaic 
reference cells; Solar panels for the production of electricity; Solar panels for the production of 
electricity; Solar panel arrays; Solar cells for electricity generation; Solar energy collectors for 
electricity generation; Photovoltaic solar modules; Solar modules; Mains power units; Galena 
crystal detectors for use in electronics; Piezoelectric igniters; magnetizers and demagnetizers; 
Decorative refrigerator magnets; Electromagnets; Electromagnetic coils; Head demagnetisers; 
Demagnetisers; Lifting magnets; Decorative magnets; Magnets for industrial purposes; Magnetic 
filters; Magnetic wall stud finders; Magnetic pens; Magnetic badges; Magnetic field generators, 
other than for medical use; Magnetic coils; Magnetic cores; Magnetrons; Permanent magnets; 
Starter electromagnets; Erasing magnets; Fridge magnets; Measuring, detecting and monitoring 
instruments, namely automatic altitude indicators, water level indicators, winddirection indicators, 
electronic speed controllers; Antifreeze testers; Resistance testing apparatus, namely metal 
strength testing machine; Crash test dummies; Testers for axle clearance; Test pins for testing 
printed circuit boards; Test adapters for testing printed circuit boards; Testing apparatus not for 
medical purposes, namely cement testing machines, lumber testing machine, metal strength 
testing machines; Concrete testing machines; Cement testing machines; Testers for concrete; Gas 
testing instruments; Diesel oil emission testers; Diesel injector testers; Smoke alarm testers; 
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Ductility testers; Electrical circuit testers; Electronic apparatus for testing the sterility of 
pharmaceuticals and injectable solutions; Electronic apparatus for testing the sterility of medical 
equipment; Vacuum tube characteristic testers; Power testers; Bore testing instruments; Test 
probe assemblies for integrated circuits; Probes for testing integrated circuits; Insulation testers; 
Glow plug testers; Meter testing apparatus, namely, digital pH meters, flow meters, water meters; 
Material testing instruments and machines, namely x-ray apparatus for detecting moisture in 
building material; Metal compression testing machines; Metal hardness testing machines; 
Microhardness testers; Voltage testers; Voltage monitoring units; Tension testers; Leak testing 
apparatus; Optical disc testers; Instruments for measuring milk quality parameters; Temperature 
sensitive testing apparatus for industrial use, namely, temperature sensor; Semiconductor testing 
apparatus; Digital functional generators, namely wavemeters; Test rigs for manometer 
adjustments; Speedometer testers; Brake testing apparatus; Brake fluid testers; Torsion testers; 
Internal combustion engine testing apparatus; Vacuum climatic testing apparatus; Transistor 
testers; Apparatus for testing vehicle transmissions; Apparatus for testing vehicle brakes; Active 
infra-red sensors; Oil-water level sensors; Carbon dioxide detectors; Carbon monoxide detectors; 
Radiation dosemeters; Radiation sensing apparatus; Automatic indicators of low pressure in tyres; 
Automatic solar tracking sensors; Coolant-temperature sensors; Apparatus for checking the 
authenticity of banknotes; Nuclear detectors for detecting radiation particles; Multiaxis directional 
detectors; Humidity sensors; Gas detecting apparatus; Gas sensors; Instruments for detecting 
traffic; Detectors for electric meters, namely frequency meters; Electrochemical gas sensors; 
Electronic pressure sensors; Electronic motion sensitive switches; Electron capture detectors; 
Electro-optical sensors; Photoelectric sensors; Photoionic detectors; Sound locating instruments; 
Sensors for determining velocity; Infrared detection apparatus; Infrared sensors; Infrared scanners; 
Combustion gas detectors; Motion sensor; Motion controllers; Motion sensing input devices; 
Maritime patrol radar; Cable detectors; Heat sensors; Sensors used in plant control; Voltage 
detectors; Cable locators; Shipboard radars and components; Laser speed detectors; 
Luminescence scanners; Liquid level sensors; Magnetic detectors; Magnetic sensors; Magnetic 
flux sensors; Magnetic metal detector monitors; Magnetic object detectors; Magnetic resistance 
sensors; Mass flow sensors; Measuring sensors, namely, proximity sensors, thermal sensors, 
temperature sensors, sensors for determining velocity; Metal detectors; Metal detectors for 
industrial or military purposes; Microwave detectors; Microwave sensing apparatus; Minesweeping 
detecting apparatus; Oxygen sensors, not for medical use; Dummy sensors; Counterfeit coin 
detectors; Distance sensors; Leak detection apparatus; Leak detectors; Optical speed sensors; 
Optical sensors; Optical fibre sensors; Air temperature sensors; Eggcandlers; Counterfeit money 
detecting apparatus; Immersion probes; Passive infrared detectors; Pyroelectric infrared sensors; 
Piezoelectric sensors; Underwater acoustic detecting apparatus; Sensors for determining position; 
Filling level detectors; Proximity sensors; Radar receivers with amplifiers; Radar detectors; Radar 
receivers; Radar systems for fishing purposes; Radar displays; Radon detectors; Dewing sensors; 
Electronical sensors for measuring solar radiation; Seismic detectors; Synchro sensors; Liquid 
level sensors; Pressure transmitters; Impact sensors; Sonars; Pressure sensors; Brake pad wear 
sensors; Combination carbon monoxide and smoke detectors; Oil level sensors; Automatic 
indicators of low pressure in vehicle tires; Ultrasonic flaw detectors for fishing purposes; Ultrasonic 
detectors for fishing purposes; Ultrasonic sensors for fishing purposes; Ultrasonic object detectors 
for use on vehicles; Ultrasonic wave type intruder sensors; Thermal sensors; Heat detectors; 
Optical fibre temperature probes, other than for medical use; Light sensors; Stud detectors; 
Vibration sensors for installation in wind mill housings; Vibration sensors; Vibration detectors; 
Resistance temperature detectors; Rods for water diviners; Water level detection apparatus; 
Currency authentication apparatus and equipment; Ignition spark detectors; Ultraviolet detection 
apparatus; Ultrasonic probes, other than for medical use; Distance and dimension measuring 
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instruments, namely sonars equipment and part thereof; Aperture gauges; Distance measuring 
apparatus, namely sonars; Distance recording apparatus; Altimeters; Axle measuring apparatus; 
Echo sounding devices; Electrical tape jigs; Electronic distance meters; Electronic marking 
gauges; Electronic sliding callipers; Electronic scale rules; Rangefinders for golf; Sensors for 
measuring depth; Sounding lines; Sounding leads; Odometers; Length measuring gauges; Wire 
diameter measuring devices; Lasers for measuring purposes, namely, laser measuring tapes; 
Laser range finders; Slide-rules; Level gauging poles; Measuring cables; Measuring rulers; 
Measuring tapes; Dial gauge instruments; Gauge rods; Rulers; Micrometers; Portable gauging 
tapes; Appliances for measuring the thickness of leather; Apparatus for measuring the thickness of 
skins; Tire tread depth gauges; Steel rules for measuring; Radio echo sounders; Spherometers; 
Dressmakers' measures; Cross beam depth gauges; Verniers; Spring callipers; Carpenters' rules; 
Range finders; Precision measuring rules; Ultrasonic thickness gauges; Jump gauge rods; Marking 
gauges; Pedometers; Ultramicrometers; Cyclometers; Chart recorders; Electrical recorders, 
namely telephone recorder, kilometer recorders for vehicles; Electronic carbon dioxide recorders; 
Electronic speed recorders; Electronic temperature recorders, other than for medical use; 
Kilometre recorders; Kilometer recorders for vehicles; Time and date stamping machines; Trip 
counters; Pressure recorders; Shock recorders; Tachographs; Temperature logging apparatus; 
Electricity measuring instruments; Ammeters; Battery testers; Electric flow meters; Electric loss 
indicators; Electric current meters; Power meters; Galvanometers; Conductivity meters; Millivolt 
meters; Ohmmeters; Oscillographs; Oscilloscopes; Wideband phase-angle voltmeters; Digital 
multimeters; Digital panel meters; Current-meters; Folding multimeters; Capacitance meters; 
Resistance measuring instruments; Wattmeters; Voltmeters; Accelerometers; Bicycle 
speedometers; Apparatus for measuring the speed of golf swing; Speed indicators, namely 
speedometers; Sensors for measuring speed; Speed meters; Radar guns for sporting events; 
Tachometers; Countdown timers; Parking meters; Chronographs, namely stopwatches; Electronic 
timing apparatus, namely timing sensors; Electronic metronomes; Electronic timing control 
instruments; Automatic timers for use with beverage makers; Time clocks; Mechanical egg timers; 
Digital egg timers; Egg timers; Vehicle parking meters; Food timers; Weighbridges; Separation 
columns for weighing purposes; Counter balance weights; Letter scales for domestic use; 
Electrical scales for domestic use; Electronic scales for domestic use; Electronic weighing scales 
for personal use; Electronic weighing scales for kitchen use; Talking scales; Checkweighers; Baby 
scales; Letter scales; Letter scales for office use; Portable digital electronic scales; Postage 
scales; Spring balances; Weighing scales for medical use; Balances; Precision balances; Kitchen 
weighing scales; Bathroom scales; Temperature measuring instruments, namely, temperature 
sensors; Temperature measuring apparatus for household use; Decorative dials for thermostats; 
Electronic thermometers, other than for medical use; Mercury thermometers [other than for 
medical use]; Infrared thermometers; Infrared thermometers, not for medical purposes; Quartz 
glass thermometers; Laboratory thermometers; Temperature measuring apparatus for scientific 
use; Temperature meters for scientific use; Meat thermometers; Pyrometers; Temperature 
measuring apparatus for industrial use; Digital thermometers, other than for medical purposes; 
Temperature feedback units, namely, temperature sensors; Temperature indicators; Temperature 
sensors; Infrared thermometers for checking electrical equipment; Candy thermometers; 
Thermocouples; Thermocouple blocks; Thermocouple heads; Heating meters; Resistance 
oscillator thermometers; Acid hydrometers; Acidimeters for batteries; Eye refractometers; 
Actinometers; Alcoholmeters; Oil level indicators; Analysis instruments for photogrammetric 
purposes; Anemometers; Antenna parameter measuring apparatus; Apertometers; Sight glasses; 
Base plates for surveying purposes; Separation columns for measuring purposes; Hemline 
markers; High pressure manometers; Autocollimators; Timers for automatic apparatus, namely 
timer switches; Azimuth instruments; Wavemeters; Barometers; Baroscopes; Petrol gauges; 
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Bubble levels; Cytometers; Frequency meters; Fuel gauges; Fuel consumption measuring 
apparatus; Densitometers; Dynamometers; Soil moisture meters; Gauges for discomfort index; 
Salinometers; Gasometers; Gas pressure indicators; Gas flow meters; Electromagnetic measuring 
detectors; Electronic dynamometers; Electronic photometers; Electronic rain gauges; Electronic 
meters, namely, electricity meters; Electronic metering devices for faucets; Electronic charts used 
to identify the hiding-power of paint; Electrotechnical vibration meters; Ergometers; Phase angle 
meters; Fluorometers; Photo potentiometers; Gauge blocks; Gamma counters; Sound level 
meters; Acoustic meters; Geiger counters; Surveying poles; Gyrometers; Golf club gauges; 
Goniometers; Graduation checkers, namely, calibration checkers; Gravimeters; Borehole 
surveying apparatus; Plumb levels; Mercury levels; Hygrometers; Interferometers; Insulation 
resistance meters; Japanese style box-shaped volume measure (masu); Marine depth finders; 
Calibrating rings; Calorimeters; Square rulers for measuring; Bevels; Instruments for measuring 
angles; Pocket scales; Colorimeters; Coordinate measuring instruments; Cyrogenic turbine 
meters; Fuel level indicator controls; Fuel consumption meters; Wire gauges; Audio timers; Stress 
gauges; Timing dials; Lactodensimeters; Laser scanning densitometers; Rain gauges; water level 
indicators; Level measuring machines for surveying; noise level meters; Magnetic compasses for 
surveying; Magnetometers; Manometers; Manometer lines, other than for medical use; Mass 
spectrometers; Mass flow meters; Measures, namely tapes measures; Measuring glassware, 
namely laboratory glassware, graduated glassware; Set squares [measuring], namely drafting 
triangles; Measuring devices, electric, namely water level indicators and marine depth finders; 
Measuring cups; Measuring wheels; Measuring stands; Measuring tubes; Measuring spoons; 
Surveying chains; Protractors; Metronomes; Coin counting or sorting machines; Fluid level 
measuring apparatus for use in motor vehicles; Newton dynamometers; Surveyors' levels; Slope 
indicators; Remote reading fluid level indicators; Optical measurement apparatus, namely 
micrometer screws for optical instruments; Optical profilers; Tyre-pressure measurers; PH 
electrodes; Ph meters; Acceleration sensors; Piezoelectric vibratory gyroscopes; Planimeters; 
Panel meters; Polarimeters; Polyethylene measuring cups; Underwater sonar surveying 
apparatus; Radiation-measuring instruments; Radioactivity measuring apparatus; Radioactivity 
measuring instruments; Wheel balancing apparatus; Wheel alignment measuring apparatus; 
Reflectometers; Tee squares; Rheometers; Rotary gas meters; Acidity meters; Saccharometers; 
Tire balancing machines for land vehicles; Tire balancing units for land vehicles; Thermal energy 
measuring apparatus; Transparency measuring apparatus; Digital measuring apparatus, namely, 
digital laser levels, digital pH meters; Numerical counters; Resolution wedges; Apparatus for 
checking flight parameters; Liquid dosage devices that measure the amounts to be dispensed; 
Instruments for measuring levels of fluids; Liquid level meters; Pressure indicators; Pressure 
measuring apparatus; Pressure scales; Pressure controllers gauges; Shock calibrators; Rate 
gyros; Print counters; Spectrophotometer; Spectrometers; Spectroscopes; Spirometers for 
scientific use; Grip size gauges; Flowmeters; Screw-tapping gauges; Screw-thread measuring 
machines and instruments; Threading gauges; Stabilizing gyroscopes; Glass graduated scales; 
Hollow glass containers for measuring; Thickness gauges; Positive displacement meters; 
Sulfitometers; Plumb bobs; Revolution counters; Taximeters; Feeler gauges; Telemetry apparatus, 
namely telemeters; Telescopic measures with a digital read out; Telescopic rules; Theodolites; 
Thermohydrometers; Reference gauges; Precision measuring apparatus, namely, measuring 
tapes, measuring rulers, measuring rods; Precision theodolites; Vehicle wheel alignment 
machines; Vehicle dipsticks; Illuminometers; Luminoflux meters; Wind measurement apparatus; 
Viscosimeters; Vibration gauges; Shaft identification gauges; Variometers; Water meters; Water 
level indicators; Vacuum gauges; Vacuum measuring instruments; Universal timers; Ultrasonic 
fluid measuring apparatus; Ultrasonic measuring apparatus; Volumetric measuring apparatus; 
Turbine meters; Noisemeters; Oil change monitors; Safety monitoring apparatus, namely luminous 
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safety beacons for use as a personal locator; Temperature monitors for household use; 
Temperature monitors for central heating radiators; Particle emission monitors; Particle flow 
monitors; Inking monitors; Oxygen monitors, not for medical purposes; Gas flow monitors; Dust 
emission monitors; Instruments for monitoring traffic; Electric motor checking apparatus; Electronic 
carbon dioxide monitors, other than for medical purposes; Electronic baby monitoring devices; 
Electronic monitoring instruments, other than for medical use, namely led monitors, digital signage 
monitors, TV monitors, video monitors; Electronic temperature monitors, other than for medical 
use; Voltage monitor modules; Aural monitoring apparatus; Vapour monitoring apparatus for the 
detection of leaks; Travel distance monitors; Cryomonitors; Flame monitors; Ozone monitors, other 
than for medical use; Tyre monitoring apparatus; Temperature monitors for industrial use; Event 
recorders for security purposes; Liquid level monitoring apparatus; Monitoring apparatus, electric, 
namely sonars; Remote monitoring apparatus, namely sonars; Visual monitoring apparatus, 
namely video monitors; Controllers, namely voltage regulators; Automatic vehicle speed control 
apparatus; Automatic vacuum control apparatus; Central heating programmers; Fuel regulating 
apparatus; Decompression chambers; Differential switches; Electric installations for the remote 
control of industrial operations; Electric timers; Igniting apparatus, electric, for igniting at a 
distance; Electrical remote control apparatus; Electric thermostats; Electric control valves; Electric 
fence controllers; Electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of railway points; Electronic 
regulators, namely diving regulators; Infrared remote control apparatus for fishing purposes; Room 
thermostats; Boiler control instruments; Electrical controls for irrigation sprinkler systems; 
Temperature matrix regulators; Temperature limiters for machines; Mechanical room thermostats; 
Remote controls for stereos, televisions; Remote control apparatus for air conditioning 
installations; Programmable timers, namely, programable time switches; Stage lighting controls; 
Remote controls for operating flying toys; Pressure regulators; Remote controls for operating scale 
model vehicles; Thermal cutoffs; Cooker control units; Cruise controls for motor vehicles; 
Temperature controllers apparatus, namely, thermostats for use in vehicle heating systems; 
Thermostats for vehicle engines; Temperature regulators for vehicle engines; Thermostats for 
vehicles; Temperature control apparatus, namely, thermostats for vehicles; Titration controllers; 
Thermostat control apparatus; Thermostat controllers; Instruments for temperature control, 
namely, thermostats; Thermostats; Load indicators; Astrometric measuring apparatus and 
instruments; High frequency transducers; Automatic altitude indicators; Multichannel analyzers; 
Load cells; Dosage dispensers; Flue gas analyzers; Electrical phonomotors; Electronic colour 
analyzers; Electro-optic transducers; Electric power analyzers; Electricity indicators; Phase 
indicators; Fluorescence analyzers; Instruments for analysing photographs; Indication panels; 
Force transducers; Transducers; Transducer energisers; Computerized vehicle engine analyzers; 
Switchboard indicating lamps; Luminescence analyzers; Logic probes; Level switches; Food 
analysis apparatus; electroacoustic transducers; Tyre matching apparatus; Piezoelectrical 
transducers; Rotary encoders; Safe load indicating apparatus; Sunshine recorders; Numerical 
position indicating apparatus, namely sonars, marine depth finders and fish finders; Digital 
indicators, namely automatic altitude indicators, water level indicators, wind-direction indicators; Air 
traffic control apparatus, namely, air traffic control radio equipment; Liquid level switches; Pressure 
transducers; Pressure indicator plugs for valves; Stroboscopes; Torque transducers; Heat sensing 
identification indicators; Luminous indicators, namely, luminous signs; Wind socks for indicating 
wind direction; Engine diagnostic apparatus; Engine analyzers; Currency recognition machines; 
Ultrasonic transducers; Photographic surveying instruments; Linear transducers; Thermosensitive 
temperature indicator strips; Thermomagnetic cut-out devices; Hunting and fishing equipment, 
namely, sonars and fish finders; Audible indicating apparatus for use in fishing, namely, sonars.

 Class 13
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(5) Ammunition boxes of metal

 Class 25
(3) Hats; Footwear, namely sneakers, hiking shoes, leather shoes, casual footwear, evening 
footwear, beach footwear; Mountaineering boots; Climbing footwear; Mountaineering shoes; 
Cleats for attachment to sports shoes; Protective metal members for shoes and boots; High-
heeled shoes; Rain boots; Stiffeners for boots; Half-boots; Fittings of metal for footwear; Tips for 
footwear; Welts for footwear; Heelpieces for footwear; Insoles for footwear; Footwear uppers; 
Ballet slippers; Boots; Slip-on shoes; Rainshoes; Shoes with hook and pile fastening tapes; Flat 
shoes; Pullstraps for shoes and boots; Mules; Rubber fishing boots; Golf footwear; Training shoes; 
Gymnastic shoes; Studs for football boots; Football shoes; Cycling shoes; Canvas shoes; 
Japanese split-toed work footwear, namely, jikatabi; Work shoes; Work boots; Running shoes; 
Bowling shoes; Boxing shoes; Baseball shoes; Shoe inserts for non-orthopedic purposes; Shoe 
pegs; Stiffeners for shoes; Shoe dowels; Shoe soles; Shoe straps; Tongues for shoes and boots; 
Boot uppers; Japanese footwear of rice straw, namely, waraji; Japanese toe-strap sandals; 
Japanese style clogs and sandals; Toe straps for Japanese style wooden clogs; Japanese style 
wooden clogs; Japanese style sandals of leather; Japanese style sandals; Japanese style sandals 
of felt; Toe straps for Japanese style sandals; Uppers of woven rattan for Japanese style sandals; 
Uppers for Japanese style sandals; High rain clogs; Soles for japanese style sandals; Zori; Rubber 
soles for jikatabi; Riding shoes; Yoga shoes; Shoe covers; Army boots; Casual footwear; Wooden 
shoes; Toe boxes; Dress shoes; Embossed heels of rubber or of plastic materials; Embossed 
soles of rubber or of plastic materials; Footwear soles; Leather slippers; Leather shoes; 
Waterproof boots for fishing; Boots for motorcycling; Women's foldable slippers; Ladies' boots; 
Metal fittings for Japanese style wooden clogs; Booties; Hunting boots; Esparto shoes or sandals; 
Sandal-clogs; Wooden supports of Japanese style wooden clogs; Wooden main bodies of 
Japanese style wooden clogs; Bath slippers; Bath sandals; Athletic shoes; Leisure shoes; 
Climbing boots; Infants' footwear; Heel inserts; Heels; Basketball sneakers; Dance shoes; 
Slippers; Slipper soles; Tap shoes; Boots for sports; Sports shoes; Sneakers; Snow boots; 
Snowboard shoes; Ski and snowboard shoes and parts thereof; Ski boot bags; Ski boots; Sandals; 
Rugby boots; Handball shoes; Inner socks for footwear; Foam pedicure slippers; Polo boots; 
Pumps, namely, high heels; Pedicure slippers; Pedicure sandals; Flip-flops; Sandals and beach 
shoes; Beach shoes; Shoes soles for repair; Walking shoes; Waders; Fishing boots; Hockey 
shoes; Winter boots; Low wooden clogs; Low wooden clogs; Bath shoes; Disposable slippers; 
Insoles; Valenki [felted boots]; Aqua shoes; Children's footwear; Volleyball shoes; Tennis shoes; 
Intermediate soles; Lace boots; Deck shoes; Albs; Neckwear; Underwear; Undershirts for 
kimonos; Undershirts; Maternity lingerie; Foundation garments; Gussets for underwear [parts of 
clothing]; Slips; Baselayer bottoms; Bottoms namely, pants, cargo pants, denim pants, Bermuda 
shorts; Garments for protecting clothing; Clothing for gymnastics; Rash guards; Gaiters; 
Overcoats; Cloaks; Dust coats; Burnouses; Bib shorts; Wrap belts for kimonos; Collars, namely, 
collar protector; Yashmaghs, namely head scarves; Thobes, namely ankle-length men's robe; 
Chasubles; Jogging tops; Jogging sets; Running Suits; Blousons; Blazers; Leg warmers; Bustiers; 
Bikinis; Boy shorts; children's clothing; Bermuda shorts; Vest tops; Sleeveless jackets; Sleeveless 
jerseys; Running vests; American football bibs; Baseball uniforms; Boot cuffs; Wet suits for surfing; 
Surfwear; Tutus; Ballet suits; Sheepskin coats; Puttees and gaiters; Skating outfits; Yashmaks; 
Moisture-wicking sports pants; Bathing suit cover-ups; Articles of clothing for theatrical use; 
Oilskins; Eye masks; Knee-high stockings; Sashes for wear; Belts; Bandanas; Work clothes; 
Overalls; Figure skating clothing; Choir robes; Robes; Khakis; Wet suits for windsurfing; Sailing 
wet weather clothing; Breeches; Bolo ties with precious metal tips; Boleros; Boxer shorts; 
Gabardines; Soccer bibs; Football jerseys; Replica football kits; Morning coats; Formalwear; 
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Fleece shorts; Fleeces, namely, fleece tops, fleece pullovers, fleece jackets, fleece shorts, fleece 
pants, fleece shirts; Fleece vests; Denim jackets; Coats of denim; Denim jeans; Turtleneck 
sweaters; Judo suits; Clothing for wear in judo practices; Quilted jackets; Cycling shorts; Gloves 
for cyclists; Cycling tops; Cyclists' clothing; Reversible jackets; Moisture-wicking sports bras; 
Moisture-wicking sports shirts; Maillots; One-piece suits; Clothing for wear in wrestling games; 
Long jackets; Full-length kimonos; Long johns; Halloween costumes; Muumuus; Aloha shirts; 
String fasteners for haori; Golf skirts; Golf pants, shirts and skirts; Golf trousers; Hoods; Bathing 
trunks; Kerchiefs; Head scarves; Shampoo capes; Headdresse, namely, veils; Bandeaux; 
Neckties; Neckbands; Fur muffs; Fur stoles; Fur jackets; Fur coats and jackets; Pelisses; Caftans; 
Stuff jackets; Sailor suits; Girdles; Sweatbands; Riding jackets; Riding gloves; Jodhpurs; Clothing 
for horse-riding, other than riding hats; Yoga shirts; Yoga pants; Japanese style socks; Bustles for 
obi-knots; Japanese sleeping robes; One-piece playsuits; Unitards; Adhesive bras; Pockets for 
clothing; Pocket squares; Barber smocks; Waist strings for kimonos; Sash bands for kimono; 
Undershirts for kimonos; Kimonos; Kilts; Kendo outfits; Wind pants; Pedal pushers; Trousers; 
Thongs; Underpants; Cashmere scarves; Cashmere clothing; Casual trousers; Casual shirts; 
Casualwear; Karate suits; Neckerchiefs; Neck scarfs; Cravats; Pleated skirts for formal kimonos; 
Stocking suspenders; Heelpieces for stockings; Gussets for stockings; Socks; Hosiery; Slipper 
socks; Footmuffs, not electrically heated; Coverups; Bib overalls for hunting; Shortalls; Jumper 
suits; Short sets; Bodices lingerie; Corsets; Corselets; Korean topcoats; Korean outer jackets worn 
over basic garment; Suits; Zoot suits; Pantsuits; Skirt suits; Shift dresses; Camisoles; Leisure 
suits; Leisurewear; Lounging robes; Loungewear; Laboratory coats; Pram suits; Trousers for 
children; Baby tops; Baby clothes; Infant wear; Babies' undergarments; Mittens; Chemisettes; 
Crinolines; Christening robes; Layettes; Martial arts uniforms; Clothing for martial arts; Combative 
sports uniforms; Shirts for suits; Dress pants; Suit coats; Camouflage jackets; Masquerade 
costumes; Short-sleeved or long-sleeved t-shirts; Printed t-shirts; Tank tops; Long sleeved vests; 
Tee-shirts; Shirt yokes; Shirt fronts; Collared shirts; Shirts and slips; Open-necked shirts; Shirts; 
Mantles; Maniples; Liveries; Linen clothing; Raincoats; Tabards; Vests; Strapless bras; Brassieres; 
Bra straps; Waist belts; Trews; Sweaters; Knit jackets; Cowls; Polo knit tops; Knitwear; Knitted 
underwear; Hunting jackets; Hunting shirts; Hunting pants; Hunting vests; Hunting boot bags; Cloth 
bibs for adult diners; Cloth bibs; Fabric belts; Hooded sweatshirts; Cotton coats; Uniforms for 
nurses; Gussets for bathing suits; Fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; Bathing suits; 
Camouflage vests; Camouflage pants; Camouflage shirts; Camouflage gloves; Chemise tops; 
Pants; Womens' outerclothing, namely, outerwear jackets; Coats for women; Bathing costumes for 
women; Halter tops; Women's suits; Pantie-girdles; Dresses; Women's ceremonial dresses; 
Chemises; Ladies' underwear; Camiknickers; Lingerie; School uniforms; Outerclothing for girls, 
namely, outerwear jackets; Knitted gloves; Twin sets; Hooded pullovers; V-neck sweaters; Crew 
neck sweaters; Long sleeve pullovers; Roll necks [clothing]; Turtlenecks; Motorcyclists' clothing of 
leather; Motorcycle riding suits; Motorcycle gloves; Motorcycle jackets; Muffs; Shell suits; Pop 
socks; Sleep masks; Nightwear; Nighties; Maternity sleepwear; Bed jackets; Bed socks; Dry suits; 
Snap crotch shirts for infants and toddlers; Negligees; Windproof clothing, namely, windproof 
pants, windproof jackets; Wind suits; Wind vests; Cagoules; Waterproof suits for motorcyclists; 
Trench coats; Waterproof outerclothing; Waterproof trousers; Tube tops; Blouses; Basic upper 
garment of Korean traditional clothes; Weather resistant outer clothing; Formal evening wear; Belts 
made from imitation leather; Dresses made from skins; Leather jackets; Leather waistcoats; 
Trousers of leather; Leather suits; Leather belts; Bustle holder bands for obi; Maternity smocks; 
Maternity bands; Maternity clothing; Detachable neckpieces for kimonos; Detachable collars; 
Slipovers; Rainproof jackets; Waterproof capes; Water socks; Gussets for footlets; Footless tights; 
Tights; Gussets for tights; Pirate pants; Money belts; Shoulder scarves; Shoulder wraps; Braces 
for clothing, namely, suspenders; Bowties; Slipovers; Capes; Underarm gussets; Dress shields; 
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Petticoats; Beach wraps; Beach clothes; Beach robes; Padded pants for athletic use; Padded 
shorts for athletic use; Padded shirts for athletic use; Bridesmaid dresses; Bridesmaids wear; 
Coats; Hooded tops; Pinafores; Button-front aloha shirts; Visor caps; Sweat bands for the wrist; 
Sweat-absorbent socks; Sweatabsorbent underwear; Paper aprons; Paper hats for use as clothing 
items; Rain ponchos; Ponchos; Polo sweaters; Polo shirts; Bloomers; Slacks; Swim wear for 
gentlemen and ladies; Plastic aprons; Plastic baby bibs; Pajama bottoms; Pyjamas from tricot only; 
Pajamas; Gloves including those made of skin, hide and fur, namely leather gloves and fur gloves; 
Gloves with conductive fingertips that may be worn while using handheld electronic touch screen 
devices; Gloves; Mufflers; Scarfs; Bibs, not of paper, namely, cloth bibs; Nappy pants; Sarongs; 
Saris; Jumper dresses; Bushjackets; Rainwear; Wrist warmers; Rugby shorts; Rugby tops; 
Handwarmers; Arm warmers; Bathwraps; Cuffs; Ramie shirts; Down jackets; Anti-perspirant socks; 
Socks and stockings; Footless socks; Ankle socks; Sock suspenders; Pullovers; Aprons; Heavy 
jackets; Body warmers; Ear muffs; Thermal underwear; Knee warmers; Silk scarves; Silk ties; Silk 
clothing,namely, shirts, jackets, pants, shorts, gloves, sweaters, coats, t-shirts; Ski jackets; Ski 
gloves; Ski suits for competition; Salopettes; Clothing for skiing; Balaclavas; Nurse pants; Nurse 
overalls; Nurse dresses; Flying suits; Shawls and headscarves; Shawls and stoles; Shawls from 
tricot only; Shoulder wraps; Shawls; Skorts; Skirts; Shorts; Dance costumes; Dance clothing; 
Athletic tights; Sports socks; Athletics vests; Sports bras; Sports caps and hats; Sports pants; 
Warm-up jackets; Warm-up pants; Sportswear; Sports jerseys and breeches for sports; Sports 
singlets; Sweat shirts; Sports clothing; Warm-up tops; Snowboard jackets; Snowboard trousers; 
Snowboard gloves; Snowboard mittens; Snow boarding suits; Cummerbunds; Dinner jackets; 
Smoking jackets; Veils; Light-reflecting jackets; Party hats; Jacket liners; Jackets; Sleeved jackets; 
Theatrical costumes; Folk costumes; Sliding shorts; Stretch pants; Tightening-up strings for 
kimonos; Chaps; Collars for dresses; Stoles; Parkas; Jackets being sports clothing; Pea coats; 
Guernseys; Referees uniforms; Gym suits; Sports jackets; Sweatjackets; Gym shorts; Sports 
jerseys; Sports shirts with short sleeves; Leotards; Three piece suits; Triathlon clothing; Sweat 
shorts; Sweatpants; Tracksuit bottoms; Tracksuit tops; Korean traditional women's waistcoats; 
Japanese traditional clothing; Costumes; Togas; Volleyball jerseys; Bib tights; Leggings; Thermal 
socks; Thermally insulated clothing; Tennis shorts; Tennis dresses; Tennis skirts; Tennis pullovers; 
Tennis shirts; Tennis socks; Tennis sweatbands; Tennis wear; Taekwondo suits; Evening wear; 
Driving gloves; Motorists' clothing; Babies' pants; Children's wear; Walking breeches; Costumes 
for use in children's dress up play; Playsuits; Rompers; Costumes for use in role-playing games; 
Button down shirts; Uniforms; Tunics; Lumberjackets; Bomber jackets; Crop tops; Baby doll 
pyjamas; Trousers shorts; Short trousers; Donkey jackets; Short petticoats; Short overcoat for 
kimono; Short-sleeve shirts; Knit shirts; Gussets for leotards; Men's and women's jackets, coats, 
trousers, vests; Bathrobes; Body stockings; Over-trousers; Tops, namely tank tops, halter tops, 
crop tops; Dress shirts; Chefs' whites; Woollen tights; Woollen socks; Duffel coats; Woolen 
clothing; Monokinis; Disposable underwear; Wedding dresses; Corduroy trousers; Sundresses; 
Wet suits for water-skiing; Wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua; Wetsuit gloves; Wetsuits for 
surface watersports; Wet suits; Evening coats; Dinner suits; Evening suits; Fishing shirts; Fishing 
vests; Fishermen's jackets; Clothing for fishermen; Anglers' shoes; Winter gloves; Winter coats; 
Snow suits; Suede jackets; Desert boots; Swaddling clothes; Jockstraps; Men's socks; swimming 
trunks; Ascots; Car coats; Suspender belts for men; Bathing suits for men; Men's suits; Baseball 
caps; Berets; Top hats; Fezzes; Shower caps; Headbands; Head sweatbands; Peaked headwear; 
Golf caps; Rubber soles; Fur hats; Bonnets; Bonnets; Bobble hats; Cap peaks; Caps; Rain hats; 
Caps with visors; Fashion hats; Bathing caps; Skull caps; Small hats; Tams; Knitted caps; Tam 
o'shanters; Waterpolo caps; Children's headwear; Turbans; Thermal headgear, namely thermal 
hats; Sports caps; Sports headgear other than helmets, namely headbands against sweating; Sun 
visors; Sun visors; Ski hats; Sun hats; Fedoras; Hat frames; Bucket caps; Millinery; Paper hats for 
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wear by chefs; Paper hats for wear by nurses; Flat caps; Beach hats; Leather headwear, namely, 
headbands, hats, caps; Mantillas; Wimples; Nightcaps; Miters; Toques; Woolly hats; Sedge hats, 
namely, suge-gasa.

 Class 28
(4) Jungle gyms; Infants' swings; Lottery wheels; Slides; Amusement park rides; Bouncy castles; 
toy sand boxes; Infants' swing seats; See-saws; Waterslides; Climbing slides being play apparatus 
for children; Sporting articles and equipment, namely fishing rods, fishing reels, artificial bait for 
fishing and fishing lures; Hunting and fishing equipment, namely fishing poles, fishing reels and 
rods, fishing flies, lines for fishing, hunting lures; Aquarium fish nets; Boomerangs; Creels [fishing 
traps]; Artificial fishing bait; Artificial flies for use in angling; Butterfly nets; Electronic bite indicators 
for use in angling; Deer attractants; Bite indicators fishing tackle; Bite sensors fishing tackle; Bite 
alarms for use in angling; Bait bags for holding live bait; Scent lures for hunting or fishing; Freeze-
dried fishing bait; Line casts for fly-fishing; Bait throwers; Catapult bait pouches; Camouflage 
screens for hunting purposes; Hunting arrow points; Decoys for hunting or fishing; Hunting lures; 
Decoy ducks for hunting; Hunting bows; Hunting blinds; Hunting stands; Hunting game calls; 
Angling nets; Landing nets for anglers; Angling bank stick supports; Fishing rod cases; Rod 
blanks, namely, fishing rods; Fishing rod rests; Fishing rod handles; Rods for fishing; Bird calls 
decoys; Fishing tackle floats; Ice fishing strike indicator; Inflatable fishing float tubes; Camouflage 
screens; Swivels; Waterfowl hunting decoys; Fish hooks; Fishing gaffs; Gut for fishing; Fishing 
leaders; Fishing tackle bags; Fishing tackle boxes; Fishing tackle; Floats for fishing; Fishing fly 
boxes; Fishing lure boxes; Fishing ground baits; Fishing spinners; Reels for fishing; Fishing reel 
cases; Fishing line casts; Fishing sinkers; Bags adapted for fishing; Ring buoys for recreational 
use; Swimming floats for recreational use; Swimming rings; Racing lanes; Swimming belts; 
Swimming kick boards; Swimming jackets; Floating recreational pads; Flippers for swimming; 
Water wings; Inflatable inner tubes for aquatic recreational use; swimming equipment, namely, 
starting blocks; Aerobic step machines; Aerobic steps; Curling stones; Curling brooms; Protectors 
for elbows for use when participating in the sport of cricket; Protectors for elbows for use when 
skateboarding; Protectors for elbows for use when riding bicycles; Climbers' harness; Pool chalk 
holders; Pool cue cases; Pool cue racks; Pool cue clamps; Girdles for American football; Body 
protectors for American football; Football blocking sleds; Elbow pads for American football; Knee 
pads for American football; Leg pads for American football; Chest pads for American football; 
Shoulder pads for American football; Snooker rests; Elbow guards for use in skateboarding; Chest 
protectors adapted for playing the sport of taekwondo; Non-slip resin sprays for use by athletes; 
Protective padded articles for use in playing the game of cricket; Protective covers for rackets; 
Protective vests for martial arts; Men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; Hurdles for use in 
athletics; Hurdles for use in athletics training; Badminton racquets; Covers for badminton rackets; 
Grip bands for badminton rackets; Strings for badminton rackets; Badminton sets; Badminton nets; 
Badminton uprights; Kendo bamboo swords; Surfboards; Surfboard fins; Bodysurfing boards; 
Trampolines; Exercise treadmills; Grip tapes for baseball bats; Baseball bases; Catchers' mitts; 
Baseball and softball rubbing mud; Baseball balls; Baseballs; Baseball batting tees; Baseball 
masks; Baseball bats; Baseball bat cases; Baseball gloves; Baseball pitching screens; Billiard ball 
triangles; Billiard cues; Billiard cue tips; Cue extensions; Billiard balls; Billiard tables; Pool 
cushions; Nets for billiard tables; Billiard table cushions; Billiard bridges; Billiard equipment; Billiard 
game playing equipment; Stands for jogging machines; Billiard markers; Blocking dummies; Bob-
sleighs; Punching bags; Boxing gloves; Boxing rings; Bowling balls; Bowling gloves; Bowling 
machines; Sailboards; Sailboard covers; Harness for sailboards; Sail board foot restraints; Sail 
board leashes; Fins for windsurfing boards; Sailboard skegs; Masts for sailboards; Paintballs; 
Paintball guns; Artificial climbing walls; Discuses for sports; Skating boots with skates attached; 
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Shoulder pad elastic for athletic use; Electronic targets; Electronic targets for games and sports; 
Relay batons; Épées for fencing; Fencing weapons; Fencing masks; Fencing gauntlets; Foils for 
fencing; Protective face masks for use in the sport of fencing; Exercise balls; Body-building 
apparatus, namely exercise benches, exercise weights, exercise pulleys; Shaped covers for tennis 
rackets; Soccer ball knee pads; Soccer balls; Football gloves; Soccer goals; Soccer ball goal nets; 
Pommel horses; Clubs for gymnastics; Parallel bars for gymnastics; Vaulting horses; Gymnastic 
training stools; Rings for gymnastics; Putting cups; Golf balls; Tee holders; Golf tees; Golf tee 
bags; Golf ball retrievers; Golf ball markers; Golf mats; Golf bags, with or without wheels; Covers 
for golf bags; Bag stands for golf bags; Golf bag carts; Golf clubs; Golf putters; Golf club covers; 
Covers for golf clubs; Golf club heads; Covers for golf club heads; Grip tapes for golf clubs; Golf 
club shafts; Golf club bags; Caddie bags for golf clubs; Golf club grips; Golf gloves; Articles for 
playing golf, namely, golf clubs, golf balls, golf bags, gold gloves, golf tees, golf club heads, golf 
club covers, golf club grips, golf putters, golf irons, golf club shafts; Putting discs for indoor putting 
practice; Nets for practising golf; Golf training aids, namely, golf putting aids; Golf flags; 
Bodyboards; Bodyboard covers; Leashes for bodyboards; Restraint straps for bodyboards; Rubber 
baseballs; Grip balls in the nature of rubber ball for hand exercise; Shuttlecocks for hagoita-play; 
Javelins; Javelins; Rowing machines; Paddleboards; Stand-up paddle boards; Bows for Japanese 
archery; Yoga straps; Gym balls for yoga; Kiteboards; Yoga blocks; Tapes with weights for 
balancing tennis racquets; Tapes for wrapping tennis racquet handle grips; Throat protectors for 
sports use; Mountain boards; Bindings for alpine skis; Bladders of balls for games; Balls being 
sporting articles; Batting gloves; Putting practice mats [golf implement]; Catchers' masks; Ball 
pitching machines; Ball catchers; Ball holders; Ball inflator adaptors; Ball inflators; Rosin used by 
athletes; Karate shin pads; Karate head guards; Karate gloves; Karate target pads; Karate kick 
pads; fencing sabres; Ribbons specially adapted for rhythmic sportive gymnastics; Knee guards for 
athletic use; Protectors for the knees for use when skateboarding; Kendo plastrons; Kendo masks; 
Kendo wooden swords; Leg guards adapted for playing sport; Leg weights; Leg weights for 
exercising; Kote gauntlets; Billiard cue chalk; Pool cue chalk; Bags adapted to carry surfboards; 
Bags adapted to hold fencing equipment; Bags adapted for bowling balls; Bags especially 
designed for surfboards; Bags specially adapted for sports equipment; Basketballs; Basketball 
baskets; Basketball backboards; Basketball nets; Cricket bats; Cricket balls; Nine-pin bowling 
alleys; Cricket bags; Cricket bags; Carriers for croquet sets; Croquet sets; Chest protectors for 
baseball; Chest protectors for hockey; Chest protectors for sports use; Chest expanders; Ankle 
and wrist weights for exercise; Fist protectors, namely, sport gloves; Body protectors for sports 
use; Sling shots; Hoops for rhythmic sportive gymnastics; Archery finger tabs; Archery quivers; 
Bowstrings; Bats for games; Pool cue tips; Hockey pucks; Ice hockey sticks; Ice hockey skates; 
Nets for ice hockey; Puck rebounders for hockey training; Ice hockey goalie pads; Boards used in 
the practice of water sports; League skittles sets; Stress relief exercise balls; Exercise platforms; 
Wrist weights for exercise; Softball bases; Softball balls; Softball bats; Softball bat cases; Softball 
home plates; Softball mitts; Skim boards; Bowling bags; Iron shots specifically for use in the shot 
put; Golf irons; Pitchers' plates; Putting mats for indoor putting practice; Soft tennis balls; Arm pads 
adapted for use in sporting activities; Protective paddings for Taekwondo; Cages for mixed martial 
arts; Clay pigeons targets; Clay pigeon traps; Coin-operated billiard tables; Scuba flippers; Natural 
gut strings for squash rackets; Natural gut strings for tennis racquets; Netballs; Non-telescopic bow 
sights for archery; Kicking tees; Beach balls; Paragliders; Ice skates; Ice skate blades; Petanque 
balls; Shoulder pads for sports use; Abdomen protectors for Taekwondo; Stomach exercisers; First 
baseman's mitts; Gloves for games; Gloves made specifically for use in playing sports; Platform 
tennis balls; Platform tennis paddles; Platform tennis nets; Swimming gloves; Shuttlecocks; Polo 
balls; Polo mallets; Exercise bars; Exercise benches; Floor-mounted punch balls; Hand paddles; 
Inflatable swimming floats; Inflatable swimming pools; Inflatable swimming pools for recreational 
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use [toys]; Inflatable pools for recreational use; Inflatable punching bags; Inflatable balls for sports; 
Tennis bags shaped to contain a racket; Pool cues; Radio-controlled miniature aerial targets for 
sports; Racket covers; Grips for rackets; Grip tape for racquets; Balls for racket sports; Racquet 
ball gloves; Racketball balls; Racketball rackets; Racketball racket strings; Racquet ball nets; 
Rackets; Shaped covers for racketball rackets; Strings for rackets; Gut for rackets; Manual leg 
exercisers; Handballs; Hand protectors adapted for sporting use; Trolley bags for golf equipment; 
Roller skis; Rugby footballs; Apparatus for use in training for the game of rugby, namely rugby ball, 
sport goal posts; Skateboards; Skateboards; Bags for skateboards; Skateboard wheels; Roller 
skates; Wrist guards for athletic use; Teeball sets; Pucks; Snow sleds for recreational use; Squash 
balls; Squash rackets; Covers for squash racquets; Grip bands for squash rackets; Head covers 
for squash rackets; Strings for squash rackets; Synthetic strings for use with rackets; Hang gliders; 
Skis, namely, water skis and snow skis; Archery arm guards; Archery arrow points; Archery bow 
cases; Archery targets; Bows for archery; Archery bow stringers; Ski bags; Snowboards; Edges of 
skis; Sole coverings for skis; Ski bindings; Ski bindings and parts therefor; Covers for ski bindings; 
Covers for skis; Scrapers for skis; Ski sticks; Cover for ski sticks; Ski brakes; Dart mats; Dart 
boards; Dart board cabinets; Dart shafts; Containers adapted for holding darts flights; Dart wallets; 
Holders for darts; Containers adapted for holding darts; Barrels for darts; Darts; Bindings for 
snowboards; Snowshoes; Stands specially adapted for holding golf clubs; Bags especially 
designed for skis and surfboards; Sportballs; Leg weights for athletic use; Sports bows; Athletic 
protective wrist pads for skating; Protective padding for sports; Leg guards for athletic use; Athletic 
protective elbow pads for cycling; Athletic protective knee pads for cycling; Athletic protective arm 
pads for cycling; Athletic protective wrist pads for cycling; Athletic protective knee pads for 
skateboarding; Athletic protective arm pads for skateboarding; Athletic protective wrist pads for 
skateboarding; Athletic protective elbow pads for skating; Athletic protective knee pads for skating; 
Athletic protective arm pads for skating; Face masks for sports; Nets for sports; Shoulder pad 
lacelocks for athletic use; Shoulder pad laces for athletic use; String materials for sporting 
racquets; Gym balls; Grips for sporting articles, namely, golf club grips; Spring bars for exercising; 
Spring-supported punch balls; Stationary exercise bicycles; Rollers for stationary exercise 
bicycles; Table tennis balls; Table tennis paddles; Table tennis racket covers; Coverings for table 
tennis bats; Grip bands for table tennis bats; Tables for table tennis; Table tennis net posts; 
Starting blocks for sports; Starting blocks for sports events; Starting blocks for track sports; Stress 
relief balls for hand exercise; Cases in the form of quivers for sports implements; Shot puts; 
Weight lifting gloves; Weight lifting benches; Benches for gymnastic use; Benches for sporting use; 
Squeezable balls used to relieve stress; Bar-bells; Dumb-bells for weight lifting; Dumb-bell shafts 
for weight lifting; Tennis balls; Tennis balls; Cases for tennis balls; Tennis ball retrievers; Poles for 
pole vaulting; Vaulting poles; Tennis rackets; Tennis racket covers; Grip bands for tennis rackets; 
Tennis racket presses; Tennis racket strings; Tennis uprights; Tennis nets; Tennis nets and 
uprights; Tennis uprights; Nets for sporting purposes; Volley balls; Volleyball standards; Volleyball 
nets; Volleyball net antennas; Volleyball game playing equipment; Springboards; Spring boards; 
Exercise pulleys; Machines incorporating weights for use in physical exercise; Exercise 
trampolines; Wakeboards; Waterskis; Waterski bindings; Waterski carrying cases; Waterski 
handles; Water-skiing gloves; Waterski bridles; Waterski tow ropes; Waterski rope handles; 
Waterski rope bridles; Waterski ropes; Lacrosse balls; Lacrosse ball bags; Lacrosse sticks; 
Lacrosse stick strings; Goal nets; Divot repair tools; In-line roller skates; Monoskis; Bats for ball 
games; Nets for ball games; Goal posts; Field hockey balls; Hockey gloves; Hockey sticks; Hockey 
goals; Field hockey goalkeeper pads; Pool tally balls; Artificial Christmas trees; Tinsel for 
decorating Christmas trees; Artificial Christmas trees; Christmas trees of synthetic material; 
Decorations for Christmas trees; Ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and 
confectionery; Decorations and ornaments for Christmas trees; Christmas tree decorations [other 
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than edible or for illumination]; Artificial snow for Christmas trees; Christmas tree stands; 
Christmas tree stand covers; Candle holders for Christmas trees; Christmas stockings; Party 
favors in the nature of small toys; Musical Christmas tree ornaments; Non-edible christmas tree 
ornaments; Christmas crackers; Bells for Christmas trees; Toy Christmas trees; Toys, games, 
playthings and novelties, namely beach toys, infant toys, mechanical toys; Battery-powered 
computer game with LCD screen; Bags specially adapted for handheld video games; Coin-
operated video amusement apparatus, namely, arcade games and video game machines; Home 
video game machines; Portable games with liquid crystal displays; Protective films adapted for 
screens for portable games; Hand-held electronic video games; Electronic hand-held game units; 
Hand-held units for playing electronic games; Handheld computer games; Hand held units for 
playing video games; Hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; LCD game machines; 
Protective carrying cases specially adapted for handheld video games; Video output game 
machines for use with televisions; Video game joysticks; Games adapted for use with television 
receivers; Arcade video game machines; Controllers for game consoles; Token-operated video 
game machines; Kites; Kite parts; Kite handles; Kite reels; Kite tails; Kite string; Hand puppets; 
Rocking horses; Bouncing toys; Pet toys made of rope; Pet toys containing catnip; Automatic 
coinoperated games; Automatic gaming machines; Gaming machines for gambling; Kits of parts 
[sold complete] for making toy model cars; Play balloons; Surfboard covers; Bill-operated gaming 
equipment, namely, arcade games, video game machines; Rattles; Swimming pools; Battery 
operated remote controlled toy vehicles; Pool bridges; Bingo cards; Bingo game playing 
equipment; Chip markers for bingo; Bingo markers; Bodhidharma dolls with pupils undrawn 
(menashi-daruma); Soft toys in the form of elks; Bubble making wand and solution sets; Camogie 
stick; Multiple activity toys for babies; Dye paintballs for use as projectiles in war games; Paintball 
guns; Paintballs; Imitation bones being toys for dogs; Imitation cosmetic preparations being toys; 
Imitation toilet preparations being toys; Imitation toilet articles being toys; Flumes; Dominoes; 
Jigsaw puzzles; Jack-in-the-boxes; Novelties in the form of bugs in boxes; Electric action toys; 
Electric action figures with lights and sounds; Electronic learning toys; Electronic remote controlled 
toy vehicles; Electronic remote controlled toys; Electronic dart games; Electronic board games; 
Electronic games for the teaching of children; Electronic activity toys; Electronic educational 
teaching games; Electronic targets for game; Electronically operated toy motor vehicles; Sketching 
toys; European style dolls; Clothes for European dolls; Puzzles; Model railways; Gyroscopes and 
flight stabilizers for model aircraft; Go games; Go stones; Stone-pieces pots for go game (goke 
pots); Go boards; Rubber balls; Rubber character toys; Animal replicas as playthings; Toys for 
animals; Halloween masks; Hurley stick; Horizontal pinball machine (korinto-game machines); 
Japanese horizontal pinball machines; Streamers; Pop up toys; Japanese dice games (sugoroku); 
Japanese vertical pinball machine (pachinko machines); Japanese playing cards; Japanese 
playing cards (Utagaruta); Japanese playing cards (hanafuda); Shogi boards; Wooden pieces for 
shogi game (koma); Talking toys; Talking dolls; Kaleidoscopes; Indoor play tents; Toys for cats; 
Skill and action games; Sit-in toy vehicles; Indoor football tables; War games using model soldiers; 
Models for use with war games; Fancy dress outfits being children's playthings; Carnival caps; 
Roundabouts being playthings; Karuta playing cards (Japanese card game); Dice; Kendo cards; 
Keno cards; Stuffed toys; Stuffed toy animals; Bean bag dolls; Pinball games machines; Pinball 
games machines coin and counter operated; Pinball machines coin and non-coin operated; Pinball 
machines; Kokeshi dolls; Game boards for trading card games; Trading cards; Collectable toy 
figures; Confetti; Skittles; Construction toys; Climbing frames (play things); Card shuffling 
machines; Card games; Korean dominos (Glopae); Korean playing cards (Hwatoo); Korean chess 
pieces (Jang-gi pieces); Korean chess boards (Jang-gi pan); Cribbage boards; Xylophones being 
musical toys; Cube puzzles; Baby rattles incorporating teething rings; Infants' action crib toys; 
Bendable toys; Positionable toy figures; Toys adapted for educational purposes; Scale model 
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aeroplanes; Flying discs; Dolls; Bobble-head dolls; Traditionally dressed dolls; Mascot dolls; 
Racing car games; Model vehicle racing sets; Paddle balls; Paddles for use in paddle ball games; 
Paddle ball games; Crib mobiles; Chips for gambling; Playing card shuffling device; Slot machines; 
Doll accessories; Dolls' clothing accessories; Shoes for dolls; Dolls' clothes; Headgear for dolls; 
Doll rooms; Doll costumes; Dolls' beds; Dolls' feeding bottles; Doll houses; Doll house furniture; 
Doll house furnishings; Jewellery for dolls; Carriages for dolls; Dolls for playing; Lottery tickets; 
Mah-jong; Beanbags in the form of playthings; Nine man's morris sets; Manipulative puzzles; 
Puppets; Costume masks; Matryoshka dolls; Mechanical action toys; Mechanical games; Wooden 
toy building blocks; Fabric toys; Conveyances for teddy bears; Pedal-propelled wheeled toys; Toy 
pedal cars; Miniature car models; Miniature replica football kits; Miniature die cast vehicles; 
Miniatures for use in war games; Miniatures for use in games; Spools for throwing, incorporating 
coiled string which unwinds and rewinds returning the spool to the hand; Stuffed puppets; Models 
for use with role playing games; Kits sold complete for the construction of scale models; Modeled 
plastic toy figurines; Infant development toys; Coin-operated arcade video game machines; Coin-
operated amusement gaming machines; Coin-operated amusement machines; Coin-operated 
pinball game machines; Motor driven toy animals; Soap bubbles; Musical toys; Toys for domestic 
pets; Non-motorised toys for riding; Toy torches; Remote controlled scale model vehicles; Remote 
controlled flying toys; Remote control toys; Remote controlled toys in the form of vehicles; Lottery 
scratch cards; Scratch cards for playing lottery games; Toy air pistols; Pachinkos; Ride-on toys; 
Scooters; Scale model buildings; Ventriloquist's dummies; Toys for birds; Piñatas; Buckets made 
of plastics; Plastic models being toys; Plastic character toys; Plastic toys for use in the bath; Toys 
made of plastics; Plastic model kits for making toy vehicles; Teddy bears; Plush toys; Clothing for 
teddy bears; Pneumatically operated paint ball guns; Pogo sticks; Poker chips; Paper airplanes; 
Paper party favours; Paper trumpets; Paper dolls; Paper party hats; Paper party hats; Paper face-
masks; Porcelain dolls; Amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; Party favors; Arcade 
games; Paddling pools; Inflatable pool toys; Inflatable thin rubber toys; Inflatable bop bags; 
Inflatable bath toys; Inflatable toys; Inflatable toys in the form of boats; Inflatable ride-on toys; 
Inflatable toys resembling air vehicles; Wind-up walking toys; Wind-up toys; Clockwork toys; 
Clockwork toys of plastics; Stuffed bean-filled toys; Radio controlled model vehicles; Radio-
controlled toys; Radio controlled toy model cars; Radio-controlled toy vehicles; Rockets being toy 
models; Hand-held pinball games; Skateboard paddles; Sleds for use in downhill amusement 
rides; Sleighs, namely, snow sleds for recreation use; Roulette chips; Roulette wheels; Roulette 
sets; Roulette tables; Cheerleading pom-poms; Twirling batons; Marbles for games; Chess games; 
Chess pieces; Chessboards; Sakura dolls; Parlor games; Shogi game equipment (japanese 
chess); Toy gliders; Rag dolls; Sliotar; Dart board overlays; Punching toys; Snow saucers; Snow 
sledges; Snow globes; Squeezable squeaking toys; Printed lottery tickets; Pumps especially 
adapted for use with balls for games; toy percussion caps; Caps for toy pistols; Table football 
tables; Tabletop basketball games; Board games; Dolls in sitting posture (osuwari dolls); Checkers 
pieces; Checkerboards; Checkers; Tiddlywinks; Question sets for board games; Compendiums of 
board games; Push toys; Interlocking toy construction pieces; Spinning discs incorporating string 
which rewinds and returns the disc to the hand when thrown; Scale model vegetation; Scale model 
figures; Scale model structures; Scale model vehicles; Reduced sized goal posts; Reduced sized 
footballs; Scale model kits; Rocking horses on metal frames; Rocking toys; Squeeze toys; Lever 
action toys; Swings; Swings; Tarot cards; Toys for dogs; Party favor hats; Party poppers; 
Theatrical masks; Toboggans; Clothes for Japanese traditional dolls; Japanese traditional dolls; 
Transforming robotic toys; Transforming robotic toy vehicles; Tracks for model vehicles; Pull toys; 
Model train layouts; Train sets; Backgammon games; Backgammon sets; Toy tricycles; Role 
playing games; Children's play cosmetics; Children's multiple activity tables; Children's multiple 
activity toy; Children's punch balls; Children's playhouses; Children's fourwheeled vehicles; 
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Children's riding vehicles; Children's ride-on toy vehicles; Costumes being childrens playthings; 
Ride-on toy vehicles; Traditionally dressed western dolls; Water pistols; Water pistols; Water 
slides; Water toys; Water squirting toys; motorised ride-on toy vehicles; Playsets for action figures; 
Action toys; Cases for action figures; Action figures toys; Quiz games; Spinning tops; Spinning 
tops incorporating string which rewinds and returns the top to the hand when thrown; Tether balls; 
Bathtub toys; Horseshoe games; Ring games; Boule games; Ring games; Cups for dice; Cases for 
playing cards; Playing bowls; Playing balls; Playground balls; Arcade games; Balls for games; Play 
frames; Play mats containing infant toys; Play mats incorporating infant toys; Play mats for use 
with toy vehicles; Play mats for use with toy vehicles; Cases for play accessories; Marbles for 
playing games; Play tunnels; Counters for games; Markers for playing games; Toys made of 
bamboo; Toys incorporating money boxes; Toys simulating objects used by adults in day to day 
activity, namely toy bakeware and cookware; Toys for use in swimming pools; Toys sold in kit 
form, namely toy scale model kits and toy model kits; Toys for sandpits; Toy cosmetics; Toy 
harmonicas; Toy horns; Toy figures capable of transforming into various shapes; Toy guitars; Toy 
flowers; Fantasy character toys; Toy masks; Toy hats; Toy building components; Toy vanity cases; 
Play wands; Toy musical boxes; Toy air vehicles; Play tents; Play shops; Toy mail boxes; Toy 
castles; Toy rockets; Toy brooches; Toy figures; Toy arrows; Toy pushchairs; Toy environments 
for use with action figures; Toy intruder alert devices; Toy tea sets; Toy plants; Toy cars; Toy 
furniture; Toy sets of carpenters' tools; Toy bicycles; Toy fireworks; Toy cameras not capable of 
taking a photograph; Toy garages; Toy weapons; Toy record players; Toy animals; Toy swords; 
Toy wheelbarrows; Toy bakeware; Toy tools; Toy record cassette players; Toy vehicles; Toy 
vehicles with transforming parts; Face masks being playthings; Toy action figurines; Toy fish; Toy 
bakeware and toy cookware; Toy buckets and spades; Toy computers; Multi-part construction 
toys; Toy gum machines; Toy stick gum dispensers; Toy xylophones; Toy clocks and watches; Toy 
boats; Toy bows and arrows; Toy racing sets; Toy cable railways; Toy aeroplanes; Toy sling 
planes; Toy aeroplane launching devices; Doll playsets; Toys in the nature of imitation foodstuffs; 
Toy beanbags; Toy glockenspiels; Toy microphones; Toy miniature model boats; Toy models; Toy 
model kits; Toy musical instruments; Toy fingernails; Toy walkie-talkies not functioning; Toy ninja 
weapons; Toy nuchukus; Toy jewellery; Toy periscopes; Toy pianos; Play money; Toy 
fingerprinting kits; Toy pistols; Toy holsters; Toy projectors; Toy hand tools; Toy roller skates; Toy 
robots; Toy candy bowl mechanical dispensers; Toy sewing sets; Toy gliders; Toy snow globes; 
Toy gardening sets; Toy printing sets; Toy tableware; Play structures for children; Toy building 
blocks capable of interconnection; Toy guns; Toy lorries; Toy model kit cars; Toy telephones; Toy 
butterfly nets; Toy vehicle tracks; Toy trumpets; Toy wagons; Toy cookware; Toy windmills; Toy 
whistles; Toy binoculars; Toy human characters; Toy food; Clothing for toy figures; Model craft kits 
of toy figures; Model toy steam engines; Toy gun holsters; Toy building block sets; Building games; 
Kits of parts sold complete for making toy models; toy model kits; Toy model theatres in the form of 
children's theatre sets; Caps for toy pistols; Toy tool sets; Balls for juggling; Hockey games; 
Quoits; Articles of clothing for toys; Toy model train sets; Wheels for toy vehicles; Cases for toy 
vehicles.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 17, 2015, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
014569321 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,780,695  Filing Date 2016-05-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft zur Förderung der 
angewandten Forschung e.V.
Hansastr. 27c
D-80686
Munich
GERMANY

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FRAUNHOFER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemical substances, namely, chemicals for use in the purification of proteins for in vitro use, 
chemical materials in the nature of ion-exchange resin membranes, chemical agents for removing 
acid in industrial manufacturing applications, chemical preparations for preventing pathogenic 
infections in plants, natural elements in the nature of salts for galvanic batteries and cells, natural 
elements namely hydrogen, helium, lithium, boron, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, neon, Active 
chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of anti-cancer drugs, Agricultural chemicals, Anti-
freeze chemicals, bicarbonate of soda for chemical purposes, brazing chemicals, chemical 
additives for engine cooling systems, chemical additives for fertilizers, chemical additives for 
pesticides, chemical additives for transmission fluids, chemical additives for use in the 
manufacture of food, chemical additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, chemical 
additives to fungicides, chemical additives to insecticides, chemical compositions for metal plating, 
chemical compositions for preserving foodstuffs, chemical reagents for genetic identity testing, 
chemical reagents for use in genetic research, chemicals for use in chromatography, chemicals for 
use in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, chemicals for use in metal plating, chemicals for X-ray 
film processing, chemicals for use in the manufacture of adhesives, chemicals for use in the 
manufacture of solvents, chemicals for use in the purification of water, chemicals used to prevent 
condensation, iodine for chemical purposes, metal tempering chemicals, oil-purifying chemicals, 
tempering chemicals, waterproofing chemical composition for articles of fabric; Chemical 
preparations namely, diagnostic chemical reagents for medical-scientific research use; testing for 
contaminants in food, diagnostic chemical preparations for scientific research for use in testing for 
residual pesticides in grain, diagnostic chemical preparations for medical-scientific research use, 
chemical preparations in the nature of glue accelerators, chemical preparations for facilitating the 
alloying of metals, fire extinguishing chemical preparations, chemical nutrient preparations for 
plants, chemical plant growth regulators, chemical preservatives for pharmaceutical preparations; 
chemical elements, namely, natural carbon elements, namely, absorbing carbons, activated 
carbon, animal carbon, carbon black for industrial purposes, carbon compounds, carbon dioxide 
filled cylinder, carbon disulfide, carbon for filters, granulated carbon for water treatment, lime 
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carbonate, nitrogenous fertilisers; Chemicals for use in industry and science, namely, biochemicals 
in the form of monoclonal antibodies for in vitro scientific use, agricultural biochemicals, bacteria 
for the production of biochemical, biochemicals in the form of monoclonal antibodies for research 
use, acetone for industrial purposes, acetylene for industrial purposes, alginates for industrial 
purposes, ammonia volatile alkali for industrial purposes, anhydrous sodium hydroxide for 
industrial purposes, calcined kaolin for industrial purposes, distilled water for industrial purposes, 
gliadin for industrial purposes, glycerine for industrial purposes, isotopes for industrial purposes, 
metal oxide powders for industrial purposes, unprocessed plastics for industrial use, wood glue for 
industrial use, biological tissue specimens for use in scientific research, cell culture media for 
scientific or research purposes, cell culture reagents for scientific or research purposes, stem cells 
for research and scientific purposes, enzyme substrates for scientific purposes, ethanol for 
scientific purposes, reagents for scientific purposes for use in nucleic acid isolation and 
purification; Chemical preparations for photographic film processing, for x-ray film processing, for 
photography and printing; Chemical products for agriculture and forestry and for horticulture; 
Filtering media of chemical and non-chemical substances, namely, ferric oxide and ceramic 
particles for use as filtering media, mineral filtering materials for the sewage treatment industry, 
chemical adsorbents for filtering impurities from fuel, chemical agents for filtering acid for industrial 
manufacturing applications; Unprocessed artificial resins; Unprocessed plastics; Manures; Fire 
extinguishing compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Chemical substances for 
preserving foodstuffs; Detergents for use in manufacture and industry; Glazing putties, and body 
fillers for use in the aerospace industry and for automobile repair and starch pastes for use in 
industry; Adhesives for use in industry, namely, adhesives for use in the automotive industry, 
adhesives used in the construction industry, adhesive cements, adhesives for ceramic coating, 
polyurethane adhesives, adhesives for use in the manufacture of surgical bandages, general use 
adhesives; Salts for industrial purposes, namely, raw salts for industrial purposes, salts for 
galvanic batteries, salts for galvanic cells; Starches for use in manufacturing paper or textiles; 
Compositions for use in food and beverages, namely, linoleic acid, polyphenol and triglyceride 
compounds for use in the manufacture of food and beverages, alginates for the food industry, 
bacteria for use in food manufacture, lactose for the food industry, enzymes for use in the food 
industry, glucose for the food industry, gluten for the food industry, lactitol for the food industry, 
lactose for the food industry, lecithin for industrial use in the manufacture of food products, pectin 
for the food industry, proteins for use in the manufacture of food supplements, vitamins for use in 
the manufacture of food supplements, enzymes for the beverage industry, erythritol for the 
beverage industry; Tanning substances, namely, algarovilla, enzymes, oil and sumac for use in 
tanning;

 Class 05
(2) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations, namely diagnostic reagents for medical 
diagnostic use, biochemical preparations namely natural plant proteins, insect derivatives, plant 
stem cells, and aquacultures for medical purposes, blood for medical purposes, gases for medical 
use, diagnostic preparations for medical laboratory use, hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes, 
isotopes for medical purposes, mineral salts for medical purposes, medical imaging contrast 
media, contrast media for use with medical ultrasound apparatus; hygienic preparations and 
articles, namely sanitary preparations for medical use, namely bandages for dressings, medical 
and surgical dressings or plasters, namely, all-purpose disinfecting and deodorizing preparations, 
analgesic preparations, antimicrobial and anti-parasitic preparations, antiseptic preparations, hand 
sanitizing preparations, insecticidal preparations, mildew destroying preparations; hygienic articles, 
namely, disposable sanitizing wipes; drug delivery systems for biopharmaceuticals, namely, 
intravenous fluids, auto-injectors prefilled with insulin; All-purpose disinfectants; preparations for 
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destroying noxious animals; preparations and articles for pest control purposes, namely, 
fungicides; herbicides; algaecides; dental preparations and articles, namely material for stopping 
teeth, dental wax, Materials for dental fillings; Materials for making dental impressions; dietary 
preparations and supplements for medical or veterinary purposes, namely dietary preparations and 
supplements for animal and for human consumption, namely, dietary preparations and 
supplements for human consumption consisting of trace elements, amino acids, mugwort, vitamins 
and minerals, soy proteins, acai powder, bee pollen, lecithin, linseed, flaxseed, zinc, dietary herbal 
supplements for the treatment of inflammatory diseases, namely inflammatory bowel diseases and 
inflammatory connective tissue diseases, for the treatment of the musculoskeletal system, namely, 
connective tissue diseases, and cartilage injuries, dietary supplements for controlling cholesterol, 
dietary supplements for general health and well-being, dietary preparations and supplements for 
animal consumption namely, dietary yeast, glucose, vitamins and minerals, and animal feed 
supplements; dietary supplements for animal consumption used as a worm preventative in birds, 
to prevent shedding in cats and dogs, to aid in milk production in lactating animals, veterinary 
dietary supplements for the treatment of bacterial infections in dogs, veterinary dietary 
supplements for animals and poultry to give newborn animals and birds a healthy start; food for 
babies; preparations for destroying insects and vermin;

 Class 07
(3) Machines for metalworking, woodworking, plastic and textile processing, the chemical industry, 
construction machines, packaging machines and machine tools, namely, metalworking machine 
tools, woodworking drilling machine tools, wood cutting machine tools and cemented carbide 
cutting machine tools, grinding tools for grinding machines, milling machine tools, metal working 
and wood planning machine tools, metal and wood sanding machine tools and metal and wood 
sawing machine tools, woodworking machine tools, plastic melting and molding machines and 
plastic processing machine tools, textile calendaring, textile scotching machine tools, textile 
tendering machine tools and washing machines and textile processing machine tools; machines 
for blending, calcinating, dissolving, dust collecting, emulsifying, extracting, granulating, kneading, 
separating, sintering, and sorting for use in chemical processing and chemical processing machine 
tools, concrete construction machines and construction machine tools; packaging machines and 
machine tools; motors and engines (expect for land vehicles), namely, motors and engines for 
airplanes, boats, elevators, for the generation of electricity, hydraulic motors for excavators, milling 
grinding motors, winch motors, motors and engines for metalworking machines, woodworking 
machines, plastic and textile processing, machines, chemical processing machines, construction 
machines, packaging machines, motors and engines used in industrial applications, planetary gear 
motors, power tool motors, aeronautical engines, rocket engines; agricultural implements namely, 
agricultural elevators, tractortowed fertilizer distributors and harrows, backhoes, balers, plows, 
harrows, seed drills, seed planting machines cultivators, mowers, combine harvesters, power-
operated sprayers for insecticides, agricultural reaper machines; unmanned transportation robots 
being cargo handling machines, namely, industrial robots; welding electrodes; self-loading cranes; 
self-propelled loading cranes; front end bucket loaders; elevators;

 Class 08
(4) Hand tools and hand-operated implements used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry, 
mechanical engineering and the construction of apparatus and vehicles, and for structural 
engineering, namely, hand cultivators, hand-operated files, hand forks, hand-held cutting tools, 
hand hooks, hand jacks, hand-operated lifting jacks, hand taps, augers, punches, drills, hoes, 
rakes, atomizers, bar cutters, cattle prods, caulking guns, chisels, saws, nail extractors, post hole 
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diggers, riveting tools, shears, sod lifters, spanners, staple guns, tampers, tile cutters, tillers, tin 
snips, for bending pipes, wrenches, pincers, scythes, hammers, pliers, screwdrivers, mechanics' 
tools, and miter cutters; Cutlery; Razors;

 Class 09
(5) Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, 
calculators; X-ray producing apparatus and installations for crystallography, for detecting moisture 
in building materials, for neutralization, X-ray tubes for crystallography, for detecting moisture in 
building materials and for neutralization, vacuum gauges as automotive measuring instruments, 
car navigational computers, GPS transmitters and receivers, video screens, video telephones, 
angle viewfinders, photographic viewfinders, viscosimeters, silicon wafers, weighing apparatus and 
instruments namely, weighing scales for industrial use, weighing scales for laboratory and medical 
use, radar transmitters, radio transmitters, satellite transmitters, telephone transmitters, television 
transmitters and video transmitters, audio tape recorders, airplane cockpit voice recorders, digital 
voice recorders, digital versatile disc recorders, telephone recorders , LP turntables, echo 
sounders, sound amplifiers, headphones, sound speakers, sound level meters, sound projectors, 
DVD players, audio cassette players, radios, boom poles, sound mixers, spectrograph apparatus, 
spectroscopes, satellites for scientific purposes, blank smart cards, remote controls for operating 
vehicle alarms, for operating radios, stereos, televisions, DVD players, Roentgen ray machines for 
airline security and for industrial purposes, programmable remote control apparatus for 
environmental monitoring, environmental control, energy management, plant irrigation, plant 
nutrient management, alarm monitoring and alarm event management within horticultural 
production, pressure gauges, pressure indicating plugs for valves, pressure sensors, tire pressure 
gauges; pH probes and temperature probes for scientific purposes; radiological X-ray apparatus 
for industrial purposes; observation instruments, namely, binoculars, monoculars, night vision 
goggles, microscopes, magnifying glasses, optical lenses, photovoltaic cells, electromagnetic 
measuring detectors, electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation, laser measuring tapes, level 
measuring machines for surveying, measuring rods, particle counters for measuring air quality, 
lasers altimeters, lasers for use in industrial drilling, laser rangefinders, lasers for capture 
microdissection, lasers for land surveying, lasers for use in industrial cutting and welding, 
ultrashort pulse lasers for spectroscopy, blank integrated circuit cards, optical inspection apparatus 
for inspection of food, galvanic cells, galvanometers, decompression chambers; global positioning 
system (GPS) consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, and network 
interface devices; apparatus and instruments for conveying, switching, converting, storing, 
controlling, and regulating of electricity, namely electric current switches specifically cut-out 
switches, differential switches, light switches, dimmer switches, power switches, timer switches; 
acoustic transformers, audio transformers, current transformers, electric transformers, high-voltage 
transformers, flyback transformers, step down and step up transformers, electric connectors, 
electric relays, transistors, audio/video cable connectors, cable connectors, electricity conduits; 
apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproduction of sound and images, namely, apparatus for 
recording, transmitting and reproduction of images namely cameras, video cameras, DVD players, 
smartphones, televisions, fingerprint imagers, image scanners, raster image processors, and 
videophones; Blank magnetic data carriers, namely, floppy disks, hard disks, CDs, DVDs, CD-
ROMs, audio and video cassettes; Blank recording compact disks and digital versatile disks; 
automatic vending machines and mechanism for coin-operated apparatus for vending machines 
and for laundry machines; cash registers; calculating machines, namely, calculators; data 
processing equipment namely, time punch clocks, computerized time clocks with fingerprint 
recognition, calculators, and computers, computer central processing units, computer chipsets for 
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use in transmitting data to and from a central processing unit, lasers to store and retrieve data from 
CDs and DVDs; fire extinguishers, fire blankets and fire sprinklers, fire hoses; computer software 
for use in database management, use as a spreadsheet and for word processing all in the fields of 
logistics, construction engineering, production planning and control, the automotive industry, laser 
technology, molecular biotechnology and digital media technology;

 Class 10
(6) Pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary preparations, namely magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) and ultrasonic apparatus for medical diagnostic and therapeutic purposes; surgical, medical, 
dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth, namely, surgical 
instruments, medical instruments for general examination, for cutting tissue, and for use in 
optometry, dental instruments, veterinary instruments, surgical apparatus, namely, headlights, 
bougies, for static electric therapy, for washing out body cavities, for wound drainage, medical 
apparatus for artificial respiration, for cardiac defibrillation, for taking blood samples, to monitor 
blood pressure, for blood transfusion, laparoscopes, for phototherapeutic use, for anesthetic 
delivery, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) diagnostic apparatus, for ultrasounds, dental 
apparatus, namely, dental drills, cutting and grinding discs, articulators, bite guards, bridges, 
broaches, burrs, examination chairs, chin cups, mirrors; veterinary apparatus, namely, for 
castrating, Elizabethan collars; Orthopedic articles namely belts, cast padding, footwear, inserts for 
footwear, joint implants from artificial materials and braces, orthopedic bone implants, orthopedic 
bone screws, orthopedic corsets; Suture materials; artificial limbs, eyes and teeth;

 Class 12
(7) Aerial conveyors; unmanned conveying vehicles, namely, unmanned conveyor belt vehicles; 
unmanned vehicles, namely, unmanned aerial vehicles, automatic guided vehicles, autonomous 
underwater vehicles for seabed inspections; chairlifts; self-loading vehicles namely pallet lifters, 
and forklifts; passenger motor vehicles namely automobiles, buses, trains and cable cars; wind 
powered vehicles namely cars, sailboats, land yachts, kite buggies, air balloons, sailplanes and 
cable cars; military vehicles for transport, namely, armored vehicles; air cushion vehicles; self-
propelled loading vehicles namely pallet lifters and forklifts, selfpropelled electric platform truck for 
loading, self-generating electric locomotives for loading; freight carrying vehicles namely rail cars, 
transport trucks, airplanes, and cargo trailers; vehicles and conveyances for the transportation of 
people namely aerial conveyors, automobiles, buses, trains, airplanes, and ships; air and space 
vehicles namely airplanes, air balloons, blimps, space crafts, space shuttles, space capsules, lunar 
modules; structural parts and fittings for airplanes, automobiles, trucks, ships, busses, trains, 
armored vehicles, air balloons, blimps and spacecraft, tires and seatbelts for airplanes, 
automobiles, trucks, ships, busses, trains, armored vehicles, air balloons, blimps and spacecraft; 
water vehicles namely ships, boats, sea planes, and submarines; amphibious vehicles; external 
load carriers for vehicles namely tow bars, roof racks, cargo carriers, and autoracks; drone (air 
vehicles), namely, camera drones, civilian drones, military drones; electric automobiles, buses, 
trains, scooters, trucks and electric bicycles; self-propelled electric cars, locomotives and trucks; 
unmanned robotic cars, buses, trains and driverless cars; automobiles adapted for the disabled, 
motorised wheelchairs for the disabled and those with mobility difficulties; vans, trailers and cargo 
trucks for animal transport; vehicles adapted for military purposes namely armored vehicles, 
reconnaissance armoured vehicles, military engineering armoured vehicle, military ambulances, 
military light rail vehicles and armored trains; rocket-propelled vehicles namely rocket cars; tipping 
semi-trailers, tipping fifth-wheel trailers, and tipping tandem axle trailers; container truck with 
specially adapted loading crane, flatbed trucks, tow trucks, and fork lifts; ski lifts; cars for cable 
transport installations; apparatus for locomotion by land, air, water or on rails, namely, 
locomotives; aerial ropeways and gondola lifts; cable cars, chair lifts, aerial lifts, gondola lifts, ski 
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lifts, cable ferries, cars for cableway installations, cars for cable railway installations, and cars for 
aerial tramway installations;

 Class 17
(8) Natural rubber, raw rubber, polysulfide rubber, gutta-percha, rubber derivative, asbestos, mica 
and goods made therefrom, not included in other classes, namely asbestos fibres, asbestos nets, 
asbestos paper, asbestos millboards, asbestos panels, asbestos powder, asbestos slate, asbestos 
soles, asbestos cloth, asbestos sheets, asbestos wall coverings, insulating panels of mica, 
decorative badges of mica; rubber elastic threads for industrial use; electrical insulators of mica, 
ebonite moulds, rubber material for recapping tyres, bands of rubber for unscrewing jar lids, 
threads of rubber, not for use in textiles, granules of rubber for use in packing and further 
manufacture, rubber valves, rubber solutions, rubber sleeves for protecting parts of machines 
(stops), shock absorbing buffers of rubber, O-rings of rubber, rubber sheeting, cords of rubber, 
rubber stoppers, adhesive tapes other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes, 
namely, adhesive tapes for general industrial use, clutch linings, padding materials of rubber, 
packing (cushioning, stuffing) materials of rubber, floating anti-pollution barriers, self-adhesive 
tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes, namely, self-adhesive 
tapes for general industrial use, safety curtains of asbestos, bags (envelopes, pouches) of rubber, 
for packaging, non-woven fabrics made of asbestos, washers of rubber or vulcanised fibre, valves 
of rubber or vulcanised fibre; Seals for pipe connections, general purpose sealants and fillers for 
expansion joints; Packing, stopping and insulating materials namely cellulose acetate film used as 
packing, material extruded polystyrene pellets for packing, low-density polyurethane foam for 
packing, molded foam for packing, packing foam in sheet form, packing material of plastic for 
shipping containers, plastic pellets for packing, rubber packing for shipping containers, rubber 
sheets for packing purposes, stuffing material of plastic and glass beads, bamboo fibres for 
insulation, bark coverings for sound insulation, ceramic enamel fibre insulation, electric, thermal 
and acoustic insulators, felt insulation, fiberglass insulation, foam sheeting for building insulation, 
foils of metal for insulation, insulating oils, insulating paints, insulating paper, insulating plaster, 
insulating refractory materials, insulating sleeves for machinery, insulating sleeves for power lines, 
insulation materials for aircraft, insulators for cables, insulators for railway tracks, low-density 
polyurethane foam for insulation, insulating fabrics, graphite packing material for pumps, gaskets 
and valves, packing material for forming seals for medical and pharmaceutical packaging, resins in 
bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets and tubes for packing, stopping and insulating; finished and 
semi-finished products namely semi-finished acrylic molded plastic; artificial resins in the form of 
bars for use in manufacture; artificial resins in the form of blocks for use in manufacture; artificial 
resins in the form of pellets for use in manufacture; artificial resins in the form of rods for use in 
manufacture; artificial resins in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; artificial resins in the 
form of tubes for use in manufacture; plastic in bars, blocks, pellets, rods, sheets, tubes or 
extruded form for general industrial or manufacturing use; semi-finished acrylic molded plastic 
substances; semi-processed acrylic resins; semiprocessed brake lining materials; semi-processed 
cellulose acetate; semi-processed natural resins; semiprocessed plastics; semi-processed 
synthetic resins; semi-processed thermoplastic polymer resins for use in manufacture; semi-
processed thermoplastic polymer resins for use in the manufacture of balloon catheters; semi-
processed thermoplastic polymer resins used in manufacturing balloon catheters; semi-worked 
asbestos; semi-worked gum; semi-worked gutta-percha; semi-worked mica; semi-worked rubber, 
plastic foam, plastic junctions for pipes; Flexible plastic pipes, plastic tubes, plastic hoses, and 
seals for pipe connection; barrier articles and materials namely floating anti-pollution barriers, 
laminated vapor barriers, polyurethane film for use as a moisture barrier, plastic sheeting for use 
as a vapor barrier; partially processed materials, namely foil of regenerated cellulose and foil of 
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cellulose for use in industrial manufacturing; fibres impregnated with artificial resins for use in 
further manufacture, foils of cellulose for use in the further manufacture of regenerated cellulose 
for use in further industrial manufacture;

 Class 21
(9) articles for pest control purposes, namely, ultrasonic pest repellers, radio frequency pest 
controllers, and electromagnetic pest repellers;

Services
Class 37
(1) pavement stripping;

Class 38
(2) Telecommunication services, namely, provision of access to the Internet and global computer 
networks, cellular telephone services, cellular text messaging services, communication by 
telephone, network conferencing, teleconferencing services, videoconferencing services, voice-
activated dialling services, voice messaging services, wireless digital messaging services, wireless 
fax services, e-mail services; electronic transmission of user-generated e-mail and text messages, 
photos and digital images via infrared light; satellite television transmission services, satellite 
telephone transmission services, satellite radio transmission services, and satellite military radio 
transmission services; providing internet access through computer terminals; cellular telephone 
communication; providing internet access via fiber-optic networks; paging services; providing 
access to computer databases in the fields of medical research, biological molecular 
transformation, blockchain technology, aviation, cyber security and encryption, artificial intelligence 
cognitive systems, energy transition, self-propelled electric vehicles, maritime research, upgrading 
technology, namely, renovation of old buildings and monument, and internet access;

Class 40
(3) Treatment of materials, namely, waste water treatment, waste gas treatment, and nuclear 
waste treatment, clothing alteration, tailoring, applying finishes to textiles, pattern printing, 
taxidermy, textile treating namely, wool treating, fabric bleaching, bookbinding, leather and textile 
dyeing services; services of a dental technician; treatment of materials namely, gravure printing, 
intaglio printing, letterpress printing, offset printing, patter printing, photographic printing, custom 
3D printing, cloth edging, decontamination of hazardous materials, photographic film development, 
oil refining and recycling, photographic printing, photogravure, generation of electricity in the form 
of wasted energy recycling, generation of electricity from solar and wind energy, window tinting 
treatment, being surface coating, leather staining, fur dyeing, shoe staining, cloth dyeing, textile 
dyeing, cloth fireproofing, processing of cinematographic films, millworking, galvanisation, tanning, 
glass-blowing, gold-plating, engraving, metal tempering, operation of a saw mill, wood planing 
services, woodworking, and timber felling and processing; providing information concerning the 
chemical treatment of textiles and waste water, cadmium plating, permanent-press treatment of 
fabrics, fruit crushing, firing pottery, boiler-making, loom warping, crease-resistant treatment for 
clothing, food and drink industrial preservation processes, cloth pre-shrinking, laminating, laser 
scribing of ceramics, metals, and plastics, leather working, lithographic printing, soldering, air 
freshening, air purification, air deodorising, fur glossing, magnetisation, flour milling, dressmaking, 
metal casting, fur mothproofing, textile mothproofing, recycling of waste, offset printing, paper 
finishing, paper bleaching and recycling, fur conditioning, electroplating, destruction of waste, 
electrolysis of water, waste disposal services, waste sorting services, water demineralization, 
water recycling, oil and gas well treatment, application of wear-resistant coatings on metals and 
plastics, coating and surface finishing of machines and tools; Metal plating, Burnishing by 
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abrasion, Optical glass grinding, Quilting, metal refining services, Framing of works of art, Food 
smoking, operation of a saw mill, Fur satining, saddlery working, Silk screen printing, operation of 
slaughterhouses, stone grinding, Key cutting, Blacksmithing, Soldering, Sorting of waste and 
recyclable material, Embroidery, electricity generating, Rotogravure, electronic colour separation, 
Incineration of waste and rubbish, Chromium plating, Gilding, Destruction of waste and trash, 
Nickel plating, Silver plating, Tin plating, tire vulcanisation, Laminating, Water treatment, 
Waterproofing of clothing, loom warping; Skin dressing; custom fashioning of fur; cutting of fabric, 
Custom assembling of materials for others, namely, custom assembling of pharmaceuticals tablets 
and capsules for others; abrasion testing of coatings and substrates;

Class 41
(4) Education, namely publishing, lending and providing educational materials in the field of 
chemistry, and biochemistry, namely, online-publishing of books and periodicals for research 
purposes in the field of sciences and applied sciences, arranging and conducting educational 
workshops and seminars and scientific research competitions in the field of chemistry, 
biochemistry, and public health; education services from universities and colleges in the field of 
sciences, namely, publication of university and college papers in the fields of medical and 
technological science, book and review publishing for university and colleges in the field of 
science, on-line publication of electronic university and college books and journals in the field of 
science, publication of university and college books and magazines in the field of science, 
educational research services from university and colleges in the field of science, educational 
services from university and colleges in the form of providing incentives to organizations to 
demonstrate excellence in the field of science; Providing of training, including on-line training, 
namely courses, seminars, workshops for physicists and chemical lab technicians; Arranging of 
professional workshops, seminars, conferences, contest and training course in the field of laser 
and plasma hardware; entertainment, namely arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social 
entertainment events, namely, dinners, social parties, and cocktail parties, electronic games 
services provided by means of the internet; sporting and cultural activities, namely organization of 
exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes in the field of chemistry, biochemistry, and public 
health; online-publishing of books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic 
publications; Photo composition services;

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, namely, scientific and industrial research in the field of 
genetic engineering, mechanical engineering, nuclear engineering, chemical engineering, civil 
engineering, automotive, graphical image processing, digital cinema, telemetry monitoring, alerting 
and record-keeping of space craft, computer technology research to provide government public 
services via the Internet, energy, grid computing, high-performance ceramics, computer 
technology, biology, anatomy, biochemistry, bioinformatics, biomechanics, biophysics, genetics, 
histology, neuroscience, pharmacology, physiology, toxicology, microelectronics, nanotechnology, 
computer numerical simulations, surface finishing industry and photonics engineering, optical 
engineering, potocatalysis, polymer surfaces, rapid scale model prototyping, cleaning preparations 
technology, vehicle and air traffic and space flight, air and land transportation technology, 
computer security, design of fiber-optical and micro-optical components, water sensors, water 
barriers, water absorbing polymers, data encryption and decoding services, production automation 
and sensor technology, raw materials for product developers, product manufacturers and raw 
material suppliers, industrial process engineering, energy and construction technology, 
environment protection, techno economical studies, scientific and industrial research in the field of 
surface coatings, scientific and industrial research on the uses of various types of lasers; scientific 
and industrial research in the field of software engineering, laser technology, molecular 
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biotechnology, digital media production and design; computer design, graphic design, and 
industrial design, for others in the field of genetic engineering, mechanical engineering, nuclear 
engineering, chemical engineering, civil engineering, automotive image processing, digital cinema, 
computer research to provide government public services via the Internet, energy production, grid 
computing, high performance ceramics, computer technology, biology, anatomy, biochemistry, 
bioinformatics, biomechanics, biophysics, genetics, histology, neuroscience, pharmacology, 
physiology, toxicology, microelectronics, nanotechnology, computer numerical simulations, surface 
finishing industry and photonics engineering, optical engineering, photocatalysis, polymer 
surfaces, rapid scale model prototyping, cleaning preparations technology, air and vehicle traffic 
and space flight, air and land transportation technology, computer security, fiber-optical and micro-
optical components, raw materials for product developers, product manufacturers and raw material 
suppliers, industrial process engineering, energy and construction technology, environmental 
protection, technoeconomical studies, software engineering, laser technology, molecular 
biotechnology, digital media production and design; scientific and technical calibration of third-
party electronic measuring instruments for others; material testing; updating computer software, 
updating internet web pages; Consultation services in the field of the design and building of web 
pages and design in the field of telecommunications technology for others, namely, 
communications equipment in the nature of two-way radios, portable two-way radios, remote 
speakers and microphones; internet security consultancy, computer security consultancy, 
computer programming consultancy, computer software consultancy, maintenance of websites for 
others; testing on pollutant emission concentrations for research purposes. creating websites for 
others, analysis of oil fields in the nature of providing analysis of crude oil production from oil fields; 
product testing in the nature of testing emissions from new products; computer animation services 
for others; consultation in the field of geological expertise pertaining to geological estimations and 
research; drawing up of expert technical opinions regarding crude oil deposits; consultation in the 
nature of expert opinion and scientific expert opinion in the field of oil field exploration; research in 
the field of bacteriology, research in the field of chemistry, research in the field of cosmetics, 
research in the field of machine construction, geological research; geological prospecting; design 
and maintenance of web sites for third parties; consultation regarding hardware and software; 
cloud seeding; implementation of data processing programs in networks, services of an interior 
architect, installation of computer software, providing calibration and function tests of third-party 
measuring instruments for others; providing online nondownloadable computer software for 
configuring local and wide area networks; construction planning; data conversions of computer 
program data or information from one media to another; converting of data or documents from 
physical to electronical media; designing websites for others; duplicating computer software; land 
surveying; technical support in the nature of monitoring of network systems; materials testing; 
research of product materials for others; testing and research of materials in connection with 
textiles; maintenance and installation of software; physics research; product testing in the nature of 
testing for quality of new products; computer services, namely, computer system administration for 
others; industrial design in the nature of city planning; consulting services in the field of designing 
computer hardware systems for others; technical planning and technical project management in 
the nature of computer software project management services for electronic data processing 
projects; testing the suitability of new vehicles for the road; oil drilling monitoring services, namely, 
providing measurements and downhole telemetry while drilling, consulting in the field of 
environmental protection; testing of products for environmental impact; research in the field of 
underwater sea life, hosting of web sites for third parties; renting out computer software; renting 
out computer hardware in the nature of a data processing apparatus; computer software 
maintenance, computer access software maintenance; weather forecasting; recovery of computer 
data; hosting of websites in the nature of providing memory capacity and web space for others; 
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consulting in the field of laser technology, molecular biotechnology, digital media technology, 
software engineering and laser technology in the coating application field; technological 
consultation in the technology field of computer hardware systems, laser technology, molecular 
biotechnology, digital media technology, software engineering and laser technology in the coating 
application field; Design and validation of novel peptides for scientific purposes; Design of novel 
synthetic toll-like receptor agonist/antagonist compounds;
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 Application Number 1,786,268  Filing Date 2016-06-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

McLaren Automotive Limited
McLaren Technology Centre
Chertsey Road, Woking
Surrey, GU21 4YH
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Apparatus for testing, monitoring, inspecting and evaluating the performance of motor vehicles, 
racing car drivers, motor vehicle components, namely, external and internal components namely 
computer chassis, brake fluid testers, engine sensors, computer software for testing, monitoring, 
inspecting and evaluating the performance of motor vehicles, motor vehicle components, racing 
car drivers and of automotive engines; data processing equipment for use in the field of vehicles 
and motor racing, namely, computers, computer hardware, monitors, computer display screens, 
control panels; protective helmets, boots and goggles for sports; spectacles and sunglasses; 
downloadable publications in the field of motor vehicles and motor vehicle racing namely blogs and 
articles; downloadable software applications for monitoring the performance of motor vehicles and 
monitoring motor vehicle racing; computer games; software applications for mobile phones in the 
form of downloadable sports games

 Class 14
(2) Jewellery and imitation jewellery, medals, cufflinks, tie clips and ornamental pins, medallions; 
keyrings, clocks and watches

 Class 16
(3) Printed matter, namely books, printed publications in the field of motor vehicles and motor 
racing, calendars, diaries, photographs, posters, writing paper and envelopes, stickers and 
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transfers (decalcomanias); writing instruments, namely pens and pencils; instructional and 
teaching materials, namely educational manuals in the field of motor vehicles and motor racing; 
paper weights

 Class 18
(4) Goods of leather, imitation leather and synthetic materials, namely, luggage, suitcases, bags 
for travel, folios, wallets, purses, rucksacks, backpacks, handbags, purses, belt bags, sports bags, 
school bags, carry-all bags, belt bags, duffel bags, clutch bags, cosmetic bags, tote bags, wash 
bags for carrying toiletries, umbrellas

 Class 21
(5) Household utensils, namely cooking utensils; containers for storage of food or beverages; table 
glassware, chinaware, and pottery; drinking glasses; mugs; drinking coasters, drinking bottles for 
sports; plastic sports bottles; bottle covers for sports water bottles and portable beverage coolers

 Class 25
(6) Casual clothing; casual footwear; baseball caps and hats; clothing belts

 Class 26
(7) ornaments for clothing, namely badges, buckles and buttons

 Class 28
(8) Games, namely, table top games, trading card games, playing cards and card games, memory 
games, joysticks and joypads for electronic games, handheld units for playing electronic games, 
game consoles, educational games for children, dice games, building games, action skill games; 
body protectors for sports use; protective padding for sports; sports gloves; bags adapted for use 
with sporting equipment; model cars; scale model vehicles, scale model helmets

Services
Class 35
(1) Business management; business administration; business information services and advice and 
consultancy services for business practice, strategy, and decision making in the field of motor 
vehicles and motor racing; business management assistance and consultancy services in the field 
of motor sports; organising and conducting exhibitions, fairs and events for commercial purposes 
in the field of motor vehicles and motor racing; rental of advertising space; Production of 
advertising films for the promotion of motor cars and motorsport; retail sale of promotional 
merchandise, namely, fragrance, toiletries, recorded media namely films, computer software, 
computer games, jewellery and clocks and watches, printed matter, namely books and stationary 
writing paper and envelopes, luggage, bags, wallets and purses, household utensils, namely 
cooking utensils containers for storage of food or beverages, glassware, china, clothing, footwear 
and hats, games, toys and sporting goods related to motor vehicles and motor racing

Class 41
(2) Sport entertainment services in the nature of live motor racing circuits; organising motor racing 
events; education and tuition in the field of motor cars or motor racing; information in the field of 
motor sports provided on-line from a computer database and from the Internet; online publication 
of articles, books, blogs and editorials in the field of motor vehicles and motor racing; publication of 
non-downloadable software in the field of motor vehicles and motor racing; providing news via a 
website; providing information in the field of motor vehicles and motor racing via a website; 
providing computer games that may be accessed online; provision of entertainment information in 
the field of motor vehicles and motor racing via a website; showing and exhibiting motor cars and 
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racing cars; organising and conducting training, exhibitions, seminars, courses, conferences, 
meetings and events, namely sporting, educational and entertainment events in the field of motor 
vehicles and motor racing; providing facilities for training exhibitions, seminars, courses, 
conferences, meetings, and events namely sporting, educational and entertainment services in the 
field of motor vehicles and motor racing
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 Application Number 1,788,187  Filing Date 2016-06-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AddUp (Société par actions simplifiée)
5 rue Bleue Zone Industrielle de Ladoux
Cébazat 63118
FRANCE

Agent
NADINE D'AGUIAR
Simpson Tower, 401 Bay Street, Suite 2100, 
Mailbox #55, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5H2Y4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemicals in the form of granules and of powders, ceramic composites, all those products for 
additive manufacturing.

 Class 06
(2) Common metals and their alloys in powder form and granules for additive manufacturing.

 Class 07
(3) Machines for additive manufacturing, namely 3D printers.

 Class 09
(4) Printers, namely smart printers and thermal printers.

Services
Class 35
(1) Business organization and management consulting; consulting in organizational management 
for projects concerning installation of machinery for additive manufacturing; retail sale of objects 
and spare parts in the medical field, namely, medical equipment, medical supplies, medical 
instruments all made on order for others by machines for additive manufacturing; retail sale of 
objects and spare parts in the automotive field, namely automobile parts, engine parts, all made on 
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order for others by machines for additive manufacturing; retail sale of objects and spare parts in 
the dental field, namely dental equipment and dental instruments, all made on order for others by 
machines for additive manufacturing; retail sale of objects and spare parts in the railway field, 
namely railway parts, railway vehicle parts and related accessories, all made on order for others by 
machines for additive manufacturing; retail sale of objects and spare parts in the nuclear field, 
namely nuclear medicine equipment, nuclear medicine supplies and instruments, nuclear 
generator parts, and nuclear power station equipment parts all made on order for others by 
machines for additive manufacturing; retail sale of objects and spare parts in the aeronautical field, 
namely prototypes for aircraft, satellite launchers, satellites, space stations, and helicopters, 
patterns for aircraft, rockets, satellite launchers, satellites, space stations, and helicopters, models 
for aircraft, rockets, satellite launchers, satellites, space stations, and helicopters, moulds for 
aircraft, rockets, satellite launchers, satellites, space stations, and helicopters and small series 
parts for aircraft, rockets, satellite launchers, satellites, space stations, and helicopters and mass 
production parts for aircraft, rockets, satellite launchers, satellites, space stations, and helicopters, 
all made on order for others by machines for additive manufacturing.

Class 37
(2) Installation, maintenance, assembly, disassembly and repair services of additive manufacturing 
machines.

Class 40
(3) Thermal and laser treatment of chemicals in the form of granules, powders and ceramic 
composites, all those services for additive manufacturing; manufacturing by mass production for 
others by machinery for additive manufacturing; recycling common metals for additive 
manufacturing; expert consultancy services in the field of construction of machines for additive 
manufacturing to the order and specifications of others; expert consultancy services in the field of 
custom construction of machines for additive manufacturing; expert consultancy services in the 
field of manufacturing of objects and spare parts in the medical field, automotive field, dental field, 
railway field, nuclear medicine field, and aeronautical field, all made on order for others by 
machines for additive manufacturing.

Class 41
(4) Providing of training in the fields of the thermal and laser treatment of common metals and their 
alloys in powder form and granules for additive manufacturing; providing of training in operation of 
machines for additive manufacturing.

Class 42
(5) Design services in the field of construction of machines for additive manufacturing; design 
services in the fields of manufacturing of objects and spare parts in the medical field, automotive 
field, dental field, railway field, nuclear medicine field, and aeronautical field, all made on order for 
others by machines for additive manufacturing; expert consultancy services in the field of 
construction engineering of machines for additive manufacturing; offering technical assistance in 
design and development in the field of construction of machines for additive manufacturing; 
offering technical assistance in design and development in the field of manufacturing of objects 
and spare parts in the medical field, automotive field, dental field, railway field, nuclear medicine 
field, and aeronautical field, all made on order for others by machines for additive manufacturing.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 08, 2016, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 16/4263475 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,789,396  Filing Date 2016-06-29
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Fruitomed Inc
868 Ch Du Mont-Granit E
Thetford Mines
QUÉBEC
G6G5R7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Fruitomed
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(2) Fruit extracts for the manufacture of cosmetic products.

 Class 03
(3) Cosmetic skin care preparations.

 Class 05
(1) Natural health products (NPN) made with fruits, namely elderberries, haskap berries, wild 
blueberries, black currants, cranberries, chokeberries, used as nutritional supplements for 
antioxidant intake. Raw extracts from fruits, namely elderberries, haskap berries, wild blueberries, 
black currants, cranberries, chokeberries, for use in the manufacture of food products and 
nutraceutical products, namely nutritional supplements, and products for animals, namely 
nutritional supplements.

 Class 29
(4) Food products, namely jellies, syrups made with elderberries and elderflowers and combined 
with other fruits. Dried elderflowers (in bulk or in bags for herbal tea). Elderflowers mixed with other 
edible dried flowers.

 Class 30
(5) Elderberry balsamic vinegar, elderflower balsamic vinegar.

 Class 32
(6) Elderberry juice; elderberry juice concentrates (extracts); juices (concentrates, extracts) made 
with various fruits, elderberry juice mixed with other fruit juices; juices made with elderberries (or 
concentrates) and elderflowers; non-alcoholic elderberry beverages; elderberry beverages mixed 
with other fruit juices; elderflower juices; elderflower beverages.
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 Application Number 1,791,666  Filing Date 2016-07-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

METRO TRAINS MELBOURNE PTY LTD
Level 17, 700 Collins Street
Docklands, VIC  3008
AUSTRALIA

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
SUITE 3400, ONE FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 
P.O. BOX 130, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1A4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DUMB WAYS JR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; non-medicated toiletries, namely skin moisturizers, 
make-up removers; antiperspirants; after-shave lotions; artificial fingernails; baby oil; baby wipes; 
bath and shower gels; bath oils and bath salts; beauty masks; blush; cosmetic creams, milks, 
lotions, gels and powders for the face, hands and body; lotions, creams and preparations for care 
of the face, body, scalp, nails and hair; bubble bath; eau de Cologne; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; 
cosmetic pencils; eyebrow cosmetics; astringents for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic face powder; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; decorative transfers for 
cosmetic purposes; lotions for cosmetic purposes; oils for cosmetic purposes; sun-tanning 
preparations; cosmetics and personal care products, namely, body lotion, shower gel, body and 
foot scrub, and non-medicated skin creams; eye liner; face powder; facial masks; skin exfoliants; 
toners for cosmetic use; air fragrancing preparations; fragrances; room fragrances; fragrances for 
personal use; body spray used as a personal deodorant and as a fragrance; potpourris; perfumes; 
perfumed talcum powder; fragrance sachets; sunscreen preparations; hair spray; hair lotions; hair 
cream; hair gel; hair mascara; hair mousse; hair oil; hair shampoo; hair conditioner; hair rinses; 
hand cream; toning lotions for the face, body and hands; soap namely, cakes of soap, liquid soaps 
for hands, face and body; lip balm; lip glosses; lip liner; lipsticks; mascara; toothpaste and 
mouthwashes; nail polish; nail varnish; nail art stickers; nail care preparations; false nails; shaving 
preparations; skin cleansers; wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser; talcum powder; children's 
play cosmetics, all purpose cleaning preparations, glass cleaning preparations

 Class 05
(2) Baby diapers; babies' diaper-pants; disposable babies' diaper-pants; disposable diapers for 
babies; adhesive plasters for medical purposes; adhesive bandages for skin wounds; bandages for 
skin wounds; bandages for dressings; vitamin preparations; nutritional supplements for general 
health and well-being; dietary supplements for general health and well-being; first-aid boxes, filled; 
first aid kits for household use; germicides; pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and 
substances, namely analgesic preparations for children

 Class 09
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(3) Electronic tags for goods; transmitters of electronic signals namely cable television 
transmitters, radio transmitters, video transmitters, telephone transmitters; downloadable electronic 
publications namely, magazines, newsletters, books, brochures, journals in the field of public 
transport and public transport services; electronic desk calculators; electronic books, 
downloadable; electronic book readers; electronic agendas; audio books; audio discs containing 
music; audio speakers; digital audio recorders; compact discs containing music; audio- and video-
receivers; portable media players namely, DVD players, CD players, tablets, mobile phones, MP3 
players; digital recording media namely, pre-recorded video cassettes, digital video discs, digital 
versatile discs, downloadable digital audio and digital video recordings, DVDs and high definition 
digital discs featuring music; bicycle helmets; electronic calculators; pocket calculators; calculators; 
cameras; camera cases; carrying cases for cellular telephones; downloadable graphics for cellular 
telephones; downloadable ring tones for cellular telephones; downloadable electronic video game 
software for cellular and mobile telephones for playing and creating video games; computer 
games; computer game cartridges; computer game discs; computer software for the general 
storage of digital images and digital files, playing of games and music, and for enabling users to 
personalize text messages, emails, photographs and social media postings; children's educational 
software; computer application software for mobile phones namely, software for the general 
storage of digital images and digital files, games and music; mobile phones; cases for mobile 
phones; covers for mobile phones; docking stations for mobile phones; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; leather cases for mobile phones; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; 
computer programs and software for image processing used for mobile phones; cordless 
telephones; decorative magnets; digital cameras; DVDs namely, blank recordable DVDs and 
prerecorded DVDs featuring games, music and movies; electronic personal organisers; 
eyeglasses; eyeglass cases; eyeglass frames; eyeglass chains; eyeglass cords; protective 
eyeglasses; cases for eyeglasses and sunglasses; headphones; in-ear headphones; music 
headphones; karaoke equipment; karaoke machines; loudspeakers; microphones; MP3 players; 
protective cases for MP3 players; mouse pads; personal digital assistants; protective cases for 
personal digital assistants; radios; sunglasses; cases for sunglasses; telephones; wrist rests for 
use with computers; downloadable computer games; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media namely, blank DVDs, blank digital video discs, blank digital versatile discs, 
prerecorded compact discs, prerecorded DVDs, prerecorded video cassettes, prerecorded digital 
video discs, prerecorded digital versatile discs, downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs 
and high definition digital discs featuring games, music and videos; interactive entertainment 
software for use with computers namely interactive board games, interactive puzzles, interactive 
video games, interactive video game software for playing and creating video games; rulers; flash 
memory cards; magnets; binoculars; telescopes; stereoscopes; sports headgear, namely helmets, 
masks, guards, chin straps, visors, pads for protecting the head, shields, body protectors for 
athletic use namely head protectors for athletic use, skull caps, sports caps and hats

 Class 14
(4) Imitation leather keychains and leather keychains

 Class 16
(5) Stationery namely, stationery agendas, stationery binders, stationery cases, stationery labels, 
stationery pencil organizer; facial tissues of paper; tissues of paper for removing make-up; toilet 
tissue; tissue paper; paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials namely, adhesive 
note paper, art paper, blank paper notebooks, children's arts and crafts paper kits, drawing paper, 
filing folders, paper labels and printed instructional materials for organizing personal files, gift 
wrapper paper, Halloween goodie bags of paper or plastic, hand towels of paper, letter paper 
(finished products) , paper party decorations, note paper, notebook paper, paper bags, paper 
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banners, paper decorative garlands for parties, paper folders, paper for packaging, temporary 
tattoos, paper gift bags, paper gift cards, paper gift tags, paper gift wrapping ribbons, paper 
Halloween decorations, paper handkerchiefs, paper hang tags, paper lunch bags, paper napkins, 
paper notebooks, paper party bags, paper party decorations, paper table cloths, posters made of 
paper, printed invitations made of paper and identification and passport holders; boxes of 
cardboard or paper; placards of paper or cardboard; signboards of paper or cardboard; 
advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; cardboard articles namely, cardboard folders; 
cardboard boxes; cardboard coasters; cardboard containers namely packing cardboard containers, 
corrugated cardboard containers; address books; adhesive bands for stationery or household 
purposes; adhesives for stationery purposes; adhesive labels; adhesive notepads; gum arabic glue 
for stationery and household purposes; almanacs; appointment books; leather appointment book 
covers; art prints; books; activity books; book covers; book ends; children's books; colouring 
books; comic books; educational books; fiction books; flip books; note books; picture books; scrap 
books; song books; telephone books; non-fiction books; pop-up books; writing or drawing books; 
photo albums; trading cards other than for games; loose-leaf binders; ring binders; blackboards; 
drawing materials for blackboards; bookmarks; bookmarkers; binding materials for books and 
papers; bumper stickers; calendars; greeting cards; musical greeting cards; coasters of paper; 
writing instruments; stickers; decorative stickers for helmets; desktop organizers; diaries; drawing 
paper; drawing rulers; envelopes; erasing products namely, blackboard erasers, chalk erasers, 
erasers, ink erasers, whiteboard erasers, rubber erasers; cards; motivational cards; paper gift 
cards; gift wrapping paper; paper ribbons; instructional and teaching material namely, printed 
instructional, educational and teaching materials in the field of safety messages for public transport 
services; document markers namely book markers, highlighting markers; magazines; periodicals; 
school supplies namely, pens, pencils, mechanical pencils, folders, notebooks, paper, protractors, 
paper clips, pencil sharpeners, writing grips, glue, book marks; invitation cards; printed invitations; 
posters; mounted posters; postcards; stamp inks; sealing stamps; rubber stamps; ink stamps; 
paper party decorations; party goodie bags of paper or plastic; table napkins of paper; paper table 
cloths; table mats of paper; note paper; note pads; paper; paper weights; paint brushes; painting 
pencils; painting sets for children; painting sets for artists; paintings; stationery personal 
organisers; printed matter namely, magazines, books and journals in the field of public transport 
and public transport services and safety messages; paper flags; paper decorations for cakes; 
stamp pads; paper staplers; writing paper; writing cases; writing implements namely, writing 
stationery, writing tables, writing tablets; place mats of paper; knitting patterns; patterns for making 
clothes; towels of paper; paper doilies; holders for desk accessories namely, desk organizers, 
desk sets, desk trays, holders for adhesive tapes, pen and pencil holders; pen or pencil toppers; 
decorative figures attachable to writing instruments; sticker books; children's books incorporating 
an audio component; modelling clay for children; modelling clay; chalkboards; writing chalk

 Class 18
(6) Backpacks; umbrellas; umbrella handles; beach umbrellas; luggage tags of leather; trunks; 
luggage; pocket wallets; purses and wallets; leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of 
these materials namely, identification and passport holders, and leather and imitation leather 
trimmings for canvas bags; bags namely, handbags, school bags, library bags, hobo bags, kit 
bags, toiletry bags sold empty, travel bags; bags for sports; beach bags; book bags; bum bags; 
diaper bags; duffel bags; gym bags; hiking bags; school bags; shopping bags; tote bags; travelling 
bags; waist bags; shaving bags sold empty; leather bags and wallets; garment bags for travel; 
cosmetic bags sold empty; all-purpose carrying bags; handbags; satchels; calling card cases; 
travelling trunks; boxes of leather or leather board; envelopes, of leather, for packaging; card cases

 Class 21
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(7) Dispensers for facial tissues; figurines of porcelain, ceramic, earthenware or glass; ceramic 
figurines; china figurines; crystal figurines; earthenware figurines; glass figurines; porcelain 
figurines; gardening gloves; oven gloves; lunch boxes; drinking straws; wall plaques made of 
china; porcelain cake decorations; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen, namely drink 
coasters, glass coasters; paper plates; tableware namely, ceramic bowls, ceramic plates, ceramic 
cups, ceramic mugs and ceramic jugs; canister sets; cookie jars; cups of paper or plastic; cups; 
ceramic tableware; scoops; ceramic plates; coffee services; crystal namely, figurines, sculptures, 
busts and decorative crystal prisms; painted glassware namely, painted beverage glassware, 
painted table glassware, decorative figurine glassware; charms for attachment to beverage 
glassware for identification purposes; cookie cutters; tea services; utensils for household purposes 
namely, bottle openers; kitchen utensils namely, cooking utensils, baking utensils; non-electric 
portable coldboxes; mixing spoons; cookery moulds, ice cube moulds, pastry moulds; glass, 
unworked or semiworked, except building glass; articles for cleaning purposes namely, cloths for 
cleaning, cleaning rags, household cleaning towelettes; bathroom buckets; bathroom cup holders; 
bathroom glass holders; soap dispensers; cotton ball dispensers; dispensers for cleaning 
preparations; decorative dispensers for holding metal aerosol room fragrance containers; personal 
dispensers for pills or capsules for domestic use; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; toothbrush 
holders; heat insulated containers for beverages; insulating sleeves for holding beverage cans; 
portable ice chests, non-electric, for food and beverages; beverage glassware; bowls; cake pans; 
cake moulds; cake servers; hair combs; cork screws; confectioners' decorating bags; decorative 
boxes of glass; decorative glass, not for building; decorative plates; flower pots; hair brushes; 
mugs; napkin holders; napkin rings; pie pans; pie servers; trays for domestic purposes namely, 
serving trays, meal trays, cutlery trays, paper trays; dishes for soap; all-purpose household 
cleaning sponges; kettles, non-electric; flasks namely, drinking flasks; insulating flasks; waste 
paper baskets; barbecue mitts; pot holders; cookware; household containers namely, garbage 
containers, plastic storage boxes; hair brushes; dishwashing brushes; toilet brushes; kitchen 
containers namely, beverage containers, food storage containers, containers for ice; piggy banks; 
ceramic mugs; china ornaments; holiday ornaments of ceramic, not tree ornaments; holiday 
ornaments of porcelain, not tree ornaments; muffin tins; muffin baking cases; cupcake moulds; 
cupcake baking cases; coffee cups; drinking bottles for sports

 Class 24
(8) Tissues of textile for removing make-up; table linen, not of paper; flags, not of paper; fabric 
flags; nylon flags; plastic flags; bedspreads; bed blankets; travelling blankets; place mats, not of 
paper; comforters; bed clothes; bed covers; bed linen; shower curtains of textile or plastic; curtains 
of textile or plastic; fabric namely, fabric for textile use, fabric for the manufacture of boots and 
shoes, fabric for wrapping bundles, denim fabric, chiffon fabric, gauze fabric, flax fabrics, felt and 
non-woven textile fabrics, jeans fabric, knitted fabrics; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; towels of 
textile; serviettes of textile; handkerchiefs of textile; fabrics for textile use; textile material namely, 
curtain loops of textile material, placemats of textile material, small curtains made of textile 
material, large curtains made of textile material and towels made of textile material; table linen of 
textile; banners and flags of textile; dining linens of textile; furniture coverings of textile; furniture 
coverings of plastic; pillowcases; travelling rugs; sheets; sleeping bags; bed sheets; bath towels; 
beach towels; tea towels; children's towels; golf towels; hooded towels; silk blankets; kitchen 
towels; afghans; crib canopies; cot canopies; bed canopies; cloth coasters; cloth doilies; calico 
namely, all-cotton cloths, printed calico cloths

 Class 25
(9) Swimwear; swimming trunks; bathing trunks; bathing caps; bathing suits; bath robes; bath 
slippers; boxer shorts; underwear; boy shorts; dresses; beach dresses; dressing gowns; costumes 
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for fancy dress; dress handkerchiefs; men's dress socks; costumes for use in children's dress up 
play; fleece pullovers; jackets; sports jackets; sweat jackets; stuff jackets; track jackets; jeans; 
loungewear; outerwear namely, coats, jackets, rainwear, snow boats, snow suits, gloves, mittens, 
scarves, hats, ear muffs; pants; babies' pants; sweat pants; sports pants; snowboard pants; ski 
pants; lounge pants; gym pants; rainwear; rain coats; rain boots; shirts; sleep shirts; tee-shirts; 
shorts; board shorts; sports shorts; fleece shorts; skirts; sleepwear; sportswear; sweaters; 
sweatshirts; sweatpants; printed T-shirts; T-shirts; warm up suits; track pants; track suits; footwear 
namely, track and field shoes, shoes, athletic shoes, babies' shoes, beach shoes, football shoes, 
athletic footwear, casual footwear, exercise footwear, sports footwear, rain footwear; leather belts; 
belts made from imitation leather; bandanas; ear muffs; scarves; mittens; gloves; ski gloves; hats; 
beanies; swimming caps; caps; shower caps; skull caps; socks; hosiery; snow boots; slippers; 
clothing namely, pants, skirts, jackets, t-shirts, long-sleeve t-shirts, sweaters and pajamas; aprons; 
baby clothes; cyclists' clothing; hoods; wristbands; braces for clothing; money belts; hats; articles 
of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and toddlers; belts; bibs, not of paper; knitwear 
namely, sweaters, cardigans, pullovers, scarves, gloves, mittens, knit dresses, socks, knit capes, 
ladies' knit suits, men's knit suits and children's knit suits; Halloween costumes; sweat bands; 
cardigans; sports jerseys, long sleeve jerseys, short sleeve jerseys, sleeveless jerseys, hooded 
jerseys; bras; clothing for infants; hats for infants, babies, toddlers and children; leotards; leggings; 
neckties; cravats; pyjamas; polo shirts; ponchos; slacks; wrist bands; vests; tank tops; tights

 Class 26
(10) Belt buckles; hair twisters; claw clips; jaw clips; snap clips; hat ornaments, not of precious 
metal; novelty buttons; ornamental novelty badges; appliques namely, printed transfers for 
embroidery or fabric appliques; ankle garters; badges for wear, not of precious metal; belt clasps; 
brooches; campaign buttons; embroidery; hair bands; hair ornaments; hair pins; snap fasteners

 Class 28
(11) Toy artificial fingernails; handheld electronic video games; electronic educational game 
machines for children; controllers for game consoles; game consoles; plastic toy figurines; toy 
figurines; amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated arcade video game 
machines; gloves for games namely, baseball gloves, field hockey gloves, football gloves, golf 
gloves, handball gloves, hockey gloves, lacrosse gloves, racquet ball gloves, and softball gloves; 
paper party hats; bean bags; mobiles; party favors; paper streamers; trading card games; playing 
cards; party balloons, play balloons; toy balloons; dolls' beds; toy tableware; Christmas tree 
decorations and ornaments; Halloween masks; toys, games, playthings namely, bath toys, 
bendable toys, construction toys, infant toys, model toy vehicles, pet toys, pull toys, windup toy 
figures, talking toys, action figure toys, articles of clothing for toys, namely, pants, shirts, jackets, 
sweaters, children's dress up accessories, namely toy helmets for play, children's educational toys 
for developing fine motor, cognitive and safety awareness skills, children's multiple activity toys 
sold as a unit with printed books, collectible toy figures, decorative toy mobiles and plush toys for 
children made of felt, electric toy train transformers, molded toy figures, novelty toy items in the 
nature of animal features, plastic character toys, toy and novelty face masks, toy banks, toy boxes, 
toy clocks and watches, toy figures, toy mobiles, toy music boxes, accessories for kites, namely, 
kite handles, kite lines, kite reels, kite string and kite tails, puppets and accessories therefor; action 
toys; action figures; accessories for action figure toys; batteryoperated action toys; mechanical 
action toys; board games; body boards; card games; playing balls; balls for games; beach balls; 
balls for sports; bean bag dolls; building blocks; bubble making wand and solution sets; chess 
games; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; explosive 
bonbons; Christmas stockings; gaming tables; crib toys; crib mobiles; dolls; dolls' clothes; electric 
action toys; novelty face masks; golf balls; golf gloves; golf bags, with or without wheels; gymnastic 
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and sporting articles namely, baseballs, basketballs, footballs, volleyballs and netballs; hand-held 
electronic games; inflatable toys; in-line roller skates; jigsaw puzzles; jump ropes; kites; apparatus 
for performing magic tricks; marbles for games; manipulative games; multiple activity toys for 
children; multiple activity toys for babies; toy musical boxes; musical toys; toy musical instruments; 
parlor games; novelties for parties; toys for domestic pets; pinball machines; role playing games; 
remote-control toys; roller skates; rubber balls; skateboards; finger skateboards; protective 
padding for skateboarding; elbow guards for skateboarding; protective padding for playing sports; 
protective covers for rackets; snow sleds for recreational use; soccer balls; soft sculpture plush 
toys; squeeze toys; stuffed toys; surf boards; tables for table tennis; table tennis balls; table tennis 
bats; target games; teddy bears; tennis balls; toboggans; action figure accessories; sand toys; dart 
boards; toy furniture; toy guns; scale model kits; wooden toys; ride-on toys; inflatable ride-on toys; 
play tents; toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy vehicles; toy watches; water-squirting toys; wind-up 
toys; hand operated string controlled spinning disc toys; inflatable pool toys; inflatable pools for 
recreational use; swimming pools

 Class 30
(12) Snack mixes consisting of crackers, pretzels or popped popcorn; crackers; fruit coulis; frozen 
yoghurt; frozen desserts; cereal preparations namely, cereal-based snack food, cereal bars; 
breakfast cereals; chocolate desserts, namely chocolate dessert mixes, chocolate dessert 
puddings, chocolate dessert mousse, chocolate desserts namely chocolate cakes, chocolate 
confectionery, chocolate confections; custards; dessert mousses; bread, pastry and sugar 
confectionery; biscuits; bread rolls; bubble gum; chewing gum; cakes; candy; chocolate; chocolate-
based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; cones for ice cream; cookies; pop corn; puffed corn 
snacks; extruded corn snacks; corn chips; sandwiches; gummy candies; frozen meals consisting 
primarily of pasta or rice; gingerbread; honey; ice cream; licorice; lollipops; marshmallows; muesli; 
muesli bars; muesli snacks; muffins; noodles; oatmeal; pancakes; pancake mixes; peanut brittle; 
peppermint sweets; pies; pizzas; popsicles; pretzels; puddings; sushi; sauces namely, chutneys, 
relish, dressings for salad, mustard, tomato sauces, barbecue sauce, ketchup, ketchup sauce; 
sorbets; spaghetti; sweets in the form of candy; table syrup; tarts; tea; coffee; sherbets; 
confectionery for decorating Christmas trees

Services
Class 38
(1) Providing streaming audio and video such as music, movies, television shows, music videos, 
news and public transportation safety, news and current events webcasts via a website;

(2) providing internet chatrooms and electronic bulletin boards for the transmission of messages, 
comments and multimedia content among users and internet forums.

Class 41
(3) Providing entertainment and education information services, namely providing entertainment in 
the form of video game and video gaming services and educational information services in the field 
of public transportation safety, public transport and public transport safety information; Video game 
entertainment services, namely providing online electronic video games, internet video games and 
video gaming services by means of the internet, global computer networks, wireless and mobile 
phone networks; Providing nondownloadable digital music, television shows and radio programs, 
webcasts on news, public transportation safety, public transport, and community social events, 
movies and multimedia content in the field of entertainment, namely, interactive multimedia 
computer games, downloadable multimedia news webcasts and podcasts, motion picture films and 
television shows featuring drama, action, adventure, romance, comedy and animation, computer 
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programs for storing, accessing and viewing multimedia content in the form of music, photographs, 
videos, movies, text messages, digital images via a website; online publication of electronic 
multimedia content in the field of public transportation safety and public transport, namely videos, 
periodicals, podcasts; arranging and conducting video game competitions, competitions in the 
nature of games of skill, merchandise give-a-way competitions, competitions to describe or 
develop video games, parodies, digital content, storylines and plots, and photographic 
competitions posted on-line; arranging and conducting colloquiums, conferences, congress, 
seminars and symposiums in the field of public transportation safety and public transport; 
production of radio and television programs; production of public transportation safety, public 
transport, fame development, advertising commercialisation and comedy and entertainment 
webcasts; providing information relating to computer games via a website; Publication of 
brochures, magazines, journals and periodicals about news and current affairs; Online publication 
of brochures, magazines, journals and periodicals in the field of news and current affairs; 
Publication of news and current affairs, namely providing information about news and current 
affairs, providing online information about news and current affairs; Advisory and consultancy 
services in the field of public transportation safety, public transport and public transport 
information, fame development, advertising commercialisation and comedy and entertainment

(4) Providing public service information namely, in the field of safety messages for public transport 
services via a website; Providing online non-downloadable videos via a website; Providing 
temporary use of nondownloadable video, video games and music content over the internet; 
Online video gaming services; Providing non-downloadable online electronic publications in the 
field of public transportation safety, public transport, news and current events webcasts; 
Preschools (education); School services, namely organizing and hosting educational children's 
lectures and live theatrical, dance and musical performances for school children; Educational 
services in the field of public transportation safety; Educational seminars in the field of public 
transportation safety; Providing educational information in the field of public transportation safety; 
Providing entertainment information in the field of public transportation safety; Production of, 
namely preparation of, audio-visual presentations; Production of audio recordings and videos, 
other than advertising, featuring promotional and educational information in the field of public 
transportation safety, news and current events; Production of videos; Production of music; 
Production of musical recordings, other than advertising; Production of cable television 
programmes; Production of television programs; Film production; Production of films, other than 
advertising films; Production of motion pictures; Cinema studio services; Cinema presentations, 
namely providing cinema display; Production of live entertainment and live performances in the 
nature of musical concerts, performances by a musical band, performances featuring live dance 
and live music, musical variety shows, musical plays, plays, and stage plays, magic shows, puppet 
shows, theater shows, fashion shows and comedy shows

Class 42
(5) providing downloadable electronic video game software for cellular and mobile telephones for 
playing and creating video games;

(6) Providing interactive video game software online, for playing and creating video games;

Class 45
(7) A software-based service, namely licensing of computer software that allows a user to play 
video games through mobile phones and wireless hand held computers and tablets and through 
social networking websites and downloadable mobile applications

Claims
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Priority Filing Date: March 22, 2016, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 1760383 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services (1), (4), 
(6), (7); July 05, 2016, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 1781211 in association with 
the same kind of services (2), (3), (5)
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 Application Number 1,792,372  Filing Date 2016-07-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CALLING MINISTRIES
SUITE A - 3263 BLENHEIM STREET
VANCOUVER
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6L2X7

Agent
ACCUPRO TRADEMARK SERVICES LLP
SUITE 702 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Financial sponsoring missionaries and students.

Class 43
(2) Housing services for seniors, students and missionaries namely residential accommodation 
design, development, rental and management services namely laundry, housekeeping, nursing, 
nutrition and dietary guidance, food and drink catering for institutions, providing entertainment, 
recreation and fitness facilities services for seniors, students and missionaries all of the foregoing 
known as housing services for seniors, students and missionaries.
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 Application Number 1,799,383  Filing Date 2016-09-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Xiaomi Singapore Pte Ltd.
12 Marina View, No. 23-01 Asia Square Tower 
2
018961
SINGAPORE

Agent
PAUL B. BÉLANGER
4360, AVENUE DE HAMPTON, MONTREAL, 
QUEBEC, H4A2L2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(13) Badges made of metal, namely, name badges made of metal.

 Class 07
(1) Electric kitchen machines, namely, electric food preparation machines for agitating foodstuffs, 
electric food mixers, hand-held electric food mixers, electric and non-electric food grinders, electric 
food blenders, electric fruit presses for household use, soybean reaping cutters; dishwashers; 
industrial washing machines; washing machines for household purposes; washing machines 
incorporating drying facilities; ironing machines for household use; ironing machines for 
commercial use; industrial robots; knives as parts of electric kitchen machines, namely, electric 
food mixers, electric and non electric food grinders, electric food blenders, electric fruit presses, 
soybean reaping cutters, industrial robots; knife blades for electric knives; electric knife 
sharpeners; mills, namely, milling machines; industrial cleaning machines, namely, industrial 
vacuum cleaners for office and industrial premises; electric cleaning machines, namely, vacuum 
cleaning machines for household use; carpet cleaning machines; dust collecting and removal 
machines for commercial and household use; electric dust removing, namely, cyclone dust 
collectors; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes, namely, central vacuum cleaning 
installations; dust separators; dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners; air filters being parts of 
engines; machines for manufacturing air filter elements, namely, filters for cleaning cooling air, for 
engines; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; filter presses, namely for water filtering , for 
industrial use and domestic use; filters for industrial purposes, namely, filters for central vacuum 
cleaning installations; non-metallic air check valves, namely, air control valves, air relief valves, air 
valves, angle check valves, angle valves, anti-freeze drain valves, by-pass valves, cage valves, 
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compressor check valves, cross check valves, cross valves, disk valves, emergency valves, 
extractor valves and fittings thereof, flanged valves, foot valves, globe valves, inlet check valves, 
loading valves, outlet check valves.

 Class 09
(2) Computer data storage devices, namely, hard disk drives, solid state drives, digital disk drives, 
hard drives with solid state memory, high-speed storage subsystems for storage and backup of 
electronic data either locally or via a telecommunications network; computer hardware for upload, 
storage, retrieval, download, transmission and delivery of digital content; computer hardware and 
software for processing storage of data utilizing non-volatile solid state storage, namely, hard disk 
drives combined with solid state memory; solid state storage, namely, solid state drives that 
employ integrated circuits; computer hardware and software for implementing a data center for 
mass storage of computer files, for storing encrypted backup copies of computer files stored 
elsewhere; computer keyboards; computer operating programs, recorded; computer peripherals, 
namely, computer storage devices, namely, computer memory hardware and hard drives for 
computers; computer storage devices, namely, configurable data storage systems comprised of 
redundant and non-redundant drive arrays; computer backup and storage systems with multiple 
removable redundant and non-redundant drive arrays; redundant and non-redundant drive array 
based computer backup systems; removable hard drive based computer backup systems; external 
storage devices in the nature of external computer disk drives that wirelessly communicate with 
handheld computers, tablet computers, notebook computers, laptop computers, mobile electronic 
devices, namely, cell phones, smart phones, MP3 players; wireless computer peripherals, namely, 
wireless card readers, namely, flash card readers, smart card readers, credit card readers, blank 
flash drives, hard disk drives; computer software for data encryption, software for backing up 
encrypted data files, software for accessing and restoring data files, software for downloading 
electronic data over a network, software for uploading electronic data over a network, software for 
electronic data management, software for allowing electronic data to be shared by others, software 
for creating and maintaining a virtual electronic data file server distributed over a network, software 
for creating and maintaining an electronic data file system; software for storing, accessing and 
managing electronic data and video content, featuring music, concerts, television programs, 
motion pictures, news sports games and sports tournaments, cultural events, literary work, on 
computer networks; computer software for synchronizing local computer files, folders, electronic 
data and video content, featuring music, concerts, television programs, motion pictures, news 
sports games and sports tournaments, cultural events, literary work, with a cloud storage platform; 
computer software sold as a component of computer data storage devices to operate those 
storage devices, namely, computer hard disks drives, solid-state drives, hybrid drives, USB flash 
drives, flash memory cards and sticks; computer software for administering storage of electronic 
data in physical and cloud-based storage of electronic data; computer software for computer data 
storage, namely, software for processing and storage of electronic data files in solid state storage, 
namely, computer hard disk drives, solid-sate drives, hybrid drives, USB flash drives, flash 
memory cards and sticks; computer software for processing and storage of electronic data utilizing 
computer hard drive arrays and computer network hard drive arrays; computer software for use in 
imaging, duplicating and restoring the original factory level instances of hard disk drive, for use in 
preserving and restoring software programs and electronic data files in a computer, for use in 
performing diagnostics on hard disk drives, for use in connection with computer disk drives for the 
storage, backup and retrieval of electronic data, for use in connection with electronic data files 
storage, electronic data files management and connection, and management and operation of data 
files storage devices, namely, computer hard disks drives, solid-state drives, hybrid drives, USB 
flash drives, flash memory cards and sticks, for use in back-up of computer hard drive data, back-
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up of computer networks, data recovery; software for allowing unused disk space on a user's 
computer to participate in forming part of a large grid network for distributed data files storage, 
software for optimizing routing over a large distributed grid computer network; software for online 
purchase of storage space for computer data; software for providing uninterrupted transmission of 
video content to subscribers of a network; software for assisting third party developers in creating 
program code for use in programs of different types; computer software for accessing online social 
networks via global computer networks, wireless networks and electronic communication 
networks; computer software used to encode and decode electronic data files; computer software 
for formatting and storing electronic data files for printing purposes and providing access to 
electronic data files; computer software for accessing a decentralized electronic data storage 
network; computer software for searching electronic data files; computer storage docking stations, 
namely, an adapter that allows data contained on portable drives and USB flash drives connected 
to the adaptor to be shared and accessed; computer monitors (hardware); computer monitoring 
systems, namely, computer monitor and software therefor, for monitoring the efficiency of 
processing and storage of data; computer mouse; data processing equipment, namely, optical disk 
drives, computer optical disks, central processing units, scanners, namely, computer scanners, 
laser scanners, optical scanners, imaging scanners, image scanners, digital photography image 
scanners; computer memory cards, notebook computers; downloadable software , namely, 
software to send and receive electronic messages, digital publications in the nature of graphics, 
images, audio and audiovisual content concerning entertainment in the nature of music, concerts, 
videos, radio and television programs, film, news, sports games and sports tournaments and 
cultural events via local and global communication networks, namely, wireless networks, cellular 
networks and global computer network; computer programs, namely, downloadable software for 
downloading, uploading, and sharing audio content and electronic data over local and global 
communication networks, namely, wireless networks, cellular networks and global computer 
network; computer programs, namely, downloadable software for enabling computers, telephones, 
mobile phones and handheld electronic devices, namely, smartphones, electronic tablets, laptops, 
to view and navigate computer programming guides and interactive computer viewing guides; 
computer programs, namely, downloadable software for enabling computers, telephones, mobile 
phones and handheld electronic devices, namely, smartphones, electronic tablets, laptops, to 
operate and program televisions, radios, set-top boxes, television receivers, that may consist of a 
decoder, personal video recorder, recorder for recording television programs and audio, music and 
video entertainment featuring concerts, radio programs, music, news, sports games and sports 
tournaments, cultural events, television and movies and photograph and digital images; computer 
programs, namely, downloadable software providing online access via computer, telephone, 
mobile phone and handheld electronic devices, namely, smartphones, electronic tablets, laptops, 
to entertainment content, namely, audio, video and music entertainment, featuring music, concerts, 
radio programs, news, sports games and sports tournaments, cultural events, movies, films, 
television programs, radio programs, photos, animation, pictures, broadcasting information related 
to television programs, and consumer information relating to the fields electronic products, 
household products and services relating thereto offered by third parties; computer programs, 
namely, downloadable software providing online access via computer, telephone, mobile phone 
and handheld electronic devices, namely, smartphones, electronic tablets, laptops, to Internet links 
and Website addresses to Websites featuring entertainment and general information content in the 
nature of music, concerts, video content, radio and television programs, movies, news , sports 
games and sports tournaments, cultural events; computer programs, namely, downloadable 
software providing the listener and viewer of radio and television programs, cinematographic films, 
movies, films, photos, animation, pictures, with internet links to broadcasting information related to 
television programs and consumer information relating to the fields electronic products, household 
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products and services relating thereto offered by third parties; computer programs, namely, 
downloadable software in the fields of animated entertainment, namely, cartoon strips, interactive 
entertainment, namely, video games and musical performances, controlling the operation of audio 
and video devices, comprising, audio receivers, video receivers, audio-video receivers and 
television, for viewing, searching and playing of pre-recorded videos, namely, compact discs, tape 
cassettes, audio cassettes, audio tapes, records, CD-ROMs, video tapes, video cassettes, video 
discs, DVDs, DATs, MP3s and laser discs featuring music, concerts, television programs, news, 
sports games, and sports tournaments, cultural events, movies, films, photos, music, radio 
programs, animation, pictures, broadcasting information related to television programs, and 
consumer information relating to the fields electronic products, household products and services 
relating thereto offered by third parties; computer programs, namely, downloadable software 
providing to viewer and listener of cinematographic films, radio, television and streaming radio and 
television programs, and movies, films, photos, animation, pictures, online access to consumer 
information relating to the fields electronic products, household products and services relating 
thereto offered by third parties and to promotional information and offers relating to those products 
and services, movies, films, photos, animation, pictures, television programs; computer programs, 
namely, downloadable software allowing recognition of specified audio, visual and audiovisual 
entertainment content in films, radio programs, television programs, streaming radio and television 
programs and musical performances; computer programs, namely, downloadable software 
allowing recognition of specified audio, visual, audiovisual and multimedia content, in pre-recorded 
videos, namely, compact discs, tape cassettes, audio cassettes, audio tapes, records, CD-ROMs, 
video tapes, video cassettes, video discs, DVDs, DATs, MP3s and laser discs, featuring music, 
concerts, television programs, motion pictures, news, sports games and sports tournaments, 
cultural events and downloadable electronic publications, featuring books, magazines, 
newspapers, periodicals, and newsletters, journals and manuals on a variety of topics, movies, 
films, photos, audio broadcasting, namely, radio programs, animation pictures, downloadable 
video files containing photographs, pictures, written text, and provide user access to entertainment 
offers featuring music, concerts, radio programs, television programs, motion pictures, news, 
cultural events, and sports competitions, digital interactive entertainment, namely, video games, 
promotional videos featuring goods and services of others, movies, films, photos, animation, 
pictures, consumer information on products and services of third-party retailers, whose products 
and services are promoted in television programs; computer programs, namely, downloadable 
communications software for searching, compiling, collating, retrieving and storing digital data and 
information, to provide user access to communication networks for the transfer of music, video and 
audio recordings, and providing online bulletin boards for the transmission of messages among 
computer users concerning entertainment in the nature of music, concerts, videos or, radio, 
television, film, news, sports games and sports tournaments and cultural events; computer 
programs, namely, downloadable computer game software via a global computer network and 
wireless devices containing artwork, text, audio, video content, video games and internet web links 
relating to sporting and cultural activities; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; 
downloadable music files; downloadable audio and video recordings, DVDs and high definition 
digital discs featuring sports performances and cultural events, namely, theatrical and musical 
performances, drama, and comedy; USB flash drives; portable computers; meters, namely, Geiger 
counters and air quality devices, namely, particle counters; time recording devices, namely, clocks; 
electronic timers, namely, electronic egg timers; sensors, namely, safety sensors in the nature of 
carbon monoxide detectors, smoke detectors, and combination carbon monoxide and smoke 
detectors; photocopiers (photographic, electrostatic, thermic); mobile fax machine, portable fax 
machine; measuring apparatus and instruments, namely, scales, namely, food scales, letter 
scales, baby scales, bathroom scales, scales with body mass analysis, gauges, namely, 
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automotive measuring instruments, namely, water temperature gauges, air fuel/ratio gauges, boost 
gauges, vacuum gauges and exhaust gas temperature gauges; Computer software for mobile 
devices, personal computers, laptops and tablets, namely, software for providing and managing an 
electronic bulletin board in the field of electronic devices, namely, computers, portable computers, 
electronic tablets; telephone handsets; on-board navigational instruments for vehicles, namely, 
global positioning satellite based portable navigation receivers for land use and nautical use; 
satellite-aided navigation installations, namely, navigational and communication equipment, 
namely, global positioning satellite based portable navigation receivers; radiotelegraphy sets; 
optical fibers, telephone receivers, switchboards, telephone and telegraph wires, video telephones 
radio units, radio receivers, radio control units, namely, radio transmitters and receivers for remote 
controls and radio controls, radios; telephones; video telephones; satellite navigational devices, 
namely, hands free kits for phones, global positioning system (GPS) consisting of computers, 
computer software, transmitters, receivers and network interface connections; mobile phones for 
use in vehicles; cell phones; telephone sets; tape recorders; audio amplifiers; video receivers; 
headsets for telephones; headsets for use with computers; wireless headsets for smartphones; 
anti-dust headsets; loud speakers; computer firmware and computer software for use in sound 
recording, sound manipulation, sound amplification, sound reproduction, sound transmission, 
sound mixing, sound alteration, sound distortion, sound effects; time clocks (time recording 
devices); speakers audio set; cameras; video cameras; cameras (photography); slide projectors; 
photographic projectors for slides; photographic slides; slide framing machines; slide projection 
lenses; slide film mounts; pressure gauges; dynamometers; optical instruments, other than for 
medical use, namely, optical transmitters, optical amplifiers, handheld optical reader that captures 
visual physical data and translates it into digital data that can be read by a computer; 
stereoscopes; video monitors; remote controls, namely, remote controls for stereos, televisions, 
DVD players, dimmers, video game consoles, cameras, computers, optical disk drive players, 
remote controlled toy vehicles; electronic measuring devices for telephone lines, namely, 
measuring instrumentation and devices, namely, digital measuring instrumentation and devices, 
namely, electronic digitizers, electronic dual mode digitizers; automatic test instruments for 
monitoring telephone lines, namely, electronic test instrument and associated software for use in 
leak, flow and functional testing; electric wires; silicon wafers; semiconductors; sensors, other than 
for medical use, namely, electronic plant moisture sensors; electric control devices, namely, 
electrical sockets, dimmers and switches for conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, 
regulating, and controlling electric currents; electric anti-theft warning devices other than for 
vehicles, namely, electronic warning bells; burglar alarms; optical glasses; glasses adapted to 
protect the eyes; sunglasses; electric batteries, namely, automotive batteries, camera batteries, 
cellular phone batteries, general purpose batteries, hearing aid batteries, watch batteries, 
camcorder batteries, cordless phone batteries, and MP3 player batteries; electric battery chargers, 
namely, chargers for rechargeable automotive batteries, chargers for rechargeable electric vehicle 
batteries, chargers for rechargeable cellular phone batteries chargers for rechargeable general 
purpose batteries, chargers for rechargeable nickel-cadmium storage batteries, chargers for 
rechargeable lithium ion batteries; electric capacitators, fuel cells for producing electric current; 
animated cartoons, namely, video disks with recorded animated cartoons; regulated power supply 
devices, namely, power supply connectors and adaptors for use with portable electronic devices, 
namely, smartphones, electronic tablets, laptops, electric light regulators dimmer; electrical power 
supplies , namely, electric plugs, sockets, and other contacts in the nature of electric plugs and 
sockets; power supplies for data storage devices, namely, electric plugs, sockets, cables, power 
supply device for charging accumulator batteries; temperature indicators, namely, electrical 
sensors, thermometers, meters, pulse meters; instruments for measuring pressure, namely, 
pressure of liquids, mixtures and gases, gas concentration, sensors not for medical purposes; 
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land, air and water motor vehicle driving simulators, namely, car and truck driving simulator and 
component car and truck driving simulator software, air flight simulator and component air flight 
simulator software, boat piloting simulator and component boat piloting simulator software; electric 
plugs and sockets.

 Class 10
(3) Sphygmomanometer; massage bed; masks, namely, anesthetic masks, masks for use by 
medical personnel, respiratory masks for artificial respiration.

 Class 11
(4) Electric lamps; floor lamps, table lamps, overhead lamps; lighting fixtures and landscape 
lighting installations; lighting systems for showcases comprised primarily of LED lighting fixtures, 
LED light bulbs, LED luminaires; lampshades; flashlights; safety lamps for underground use; 
lighting fixtures and lighting installations for air motor vehicles, namely aircrafts; land motor 
vehicles lighting fixtures and lighting installations; motor vehicle lamps; electric food cookers, 
namely electric rice cookers; electric cooking appliances and cooking installations, namely, stoves, 
ovens; electric pressure cookers; electric kettles; water heaters; freezers; refrigerators; 
refrigeration installations, namely, refrigerators; refrigerator air deodorizing unit; pocket flashlights, 
electric; toasters; air purifying units; air conditioning units; air filtering units, namely, air filtering 
units for removing dust, smoke and allergens from the air; air conditioning units; air dryers 
installations; air-conditioning fans; clothes dryers; dryers for the hands using a warm air drying 
stream; drying units and installations, namely, hot air hands dryers; electric heaters, namely, 
thermoelectric cooler and heater for food and beverages; water filter units, namely, water 
purification installations for waste water and sewage consisting of curtains and textile fabrics; gas 
purification machines; air ionizers for household purposes; water ionizers for household purposes; 
machines for the processing and purification of sewage; water purification units, namely, water 
purifying installations for household purposes; fabric steamers; heaters for heating irons; 
ventilating fans; axial fans; air humidifier; automatic faucets; automatic water distribution units for 
commercial and household use; automatic water systems, namely, automatic flushing installations 
for urinals; toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; toilets with washing functions; automatic 
watering installations bathroom fixtures; bath fittings; portable electric heater; lighters; electric hair 
dryers; bathroom hand drying units and hand drying systems.

 Class 12
(5) Electric vehicles, namely, electric cars, electric bicycles, electric motorcycles; cars; bicycles; 
load carrying vehicles, namely, electric trucks; carriages for infants; pneumatic tyres; inner tubes 
for pneumatic tyres; casings for pneumatic tyres; automobile tyres; tyres for vehicle wheels, tyres, 
solid, for vehicle wheels; tractor type tyres; vehicle wheel tyres; repair outfits for inner tubes; air 
vehicle, namely, airplanes, helicopters; water vehicles, namely, yachts, boats, speed boats, row 
boats; child safety seats for use in vehicles; air pumps for inflating bicycle tires; foot pumps for 
inflating vehicle tires; motor vehicles, namely, cars, trucks, sport utility vehicles, recreational 
vehicles, namely, campers, fifth wheels, motor homes, park trailers, towable trailers, toy haulers, 
travel trailers, truck campers; aircraft; remote controlled vehicles, namely, civilian drones, 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs); spacecraft; amphibious vehicles; amphibious craft; amphibious 
airplanes; vehicles for locomotion by rail, namely, trains and locomotives; anti-theft alarms for 
vehicles; bicycle tires; tires for aircraft; locks, not of metal, for vehicles.

 Class 14
(6) Bracelets (jewelry); watches; clocks; chain jewelry; cases for jewels; cases fitted for watches; 
cases fitted for clocks; artificial jewelry; chronograph watches ; stopwatches; earrings; brooches 
jewelry; trinkets jewelry; badges of precious metal; tie pins; electronic alarm clocks; ring bands 
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jewelry; medals; spangles for decoration made of previous metal; presentation boxes for jewelry; 
jewelry boxes.

 Class 16
(7) Paper; paper cards (blank) for recording computer programmes; drawing instruments, namely, 
drawing boards, drawing brushes, drawing compasses, drawing curves, drawing pads, drawing 
paper, drawing pencils, drawing rulers, drawing shields, drawing squares, drawing templates, 
drawing trays, drawing triangles, drawing T-squares, drawing pencils, drawing pins, drawing rulers, 
drawing boards; tissue paper; toilet paper; business cards; advertising materials of cardboard, and 
of paper and cardboard, namely, books, magazines, diaries, calendars, printed programs, souvenir 
programs, souvenir guides, sheet music, leaflets, postcards, photographs, posters, stickers, car 
stickers, labels, greeting cards and postcards, pencil sharpeners, book marks, binders, directories, 
notebooks, decalcomanias, data processing printed forms and material, namely, computer data 
flow plans, input and output forms for computer data processing, computer data sheets, computer 
data recorded in paper or card form; mounted and unmounted photographs; advertising materials 
of paper, namely, brochures, newsletters, signs and flags, postcards, events invitations, magazine 
advertising, newspaper advertising in print and electronic format, ring binder covers, letterhead 
and envelopes; advertising and promotional material, namely, brochures, posters, flyers, and point 
of sale displays; catalogues; catalogues relating to software; cellular phone brochures; cellular 
phone handbooks; printed publications relating to the field of cellular phones; cellular phone 
reference manuals; cellular phone users guide; cellular phone instruction manuals; cellular phone 
manuals; printed publications relating to the fields of computer technology, wireless technology 
and digital gadgets, namely, smart phones in the shape of a watch, cellular phones and mobile 
phones in the form of jewelry, headsets, virtual reality headsets, wearable video display monitors; 
display materials namely banners, posters, signs, bumper stickers,; paper stationery; notebook 
paper; notebook covers; drawing pads; booklets; calendars; posters of plastic film; printed matter, 
namely, pamphlets, brochures, manuals, newspapers, booklets, informational flyers, magazine 
inserts, newsletters, journals, magazines, posters and calendars in the field of electronic 
technology namely, computer hardware and software and consumer electronics, music, media, 
entertainment, communications, education, business, finance, insurance, commerce; printed 
matter, namely, forms for items requiring special care handling, price lists, collection books, maps, 
announcement cards, flash cards, posters, printed emblems, printed invitations, printed instruction 
leaflets, printed postcards and greeting cards, printed event tickets; printing machines for office 
use; books; blank cards, printed cards; envelopes (stationery); notebooks; name cards; printed 
publications, namely, papers in the field of computer technology applications in business and 
household products particularly as concerns technical aspects; printed publications, namely 
corporate literature, namely corporate promotional booklet; printed publications, namely tutorial 
books; printed publications, namely manuals, printed publications, namely user guides; printed 
publications in the field of computer technology applications in business and household products, 
namely, reports, transcripts and summaries regarding conferences, seminars and discussions on 
that topic; printed publications, namely books, newsletters, pamphlets, booklets, reference guides, 
bulletins, brochures, and training materials, namely report of important data for daily operations, 
data entry manuals, display manuals, guides, leaflets, and manuals; books; magazines; 
newsletters; brochures; booklets; booklets (all being sold together with audio tapes); pamphlets; 
manuals; journals; leaflets; greeting cards; booklets for instruction; computer instruction manual; 
music instruction manuals; comic books; pictures; posters; bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper, 
for packaging, bags (envelopes, pouches) of plastics, for packaging; cardboard boxes; cartons of 
card for packaging; paper shredders for office use; office staplers; staplers (office machines); 
business document files, document folders (stationery); office requisites (except furniture), namely, 
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chalk boards, desk top planners, desk sets, desk pads, desk top organizers, agendas, telephone 
number books, memorandum boards and books, filing trays, blank identification labels, blank 
address labels, blank address books, blank address cards and card files, staplers, staple 
removers, tape dispensers, student calendars, blackboards; office stationery, namely, pencils, 
colored lead pencils, crayons, mechanical pencils, propelling pencils, propelling colored pencils, 
clutch pencils, fountain pens, ball point pens, roller ball pens, drawing pens, tubular pens, writing 
brushes, refill leads for mechanical pencils, propelling pencils, and for clutch pencils, refills for ball 
point pens and for roller ball pens, pen nibs, pen holders, writing inks, pencil sharpeners, pencil 
holders, plastic erasers, rubber erasers, ink erasers, adhesive pins, writing cases, staples for 
stationery, clips for stationery, stationery boxes; adhesives for stationery, adhesives for household 
purposes, writing pads, writing paper, writing tablets, envelopes, business cards, rubber stamps, 
stickers; India ink pens; India paper; Indian inks; writing articles, namely, pens, pencils; painting 
pencils; writing brushes; adhesive tape for stationery purposes; plastic tape for stationery use; 
polyester tape for stationery use; sealing tape for stationery use; adhesive tape for household 
purposes; printed teaching materials, namely pamphlets, educational manuals, instructional 
booklets, instructional workbooks, newsletters, instructional cards, manuals, stationery folders, 
stationery binders, planners, business information charts, business information sheets, 
questionnaires, posters and flyers;; wall charts; non-metallic shipping containers, namely, 
cardboard shipping boxes, cardboard shipping containers; non-metallic storage containers, 
namely, cardboard storage boxes, cardboard storage containers; non-metallic carrying boxes, 
namely, cardboard delivery boxes.

 Class 18
(8) Leather (unworked or semi-worked); fur; travel cases; backpacks; purses; handbags; travel 
bags; bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather, for packaging; luggage; rucksacks; sports bags; 
leather straps; umbrellas; umbrella handles; canes; alpenstocks; saddle belt; saddlery; collars for 
animals; toiletry cases sold empty.

 Class 20
(9) Furniture, namely, bedroom furniture, dining room furniture, living room furniture, garden 
furniture, kitchen furniture, office furniture; furniture for shops, namely, tables, chairs, benches, 
desks; beds; flower-pot pedestals; flower-stands furniture; shelves (furniture); dining-room 
furniture, namely, trolleys, wagons; baby walkers; non-metallic shipping containers, namely, plastic 
shipping boxes, plastic shipping containers, shipping crates and containers; non-metallic storage 
containers, namely, plastic storage boxes, plastic storage containers, storage crates and 
containers; non-metallic carrying boxes, namely plastic delivery boxes; wood and plastic toy 
storage boxes (furniture); non-metallic toolboxes; silvered glass mirrors; frames for photographs; 
picture frame brackets; non-metallic brackets for hanging window draperies; non-metallic brackets 
used for fixing plaques; non-metallic shelf brackets; plastic spacer brackets; straw edgings; straw 
mattress; straw plaits; bamboo; tortoiseshell; furniture for displaying goods, namely, display 
stands, presentation racks, presentation shelves, presentation tables, display counters, display 
racks, floor display units, sales counters; show shelves; non metal name plates; non-metallic 
number plate digits; signboards of wood or plastics ; doors for furniture; non-metallic clothes 
hangers; non-metallic hangers for shelves; nonmetallic hangers for shelving; non-metallic furniture 
fittings; cushions; bed pillows; camping furniture; curtain rings; screws, not of metal; pegs (pins), 
not of metal; bulletin boards.

 Class 21
(10) Food storage basins for household purposes; bowls and dishes; jugs; drinking vessels, 
namely, drinking bottles and drinking flasks; trash cans; watering cans; plastic containers for 
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holding metal cans; aerosol dispensers for household purposes; nonelectric food mixers (for 
household purposes); kitchen glass containers for household use; kettles, non-electric; kitchen 
containers for food preparation and food storage; storage boxes for household use; cooking pot 
sets; coffee filters not of paper being part of non-electric coffee markers; coffee filters, non-electric; 
non-electric deep fryers; chopsticks; hand-operated cleaning devices, namely, carpet sweepers; 
crumb-sweepers, carpet beaters; polishing devices and machines, for household purposes, 
namely, non-electric shoe polishers; gloves for domestic use; window glass squeegees; tea 
services (tableware); table glassware; decorative figurine glassware; glass containers for 
household purposes, namely, flower vases and bowls, fruit bowls, pitchers, serving plates, vases; 
earthenware for household purposes; porcelain; porcelain figures; ceramic figurines; household 
utensils, namely, napkin rings, napkin holders, pie servers, tart scoops, sieves, sifters and trivets, 
food storage containers; kitchen utensils, namely, serving forks, paring knives, scaling knives; 
cutlery, namely, knives, forks and spoons; cutlery sets; cutlery canteens; boxes and cases for 
cutlery; kitchen knives, pizza cutters; peelers, zesters, pitters and corers for fruit and vegetables; 
tea canisters; tea cosies; tea cups; tea filters, namely non-paper tea filters, non-paper tea filter 
bags, disposable tea filters, permanent tea filters, non-paper tea filter cones; tea infusers; tea sets; 
teapot stands; teapots; wine buckets; wine glasses; wine jugs; wine openers; wine strainers; wine 
tasters siphons; coffee cosies; coffee cups; coffee filters, non-electric; coffee mugs; coffee-pot 
stands; coffee services (tableware); coffee scoops; sprayers, namely, perfume sprayers; vases; 
clothes drying hangers; toiletry cases; thermally insulated flasks for household use; electric 
toothbrushes; flower pots; combs for hair; electric hair combs; hair brushes, toothpicks; toothpick 
holders; thermal insulated containers for food or beverages; thermal insulation bags for food or 
beverages; household cleaning cloths; toughened glass (unworked and semi-worked), except for 
building; unworked and semi-worked glass (not for building); indoor terrariums for plants.

 Class 25
(11) Clothing, namely. suits, trousers, jackets, coats, sweaters, T-shirts, underwear; swimming 
suits; waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof rain footwear, waterproof leather shoes, waterproof 
jackets and pants, waterproof rain coats, waterproof rain hats; cyclists' clothing; masquerade 
costumes; shoes; sports shoes; hats; cap (headwear); headbands ; socks; leg warmers; gloves as 
clothing; scarves; neckties; belts (clothing); trouser straps; gaiter straps; chasubles; shower caps; 
sleep masks.

 Class 26
(14) Novelty buttons and souvenir buttons.

 Class 28
(12) Handheld unit for playing electronic games namely electronic games to be used on portable 
telephones and on handheld mobile digital electronic devices, namely, pocket-sized electronic 
games, hand-held video games; electronic handheld unit for playing video games other than those 
adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; handheld electronic games namely 
electronic games to be used on portable telephones and on handheld mobile digital electronic 
devices, namely, pocket-sized electronic games, hand- held video games other than those 
adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; game cards; battery-operated 
computer game with LCD screen; automatic and coin operated game machines for playing 
electronic games and video games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; 
toys, namely, plush toys, toy cars, stuffed toys, chess games, draughts articles of sports; games 
sporting articles, namely fishing tackle, boxes for fishing tackle, fish hooks, lines for fishing, reels 
for fishing, rods for fishing, gut for fishing, rattles, baseball gloves, bite sensors (fishing tackle), bob-
sleighs, body boards, body-building equipment, namely, exercise gloves and weights, bows for 
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archery, archery implements, boxing gloves, board games, boomerangs, draughts articles of sport, 
draught boards, guts for rackets, discuses for sports, divot repair tools (golf accessories), 
dominoes, kites, skating boots with skates attached, attachments sold with electronic games, 
excluding games adapted for use with television receivers only, namely, game pads; elbow guards 
(sports articles), chest expanders (exercisers), stationary exercise bicycles, scale model vehicles, 
paintball guns (sporting apparatus), toy masks, fencing gauntlets, fencing masks, fencing 
weapons, shuttlecocks, foils for fencing, body-building machines, namely exercise machines to 
develop muscle mass, parlor games, weight lifting belts (sports articles), paragliders, golf gloves, 
golf clubs, golf bags, with or without wheels, gymnastic equipment, namely, gloves, gloves for 
games, hang gliders, dumb-bells, harpoon guns (sports articles), rosin used by athletes, kite reels, 
hockey sticks, horse-shoe games, in-line roller skates, counters (discs) for games, kaleidoscopes, 
stationary and transportable fairground rides for amusement parks, fairs and carnivals, skittles 
(games); children's playground sporting articles, namely, skis; leg guards adapted for playing sport.

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising services for the goods and services of others through public communication means; 
advertising agency services; development of advertising and marketing concepts for others; cost 
analysis; online advertising of third parties' goods and services on a computer network; rental of 
advertising time through all public communication means, namely, radio and television to advertise 
third parties' goods and services; publication of publicity texts; dissemination of advertising for 
others via radio and television, newspapers and on the Internet; public relations; presentation of 
goods on communication media for retail purposes, namely, electronic billboard and point of sale 
displays advertising the goods of others; operating and managing retail outlets and electronic retail 
stores featuring the goods of others; business management and organization consultancy; market 
analysis; arranging art exhibitions for commercial purposes, arranging art exhibitions for 
advertising purposes; dissemination of promotional material and of advertising material for others, 
namely, printed circulars, leaflets and catalogs, all relating to the field of computers and household 
products, and innovations regarding computers and household products; rental of advertising 
space; providing commercial information and advice to consumers regarding computers and 
household products currently available for information purposes; provision of business assistance 
to others in the establishment of franchises; business administration of the affairs of third party 
franchisees; import and export agencies; on-line trading services in arranging and concluding 
commercial transactions for others; computer file management; data processing, namely, 
compilation and formatting of electronic data into computer data bases for others; database 
management; accounting; account auditing; searching business sponsors for others.

Class 38
(2) Broadcasting and transmission of radio and television programs via global computer networks, 
wireless networks, cable networks and electronic communication networks; electronic transmission 
of data namely, text messages, photographs, audio and video content, namely music, concerts, 
radio programs, videos featuring music, television programs, motion pictures, news, sports games 
and sports tournaments, via global computer networks, wireless networks and electronic 
communication networks; providing telephone communication services; communication by mobile 
telephone; communications by computer terminals connected to global computer information 
networks; computer aided transmission of information and images, namely electronic mail 
services, voicemail services; television, cable television, satellite television and subscription 
television broadcasting services; e-mail forwarding services; radio paging; telephone paging 
services; providing communication services by electronic means , namely, providing access to 
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transmission services provided via telecommunication satellite systems; providing multiple user 
access to a global computer network, providing user access to global computer networks and 
providing access to databases containing music, concerts, radio programs, videos featuring music, 
news, sports games and sports tournaments, television, movies and photographs and digital 
images; teleconferencing services; providing user access to a global computer network and 
access to Internet chat room services, electronic bulletin board services for advertising and 
promotional purposes; voice mail services; providing user access to global computer networks for 
uploading music video and audio recordings; providing telecommunication connections to a global 
computer network, for accessing telecommunications services, and teleconferencing services; 
providing user access to a global computer network for accessing teleshopping services on 
television channels.

Class 42
(3) Technical research, namely, biotechnology research, research and development of new 
products for others; scientific research and development, namely, scientific laboratory services; 
quality control of scientific laboratory services for others; construction and structural engineering, 
namely, building and structural inspection services, land and construction surveying, measurement 
services; analysis of meteorological information for others; computer services, namely, the 
provision of meteorological information via online databases and over telecommunications and 
data communications networks, namely, local area network, wireless network, telephone lines, 
cable network, cellular telephone network; material testing, mechanical engineering research, 
industrial design, packaging design, interior design, fashion design; computer rental; computer 
programming; computer software consultancy; updating of computer software; providing 
information, including online, about design and development of computer hardware and software; 
rental and maintenance of computer software; rental of computer hardware; rental of computers; 
recovery of computer data, namely, recovery of files and applications for others; development of 
computer system; advisory services relating to computer system analysis; computer systems 
integration services; computer systems design; copying of computer software; conversion of data 
or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; 
installation of computer software; rental of web servers; rental of a database server to third parties; 
computer virus protection services; provision of Internet search engines; digitization of documents 
(scanning); monitoring of computer systems by remote access; product quality evaluation for 
others, namely, evaluation of computer systems hardware and software for others; quality control 
of goods for others, namely, evaluation of the quality, performance and durability of computer 
systems hardware and software for others; graphic art design.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 08, 2016, Country or Office: SINGAPORE, Application No: 
40201604318Y in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,807,479  Filing Date 2016-11-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SCHREDER, société anonyme (joint stock 
company organised and existing under the 
laws of Belgium)
rue de Lusambo 67
1190 Bruxelles
BELGIUM

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Schréder
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Electronic control gears [ECGs] for LED lamps and light fixtures; motion sensors for security 
lights; light dimmers [regulators], electric; light dimmers, electric; flashing lights, namely luminous 
and mechanical signals; signal lanterns; exposure meters [light meters]; electric light regulators; 
electric light dimmers; lighting ballasts; antennas for wireless communications apparatus, namely 
cell phone antennas; antennas for telecommunications networks, namely antennas for 
radiofrequency; antennas, namely masts for wireless aerials; computer programs for user interface 
design; interfaces for computers, namely computer interface boards, computer interface cards; 
computer software applications, downloadable, for lighting control; computer programs 
(downloadable software) for lighting control; computer software, recorded, for lighting control; 
computer peripheral devices for lighting control, namely lighting control console; electronic 
apparatus for wireless reception, storage and transmission of data and messages relating to for 
lighting control, namely electronic control gears for lighting control panels; apparatus for the input, 
output, transmission and storage of data relating to for lighting control, namely fuses for lighting 
control panels; apparatus for data storage namely electronic data acquisition and control 
apparatus for lighting monitoring and control, namely electronic control gears for lighting control 
panels; radar; air analysis apparatus, namely apparatus for measuring air quality, namely particle 
counters for measuring air quality; remote controls, namely remote controls for lightings; biometric 
access control systems, namely biometric fingerprint scanners, biometric hand scanners, biometric 
retinal scanners, biometric voice recognition systems; electrical charge controllers; electronic 
control circuits; infrared remote controls, namely infrared remote controls for lightings; transmitters, 
namely, emergency signal transmitters, global positioning system (GPS) transmitters, radio 
transmitters, telephone transmitters; wireless controllers to monitor and control the functioning of 
electronic devices, other than controllers for gaming apparatus, namely computers, radios, 
televisions; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other 
electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices or systems, namely outdoor and street lights; 
surveying instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments, namely lasers for surveying, level 
measuring machines for surveying, levelling rods for surveying, magnetic compasses for 
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surveying, needles for surveying compasses, surveying chains, transits for surveying, tripods for 
surveying machines; monitors (computer hardware), namely computer monitors; couplers (data 
processing equipment), namely acoustic couplers; control panels, namely electric control panels; 
public-address systems; public address installations; public address speaker systems; power 
supplies for lights, sirens and public address systems; public address (PA) and sound system 
accessories, namely, microphone stands, speaker stands, microphone cables, speaker cables, 
speaker boxes and sound mixers; closed circuit television cameras; closed circuit TV systems for 
security and surveillance, namely, cameras, switchers, monitors, microphones, and recorders; 
computer hardware and software systems for remotely controlling outdoor lighting devices, namely 
outdoor street lights; accessories for lighting fixtures, namely, plastic pole with electrical source in 
protective cover; LED lighting controls for outdoor lighting fixtures; lighting control software for use 
in commercial and industrial facilities; lighting control panels; occupancy sensors, namely, 
electronic devices which detect the presence of occupants and control the lighting system 
accordingly; radio transmitters, receivers, and controllers for monitoring and controlling public 
lighting; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of other 
electrical, electronic, and mechanical devices and systems, namely lighting systems [excluding 
gaming apparatus]; illumination regulators; video surveillance cameras; electric and electronic 
video surveillance installations; electronic notice board; video recorder, namely video cassette 
recorders, video tape recorders; acoustic alarms/sound alarms, namely fire alarms, gas alarms; 
cameras [photography]; speed checking apparatus for vehicles, namely electronic speed 
controllers; solar batteries; solar panels for the production of electricity; electrical adapters, namely 
adapter plugs; electrical commutators; distance sensors; motion sensors; optical sensors; 
proximity sensors; temperature sensors; timing sensors; ultrasonic sensor; vibration sensors; 
velocity sensors; automatic solar tracking sensors; camera with linear image sensors; motion 
sensors for security lights; electronic sensors for measuring solar radiation; Piezoelectric sensors; 
motion detectors; ultrasonic detectors; smoke detectors; fire detectors; fire alarms; gas detectors; 
heat detectors; acceleration sensors; sensors for determining position; sensors for determining 
acceleration; sensor switches; safety sensors, namely, carbon monoxide detectors, smoke 
detectors, and combination carbon monoxide and smoke detectors; remote sensors for use in 
measuring thermal and infrared radiation energy waves; photoelectric sensors; passive infrared 
sensors; oxygen sensors, other than for medical use, namely soil oxygen sensors; optical speed 
sensors; movement sensors; mass flow sensors; magnetic sensors; magnetic resistance sensors; 
magnetic flux sensors; light systems comprising light sensors and switches; light sensors; infrared 
sensors; impact sensors, namely shock detector; humidity sensors; humidity sensor with 
integrated digital and analogue output circuitry used in automotive, appliance and light industrial 
applications to sense both relative humidity and temperature environmental conditions; heat 
sensors; gas sensors; fire sensors; flame sensors; environmental monitoring system comprised of 
meters and sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature and includes alarm and 
reporting functions; electronic proximity sensors and switches; electronic data relays for sensors; 
camera containing a linear image sensor; day and night vision systems comprising day and night 
sensors, day and night cameras, power sources, communication means, namely loud speakers, 
microphones, monitors and operating software; distance sensors; electric current sensors; electric, 
electronic, or electrochemical oxygen monitors and sensors for environmental use, namely soil 
oxygen monitors, soil oxygen sensors; electric smoke sensors; electro-optical sensors; automatic 
solar tracking sensors; An optical metrology inspection system comprised of a light source, 
cameras and sensors in communication with computer software and hardware; air temperature 
sensors; active infra-red sensors; sensors for measuring speed; sensors for measuring depth; 
sensors for the determination of temperatures, positions and distances; shock sensors; smoke 
sensors; surface acoustic wave sensors; timing sensors; thermal sensors; vehicle detection 
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equipment, namely, display monitors, computers, image sensors, video cameras, and operating 
system and application software to detect vehicle location; ultrasonic sensors; ultrasonic wave type 
intruder sensors; microwave type intruder sensors; public-address systems consisting of 
loudspeakers; LED lighting controls for remote monitoring and remote control of outdoor lighting 
fixtures and for the control of illumination systems; electric and electronic sensors for sensing 
motion; sensors for measuring air pollution.

 Class 11
(2) Apparatus for lighting, namely lanterns for lighting; LED lights; light fixtures; light diffusers; 
lighting fixtures; light projectors; mood lights; solar lights; wall lights; light-emitting diode [LED] 
lights; light-emitting diode lighting fixtures; light-emitting diode [LED] mood lights; electric lights for 
Christmas trees; fairy lights for festive decoration; Christmas tree ornaments for illumination 
comprising electric lights; lamp reflectors; ceiling light; ceiling light fittings; ceiling lights fixtures; 
electric light fittings; electric light fixtures; electric lighting fixtures; light post luminaires; luminous 
tubes for lighting; outdoor light fittings; outdoor light fixtures; outdoor lighting fittings; outdoor 
lighting fixtures; outdoor solar lights; wall light fixtures; wall light fittings; light-emitting diode [LED] 
luminaires; luminaires; electric luminaires; electric lamps; light post luminaires; outdoor lamps; 
street lamps; wall lamps; lamps for outdoor use; infrared lighting fixtures; LED landscape light ; 
LED (light emitting diodes) lighting fixtures for use in display, commercial, industrial, residential, 
and architectural accent lighting applications; LED light assemblies for street lights, signs, 
commercial lighting, automobiles, buildings, and other architectural uses; LED lighting fixtures for 
indoor and outdoor lighting applications; LED lighting systems, namely, LED modules, power 
supplies, and wiring; Lighting apparatus for sports arenas, namely searchlights; Lighting fixtures; 
Lighting fixtures with motion detection; luminaires, using light emitting diodes (LEDs) as a light 
source, for street or roadway lighting; outdoor lighting, namely, paver lights; solar light fixtures, 
namely, indoor and outdoor solar powered lighting units and fixtures; filters for illumination 
appliances, namely color filters for lights in refrigerators, electric kettles ; filters for illumination 
apparatus, namely color filters for electric lamps; red LED flashlights for illumination purposes; 
security lighting incorporating a heat activated sensor; security lighting incorporating a movement 
activated sensor; security lighting incorporating an infra-red activated sensor; decorative string 
lighting used to illuminate buildings and embellish monuments, excluding tire valves, control 
valves, flow control needle valves, and check valves, and parts thereof, valve appurtenances, 
namely tire valve extension and caps, tire valve service tools, tire pressure gauges, air line chucks, 
air line couplers, air line filters, air line lubricators and air line dryers, fluid pressure gauges, 
indicators and regulators and pump couplings, blow guns, hose reels, fluid power cylinders and 
mounts therefor, air mufflers and safety controls for presses, pneumatic valves for controlling fluid 
flow in automation systems, pneumatic and hydraulic cylinders, clutches and brakes, pneumatic 
and hydraulic valves, systems and components thereof, air preparation units and filters, regulators 
and lubricators therefor, hydraulic and pneumatic arbor stands and presses, drill units, rotary index 
tables, pneumatic tubes and chutes, spreaders, air chucks, hydraulic power units and pumps, 
pump connections and couplings, foundry cylinders and valves, mufflers, air line installation, 
maintenance, repair and operation equipment, electric and electronic controls, control valves, 
pressure gauges, indicators and regulators, sounding leads, washers, valves, hose, fittings, 
stuffings, linings, jointings and joint packings for cylinders and hydraulic machines

Services
Class 37
(1) Installation, maintenance and repair of street lights; installation of electric light; advisory 
services in the field of installation of lighting apparatus, namely outdoor and street lights; 
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installation, maintenance and repair of LED lighting apparatus, namely outdoor and street lights; 
providing information in the field of repair and maintenance of electric lighting apparatus, namely 
street and outdoor lights; provision of information in the field of repair and maintenance of electric 
lighting apparatus, namely outdoor and street lights; installation of photovoltaic cells and modules; 
antenna installation and repair, namely radio antennas, cell phone antennas, antennas for 
television; installation, maintenance and repair of computer network and information technology 
equipment, namely global computer information networks for the transfer and dissemination of a 
wide range of information; electric appliance installation and repair, namely electric home 
appliances installation and repair; technical consultation in the field of installation of lighting 
apparatus, lighting instruments, namely street and outdoor lights; technical consultation in the field 
of installation of lighting systems via Iot ("Internet of Things") systems; installation of closed circuit 
television systems; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware.

Class 42
(2) Design of lighting systems, namely interior design; industrial design; landscape lighting design; 
landscape lighting design services; technical consultancy in the field of light engineering; technical 
planning and consulting in the field of light engineering; technical planning and consultancy in the 
field of light engineering; computer software design; software as a service [SaaS] provider in the 
field of lighting design; configuration, installation, fault diagnosis, repair, upgrading and 
maintenance of computer software; design, updating and maintenance of computer software; 
design, programming and maintenance of computer software; development and maintenance of 
computer database software; development and maintenance of computer software; installation of 
computer software; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; computer 
programming; installation and maintenance of computer software; installation and maintenance of 
database software; installation, maintenance and updating of computer software; maintenance and 
upgrading of computer software; maintenance of computer software for data processing; rental 
and maintenance of computer software; design, development, installation and maintenance of 
computer software; design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for data processing; 
design, development, maintenance and updating of computer software for process control; 
development, updating and maintenance of computer software and database systems; installation, 
maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer software; development of computer software 
for use with programmable controllers; development of computer software for use with computer-
controlled switching systems; design and development of computer software for control, regulation 
and monitoring of solar energy systems; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; 
engineering services in the field of solar energy technology; server hosting, namely web hosting; 
hosting computer web sites; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting computer 
databases; hosting customized web pages; hosting computer software applications for others; 
hosting computer databases for computerized data, files, applications and information; 
computerized data storage services for computer databases; online data storage services, namely 
electronic storage of computer databases; off-site data backup; computer services in the field of 
electronic data storage, namely cloud computing provider services for general storage of data; 
design and development of data storage systems; Electronic monitoring of air pollution degree, 
temperature, atmospheric pressure, noise level, light level using computers and sensors 
[electronic data collection]; Electronic monitoring and reporting of air pollution degree, temperature, 
atmospheric pressure, noise level, light level using computers or sensors (electronic data 
collection); Outsource service providers in the field of information technology, namely outsourcing 
of lighting design development services in the field of light engineering.

Claims
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Priority Filing Date: May 03, 2016, Country or Office: Benelux Office for IP (BOIP), Application No: 
1331789 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,810,928  Filing Date 2016-11-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fast Track Global Limited.
14F-8, No 258, Lian Cheung Rd
Zhonghe, New Taipei City
R.O.C.
TAIWAN

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Accessories for smart phones and tablet computers, namely keyboards, computer mice, tablet 
computer bags, random access memory cards, secure digital (SD) memory cards.

(2) Accessories for hand-held computers, smart phones, tablet computers, video game consoles, 
televisions, namely computer keyboards, computer mice, headsets, headphones, earphones, 
audio speakers, covers for mobile telephones, covers for smart phones, covers for tablet 
computers, covers for laptops, covers for hand-held computers, carrying cases specially adapted 
for electronic equipment, namely, smart phones, tablet computers, mobile telephones, bags 
specifically designed for smart phones, tablet computers, mobile telephones, trackballs, 
magnifying lenses, computer cables, data cables, memory cards for video game machines, 
random access memory cards, secure digital (SD) memory cards, memory card readers, computer 
network adapters, plug adaptors, mobile phone batteries, batteries for smart phones, batteries for 
laptop computers, tablet computers, hand-held computers, power cables, uninterruptible power 
supplies, voltage stabilizing power supply, car power adaptors, automotive battery chargers, 
portable power bank chargers.
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 Class 25
(3) Apparel, namely pants and shirts.

(4) Clothing, namely caps, hats, shirts, jackets, pants, beanies, hoodies, and hats; footwear, 
namely shoes, sports shoes, walking shoes, running shoes, leisure shoes, jogging shoes, hiking 
shoes, athletic shoes, beach shoes, boots, sandals.

 Class 28
(5) Control apparatuses for smart phones and tablet computers, namely computer game consoles, 
computer game joysticks and interactive control floor pads for video games.

(6) Video game controllers; carrying cases specially adapted for electronic equipment, namely 
video game controllers, video game consoles, hand held units for playing video games; bags 
specifically designed for video game controllers, video game consoles, hand held units for playing 
video games; game controllers for computer games, music based controllers for computer games; 
flight simulation controllers for computer games; video game interactive control floor pads or mats, 
beat pads, steering wheels, foot pedals, guns and fishing pole controllers, specifically designed for 
use with interactive video games; face plates for video game consoles for use with external 
monitors; video game interactive hand held remote controls for playing electronic games; joystick 
for video game; bags specifically designed for video game joysticks.
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 Application Number 1,811,815  Filing Date 2016-11-30
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ENGRENAGE PROVINCIAL INC.
165, boulevard des Cèdres
Québec
QUÉBEC
G1L1M8

Agent
MORENCY, S.E.N.C.R.L.
500, PLACE D'ARMES, 25e étage, Montréal, 
QUÉBEC, H2Y2W2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The logo consists of a hexagon with four irregular 
lines going through its surface, starting from the left of the hexagon and converging to form two 
lines on the right side of the hexagon. The first and third lines from the top are dark blue, and the 
other lines are light blue. The letters "EP" are at the centre of the design. The letters "EP" are 
white.

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Mechanical couplings for the hydraulic parts of industrial and mobile equipment; mechanical 
couplings for the pneumatic parts of industrial and mobile equipment; hydraulic gear pumps for 
industrial and mobile equipment; hydraulic valve pumps for industrial and mobile equipment; 
hydraulic piston pumps for industrial and mobile equipment; screw-in hydraulic cartridges, namely 
cartridge valves for use as machine parts; electrohydraulic valves for industrial and mobile 
equipment; hydraulic proportional valves as machine components for industrial and mobile 
equipment; pneumatic proportional valves as machine components for industrial and mobile 
equipment; hydraulic servo valves for industrial and mobile equipment; hydraulic manual valves as 
machine components for industrial and mobile equipment; pneumatic manual valves as machine 
components for industrial and mobile equipment; hydrostatic transmissions, namely machine 
transmissions for moving industrial and mobile equipment; pneumatic valves as air distribution 
machine components for industrial and mobile equipment; pneumatic distributors for industrial and 
mobile equipment, namely servo valves, valves as machine components; hydraulic distributors for 
industrial and mobile equipment, namely servo valves, valves as machine components; hydraulic 
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oil filters for industrial and mobile equipment; air filters for the hydraulic and pneumatic systems of 
industrial and mobile equipment, namely machine filters; hydraulic piston motors for industrial and 
mobile equipment, namely motors and engines for all-terrain vehicles, airplane engines, boat 
motors and engines, and motors and engines used in industrial applications; hydraulic valve 
motors for industrial and mobile equipment, namely motors and engines for all-terrain vehicles, 
airplane engines, boat motors and engines, and motors and engines used in industrial 
applications; hydraulic gear motors for industrial and mobile equipment, namely motors and 
engines for all-terrain vehicles, airplane engines, boat motors and engines, and motors and 
engines used in industrial applications; hydraulic control levers for industrial and mobile 
equipment, namely used in industrial applications; pneumatic control levers for industrial and 
mobile equipment, namely used in industrial applications for vehicles. .

 Class 09
(2) Programmable screens, namely computer monitors.

 Class 11
(3) Dehumidifiers; industrial oil purifiers.

 Class 12
(4) Hydraulic piston motors for land vehicles; hydraulic valve motors for land vehicles; hydraulic 
gear motors for land vehicles.

 Class 17
(5) Hoses for hydraulic tools for industrial and mobile equipment; hoses for pneumatic tools for 
industrial and mobile equipment.

Services
Class 37
(1) Maintenance and repair of hydraulic and pneumatic systems and accessories for industrial and 
mobile equipment; installation of hydraulic and pneumatic systems and accessories for industrial 
and mobile equipment; preventative maintenance of hydraulic and pneumatic systems and 
accessories for industrial and mobile equipment.

Class 40
(2) Assembly of electrical panels relating to hydraulic and pneumatic systems and accessories for 
industrial and mobile equipment; manufacture and assembly of power units relating to hydraulic 
and pneumatic systems and accessories for industrial and mobile equipment. .

Class 41
(3) Hydraulics, pneumatics and mechatronics training services.

Class 42
(4) Programming and automation of computer systems relating to hydraulic and pneumatic 
systems for industrial and mobile equipment; analysis of hydraulic, thermal and lubricating oil for 
industrial and mobile equipment; technical assistance relating to hydraulic and pneumatic systems 
and accessories for industrial and mobile equipment; design of hydraulic and pneumatic systems 
and accessories for industrial and mobile equipment.
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 Application Number 1,823,862  Filing Date 2017-02-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

J2 Management Corp.
200 Yorkland Blvd, Suite 800
Toronto
ONTARIO
M2J5C1

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

J2
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Business administration consulting, namely business acquisition and merger consultation; 
business acquisitions consultation; business acquisitions consulting; business administration 
consultancy; business administration consulting services; business consulting in the field of 
business acquisitions and mergers; business consulting in the field of business networking; 
business consulting in the field of business relocation; business management and enterprise 
organization consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management consultancy; business management consultancy and advisory services; business 
management consultancy as well as development of processes for the analysis and the 
implementation of strategy plans and management projects; business management consultancy in 
the field of transport and delivery; business management consultancy services; business 
management consultancy via the Internet; business management consultation; business 
management consulting; business management consulting with relation to strategy, marketing, 
production, personnel and retail sale matters; business marketing consulting services; business 
merger consultation; business organisation and management consulting services; business 
organisation consulting; business organization and management consultancy including personnel 
management; business organization and management consulting; business organization and 
operation consultancy; business organization consultancy services; consultancy and advisory 
services in the field of business strategy and management services to companies engaged in the 
manufacturing, automotive and transportation sectors, excluding the fields of energy efficiency

Class 36
(2) Financial restructuring services for companies engaged in the manufacturing, automotive and 
transportation sectors, excluding the offering credit and loan services
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 Application Number 1,825,399  Filing Date 2017-03-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

RevoluGen Limited
Unit 4
Rossington Place
Graphite Way
Hadfield, Derbyshire, SK13 1QG
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FIRE MONKEY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) chemical preparations for medical-scientific research, medical laboratory use and medical 
diagnostic use; chemical preparations for use in the extraction, isolation and purification of medical 
samples; chemical preparations for use in the extraction, isolation and purification of DNA and 
RNA; chemical buffers for medical-scientific research, medical laboratory use and medical 
diagnostic use; chemical buffers for use in the extraction, isolation and purification of DNA and 
RNA for medical-scientific research, medical laboratory use and medical diagnostic use

 Class 10
(2) columns for the extraction, isolation and purification of DNA and RNA for medical-scientific and 
medical diagnostic and research use; collection tubes for the extraction and purification of nucleic 
acids for medicalscientific and medical diagnostic and research use

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 12, 2016, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 015916521 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,825,645  Filing Date 2017-03-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Proqraft Holding B.V.
Fabrieksweg 2 
NL-8304 AT Emmeloord
NETHERLANDS

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EQRAFT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Machinery for agriculture, namely, brushing machines, cleaning machines for cleaning 
harvested produce, grading machines, tangled shallot separators, clod separators, waste scraper 
machines for onion waste and machine tools, namely, roller sizers and belt sizers and parts for the 
aforesaid goods; machines for grading, processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, 
seeds and fruit; packaging machines; labeling machines for vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds 
and fruit; sorting machines for vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; conveyors; transport 
systems, namely, roller tracks, hoppers and conveying devices, namely, conveyors; electric motors 
for machines; clutches and belts for industrial machinery.

 Class 09
(2) Scientific, photographic, optical, weighing, measuring and checking (supervision) instruments, 
namely, a combination scale, measuring and sensor machine for measuring the weight, quality, 
length, curvature, size, colour and hardness and internal and external characteristics namely, 
ripeness and growth of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruits; data processing apparatus 
and computers, namely, measuring and controlling instruments being parts of conveyors, for 
measuring, grading, processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, seeds and fruits, data 
processing apparatus and computers, namely, measuring and controlling instruments being parts 
of conveyors and automatic transport machines, for sorting vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds 
and fruits, data processing equipment, namely, computers, computer printers, computerized word 
processors; computer programs for use with electrical and electronic appliances, instruments, 
devices and installations for controlling and monitoring the unloading, sorting, grading, cleaning, 
transporting and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruits; software for use with 
electrical and electronic appliances, instruments, devices and installations for controlling and 
monitoring the unloading, sorting, cleaning, transporting and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, 
pulses, seeds and fruits; computer hardware; computer peripherals, namely keyboards, mouse, 
and smart card readers; electronic and digital data carriers in the nature of prerecorded magnetic 
data carriers featuring information in the field of measuring, processing and packaging of 
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vegetables, potatoes, seeds and fruits; electronic and digital data carriers, namely, optical discs, 
magnetic disks, data tapes and removable flash storage, featuring information in the field of 
measuring, processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, seeds and fruits.

Services
Class 35
(1) Mediation in commercial affairs in the supply of machines for processing and packaging of 
vegetables, potatoes, seeds, pulses and fruit; wholesale services relating to machines for 
processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, seeds, pulses and fruit; mediation in 
commercial affairs in the trading in of machines for grading, processing and packaging of 
vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; wholesale services relating to machines for 
processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; mediation in 
commercial affairs in the trading in of agricultural machines and machine tools, namely, packaging 
machines, conveyors, transport machines, and grading machines; wholesale services relating to 
agricultural machines, namely, packaging machines, conveyors, transport machines, and sorting 
machines; business management consultancy services; business organization consultancy 
services; services of a business organization consulting firm, namely consultancy services 
regarding business organisation and business economics; business project management services 
for processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; business project 
advice for grading, processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; 
recruitment, selection and posting of staff; labour, personnel and manpower placement services.

Class 37
(2) Building construction services; installation, repair and maintenance of machinery for the 
processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, seeds, pulses and fruit; installation, 
maintenance and repair of machinery for grading, processing and packaging of vegetables, 
potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; installation, repair and maintenance of agricultural machines, 
packaging machines, sorting machines, transport machines and conveyors for grading, processing 
and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit.

Class 39
(3) Rental of machines for processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, seeds, pulses and 
fruit as well as parts for the aforementioned goods; rental of weighing machines in the context of 
packaging and transport as well as parts for the aforementioned goods; rental of packaging 
machines, conveyors, transport machines and grading machines, for processing and packaging of 
vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit, as well as parts of the aforementioned goods; rental 
of agricultural machines.

Class 42
(4) Scientific and technological services, as well as related research and design services in the 
field of grading, processing and packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; 
industrial analysis and industrial research services in the field of grading, processing and 
packaging of vegetables, potatoes, pulses, seeds and fruit; mechanical engineering; design and 
developments of computers and of software; maintenance of software and technical consultancy 
relating to the use and application of software; installation of software.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 21, 2017, Country or Office: NETHERLANDS, Application No: 
1349029 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,825,913  Filing Date 2017-03-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pilatus Flugzeugwerke AG
Ennetbuergerstrasse 101 6370
Stans
SWITZERLAND

Agent
ROBERT ANTON NISSEN
(Nissen Patent Law), Suite 200, 10328 - 81 
Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T6E1X2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CRYSTAL CLASS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Logiciel d'exploitation de l'avion; Simulateurs de vol pour avions; fichiers électroniques 
contenant des informations sur la maintenance, l'exploitation, le nettoyage et la réparation des 
aéronefs;

 Class 12
(2) Avions;

Services
Class 36
(1) Services d'assurances pour avions et pièces d'avions, en particulier en relation avec des 
assurances qui couvrent en particulier l'entretien, la réparation et la maintenance d'avions et de 
pièces d'avions;

Class 37
(2) Réparation et entretien d'aéronefs et mise à disposition d'informations s'y rapportant;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 06, 2016, Country or Office: SWITZERLAND, Application No: 60999
/2016 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,825,914  Filing Date 2017-03-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pilatus Flugzeugwerke AG
Ennetbuergerstrasse 101 6370
Stans
SWITZERLAND

Agent
ROBERT ANTON NISSEN
(Nissen Patent Law), Suite 200, 10328 - 81 
Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T6E1X2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Logiciel d'exploitation de l'avion; Simulateurs de vol pour avions; fichiers électroniques 
contenant des informations sur la maintenance, l'exploitation, le nettoyage et la réparation des 
aéronefs;

 Class 12
(2) Avions; Véhicules pour remorquer les avions;

 Class 18
(3) Parapluies; Sacs de voyage; Valises;

 Class 28
(4) Jouets, nommément avions modèles

Services
Class 36
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(1) Services d'assurances pour avions et pièces d'avions, en particulier en relation avec des 
assurances qui couvrent en particulier l'entretien, la réparation et la maintenance d'avions et de 
pièces d'avions;

Class 37
(2) Réparation et entretien d'aéronefs et mise à disposition d'informations s'y rapportant;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 06, 2016, Country or Office: SWITZERLAND, Application No: 61001
/2016 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,825,915  Filing Date 2017-03-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pilatus Flugzeugwerke AG
Ennetbuergerstrasse 101 6370
Stans
SWITZERLAND

Agent
ROBERT ANTON NISSEN
(Nissen Patent Law), Suite 200, 10328 - 81 
Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T6E1X2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Logiciel d'exploitation de l'avion; Simulateurs de vol pour avions; fichiers électroniques 
contenant des informations sur la maintenance, l'exploitation, le nettoyage et la réparation des 
aéronefs;

 Class 12
(2) Avions; Véhicules pour remorquer les avions;

 Class 18
(3) Parapluies; Sacs de voyage; Valises;

 Class 28
(4) Jouets, nommément avions modèles

Services
Class 36
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(1) Services d'assurances pour avions et pièces d'avions, en particulier en relation avec des 
assurances qui couvrent en particulier l'entretien, la réparation et la maintenance d'avions et de 
pièces d'avions;

Class 37
(2) Réparation et entretien d'aéronefs et mise à disposition d'informations s'y rapportant;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 06, 2016, Country or Office: SWITZERLAND, Application No: 61002
/2016 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,825,916  Filing Date 2017-03-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pilatus Flugzeugwerke AG
Ennetbuergerstrasse 101 6370
Stans
SWITZERLAND

Agent
ROBERT ANTON NISSEN
(Nissen Patent Law), Suite 200, 10328 - 81 
Avenue, Edmonton, ALBERTA, T6E1X2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Logiciel d'exploitation de l'avion; Simulateurs de vol pour avions; fichiers électroniques 
contenant des informations sur la maintenance, l'exploitation, le nettoyage et la réparation des 
aéronefs;

 Class 12
(2) Avions; Véhicules pour remorquer les avions;

 Class 18
(3) Parapluies; Sacs de voyage; Valises;

 Class 28
(4) Jouets, nommément avions modèles

Services
Class 36
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(1) Services d'assurances pour avions et pièces d'avions, en particulier en relation avec des 
assurances qui couvrent en particulier l'entretien, la réparation et la maintenance d'avions et de 
pièces d'avions;

Class 37
(2) Réparation et entretien d'aéronefs et mise à disposition d'informations s'y rapportant;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 06, 2016, Country or Office: SWITZERLAND, Application No: 61004
/2016 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,826,720  Filing Date 2017-03-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Shiseido Company, Limited
7-5-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku
Tokyo 104-0061
JAPAN

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ImuGeneration Technology
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemicals used in industry and science, namely chemicals used in the preparation of enamels 
and additives used in the manufacture of cosmetics; chemicals used in agriculture (except 
fungicides, weedkillers, herbicides, insecticides and parasiticides); chemicals for use in cosmetic 
industry (except pigments and perfumery); chemical reagents for cosmetic, scientific and research 
use; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, chemical preparations for use 
in the manufacture of soaps and perfumery; collagen used as a raw ingredient in the manufacture 
of cosmetics; proteins for use in the manufacture of cosmetics.

 Class 03
(2) Soaps, namely body soaps, facial soaps, cosmetic soaps and perfumed soaps; perfumeries; 
cosmetics; cleansing lotions; hair oils; hair treatment preparations, namely, hair coloring 
preparations, hair dyeing preparations, hair nourishers, hair relaxers, hair straightening, setting 
and styling preparations; facial creams; skin and hair tonics; cosmetic cotton balls; skin oils; 
essential oils for personal use and essential oils for aromatherapy; shampoos; hair conditioners; 
perm lotions; hair dyes; toothpaste.
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 Application Number 1,826,841  Filing Date 2017-03-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

VANCOUVER CITY SAVINGS CREDIT UNION
183 Terminal Avenue
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6A4G2

Agent
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VANCITY COMMUNITY INVESTMENT BANK
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

computer software, such as, computer communications software to allow customers to access 
bank account information and transact bank business

Services
Class 35
(1) tax planning services; real estate sales and management services

Class 36
(2) banking services, including on-line banking services over a global computer network, banking 
services via computer software, banking services via phones, and banking services via automatic 
teller machines; financial services, such as, financial planning, financial planning and investment 
advisory services, investment portfolio management services, investing funds of others, the selling 
and distribution of mutual fund products, savings and loan services, financing of loans and 
purchases, bill payment services, selling traveller's cheques, issuance and redemption of money 
orders, foreign currency exchange services, transfer of funds abroad by cable, by wire, by 
telephone, by telecommunications, and over a global computer network; providing safety deposit 
boxes; insurance services; charitable fundraising services; issuing payment credit and charge 
cards and operating a payment, credit and charge card plan; estate planning services; estate trust 
management services; acting as a trustee; stock brokerage services; business growth financing, 
such as, providing working capital financing for businesses to expand their business, and financing 
the growth of businesses which have a social purpose to improve their local community; capital 
financing, such as, providing business financing for capital investments

Class 37
(3) real estate development and construction services

Class 41
(4) educational services, such as, providing seminars, courses, and workshops in the fields of 
financial planning, financial management, investment of funds, and social finance
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 Application Number 1,826,951  Filing Date 2017-03-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Prism Tradeshow Products Inc.
292 Walker Drive, Unit 8
Brampton
ONTARIO
L6T4Z1

Agent
KERR & NADEAU
190 O'Connor Street, Suite 610, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2P2R3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PRISM LIGHTING GROUP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Power supplies, namely power supplies for LED lights, computers and tradeshow and 
exhibition equipment.

 Class 11
(2) LED lights; LED panel lights; battery powered LED lights; LED light strips; LED track lighting 
fixtures; LED light stands; LED parcan lights.

Services
Class 37
(1) Lighting equipment, lighting and merchandise and exhibit display installation services in the 
field of trade shows and exhibits, retail, customer engagement environments and special projects.

Class 40
(2) Lighting equipment, lighting and merchandise and exhibit display customization services in the 
field of trade shows and exhibits, retail, customer engagement environments and special projects.

Class 42
(3) Lighting production design; professional lighting design; programmable intelligent lighting 
fixtures and controllers, lighting and display product design consulting services in the field of trade 
shows and exhibits, retail, customer engagement environments and special projects.
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 Application Number 1,830,700  Filing Date 2017-04-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Toromont Industries Ltd.
65 Villiers Street
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5A3S1

Agent
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 
4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY 
STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SMART RINK CONNECT
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Development and administration of qualifying standards for the manufacture of components of 
refrigeration systems and other related products used within the industrial refrigeration markets 
and ice rink markets; organizing and delivering tradeshows to industrial refrigeration and ice rink 
markets

Class 40
(2) A council of members who manufacture and sell products for third parties namely components 
of refrigeration systems and other related products used within the industrial refrigeration markets 
and ice rink markets to the industrial refrigeration markets and the ice rink markets; providing 
information related to the manufacture of components for refrigeration system in the industrial 
refrigeration markets and ice rink markets for members and the general public; providing services 
for searching information related to the manufacture of components for refrigeration system in the 
industrial refrigeration markets and ice rink markets, via a website
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 Application Number 1,831,095  Filing Date 2017-04-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Mapp Digital Germany GmbH
Dachauer Str. 5
80335
München
GERMANY

Agent
PAULA CLANCY
(CLANCY PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION), 
28 Deakin Street, Suite 201, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2E8B7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The words "mapp" and "digital" are blue.

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising and digital marketing for others; Consultation with regards to and optimization of 
advertising and marketing activities; Marketing and advertising services for others, namely email 
marketing, mobile marketing, social media marketing, search engine marketing and online 
advertising; Advertising and publicity services, namely, promoting the goods, services, brand 
identity and commercial information and news of third parties through print, audio, video, digital 
and the internet; dissemination of advertising for others via the internet and other digital channels; 
compilation and management of data in computerized databases and consulting services related 
thereto; business management services, namely, providing customer relationship management 
services, marketing automation and sales support management services; marketing services for 
others, namely tracking, researching and analyzing consumer behavior; business, marketing and 
public relations consulting; statistical evaluation and analysis of marketing data and business 
information; analysis of customer advertising response; monitoring and consulting services, 
namely tracking user to provide strategy, insight, marketing guidance and for analyzing, 
understanding and predicting consumer behavior and market trends; market analysis and research 
services of consumer information on the internet; social media monitoring for marketing and brand 
reputation purposes; development of marketing strategies for others; market analysis, namely, 
collection, processing and management of social network information and consulting services in 
the field of advertising and digital marketing
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Class 38
(2) Providing access to a website to advertising and digital marketing content, websites and portals 
to third parties, via the Internet; arranging access to databases on the internet in the field of 
advertising and digital marketing; advisory services for others, relating to in the field of 
telecommunications, namely the transmission of data, voice, radio, television, internet and 
telephone; automatic transfer of digital data marketing campaigns, using telecommunications 
channels, via a global computer network and the internet; electronic transmission and delivery of 
audiovisual and multimedia marketing content via the Internet, for the purpose of marketing 
campaigns for others; collection and delivery of messages by electronic mail; communication 
services, namely, computer communications services for the transmission of information namely, 
pictures, videos, text messages, sound recordings; computer data transmission services in the 
field of advertising and digital marketing, via a global computer network and the internet; 
consultancy services in the field of data communications, namely, data processing, data 
marketing, data governance; delivery of messages and data by electronic transmission and 
electronic data broadcasting, for the purpose of marketing campaigns for others; digital 
transmission of computer data via the Internet, for the purpose of marketing campaigns for others; 
transmission and distribution of data or audio visual images via a global computer network or the 
Internet, for the purpose of marketing campaigns for others; telecommunications consultation, 
namely, electronic communications consultancy; electronic message sending services, namely 
providing a communication channel for targeted advertising and marketing for the purpose of 
marketing campaigns for others; providing access to searchable computerized databases via a 
global computer network and the internet; provision of access to computer data or electronic 
documents stored electronically in central files for remote consultation, in the field of digital 
marketing; transmission of digital information via an online portal, the Internet, by email, for the 
purpose of marketing campaigns for others; transmission of user-generated content via the 
Internet namely, pictures, videos, text messages, sound recordings, advertising campaigns, digital 
marketing material; offering access to an online-platform providing market research and analysis 
data, business data and customer relationship management services

Class 42
(3) Software as a Service (SaaS) featuring application software for performing email marketing, 
mobile and app marketing, social media marketing, customer tracking and data analysis for others; 
Designing, developing and maintenance of a marketing software platform for third parties for 
marketing and analytics, customer relationship management and business data analysis; 
application service provider providing software to enable uploading, posting, displaying, tagging, 
blogging, sharing or otherwise providing and delivering electronic media or information over the 
internet or other communication networks, in the field of advertising and digital marketing for 
others; Software as a Service (SaaS) for businesses to interact with consumers through social 
media and other digital channels, track and analyze communications across digital channels and 
provide customer support; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to store, 
manage, track, analyze, and report data in the field of marketing, promotion, sales, customer 
information, customer relationship management, sales support and employee efficiency; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software to facilitate communication in the field of 
advertising, marketing and business services for others; hosting of an online-platform containing 
marketing and analysis software tools for users to use in order to increase their knowledge of 
customer needs and behavior, pricing, advertising and sales strategy

Claims
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Priority Filing Date: October 07, 2016, Country or Office: GERMANY, Application No: 
302016029193.8 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,831,448  Filing Date 2017-04-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Mobile Service Center Canada Limited
169 Gréber Boulevard
Gatineau
QUEBEC
J8T3R1

Agent
AVENTUM IP LAW LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, , 555 LEGGET DRIVE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOBILE KLINIK, PROFESSIONAL SMARTPHONE 
REPAIR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Mobile phones, tablet computers and mobile phone and tablet computers accessories, namely, 
cases, holsters, covers, screen protectors, mobile phone cables, power converters, wireless 
headsets, wireless signal extenders, battery chargers, car chargers, desktop chargers, travel 
chargers, charging cables, charging adapters, USB drives namely USB flash drives and blank USB 
drives, flash memory cards, phone holders, synchronization cables, AC adapters, car kits for the 
adaptation of mobile phones, smartphones and portable computers and tablet computers for 
vehicular use comprising of antennas, antenna transmission wires, antenna adapters, cables, 
earphones, hands free microphones, phone holders, speakers, car chargers, data cables, and 
electrical wires

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail sale of phones; Online and retail customization and distribution services relating to cases 
and covers for mobile phone and tablet computer; Consultation and advisory services for the sale 
of mobile telephones and tablet computers

Class 37
(2) Repair services for mobile phones, smartphones, portable computers and tablet computers; 
Repair, maintenance and replacement services of mobile telephones, tablet computers and mobile 
accessories namely cases, holsters, covers, screen protectors, mobile phone cables, power 
converters, wireless headsets, wireless signal extenders, battery chargers, car chargers, desktop 
chargers, travel chargers, charging cables, charging adapters, headphones

Class 41
(3) Training services relating to mobile phone and tablet computer

Class 42
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(4) Unlocking, configuration and optimization of mobile telephone and tablet computers; Upgrade 
and technical support services in the form of mobile telephone and tablet computer diagnostic 
services and troubleshooting of mobile telephone and tablet computers; Consultation and advisory 
services for selection of mobile phones, tablet computers and mobile accessories namely cases, 
holsters, covers, screen protectors, mobile phone cables, power converters, wireless headsets, 
wireless signal extenders, battery chargers, car chargers, desktop chargers, travel chargers, 
charging cables, charging adapters, USB drives namely USB flash drives and blank USB drives, 
memory cards, phone holders, synchronization cables, AC adapters, car kits for the adaptation of 
mobile phones, smartphones and portable computers and tablet computers for vehicular use; 
Design services relating to cases and covers for mobile phones and tablet computer
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 Application Number 1,832,728  Filing Date 2017-04-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

VANCOUVER CITY SAVINGS CREDIT UNION
183 Terminal Avenue
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6A4G2

Agent
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

computer software, such as, computer communications software to allow customers to access 
bank account information and transact bank business

Services
Class 35
(1) tax planning services; real estate sales and management services;

Class 36
(2) banking services, including on-line banking services over a global computer network, banking 
services via computer software, banking services via phones, and banking services via automatic 
teller machines; financial services, such as, financial planning, financial planning and investment 
advisory services, investment portfolio management services, investing funds of others, the selling 
and distribution of mutual fund products, savings and loan services, financing of loans and 
purchases, bill payment services, selling traveller's cheques, issuance and redemption of money 
orders, foreign currency exchange services, transfer of funds abroad by cable, by wire, by 
telephone, by telecommunications, and over a global computer network; providing safety deposit 
boxes; insurance services; charitable fundraising services; issuing payment credit and charge 
cards and operating a payment, credit and charge card plan; estate planning services; estate trust 
management services; acting as a trustee; stock brokerage services; business growth financing, 
such as, providing working capital financing for businesses to expand their business, and financing 
the growth of businesses which have a social purpose to improve their local community; capital 
financing, such as, providing business financing for capital investments

Class 37
(3) real estate development and construction services

Class 41
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(4) educational services, such as, providing seminars, courses, and workshops in the fields of 
financial planning, financial management, investment of funds, and social finance
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 Application Number 1,833,731  Filing Date 2017-04-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LA FOURNEE DOREE
Rue Champelle 
Zone d'Activités Haute Choux
57255 Sainte-Marie-aux-Chênes
FRANCE

Agent
CHANTAL ST. DENIS
(O'BRIEN TM SERVICES INC), 262, chemin 
Eardley, Gatineau, QUEBEC, J9J2Y7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BRIOCHE TWINBUNS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

Breakfast cereals, cereal-based snack food, cereal bars; Bread, Baps, Milk buns; Bread buns, 
Unleavened bread; Corn-based snack food, rice-based snack food, snack crackers, wheat-based 
snack food; Pancakes; Waffles, Cup cakes, Small cakes; Pizza, Panini; Pastries and almond 
confectionery, chocolate confectionery, confectionery crystal sugar pieces, confectionery fondants, 
confectionery fruit jellies, confectionery fruit pastes, confectionery ices, frozen confectionery, fruit-
based confectionery, peanut confectionery, sugar confectionery; Edible ice cream; Rusks, Biscuits, 
Buns; Cookies; Edible decorations for pastries; Farinaceous food pastes; Cakes; Gingerbread; 
Dough for pastries; Sandwiches; Sherbets (ices); Candy; Tarts, Tartlets; Pies, Meat pies; Frozen 
yoghurt (confectionery ices); Chocolate.

Services
Class 43
Restaurant services, carry-out restaurant services, café services; Snack-bars; Cafeterias; Tea 
rooms; Catering; Bakery services; Preparation of bread, pastries, confectionery, sandwiches and 
preparations made of cereals, to be taken away or not.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 20, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 174355900 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,834,166  Filing Date 2017-04-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Mobile Service Center Canada Limited
169 Gréber Boulevard
Gatineau
QUEBEC
J8T3R1

Agent
AVENTUM IP LAW LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, , 555 LEGGET DRIVE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOBILE KLINIK, RÉPARATION 
PROFESSIONNELLE DE TÉLÉPHONES 
INTELLIGENTS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Mobile phones, tablet computers and mobile phone and tablet computers accessories, namely, 
cases, holsters, covers, screen protectors, mobile phone cables, power converters, wireless 
headsets, wireless signal extenders, battery chargers, car chargers, desktop chargers, travel 
chargers, charging cables, charging adapters, USB drives namely USB flash drives and blank USB 
drives, flash memory cards, phone holders, synchronization cables, AC adapters, car kits for the 
adaptation of mobile phones, smartphones and portable computers and tablet computers for 
vehicular use comprising of antennas, antenna transmission wires, antenna adapters, cables, 
earphones, hands free microphones, phone holders, speakers, car chargers, data cables, and 
electrical wires.

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail sale of phones; Online and retail customization and distribution services relating to cases 
and covers for mobile phone and tablet computer; Consultation and advisory services for the sale 
of mobile telephones and tablet computers

Class 37
(2) Repair services for mobile phones, smartphones, portable computers and tablet computers; 
Repair, maintenance and replacement services of mobile telephones, tablet computers and mobile 
accessories namely cases, holsters, covers, screen protectors, mobile phone cables, power 
converters, wireless headsets, wireless signal extenders, battery chargers, car chargers, desktop 
chargers, travel chargers, charging cables, charging adapters, headphones

Class 41
(3) Training services relating to mobile phone and tablet computer
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Class 42
(4) Unlocking, configuration and optimization of mobile telephone and tablet computers; Upgrade 
and technical support services in the form of mobile telephone and tablet computer diagnostic 
services and troubleshooting of mobile telephone and tablet computers; Consultation and advisory 
services for selection of mobile phones, tablet computers and mobile accessories namely cases, 
holsters, covers, screen protectors, mobile phone cables, power converters, wireless headsets, 
wireless signal extenders, battery chargers, car chargers, desktop chargers, travel chargers, 
charging cables, charging adapters, USB drives namely USB flash drives and blank USB drives, 
memory cards, phone holders, synchronization cables, AC adapters, car kits for the adaptation of 
mobile phones, smartphones and portable computers and tablet computers for vehicular use; 
Design services relating to cases and covers for mobile phones and tablet computer
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 Application Number 1,834,951  Filing Date 2017-04-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Oxford Nanopore Technologies Limited
Edmund Cartwright House
4 Robert Robinson Avenue
Oxford Science Park
Oxford, OX4 4GA
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GridION
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemical diagnostic reagents for use in scientific tests, namely, sequencing DNA, RNA and 
other nucleic acids; chemical diagnostic reagents for use in automated test systems for scientific 
and research purposes in the fields of genomics, medical sciences, environmental research, 
agriculture, general health and well-being, national security and military defence; chemical 
diagnostic reagents for analytical tests for scientific and research purposes in the fields of 
genomics, medical sciences, environmental research, agriculture, general health and well-being, 
national security and military defence; reagents for industrial use, namely, synthesising nucleic 
acids, DNA, RNA and other nucleic acids; reagents for use in scientific tests, namely, the synthesis 
of DNA and RNA; reagents for laboratory tests for medical and veterinary purposes; reagents for 
use in testing and analysing test samples in the fields of molecular biology, biotechnology, 
microbiology, and bacteriology; reagents for nucleic acid amplification; reagents for use in forensic 
analysis; reagents for blood grouping; reagents for use in environmental testing and environmental 
analysis; reagents for testing water and biological fluids namely blood, saliva, urine, interstitial 
fluid, serum, plasma, semen, tears, bile fluid, spinal fluid, amniotic fluid; reagents for testing 
aqueous solutions for use in medical and veterinary tests for the purposes of identifying and 
diagnosing medical conditions, diseases and disorders; deoxyribonucleic acid, single stranded and 
double stranded deoxyribonucleic acid; ribonucleic acid; peptide nucleic acids; nucleic acids; 
oligonucleotides; oligosaccharides; proteins for use in scientific tests and experiments for scientific 
and research purposes in the fields of genomics, medical sciences and environmental research, 
agriculture, general health and well-being, national security and military defence; peptides for 
industrial purposes, scientific purposes and scientific research purposes; chemicals, enzymes and 
reagents for scientific purposes, namely, for synthesising DNA, RNA, nucleic acids and genomic 
material; endonucleases, polymerases, ligases, glycosylases; nucleotides, pyrimidines, purines; 
amino acids for use in scientific tests and experiments; saccharides; reagents for use in nucleic 
acid characterisation and nucleic acid sequencing; reagents for protein identification and analysis; 
reagents for formation of amphipathic membranes; buffer solutions, isopropanol, surfactants, all for 
the use in analytical chemistry, biochemistry, biology, biotechnology and genomic experiments; 
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ethanol; phenol; silicone oils; silicone fluids; enzymes for scientific and research purposes and use 
in analytical tests in the fields of genomics, molecular biology, biotechnology, microbiology and 
bacteriology

 Class 05
(2) Reagents for use in blood grouping, molecular biology, bacteriological, biotechnology and 
microbiological analysis, namely reagents for formation of amphipathic membranes, buffer 
solutions, non-aqueous solvents, surfactants, all for the use in analytical chemistry, biochemistry, 
biology, biotechnology and genomic experiments; reagents for medical and veterinary diagnosis 
and medical and veterinary research; reagents for laboratory tests for medical and veterinary 
purposes; nucleic acid amplification reagents for veterinary, medical, medical research and 
forensic use; reagents for immunoassay analysers; reagents for testing for susceptibility to 
allergies; reagents for use in nucleic acid characterisation and nucleic acid sequencing; reagents 
for protein identification and analysis; reagents for formation of amphipathic membranes

 Class 09
(3) Computer e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic business transactions via 
a global computer network; computer software for use in analysing, transmitting and receiving data 
obtained from the results of scientific tests and experiments in the fields of genomics, protein 
analysis, molecular analysis, medical sciences, environmental research, agriculture, general health 
and well-being, national security and military defence; operating system software; computer 
operating system software for data processing apparatus, scientific apparatus and veterinary 
apparatus, computers, mobile phones, tablet computers and handheld computers; testing 
apparatus comprising cartridges, microarrays, silicon chip based arrays, ASICs (application 
specific integrated circuits), and networked computer hardware and software for sequencing DNA, 
RNA and other small molecules for medical and veterinary purposes

(4) Computer software for detection and analysis of molecules for use in the fields of genomics, 
protein analysis, molecular analysis, medical sciences, environmental research, agriculture, 
general health and wellbeing, national security and military defence; computer operating software; 
sensors used in electronic scientific equipment for detecting, manipulating and analysing 
biological, bacteriological, chemical and biochemical matter, DNA, RNA, proteins, polynucleic 
acids and small molecules; laboratory apparatus, namely, micro-array chips for use in scientific 
experiments for scientific testing and scientific research use; apparatus and instruments for 
biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and 
molecular analysis, namely, automated instruments for detecting the presence, properties and 
identity of analytes comprising of cartridges, microarrays, silicon chip based arrays, ASICs 
(application specific integrated circuits), and networked computer hardware and software for 
performing and controlling the analysis, and for processing, displaying and storing the information 
obtained from the analysis for scientific and research purposes; scientific apparatus and 
instruments for sequencing DNA, RNA, proteins and polynucleic acid, namely, electronic nanopore 
senors; nucleic acid sequencers for the scientific analysis of polynucleic acid sequences, nucleic 
and polynucleic acids, proteins, genetic information, genomic information and proteomic 
information; computer hardware for the analysis and recordal of scientific data; nucleic acid 
sequencers for sequencing and synthesising chemical compounds, small molecules, genomes, 
DNA, RNA and other nucleic acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides for scientific and 
research purposes; scientific apparatus, devices and instruments for identifying, measuring, 
analysing, sequencing and synthesising small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA and other nucleic 
acids, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides for use in the fields of genomics, medical sciences, 
environmental research, agriculture, general health and well-being, national security and military 
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defence; electronic display interfaces, namely, monitors for the display of information obtained 
from scientific equipment; silicon chips; DNA chips for medical scientific and medical research use; 
detector chips for analysing chemical test samples for medical and scientific testing and research 
purposes in the fields of genomics, medical sciences, environmental research, agriculture, general 
health and well-being, national security and military defence; biosensor chips for use in scientific 
tests and experiments in the fields of genomics, medical sciences, environmental research, 
agriculture, general health and well-being, national security and military defence; apparatus and 
instruments for use in laboratory analysis namely, empty cartridges for test samples, namely, 
cartridges for use with concentrates and solutions in solid and liquid form samples for medical 
scientific and medical research testing use; scientific apparatus, namely, flow cells containing 
biological reagents for creating chemical reactions for the purposes of analysing and testing 
biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein and molecular test samples; 
scientific apparatus, namely nanopore sensors for scientific testing and research purposes

 Class 10
(5) Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, namely, automated nanopore sensors for 
sequencing DNA, RNA and other small molecules for the purposes of analysing test samples 
comprising biological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, proteins and other small molecules for 
medical and veterinary purposes and molecular analysis; portable medical and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments, namely, automated nanopore sensors for sequencing DNA, RNA and 
other small molecules for biological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, proteins and other small 
molecules for medical and veterinary purposes; automated nanopore sensors for sequencing 
DNA, RNA and other small molecules for the purposes of diagnosing pathogenic, infectious, 
psychiatric, oncogenic, metabolic, genetic, respiratory, genitourinary, digestive, inflammatory, 
autoimmune, reproductive, hepatic, central nervous system, degenerative and cardiovascular 
diseases and conditions; portable automated nanopore sensors for sequencing DNA, RNA and 
other small molecules for the purposes of diagnosing pathogenic, infectious, psychiatric, 
oncogenic, metabolic, genetic, respiratory, genitourinary, digestive, inflammatory, autoimmune, 
reproductive, hepatic, central nervous system, degenerative and cardiovascular diseases and 
conditions; reaction units containing chemical reagents, for medical testing purposes; nucleic acid 
sequencers for the analysis of DNA and other biomolecules for the purposes of detecting and 
diagnosing pathogenic, infectious, psychiatric, oncogenic, metabolic, genetic, respiratory, 
genitourinary, digestive, inflammatory, autoimmune, reproductive, hepatic, central nervous system, 
degenerative and cardiovascular diseases and conditions; electronic nanopore sensors for 
diagnosing pathogenic, infectious, psychiatric, oncogenic, metabolic, genetic, respiratory, 
genitourinary, digestive, inflammatory, autoimmune, reproductive, hepatic, central nervous system, 
degenerative and cardiovascular diseases and conditions

Services
Class 42
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, namely, 
consultation, research and design services in the fields of electronic nanopore sensing apparatus 
for direct electrical detection and analysis of molecules for use in the field of genomics, protein 
analysis, molecular analysis, medical sciences, environmental research, agriculture, general health 
and well-being, national security and military defence; industrial analysis and research services in 
the fields of genomics, protein analysis, molecular analysis, medical sciences, environmental 
research, agriculture, general health and well-being, security and defence; scientific research in 
the fields of biology, chemistry, biochemistry, bacteriology, medicine and veterinary science; 
biological, chemical, biochemical, bacteriological, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and 
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molecular analysis services namely, biological, chemical, biochemical, bacteriological DNA, RNA, 
protein, polynucleic acid and molecular analysis for scientific laboratory testing and scientific 
laboratory research purposes; scientific and technological services namely, synthesising chemical 
compounds, small molecules, genomes, DNA, RNA, oligosaccharides, proteins and peptides for 
scientific purposes and medical research purposes; scientific research in the field of electronic 
polynucleic acid sequencers for medical and veterinary purposes; DNA and RNA and polynucleic 
acid sequencing services; protein sequencing services; DNA and polynucleic acid testing services; 
genome sequencing services; Scientific analysis and evaluation of data, namely, data obtained 
from scientific and medical tests and experiments in the fields of genomics, medical sciences, 
environmental research, agriculture, general health and well-being, national security and military 
defence; genome sequencing services and the analysis and evaluation of data resulting therefrom; 
biological, bacteriological, chemical, biochemical, DNA, RNA, protein, polynucleic acid and 
molecular analysis and evaluation services in the fields of genomics, medical sciences, 
environmental research, agriculture, general health and well-being, national security and military 
defence; DNA and RNA and polynucleic acid and protein sequencing, analysis and evaluation 
services; genome sequencing services and the analysis and evaluation of data resulting therefrom; 
provision of reports in the field of scientific and medical experiments, the results of scientific and 
medical experiments and tests, other than for the purpose of medical treatment; scientific and 
medical research in the fields of scientific, technological and medical research; technical analysis 
and evaluation of scientific data in the fields of chemistry, biology, biotechnology, nanotechnology, 
genomics, pharmaceutical development, medical technology and medical research; application 
service provider (ASP) services featuring computer software for use in the analysis of scientific 
and medical records obtained from sequencing and characterization of DNA, RNA and other 
polynucleic acids, and installed and downloaded onto medical image processors, computers, tablet 
computers and handheld mobile digital electronic devices

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 01, 2016, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
015992001 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (2), (3) and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,838,243  Filing Date 2017-05-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Unlimited Perspective, S.A.
Chemin Jacques-Philibert-De-Sauvage, 37
1219 Châtelaine, Genebra
SWITZERLAND

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The letters AH and the exclamation mark are in 
red (Pantone 032 CVC). The rest of the mark is in black (Pantone 432 CVC). *PANTONE is a 
registered trademark.

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Building materials made of metal and their alloys, namely windows, doors, skylights, exterior 
blinds, shutters, fittings and components for the aforesaid goods; door knobs and locks; metal 
facade claddings.

 Class 19
(2) Non-metallic building materials, namely windows made of plastic, PVC, vinyl, wood, polymide, 
fiberglass and bamboo, and fittings and components thereof; Non-metallic building materials, 
namely doors made of plastic, PVC, vinyl, wood, polymide, fiberglass and bamboo, and fittings and 
components thereof; Nonmetallic building materials, namely skylights made of plastic, PVC, vinyl, 
wood, polymide, fiberglass and bamboo, and fittings and components thereof; non-metallic 
building materials, namely exterior blinds made of plastic, PVC, vinyl, wood, polymide, fiberglass 
and bamboo, and fittings and components thereof; Nonmetallic building materials, namely shutters 
made of plastic, PVC, vinyl, wood, polymide, fiberglass and bamboo, and fittings and components 
thereof; glass facade claddings.

Services
Class 37
Building construction; repair services, namely building maintenance and repair services, and 
building repair services; installation of windows, doors, skylights, blinds, shutters, fittings and 
components for these goods.
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 Application Number 1,838,248  Filing Date 2017-05-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

First Sensor AG
Peter-Behrens-Str. 15
Berlin
GERMANY

Agent
LAWSON LUNDELL LLP
1600 CATHEDRAL PLACE, 925 WEST 
GEORGIA STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C3L2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Machines for manufacturing, machining and processing of electronic components, namely 
semiconductors, sensors, namely pressure sensors, optical sensors, radiation sensors, pressure 
sensors, thermal mass flow sensors and hydrostatic liquid level sensors, inclination sensors; 
Machines for manufacturing, machining and processing of microelectronics components, namely 
semiconductors, sensors, namely pressure sensors, optical sensors, radiation sensors, pressure 
sensors, thermal mass flow sensors and hydrostatic liquid level sensors, inclination sensors.

 Class 09
(2) Photodiodes; electrode beam detectors, ionizing radiation sensors, and X-ray detectors; 
integrated circuits; particle sensors for measuring air quality; pressure transmitters; chips namely 
integrated circuits; computer software for controlling the operation of optical and pressure sensors 
and optical and pressure sensor systems; semiconductors; microprocessors; detectors, namely, 
detectors for measuring ultraviolet, visible and ionizing radiation; sensors and system solutions 
namely pressure sensors, optical sensors, radiation sensors, flow sensors and hydrostatic liquid 
level sensors, inclination sensors and acceleration sensors; automatic control devices for vehicles, 
namely, pressure sensors for steering, brakes and tanks and optical sensors as well as camera for 
driver assistance devices and autonomous driving; accelerometers; pressure sensors; flowmeters; 
gas flow meters and sensors; lasers for distance measurement.; Acceleration sensors and 
transponders; pressure valves; pressure regulators all for use in machines for manufacturing, 
machining and processing of electronic components.

Services
Class 37
(1) Installation, repair and maintenance of sensor and detector technology products

Class 42
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(2) Technological and physics research and development in the field of sensor and detector 
technology, technical and technological consulting in the field of sensor and detector technology, 
computer programming for data processing; software design for others

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 17, 2016, Country or Office: GERMANY, Application No: 30 2016 
110 387.6/07 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,839,248  Filing Date 2017-05-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Shikatani Lacroix Design Inc.
387 Richmond St. E.
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5A1P6

Agent
JULIE MACDONELL
(The Trademark Shop), 2300 Yonge St. #1600, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4P1E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SLDNEXT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Non-luminous aluminum, magnetic, and metal interior and exterior signage.

 Class 09
(2) Luminous and non-luminous neon interior and exterior signage; touch screens, LCD and LED 
screens for use in displaying interactive digital media, namely, video recordings, movies, pictures, 
written text, photos and video games; digital variable message advertising signs, namely, LED 
advertising signs; virtual reality systems, namely, virtual reality headsets, wearable video display 
monitors, handheld controllers, and computer software to allow users to explore simulated 
environments and interact with simulated objects, for use in the field of advertising and promotional 
campaigns for others; pre-recorded DVDs containing movies, pictures, photographic and digital 
images, and photos, for use in the field of advertising for others; luminous aluminum, magnetic and 
metal interior and exterior signage; luminous fabric interior and exterior signage; luminous acrylic, 
plastic, PVC, and vinyl interior and exterior signage.

 Class 16
(3) Way finding materials, namely, printed maps.

 Class 19
(4) Non-luminous acrylic, plastic, PVC, and vinyl interior and exterior signage.

 Class 20
(5) Non-luminous fabric interior and exterior signage; display solutions for merchandise, namely, 
display cases, podiums and donor boards for donor plaques; trade show booths, and kiosks, 
namely informational kiosks, and podiums, all made of wood, textile, fabric, plastic, and metal.

Services
Class 35
(1) Providing advertising services, namely, promoting the goods, services of others through printed 
advertising signs, pamphlets, radio advertisements, television advertisements, and internet 
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advertisements; consulting services relating to advertising and marketing, namely developing and 
implementing marketing and advertising strategies and concepts for others; consulting services in 
the fields of designing product packaging, advertising and marketing signs; consulting services, 
namely, developing marketing strategies and marketing concepts for others; consulting services in 
the field of media planning, namely, the planning and purchasing indoor, outdoor, and online 
advertising media; providing advertising, marketing and promotional services for others, namely, 
development of advertising campaigns for websites, computer applications, newspapers and 
magazines; providing creative marketing design services for others, namely, advertising 
copywriting; providing branding services, namely, consulting, management and the development of 
marketing strategies and concepts of brands for others; designing marketing campaigns for the 
products and services of others; digital media production services, namely, production of television 
advertisements, advertisement videos for use on the Internet; providing business management 
consulting services in the field of advertising; providing public relations services; Advertising 
consultancy services for others, namely, the design and development of interactive computer 
software and websites, graphic art design; providing creative marketing design services for others, 
namely, graphic art design and computer software design.

Class 37
(2) Installation and maintenance of interior signage, exterior signage, overhead directional 
signage, booths, kiosks, podiums, and digital display boards, signs, and screens.

Class 40
(3) Printing of advertising signs for others; custom manufacture of interior signage, exterior 
signage, overhead directional signage, booths, kiosks, podiums and digital display boards, signs 
and screens for others.

Class 41
(4) Film and video editing and production services; educational services, namely, providing live 
and on-line talks, seminars, workshops, demonstrations, performances, conferences, speeches, 
and presentations in the fields of marketing, advertising, and promotion of the goods and services 
of others.

Class 42
(5) Consulting services in the field of interior design of retail space and showrooms; creation, 
design, development and maintenance of websites for others; consulting services in the field of 
development and production of websites, mobile applications, films, and video games; computer 
network design and configuration services; design, development and implementation of computer 
software, namely website management system platforms; operating a website providing 
information in the fields of the design of product packaging, advertising and marketing signs, and 
the interior design of retail space and showrooms; providing industrial design services; package 
design; graphic art design; commercial art design; custom design of signage; animation design 
and computer animation production for others; multimedia software design and development 
services; design and development of computer software and mobile application software; custom 
design of interior signage, exterior signage, overhead directional signage, booths, kiosks, podiums 
and digital display boards, signs and screens; consultancy services in the field of overhead 
directional signage and maps.
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 Application Number 1,839,263  Filing Date 2017-05-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Chal-Tec GmbH
Wallstraße 16
10179 Berlin
GERMANY

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Compact disc players; DVD players; film cameras; cassette players; headphones; loudspeakers; 
megaphones; microphones; record players; multimedia projectors; radios; vehicle radios; audio 
and videoreceivers; audio tape recorders; digital audio tape recorders; digital voice recorders; 
blank CDs; CDs recorded with music; Blank hard disks for computers; USB flash drives; sound 
transmitting apparatus, namely loud speakers, audio speakers, headphones, analog audio routers, 
digital audio routers, broadband audio routers, basic input/output audio routers, radios, audio 
transmitters for stereo speakers, radio transmitters, sound projectors, digital sound processors, 
wireless speakers, portable CD players; audio amplifiers; digital video recorders; video cassette 
recorders; personal video recorders
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 Application Number 1,839,878  Filing Date 2017-05-30
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Serge Dejond
871 Ch Des Pionniers E
Cap-Saint-Ignace
QUÉBEC
G0R1H0

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ADN
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

Vitamin and mineral dietary supplements; zinc dietary supplements; mineral Nutritional 
supplements; vitamin and mineral food supplements; dietary supplements for general health and 
well-being; vitamin supplements; mineral supplements; Nutritional supplements for general health 
and well-being; herbal supplements for general health and well-being.
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 Application Number 1,840,970  Filing Date 2017-06-05
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HYDRO BUILDING SYSTEMS FRANCE
Société à Responsabilité Limitée
270 rue Léon Joulin
Toulouse 31100
FRANCE

Agent
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, 
Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours blue, black and white are claimed as 
features of the trademark. The mark consists of a black square in the middle of which appears a 
blue square with a white angle in each of the four corners; the term TECHNAL appears in white at 
the bottom of the black square.

Goods
 Class 06

Metal joinery for doors, garage doors, gates, windows, verandas, facades and other construction 
components, namely hinges, bars for metal railings, metal rail bars, guard rails, steel rails, screws 
of metal, metal window fittings, metal window stools, metal guardrails; metal joinery components, 
more specifically profiles, fasteners, doorframes, hardware, assembly parts, moving and fastening 
components for doors, garage doors, gates, windows, verandas, facades; metal panels for 
construction; gratings and metal grating bars for doors and windows; metal gates; metal locks for 
doors and windows; reinforcements, including door reinforcements; metal shutters and metal 
outdoor blinds; non-electric metal devices for opening and closing doors, windows and shutters, 
namely grips.
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Services
Class 35
Retail and wholesale services for metal and non-metal joinery for doors, garage doors, gates, 
windows, verandas, facades and other construction components, namely hinges, bars for metal 
railings, metal rail bars, guard rails, steel rails, screws of metal, metal window fittings, metal 
window stools, metal guardrails; retail and wholesale services for metal and non-metal joinery for 
doors, garage doors, gates, windows, verandas, facades and other construction components, 
namely hinges, bars for metal railings, metal rail bars, guard rails, steel rails, screws of metal, 
metal window fittings, metal window stools, metal guardrails, all provided online; provision of 
professional consulting; business organization and management assistance and consulting; 
consulting and information concerning business management; computer file management, 
analysis of market research data and statistics; database management; consulting and assistance 
services for business management and organization in the context of franchise networks; services 
provided by a franchiser, namely assistance in the operation and management of commercial and 
industrial businesses, business organization and management advice, business consulting, market 
opportunities development, market studies and research, economic forecasting, conduct of 
foresight studies (market studies); provision of an online business information directory on the 
Internet; organization of building materials exhibitions.
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 Application Number 1,841,791  Filing Date 2017-06-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Gorilla Glue Company LLC
2429 E Kemper Road
Cincinnati, OH 45241
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CRYSTAL CLEAR GORILLA TAPE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

(1) Adhesive tapes for stationery or household use.

 Class 17
(2) Self-adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or household purposes, namely 
pipe joint tape.
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 Application Number 1,844,036  Filing Date 2017-06-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Soulmade Property GmbH + Co. KG
Bavariafilmplatz 7
82031 Grunwald
GERMANY

Agent
LOOPSTRA NIXON LLP
WOODBINE PLACE, 135 QUEENS PLATE 
DRIVE, SUITE 600, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M9W6V7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others; Business management, business administration; 
Office functions, namely, business administrative assistance; cost price analysis; business 
inquiries in the field of business management and business consultancy; business management 
and organization consultancy; Consultancy services relating to the administration and 
management of hotels and advisory services for business management; Professional business 
consulting, namely, consulting in the field of business administration; Development of business 
strategies and concepts for real estate, namely, business matters for facility management; 
Accountancy services; Development of professional business expertise, namely, providing 
business advisory services; Efficiency experts, namely in business consultancy and business 
management; compilation of statistics; drawing up statements of account; business management 
of hotels; Business information services in the field of real estate and business development; 
Marketing research services in the field of real-estate; data searches in computer files, for others; 
Business research, namely, research services in the field of public relations; Organization and 
organizational administration of vehicle fleets, namely, vehicle procurement, maintenance and 
administration; Arranging and conducting exhibitions, namely, conferences for commercial and or 
advertising purposes in the field of real estate, hospitality, food and beverages; business 
organization consulting; Outsourcing of business administration and management services; sales 
demonstrations for others; sales promotion, namely, marketing services for others in the field of 
real estate and business development; Rental of advertising space; Arranging of contracts, for 
others, for the providing and organization of repair and maintenance work in the fields of 
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construction, household technology, interior design of buildings, and horticulture; Administration of 
rental of showrooms, conference rooms facilities, temporary office space for co-working, event 
space for social functions and meeting rooms.

Class 36
(2) Real estate affairs, namely, real estate management services for others; Financial affairs, 
namely, financial analysis and research services; financial asset management; Building, namely, 
the financial preparation of building projects, namely, consultations in the field of building project 
financing; Real estate brokerage; Preparation of expert opinions in the context of conducting due 
diligence tests with regard to financial matters, namely, advisory services in the field of business 
finance services; Development of business usage concepts for real estate, namely, financial 
matters and financial consulting; Financing services relating to hotels; Apartment house 
management; Real estate agency; Real estate management; Financial analysis of projects or 
project tasks and elements, in particular in the field of the real estate industry and construction; 
Real-estate valuations; Rental and lease of real estate; Financial management, including for 
companies, including with regard to the financial management of real estate property; 
Accommodation bureau services, namely, property management services.

Class 37
(3) Building, namely, the organizational preparation of building projects, namely, consultation in 
building construction supervision

Class 41
(4) Education services for others, namely, providing courses and training in the field of real estate 
and business development; Providing entertainment services for others, namely, conferences and 
events for speaking engagements for others; Arranging and conducting live entertainment events, 
namely, live musical concerts and live theatrical performances for others; Publication of printed 
matter (also in electronic form), except for advertising purposes; Organization for others of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes, namely live speaking events and conferences for 
others.

Class 42
(5) Scientific and technological services, and research and design relating thereto, namely, 
scientific research, and technological research in the field of product design; Industrial analysis 
and research services in the field of product design for others; Building design services; Design 
services for furniture; Art work design; Industrial design; Interior design services; exterior design 
services, namely, services for the planning [design] of catering establishments; Services for the 
planning [design] of hotels; Shop interior design; Product testing, authentication and quality 
control, namely, product development for others.

Class 43
(6) Arranging and rental of holiday homes, tourist homes and holiday apartments; Services of a 
resort hotel or a wellness hotel.

(7) Services of providing food and drink, temporary accommodation, hotel, boarding house, motel 
services, namely, hotel services, restaurant services, boarding house services; restaurant, bar and 
cafe services; food and drink catering; room reservation and hotel reservation.

Class 45
(8) Issuing licences for franchising concepts, namely, intellectual property consultancy, licensing 
industrial property rights, licensing of franchise concepts, licensing industrial property rights and 
granting of licences to others for the use of industrial property rights and copyright; Services for 
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providing professional legal consultations relating to franchising, exploitation of industrial property 
rights and copyright by licensing, providing information on industrial property rights.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 02, 2017, Country or Office: GERMANY, Application No: 30 2017 102 
116 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,845,608  Filing Date 2017-07-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Lyte AF Inc.
30 Commercial Road
East York
ONTARIO
M4G1Z4

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LYTE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 38
(1) Providing access to a website featuring information about medical marijuana, medical 
marijuana pharmacies and stores, and equipment for administering medical marijuana

Class 41
(2) Educational services namely providing information regarding medical marijuana, legal medical 
marijuana pharmacies and stores, and equipment for administering medical marijuana, in the form 
of journals, books, handbooks and educational manuals; Educational services featuring 
information regarding medical marijuana laws in the form of journals, books, handbooks and 
educational manuals

Class 42
(3) Hosting a website featuring information about medical marijuana, medical marijuana 
pharmacies and stores, and equipment for administering medical marijuana

Class 44
(4) Providing information about medical marijuana, medical marijuana pharmacies and stores, and 
equipment for administering medical marijuana

Class 45
(5) Providing information about medical marijuana laws via a website
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 Application Number 1,846,196  Filing Date 2017-07-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Kurita Water Industries Ltd.
10-1, Nakano 4-Chome
Nakano-ku, Tokyo
164-0001
JAPAN

Agent
RICHARDS BUELL SUTTON LLP
SUITE 700 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CEI
Trademark Type
Word

Authorisation For Use
Consent from The Ontario Educational Communications Authority is of record.

Services
Class 40
(1) Water treatment services and consultation in the field of water treatment specifically in relation 
to elemental foulant constituents, concentrations, and spatial locations on reverse osmosis 
membrane surfaces for the purpose of water treatment

Class 42
(2) Water treatment services, namely, analysis and identification of elemental foulant constituents, 
concentrations, and spatial locations on reverse osmosis membrane surfaces for the purpose of 
water treatment

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 12, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/299,335 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,846,314  Filing Date 2017-07-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AIL INTERNATIONAL INC.
13 Silvershore Drive
Sackville
NEW BRUNSWICK
E1G1G8

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SUPER-COR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) structural and corrugated metal plates, metal and corrugated metal shaped to arches, rounds 
and ellipses for use in construction; structural steel plates; structural metal panels and corrugated 
steel plates for use in infrastructure construction; deep-corrugated, galvanized steel; structural 
metal shaft liners to construct underground tunnels and used in the mining industry; metal shafts 
for use in the mining industry; metal road and rail underpasses; stockpile tunnels, namely, tunnels 
beneath storage facilities for use in loading goods onto rail cars; metal panels and metal pipes for 
constructions of bridges, tunnels, road grade separations, stream crossings for roadways, mine 
portals, road underpasses, rail underpasses and underground storage structures; metal box 
culverts

 Class 09
(2) downloadable electronic publications, namely brochures, engineering drawings, technical 
drawings, written articles, newsletters, papers, catalogues, pamphlets and books

 Class 16
(3) Printed publications, namely brochures, engineering drawings, technical drawings, written 
articles, newsletters, papers, catalogues, pamphlets and books

Services
Class 35
(3) Consulting services in the fields of forestry management services.

Class 37
(1) construction, project management in the fields of bridge construction, railway, mining 
surveying, geophysical exploration for the mining industry, forestry management services, public 
works services, namely public works construction for roads, bridges, tunnels, flood management, 
underground utilities, sound and light barriers.

Class 42
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(2) engineering design services in the fields of bridge construction, railway, mining surveying, 
geophysical exploration for the mining industry, forestry management services, public works 
services, namely public works construction for roads, bridges, tunnels, flood management, 
underground utilities, sound and light barriers, and consulting services for offshore oil and gas 
facility construction; construction supervision services in the fields of bridge construction, railway, 
mining, forestry, public works, and oil and gas industries; consulting services in the fields of mining 
surveying, geophysical exploration for the mining industry.
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 Application Number 1,846,681  Filing Date 2017-11-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DHX Television Ltd.
207 Queen's Quay West
Suite 550
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5J1A7

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FAMILY JR.
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Promotion of television programs, motion pictures, movies, documentaries, television series, 
concerts, musical performances, songs and music, and interstitial programming of others, in the 
form of contests, giveaways, offers, banner advertisements, informative audio-visual recordings by 
means of television, internet, and wireless transmission, television commercials, radio 
commercials, online advertisements, and distribution of print materials and promotional items, 
namely posters, billboard, bus and transit shelter advertisements; Advertising production for others 
during television programming, motion pictures, movies, documentaries, television series, 
concerts, musical performances, songs and music, and interstitial programming; promoting the 
sale of goods and services through promotional contests; promoting the sale of goods and 
services through promotional contests in the form of shows, spectacles, performances, special 
events, productions, namely live entertainment performances, namely concerts and musical 
performances

Class 38
(2) Exhibition of television programs, motion pictures, movies, documentaries, television series, 
concerts, musical performances, songs and music, and interstitial programming via game 
consoles, and optical disc players and recorders for audio, video and computer data, namely, pre-
recorded CD-ROMs, compact disks and disks, video disks, DVDs, MP3 files by computer-based 
network, satellite, wireless, and digital means; Multimedia broadcasting services, namely, 
uploading, posting, displaying, tagging and electronically transmitting third party data, audio, and 
video of literary, sound and audiovisual works, namely, film, television shows and digital film and 
television programs, motion pictures, movies, documentaries, television series, concerts, musical 
performances, songs and music, and interstitial programs by a digital network; Broadcasting and 
exhibition of television and entertainment programming, namely musical entertainment for children, 
children's online live action and animated television programs, online television programs, 
children's television programs, educational television programs and online live action and 
animated entertainment television programs, all in the fields of children's education and 
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entertainment featuring a wide range of information on topics of interest to children; Cable, 
satellite, digital and wireless television transmission of entertainment programming, namely, 
musical entertainment for children, children's online live action and animated television programs, 
children's television programs, educational online television programs and educational online live 
action and animated entertainment television programs for children and sports television programs 
for children; Wireless transmission and online transmission of television programs, motion pictures, 
movies, documentaries, television series, concerts, musical performances, songs and music, and 
interstitial programs through internet, wireless and global computer networks; Broadcasting and 
exhibition of television programs; Exhibition of television programs, motion pictures, movies, 
documentaries, children's online and television series, concerts, musical performances, songs and 
music, and interstitial programs via mobile phone, tablets, televisions, digital media receivers, 
personal computers, and portable media players by computer-based network, satellite, wireless, 
and digital means; Internet broadcasts and exhibitions of television programs, motion pictures, 
movies, documentaries, children's online television series, concerts, musical performances, songs 
and music, and interstitial programs; Television broadcasting; Mobile media services in the nature 
of electronic transmission, broadcasting and delivery of audio, video and multimedia entertainment 
content, namely, text, data, images, audio, video, and audiovisual files by means of the internet, 
wireless communication, electronic communications networks and computer networks in the field 
of children's television programs and children's online live action and animated programs, motion 
pictures, movies, documentaries, television series, concerts, musical performances, songs and 
music, and interstitial programs; Multimedia broadcasting services, namely, uploading, posting, 
displaying, tagging and electronically transmitting third party data, audio, and video of literary, 
sound and audiovisual works by a digital network, namely, children's online live action and 
entertainment programs, children's online television programs, television programs, motion 
pictures, movies, documentaries, television series, concerts, musical performances, songs and 
music, and interstitial programs; Broadcasting for others during the transmission of television 
programs, motion pictures, movies, documentaries, television series, concerts, musical 
performances, songs and music, and interstitial programs

Class 41
(3) Provision of entertainment in the form of ongoing television programs, motion pictures, movies, 
documentaries, children's online live action and animated television programs, non-downloadable 
children's online live action and animated entertainment programs, online television series, 
television series, concerts, musical performances, songs and music, interstitial programming, 
interviews, non-downloadable online news programming and television news program, television 
news program, news podcast, and Children's educational and entertainment television 
programming and digital and online television programming; Creation, production, scheduling and 
development of television and entertainment programming, namely, musical entertainment for 
children, children's online live action and animated entertainment television programs and online 
television programming, children's television programming, educational television programming for 
children, online educational live action and animated television programming, educational online 
television programming for children; Production of television programs; Children's television 
programming via mobile phone, tablets, televisions, digital media receivers, personal computers, 
and portable media players by computer-based network, satellite, wireless and digital means; 
Television programming; Entertainment services, namely producing, arranging, organizing, 
conducting and holding events in form of promotional contests; Entertainment services, namely 
producing, arranging, organizing, conducting and holding events in forms of shows, spectacles, 
performances, special events, productions, namely live entertainment performances, namely 
concerts and musical performances; Distribution of television and entertainment programming, 
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namely musical entertainment for children, children's online live action and animated television 
programs, online television programs, children's television programs, educational television 
programs and online live action and animated entertainment television programs, all in the fields of 
children's education and entertainment featuring a wide range of information on topics of interest 
to children; Wireless distribution of television programs, motion pictures, movies, documentaries, 
television series, concerts, musical performances, songs and music, and interstitial programs 
through internet, wireless and global computer networks; Provision of digital signals containing 
entertainment programming, namely, musical entertainment for children, children's television 
programs, children's online live action and animated entertainment television programs, children's 
educational television programs, educational online live action and animated television program for 
children and sports television programs and sports online live action and animated television 
programs for children, all for redistribution to others and for direct distribution to others and for 
direct distribution to owners and operators of satellite, wireless, internet and cable reception 
equipment; Distribution of television programs
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 Application Number 1,847,344  Filing Date 2017-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HockeyTech Inc.
3785 NW 65th Lane
Boca Raton, FL 33496
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ISSHOCKEY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 41
Providing on-line information in the field of hockey; providing sports information featuring hockey 
leagues, teams and players; providing information about hockey leagues, teams and players via a 
website; providing information about hockey leagues, teams and players, player statistics, player 
rankings and player videos via an on-line searchable database; providing prospect information 
about hockey players via an online scouting blog; providing information about sporting events for 
hockey players, namely, hockey games, hockey tournaments, hockey competitions, and clinics 
featuring hockey skills and drills via a website; organizing and conducting sporting events for 
hockey players, namely, hockey games, hockey tournaments, hockey competitions, and clinics 
featuring hockey skills and drills; entertainment services in the nature of production of television 
shows featuring live hockey games to be broadcast live.
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 Application Number 1,849,901  Filing Date 2017-07-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Baycrest Centre For Geriatric Care
3560 Bathurst Street
Toronto
ONTARIO
M6A2E1

Agent
GOODMANS LLP
ATTN: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, 
BAY ADELAIDE CENTRE, 333 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 3400, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H2S7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ArtonTheBrain
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable applications for computers and mobile devices that uses visual art therapy as a 
vehicle for mental stimulation and socialization through three categories of activities: to learn 
through history of the artwork, to play, namely artwork focused puzzle and storytelling games, and 
to mingle, namely share opinions and stories with friends

Services
Class 38
providing user access to a software in the field of web-based applications that uses visual art 
therapy as a vehicle for mental stimulation and socialization through three categories of activities: 
to learn through history of the artwork, to play, namely artwork focused puzzle and storytelling 
games, and to mingle, namely share opinions and stories with friends
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 Application Number 1,849,948  Filing Date 2017-07-28
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Centrale Bergham International inc.
279, rue Sherbrooke Ouest
Suite 409
Montréal
QUÉBEC
H2X1Y2

Agent
GARFINKLE BIDERMAN LLP
Dundee Place, Suite 801, 1 Adelaide Street 
East, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5C2V9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours described below use the PANTONE 
referencing system. PANTONE is a registered trademark. The circular shape at the outermost 
edge of the design features an alternating pattern of orange 021 C and orange 1505 C. The crown 
above the B also features an alternating pattern of orange 021 C and orange 1505 C. The outer 
and inner outlines of the letter B feature an alternating pattern of orange 021 C, orange 1495 C 
and orange 1505 C.

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Prepared salads; French fries and poutines; cretons, jam, marmalade, cheese, cream cheese, 
peanut butter.

 Class 30
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(2) Sandwiches; hamburgers; bread and kebab bread (Turkish); rice; coffee, tea, herbal tea, hot 
sauce; spices; pancake batter mix, French toast batter mix, chocolate-hazelnut topping mix; table 
syrup, honey, maple syrup; bagels, muffins, cakes, cookies, bread, buns.

 Class 32
(3) Soft drinks, fruit juices.

Services
Class 35
(1) Technical assistance in the establishment and operation of restaurant franchises; advertising 
services, namely advertising of goods and services for others; advisory, consulting and 
management services for others in relation to every phase and aspect of operating a snack-bar 
and fast-food-type restaurant.

Class 43
(2) Restaurant services.
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 Application Number 1,851,070  Filing Date 2017-08-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Shikatani Lacroix Design Inc.
387 Richmond St. E.
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5A1P6

Agent
JULIE MACDONELL
(The Trademark Shop), 2300 Yonge St. #1600, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4P1E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SHIKATANI LACROIX DESIGN INC.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Non-luminous aluminum, magnetic, and metal interior and exterior signage.

 Class 09
(2) Luminous and non-luminous neon interior and exterior signage; touch screens, LCD and LED 
screens for use in displaying interactive digital media, namely, video recordings, movies, pictures, 
written text, photos, and video games; digital variable message advertising signs, namely, LED 
advertising signs; virtual reality systems, namely, virtual reality headsets, wearable video display 
monitors, handheld controllers, and computer software to allow users to explore simulated 
environments and interact with simulated objects, for use in the field of advertising and promotional 
campaigns for others; pre-recorded DVDs containing movies, pictures, photographic and digital 
images, and photos, for use in the field of advertising for others; luminous aluminum, magnetic and 
metal interior and exterior signage; luminous fabric interior and exterior signage; luminous acrylic, 
plastic, PVC, and vinyl interior and exterior signage.

 Class 16
(3) Non-luminous acrylic, plastic, PVC, and vinyl interior and exterior signage.

 Class 20
(4) Non-luminous fabric interior and exterior signage; display solutions for merchandise, namely, 
display cases, podiums and donor boards for donor plaques; trade show booths, and kiosks, 
namely informational kiosks, and podiums, all made of wood, textile, fabric, plastic, and metal.

Services
Class 35
(1) Providing advertising services, namely, promoting the goods, services of others through printed 
advertising signs, pamphlets, radio advertisements, television advertisements, and internet 
advertisements; consulting services relating to advertising and marketing, namely developing and 
implementing marketing and advertising strategies and concepts for others; consulting services in 
the fields of designing product packaging, advertising and marketing signs; consulting services, 
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namely, developing marketing strategies and marketing concepts for others; consulting services in 
the field of media planning, namely, the planning and purchasing indoor, outdoor, and online 
advertising media; providing advertising, marketing and promotional services for others, namely, 
development of advertising campaigns for websites, computer applications, newspapers and 
magazines; providing creative marketing design services for others, namely, advertising 
copywriting; providing branding services, namely, consulting, management and the development of 
marketing strategies and concepts of brands for others; designing marketing campaigns for the 
products and services of others; digital media production services, namely, production of television 
advertisements, advertisement videos for use on the Internet; providing business management 
consulting services in the field of advertising; providing public relations services; Advertising 
consultancy services for others, namely, the design and development of interactive computer 
software and websites, graphic art design; providing creative marketing design services for others, 
namely, graphic art design and computer software design.

Class 37
(2) Installation and maintenance of interior signage, exterior signage, overhead directional 
signage, booths, kiosks, podiums, and digital display boards, signs, and screens.

Class 40
(3) Printing of advertising signs for others; custom manufacture of interior signage, exterior 
signage, overhead directional signage, booths, kiosks, podiums, and digital display boards, signs, 
and screens for others.

Class 41
(4) Film and video editing and production services; educational services, namely, providing live 
and on-line talks, seminars, workshops, demonstrations, performances, conferences, speeches, 
and presentations in the fields of marketing, advertising, and promotion of the goods and services 
of others.

Class 42
(5) Consulting services in the field of interior design of retail space and showrooms; creation, 
design, development and maintenance of websites for others; consulting services in the field of 
development and production of websites, mobile applications, films, and video games; computer 
network design and configuration services; design, development and implementation of computer 
software, namely website management system platforms; operating a website providing 
information in the fields of the design of product packaging, advertising and marketing signs, and 
the interior design of retail space and showrooms; providing industrial design services; package 
design; graphic art design; commercial art design; custom design of signage; animation design 
and computer animation production for others; multimedia software design and development 
services; design and development of computer software and mobile application software; custom 
design of interior signage, exterior signage, overhead directional signage, booths, kiosks, podiums 
and digital display boards, signs and screens; consultancy services in the field of overhead 
directional signage and maps.
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 Application Number 1,851,071  Filing Date 2017-08-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Shikatani Lacroix Design Inc.
387 Richmond St. E.
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5A1P6

Agent
JULIE MACDONELL
(The Trademark Shop), 2300 Yonge St. #1600, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4P1E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SLD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Non-luminous aluminum, magnetic, and metal interior and exterior signage.

 Class 09
(2) Luminous and non-luminous neon interior and exterior signage; touch screens, LCD and LED 
screens for use in displaying interactive digital media, namely, video recordings, movies, pictures, 
written text, photos, and video games; digital variable message advertising signs, namely, LED 
advertising signs; virtual reality systems, namely, virtual reality headsets, wearable video display 
monitors, handheld controllers, and computer software to allow users to explore simulated 
environments and interact with simulated objects, for use in the field of advertising and promotional 
campaigns for others; pre-recorded DVDs containing movies, pictures, photographic and digital 
images, and photos, for use in the field of advertising for others; luminous aluminum, magnetic and 
metal interior and exterior signage; luminous fabric interior and exterior signage; luminous acrylic, 
plastic, PVC, and vinyl interior and exterior signage.

 Class 16
(3) Way finding materials, namely, printed maps.

 Class 19
(4) Non-luminous acrylic, plastic, PVC, and vinyl interior and exterior signage.

 Class 20
(5) Non-luminous fabric interior and exterior signage; display solutions for merchandise, namely, 
display cases, podiums and donor boards for donor plaques; trade show booths, and kiosks, 
namely informational kiosks, and podiums, all made of wood, textile, fabric, plastic, and metal.

Services
Class 35
(1) Providing advertising services, namely, promoting the goods, services of others through printed 
advertising signs, pamphlets, radio advertisements, television advertisements, and internet 
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advertisements; consulting services relating to advertising and marketing, namely developing and 
implementing marketing and advertising strategies and concepts for others; consulting services in 
the fields of designing product packaging, advertising and marketing signs; consulting services, 
namely, developing marketing strategies and marketing concepts for others; consulting services in 
the field of media planning, namely, the planning and purchasing indoor, outdoor, and online 
advertising media; providing advertising, marketing and promotional services for others, namely, 
development of advertising campaigns for websites, computer applications, newspapers and 
magazines; providing creative marketing design services for others, namely, advertising 
copywriting; providing branding services, namely, consulting, management and the development of 
marketing strategies and concepts of brands for others; designing marketing campaigns for the 
products and services of others; digital media production services, namely, production of television 
advertisements, advertisement videos for use on the Internet; providing business management 
consulting services in the field of advertising; providing public relations services; Advertising 
consultancy services for others, namely, the design and development of interactive computer 
software and websites, graphic art design; providing creative marketing design services for others, 
namely, graphic art design and computer software design.

Class 37
(2) Installation and maintenance of interior signage, exterior signage, overhead directional 
signage, booths, kiosks, podiums, and digital display boards, signs, and screens.

Class 40
(3) Printing of advertising signs for others; custom manufacture of interior signage, exterior 
signage, overhead directional signage, booths, kiosks, podiums, and digital display boards, signs, 
and screens for others.

Class 41
(4) Film and video editing and production services; educational services, namely, providing live 
and on-line talks, seminars, workshops, demonstrations, performances, conferences, speeches, 
and presentations in the fields of marketing, advertising, and promotion of the goods and services 
of others.

Class 42
(5) Consulting services in the field of interior design of retail space and showrooms; creation, 
design, development and maintenance of websites for others; consulting services in the field of 
development and production of websites, mobile applications, films, and video games; computer 
network design and configuration services; design, development and implementation of computer 
software, namely website management system platforms; operating a website providing 
information in the fields of the design of product packaging, advertising and marketing signs, and 
the interior design of retail space and showrooms; providing industrial design services; package 
design; graphic art design; commercial art design; custom design of signage; animation design 
and computer animation production for others; multimedia software design and development 
services; design and development of computer software and mobile application software; custom 
design of interior signage, exterior signage, overhead directional signage, booths, kiosks, podiums 
and digital display boards, signs and screens; consultancy services in the field of overhead 
directional signage and maps.
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 Application Number 1,851,104  Filing Date 2017-08-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Linux Foundation
1 Letterman Drive
Building D, Suite D4700
San Francisco, CA 94129
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ONAP
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer networking software for administration of computer networks; computer software for 
assisting developers in designing, developing and deploying program code and program blueprints 
for use in multiple application software programs; telecommunications and data networking 
software, namely, software and applications for network control and management to enable the 
lifecycle management of computer networks, cellular networks, and satellite networks, managed 
services to synchronously orchestrate physical and virtual computer network functions, for 
enterprise communication software in the field of Software Defined Networking (SDN) for network 
management to enable dynamic and programmatically efficient computer network configuration in 
order to improve computer network performance, and in the field of Network Functions 
Virtualization (NFV) to maintain computer network architecture in order to run computer network 
hardware and operational software, as well as classes of node functions, to increase 
interoperability of these network components all for use in satellite networks, cellular networks and 
computer networks

Services
Class 35
(1) Association services, namely, promoting the adoption and acceptance of open source 
computer technologies; business meeting planning; providing business networking consultancy in 
the nature of events in the field of open source software

Class 38
(2) Telecommunications and data networking services, namely, providing access to a worldwide 
computer network, and providing high speed access to a global computer information network by 
providing satellite deployment, multi-gigabit broadband installation, for purposes of network control 
and management, Software Defined Networking (SDN), and Network Functions Virtualization 
(NFV)

Class 41
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(3) Arranging and conducting educational conferences in the field of software development; 
arranging and conducting educational conferences in the field of open source software; arranging 
and conducting educational conferences in the field of software development particularly in the 
fields of telecommunications software and data networking software; educational seminars, 
classes, speaker series, conferences and trainings in the field of open source software and 
software development; computer education training services; arranging and conducting business 
conferences in the field of open source software, software development, and software 
development particularly in the fields of telecommunications software and data networking software

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 10, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87331704 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,851,105  Filing Date 2017-08-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Koppers Performance Chemicals Inc.
1016 Everee Inn Road
Griffin, Georgia 30224
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MICROPRO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 19

Treated wood and lumber; Treated wood and lumber used for decking, fences and landscaping.
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 Application Number 1,851,299  Filing Date 2017-08-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Four Seven Four Eight Limited
Montrose House
Clayhill Park, Neston
Cheshire CH64 3RU
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

D3V
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemicals used in the manufacture of food supplements; vitamins for the food industry; 
vitamins for use in the manufacture of food suppléments.

 Class 05
(2) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations, namely, vitamins and nutritional 
supplements used for regulating the immune system, for regulating the thyroid, for regulating the 
blood calcium levels, for the prevention of teeth diseases, for the prevention of bone diseases and 
for the prevention of muscle soreness; nutritional supplements for general health and well-being.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 09, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
3211907 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,851,651  Filing Date 2017-08-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Kono NZ LP
Level 2, Wakatu House, Montgomery Square
Nelson
NEW ZEALAND

Agent
DENTONS CANADA LLP
99 BANK STREET, SUITE 1420, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1H4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LOVE FOR THE LAND | RESPECT FOR THE SEA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations, namely, pharmaceutical preparations 
for the prevention and treatment of psychiatric diseases, degenerative nerve diseases and brain 
disorders, namely, mood, anxiety and cognitive disorders, Alzheimer's disease, cerebral palsy, 
Parkinson's disease, Huntington's disease and multiple sclerosis; pharmaceutical preparations for 
the prevention and treatment of cranial and facial nerve disorders, connective tissue injuries, 
diseases and disorders, bone and cartilage injuries, diseases and disorders; Pharmaceutical 
preparations for the prevention and treatment of neuromuscular and neurological diseases and 
disorders, namely, central nervous system diseases and disorders, namely central nervous system 
infections, brain diseases, central nervous system movement disorders, muscle diseases and 
disorders, namely inflammatory muscle diseases and disorders and muscular dystrophy, ocular 
motility and spinal cord infections, injuries and diseases, and seizure disorders; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the prevention and treatment of genitourinary diseases, namely, inflammatory 
pelvic, vaginitis, dysmenorrhea, cervix erosion, cervicitis, trachelitis, uterine cervicitis, 
endometriosis, sexually transmitted diseases, erectile and sexual dysfunction, infertility and 
incontinence; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular, 
gastrointestinal, hematologic, oncological, ophthalmological and respiratory system diseases and 
disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of autoimmune diseases 
and disorders, namely collagen disease, rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, 
alopecia areata, and systemic sclerosis; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and 
treatment of allergies, hypertension, menopause, diabetic neuropathy, arthritis, and pain; 
antibiotics, antiinfectives, anti-inflammatories, anti-fungals, anti-virals, oral and injectable 
pharmaceutical contraceptives, human vaccines; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention 
and treatment of smoking habits and addictions; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention 
and treatment of renal disease and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and 
treatment of diseases, disorders and infections of the endocrine system, namely growth and 
thyroid disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of muscular 
atrophy; pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of inflammatory diseases, 
namely inflammatory bowel diseases, inflammatory joint diseases, inflammatory connective tissue 
diseases, inflammatory muscle diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
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prevention and treatment of metabolic diseases and disorders, namely diabetes, hypoglycemia, 
muscular dystrophy, sickle cell disease, non-alcoholic steatohepatitis and anemia; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the prevention and treatment of dermatological diseases and conditions, namely 
eczema, atopic dermatitis, psoriasis, bacterial skin infections, fungal skin infections, viral skin 
infections, parasitic skin infections, acne, pyoderma, erosion, ulcer, trauma, burned skin, pain and 
inflammation; veterinary preparations, namely, vaccines, oral and injectable antimicrobial 
preparations for the treatment and control of infectious diseases in food producing animals and 
livestock; veterinary preparations for enhancing reproduction in livestock; biopharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of immunologic diseases, namely, autoimmune diseases, 
immunologic deficiency syndromes; biopharmaceuticals for the treatment of viral diseases, 
namely, herpes, hepatitis, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS); anti-viral agents; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bacterial skin infections, fungal skin infections, 
viral skin infections and parasitic skin infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
viral diseases, namely, herpes, hepatitis, Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS); 
veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for animals to give newborn animals a healthy start; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of metabolic diseases and disorders in animals, 
namely diabetes, hypoglycaemia, gout, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, anemia, obesity and 
hypothyroidism; veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases in 
poultry; veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases in marine 
animals; veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of swine bacterial infectious 
diseases; veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, namely, 
swine dysentery, bacterial enteritis, Bluecomb, pneumonia; veterinary pharmaceutical preparations 
for the treatment of infectious diseases, namely, respiratory infections, eye infections, topical 
infections; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, namely respiratory 
infections, eye infections; medicated animal feed and water additives in the nature of dietary 
supplements for production enhancement for livestock; veterinary preparations for controlling and 
destroying vermin, namely, ectoparasiticides, insecticides and parasiticides; veterinary hormone 
preparations and hormone preparations in the nature of biological implants for animals, namely, 
progesterone, estrogen and testosterone; veterinary preparations for food safety, food animal 
processing and food animal processing aids, namely, bacteriophage, antimicrobials and vaccines 
to reduce levels of food borne pathogens carried in or on livestock, poultry or meat; veterinary 
preparations for companion animals, namely to treat parasitic infections, diabetes, endocrine 
disorders, obesity, blood disorders, dental and oral diseases, pain, inflammation, gastrointestinal 
disorders, central nervous system disorders, neurological and neurodegenerative disorders, 
cardiovascular conditions, dermatologic conditions, urogenital and urinary conditions, 
osteoarthritis, otitis, wound healing, infections, allergy atopic conditions, liver diseases and 
disorders; veterinary preparations for companion animals for nonsurgical sterilization, namely, 
hormones for the control/prevention of reproductive functions; veterinary preparations for treating 
and preventing fleas on companion animals; veterinary preparations, namely vaccines for 
companion animals including horses; veterinary preparations to control infectious diseases and 
parasites in fish, namely, vaccines, parasiticides and insecticides; sanitary towels; sanitary pads; 
sanitary napkins; sanitary tampons; sanitary knickers; sanitary pants; sterile dressings; sterile 
wound dressings; sterilizers for medical instruments; sterilizers for medical use; all-purpose 
disinfectants; food for babies; vitamin and mineral supplements for pets; nutritional supplements 
for livestock feed; nutritional supplements for foodstuffs for animals; nutritional supplements for 
animal foodstuffs; mineral supplements for pets; mineral dietary supplements for animals; pet food 
additives in the form of vitamin and mineral; vitamin supplements in tablet form for making 
effervescent beverages when added to water; electrolyte replacement beverages for medical 
purposes; diabetic fruit juice beverages adapted for medical purposes; drinks containing nutritional 
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supplements for general health and well-being; liquid vitamin supplements; nutritional supplement 
meal replacement beverages for boosting energy; dietetic food adapted for medical use, namely 
meal replacement bars and drinks; dietary and nutritional supplements for weight loss; protein 
dietary supplements; dietary supplements containing fish oil; dietary supplements containing oils 
from marine animals; dietary supplements containing oils from molluscs; dietary fiber to aid 
digestion; medical plasters; medical dressings; bandages for dressings; burn dressings; dressings 
for animals; sterile dressings for burs; dressings for wounds; first aid dressings; gauze for 
dressings; medical and surgical dressings; self-adhesive dressings; skin dressing; sterile burn 
dressing; sterile dressings; sterile wound dressings; sterilized dressing; surgical and medical 
dressings; wadding for dressings; wadding for wound dressing; wound dressings; allpurpose 
disinfectants; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; preparations for destroying vermin; 
fungicides, herbicides;

 Class 29
(2) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, processed, frozen, dried fruits and 
vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; preserved 
fruit (including desiccated fruit products) and vegetables; fruit straps made from dried fruit or fruits; 
meat, not live; cooked meat; frozen meat; preserved meat; dried meat; poultry, not live; cooked 
poultry; frozen poultry; preserved poultry; poultry; game, not live; cooked game; frozen game; 
preserved game; seafood, not live; fish, not live; shellfish, not live; oysters, not live; crabs, not live; 
mussels, not live; lobster, not live; crayfish, not live; koura, not live; paua, not live; clams, not live; 
abalone, not live; prawns, not live; scallops, not live; eels, not live; dried seafood; dried fish; dried 
shellfish; dried oysters; dried crabs; dried mussels; dried lobster; dried crayfish; dried koura; dried 
paua; dried clams; dried abalone; dried prawns; dried scallops; dried eel; preserved seafood; 
preserved fish; preserved shellfish; preserved oysters; preserved crabs; preserved mussels; 
preserved lobster; preserved crayfish; preserved koura; preserved paua; preserved clams; 
preserved abalone; preserved prawns; preserved scallops; preserved eel; smoked seafood; 
smoked fish; smoked shellfish; smoked oysters; smoked crabs; smoked mussels; smoked lobster; 
smoked crayfish; smoked koura; smoked paua; smoked clams; smoked abalone; smoked prawns; 
smoked scallops; smoked eel; meat; dead poultry; game and meat extracts; preserved, dried fruits, 
preserved and dried vegetables, edible pectin, processed dried fruits, dried edible fungi, dried 
edible black fungi; albumen for food; dry fruits

 Class 31
(3) Raw and unprocessed grains; unprocessed grains; germ grains; cereals; grains for planting; 
malt grains, unprocessed; grains for animal consumption; raw grains; unprocessed cereal grains; 
cereal seeds, unprocessed; flax plant seeds, flower seeds, grass seeds, mats containing seeds for 
laying lawns, seeds for flowers; seeds for fruits and vegetables; seeds for plants, plant seeds, 
horticultural seeds; agricultural seeds, seed germ for botanical purposes, seed potatoes, seeds for 
planting, seeds prepared for consumption by animals, unprocessed sunflower seeds; vegetable 
seeds; fresh fruits; apples, pears, kiwifruit, fresh vegetables; natural plants; natural flowers; trees; 
living plants; fresh flowers; dried flowers; dried flowers for decoration; hops; hops, unprocessed; 
wheat, barley, and oats (unprocessed); unprocessed rice; buckwheat (unprocessed); sweet corn; 
tea leaves, unprocessed; turf, natural; seedlings, saplings, pasture grass; potted dwarf trees, 
bonsai; seeds and bulbs for horticultural purposes; raw grains; dried flowers; cut flowers; raw fruits; 
animal feed; malt for animal consumption; live poultry; seafood, live; fish, live; shellfish, live; 
oysters, live; crabs, live; mussels, live; lobster, live; crayfish, live; koura, live; paua, live; clams, 
live; abalone, live; prawns, live; scallops, live; eels, live; fresh edible fungi;

 Class 32
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(4) Beers; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups for making 
beverages; syrups for making refreshing beverages; syrups for making fruit beverages; non-
alcoholic cider; extracts of hops for making beer; fruit drinks and fruit juices; syrups for making 
beverages; non-alcoholic carbonated beverages; non-alcoholic fruit based beverages; non-
alcoholic carbonated beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages;

 Class 33
(5) Wines; fortified wines; cider; hard cider; liqueurs; alcoholic fruit beverages; alcoholic fruit 
cocktail drinks; alcoholic fruit drinks; alcoholic extracts, namely, solid extracts obtained by 
extracting the alcohol-soluble principles of pharmaceuticals, followed by the evaporation of the 
alcohol;

Services
Class 42
(1) Pharmaceutical research and development; research and development of new products for 
others; research and development of vaccines and medicines; research and development of 
vaccines and medicines for animals; testing, inspection and research of pharmaceuticals, 
cosmetics and foodstuffs; testing, inspection and research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics and 
foodstuffs, all for animals; research on the subject of pharmaceuticals and veterinary preparations; 
providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical 
trials; medical research services; bacteriological research; biochemical research; zoological 
research services; scientific research in the field of genetics and genetic engineering; pollution 
prevention research; agrochemical research services; research on the subject of pharmaceuticals; 
research in the field of physics; research in the field of environmental protection; research in the 
field of bacteriology; research in the field of biochemistry; research in the field of chemistry; 
chemical research; providing research and development of new products for others; consultancy 
on crop species improvement technology; provision of scientific information, advice, and 
consultancy in relation to carbon offsetting; consultancy on environmental pollution prevention; 
research in the field of environmental protection; ecological surveys; consultancy on environmental 
protection technology; scientific laboratory services; design of product appearance for others; 
industrial design; industrial analysis and research services; packaging design; graphic arts 
designing; providing information services about fashion commodity design; computer animation 
design; computer system design; network web page design; design of computer hardware, exterior 
appearance; computer software design; industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of computer hardware and software; advisory, consultancy, and information services 
in relation to the aforesaid services, namely, Mechanical engineering services; electrical 
engineering services; chemical engineering services; software engineering services; agricultural 
engineering services; aquaculture engineering services; building engineering services; energy 
engineering services; railway engineering services; industrial engineering services; mechatronics 
engineering services; management engineering services; nano-engineering services; petroleum 
engineering services; textile engineering services; civil engineering services; design of new 
products for others; agriculture research services; aquaculture research services; technical 
consultancy in the field of food research relating to marine creature cultivation technology; 
technical consultancy in the field of food research relating to feeding and raising fish, shrimp and 
other farm-raised marine life; technical consultancy in the field of food researches relating to 
growing fruit and vegetables; provision of scientific information, in relation to carbon offsetting; 
consultancy on environmental pollution prevention; research in the field of environmental 
protection; ecological surveys; consultancy on environmental protection technology; medical 
research laboratory services; agriculture research laboratory services; aquaculture research 
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laboratory services; environmental research laboratory services; industrial research laboratory 
services; industrial product design; packaging design; graphic arts designing; graphic arts 
designing for computer animation; computer system design; network web page design; 
engineering design services; mechanical engineering advisory services; electrical engineering 
advisory services; chemical engineering advisory services; software engineering advisory services; 
agricultural engineering advisory services; aquaculture engineering advisory services; building 
engineering advisory services; energy engineering advisory services; railway engineering advisory 
services; industrial engineering advisory services; mechatronics engineering advisory services; 
nano-engineering advisory services; petroleum engineering advisory services; textile engineering 
advisory services; mechanical engineering consultancy services; electrical engineering 
consultancy services; chemical engineering consultancy services; software engineering 
consultancy services; systems engineering consultancy services; agricultural engineering 
consultancy services; aquaculture engineering consultancy services; building engineering 
consultancy services; energy engineering consultancy services; railway engineering consultancy 
services; industrial engineering consultancy services; mechatronics engineering consultancy 
services; nanoengineering consultancy services; petroleum engineering consultancy services; 
textile engineering consultancy services; mechanical engineering information services; electrical 
engineering information services; chemical engineering information services; software engineering 
information services; agricultural engineering information services; aquaculture engineering 
information services; building engineering information services; energy engineering information 
services; railway engineering information services; industrial engineering information services; 
mechatronics engineering information services; nano-engineering information services; petroleum 
engineering information services; textile engineering information services; industrial product design 
advisory services; industrial product design consultancy services; industrial product design 
information services; scientific research services in the area of food and beverages; technological 
research services in the area of food and beverages; industrial design services; design of 
computer hardware; design of computer software; development of computer hardware; 
development of computer software; scientific research advisory services; scientific research 
consultancy services; scientific research information services; technological research advisory 
services; technological research consultancy services; technological research information 
services; design consultancy in relation to computer hardware; design advisory services in relation 
to computer hardware; design information services in relation to computer hardware; design 
consultancy services in relation to computer software; design advisory services in relation to 
computer software; design information services in relation to computer software; development 
consultancy in relation to computer hardware; development advisory services in relation to 
computer hardware; development information services in relation to computer hardware; 
development consultancy in relation to computer software; development advisory services in 
relation to computer software; development information services in relation to computer software;

Class 44
(2) Medical clinic services; medical and surgical diagnostic services; medical care and analysis 
services related to patient treatment; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human 
beings and animals, namely, beauty salon services, pet grooming services, agriculture, namely 
gardening services, landscaping services; forest habitat restoration; reforestation services; farming 
equipment rental; pest control for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture, and forestry; aerial and 
surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural chemicals; agricultural pest control; vermin 
exterminating for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; livestock farming services; 
advisory, consultancy, and information services in relation to the aforesaid services, namely, 
medical care and analysis services relating to patient treatment; medical clinic services; medical 
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diagnostic services; medical examination services; medical fitness evaluation; medical laboratory 
services; medical nursing services; medical screening; medical testing for diagnostic or treatment 
purposes; medical testing services relating to the diagnosis and treatment of disease; medical 
treatment services provided by clinics and hospitals; providing information relating to the 
preparation and dispensing of medications; emergency medical assistance; medical and nursing 
services for the elderly; medical and surgical diagnostic services; veterinary information services; 
veterinary consultancy services; veterinary advisory services; advisory services in relation to 
hygienic care for human beings; consultancy services in relation to hygienic care for human 
beings; information services in relation to hygienic care for human beings; advisory services in 
relation to hygienic care for animals; consultancy services in relation to hygienic care for animals; 
information services in relation to hygienic care for animals; horticulture advisory services; 
horticulture consultancy services; horticulture information services; aquaculture advisory services; 
aquaculture consultancy services; aquaculture information services; forestry advisory services in 
the field of food and beverage product development; forestry consultancy services in the field of 
food and beverage product development; forestry information services in the field of food and 
beverage product development; consultancy on agriculture, forestry, fishing, and stock farming in 
the field of food and beverage product development; consultancy on marine creature cultivation 
technology; technical consultancy in the fields of feeding and raising fish, shrimp and other farm-
raised marine life; technical consultancy in the fields of growing fruit and vegetables;

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 09, 2017, Country or Office: NEW ZEALAND, Application No: 1068744 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,852,417  Filing Date 2017-08-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hats On For Awareness
11-7695 JANE STREET
VAUGHAN
ONTARIO
L4K1A8

Agent
CARTERS PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
117 Centrepointe Drive, Suite 350, Nepean, 
ONTARIO, K2G5X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HATS ON
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Pre-recorded audio and video tapes, CDs, DVDs and CD-Roms on the subject matter of mental 
illness and addiction.

 Class 14
(2) Hat accessories, namely, hat ornaments of precious metal, hat jewelry; bracelets.

 Class 16
(3) Printed matter, namely, brochures, fact sheets, and magazines; paper banners; posters; 
publications in the field of mental illness and addiction; hat accessories, namely, hat boxes of 
cardboard.

 Class 18
(4) Hat accessories, namely, hat boxes of leather.

 Class 20
(5) Hat accessories, namely, hat racks, hat stands.

 Class 24
(6) Plastic banners, vinyl banners.

 Class 25
(7) Casual clothing; hats, baseball caps.

 Class 26
(8) Hat accessories, namely, hat pins for securing hats.

Services
Class 35
(1) Operation of a charitable organization in the field of mental health and mental health 
awareness; advertising services for promoting the understanding and widespread acceptance of 
mental illness and addiction; promoting public awareness of mental health issues.
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Class 36
(2) Campaigning to raise funds for mental health issues; charitable fundraising campaigns; 
charitable fundraising; charitable services awarding grants to mental health organizations and 
youth support services; management and monitoring of charitable funds.

Class 41
(3) Education services for the public, namely, to educate and increase understanding and 
awareness about mental illness and addiction; educational and training services in the field of 
mental health; organizing of events, namely, galas, walks, marches, appreciation nights, golf 
tournaments, fashion shows, summits, high teas, seminars, forums, receptions and conferences in 
the field of mental health and mental health awareness; publishing of books, magazines, and 
periodicals and online electronic publishing of books, magazines, and periodicals; publishing of 
non-downloadable electronic publications; sporting and cultural activities, namely, marches, walks, 
golf tournaments, and high teas in the field of mental health and mental health awareness; 
organizing of charitable fundraising events.

Class 44
(4) Providing information about mental health via a website; healthcare services in the field of 
mental health; advisory, consultancy and information services in field of mental health and mental 
health awareness.
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 Application Number 1,853,045  Filing Date 2017-08-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Teknor Apex Company
505 Central Avenue
Pawtucket, RI 02861
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1000 RUE DE LA GAUCHETIERE OUEST, 
BUREAU 3300, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, 
H3B4W5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HALGUARD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 01

Halogen free flame retardant compounds for use in wire and cable applications
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 Application Number 1,854,692  Filing Date 2017-08-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ESTI Branding and Global Sourcing Ltd.
380 Markland Street
Markham
ONTARIO
L6C1T6

Agent
AIRD & BERLIS LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 1800, 181 BAY 
STREET, BOX 754, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5J2T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

UGRILL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(2) Barbeques and barbeque accessories, namely thermometers

 Class 11
(3) barbeque accessories, namely cooking grills, rotisseries, barbeque covers and barbeque 
control knobs

 Class 21
(1) Barbeques and barbeque accessories, namely tongs, spatulas, skewers, grilling pans, basting 
brushes, grill brushes, utensil cleaners, oven mitts, knives, forks and utensil storage containers

 Class 25
(4) Barbeques and barbeque accessories, namely barbeque aprons
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 Application Number 1,856,444  Filing Date 2017-09-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

adp Gauselmann GmbH
Merkur-Allee 1-15
32339
Espelkamp
GERMANY

Agent
NEXUS LAW GROUP LLP
777 Hornby Street, Suite 2000, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6Z1S4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer games; video games; downloadable software for playing computer games via web 
browser, gaming console, cellular phone, and wireless handheld units for playing video games; 
computer games and video games recorded on computer readable media; automatic lottery 
machines; downloadable computer software for operating computer games on the internet; 
computer games software for playing online betting games, online prize games, online gambling 
games, online games of skill and online casino games; calculators, including calculators in coin-
operated machines, namely calculators in coin-operated amusement electronic games, and parts 
for the aforesaid goods; computer hardware and software for playing casino and amusement 
arcade games, gaming machines, slot machines, video lottery gaming machines, and games of 
chance via the Internet; coin and banknote authenticating machines and machines for 
authenticating identification cards and credit cards; gaming software that generates and displays 
wager outcomes of gaming machines; none of the foregoing are for use in connection for vehicles 
or vehicle parts or driving games or games that use vehicles as its substantive and prominent 
elements

 Class 28
(2) Gaming machines; arcade games; coin- operated video gaming machines; video games 
consoles adapted for use with external screens and monitors only; roulette tables and roulette 
wheels; coin- operated automatic gaming machines and gaming machines, in particular for gaming 
arcades; coin- operated gaming machines and electronic money-based gaming machines; 
housings adapted for gaming machines and automatic gaming machines; housing of metal, plastic 
and wood for coin-operated gaming machines; gaming tables, namely, table for football and 
billiards; quoits and darts; electric, electronic and electromechanical machines for bingo games, 
lotteries and video lottery games and for betting establishments, networked and unnetworked; LCD 
games consoles; automatic gaming machines; apparatus for accepting and storing money, being a 
component of gaming machines; none of the foregoing are for use in connection for vehicles or 
vehicle parts or driving games or games that use vehicles as its substantive and prominent 
elements
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Services
Class 41
Providing computer games through a global computer network, multi-media electronic broadcast, 
wireless transmission, and the Internet, none of the foregoing are for use in connection for vehicles 
or vehicle parts or driving games or games that use vehicles as its substantive and prominent 
elements.
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 Application Number 1,856,457  Filing Date 2017-09-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CHINA EASTERN AIR HOLDING COMPANY 
LIMITED
No. 2550 Hongqiao Road
Changning District
Shanghai
CHINA

Agent
PERRY + CURRIER
1300 YONGE STREET, SUITE 500, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4T1X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 39
Freighting services; transportation of passenger by air; making reservations and bookings for 
transportation; transportation logistics services, namely, arranging the transportation of goods for 
others; air transportation services; aircraft rental; car rental; rental of warehouses; parcel delivery; 
courier services; booking of seats for travel; travel ticket reservation service.
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 Application Number 1,857,811  Filing Date 2017-09-15
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LE CERCLE DES VACANCES, Société par 
Actions Simplifiée
31 Avenue de l'Opéra
75001 PARIS
FRANCE

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 39
(1) Transport, namely reservation and booking of seats for travel; tourist agency; organization of 
excursions; chartering, namely aircraft chartering, bus chartering, boat chartering; packaging of 
goods; travel arrangement; provision of information related to transport; logistics services related 
to transport, namely arranging of transport for sightseeing tours; garage rental; rental of garage 
and parking spaces; vehicle rental; taxi transport; storage of electronically stored documents or 
data carriers; escorting of travellers; bus services; coach rental; pleasure boat transport; rental of 
boats; ship brokerage; freight brokerage; transport brokerage; arranging of cruises; information 
related to traffic and itineraries; reservation of seats for transport; air transport of travellers, air 
transport of passengers; distribution of newspapers; freight forwarding services;

Class 41
(2) Entertainment, namely booking of tickets and seats for entertainment and sporting and cultural 
events; sporting and cultural activities, namely entertainment consisting of baseball games, 
entertainment consisting of football games, entertainment consisting of plays and concerts; 
operation of a website providing information related to entertainment or education for children; 
country club services; holiday camp services; comedy club services; conduct of guided tours, 
namely holding guided tours of tourist sites for educational purposes; publishing of books; book 
lending; production of motion picture films; production of films on video tape; rental of sound 
recordings, namely rental of phonographic and musical recordings; editing of video tapes; 
photography services, namely photo editing, rental of photographs; organization of competitions 
(education or entertainment), namely organization of promotional contests in the form of games of 
chance [draws] and q&a games for travellers; organization and conduct of colloquia for the travel 
industry; organization and conduct of conferences related to the travel industry; organization and 
conduct of conventions for the travel industry; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
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purposes, namely organization and holding of art exhibitions; seat reservations for performances; 
online gaming services offered through a computer network; online electronic publishing of books 
and periodicals; desktop publishing; organization and conduct of seminars for the travel industry;

Class 43
(3) Catering services for hotels; temporary accommodation, namely provision of hotel 
accommodation; bar services; catering services; hotel services; reservation of temporary 
accommodations, namely reservation of hotel rooms for travellers, booking of campgrounds; 
daycare services for children; provision of campgrounds; lodging agency services [hotels, boarding 
houses], namely agency services for booking hotel accommodation; booking of boarding houses; 
hotel reservations.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 22, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 174348080 in 
association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,858,232  Filing Date 2017-09-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BIOMERENEWABLES INC.
195 Langley Ave
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4K1B8

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
3700 CANTERRA TOWER, 400 - THIRD 
AVENUE S.W., CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P4H2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BIOME
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Electrical energy turbines, namely, electricity generating turbines used for the generation of 
electricity from wind energy, tidal energy, and hydro energy; Renewable energy devices, namely, 
rotors, rotor blades, and mechanical rotating components used in fluid-dynamic structures used to 
generate electricity from wind energy, tidal energy, and hydro-energy; Electrical and electronic 
apparatus and equipment, namely, turbines and associated fluid-dynamic structures, all for use in 
generating energy obtained from alternative energy sources; Machines and machine tools, 
namely, generators for producing electric power by way of a moving fluid, and parts and fittings 
therefor; Rotating parts of machine engines, namely, turbochargers, intake fans, and additive 
manufacturing machines, namely, three dimensional (3D) printers and four dimensional (4D) 
printers; turbine generators, and parts and fittings therefor; turbines for generation of electricity, 
and parts and fittings therefor; wind turbines, and parts and fittings therefor; water turbines, and 
parts and fittings therefor; tidal turbines, and parts and fittings therefor; hydro-electric turbines, and 
parts and fittings therefor; hydro turbines, and parts and fittings therefor; kite turbines, and parts 
and fittings therefor; ram-air turbines and parts and fittings therefor; enhancement devices for 
turbine generators to increase the efficiency of electricity generation by way of moving fluids, 
namely, an aerodynamic nosecone; turbochargers for internal combustion engines; fluid pumps as 
parts of machines, motors and engines; pump impellers; apparatus for the production of energy 
and electricity in the nature of fluid redirecting devices, namely, power-producing nosecones for 
wind turbines, tidal turbines, hydro-electric turbines, propellers, and fluidic devices employing fluid 
signals for establishing fluid control, namely, wind turbines, tidal turbines, hydro-electric turbines; 
energy storage devices, namely, machine flywheels.

 Class 09
(2) Energy storage devices, namely, rechargeable electric batteries, gravity-based batteries and 
pressurebased batteries.

 Class 11
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(3) Apparatus for heating and drying in the nature of hair dryers and hand dryers; energy storage 
devices, namely, steam accumulators.

Services
Class 42
Scientific and technological services, namely, research and design in the field of biomimicry, 
biologicallyinspired engineering and design, bionics, industrial design, mechanical engineering, 
aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, additive manufacturing and materials engineering; Scientific 
research consultancy in the field of energy efficiency; Consultancy relating to computer software 
design in the field of energy efficiency.
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 Application Number 1,858,513  Filing Date 2017-09-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

adp Gauselmann GmbH
Merkur-Allee 1-15
32339
Espelkamp
GERMANY

Agent
NEXUS LAW GROUP LLP
777 Hornby Street, Suite 2000, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6Z1S4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ZIPPER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer games; video games; downloadable software for playing computer games via web 
browser, gaming console, cellular phone, and wireless video gaming device; software for playing 
video games; downloadable computer games provided through a global computer network, 
supplied by means of multimedia electronic broadcast, through telecommunications and electronic 
transmission, and via the internet; computer games and video games recorded on computer 
readable media; computer software for operating computer games on the internet; computer 
games software for playing online betting games, online prize games, online gambling games, 
online games of skill and online casino games.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 07, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 16563074 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,859,032  Filing Date 2017-09-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NAVAL GROUP
(une société anonyme française)
40-42 rue du Docteur Finlay
75015 Paris
FRANCE

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. 
RED (PANTONE 185 C) for the upper-right portion of the letter 'V'; BLUE (PANTONE 661 C) for 
the remaining letters forming the reading matter. *PANTONE is a registered trade-mark.

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Machine tools for production of wind and tidal turbines and ocean thermal energy conversion, 
namely, generators for wind and tidal turbines; Motors and engines (except for land vehicles), 
namely, motors for boats, submarine motors, motors and engines used in industrial applications; 
Machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); Motors and engines for 
water vehicles, parts and fittings for the aforesaid motors and engines, namely, submarine motors 
and engines, engine bearings, stand-alone energy generators for submarine propulsion; Turbines 
for power generation, namely, turbine for generation of electricity; Alternators for generating 
energy, namely alternators for boats and submarines; Wind turbines; Motors for windmills; 
Industrial Robots (machines); Devices for assisting with the handling of shipborne helicopters, 
namely, electronic controller for flight control systems; Floating wind turbines, Wind turbines; Water 
mills; Devices for generating electricity, blades and rotors for wind turbines, namely, underwater 
turbine electricity generators;

 Class 09
(2) Apparatus and instruments for the computer-assisted design of ships and weapons systems, 
for the operation and control of ships, navigation instruments, namely, computer hardware, 
directional compasses; Electrical systems, namely, electric generators, electric fuel cells, electric 
convertors and circuits for the production and distribution of electricity for sea and submarine 
vehicles and naval weapon systems; Acoustic, electronic and electromagnetic apparatus and 
instruments, namely, radar receivers, sonars, electromagnetic antennas for naval weapon 
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systems; Scientific (other than for medical purposes), nautical, surveying, photographic, 
cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving and 
teaching apparatus and instruments, namely, satellites for scientific purposes, optical condensers, 
ammeters, frequency meters, water meters, photographic cameras, photographic lenses, 
photographic negatives, marking and signalling buoys, and audiovisual teaching apparatus, 
namely, video projector, sound projectors and amplifiers, LCD projectors; Apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, distributing, transforming, accumulating, adjusting and controlling 
electricity namely, electronic circuits, electronic circuit boards, electric circuit closers, electric 
connectors, electric control panels, power distribution panels, electronic conductors for integrated 
circuits and fuel cells, current transformers, electric voltage transformers, electric accumulators for 
vehicles; Optronic apparatus and instruments, namely, photoelectric sensors, photoelectric 
detector, phototubes; apparatus and instruments for detecting and collecting data, for categorising, 
checking, recording, interpreting, signalling, simulating, reproduction, processing, transmission and 
visualising sound and images, namely, sonars, and sonar equipment and parts thereof; 
Communication and telecommunication apparatus, namely, communication computers, 
microphones for communication devices, electric capacitors for telecommunication apparatus, 
electrical transformers for telecommunication apparatus, marine radios, radio frequency adaptors; 
Magnetic, optical and digital data carriers, recording discs, namely, blank magnetic tapes for tape 
recorders, blank optical disk, blank digital videodiscs; Calculators, consoles, namely, electricity 
distribution consoles, computers, recorded computer software and programs for database 
management, software packages, namely, computer software and user manuals in electronic 
format for operating naval weapon systems, computer interfaces boards, data carriers, namely, 
pre-recorded optical discs containing information on global positioning system in the naval field; 
Data processing equipments and apparatus, namely, acoustic couplers; Peripheral devices for 
computers, namely, computer hardware; Batteries, namely, electric storage batteries, general 
purpose batteries, hightension batteries, Electric batteries for vehicles; Devices for simulating 
naval strategy training, namely, simulators for the steering and control of vehicles and 
microcomputers; Electronic and information technology devices for managing and controlling the 
launch of torpedoes, namely, electric control panels for the launch of torpedoes; Radar apparatus, 
Sonars; Electric installations for controlling of combat systems and on-board electric systems of 
naval installations; Simulators, namely cabins reproducing the simulated environment, immersive 
means (cabins, platforms, gangways), means for reproducing the all or some of the functional, 
environmental, visual and dynamic aspects of premises (moving cabins), namely, naval simulators, 
naval simulators for submarines, vehicle drive training simulators; Computer software for 
simulating the handling of platforms, combat devices, navigation devices, namely, radar detectors 
and global positioning satellite (GPS) receivers; software for environment and equipment 
simulation used by marine surface vessels, submarines, nuclear reactors, naval aviation taking 
into account the physical phenomena relating to the environment in the nature of electromagnetic 
propagation, sound propagation, thermodynamics, restitution of visual and sound environments; 
computer software for modelling of equipment for controlling platform installations in the field of 
propulsion systems, electric factories, nuclear reactors, and the safety of nuclear and civil 
installations, namely, power plants, aircraft carriers, submarines surface ships; tools (computer 
software) for modelling navigation equipment, namely, marine compasses; On-board equipment 
for the dynamic control of naval platforms, namely, directional compasses, marine compasses; 
Computer programs and computer software for monitoring and controlling surface ships, 
unmanned vehicles, submarine vehicles and naval weapon systems in the fields of 
hydrodynamics, fluid mechanics, automatic control engineering and optimization; devices for the 
automatic steering of marine crafts or and vessels, namely, navigation computers for water 
vehicles; Dynamic positioning devices, namely, global positioning system (GPS) receivers; Ship 
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movement stabilisation devices, namely, ship stabilizer consisting of fins to reduce movement due 
to wind and waves; Automated devices for monitoring the behaviour of ships, namely, automatic 
identification system; Apparatus for converting energy from movements of the sea and from the 
wind and from the water temperature, namely, energy converters activated by the movement of the 
sea, wind and water temperature; Energy collectors, namely, solar panels for the production of 
electricity, solar energy collection plate for power generation; floating periscopes; Decoy electronic 
and electromechanical devices (countermeasures) for defence purposes, namely, infrared sensors 
and GPS navigation device as missiles, flares and chaff and jamming devices; Computer devices 
(computer software) for managing combat and command and navigation assistance, namely, 
computer software for data processing for combat management and navigation control support; 
Commutators, namely, circuit breakers, voltage regulators, switchboards, integrated circuits; 
Energy sensors, namely, thermal sensors, sensors for determining heat; Signal sensors, namely, 
proximity sensor; Encryption apparatus and instruments, namely, electronic encryption units, 
computer software for encryption of data in naval systems, weapons systems, integrated combat 
systems, and submarines; Computer devices (computer software) for encryption of data in naval 
systems, weapons systems, integrated combat systems, submarines and electronic devices (data 
processing equipment), namely, computer software for enabling battle management and the 
planning of combat and navigation missions; Air and maritime navigation devices, namely, global 
positioning system (GPS) consisting of computers, computer software, transmitters, receivers, and 
network interface devices; Electronic and computer devices (software) for combat management 
and command assistance, namely, computer software for detecting, identifying, classifying, 
transmitting, managing and applying defense and attack scenarios to provide navigation 
intelligence for combat management and control support; Electronic sub-assemblies for the 
management and control of missile and torpedo launch modules and of the firing of ammunition.

 Class 11
(3) Underwater modules for generating nuclear energy, namely, nuclear generators; Transportable 
nuclear power plants (installations for processing nuclear fuel and moderators); Equipment for 
generating nuclear and non-nuclear energy, namely, nuclear generators and nuclear reactors, 
acetylene generators, steam generators, wind turbine ventilators and tidal turbine ventilators;

 Class 12
(4) Vehicles namely, cars, train carriage, airplanes, boats, apparatus for locomotion by land, air 
and water; Marine vehicles and submarines, namely, surface ships, surface combatant ships with 
integrated combat systems, submarines, nuclear-powered submarines, submarines with integrated 
combat systems; Towed devices for marine vehicles and submarines, namely, tow bars; Supply 
ships; Marine, underwater and aerial drones; Automated marine recovery vehicles, namely, tow 
boats, for manned and unmanned vehicles, namely, boats, ships; Consoles, namely, steering 
consoles for boats and submarines.

 Class 13
(5) Firearms, ammunition and projectiles, namely, pyrotechnic projectiles, guided projectiles; 
explosives, fireworks; Integrated combat devices for submarines for managing and ensuring the 
deployment of weapons, including namely launchers for missiles, torpedoes, and mines; Modules 
for launching missiles and torpedoes, namely, rocket launchers; Sub-assemblies for handling and 
reloading of ammunition in modules, namely, cartridge filling apparatus; Integrated combat devices 
for submarines, namely amour-piercing projectiles, armour-piercing shells, nuclear weapons; 
Pyrotechnic demolition equipment, pyrotechnic neutralisation and decoy equipment, namely, 
pyrotechnic missiles, pyrotechnic charges; Self-powered aero-naval targets (decoys), namely, 
radio-controlled aerial targets for military use.
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Services
Class 37
(1) Ship building; Construction of naval bases; Repair and maintenance of ships, submarines, 
drones, underwater generators for generating nuclear energy, wind turbines, marine current 
turbines, modules and equipment for generating nuclear and non-nuclear energy, namely, nuclear 
generators and nuclear reactors, acetylene generators, steam generators; Installation and 
commissioning of drones, underwater generator for generating nuclear energy, wind turbines, 
marine current turbines, modules and equipment for generating nuclear and non-nuclear energy 
namely, nuclear generators and nuclear reactors, acetylene generators, steam generators; 
Assembly and maintenance of combat weapon systems, and components mounted on ships and 
launching platforms; Assembly and maintenance of ships, submarines, underwater generators for 
generating nuclear energy, wind turbines, marine current turbines, modules and equipment for 
generating nuclear and non-nuclear energy namely, nuclear generators and nuclear reactors, 
acetylene generators, steam generators; Installation, repair and maintenance of scientific and 
nautical apparatus, namely, sonars, sonar equipment and parts thereof, and instruments, 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or and 
controlling electricity, namely, electronic circuits, electronic circuit boards, electric circuit closers, 
electric connectors, electric control panels, power distribution panels, electronic conductors for 
integrated circuits and fuel cells, current transformers, electric voltage transformers, electric 
accumulators for vehicles, underwater and surface modules for generating nuclear and non-
nuclear energy and transportable nuclear power plants, namely, nuclear generators; installation, 
maintenance and repair of weapons, namely, ballistic weapons, laser weapons, nuclear weapons 
and navigation systems;

Class 38
(2) Telecommunication consultation, namely, wireless and remote consultation of Internet of 
Things in the naval energy, civil nuclear engineering, naval aviation, renewable energy, nuclear 
energy, and solar energy fields; Communications via computer terminals on networks of all kinds 
and using technical means and procedures of all kinds, namely communication by computer 
terminals, on fiber optic networks and via radio, telegraph, telephone and television transmissions; 
Communications by fibre optic networks, namely, providing Internet access via fibre optic 
broadband networks; Providing access to databases in the naval energy field; Providing access to 
databases in the nuclear energy field; Providing access to databases in the civil nuclear 
engineering field; Providing access to databases in the naval aviation field; Providing access to 
databases in the renewable energy, nuclear energy and solar energy field; Providing of stationary 
or onboard systems for communication between computers (telecommunications) namely, 
providing multiple access to global computer information networks for the transfer and 
dissemination of a wide range of information; High-speed transmission of sensor data and 
computer analyzed data, namely text messages, voicemails, surveillance videos and tutorial 
videos in the naval energy, nuclear energy, aeronaval, civil nuclear engineering, renewable 
energy, nuclear energy and solar energy fields, by radio waves, sound waves and satellite; 
Transmission of digital files, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files via a peer-topeer 
network; rental of access time to a computer database server center in the naval, nuclear, civil, 
naval aviation and the energy fields;

Class 41
(3) Education courses in the field of naval combat systems; Providing of training, namely, training 
services in the field of submarine systems, staff training, in the field of technical assistance for 
naval on-board systems; Arranging of practical training for personnel on on-board simulators and 
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systems, namely, naval vessel simulators; Providing of training and instruction for personnel 
(crews) based on simulators in the naval, nuclear, aeronaval, civil and energy fields (providing of 
training), namely, simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; providing of training in the 
operation and maintenance of nuclear installations, platforms, combat and navigation, based on 
simulators, namely, individual and group training services in the field of operations and 
maintenance of nuclear installations, naval platform, naval combat system; Organization of 
competitions, contests and games for educational and entertainment purposes, namely, 
hackathons in the naval energy, nuclear energy, aeronaval, civil nuclear engineering, renewable 
energy, nuclear energy and solar energy fields; Arranging and conducting of conferences, 
congresses and symposiums in the field of naval vessel operation; Publication of journals, books 
and electronic books in the field of marine renewable energy, naval combat systems and 
submarines;

Class 42
(4) Engineering, namely, research and development of new products, for others, research in the 
field of augmented reality, and design and development of new products in the aforesaid field, for 
others; Technical consultancy in the field of energy production, and the naval energy, nuclear 
energy, naval aviation and civilian navigation fields; technical surveying, Conducting technical 
project studies, namely, technical research in the naval energy, nuclear energy, naval aviation, 
civilian navigation and energy production, namely, renewable energy, solar energy and nuclear 
energy fields; Design of ships; Naval architecture; Scientific and technological research, design 
and development, in the naval energy, nuclear energy, aeronaval, civil engineering and energy, 
namely, renewable energy, solar energy and nuclear energy, fields; Analysis and research in the 
fields of, electronic and computer apparatus, and in the naval energy, nuclear energy, civil nuclear 
engineering, aeronaval, augmented reality and energy namely, renewable energy, solar energy 
and nuclear energy, fields; Engineering evaluations, estimates and research in the field of science 
and technology, namely, assessment and evaluation of inventions, water quality control services; 
design, development, installation, updating, rental and maintenance of computer software; 
Designing and development of computers; Computer programming for memory cards, electronic 
cards, databases or networks; Conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion, namely, document data transfer and conversion from one media to another; 
conversion of documents from physical to electronic data; Design and development of computer 
software in the fields of naval engineering and naval architecture, computer simulation software, 
computer software for simulating the operation of nuclear installations, ships, combat systems and 
installations for generating energy; Maintenance of the operational condition of systems for the 
providing of training to personnel in the naval, nuclear, aeronaval, civil and energy fields, namely, 
maintenance of a computer software in connection with the operational condition of systems for 
person practice and training; Design, development, updating and maintenance of computer 
software for aerodynamics, hydrodynamics and optimising multidisciplinary design; Computer 
programming and use of databases in the field of hydrodynamics; Surveying in the fields of on-
board measurement, control laws and digital simulation, the landing and recovery of drones; 
Inspection of naval and underwater structures, namely, submarines, surface ships, underwater 
drones.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 31, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 17 4 351 343 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,859,071  Filing Date 2017-09-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wenger S.A.
Route de Bâle 63
2800 Delémont
SWITZERLAND

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
Box 11115 Royal Centre, 2300 - 1055 West 
Georgia Street, Vancouver, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6E3P3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The word WENGER is black. The cross is white 
on a red background outlined by a white band surrounded by a red outline.

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Coutellerie, couteaux à tout faire, couteaux multifonctions, couteaux de poche, couteaux pliant, 
outils à main entraînés manuellement, pinces, scies à main, tournevis, alênes, ciseaux à bois, clés 
hexagonales, forets pour perceuses à main, écailleurs à poisson, pinces à hameçon, limes, 
nommement, limes à ongles électriques, limes émeri, limes à main, limes à aiguilles, limes à 
ongles, coupe-ongles, pincettes manuelles, cisailles, aiguiseurs de couteaux, pinces à dénuder, 
couteaux multifonctions et outils à main multifonctions entraînés manuellement, tous les produits 
précités étant de provenance suisse; couteaux multifonctions et outils à main multifonctions 
entraînés manuellement comprenant lames pour couteaux et pinces et scies à main et tournevis et 
alênes et ciseaux à bois et clés hexagonales et forets pour perceuses à main et écailleurs à 
poisson et pinces à hameçon et limes et limes à ongles et coupe-ongles et pincettes manuelles et 
cisailles et affiloirs de couteaux et spatules manuels et pinces à dénuder et aiguilles et ouvre-
boîtes et ouvrebouteilles et tire-bouchons et cure-dents et crochets multifonctions et coupe-cigares 
et stylos-billes et loupes (optique) et étalons de mesure et thermomètres (non à usage médical) et 
baromètres et altimètres et compas et lecteurs MP3 et clés USB et lampes LED, fourchettes et 
cuillers, affûteurs pour lames de rasoirs actionnés manuellement, tous les produits précités étant 
de provenance suisse; gaines à couteaux, housses pour couteaux et outils et instruments à main 
entraînés manuellement, tous les produits précités étant de provenance suisse.

 Class 18
(2) Malles et valises, sacs de sport de tous usage, serviettes en cuir, portefeuilles, sacs de plage, 
sacs de campeurs, sacs à provisions, sacs à main, sacs de voyage, serviettes d'écoliers, sacs à 
dos, parapluies, parasols et cannes, tous les produits précités étant de provenance suisse.
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 Application Number 1,859,764  Filing Date 2017-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Julian Figiel
1503-250 Scarlett Rd
Toronto
ONTARIO
M6N4X5

Agent
JULIE MACDONELL
(The Trademark Shop), 2300 Yonge St. #1600, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4P1E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HELLO WENDIGO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Musical sound recordings and audio-visual recordings, namely, cassette tapes, vinyl records, 
compact discs, audio discs, phonograph records, videodiscs, DVDs, downloadable digital audio 
files, all featuring music, digital music videos, television programs, and motion pictures; 
downloadable video recordings featuring music; downloadable electronic publications in the nature 
of books, magazines, journals, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets and newsletters, all in the field of 
music and entertainment

 Class 16
(2) Printed advertising signs, posters, stickers and decals

Services
Class 35
(1) Online retail store services featuring posters and stickers

Class 38
(2) Transmission of audio-visual content such as movies, music, news for others via the Internet; 
streaming of audio and video material on the Internet featuring movies, music, and news

Class 41
(3) Entertainment in the nature of live performances by a musical band and musical artist; 
entertainment, namely, live music concerts; entertainment, namely, personal appearances by a 
musical band; music publishing services; providing recordings of musical performances, music 
videos, related film clips, and photographs via a website; entertainment services, namely, 
providing non-downloadable pre-recorded music, information in the field of music, commentary 
and articles about music, all online via the Internet; musical composition and transcription services; 
entertainment services in the nature of live and televised performances by a musical band
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 Application Number 1,861,438  Filing Date 2017-10-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NAAWA CORPORATION, a legal entity
203 - 125 Norfinch Drive
Toronto
ONTARIO
M3N1W8

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NO CLAIM REWARD BONUS
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Selling roadside assistance services of others.

Class 36
(2) Providing extended warranties on automobiles.
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 Application Number 1,862,103  Filing Date 2017-10-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Caldic B.V.
Westerlaan 1
3016 CK Rotterdam
NETHERLANDS

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The trademark consists of an orange design to the 
left of the word CALDIC which appears in white letters which are outlined in grey. The entire 
background is white.

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of food and beverages, chemical preparations 
for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, chemical additives and preservatives for use in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; fire extinguishing compositions; chemical substances for 
preserving foodstuffs; enzymes, preserving agents and additives for the manufacture of foodstuffs; 
emulsifiers, namely, emulsifiers for the manufacture of foods, emulsifiers for the manufacture of 
cosmetics; antifreeze; glycerin and glycols; natural gums for the manufacture of foodstuffs; cooling 
fluids in the nature of antifreeze for vehicle cooling systems and brake fluids; additives to improve 
the production and preparation of food and beverages such as defoaming agents, anti-foaming 
agents, chemical solvents [additives] and chemical substances for use as additives for industrial 
lubricants to release food from molds, packaging, for easier processing and shaping food on the 
basis of silicones; chemical additives and preparations on the basis of silicones used in the 
production of devices and auxiliaries in the nature of food packages and wrappings destined for 
direct and indirect and occasional food contact for use in the food and beverage industry

 Class 02
(2) Colorants for foodstuff

 Class 04
(3) Industrial oils and greases; lubricants, namely, all purpose lubricants, industrial lubricants

 Class 05
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(4) Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, namely, dietary 
supplements consisting of amino acids, dietetic sugar for medical use, animal feed supplements, 
dietary supplements for promoting weight loss, dietary supplements for general health and well-
being and food for babies

 Class 29
(5) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and steamed fruits and 
vegetables; jellies and jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats

 Class 30
(6) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made 
from cereals, namely, corn starch, flours, cake batters and bread crumbs, bread and cake mixes; 
confectionery, namely, chocolate confectionery, sugar confectionery, candy, chocolate and cocoa; 
edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces and 
condiments, namely, barbecue sauce, tomato sauce, hot sauce, sauce mixes, salad dressings, 
soya sauce, tamari sauce, worcestershire sauce, mayonnaise, fruit sauces, sweeteners, syrups, 
ice cream and dessert sauces, namely, chocolate sauce and caramel sauce; spices; aromatic 
preparations, namely, spice extracts, beverage flavourings, food flavourings, yeast extracts; 
spices, herbs; natural sweeteners, sweetened gelatin, enrichment blends for use in the preparation 
of food and beverages

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 11, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 016587586 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,862,116  Filing Date 2017-10-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

PACIFIC WESTERN BREWING COMPANY 
LTD.
3876 Norland Avenue
Burnaby
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V5G4T9

Agent
JAMES P. HATTON
(FARRIS, VAUGHAN, WILLS & MURPHY 
LLP), P.O. BOX 10026, PACIFIC CENTRE 
SOUTH, TORONTO-DOMINION BANK 
TOWER, 700 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7T1B3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PACIFIC COOL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 32

Brewed, alcoholic beverages, namely Beer.
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 Application Number 1,862,120  Filing Date 2017-10-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Caldic B.V.
Westerlaan 1
3016 CK Rotterdam
NETHERLANDS

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The design is orange on a white background.

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemical additives for use in the manufacture of food and beverages, chemical preparations 
for use in the manufacture of cosmetics, chemical additives and preservatives for use in the 
manufacture of pharmaceuticals; fire extinguishing compositions; chemical substances for 
preserving foodstuffs; enzymes, preserving agents and additives for the manufacture of foodstuffs; 
emulsifiers, namely, emulsifiers for the manufacture of foods, emulsifiers for the manufacture of 
cosmetics; antifreeze; glycerin and glycols; natural gums for the manufacture of foodstuffs; cooling 
fluids in the nature of antifreeze for vehicle cooling systems and brake fluids; additives to improve 
the production and preparation of food and beverages such as defoaming agents, anti-foaming 
agents, chemical solvents [additives] and chemical substances for use as additives for industrial 
lubricants to release food from molds, packaging, for easier processing and shaping food on the 
basis of silicones; chemical additives and preparations on the basis of silicones used in the 
production of devices and auxiliaries in the nature of food packages and wrappings destined for 
direct and indirect and occasional food contact for use in the food and beverage industry
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 Class 02
(2) Colorants for foodstuff

 Class 04
(3) Industrial oils and greases; lubricants, namely, all purpose lubricants, industrial lubricants

 Class 05
(4) Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, namely, dietary 
supplements consisting of amino acids, dietetic sugar for medical use, animal feed supplements, 
dietary supplements for promoting weight loss, dietary supplements for general health and well-
being and food for babies

 Class 29
(5) Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and steamed fruits and 
vegetables; jellies and jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; edible oils and fats

 Class 30
(6) Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made 
from cereals, namely, corn starch, flours, cake batters and bread crumbs, bread and cake mixes; 
confectionery, namely, chocolate confectionery, sugar confectionery, candy, chocolate and cocoa; 
edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt; mustard; vinegar, sauces and 
condiments, namely, barbecue sauce, tomato sauce, hot sauce, sauce mixes, salad dressings, 
soya sauce, tamari sauce, worcestershire sauce, mayonnaise, fruit sauces, sweeteners, syrups, 
ice cream and dessert sauces, namely, chocolate sauce and caramel sauce; spices; aromatic 
preparations, namely, spice extracts, beverage flavourings, food flavourings, yeast extracts; 
spices, herbs; natural sweeteners, sweetened gelatin, enrichment blends for use in the preparation 
of food and beverages

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 11, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 016587628 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,862,601  Filing Date 2017-10-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

WEWORK COMPANIES INC.
115 West 18th Street
New York, NY 10011
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WEWORK
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(3) Promoting awareness of the benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in 
daily living, namely, changes to fitness levels, through the distribution of discount cards to enable 
businesses to increase productivity and lower health care costs; promoting awareness of the 
benefits of making health, wellness and nutritional changes in daily living, namely, changes to diet 
and stress levels, through the distribution of discount cards to enable businesses to increase 
productivity and lower health care costs

Class 41
(2) physical fitness consulting services; providing information in the field of fitness; Wellness and 
health-related consulting services, namely, consulting services in the field of fitness; Providing 
information in the fields of meditation counselling; Providing information in the field of meditation 
counselling via a website

Class 44
(1) Medical, hygienic and beauty care services, namely, medical counselling relating to stress, 
providing weight loss program services, medical fitness evaluation, dermatology services, health 
spa services, namely cosmetic body care services, providing Turkish bath, steam room and sauna 
facilities, providing mineral baths, massage services, manicure and pedicure services, bodywork 
therapy, nutrition counseling; Health care services, namely, wellness programs, namely, health 
spa services, cosmetic body care services, facial treatment services, manicure and pedicure 
services, massage services, dietary and nutritional guidance; Nutrition counseling; Providing 
information in the field of nutrition; Wellness and health-related consulting services, namely, 
consulting services in the field of weight management, food and nutrition consultation services, 
psychological consultation, consultancy in the field of cosmetics, health care consultancy in the 
field of occupational therapy; Health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit 
offered at a health club facility; Hair salon services; providing information in the fields of health and 
wellness, namely, providing information relating to dietary and nutritional guidance, providing 
information relating to massage, providing medical information in the field of dermatology, 
providing information in the field of stress management, providing information in the field of weight 
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management, providing information in the field of mental health, providing information in the field of 
alternative health and healing, namely, acupressure therapy, acupuncture, art therapy, 
chiropractics, dietician services, homeopathic remedies for the treatment of colds and flu, 
homeopathic remedies for the treatment of headaches, hot rock therapy and massage; providing 
information in the field of healthy living and lifestyle wellness, namely, providing information 
relating to dietary and nutritional guidance, providing information relating to massage, providing 
medical information in the field of dermatology, providing information in the field of stress 
management, providing information in the field of weight management, providing information in the 
field of mental health, providing information in the field of alternative health and healing, namely, 
acupressure therapy, acupuncture, art therapy, chiropractics, dietician services, homeopathic 
remedies for the treatment of colds and flu, homeopathic remedies for the treatment of headaches, 
hot rock therapy and massage via a website
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 Application Number 1,864,216  Filing Date 2017-10-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

York Roast Co Group Ltd
Unit 1, James Street, The Raylor Centre
York, YO10 3DW
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 16

(1) Books; brochures; leaflets; paper, cardboard and goods made of these materials, namely 
menus, posters, labels, adhesives, stickers, transfers, packaging and bags; notebooks; carrier 
bags of paper; bookmarks; postcards; greetings cards; wrapping and packaging materials namely 
paper food wrap and plastic food wrap; photographs; pictures; writing instruments; paper napkins; 
gift vouchers; gift card and gift certificates

 Class 21
(2) Crockery; containers for storage of food; drinks coasters; chopping boards; cookware; cooking 
skewers; glasses namely drinking glasses

 Class 24
(3) Tea towels

 Class 25
(4) Clothing namely casual shirts, children's shirts, men's shirts, women's shirts, short-sleeve 
shirts, long-sleeve shirts, sweatshirts, vests, promotional t-shirts, hooded jackets, hooded 
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pullovers, hooded sweatshirts, hooded tops, sweaters and aprons and headgear namely chefs' 
hats and baseball caps

 Class 29
(5) Meat, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried, roasted, frozen and otherwise 
processed namely dried, salted and smoked meat and vegetables; jellies; jams; compotes; eggs; 
milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; snacks namely pork rind

 Class 30
(6) Flour and preparations made from flour namely puddings; cereals namely puddings, bread, 
pastry and confections namely dessert puddings; mustard; vinegar; sauces (condiments) namely 
gravey sauce, apple sauce, cranberry sauce, meat sauce, mint sauce, meat gravies and 
horseradish; sandwiches, prepared and pre-packed meals consisting of food stuffing mixes, 
savoury puddings and Yorkshire puddings

Services
Class 39
(1) Food delivery services namely delivery of food by restaurants and caterers

Class 43
(2) Catering services; provision of food and drink namely restaurant and diner services featuring 
take-out services; restaurant services; café services; bar services; mobile catering services; 
takeaway fast food and drink services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 21, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
3258439 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,864,302  Filing Date 2017-10-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NHL Alumni Association
400 Kipling Ave
Toronto
ONTARIO
M8V3L1

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE ALUMNI
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Wall plaques made of common metal.

 Class 09
(2) Computer games; Hockey equipment, namely hockey helmets; Pre-recorded audio and 
videotapes; Audio and video compact discs and digital video discs pre-recorded with hockey 
games and hockey instructional videos; Novelties, namely magnets, cellular phone cases and 
smart phone cases, USB keys; Computer accessories, namely mouses, keyboards, tablet cases 
and laptop covers; Video games; Downloadable digital trading cards.

 Class 14
(3) Clothing accessories, namely cuff links; Novelties, namely coins, lapel pins, clocks, key chains.

 Class 16
(4) Calendars; Photographs, glossy pictures, postcards and greeting cards, posters, hockey cards, 
trading cards; Framed art photographs, framed art prints, framed art posters, framed art 
memorabilia; Physical sports trading cards; physical collectible trading cards; lanyards used for 
holding visitor security badges of paper at public events.

 Class 18
(5) Luggage, namely sports bags, suitcases, travel bags and duffel bags; Novelties, namely wallets.

 Class 20
(6) Novelties, namely seat cushions and novelty license plates of plastic; Decorative wall plaques 
of wood.

 Class 21
(7) Kitchenware, namely beverage glassware and table glassware, coffee mugs, drinking glasses, 
beer steins, shooter glasses, squeeze bottles, plates, coasters, travel mugs.

 Class 24
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(8) Novelties, namely pennants of felt and cloth; Kitchenware, namely placemats; Golf 
accessories, namely golf towels.

 Class 25
(9) Men's, women's, boys', girls' and infants' clothing, namely sweaters, sweatshirts, t-shirts, polo 
shirts, dress shirts, baseball caps, wool caps, toques, sun visors, light weight wind resistant 
jackets, winter parkas, warm-up track suits, wind pant suits, sweatpants, short pants, socks, boxer 
shorts, sports jerseys, team jerseys, hockey jerseys, sandals; Clothing accessories, namely 
neckties, kerchiefs, bow ties, gloves

(10) Golf shirts.

 Class 26
(11) Novelties, namely buttons, embroidered crests.

 Class 28
(12) Hockey equipment, namely skates, elbow pads, shin pads, sticks, pants, gloves; Novelties, 
namely bobbleheads, puzzles, playing cards, Christmas ornaments, hockey pucks, hockey sticks; 
Toy figurines, toy figures and toy action figures; Golf accessories, namely golf balls, divot tools, 
golf clubs, golf bags, golf ball retrievers and tees.
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 Application Number 1,864,303  Filing Date 2017-10-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NHL Alumni Association
400 Kipling Ave
Toronto
ONTARIO
M8V3L1

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Wall plaques made of common metal.

 Class 09
(2) Computer games; Hockey equipment, namely hockey helmets; Pre-recorded audio and 
videotapes; Audio and video compact discs and digital video discs pre-recorded with hockey 
games and hockey instructional videos; Novelties, namely magnets, cellular phone cases and 
smart phone cases, USB keys; Computer accessories, namely mouses, keyboards, tablet cases 
and laptop covers; Video games; Downloadable digital trading cards.

 Class 14
(3) Clothing accessories, namely cuff links; Novelties, namely coins, lapel pins, clocks, key chains.

 Class 16
(4) Calendars; Photographs, glossy pictures, postcards and greeting cards, posters, hockey cards, 
trading cards; Framed art photographs, framed art prints, framed art posters, framed art 
memorabilia; Physical sports trading cards; physical collectible trading cards; lanyards used for 
holding visitor security badges of paper at public events.

 Class 18
(5) Luggage, namely sports bags, suitcases, travel bags and duffel bags; Novelties, namely wallets.

 Class 20
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(6) Novelties, namely seat cushions and novelty license plates of plastic; Decorative wall plaques 
of wood.

 Class 21
(7) Kitchenware, namely beverage glassware and table glassware, coffee mugs, drinking glasses, 
beer steins, shooter glasses, squeeze bottles, plates, coasters, travel mugs.

 Class 24
(8) Novelties, namely pennants of felt and cloth; Kitchenware, namely placemats; Golf 
accessories, namely golf towels.

 Class 25
(9) Men's, women's, boys', girls' and infants' clothing, namely sweaters, sweatshirts, t-shirts, golf 
shirts, polo shirts, dress shirts, baseball caps, wool caps, toques, sun visors, light weight wind 
resistant jackets, winter parkas, warm-up track suits, wind pant suits, sweatpants, short pants, 
socks, boxer shorts, sports jerseys, team jerseys, hockey jerseys, sandals; Clothing accessories, 
namely neckties, kerchiefs, bow ties, gloves.

 Class 26
(10) Novelties, namely buttons, embroidered crests.

 Class 28
(11) Hockey equipment, namely skates, elbow pads, shin pads, sticks, pants, gloves; Novelties, 
namely bobbleheads, puzzles, playing cards, Christmas ornaments, hockey pucks, hockey sticks; 
Toy figurines, toy figures and toy action figures; Golf accessories, namely golf balls, divot tools, 
golf clubs, golf bags, golf ball retrievers and tees.
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 Application Number 1,865,103  Filing Date 2017-10-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Peace Naturals Project Inc.
4491 Conc 12 Sunnidale
Stayner
ONTARIO
L0M1S0

Agent
TORYS LLP
SUITE 3000, 79 WELLINGTON ST. W., BOX 
270, TD CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5K1N2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Cannabis and cannabinoids in the form of dried cannabis, creams, lotions, salves, waxes, 
concentrates, pastes, extracts, tinctures, powders, resins, pills, tablets, capsules, skin patches, 
sublingual doses, mucous membrane doses, mouth cavity cleansers, vaporizer formulations for 
medicinal purposes, namely, for general health and wellness; Medicinal oils for humans, namely, 
cannabidiol oil for medical purposes, THC oil for medical purposes, cannabinoid oil for medical 
purposes

 Class 29
(2) Food products namely, cannabis oil for food

Services
Class 35
(1) Distribution of cannabis and cannabinoids, namely, wholesale sales of cannabis and 
cannabinoids, including variety specific, for medicinal purposes; market research services in the 
field of cannabis and cannabinoids

Class 40
(2) Custom manufacturing of dried cannabis and cannabinoids, including variety specific, for 
medicinal purposes; custom manufacture of products containing cannabis and cannabinoids, 
namely, cannabis oil for food, dried cannabis, creams, lotions, salves, waxes, concentrates, 
pastes, extracts, tinctures, powders, resins, pills, tablets, capsules, skin patches, sublingual doses, 
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mucous membrane doses, mouth cavity cleansers, vaporizer formulations for medicinal purposes, 
and medicinal oils

Class 42
(3) Development of cannabis and cannabinoids, including variety specific, for medicinal purposes, 
namely biochemical research, biomedical research services, medical research services, research 
and development services, analysis for oil research

Class 44
(4) Development of cannabis and cannabinoids, including variety specific, for medicinal purposes, 
namely horticulture services, growth, cultivation, and harvesting of cannabis and cannabinoids
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 Application Number 1,865,786  Filing Date 2017-11-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

PACIFIC WESTERN BREWING COMPANY 
LTD.
3876 Norland Avenue
Burnaby
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V5G4T9

Agent
JAMES P. HATTON
(FARRIS, VAUGHAN, WILLS & MURPHY 
LLP), P.O. BOX 10026, PACIFIC CENTRE 
SOUTH, TORONTO-DOMINION BANK 
TOWER, 700 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7T1B3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PACIFIC FREE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 32

Brewed, alcoholic beverages, namely Beer.
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 Application Number 1,867,011  Filing Date 2017-11-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Kleemann GmbH
Manfred-Wörner-Str. 160
73037 Göppingen
GERMANY

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SPECTIVE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Crushing machines and installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact 
crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; sifting 
machines and installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral 
aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, 
slag; Machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, 
waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; 
Machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; Separating 
machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; Mechanical, 
hydraulic and pneumatic controls for crushing machines and installations, in particular jaw 
crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for sifting machines 
and installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; mechanical, 
hydraulic and pneumatic controls for machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for machines for 
recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; mechanical, hydraulic 
and pneumatic controls for separating machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and 
engines in crushing machines and installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and 
impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, 
waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; 
mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and engines in sifting machines and 
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installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; mechanical, 
hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and engines in machines for processing stone, metal, 
ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for 
motors and engines in machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, 
mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, 
sand, slag; mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and engines in separating 
machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; Motors for 
crushing Page 2 of 7 machines and installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and 
impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, 
waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; motors 
for sifting machines and installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, 
mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, 
gravel, sand, slag; motors for machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; motors for machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; motors for separating machines for separating stone, metal, ore, 
asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; Powertrains for crushing machines and installations, in 
particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; powertrains for sifting machines and installations for sifting stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; powertrains for machines for processing 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; powertrains for machines for recycling 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; powertrains for separating machines for 
separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; Valves as machine 
components; Valve blocks as machine components; parts and fittings for crushing machines and 
installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, sifting machines and installations for sifting 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, Machines for processing stone, metal, 
ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, Machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, Separating machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, Mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for crushing 
machines and installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for 
crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, hydraulic 
and pneumatic controls for sifting machines and installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
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concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for 
machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, 
hydraulic and pneumatic controls for machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for separating 
machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, 
hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and engines in crushing machines and installations, in 
particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and 
engines in sifting machines and installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and 
engines in machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral 
aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, 
slag, mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for motors and engines in machines for 
recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, mechanical, hydraulic 
and pneumatic controls for motors and engines in separating machines for separating stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, Motors for crushing machines and 
installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, motors for sifting machines and installations 
for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, Page 3 of 7 gravel, sand, slag, motors for 
machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, motors for 
machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, 
bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, motors for 
separating machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral 
aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, 
slag, Powertrains for crushing machines and installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers 
and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, 
waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, 
powertrains for sifting machines and installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, powertrains for machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, powertrains for machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, powertrains for separating machines for separating stone, metal, 
ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, Valves as machine components, Valve blocks as 
machine components
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 Class 09
(2) Electronic and electric controls, control units, and control installations for controlling crushing 
machines and installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for 
crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric 
controls, control units, and control installations for controlling sifting machines and installations for 
sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric 
controls, control units, and control installations for controlling machines for processing stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric controls, control units, 
and control installations for controlling machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric controls, control units, and control 
installations for controlling separating machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric controls, control units, and control 
installations for controlling motors and engines in crushing machines and installations, in particular 
jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric controls, control units, and control 
installations for controlling motors and engines in sifting machines and installations for sifting 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric controls, control 
units, and control installations for controlling motors and engines in machines for processing stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric controls, control units, 
and control installations for controlling motors and engines in machines for recycling stone, metal, 
ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; electronic and electric controls, control units, and 
control installations for controlling motors and engines in separating machines for separating 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; programmable logic controllers; 
Ethernet controllers; software and hardware for monitoring, controlling and remote controlling of 
crushing machines, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; software and hardware for monitoring, 
controlling and remote controlling of sifting machines for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; software and hardware for monitoring, controlling and 
remote controlling of machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, 
mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, 
sand, slag; software and hardware for monitoring, controlling and remote controlling of machines 
for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; software and hardware 
for monitoring, controlling and remote controlling of separating machines for separating stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks 
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and USB flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of crushing machines, in particular 
jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB flash drives 
pre-recorded with information in the field of sifting machines for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB 
flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of machines for processing stone, metal, ore, 
asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB 
flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, 
asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB 
flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of separating machines for separating stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag; CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks 
and USB flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of processes for recycling, 
processing, crushing, sifting and separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral 
aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, 
slag; blank CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB flash drives for bearing pictures, 
sound and data; monitors, in particular flexible flat panel displays, LCD monitors and computer 
touchscreens; sensors, in particular revolution sensors, pressure sensors and liquid level sensors; 
revolution counters; pressure meters; liquid level meters; electronic weighing scales for industrial 
use; conveyor belt scales; AC/DC inverters; inverters for power supply; processors, namely central 
processing units; data processing equipment, namely, CAN bus interfaces and modbus interfaces; 
Ethernet adapters; transmitters for electrical signals; electrical receivers; radio receivers; radio 
transmitters; Ethernet transmitters; Ethernet receivers; cables for electricity; Switches, namely, 
ethernet switches, power switches; Electric control boxes, switch rack cabinets and computer 
interface control boards; electric control panels; Electrical cables and wires; electric connection 
components, namely, connection strips for electricity, electric plugs, plugs for electric sockets, 
electric adapters, electric connection boxes for electric and optical cables, adapter boxes for 
electric and optical cables, plugs and bushes for electric and optical cables, wire end sleeves, 
electric connectors, electric plugs, wire end sleeves; electric relays; Electric fuses; Electrical 
terminal boxes; electrical circuits and circuit boards; computers; computer hardware; Computer 
peripherals, namely, computer monitors, computer mice, computer keyboards, external computer 
hard drives; parts and fittings for electronic and electric controls, control units, and control 
installations for controlling crushing machines and installations, in particular jaw crushers, cone 
crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral 
aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, 
slag, electronic and electric controls, control units, and control installations for controlling sifting 
machines and installations for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral 
aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, 
slag, electronic and electric controls, control units, and control installations for controlling machines 
for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, electronic and electric 
controls, control units, and control installations for controlling machines for recycling stone, metal, 
ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, electronic and electric controls, control units, and 
control installations for controlling separating machines for separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
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concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, electronic and electric controls, control units, and control 
installations for controlling motors and engines in crushing machines and installations, in particular 
jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, electronic and electric controls, control units, and control 
installations for controlling motors and engines in sifting machines and installations for sifting 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, electronic and electric controls, control 
units, and control installations for controlling motors and engines in machines for processing stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, electronic and electric controls, control units, 
and control installations for controlling motors and engines in machines for recycling stone, metal, 
ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, electronic and electric controls, control units, and 
control installations for controlling motors and engines in separating machines for separating 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, programmable logic controllers, 
Ethernet controllers, software and hardware for monitoring, controlling and remote controlling of 
crushing machines, in particular jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing 
stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, 
road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, software and hardware for monitoring, 
controlling and remote controlling of sifting machines for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, software and hardware for monitoring, controlling and 
remote controlling of machines for processing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, 
mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, 
sand, slag, software and hardware for monitoring, controlling and remote controlling of machines 
for recycling stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous 
mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, software and hardware 
for monitoring, controlling and remote controlling of separating machines for separating stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks 
and USB flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of crushing machines, in particular 
jaw crushers, cone crushers and impact crushers for crushing stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, 
bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction 
aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB flash drives 
pre-recorded with information in the field of sifting machines for sifting stone, metal, ore, asphalt, 
concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bituminous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB 
flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of machines for processing stone, metal, ore, 
asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB 
flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of machines for recycling stone, metal, ore, 
asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, 
construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB 
flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of separating machines for separating stone, 
metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road 
surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, slag, CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks 
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and USB flash drives pre-recorded with information in the field of processes for recycling, 
processing, crushing, sifting and separating stone, metal, ore, asphalt, concrete, bitumen, mineral 
aggregate, waste, bitumous mixtures, rock, road surfaces, construction aggregate, gravel, sand, 
slag, blank CDs, DVDs, digital optical discs, hard disks and USB flash drives for bearing pictures, 
sound and data, monitors, in particular flexible flat panel displays, LCD monitors and computer 
touchscreens, sensors, in particular revolution sensors, pressure sensors and liquid level sensors, 
revolution counters, pressure meters, liquid level meters, electronic weighing scales for industrial 
use, conveyor belt scales, AC/DC inverters, inverters for power supply, processors, namely central 
processing units, data processing equipment, namely, CAN bus interfaces and modbus interfaces, 
Ethernet adapters, transmitters for electrical signals, electrical receivers, radio receivers, radio 
transmitters, Ethernet transmitters, Ethernet receivers, cables for electricity, Switches, namely, 
ethernet switches, power switches, Electric control boxes, switch rack cabinets and computer 
interface control boards, electric control panels, Electrical cables and wires, electric connection 
components, namely, connection strips for electricity, electric plugs, plugs for electric sockets, 
electric adapters, electric connection boxes for electric and optical cables, adapter boxes for 
electric and optical cables, plugs and bushes for electric and optical cables, wire end sleeves, 
electric connectors, electric plugs, wire end sleeves, electric relays, Electric fuses, Electrical 
terminal boxes, electrical circuits and circuit boards, computers, computer hardware, Computer 
peripherals, namely, computer monitors, computer mice, computer keyboards, external computer 
hard drives;
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 Application Number 1,867,817  Filing Date 2017-11-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LENDINGARCH FINANCIAL INC.
Suite #213, 3553 31st Street NW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2L2K7

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
4500 BANKERS HALL EAST, 855 - 2ND 
STREET S.W., CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P4K7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LENDINGARCH
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 36
(1) Point of sale loans to consumers; Revolving credit loans

(2) Small business loans

(3) Arranging of loans, such as for vehicles, office equipment, home security equipment, post-
secondary education and learning equipment
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 Application Number 1,870,200  Filing Date 2017-11-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Vector Institute
MaRS Centre, West Tower
661 University Avenue, Suite 710
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5G1M1

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Artificial intelligence based software and software solutions, namely, computer software 
libraries for assisting developers in creating program code utilizing machine learning in the fields of 
pattern discovery, recognition, classification, segmentation, regression, decision support and 
visualization for use in multiple application programs for research and for all sectors of business; 
computer software for artificial intelligence, namely, software that assists developers in creating 
program code utilizing machine learning and deep learning libraries in multiple application 
programs; computer software for artificial intelligence, namely, software that assists developers in 
creating program code for use in multiple application programs in the fields of machine learning, 
natural language processing, and neural networks; educational materials, namely, electronic 
textbooks in the fields of computer software, software programming and artificial intelligence, and 
artificial intelligence with particular emphasis on machine learning and deep learning pertaining to 
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basic and applied research in a wide range of sectors, development of Al skills, expertise of highly 
qualified people, and implementation and adoption of developed technology, ideas, prototypes, 
products and services;

 Class 16
(2) Printed publications, namely, pamphlets, brochures, manuals, booklets, leaflets, informational 
flyers, newsletters in the fields of artificial intelligence with particular emphasis on machine learning 
and deep learning pertaining to basic and applied research in a wide range of sectors, 
development of Al skills, expertise of highly qualified people, and implementation and adoption of 
developed technology, ideas, prototypes, products and services;

(3) Educational materials, namely, manuals, books, course materials, namely, worksheets, 
textbooks and study plans, workbooks, guides and charts in the fields of computer software, 
software programming and artificial intelligence, and artificial intelligence with particular emphasis 
on machine learning and deep learning pertaining to basic and applied research in a wide range of 
sectors, development of Al skills, expertise of highly qualified people, and implementation and 
adoption of developed technology, ideas, prototypes, products and services;

Services
Class 35
(1) Business administration consulting services in the field of artificial intelligence; business 
management services; management and organization of databases containing software libraries 
for use in the design and developing software incorporating artificial intelligence concepts and 
algorithms via a global computer network;

Class 38
(2) Providing access to databases containing software libraries for use in the design and 
developing software incorporating artificial intelligence concepts and algorithms via a global 
computer network;

Class 41
(3) Educational services, namely providing online lectures on artificial intelligence software and 
hardware development via a website;

(4) Educational and training services in the field of software and computer hardware development 
utilizing artificial intelligence concepts and algorithms; educational and training services in the field 
of computer software programming, computer software design, and computer software 
development;

Class 42
(5) Consulting in the field of software and computer hardware development utilizing artificial 
intelligence concepts and algorithms; Consulting in the field of software products; computer 
software design, development and implementation; research services pertaining to computer 
programming, software engineering and mechanical engineering in the field of artificial intelligence; 
research in the fields of computer software, computer programming, and computer hardware; 
research of new software products for others in the field of artificial intelligence; computer 
software, computer hardware and database development services; technical support services in 
the form of troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems and maintenance of 
software; computer software programming, computer software design and computer software 
development; computer programming services for data warehousing; storage of data on 
computerized databases; computer software consulting services; consulting services in the fields 
of computer programming, computer software, computer hardware, computer networks, computer 
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servers; consulting services in the fields of software and computer hardware development utilizing 
artificial intelligence concepts and algorithms;

(6) Providing information on developments in computer software and hardware design utilizing 
artificial intelligence, machine learning, deep learning, statistical learning and data mining concepts 
and algorithms via a global computer network; Providing information on computer programming via 
a global computer network; Providing information in the fields of computer science, mathematics, 
and computational statistics via a global computer network;

Class 45
(7) Technology transfer services, namely, transfer of intellectual property; commercialization and 
technology transfer consulting services in the nature of assisting corporations and institutions in 
acquiring, transferring, and licensing software and related intellectual property; licensing of 
software and intellectual property; reviewing standards and practices relating to computer 
hardware and software development and providing consulting services in respect of the 
development of, and compliance with, those standards.
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 Application Number 1,870,863  Filing Date 2017-12-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Target Brands, Inc.
1000 Nicollet Mall, TPS-3165
Minneapolis, MN 55403
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 12

Drones, namely camera drones, photography drones

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 03, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87671362 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,870,864  Filing Date 2017-12-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Target Brands, Inc.
1000 Nicollet Mall, TPS-3165
Minneapolis, MN 55403
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 14

Watches; watch bands and straps; jewelry charms; clocks

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 03, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87671362 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,871,111  Filing Date 2017-12-04
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ELECTRO CALORIQUE, Société par actions 
simplifiée
Zone d'activité Satolas Green
63330 PUSIGNAN
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUÉBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ELECTRO-CALORIQUE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

(1) Cooking apparatus and devices, namely baking ovens for household use, baking ovens for 
commercial use, refrigerating apparatus and devices, namely refrigerators, gas refrigerators, 
refrigerator-freezers; electric, thermally insulated carts for food and beverages, namely wheeled 
coolers; refrigerated meal distribution carts, namely mobile refrigerating display cabinets.

 Class 20
(2) Tray transport carts for food and beverages, namely serving trolleys for food and beverages 
and for the distribution of meals; thermally insulated carts for food and beverages, namely serving 
trolleys; holding and rethermalization carts for food and beverages, namely thermally insulated 
serving trolleys.

 Class 21
(3) Thermally insulated trays for food and beverages; food and beverage trays; thermally insulated 
carts for food and beverages, namely non-electric coolers with wheels.
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 Application Number 1,871,113  Filing Date 2017-12-04
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ELECTRO CALORIQUE, Société par actions 
simplifiée
Zone d'activité Satolas Green
63330 PUSIGNAN
FRANCE

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUÉBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 11

(1) Cooking apparatus and devices, namely baking ovens for household use, baking ovens for 
commercial use, refrigerating apparatus and devices, namely refrigerators, gas refrigerators, 
refrigerator-freezers; electric, thermally insulated carts for food and beverages, namely wheeled 
coolers; refrigerated meal distribution carts, namely mobile refrigerating display cabinets.

 Class 20
(2) Tray transport carts for food and beverages, namely serving trolleys for food and beverages 
and for the distribution of meals; thermally insulated carts for food and beverages, namely serving 
trolleys; holding and rethermalization carts for food and beverages, namely thermally insulated 
serving trolleys.

 Class 21
(3) Thermally insulated trays for food and beverages; food and beverage trays; thermally insulated 
carts for food and beverages, namely non-electric coolers with wheels.
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 Application Number 1,871,670  Filing Date 2017-12-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Aurora Biotechnology Canada Inc.
600 Alden Rd
Markham
ONTARIO
L3R3T7

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

A'ra
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

Dietary supplements, natural health products and nutritional supplements for general health and 
wellbeing, namely, vitamins, minerals, essential fatty acids, fatty acids, proteins, amino acids, 
dietary fibers, enzymes, probiotics, antioxidants, mushrooms, astaxanthin, chondroitin, coenzyme 
Q10, glucosamine, melatonin, lecithin, lutein, lycopene, and taurine; herbal preparation and 
supplements for general health and well-being, namely astragalus, bilberry, blackberry, blueberry, 
celery, cranberry, ginkgo, ginseng, grape seed extract, green tea, milk thistle, reishi, thyme and 
white willow; ophthalmic preparations, namely eye drops.

Services
Class 35
Sales services in store and through internet in the field of dietary supplements, nutritional 
supplements, herbal preparation and supplements, and ophthalmic preparations for general health 
and well-being.
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 Application Number 1,872,063  Filing Date 2017-12-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KEB Hana Bank
35, Eulji-ro
Jung-gu
Seoul
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The circle at the top of the figure is red, the two 
symbols beneath are green. The letters KEB and Hana Bank are black.

Services
Class 36
financing of real estate development; arranging of personal loans; brokerage services relating to 
financial instruments; financial asset management; investment brokerage; arranging of financial 
investment; fiduciary representative services; mortgage lending; arranging of loans; consultancy 
services relating to loans; lease financing of real estate; mortgage loan services; online interactive 
banking services; trusteeship of pensions; surety services; arranging the provision of finance for 
real estate purchase; mutual funds; consumer lending services; credit bureau services; installment 
credit financing; banking services; internet banking; lease- purchase financing; money lending 
services; money transfer; provident fund services; corporate banking; financial sponsorship of the 
events of others; mortgage banking; electronic funds transfer by telecommunications; home 
banking; securities trading services; electronic stock brokerage; investment trust services; 
securities trading and investing services for others via the internet; insurance services; financial 
advisory services relating to assets management; real estate management; credit inquiries 
services relating to finance
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 Application Number 1,872,109  Filing Date 2017-12-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NEOVIA S.A.S.
Talhouët
Saint Nolff 56250
FRANCE

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EPICORE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

(1) bacterial preparations for use in water and sewage systems to digest grease deposits; waste 
digestant for use in septic systems and recreational vehicle sewage tanks; microbial formulations 
for use in the degradation of hydrocarbon contaminants; aqueous cleaners and degreasers for 
residential, commercial and industrial uses for all types of animal, vegetable and petroleum 
greases, fats and heavy oils

(2) Microbial soil amendments for agriculture

(3) microorganisms and enzymes for use in the removal of wastes from fish and shrimp ponds

 Class 03
(4) all-purpose cleaning preparations for use in food service, food processing, cleaning and 
sanitation, agriculture, horticulture, forestry, industry and science

 Class 05
(5) deodorizing products, namely, biological deodorizers and neutralizer for eliminating odors in 
residential, commercial and industrial buildings
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 Application Number 1,872,759  Filing Date 2017-12-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Industrial Ventures, LLC
1610 Woodstead Court, Suite 220
The Woodlands, TX 77380
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JOURNEY NAVIGATOR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Web-based software for use in connection with tracking, management and inventory of 
containerized shipments, namely, software allowing the management of domestic international 
intermodal shipments, to process and prepare shipments, assign orders, manage inventory, 
manage associated container invoices, interface data with carriers, depots, and equipment 
providers, and create shipment reports, and freight costing

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 23, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/502,960 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,872,760  Filing Date 2017-12-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Industrial Ventures, LLC
1610 Woodstead Court, Suite 220
The Woodlands, TX 77380
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JOURNEY SI MOBILE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable and web-based software for use in connection with on-site management of shipping 
and inventory of containerized shipments, namely, software allowing the management of domestic 
and international intermodal shipments, to process and prepare shipments, assign orders, manage 
inventory, provide shipping labels, waybills, and bills of lading and preparation of related shipping 
documentation

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 23, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/502,947 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,872,761  Filing Date 2017-12-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Industrial Ventures, LLC
1610 Woodstead Court, Suite 220
The Woodlands, TX 77380
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JOURNEY SI
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Web-based software for use in connection with on-site management of shipping and inventory of 
containerized shipments, namely, software allowing the management of domestic and international 
intermodal shipments, to process and prepare shipments, assign orders, manage inventory, 
manage associated container invoices, interface data with carriers, depots, and equipment 
providers, provide shipping labels, waybills, and bills of lading and create shipment reports, 
preparation of related shipping documentation

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 23, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/502,956 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,873,119  Filing Date 2017-12-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

EMBUTIDOS Y JAMONES FERMIN, S.L.
CRTRA. SALAMANCA, KM 77,300
LA ALBERCA, SALAMANCA, 37624
SPAIN

Agent
DJB
500 Boulevard Gouin E, Suite 302, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3L3R9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. 
The word 'FERMIN', the horizontal line and the words 'a cut above.' are in black. The first and third 
square are in red. The second square is in yellow.

Goods
 Class 29

Edible oils and fats; meats; fruits, mushrooms and processed vegetables including nuts and 
legumes, namely candied nuts, flavored nuts, roasted nuts, nut-based snack mixes, canned 
vegetables, frozen vegetables, chopped vegetables, riced vegetables, mashed vegetables; eggs 
and egg products, namely egg whites, egg yolks, powdered eggs, frozen eggs; fish, shellfish and 
molluscs; dairy products and milk substitutes; hams; bacon; fresh meat.

Services
Class 35
Commercial businesses and consumer information services, namely providing information for 
others in the field of food and meat products; business management and administration services; 
research, namely consumer research, and business analysis, namely business management 
analysis; promotional, marketing and advertising services, namely promoting, advertising and 
direct marketing the goods and services of others through Internet websites; import and export 
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services; services provided by a franchisor, specifically assistance in the operation or management 
for industrial and commercial companies; wholesale services related to meats; retail services 
related to meats; food retail sales services.
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 Application Number 1,873,349  Filing Date 2017-12-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9362-1589 Québec inc.
2094 Rue De Renaix
Laval
QUEBEC
H7M6E9

Agent
THERRIEN COUTURE JOLI-COEUR S.E.N.C.
R.L.
2001  avenue McGill College, Bureau 900, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3A1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Plastic spoons, table forks and table knives; Compostable spoons, table forks and table knives;

 Class 09
(2) Pre-recorded CDs and DVDs containing music and live variety shows, radio and television 
programs, comedy artistic, comedic and theatrical acts; Downloadable digital video recordings 
featuring comedy and comedic performances; Downloadable digital video recordings of television 
shows and movies; Downloadable applications for mobile phones, hand-held computers and tablet 
computers to enable the streaming of radio and television programs; Electronic books, electronic 
magazines; Pre-recorded media for the storage and reproduction of sound and video, featuring 
music and live variety shows, radio and television programs, comedy, artistic, comedic and 
theatrical acts, namely interactive compact discs, compact disc read-only memory discs (CD-
ROMs), audio discs, video discs, compact discs (CDs), digital versatile disks (DVDs), digital video 
discs (DVDs) and interactive compact discs;

 Class 14
(3) Key chains;
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 Class 16
(4) Posters, stickers, photographs, flags and pennants in paper, trading cards, greeting cards, 
birthday cards, postcards, musical greeting cards, gift-wrapping paper, gift boxes, paper maps, 
paper tablecloths, table napkins in paper, calendars, agendas, notebooks, books, adhesive labels, 
sketch pads, magazines, books, event programs, souvenir programs;

 Class 18
(5) Sports bag; Tote bags; Carry-all bags;

 Class 21
(6) Coffee mugs, tea mugs, travel mugs, beer mugs, water bottles sold empty, shooters glasses, 
paper plates, paper cups, compostable plates, compostable cups;

 Class 24
(7) Flags and pennants of textile;

 Class 25
(8) Clothing, namely, casual clothing, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, hats, caps;

 Class 26
(9) Lapel buttons;

 Class 28
(10) Plush toys, game cards, Christmas ornaments;

 Class 32
(11) Bottled water;

Services
Class 35
(1) Management of performing artists; Beverage and food concession stands;

Class 36
(2) Fundraising services;

Class 38
(3) Providing access to a website featuring live streaming for live performances, namely, 
entertainment in the form of live comedy shows, musical, dramatic and comedic performances; 
Providing access to a blog via a website in the field of entertainment, namely comedy shows, 
musical variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, theater 
productions, documentaries, movies, and social networking;

Class 41
(4) Entertainment in the form of live comedy shows, live musical variety shows, television shows 
and theatre productions; Production and staging of live comedy shows, live musical variety shows, 
stand-up comedy and improvisations; Presentation of live comedy shows, live musical variety 
shows, stand-up comedy and improvisations; Production, development and distribution of 
television programs, radio programs, films and video featuring live variety shows and artistic, 
comedic and theatrical acts; Entertainment services in the nature of non-downloadable television 
programs, radio programs, films and video featuring live variety shows and artistic, comedic and 
theatrical acts; Providing television programmes, radio programs, films and video, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; Ticket reservation and booking of 
seats for entertainment and cultural events; Comedy club services; Television programs featuring 
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live variety shows and artistic, comedic, musical and theatrical acts; Production and distribution of 
television and radio programs; Production and distribution of interactive compact disc read-only-
memory discs (CD-ROMs), audio discs, video discs, compact discs (CDs), digital versatile disks 
(DVDs), digital video discs (DVDs) and interactive compact discs featuring live variety shows and 
artistic, comedic, musical and theatrical acts; Entertainment services, namely, providing 
multimedia content, videos, pictures, images, text, photos relating to entertainment in the nature of 
comedy shows, musical variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, 
theatre productions, documentaries, movies, over the Internet and television; Broadcasting 
services, namely, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing and providing 
entertainment content in the nature of comedy shows, musical variety shows, stand-up comedies 
and improvisations, television shows, theatre productions, documentaries, movies, over the 
Internet and television; Organizing and presenting live variety shows, musical, dramatic and 
comedic performances; providing on-line information relating to the presentation of live show 
performances, musical, dramatic and comedic performances; Entertainment in the form of live 
comedy shows; Providing live streaming for live streaming for live performances, namely, 
entertainment in the form of live comedy shows, musical, dramatic and comedic performances; 
Entertainment services, namely blog provided via a website in the field of entertainment, namely 
comedy shows, musical variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, 
theater productions, documentaries, movies, and social networking; cabarets;

Class 42
(5) Hosting a website featuring a blog in the field of entertainment, namely comedy shows, musical 
variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, theater productions, 
documentaries, movies, and social networking;

Class 43
(6) Restaurant services namely, cocktail lounge services; Take-out restaurant services; Snack bar 
and canteen services;

Class 45
(7) Copyright management
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 Application Number 1,873,350  Filing Date 2017-12-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9362-1589 Québec inc.
2094 Rue De Renaix
Laval
QUEBEC
H7M6E9

Agent
THERRIEN COUTURE JOLI-COEUR S.E.N.C.
R.L.
2001  avenue McGill College, Bureau 900, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3A1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Plastic spoons, table forks and table knives; Compostable spoons, table forks and table knives;

 Class 09
(2) Pre-recorded CDs and DVDs containing music and live variety shows, radio and television 
programs, comedy artistic, comedic and theatrical acts; Downloadable digital video recordings 
featuring comedy and comedic performances; Downloadable digital video recordings of television 
shows and movies; Downloadable applications for mobile phones, hand-held computers and tablet 
computers to enable the streaming of radio and television programs; Electronic books, electronic 
magazines; Pre-recorded media for the storage and reproduction of sound and video, featuring 
music and live variety shows, radio and television programs, comedy, artistic, comedic and 
theatrical acts, namely interactive compact discs, compact disc read-only memory discs (CD-
ROMs), audio discs, video discs, compact discs (CDs), digital versatile disks (DVDs), digital video 
discs (DVDs) and interactive compact discs;

 Class 14
(3) Key chains;
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 Class 16
(4) Posters, stickers, photographs, flags and pennants in paper, trading cards, greeting cards, 
birthday cards, postcards, musical greeting cards, gift-wrapping paper, gift boxes, paper maps, 
paper tablecloths, table napkins in paper, calendars, agendas, notebooks, books, adhesive labels, 
sketch pads, magazines, books, event programs, souvenir programs;

 Class 18
(5) Sports bag; Tote bags; Carry-all bags;

 Class 21
(6) Coffee mugs, tea mugs, travel mugs, beer mugs, water bottles sold empty, shooters glasses, 
paper plates, paper cups, compostable plates, compostable cups;

 Class 24
(7) Flags and pennants of textile;

 Class 25
(8) Clothing, namely, casual clothing, t-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, hats, caps;

 Class 26
(9) Lapel buttons;

 Class 28
(10) Plush toys, game cards, Christmas ornaments;

 Class 32
(11) Bottled water;

Services
Class 35
(1) Management of performing artists; Beverage and food concession stands;

Class 36
(2) Fundraising services;

Class 38
(3) Providing access to a website featuring live streaming for live performances, namely, 
entertainment in the form of live comedy shows, musical, dramatic and comedic performances; 
Providing access to a blog via a website in the field of entertainment, namely comedy shows, 
musical variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, theater 
productions, documentaries, movies, and social networking;

Class 41
(4) Entertainment in the form of live comedy shows, live musical variety shows, television shows 
and theatre productions; Production and staging of live comedy shows, live musical variety shows, 
stand-up comedy and improvisations; Presentation of live comedy shows, live musical variety 
shows, stand-up comedy and improvisations; Production, development and distribution of 
television programs, radio programs, films and video featuring live variety shows and artistic, 
comedic and theatrical acts; Entertainment services in the nature of non-downloadable television 
programs, radio programs, films and video featuring live variety shows and artistic, comedic and 
theatrical acts; Providing television programmes, radio programs, films and video, not 
downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; Ticket reservation and booking of 
seats for entertainment and cultural events; Comedy club services; Television programs featuring 
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live variety shows and artistic, comedic, musical and theatrical acts; Production and distribution of 
television and radio programs; Production and distribution of interactive compact disc read-only-
memory discs (CD-ROMs), audio discs, video discs, compact discs (CDs), digital versatile disks 
(DVDs), digital video discs (DVDs) and interactive compact discs featuring live variety shows and 
artistic, comedic, musical and theatrical acts; Entertainment services, namely, providing 
multimedia content, videos, pictures, images, text, photos relating to entertainment in the nature of 
comedy shows, musical variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, 
theatre productions, documentaries, movies, over the Internet and television; Broadcasting 
services, namely, uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing and providing 
entertainment content in the nature of comedy shows, musical variety shows, stand-up comedies 
and improvisations, television shows, theatre productions, documentaries, movies, over the 
Internet and television; Organizing and presenting live variety shows, musical, dramatic and 
comedic performances; providing on-line information relating to the presentation of live show 
performances, musical, dramatic and comedic performances; Entertainment in the form of live 
comedy shows; Providing live streaming for live streaming for live performances, namely, 
entertainment in the form of live comedy shows, musical, dramatic and comedic performances; 
Entertainment services, namely blog provided via a website in the field of entertainment, namely 
comedy shows, musical variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, 
theater productions, documentaries, movies, and social networking; cabarets;

Class 42
(5) Hosting a website featuring a blog in the field of entertainment, namely comedy shows, musical 
variety shows, stand-up comedies and improvisations, television shows, theater productions, 
documentaries, movies, and social networking;

Class 43
(6) Restaurant services namely, cocktail lounge services; Take-out restaurant services; Snack bar 
and canteen services;

Class 45
(7) Copyright management;
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 Application Number 1,873,888  Filing Date 2017-12-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Watlow Electric Manufacturing Company
12001 Lackland Road
St. Louis, MO 63146
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Thermal systems for industrial machines comprised of sensors, namely, temperature sensors, 
thermal sensors, timing sensors and controllers, namely, electrical controllers for heating systems, 
temperature controllers for heating systems, utilizing algorithms and switching technology, namely, 
power switches, time switches, and electromagnetic switches to deliver precision temperature 
profiles

 Class 11
(2) Thermal systems for industrial machines comprised of heaters, namely, cartridge heaters, 
layered heaters, clip-on heaters, barrel heaters, conduction heaters, coil and cable heaters, 
insertion heaters, tubular heaters, flexible heaters, immersion heaters, circulation heaters, fluid 
delivery heaters, air heaters, high temperature heaters, band heaters, strip heaters, cast-in 
heaters, ceramic fiber heaters, specialty heaters, drum heaters, radiant panels, nozzle heaters, 
radiant heaters, duct heaters, rubber heaters and industrial heaters

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 06, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/517,988 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,874,005  Filing Date 2017-12-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NCS MULTISTAGE, LLC
19350 State Hwy 249
Suite 600
Houston, TX 77070
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
3700 CANTERRA TOWER, 400 - THIRD 
AVENUE S.W., CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P4H2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NCS MULTISTAGE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Coiled metal tubing for oil and gas wells.

 Class 07
(2) Machines used in the oil and gas industry, namely, downhole tools for use in the construction, 
completion, treating and servicing of oil and gas wells, namely, ball valves, fluid circulation valves, 
packers, bridge plugs, sliding sleeves, anchors, baffles, baffle plates, float shoes, packer setting 
tools, perforation tools, tools for cleaning debris from the wellbore.

 Class 09
(3) Promotional material and literature, namely, downloadable brochures in the field of oil and gas 
completion services.

 Class 16
(4) Promotional material and literature, namely, printed brochures in the field of oil and gas 
completion services.

Services
Class 37
(1) Oil and gas well services, namely, cementing services, fracturing services, well stimulation 
services, and sand and water control services; oil well wirelining services; oil and gas well casing, 
tubing, perforating and completion services; maintenance services and repair of tools for fracturing 
and completion of oil and gas wells.

Class 42
(2) Oil and gas well testing services; engineering advisory information, consultancy and support 
services in the field of oil and gas well completions; testing of tools for fracturing and completion of 
oil and gas wells.
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 Application Number 1,875,374  Filing Date 2017-12-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

WEH Verbindungstechnik GmbH
Josef-Henle-Straße 1
Illertissen, 89257
GERMANY

Agent
MILLMAN IP
401 Bay Street, Suite 2108, Box 60, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H2Y4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CONNECTOOL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Manually operated metal valves for controlling the flow of fluids in pipelines and hoses; Non-
machine element metal valves for gas pipes, including those comprised of alloy steel and titanium; 
Metal pipe couplings and joints; Metal couplings for use with fuel hoses; Fuel lines of metal for 
vehicles; Fuel line hoses of metal for vehicles

 Class 07
(2) Hydraulic valve actuators; Pneumatic valve actuators; Ball valves being parts of machines; 
Angle valves being parts of machines; Back pressure valves as parts of machines; Proportional 
flow valves as parts of machines; Valves being parts of fuel dispensing machines; Fluid couplings 
being parts of machines; Machine parts, namely, fluid drive couplings; Non-automatic fueling 
nozzles

 Class 09
(3) Electric valve actuators; Electromagnetic switches, namely, solenoid valves; Expansion valves 
for fluid control; Pressure indicating plugs for valves; Pressure relief valves for filling couplings; 
Valves for controlling and regulating the flow of gases or liquids namely, natural gas, hydrogen 
gas, ethanol, diesel and gasoline, oxygen gas, nitrogen gas, and oil in industrial gas installations 
and vehicle fueling stations

 Class 11
(4) Safety accessories for gas pipes, namely, flashback arrestors and reverse flow check valves; 
Gas regulators; Pressure regulators for industrial gas installations and vehicle service stations; 
Regulating accessories, namely, couplings, valves and adapters for gas pipes and lines

 Class 12
(5) Vehicles parts, namely, fuel filler pipes being the pipe in which one places a gasoline pump 
when fueling the vehicle; Filler caps for vehicle fuel tanks

 Class 17
(6) Non-metallic flexible hoses and flexible pipes, namely, plastic and rubber hoses, hoses made 
of textile; Non-metal flexible tubing used for transport of gases and fluids for general industrial use; 
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Flexible plastic pipes for conveying natural gas; Conveying hoses for fuels, namely, hoses sold for 
use in dispensing fuels, namely, natural gas, hydrogen gas, ethanol, diesel and gasoline, oxygen 
gas, nitrogen gas, and oil; Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal, namely fuel lines for 
vehicles; Flexible pipes, tubes and hoses, not of metal, namely fuel line hoses for vehicles.

Services
Class 37
Aircraft fueling services; Vehicle fueling stations; Vehicle service stations; Fueling of hydrogen gas 
for vehicles, namely, automobiles, buses, trams and trains, bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, 
airplanes, ships.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 01, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87594133 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,875,576  Filing Date 2018-01-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Redstone Haute Couture Co., Ltd.
Unit B01-B04, 15th Floor, Anlian Building
No. 4018, Jintian Road
Futian District
Shenzhen
CHINA

Agent
HEER LAW
25 Adelaide Street East, Suite 1000, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Perfumes.

 Class 09
(2) Sunglasses.

 Class 14
(3) Jewelry cases; Jewelry, namely, rings, bracelets, charms, chains, and necklaces; Wristwatches 
and wristwatch bands.

 Class 18
(4) Purses; Handbags; Key cases; Umbrellas; Clothing for pets.

 Class 25
(5) Clothing, namely, duster coats, outerwear coats and jackets, down clothing, namely, jackets, 
clothing made of fur, namely, fur coats and jackets, knitted-wear, namely, knit jackets and knit 
tops, waterproof clothing, namely, waterproof jackets, pants, and tops, trousers, skirts, shirts, t-
shirts, dresses, wedding dresses, layettes, swimsuits, masquerade costumes, hosiery, girdles, 
gloves, and scarves; Headgear, namely, toques, caps and hats; Footwear, namely, shoes, 
sandals, boots, half boots and heels.

Services
Class 35
Retail and wholesale sale of clothing, bags, jewelry and accessories, namely, perfumes, 
accessories, sunglasses, jewelry cases, wristwatches and wristwatch bands, key cases, 
umbrellas, and clothing for pets.
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 Application Number 1,876,047  Filing Date 2018-01-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

<2° Foundation, LLC
P.O. Box 12333
Aspen, CO 81612
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Downloadable mobile applications for providing an online marketplace to manage and control 
the sale of climate-friendly consumer products of others

 Class 16
(2) Stickers; posters

 Class 25
(3) apparel, namely, shirts, t-shirts, hats, caps, socks

Services
Class 35
(1) Providing information in the field of national and international political issue and initiatives via a 
website; ecommerce services, namely, providing an online retail store featuring clothing

(2) Providing consumer product information in the field of the impact of consumer products on 
environmental protection

Class 36
(3) Providing grants and funds investment services in the fields of public awareness of 
environmental issues and green initiatives, and climate change research

Class 42
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(4) Providing online non-downloadable interactive software for accessing news and information in 
the fields of public awareness of environmental issues and green initiatives, and climate change 
research

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 07, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/520,214 in association with the same kind of goods (3) and in association with the same 
kind of services (1); December 29, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/738,053 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (2) and in association 
with the same kind of services (2), (3), (4)
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 Application Number 1,876,048  Filing Date 2018-01-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

2° Foundation, LLC
P.O. Box 12333
Aspen, CO 81612
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LESS THAN 2 DEGREES
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Downloadable mobile applications for providing an online marketplace to manage and control 
the sale of climate-friendly consumer products of others

 Class 16
(2) Stickers; posters

 Class 25
(3) apparel, namely, shirts, t-shirts, hats, caps, socks

Services
Class 35
(1) Providing information in the field of national and international political issue and initiatives via a 
website; ecommerce services, namely, providing an online retail store featuring clothing

Class 36
(2) Providing grants and funds investment services in the fields of public awareness of 
environmental issues and green initiatives, and climate change research

Class 42
(3) Providing online non-downloadable interactive software for accessing news and information in 
the fields of public awareness of environmental issues and green initiatives, and climate change 
research

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 07, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/520,193 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,877,201  Filing Date 2018-01-12
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AGORIZE, entité légale
34, rue du Faubourg Saint-Antoine
F-75012 Paris
FRANCE

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AGORIZE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising, namely advertising agency; business management; office functions; dissemination 
of advertising materials, namely tracts, flyers, printed matter, samples for others; newspaper 
subscription services (for others); subscription to telecommunication services for others, namely 
subscription to electronic newspapers, to a television channel; presentation of retail goods on any 
means of communication; business organization and management advice; accounting; document 
reproduction; placement agencies; computer file management; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial and advertising purposes in the fields of business management, marketing and 
innovation; online advertising on a computer network, namely dissemination of online advertising 
for others on electronic communications networks; publishing of advertising copy; rental of 
advertising space; dissemination of advertisements and commercials for others; public relations; 
organization and conduct of conferences, forums, colloquia, seminars for commercial and 
advertising purposes in the fields of marketing and innovation.

(2) Business intermediary services for matching professionals with service providers (inventors, 
students, creators, IT developers, designers) via an online platform in the fields of marketing and 
innovation; business intermediary services, namely recruitment of qualified external people via an 
online platform; business intermediary services for matching business contacts and professionals 
via an online platform in the context of an open innovation challenge between businesses and 
qualified external people in the fields of marketing and innovation; marketing and commercial 
projects management for others via an online platform in the fields of marketing and innovation; 
organization of business missions on an online platform in the context of an open innovation 
challenge between businesses and qualified external people in the fields of marketing and 
innovation, namely consulting and advisory services related to the field of business strategy; 
assistance and advice related to business management; business administration in the field of 
advertising for others; marketing, namely market research, direct marketing of the goods and 
services of others; consulting in marketing; advice related to communications (advertising), namely 
advisory services related to advertising and business management; consulting related to 
communications (public relations), namely services related to public relations, media relations, 
social media strategy; marketing strategy planning, namely development of marketing strategies 
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and concepts for others; assistance and advice related to business planning, namely business 
management planning; market studies and research; opinion polling; statistical analysis, reporting 
and preparation; business information, namely consulting and information concerning business 
management; business information services, namely business strategy development services; 
personnel selection and recruitment; organization and conduct of trade shows for commercial and 
advertising purposes in the fields of marketing, innovation and business management; promotion 
of the goods and services of others, namely dissemination of online advertising for others on 
electronic communications networks; dissemination of commercial advertisements for others; 
press review services; organization of contests for commercial purposes, namely promotional 
contests for others; commercial event planning and advice related thereto, namely for conventions, 
seminars in the fields of marketing and innovation.

Class 38
(3) Subscription to a dedicated platform, namely provision of access to an Internet platform in the 
field of matching professionals with service providers (inventors, students, creators, IT developers, 
designers).

Class 41
(4) Education and training, namely organization and conduct of conferences, conventions, 
seminars and training workshops in the fields of advertising, marketing and innovation; 
entertainment consisting of appearances by sports or cultural celebrities, music concerts, 
automobile races, laser shows, entertainment in the form of live performances by musical groups; 
sporting and cultural activities, namely organization and production of hockey, basketball, baseball, 
football games, production of plays and operas; book lending; production of films on video tape; 
rental of motion pictures; rental of set décors; organization of competitions (education or 
entertainment) in the fields of marketing and innovation; organization and conduct of colloquia, 
seminars, conferences and conventions in the field of marketing; organization of art exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes; seat reservations for performances; online game services offered 
through a computer network, namely provision of online computer games; gambling services, 
namely provision of online gambling; online electronic publishing of books and periodicals; desktop 
publishing; translation services; planning of cultural, educational and recreational events and 
provision of advice related thereto; editing of films and videotapes; translation services.

(5) Information related to education and training in the fields of marketing and business 
management; career counselling; provision of recreational facilities, namely movie theatres; 
publishing of books; editing and publishing of texts, books, guides, newspapers, journals, 
periodicals, magazines, newsletters, forms, document templates, namely transmission letters, 
catalogues (other than advertising copy) on any media, namely in electronic form; seminars in the 
field of photography; organization of award and prize ceremonies in the fields of marketing and 
innovation.

Class 42
(6) Evaluations, assessments and research in the fields of science and technology, provided by 
engineers in the field of mechanical engineering; design and development of computers, computer 
software and software applications; research and development of new products for others; 
technical project study, namely feasibility studies; architecture; interior design; development 
(design) of computer software and software applications; installation of computer software and 
software applications; maintenance of computer software and software applications; updating of 
computer software and software applications; rental of computer software and software 
applications; computer programming, computer systems analysis; computer systems design; 
computer consulting, namely in relation to computer programming; non-physical conversion of 
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computer programs and data, namely conversion of document data from one medium to another; 
conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; technical control of motor 
vehicles; graphic design services; industrial design, namely product packaging design services; 
authentication of works of art; matching of major accounts with qualified third parties for the 
realization of projects, namely online hosting of a custom Internet platform enabling businesses to 
launch an open innovation challenge for the research and development of innovative products by 
calling upon qualified external people; project studies for businesses, namely feasibility studies.

(7) Development, design, updating, hosting, maintenance and provision of an online platform for 
matching professionals with service providers (inventors, students, creators, IT developers and 
designers) and matching major accounts with qualified third parties for the realization of projects 
via an online platform in the fields of marketing and innovation; planning, design, development and 
maintenance of web sites for others; design of promotional and communications components and 
media, namely design of flyers, business cards, animated banners.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 20, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017011446 in 
association with the same kind of services (2), (5), (7)
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 Application Number 1,877,327  Filing Date 2018-01-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Metro Logistics Inc.
1002 Sherbrooke Street West Suite 2000
Montéal
QUEBEC
H3A3L6

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

METRO TO HOME LOGISTICS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Customer service and contact center solutions for third-party commerce including order taking, 
order entry, cashiering of payments, payment processing, managing customer inquiries for pre-and 
post-sales transactions, providing technical support for products and services to customers and 
consumers, namely, customer service in the field of supply chain logistics and reverse logistics 
services for the storage, transportation, and delivery of goods for others by truck, rail, boat and air; 
Order Management Services for third party commerce in the retail, consumer packaged goods, 
automotive and specialized industries fields, namely computer processing for orders for business 
to consumer and business to business transactions; Business management services for third 
parties namely, management of subscription-based customers lists; Return processing for third 
party commerce in the retail, consumer packaged goods, automotive and specialized industries 
fields, namely providing order processing to refund, reship or exchange merchandise to 
customers; inventory control services

Class 36
(2) Order Management Services for third party commerce in the retail, consumer packaged goods, 
automotive and specialized industries fields, namely payment processing, credit card processing, 
management of receivables namely check processing, scanning, and deposit; real estate 
consultancy services for third party commerce consisting of the assessment and acquisition of real 
estate for others for storage and warehousing purposes; management of a customer's product 
across customs controlled borders through third party customs brokerage firms, namely 
administration requirements, necessary payments and physical distribution services; management 
services in the field of real estate property

Class 39
(3) General storage services, namely, warehouse, storage rooms and storage rooms rental 
services; thirdparty provision of warehousing, freight transportation, namely by truck, rail, boat and 
air, and customized supply chain solutions, namely the provision of logistics services customized 
to a specific customer's needs for optimized product flows domestically and internationally, 
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namely, supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services for the storage, transportation, and 
delivery of goods for others by truck, rail, boat and air; contract logistics, namely, the provision of 
supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services for the storage, transportation, and delivery of 
goods for others by truck, rail, boat and air on a contractual basis, all customized to a specific 
customers needs for optimized product flows domestically and internationally; warehouse storage 
services; logistics services for third party commerce, for the transportation of goods by truck, rail, 
boat and air; freight forwarding; consulting on supply chain operations and transportation services 
namely analyze and identify solutions to customers product flow needs from point of manufacture 
to point of sale worldwide and transportation via road, rail, sea and air

Class 42
(4) Software-as-a Service (SaaS) services and Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) services for use by 
third parties featuring software in the fields of distribution and supply chain logistic solutions, 
namely, software for supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services consisting of the delivery 
of goods for others by air, rail, ship, and truck
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 Application Number 1,878,200  Filing Date 2018-01-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ORTHOFIX S.R.L.
Via Delle Nazioni, 9
37012 Bussolengo (VR)
ITALY

Agent
ANDREWS ROBICHAUD
1673 Carling Avenue, Suite 215, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2A1C4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

G-BEAM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 10

Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, namely medical and surgical instruments for 
orthopaedic surgery; Orthopaedic implants and fixation implants made of artificial materials; 
orthopaedic devices for fixing, aligning and stabilization, namely beams for the treatment of bone 
deformities, bone fractures, traumatic bone lesions; orthopaedic systems for fixing, aligning and 
stabilization, namely, beams, drills, drill guides, sizing gauges, guidewires, screws, screwdrivers, 
extraction tools, wire guides, ratcheting t-handles, conical threaded extractors, joint compression 
forceps for treatment of bone deformities, bone fractures, traumatic bone lesions; orthopaedic 
devices for fixation, correction and stabilization of foot and ankle bones.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 11, 2017, Country or Office: ITALY, Application No: 
302017000101160 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,878,552  Filing Date 2018-01-19
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MI-GSO
Bâtiment Newton, ZAC de la Grande Borde
Avenue de l'Occitane
C.P. 31670 
Labège
FRANCE

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 02

(3) Colourants for use in the manufacture of printing ink; copier toner.

 Class 09
(1) Software, namely software for compiling and processing communication data in the fields of 
engineering and technology; software for compiling and processing industrial and commercial data 
in the fields of engineering and technology; software for managing computer systems in the fields 
of engineering and technology; software for configuring and developing telecommunications and 
computer networks; software for providing Internet services and developing Internet tools in the 
fields of computer technology, consulting related to technology and engineering; software for 
providing access to Internet networks; technical and scientific software for developing computer 
software and control systems in the sector of aviation, including flight testing; database 
management software; computer software for creating searchable databases; Internet access 
software; DTP software; desktop publishing software; network operating software for network 
access servers; computer-assisted design (CAD) software; computer-assisted design and 
manufacturing [CAD/CAM] software for use in the field of engineering; computer software for 
controlling and managing access server applications; wide area network operating software; VPN 
(virtual private network) operating software; facilities management software for controlling access 
to buildings and security systems; logistics software for tracking documents, parcels and freight; 
security software, computer operating system software; image processing software; word 
processing software; computer software for processing digital music files; computer software and 
databases for use in the diagnosis, repair and configuration of computers; computer software for 
assisting developers in creating program code for use in multiple application programs; computer 
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software for administration of computer local area networks; computer software for converting 
document images into electronic formats; computer software for creating and designing websites; 
computer software for the provision of multiple-user access to a global computer information 
network; scientific and technical software, namely embedded avionics software for creating 
techniques for the auditing, testing and design of dependability for the development of computer 
systems for use in the field of aviation; computer-assisted manufacturing software for use in the 
manufacture of satellite dishes for the transmission of data via satellite; computer software for 
designing, creating and manufacturing vehicles and automotive equipment in the field of the 
automotive industry; software for creating command and control systems for computer systems in 
the field of military engineering; helicopter and rotorcraft flight simulation software; software for 
updating civilian and military avionics systems; software for designing and implementing industrial 
infrastructures and megastructures; software for controlling, operating, monitoring computer 
systems and rolling stock, namely trucks and cars; software for diagnosing, preventing, controlling 
and treating diseases, injuries or disabilities.

 Class 16
(2) Printed matter, namely printers' type, printing blocks, typesetting machines, printing moulds, 
paper, printing plates, printing presses, brochures, promotional brochures, technical reports; 
instructional or teaching materials, namely cards, pamphlets, digital printing paper, posters, maps, 
booklets, notebooks, manuals; publications, namely books, newspapers, periodical magazines, 
periodical publications in the fields of engineering and technology consulting; periodical 
publications in the field of information technology; periodical publications in the aeronautics field, 
aerospace field, security field, defence field, naval field, automotive field, railway field, naval field, 
energy and environmental fields, life sciences field, banking field, financial field and insurance 
field; magazines; drawings.

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising services for the goods and services of others; information services for others 
regarding business management; information services for others regarding the conduct of 
business; commercial management and business administration services for others; assistance 
and consulting in the organization and management of business for others; assistance and 
consulting services for others regarding business management; consulting services for others 
regarding business management; consulting services for others regarding the conduct of business.

Class 41
(2) Education and training services for others, namely organization, conduct and facilitation of 
classes, internships and professional training in the fields of computers, new technology, 
communication and information technology, and engineering; entertainment services for others, 
namely entertainment consisting of appearances by sports and cultural celebrities during sports 
and cultural events; entertainment consisting of music concerts; entertainment in the form of non-
downloadable television programs and films broadcast via the Internet; organization and conduct 
of competitions for others in the fields of computers, mathematics, new technology, communication 
and information technology, and engineering; organization, conduct and facilitation of seminars, 
conferences, forums, convention, and colloquia for others in the fields of computers, new 
technology, communication and information technology, and engineering; organization of cultural 
activities, namely music concerts and art exhibitions.

Class 42
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(3) Scientific and technological services for others, namely assessment, evaluation and research in 
the fields of science and technology, provided by engineers; data analysis and industrial research 
services for others in the fields of engineering and technology; industrial design creation services 
for others; technical expertise, namely technical and scientific consulting services, provided by 
engineers, for others, namely in the aerospace, military defence technology, transport, nuclear and 
electrical energy, and telecommunications fields, namely communication via telephone, radio 
broadcasting, television broadcasting, personal communication services (PCS), global computer 
networks, communication via computer terminals, communication via optical fibres, communication 
via videoconferencing, communication via satellite, communication via cable; assessment and 
evaluation of project outcomes for others in the fields of engineering and technology; computer 
programming services for others; technical project studies, namely project studies in the fields of 
engineering and technology; engineering services for others for analyzing, designing, developing 
and maintaining computer and technology systems, namely in the aerospace, military defence 
technology, transport, nuclear and electrical energy, and telecommunications fields, namely 
communication by telephone, radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, personal communication 
services (PCS), global computer networks, communication through computer terminals, 
communication via optical fibres, communication via videoconferencing, communication via 
satellite, communication via cable; design and development of data banks and legal databases for 
others; computer programming services and multimedia material programming services for others; 
technical advisory services for others for providing technical information and knowledge related to 
the implementation, design, development and management of databases and legal databases; 
consulting services related to computer technology for others, namely in the field of the design, 
creation and development of computer software and computer hardware; technical consulting 
services for others related to the design and development of computers and computer software; 
computer program design services for others related to data management; technical and scientific 
consulting services for others with respect to projects related to aerospace; advisory services for 
others in the field of the design, creation and development of computers, computer hardware and 
computer software.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 10, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 174382369 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,878,849  Filing Date 2018-01-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Alfred Kärcher SE & Co. KG
Alfred-Kärcher-Strasse 28 - 40
71364 Winnenden
GERMANY

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cleaning agents for household and industrial purposes, namely detergents, degreasing 
preparations for machine parts and automotive parts, scale inhibitors and automobile and car wax 
preparations for use with pressure washers, steam cleaning apparatus, spray extraction 
apparatus, cleaning machines for hard surfaces, power operated spraying devices for cleaning 
textile coverings and motor-driven window cleaning machines, and for washing and waxing 
automotive surfaces; cleaning agents for carpets and wall-to-wall carpets; chemical products for 
the cleaning and care of motor vehicles, namely, preparations for cleaning, protecting and 
preserving motor vehicle surfaces; blasting abrasives for mechanical surface treatment, in 
particular mineral blasting abrasives and sandblasting abrasives; brighteners, namely polishing 
wax; laundry detergents; industrial soaps, liquid soaps, soaps for household use

 Class 07
(2) Mechanical spraying, rinsing and cleaning apparatus, and installations for industrial, automotive 
and household use, namely, pressure washers, steam cleaning devices, pressurized steam 
cleaning devices, abrasive blasting apparatus, power operated spraying and extracting device for 
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cleaning textiles and carpets, brushing machines for cleaning textile coverings and floors, vacuum 
cleaners, floor cleaning machines; vacuuming and floor mopping robots; floor polishing machines 
for commercial and household use; carpet brushing vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaners for 
suctioning floors, walls and glass surfaces; power operated spraying and sweeping devices for 
cleaning textile coverings, floors and walls; floor sweeping machines; pressure washers and steam 
cleaning machines for cleaning the inside of garbage containers, dumpsters, transportation 
containers, shipping containers and fluid containers; motor-driven window cleaning machines; 
vacuum device and spray extraction device for cleaning windows; motor-driven window cleaning 
machines; degreaser machines for motor vehicles; vehicle washing installations; portable and 
stationary washing and cleaning installations and facilities for motor vehicles namely drive-in 
facilities consisting of one or more of high pressure pumps, high pressure cleaning devices, 
rotating cleaning brushes, vacuum cleaners, portable and stationary dryers for motor vehicles, 
mechanical devices for waxing and dewaxing of motor vehicles; washing machines; dishwashers; 
hydraulic controls for vehicle washing installations; tank degasification apparatus, namely rotary 
high pressure nozzles for overhaul cleaning and removing gasoline and fuel from stationary and 
mobile tanks; mechanical devices for producing dry-ice granulate; parts of mechanical spraying, 
rinsing and cleaning apparatus and installations for industrial, automotive and household use, 
namely brushes, hoses, hand-held spray guns, suction heads, spray nozzles, jet tubes, vacuum 
cleaner hoses, vacuum cleaner bags, vacuum cleaner filters; flexible hose reeling machines; motor-
powered gardening implements, namely lawn mowers, brush cutters, motor scythes, tree chippers 
and tree shredders, power operated hedge trimmers, and power operated lawn trimmers, pumps, 
namely, well pumps, pond pumps, submersible pumps, namely stormwater pumps and sump 
pumps, garden pumps, leaf vacuums, leaf blowers, snow plows and snow blowers; weeding 
machines; gasoline and mechanical lawn mowing implements, namely lawn mowers, lawn 
trimmers and mowing machines; harvesting machines, namely combine harvester; power saws; 
chains for power saws; automatic lawn mowers (electric); robotic lawn mowers; floor scarifier 
machines for levelling floors; machines for cleaning streets, namely road sweepers; earth moving 
machines, namely earth moving scrapers; shovels for earth moving machines; gritters and power 
operated devices for scattering grit and road salt; parts and attachments thereto, namely 
spreaders, hoppers and throw limiters for gritters and power operated devices for scattering grit 
and road salt; snow blowers; snow ploughs; snow plough shovels; front loaders; shovels for front 
loaders; power operated cultivators; pumps, namely, drainage pumps, service water pumps, 
potable water pumps, piston pumps, diaphragm pumps; leaf vacuums; leaf blowers; mechanical 
high-pressure water jet apparatus for cleaning textile surfaces, floors, windows, glass and hard 
surfaces and for cutting, drilling and deburring; high-pressure water tools, in particular high-
pressure lances and high-pressure spray guns; water jet nozzles; electric power generators; 
valves being parts of machines; engine injectors; membrane filters for use as parts of machines; 
robots for guiding high-pressure water tools

 Class 09
(3) Radio receivers and transmitters; infrared receivers and transmitters; data carriers, namely 
blank integrated circuit memory cards, blank USB flash drives, and hard disc drives; electronic 
controls, namely coin-operated electric and electronic controls for use in car washes; radio remote 
controls for pressure washers, floor cleaning machines, steam cleaning apparatus, pressurized 
steam cleaning apparatus, abrasive blasting apparatus, power operated spraying and extracting 
device for cleaning textiles, brushing machines for cleaning textile coverings and floors, vacuum 
cleaners, floor polishers, carpet brushing vacuum cleaners, hard floor cleaning machines, power-
operated vacuum machines for suctioning floors, power operated spraying and sweeping devices 
for cleaning textile coverings, floors and walls, floor sweeping machines, pressure washers and 
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steam cleaning machines for cleaning the inside of garbage containers, dumpsters, transportation 
containers, shipping containers and fluid containers, motor-driven window cleaning machines, 
washing machines, lawn mowers, pressure washers, and sweeper machines for street cleaning, 
high pressure pumps for washing appliances and installation, well pumps, pond pumps, 
stormwater pumps, sump pumps, garden pumps, potable water pumps, service water pumps, 
drainage pumps, piston pumps, diaphragm pumps, mechanical high-pressure water jet apparatus 
for cleaning surfaces and for cutting, drilling and deburring, high-pressure washers, robots for 
guiding high-pressure water tools, irrigation devices for irrigating lawns and agricultural areas, and 
for air purifying units; time switches; electric connection cables; extension cords; rechargeable 
batteries and battery chargers for pressure washers, floor cleaning machines, steam cleaning 
apparatus, pressurized steam cleaning apparatus, abrasive blasting apparatus, power operated 
spraying and extracting device for cleaning textiles, brushing machines for cleaning textile 
coverings and floors, vacuum cleaners, floor polishers, carpet brushing vacuum cleaners, hard 
floor cleaning machines, power-operated vacuum machines for suctioning floors, power operated 
spraying and sweeping devices for cleaning textile coverings, floors and walls, floor sweeping 
machines, pressure washers and steam cleaning machines for cleaning the inside of garbage 
containers, dumpsters, transportation containers, shipping containers and fluid containers, motor-
driven window cleaning machines, washing machines, lawn mowers, pressure washers, and 
sweeper machines for street cleaning, high pressure pumps for washing appliances and 
installation, well pumps, pond pumps, stormwater pumps, sump pumps, garden pumps, potable 
water pumps, service water pumps, drainage pumps, piston pumps, diaphragm pumps, 
mechanical high-pressure water jet apparatus for cleaning surfaces and for cutting, drilling and 
deburring, high-pressure washers, robots for guiding high-pressure water tools, timber harvesting 
machinerys, power saws, brush cutters (machines), scythes (machines), hedge trimmers 
(machines), scarifiers (machines), leaf vacuums, leaf blowers, electric control units for irrigation 
devices for irrigating lawns and agricultural areas, and for air purifying units; electric control units 
for irrigation devices for irrigating lawns and agricultural areas; readers for the contactless reading 
of markings, in particular bar code readers and RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) readers; 
dosimeters; data processing equipment, namely computers; computer software (recorded and 
downloadable) for use in motor-driven spraying, rinsing and cleaning apparatus and installations 
for industrial, automotive and household use to clean floors, walls, glass surfaces, windows, textile 
coverings, vehicles, workpieces, power operated and hand operated tools and implements, 
protective clothing for protecting from fire, radioactive radiation, biological contamination and 
chemical contamination; protective glasses; protective respiratory masks for non-medical 
purposes; filters for respiratory masks; protective work clothing, namely safety boots, safety 
helmets and face shields

 Class 11
(4) Drying apparatus for motor vehicles used in car washes, namely air blowers to dry motor 
vehicles; apparatus for cleaning the body, namely showers; garden showers, namely outdoor 
shower equipment; refrigerating and heating apparatus and installations, namely refrigerators and 
domestic hot water and portable electric heaters, water heaters, fresh-air heaters; steam 
generating machines; water heaters (apparatus); sprinkler systems for irrigation; water coolers; 
beverage dispensing machines for dispensing mineral waters, carbonated waters, table waters, 
fruit drinks, fruit juices and lemonades (other than vending machines); drop nozzles for irrigation 
installations; filters for drinking water; air filtering units for removing dust, smoke and allergens 
from the air; air impellers for ventilation, ventilation hoods; air purifying units; portable and 
stationary dryers for motor vehicles; air humidifiers; solar oil heaters; electric cooking appliances 
and cooking installations namely microwaves, domestic and commercial cooking ovens; mobile 
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field kitchens; field laundries, namely transportable electric, fuel-powered or gas-powered laundry 
dryers; drinking water treatment devices, namely chemical sterilization units and desalinations 
units for household and industrial purposes; waste water treatment devices, namely waste water 
purification units for household and industrial purposes; water filtering units for industrial use; water 
filtering units for domestic use

 Class 21
(5) Garden sprinklers

Services
Class 35
(1) Wholesale and online wholesale store services and retail and online retail store services and 
mail order services, in the fields of cleaning agents, detergents, soaps, household and kitchen 
appliances, cleaning chemicals and equipment for household and industrial purposes, washing 
machines, dry ice blasting equipment, wastewater recycling systems, water pumps for household 
and industrial purposes, agricultural irrigation equipment, mechanical and hand-operated 
gardening implements, drinking and industrial water treatment equipment and cooling, heating and 
cooking equipment; organizational and business management consultancy for companies, in 
particular with regard to optimizing processes; compiling data relating to the performance, 
operational status, operating conditions and repair and maintenance requirements of cleaning 
machines and cleaning equipment for buildings, paths and street cleaning in computer databases; 
statistical evaluation of data relating to the performance, operational status, operating conditions 
and repair and maintenance requirements of cleaning machines and cleaning equipment for 
buildings, paths and street cleaning; systematization of data relating to the performance, 
operational status, operating conditions and repair and maintenance requirements of cleaning 
machines and cleaning equipment for buildings, paths and street cleaning in computer databases; 
recording and updating of data relating to the performance, operational status, operating 
conditions and repair and maintenance requirements of cleaning machines and cleaning 
equipment for buildings, paths and street cleaning in computer databases for business planning 
and for organization and optimization of the use of cleaning machines and cleaning equipment for 
building, path and street cleaning; business management evaluation of data

Class 37
(2) Building construction; domestic maintenance, repair and cleaning services, namely caretaker 
services; maintenance, upkeep and servicing of buildings; street cleaning; car park cleaning; 
interior and exterior cleaning of buildings; window cleaning; carpet and upholstery cleaning; 
maintenance and repair of cleaning equipment, namely pressure washers, floor cleaning 
machines, steam cleaning and steam jet apparatus, particle-jet devices, spray extraction 
apparatus, brushing machines for cleaning textile coverings and floors, vacuum cleaners, floor 
polishing apparatus, carpet cleaning machines, cleaning machines for hard surfaces, machines for 
suctioning floors, power operated spraying and sweeping devices for cleaning textile coverings, 
floors and walls, floor sweeping machines, machines for cleaning the inside of garbage containers, 
dumpsters, transportation containers, shipping containers and fluid containers, motor-driven 
window cleaning machines, washing machines, machines for automobile cleaning and car 
washing, machines for cleaning of industrial premises, machines for cleaning streets, drinking and 
industrial wastewater treatment equipment, cooling and heating equipment, cooking apparatus, 
namely electric cooking stoves for household purposes, industrial cooking ovens, microwave 
ovens for cooking, mechanical high-pressure water jet apparatus, high-pressure water tools and 
robots for guiding high-pressure water tools; repair and maintenance of horticultural, agricultural, 
forestry and municipal equipment, namely cleaning machines and cleaning equipment for 
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buildings, paths and street cleaning, lawn mowers, brush cutters, motor scythes, tree chippers and 
tree shredders, power operated hedge trimmers, and power operated lawn trimmers, pumps, 
namely, well pumps, pond pumps and garden pumps, leaf vacuums, leaf blowers, snow plows and 
snow clearing machines, snow blowers, power saws, automatic lawn mowers (electric), robotic 
lawn mowers, floor scarifier machines for levelling floors, gritters and power operated devices for 
scattering grit and road salt, power operated cultivators; cleaning, servicing and maintenance of 
motor vehicles; maintenance and cleaning of motor vehicles by provision of motor vehicle cleaning 
installations and motor vehicle maintenance installations; servicing and cleaning of motor vehicles 
by making available self-service vehicle washing installations in return for payment; rental of 
machines and mechanical apparatus for cleaning, in particular pressure washers, steam cleaning 
and steam jet devices, particle jet devices, spray extraction machines and brushing machines for 
cleaning textile coverings and floors, vacuum cleaners, floor cleaning machines, vacuuming and 
floor mopping robots, floor polishing machines, carpet brushing vacuum cleaners, power operated 
cleaning devices for use in cleaning hard surfaces, cleaning machines for hard floors, power 
operated spraying and sweeping devices for cleaning textile coverings, floors and walls, floor 
sweeping machines, machines for cleaning the inside of garbage containers, dumpsters, 
transportation containers, shipping containers and fluid containers, cleaning machines for glass 
surfaces, mechanical window cleaning machines, automatic window cleaning machine (electric), 
mechanically operated machine for cleaning motor vehicles, motor-powered tools for scraping off 
ice, degreasing machines, air purifiers; rental of electric suction apparatus for industrial purposes, 
namely, machines for suctioning floors, carpet brush suction machines for brushing and suctioning 
carpets; rental of vehicle washing installations; rental of laundry dryers; rental of steam generating 
apparatus and hot air generating apparatus for cleaning and washing purposes; rental of drying 
machines, namely air blowers and air dryers; rental of air humidifiers; rental of washing machines, 
dishwashers and laundry dryers; rental of earth moving machines, gritters and power operated 
devices for scattering grit and road salt, snow blowers and snow ploughs, snow clearing machines; 
rental of pumps for drainage purposes and for irrigation purposes and for supplying service water 
and drinking water, in particular water pumps, submersible pumps, house water pumps, high-
pressure pumps; rental of mechanical high-pressure washer; rental of high-pressure water tools, in 
particular high-pressure lances and high-pressure spray guns; rental of pneumatic, hydraulic, 
electric or manually driven industrial material handling machines, positioning devices, feed 
mechanisms and robotically guided high-pressure washers; consultancy services in the field of 
cleaning, in particular building, path and street cleaning, and in the field of organization and 
optimization of the use of cleaning machines and cleaning equipment for building, path and street 
cleaning

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 18, 2017, Country or Office: GERMANY, Application No: 
302017108361.4 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,879,414  Filing Date 2018-01-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

PACIFIC WESTERN BREWING COMPANY 
LTD.
3876 Norland Avenue
Burnaby
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V5G4T9

Agent
JAMES P. HATTON
(FARRIS, VAUGHAN, WILLS & MURPHY 
LLP), P.O. BOX 10026, PACIFIC CENTRE 
SOUTH, TORONTO-DOMINION BANK 
TOWER, 700 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7T1B3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PACIFIC BLACK
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 32

Brewed, alcoholic beverages, namely Beer.
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 Application Number 1,879,444  Filing Date 2018-01-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CF U.S. Franchising Company
1209 Orange Street
Wilmington, New Castle County, DE 19801
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CHALICE FARMS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) cannabis or cannabinoid infused botanical supplements for general health, herbal supplements 
for general health and well-being, natural health products, namely dietary and nutritional 
supplements for general health and well-being, cannabis or cannabinoid infused pharmaceuticals 
and over-the-counter products, namely creams, gels, lotions, ointments and oral sprays for general 
health and well-being; cannabis extracts, namely tinctures, hashish, resins, seeds, flavonoids, 
tetrahydrocannabinol, terpenoids, terpenes, cannabidiol and cannabinoids for general health and 
wellness; cannabis extracts, namely, whole plant extracts and separated fractions and compounds 
derived from cannabis extracts, cannabis derived active pharmaceutical ingredients, cannabis oil 
all for general health and well being; cannabidiol oil for general health and well being; hemp oil for 
general health and well being; cannabis tinctures for general health and well being; hash oil 
concentrates (BHO shatters) for general health and well being

 Class 25
(2) Apparel, namely casual clothing, athletic clothing, business clothing; headwear, namely hats, 
caps, visors, headbands

 Class 29
(3) cannabis concentrates for food; cannabis tinctures for food; cannabis distillate for food; infused 
cannabis distillate extracts for food

 Class 30
(4) food products containing cannabis, namely, brownies, cookies, biscuits, muffins, cakes, 
cupcakes, readyto- eat cereals, breakfast cereals, cereal bars, cereal-based snack food, pasta, 
candies and chocolates; food products containing cannabis derivatives, namely, namely, brownies, 
cookies, biscuits, muffins, cakes, cupcakes, ready-to-eat cereals, breakfast cereals, cereal bars, 
cereal-based snack food, pasta; cannabisinfused candies and chocolates

 Class 31
(5) live cannabis flower

 Class 32
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(6) non-alcoholic beverages containing cannabis, namely, hot chocolate, coffee, cocoa-based 
beverages, coffee-based beverages, tea, herbal tea beverages, smoothies, fruit juice, fruit drinks, 
vegetable juice, vegetable drinks, bottled water, energy drinks and non-alcoholic carbonated drinks 
non-alcoholic beverages containing cannabis derivatives, namely, hot chocolate, coffee, cocoa-
based beverages, coffee-based beverages, tea, herbal tea beverages, smoothies, fruit juice, fruit 
drinks, vegetable juice, vegetable drinks, bottled water, energy drinks and non-alcoholic 
carbonated drinks; cannabis concentrates for non-alcoholic drinks; syrups and concentrates for 
beverages containing cannabis for non-alcoholic drinks; syrups and cannabis concentrates for 
beverages; cannabis derivatives for non-alcoholic drinks, namely powders for effervescing 
beverages, fruit juice, vegetable juice; cannabis tinctures for non-alcoholic drinks; cannabis 
distillate for non-alcoholic drinks; infused cannabis distillate extracts for non-alcoholic drinks

 Class 34
(7) cannabis derivatives, namely resins and oils for smoking and vaping; dried cannabis; dried 
cannabis flower; equipment and accessories for storing and consuming cannabis and cannabis 
derivatives, namely vaporizers, disposable vape pens, vape pen cartridges; pipes for smoking, 
bongs, cannabis rolling papers, cigarette papers, cannabis and herbal grinders and cannabis and 
herbal weighing scales

Services
Class 35
(1) retail and online sale of cannabis based or cannabinoid infused products; franchising services, 
namely aiding and rendering technical assistance in the establishment, development and operation 
of businesses providing sales of cannabis-related products and services

Class 41
(2) educational services in the field of medical cannabis

Class 42
(3) research and development activities focused on commercialization of natural health products 
and pharmaceutical medicines derived from cannabis

Class 44
(4) operation of a medical clinic; providing health consultation and medical appointments with 
licensed physicians and other health care professionals namely, telephone medical information 
through applications; providing health information and other educational materials, namely 
providing information about research and benefits related to cannabis through the internet, 
website, clinics, pamphlets, newsletters, flyers and books; cannabis dispensary services
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 Application Number 1,879,445  Filing Date 2018-01-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CF U.S. Franchising Company
1209 Orange Street
Wilmington, New Castle County, DE 19801
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) cannabis or cannabinoid infused botanical supplements for general health, herbal supplements 
for general health and well-being, natural health products, namely dietary and nutritional 
supplements for general health and well-being, cannabis or cannabinoid infused pharmaceuticals 
and over-the-counter products, namely creams, gels, lotions, ointments and oral sprays for general 
health and well-being; cannabis extracts, namely tinctures, hashish, resins, seeds, flavonoids, 
tetrahydrocannabinol, terpenoids, terpenes, cannabidiol and cannabinoids for general health and 
wellness; cannabis extracts, namely, whole plant extracts and separated fractions and compounds 
derived from cannabis extracts, cannabis derived active pharmaceutical ingredients, cannabis oil 
all for general health and well being; cannabidiol oil for general health and well being; hemp oil for 
general health and well being; cannabis tinctures for general health and well being; hash oil 
concentrates (BHO shatters) for general health and well being

 Class 25
(2) Apparel, namely casual clothing, athletic clothing, business clothing; headwear, namely hats, 
caps, visors, headbands
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 Class 29
(3) cannabis concentrates for food; cannabis tinctures for food; cannabis distillate for food; infused 
cannabis distillate extracts for food

 Class 30
(4) food products containing cannabis, namely, brownies, cookies, biscuits, muffins, cakes, 
cupcakes, readyto- eat cereals, breakfast cereals, cereal bars, cereal-based snack food, pasta, 
candies and chocolates; food products containing cannabis derivatives, namely, namely, brownies, 
cookies, biscuits, muffins, cakes, cupcakes, ready-to-eat cereals, breakfast cereals, cereal bars, 
cereal-based snack food, pasta; cannabisinfused candies and chocolates

 Class 31
(5) live cannabis flower

 Class 32
(6) non-alcoholic beverages containing cannabis, namely, hot chocolate, coffee, cocoa-based 
beverages, coffee-based beverages, tea, herbal tea beverages, smoothies, fruit juice, fruit drinks, 
vegetable juice, vegetable drinks, bottled water, energy drinks and non-alcoholic carbonated drinks 
non-alcoholic beverages containing cannabis derivatives, namely, hot chocolate, coffee, cocoa-
based beverages, coffee-based beverages, tea, herbal tea beverages, smoothies, fruit juice, fruit 
drinks, vegetable juice, vegetable drinks, bottled water, energy drinks and non-alcoholic 
carbonated drinks; cannabis concentrates for non-alcoholic drinks; syrups and concentrates for 
beverages containing cannabis for non-alcoholic drinks; syrups and cannabis concentrates for 
beverages; cannabis derivatives for non-alcoholic drinks, namely powders for effervescing 
beverages, fruit juice, vegetable juice; cannabis tinctures for non-alcoholic drinks; cannabis 
distillate for non-alcoholic drinks; infused cannabis distillate extracts for non-alcoholic drinks

 Class 34
(7) cannabis derivatives, namely resins and oils for smoking and vaping; dried cannabis; dried 
cannabis flower; equipment and accessories for storing and consuming cannabis and cannabis 
derivatives, namely vaporizers, disposable vape pens, vape pen cartridges; pipes for smoking, 
bongs, cannabis rolling papers, cigarette papers, cannabis and herbal grinders and cannabis and 
herbal weighing scales

Services
Class 35
(1) retail and online sale of cannabis based or cannabinoid infused products; franchising services, 
namely aiding and rendering technical assistance in the establishment, development and operation 
of businesses providing sales of cannabis-related products and services

Class 41
(2) educational services in the field of medical cannabis

Class 42
(3) research and development activities focused on commercialization of natural health products 
and pharmaceutical medicines derived from cannabis

Class 44
(4) operation of a medical clinic; providing health consultation and medical appointments with 
licensed physicians and other health care professionals namely, telephone medical information 
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through applications; providing health information and other educational materials, namely 
providing information about research and benefits related to cannabis through the internet, 
website, clinics, pamphlets, newsletters, flyers and books; cannabis dispensary services
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 Application Number 1,879,447  Filing Date 2018-01-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CF U.S. Franchising Company
1209 Orange Street
Wilmington, New Castle County, DE 19801
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) cannabis or cannabinoid infused botanical supplements for general health, herbal supplements 
for general health and well-being, natural health products, namely dietary and nutritional 
supplements for general health and well-being, cannabis or cannabinoid infused pharmaceuticals 
and over-the-counter products, namely creams, gels, lotions, ointments and oral sprays for general 
health and well-being; cannabis extracts, namely tinctures, hashish, resins, seeds, flavonoids, 
tetrahydrocannabinol, terpenoids, terpenes, cannabidiol and cannabinoids for general health and 
wellness; cannabis extracts, namely, whole plant extracts and separated fractions and compounds 
derived from cannabis extracts, cannabis derived active pharmaceutical ingredients, cannabis oil 
all for general health and well being; cannabidiol oil for general health and well being; hemp oil for 
general health and well being; cannabis tinctures for general health and well being; hash oil 
concentrates (BHO shatters) for general health and well being

 Class 25
(2) Apparel, namely casual clothing, athletic clothing, business clothing; headwear, namely hats, 
caps, visors, headbands

 Class 29
(3) cannabis concentrates for food; cannabis tinctures for food; cannabis distillate for food; infused 
cannabis distillate extracts for food
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 Class 30
(5) food products containing cannabis, namely, brownies, cookies, biscuits, muffins, cakes, 
cupcakes, readyto- eat cereals, breakfast cereals, cereal bars, cereal-based snack food, pasta, 
candies and chocolates; food products containing cannabis derivatives, namely, namely, brownies, 
cookies, biscuits, muffins, cakes, cupcakes, ready-to-eat cereals, breakfast cereals, cereal bars, 
cereal-based snack food, pasta; cannabisinfused candies and chocolates

 Class 31
(4) live cannabis flower

 Class 32
(6) non-alcoholic beverages containing cannabis, namely, hot chocolate, coffee, cocoa-based 
beverages, coffee-based beverages, tea, herbal tea beverages, smoothies, fruit juice, fruit drinks, 
vegetable juice, vegetable drinks, bottled water, energy drinks and non-alcoholic carbonated drinks 
non-alcoholic beverages containing cannabis derivatives, namely, hot chocolate, coffee, cocoa-
based beverages, coffee-based beverages, tea, herbal tea beverages, smoothies, fruit juice, fruit 
drinks, vegetable juice, vegetable drinks, bottled water, energy drinks and non-alcoholic 
carbonated drinks; cannabis concentrates for non-alcoholic drinks; syrups and concentrates for 
beverages containing cannabis for non-alcoholic drinks; syrups and cannabis concentrates for 
beverages; cannabis derivatives for non-alcoholic drinks, namely powders for effervescing 
beverages, fruit juice, vegetable juice; cannabis tinctures for non-alcoholic drinks; cannabis 
distillate for non-alcoholic drinks; infused cannabis distillate extracts for non-alcoholic drinks

 Class 34
(7) cannabis derivatives, namely resins and oils for smoking and vaping; dried cannabis; dried 
cannabis flower; equipment and accessories for storing and consuming cannabis and cannabis 
derivatives, namely vaporizers, disposable vape pens, vape pen cartridges; pipes for smoking, 
bongs, cannabis rolling papers, cigarette papers, cannabis and herbal grinders and cannabis and 
herbal weighing scales

Services
Class 35
(1) retail and online sale of cannabis based or cannabinoid infused products; franchising services, 
namely aiding and rendering technical assistance in the establishment, development and operation 
of businesses providing sales of cannabis-related products and services

Class 41
(2) educational services in the field of medical cannabis

Class 42
(3) research and development activities focused on commercialization of natural health products 
and pharmaceutical medicines derived from cannabis

Class 44
(4) operation of a medical clinic; providing health consultation and medical appointments with 
licensed physicians and other health care professionals namely, telephone medical information 
through applications; providing health information and other educational materials, namely 
providing information about research and benefits related to cannabis through the internet, 
website, clinics, pamphlets, newsletters, flyers and books; cannabis dispensary services
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 Application Number 1,879,757  Filing Date 2018-01-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ALLEN-VANGUARD CORPORATION
2405 St. Laurent Boulevard
Suite K
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1G5B4

Agent
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY 
WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Electronic device, namely radio frequency front end (RFFE) platform, providing secure and private 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) network and management and monitoring of LTE network; hardware 
components for electronic device, namely computer networking hardware, for providing secure and 
private LTE network.

Services
Class 41
End-user training in the use of electronic device for providing, managing and monitoring private 
and secure LTE network.
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 Application Number 1,880,416  Filing Date 2018-01-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

The Burton Corporation
80 Industrial Parkway
Burlington, VT 05401
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BCF S.E.N.C.R.L./BCF LLP
1100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 25e Étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B5C9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BURTON
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail store services featuring bags, carry bags and cases namely, travel bags and cases, 
daypacks, backpacks, all-purpose sport bags, travel cases, toiletry cases, suitcases and luggage, 
duffle bags, clothing, jackets, coats, shells jackets, pullovers, gloves, mitts, mittens, pants, shorts, 
leggings, headwear, hats, caps, berets, beanies, headbands, earbands, vests, sweaters, shirts, t-
shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, underwear, undergarments, undershorts, boots, facemasks for 
outdoor sports and activities, socks, scarves, belts, knitwear, balaclavas, neck gaiters, neck 
warmers, bib overalls, special clothing for use in winter sports namely, skiing, snowpants.

(2) Retail store services featuring snowboard boots, snowboard clothing, balaclavas, neck gaiters, 
neck warmers, bib overalls, special clothing for use in winter sports namely, snowboarding, 
snowpants, snowboards and parts, fittings and accessories therefor, namely, bindings, binding 
plates, toe bindings, binding bases, binding disks, mounting hardware, toe support extensions, 
buckles, cuffs, brakes, brake plates, brake plate interfaces, degree indicators, straps, and leashes, 
scrapers and tool kits for snowboards, snowboard bags and cases, travel bags for snowboards, 
snowboard sleeves, accessories specially adapted for snowboards, namely lace protectors, cants, 
traction pads, mats, rags, locks, screws, washers, cables and locks for securing a snowboard, 
tune-up kits for snowboards, snowboard wax, carrying frames for snowboards, snowboard cores.

(3) Online retail store services featuring bags, carry bags and cases namely, travel bags and 
cases, daypacks, backpacks, all-purpose sport bags, travel cases, toiletry cases, suitcases and 
luggage, duffle bags, clothing, jackets, coats, shells jackets, pullovers, gloves, mitts, mittens, 
pants, shorts, leggings, headwear, hats, caps, berets, beanies, headbands, earbands, vests, 
sweaters, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, underwear, undergarments, undershorts, boots, 
facemasks for outdoor sports and activities, socks, scarves, belts, knitwear, balaclavas, neck 
gaiters, neck warmers, bib overalls, special clothing for use in winter sports namely, skiing, 
snowpants.

(4) Online retail store services featuring snowboard boots, snowboard clothing, balaclavas, neck 
gaiters, neck warmers, bib overalls, special clothing for use in winter sports namely, snowboarding, 
snowpants, snowboards and parts, fittings and accessories therefor, namely, bindings, binding 
plates, toe bindings, binding bases, binding disks, mounting hardware, toe support extensions, 
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buckles, cuffs, brakes, brake plates, brake plate interfaces, degree indicators, straps, and leashes, 
scrapers and tool kits for snowboards, snowboard bags and cases, travel bags for snowboards, 
snowboard sleeves, accessories specially adapted for snowboards, namely lace protectors, cants, 
traction pads, mats, rags, locks, screws, washers, cables and locks for securing a snowboard, 
tune-up kits for snowboards, snowboard wax, carrying frames for snowboards, snowboard cores

(5) Wholesale sales of bags, carry bags and cases namely, travel bags and cases, daypacks, 
backpacks, allpurpose sport bags, travel cases, toiletry cases, suitcases and luggage, duffle bags, 
clothing, jackets, coats, shells jackets, pullovers, gloves, mitts, mittens, pants, shorts, leggings, 
headwear, hats, caps, berets, beanies, headbands, earbands, vests, sweaters, shirts, t-shirts, 
sweatshirts, sweatpants, underwear, undergarments, undershorts, boots, facemasks for outdoor 
sports and activities, socks, snowboard boots, scarves, belts, knitwear, snowboard clothing, 
balaclavas, neck gaiters, neck warmers, bib overalls, special clothing for use in winter sports 
namely, skiing and snowboarding, snowpants, snowboards and parts, fittings and accessories 
therefor, namely, bindings, binding plates, toe bindings, binding bases, binding disks, mounting 
hardware, toe support extensions, buckles, cuffs, brakes, brake plates, brake plate interfaces, 
degree indicators, straps, and leashes, scrapers and tool kits for snowboards, snowboard bags 
and cases, travel bags for snowboards, snowboard sleeves, accessories specially adapted for 
snowboards, namely lace protectors, cants, traction pads, mats, rags, locks, screws, washers, 
cables and locks for securing a snowboard, tune-up kits for snowboards, snowboard wax, carrying 
frames for snowboards, snowboard cores.
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 Application Number 1,880,940  Filing Date 2018-02-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
ENVIRONMENTAL OPERATORS 
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM
3833 Henning Drive
201
BURNABY
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V5C6N5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
Stylized water drop in yellow, green, and blue

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. From top to bottom: yellow, green, and blue

Goods
 Class 16

(1) envelopes; letterhead paper; paper for use as material of stock certificates [shokenshi]; 
promotional decals;

 Class 21
(2) drink coasters;

 Class 25
(3) promotional caps; promotional t-shirts;
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Services
Class 41
publication and editing of printed matter; publication of brochures;
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 Application Number 1,881,052  Filing Date 2018-02-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cruzible Solutions Inc.
178 Rue Carlyle E
Châteauguay
QUEBEC
J6J6A7

Agent
MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP
275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PAYCHECK COACHING
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software namely,financial software for use in budgeting, financial coaching and 
reorganization of finances.

Services
Class 36
financial consulting, namely financial analysis consultation services
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 Application Number 1,881,232  Filing Date 2018-02-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Tim Hortons Canadian IP Holdings Corporation
226 Wyecroft Road
Oakville
ONTARIO
L6K3X7

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours yellow, red, black and gold are 
claimed as a feature of this trademark. The text RRROLL UP THE RIM is black. The text TIM 
HORTONS and TO WIN is red. The outline of the whole mark is black. The arrow is predominantly 
yellow with the upper part of the arrow design featuring a band of gold.

Services
Class 35
(1) Promoting restaurants and the sale of their goods through promotional contests.

Class 43
(2) Restaurant services.
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 Application Number 1,881,357  Filing Date 2018-02-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Bio-Gate AG
Neumeyerstr. 28-34
D-90411 Nürnberg
ALEMANIA
GERMANY

Agent
MILTONS IP/P.I.
15 Fitzgerald Rd, Suite 200, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2H9G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The colors light turquoise, turquoise, dark 
turquoise, white, light grey, grey and dark grey are claimed as a feature of the mark. The shield 
design is divided in to two parts generally by a white broken line. The left side of the shield design 
is light turquoise at the top graduating to turquoise in the middle further graduating to dark 
turquoise at the bottom; the right side of the shield design is light grey at the top graduating to grey 
in the middle further graduating to dark grey at the bottom

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Chemicals used in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Chemical substances for preserving 
food stuffs; Chemical substances for coating or dip coating seeds for preserving the seeds; 
Chemical substances for increasing shelf-life of harvest and crop; Chemical preparations for 
preserving foodstuff; Fertilizers; Fertilizers in solid form; Fertilizers in liquid form; Fertilizers 
comprising elementary silver particles; Preparations for fortifying plants; Preparations comprising 
elementary silver particles for fortifying plants; Chemical products for the treatment of plant 
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diseases; Preparations comprising elementary silver particles for the treatment of plant diseases; 
Chemical products for the protection of plants from bacterial and fungal infection; Preparations 
comprising elementary silver particles for the protection of plants from bacterial and fungal 
infection; Chemical substances for increasing the shelf-life of cut flowers; Substances for 
preserving cut flowers; Chemical products for preserving the freshness of cut flowers

 Class 02
(2) Acrylic Paints, antifouling paints, bactericidal paints, binding preparations for paints, exterior 
paints, floor paints, interior paints, metals in foil and powder form for use in paints, nonferrous 
metals in powder form for use in painting, paint for industrial equipment and machinery, paint for 
use in the manufacture of automobiles, precious metal in powder form for use in painting, water 
color paints and lime washes ; paints containing antimicrobials namely acrylic paints, exterior 
paints, floor paints, interior paints, paint for industrial equipment and machinery, paint for use in the 
manufacture of automobiles and water color paints;, interior lacquer coatings for wood containing 
antimicrobials, interior lacquer coatings for metal surfaces containing antimicrobials; emulsions in 
the nature of paints

 Class 03
(3) Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use namely, laundry fabric 
conditioner, furniture polishes; aloe soaps, bath soaps in liquid, solid or gel form, body care soap, 
body cream soap, liquid soap for body washing, shaving soap; detergents for household use ; Hair 
lotions; Dentifrices; Dental cream; Mouthwashes; Deodorants for personal use, deodorants for 
animals; Deodorants for the feet; Roll-on deodorants for personal use; Deodorant sprays for 
personal use; Anti-perspirants in the form of sprays for personal use; Foot cream, Foot lotion, Foot 
masks for skin care, Foot scrubs, Foot smoothing stones; Cosmetics; Cosmetics for animals; 
Toothpaste; Shampoo; after-sun creams and preparations, after-sun creams for cosmetic 
purposes, aftershave creams, after-shave moisturizing creams, anti-aging creams, antifreckle 
creams, anti-wrinkle creams for cosmetic use, beauty creams, body creams, body mask creams, 
cosmetic cleansing creams, cosmetic creams and lotions, cosmetic creams, lotions, gels and 
powders for the face, hands and body, creams for whitening the skin, creams for cellulite 
reduction, creams for the hair, exfoliant creams, day creams, eye cream, face cream, foot cream, 
hand cream, moisturizing cream, peeling cream, shower cream, skin conditioning creams for 
cosmetic purposes, skin lightening creams, After-shave Gels, after-sun gels, age retardant gels, 
beauty gels, bath gels, dental gel, emulsions, gels and lotions for skin care, eye gels, gel eye 
masks, hair gel, hair mousse and hair gel, moisturizing gel, shower and bath gel, tooth gel, After-
shave lotions, after shave lotions, baby lotions, body lotions for cosmetic purposes, cosmetic facial 
lotions, cosmetic skincare lotions, cosmetic sun milk lotions, eye lotions, face and body lotions, 
facial lotions, hand lotions, moisturizing skin lotions, shaving lotions, sun care lotions, teeth 
cleaning lotions, Hand creams; Hand lotion; Cosmetic creams; skin cleansing foams and shower 
and bath foams; skin moisturizing gel; Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Shaving preparations in 
liquid form; Shaving balm; Foams for use in shaving; Shaving gels; Shaving lotions; Oils for 
cosmetic purposes; Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; Beauty masks; Cloths impregnated with 
antimicrobial lotions for cosmetic use, Cloths impregnated with skin conditioning lotions for 
cosmetic use; Cloths or tissues impregnated with a skin cleanser; Tissues impregnated with 
antimicrobial and skin conditioning preparations for cleaning skin, tissues impregnated with 
perfumed cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; Ear care preparations for 
cleaning of animal ears; Furniture polish; Furniture polishes and waxes; Disposable wipes for 
household use; After-shave emulsions

 Class 05
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(4) Pharmaceutical preparations for relief of insect bites, pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of bacterial skin infections, fungal skin infections, viral infections and parasitic skin 
infections, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of bone diseases, pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of bone fractures, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
dandruff, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of degenerative nerve diseases and 
disorders namely Alzheimer´s disease, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of dental 
and oral diseases, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory connective tissue 
diseases and injuries, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skin irritations, namely bee 
stings sunburn, rashes, sores, corns, calluses and acne, pharmaceutical preparations for treating 
halitosis, pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology, namely dermatitis, skin pigmentation 
diseases, sexually transmitted diseases, pharmaceutical preparations for wounds, pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of bone diseases, pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
acne, veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for periodontal diseases, veterinary pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of bacterial infections in dogs, veterinary pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases in poultry, veterinary pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of infectious diseases, namely respiratory infections, eye infections, 
topical infections, veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of swine bacterial 
infectious diseases, veterinary pharmaceutical preparations for udder care, Pharmaceutical 
preparations, medical preparations and medicines and health care preparations in the form of 
wound ointments, wound creams, wound gels, wound lotions, foams for medical wound care, bath 
preparations and sprays for medical wound care; Ear drops; Medical foot care preparations for the 
treatment of athlete's foot; Athlete´s foot preparations, Pharmaceutical foot preparations for the 
treatment of diabetic foot, Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of chronic wounds; 
Disinfectant-impregnated tissues; Tissues impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions for the 
treatment of infected skin and wounds; Sanitary napkins, menstruation pads, menstruation 
tampons; medical plasters; medical dressings; Medical wound dressings; Wound dressings; 
Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; All purpose disinfectants, disinfectant bathroom cleaners, 
disinfectants for household use, disinfecting handwash; adhesive bandages for skin wounds; 
Antiseptic preparations for wound care; Adhesive bandages for skin wounds; Medical adhesives 
for binding wounds; Dental materials for stopping the teeth; Dental materials for stopping the teeth 
on basis of polymers; Synthetic materials for dental use for fillings; Dental cements; Dental 
lacquer; Dental varnishes for sealing teeth; Bone cements for surgical purposes; Bone cement for 
medical purposes; Bone cements for orthopaedic purposes; Absorbent cotton; Panty liners 
[sanitary]; Babies' diapers of cellulose or paper; Napkins for incontinents; Disposable sanitary 
napkins; Impregnated sanitizing wipes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of infectious 
ear diseases

 Class 09
(5) Contact lenses; Protective masks namely dust masks; Filters for respiratory masks; Respiratory 
mask filters [non-medical]; Special clothing for use in laboratories and clothing for protection 
against biological hazards; Biohazard suits; Footwear for protection against biological hazards; 
Clothing for protection against biological hazards

 Class 10
(6) Ear picks; masks for use by medical personnel; masks for use by dental personnel; Protective 
masks for use by surgeons during operations; High filter surgical masks; Latex gloves for medical 
use; Gloves for medical purposes; Medical implants made of artificial materials;Artificial bone parts 
to be implanted in natural bones, artificial hip implants, biodegradable bone fixation implants, 
dental bone implants, implant abutments for dental purposes, implant bridges for dental purpose, 
implantable subcutaneous drug delivery devices, intravascular implant medical devices made of 
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artificial material, medical, surgical and orthopaedic implants made of artificial material, 
orthopaedic joint implants made from artificial materials, orthopedic bone implants; implants for 
replacing vertebrae made of artificial materials

 Class 11
(7) Faucet taps; plumbing fittings, bath fittings and shower fittings

 Class 16
(8) Plastic film for packaging; Antimicrobial plastic film for packaging

 Class 17
(9) Foam for use in producing mattresses, pillows, cushions and upholstery

 Class 20
(10) Furniture and parts therefore namely, bathroom furniture, bedroom furniture, computer 
furniture, kitchen furniture, office furniture, General purpose plastic storage bins for household 
purposes; Industrial packaging containers of plastic; Industrial packaging containers of 
thermoformed plastic; Plastic containers for packaging agrochemicals; Mattress toppers; Hospital 
beds, pet beds, mattresses, pillows and cushions; Foam mattresses

 Class 21
(11) Pill boxes, Beverage glassware and beverage containers; cloth rags for cleaning; Food 
storage containers

 Class 24
(12) Fabrics for use in making diapers; Curtains; Non-woven textile fabrics; Curtain fabric; Textile 
used as lining for clothing; Table linen; Wall hangings of textile; Furniture coverings of textile; 
Fabric for footwear; textile fabrics for the manufacture of clothing; Mattress covers; Ticks namely 
mattress and pillow coverings

 Class 27
(13) Carpets [textile]; Carpets, rugs, bath mats, floor mats, personal exercise mats

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 04, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017078239 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,882,034  Filing Date 2018-02-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Beijing Dream Castle Culture Co., Ltd.
Room 1501, 15th Floor, Building 689, Zone 1
No. 5, Zhongguancun South Avenue, Haidian 
District
Beijing
CHINA

Agent
AVENTUM IP LAW LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, , 555 LEGGET DRIVE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Cabinets for loudspeakers; portable power source (rechargeable battery); cell phone cases; 
electronic book readers; headsets; baby monitors; downloadable mobile phone application 
software, namely, computer software for mobile devices such as smart phones and tablet 
computers, for accessing information in the field of mobile phones, smart phones and tablet 
computers; smart phones; USB cable for mobile phone; selfie stick; video disks and video tapes 
with recorded animated cartoons; computer scanners; image scanners; 3D scanners; barcode 
scanners; eyeglasses; eyeglass cases; sunglasses; notebook computers; USB flash drives; smart 
watches; mouse pads; car video recorders; navigation apparatus for vehicles in the form of on-
board computers; global positioning system (GPS) consisting of computers, computer software, 
transmitters, receivers, and network interface devices; blank smart cards; blank integrated circuit 
cards; cameras; photographic cameras; computer peripheral, namely, mouse; covers for tablet 
computers; face recognition device; scales with body mass analysers; baby scales; humanoid 
robots with artificial intelligence; electronic publications in the nature of books in the fields of fiction 
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and non-fiction on a variety of topics and in the field of games, cartoons, stationary, toys, bags, 
clothings, cultural activities, education and entertainment; bathroom scales; answering machines; 
DVD players; blank CDs; blank DVDs; telescopes; life jackets; life buoys; eyeglass frames; 
protective helmets for sports; motorcycle helmets; educational software for children; teaching 
materials in the form of games, apparatus and instruments, namely online glossaries, 
downloadable on-line video tutorials.

 Class 16
(2) Paper; writing instruments; handkerchiefs of paper; almanacs; towels of paper; postcards; note 
books; cards; printed matter, namely, note paper and loose leaf paper, series of fiction books, 
decals, note cards, posters, calendars; greeting cards; trading cards, other than for games; 
stationery, namely, gummed tape; office requisites, except furniture; song books; books; pen 
cases; comic books; children's book with electronic sound generator; stationery cases; toilet paper; 
picture albums; souvenir albums; sticker albums; pictures; teaching materials in the form of games, 
apparatus and instruments, namely books, journals, printed matter namely charts, catalogues, 
folders, leaflets, product manuals, product information flyers, flyers, magazines, newsletters, in the 
fields of education; memo pads; drawing pads; stationery stickers; aquarelles; paper coffee filters; 
paper clips; bookends; passport holders; sealing stamps; stamp cases; steel pens; pencils; 
drawing pens; crayons; figures made of paper; passport holders; holders for checkbooks.

 Class 18
(3) Key cases; reins for guiding children; card cases; travelling trunks; rucksacks; pocket wallets; 
handbags; travelling bags; umbrellas; travel kits; clothing for pets; leather straps; luggage tags; 
garment bags for travel; shopping bags; suitcases; bags for sports; purses; walking sticks; collars 
for pets; sling bags for carrying infants; backpacks; book bags; beach bags; cosmetic bags; leather 
bags; hiking bags; business card cases.

 Class 25
(4) Bath robes; sleep masks; clothing, namely, athletic clothing, baby clothing, business clothing; 
casual clothing, dress clothing, infant clothing, outdoor winter clothing, sports clothing; underwear; 
baby layettes for clothing; shower caps; shoes; caps; hosiery; scarves; shawls; beach pyjamas; 
beach jackets; beach coverups; beach coats; pyjamas; children's clothing; cloth bibs; masquerade 
costumes; gloves; wedding dresses; aprons; school uniforms; sports uniforms; uniforms for 
medical personnel; working overalls; ponchos; bathing suits; neck scarves [mufflers]; girdles; 
leather belts; fur muffs; headbands; mantillas; Chinese gowns [Cheongsams]; raincoats; dresses; 
shirts; sweaters; jackets; trousers; skirts; sports jerseys; rain footwear; ski gloves; dressing gowns; 
wet suits for water-skiing.

 Class 28
(5) Games, namely, board games, card games, chess games, party games, joysticks for video 
games, mah jong games; playground slides; toys, namely, baby toys, bath toys, beach toys, 
children's multiple activity toys, educational toys, infant toys, musical toys, mechanical toys, small 
toys, toy animals, toy construction sets, toy cars, toy robots; toys for pets; swimming rings; plush 
toys; stuffed toys; toy figures; chess sets; electronic action toys; mechanical toys; apparatus for 
games, namely, video game machines, joysticks for video games; body-building apparatus, 
namely, bar bells, exercise benches, manual leg exercisers, trampolines, weight lifting machines, 
exercise bars, treadmills, training weights, vibrating plates; machines for physical exercises, 
namely, rowing machines, stair-stepping machines, abductor-adductor machines, lateral rise 
machines, triceps extension machines, biceps extension machines, abdominal machines, low back 
machines; toy robots; puppets; drones [toys]; coin-operated amusement machines; dolls; dolls' 
clothes; dolls' rooms; toy vehicles; jigsaw puzzles; toy scale model kits; teddy bears; roller skates; 
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darts; carnival masks; Christmas tree ornaments and decorations; toy masks; amusement park 
rides; kites; toy building structures; playing cards; snowboards; wrist guards for athletic use; 
teaching materials in the form of games, apparatus and instruments, namely board games, 
interactive games and puzzles.
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 Application Number 1,882,047  Filing Date 2018-02-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Islestarr Holdings Limited
Unit 5, 50 Brook Green, Hammersmith
London W6 7BJ
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE RADIANT BEAUTY LOOK
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics, make up; skin care preparations, powder compacts (cosmetics); lipsticks; lip gloss; 
make-up powder and foundation; skin moisturisers; cosmetic beauty care preparations; body care 
preparations, namely, body scrubs, shower gels, toners, cleansers, oils, masks and gels for the 
skin; essential oils for personal use; preparations for removing make-up; lotions, creams and 
conditioners for the face, hands and body; beauty masks; abrasive cloth; abrasive paper; 
abrasives, namely, skin abrasives, abrasives for preparing nail surfaces for nail polish, general use 
abrasives; adhesives for affixing false hair; after-shave lotions; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; 
almond oil; almond soap; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; alum stones [astringents]; 
amber perfume; antiperspirant soap; antiperspirants [toiletries]; aromatic essential oils; astringents 
for cosmetic purposes; balms other than for medical purposes for the skin, hair and lips; bath salts, 
not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations for baths; beard dyes; beauty masks; bergamot 
oil; decolorant bleaching preparations for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening sprays; breath 
freshening strips; cakes of toilet soap; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of citron; 
cleansing milk for toilet purposes; color-removing preparations for the hair; cosmetic kits; cosmetic 
preparations for slimming purposes; cosmetics for animals; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; 
cotton wool for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic creams; skin whitening creams; dental bleaching 
gels; deodorant soap; deodorants for human beings; depilatories; depilatory preparations; 
douching preparations for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; dry shampoos; cosmetic dyes; 
eau de cologne; emery; essential oils for personal use; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow pencils; 
adhesives for affixing false eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; false eyelashes; false 
nails; bases for flower perfumes; hair colorants; hair dyes; hair lotions; hair spray; hair waving 
preparations; hydrogen peroxide for cosmetic purposes; incense; ionone [perfumery]; jasmine oil; 
javelle water: petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; joss sticks; lavender oil; lavender water; 
essential oils of lemon; lotions for cosmetic purposes; make-up preparations; make-up removing 
preparations; mascara; mint essence [essential oil]; mint for perfumery; musk [perfumery]; 
moustache wax; nail art stickers; nail care preparations; nail polish; nail varnish; neutralizers for 
permanent waving; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for perfumes and scents; cosmetic pencils; 
eyebrow pencils; perfumery; perfumes; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; denture polishes; 
pomades for cosmetic purposes; pumice stone; rose oil; shampoos; shaving preparations; shaving 
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soap; cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin whitening creams; cosmetic preparations for 
slimming purposes; soap, namely, soap for body care, skin soap, deodorant soap, soaps for toilet 
purposes; soap for foot perspiration; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations 
[cosmetics]; talcum powder, for toilet use; terpenes [essential oils]; tissues impregnated with 
cosmetic lotions; toilet water; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; varnish-removing 
preparations for the hair, skin and nails; waving preparations for the hair; depilatory wax; haircare 
preparations

Services
Class 44
Make up artist services; make-up application services; beauty salon services; beauty treatment 
namely, health and beauty care services provided by saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, 
hairdressing salons and massage parlors; advisory services in the field of health care services 
provided by a health spa; hair care, hair colouring, hair styling and hair cutting services; 
hairdressing salon services; advice and consultancy services in the field of cosmetics and beauty

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 20, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003278508 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,882,455  Filing Date 2018-02-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ABB AB
Kopparbergsvägen 2
72183 Västerås
SWEDEN

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FLEXLOADER
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

Automatically controlled machines, namely, machines and machine tools, for the cutting and 
forming of materials, namely for use in metal-working, wood-working, and plastic-working; 
mechanical apparatus for gripping, holding, handling, and moving workpieces, namely machine 
tool holders; mechanically operated tools, namely mechanically operated lubrication machines for 
wetting, binding, lubricating, greasing, and colouring parts of metalworking machines; ingoing and 
outgoing conveyor belts, namely inflow and outflow conveyor belts.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 14, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017099474 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,882,779  Filing Date 2018-02-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Aziwell AS
Drammensveien 64
NORWAY

Agent
AITKEN KLEE LLP
100 Murray Street, Suite 300, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1N0A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AZIDRILL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

drills for the mining industry

Services
Class 37
drilling of wells; rock drilling
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 Application Number 1,882,942  Filing Date 2018-02-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Waymo LLC
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway
Mountain View, CA 94043
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer hardware; computer software for operating an autonomous car; computer software 
for vehicle navigation comprised of global positioning systems, geographical data, triangulation 
systems, internet communication, and inertial measurement unit systems for autonomous car 
navigation; computer software for vehicle fleet management; computer software for coordinating, 
scheduling, booking, and dispatching vehicles for passenger and freight transport; computer 
software for managing freight transportation by truck and autonomous cars; navigation apparatus 
for vehicles in the form of onboard computers; electric and optical navigational instruments, 
namely, cameras, sensors, namely, distance sensors, proximity sensors, LiDAR sensors, radar 
sensors, and sensors for determining the presence, location, speed, and heading of objects, and 
ultrasonic detectors; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles, namely, computer hardware and 
operational software for steering autonomous cars; radar apparatus, namely, radar antennas, 
radar receivers, radar detectors, and radar transmitters; laser device for sensing distance to 
objects, namely, laser rangefinders; laser measuring systems consisting of electronic distance 
measuring equipment, namely, rangefinders and optical equipment, namely, optical distance 
meters, optical rangefinders, cameras, and video displays to measure light reflectivity, generate 
GPS data points, and detect distance to objects; laser object detectors for use on vehicles; lasers 
for measuring purposes consisting of electronic distance measuring equipment, namely, 
rangefinders and optical rangefinders; lidar apparatus for use in navigating autonomous vehicles 
consisting of global positioning systems and geographical maps, triangulation systems, on-line 
communications networks on the Internet, inertial measurement unit systems, scanning lasers, and 
cameras and video recorders; sensors, namely, temperature sensors, distance sensors, proximity 
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sensors, LiDAR sensors, radar sensors and sensors for determining the presence, location, speed, 
trajectory, and heading of objects; vehicle sensors in the nature of sensors for measuring the 
presence of objects in the environment and the speed, trajectory, and heading of objects; sensors 
for determining position, velocity, direction, and acceleration of land vehicles, namely, automobiles, 
trucks, freight vehicles in the nature of automobiles, and mass transit vehicles in the nature of 
buses; downloadable mobile applications for coordinating passenger transportation services; 
downloadable mobile applications for coordinating, scheduling, booking, and dispatching vehicles 
for delivering passengers and freight transport; computer software and hardware for vehicle fleet 
launching, coordinating, calibrating, directing, and managing fleets of autonomous land vehicles; 
cameras; cameras for use with vehicles; computer hardware and software for operating vehicle 
cameras; computer software, namely, software for implementing a computer programming 
language and computer software development tools, namely, computer software code for 
performing numerical computation using data flow graphs, for use in the fields of artificial 
intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning; computer programs and software for database 
management using artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning; computer operating 
recorded programs and software for analyzing and predicting contextual prediction and 
personalization for use in the fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning; 
computer software libraries for building graph-based models for use in general purpose 
computation of large datasets for use in the fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and 
deep learning; computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) for use in 
the fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning; software development kits 
comprised of computer software for use in developing software for use with sensors, namely, 
temperature sensors, distance sensors, proximity sensors, LIDAR sensors, radar sensors, and 
sensors for determining the presence, location, speed, trajectory, and heading of objects and in 
operating, navigating, and communicating with autonomous cars; computer software and hardware 
for use on computers and mobile devices for use in operating fleets of autonomous land vehicle 
systems; vehicle safety detection equipment and hardware, namely, cellular radio modules, sensor 
covers, indicators for detecting speed, objects, and the speed, trajectory, and heading of objects, 
transmitters, and receivers of electronic signals, and brake controllers; vehicle detection equipment 
in the nature of monitoring devices for vehicles, namely, cameras, global positioning systems 
(GPS) receivers, and mobile devices, namely, mobile phones, tablets, and computer laptops for 
monitoring vehicle functions, the presence of objects in the environment, and the speed, trajectory, 
and heading of objects

 Class 12
(2) Land vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, freight vehicles in the nature of automobiles and 
mass transit vehicles in the nature of buses; autonomous cars; autonomous vehicles, namely, 
automobiles, trucks, freight vehicles in the nature of automobiles, and mass transit vehicles in the 
nature of buses; vehicle parts and fittings, namely, structural parts for automobiles and steering 
wheels for land vehicles and steering parts thereof; vehicle equipment and hardware, namely, roof 
boxes for vehicles; vehicle anti-theft and security equipment, namely, anti-theft alarms for vehicles

Services
Class 35
(1) Transportation services, namely, providing vehicle fleet management in the nature of fuel 
management services for vehicles; business management for vehicles

Class 37
(2) Installation, updating, and maintenance of computer hardware for use with vehicle on-board 
computers for monitoring and controlling motor vehicle operation
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Class 38
(3) Providing access to a website featuring information in the fields of autonomous car 
transportation services and scheduling transportation services

Class 39
(4) Transportation services, namely, making reservations and bookings for passenger 
transportation; transportation of passengers by automobiles; transportation services, namely, 
providing temporary use of vehicles, namely, automobiles; vehicle management, namely, vehicle 
location services, provision of road and traffic information, and roadside assistance services for 
vehicles, and tracking, locating, and monitoring services for business purposes to ascertain the 
geographic locations of vehicles; passenger transportation services, namely, travel by autonomous 
vehicles, namely, cars, minivans, sports utility vehicles, and trucks; car rental services; passenger 
transportation reservation services, namely, reservation and booking of seats for travel; freighting 
services, namely, freight brokerage, freight forwarding, and freight loading services; freight 
transportation by trucks and autonomous vehicles, namely, cars and trucks; transportation of 
passengers and freight by cars, minivans, sports utility vehicles, and trucks; passenger transport 
by cars, minivans, sports utility vehicles, and trucks; freight logistics management consisting of the 
storage and transportation of goods and others by car; leasing of automobiles; transport and 
delivery of goods by cars and trucks; supply chain logistics and reverse logistic services, namely, 
storage, transportation, and delivery of goods for others via land vehicles; transportation services, 
namely, coordinating the pickup and dropoff of passengers at designated or directed locations by 
cars, minivans, sports utility vehicles, and trucks

Class 42
(5) Providing online non-downloadable software for transportation services, namely, coordinating, 
booking, and dispatching autonomous vehicles, namely, cars, minivans, sports utility vehicles, and 
trucks; providing online non-downloadable software for coordinating freight transportation by truck 
and autonomous vehicles, namely, cars; research and development into autonomous cars; 
research, design, and development of computer hardware and software for use with autonomous 
vehicles, namely, car, minivan, sports utility vehicle, and truck on-board computers for monitoring 
and controlling motor vehicle operation; research, design, and development of computer hardware 
and software for autonomous vehicles, namely, car, minivan, sports utility vehicle, and truck 
coordination, navigation, calibrating, direction, and management; installation, updating, and 
maintenance of computer software for use with vehicle on-board computers for monitoring and 
controlling motor vehicle operation; research, design, and development of new products consisting 
of sensors, namely, distance sensors, infrared sensors, optical sensors, proximity sensors, LiDAR 
sensors, radar sensors, temperature sensors, sensors for determining the presence, location, 
speed, and heading of objects and structural parts therefor; software as a service (SaaS) provider 
featuring computer software for use as an application programming interface (API) for use in 
building software applications in the fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep 
learning; advanced product research, design, and development in the field of artificial intelligence 
for autonomous vehicles, namely, automobiles, trucks, freight vehicles in the nature of 
automobiles, and mass transit vehicles in the nature of buses

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 28, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/736,400 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the 
same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,883,054  Filing Date 2018-02-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Suntory Holdings Limited
1-40, Dojimahama 2-chome Kita-ku, Osaka-shi
Osaka
JAPAN

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Transliteration
As provided by the applicant the transliteration Japanese characters is CHITA.

Goods
 Class 21

Industrial packaging containers of glass or porcelain; drinking glasses; drink coasters; glass 
coasters; ice pails; ice tongs

Claims
Priority Filing Date: August 14, 2017, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2017-106066 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,883,145  Filing Date 2018-02-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Toatee Limited
Suite 2 Rosehill 165 Lutterworth Road, Blaby
Leicester, Leicestershire, LE8 4DY
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOCIETY SPORT
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 18

(1) Luggage, bags, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, drawstring bags, tote bags, sports bags, 
weekend (overnight) bags, garment bags, luggage bags, duffle bags and fanny packs, wallets and 
change purses; Umbrellas and parasols; Animal skins; Cases of leather and leatherboard; Leather 
and imitations of leather; Purses; Briefcases; Travelling sets, namely, travel handbags and travel 
luggage; Card wallets; Luggage tags; Travelling trunks and travelling bags; Holdalls; Backpacks.

 Class 25
(2) Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, jackets, pants, hoodies, sweatshirts, sweaters, dresses, 
sweatpants, underwear, jogging bottoms, vests, socks, bralets, crop tops, leggings, shorts, coats, 
bodysuits, boxer shorts and crop t-shirts; Footwear, namely, sandals, slippers, shoes, boots, 
trainer shoes, flip flops, sliders, deck shoes, sports shoes, and sneakers; Headgear, namely, 
beanie hats, caps, bucket hats, dad hats, snapback hats, trucker hats and sun hats.

Services
Class 35
Retail services connected with the sale of clothing and fashion accessories, namely, handbags, 
wallets, luggage, umbrellas, purses, backpacks; Retail services in relation to hats and caps; Retail 
services in relation to footwear; Retail services in relation to all-purpose carrying bags, drawstring 
bags, tote bags, sports bags, weekend (overnight) bags, garment bags, luggage bags, duffle bags 
and fanny packs; Retail services in relation to luggage; Retail services in relation to fabrics; Retail 
services in relation to home furnishings; Retail services in relation to jewellery; Retail services 
connected with stationery; Retail services in relation to umbrellas; Retail services in relation to 
toiletries, namely, personal body care lotions, bath and body lotions, skin care lotions, hair care 
lotions, shower gels, deodorants, antiperspirants, make-up, perfumes and aftershave; Retail 
services in relation to board games, video games and sporting games, namely sports equipment; 
Retail services in relation to toys; Retail services in relation to sporting equipment; Retail services 
in relation to sporting articles; Online retail services relating to clothing; Online retail services 
relating to handbags; Online retail services relating to jewelry; Online retail services relating to 
toys; Online retail services relating to luggage; Online retail services relating to cosmetics; 
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Wholesale services relating to clothing; Wholesale services in relation to footwear; Wholesale 
services in relation to hats and caps; Wholesale services in relation to all-purpose carrying bags, 
drawstring bags, tote bags, sports bags, weekend (overnight) bags, garment bags, luggage bags, 
duffle bags and fanny packs; Wholesale services in relation to umbrellas; Wholesale services in 
relation to luggage; Wholesale services in relation to jewellery; Wholesale services in relation to 
toiletries namely, personal body care lotions, bath and body lotions, skin care lotions, hair care 
lotions, shower gels, deodorants, antiperspirants, make-up, perfumes and aftershave; Wholesale 
services in relation to fabrics; Wholesale services relating to sporting goods; Wholesale services in 
relation to toys; Wholesale services in relation to board games, video games and sporting games, 
namely sports equipment; Wholesale services in relation to stationery supplies; Business 
management of wholesale and retail outlets.
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 Application Number 1,883,893  Filing Date 2018-02-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Truffle Holdings, LLC, d/b/a Truffle, LLC
325 S. Old Woodward Ave.
Birmingham, MI 48009
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800 rue Square-Victoria, BUREAU 3700, C.P. 
242, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NOMODO
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Audio speakers; headphones; earbuds; earphones; wireless audio speakers; wireless 
headphones; wireless earbuds; mobile hotspots that permit other portable computing devices to 
connect to the Internet, local area network and computer network by way of a mobile telephone, 
cellular telephone, smart phone, and mobile hotspot, mobile Wi-Fi hotspot, cellular hotspot; 
computer peripherals, namely keyboards, electronic mice, USB flash drive with wire and cable 
connector; computer networking hardware; home audio and theater products, namely, audio 
amplifiers, audio speakers, audio receivers, electrical audio and speaker cables and electric 
connectors, cable connectors, power connector, audio decoders, video decoders, electric power 
converters, electronic power converters, home cinema projectors, home theater projectors, 
subwoofers; cell phone accessories, namely, chargers, cell phone holders, batteries, cases, 
holders, straps, protective covers, stands, phone camera accessories, namely camera filters, 
camera flashes, camera lenses, camera monopods, camera bipods, camera tripods, charging 
cables, waterproof cases, cell phone signal boosters; tablet computer accessories, namely, 
styluses, keyboards, chargers, tablet computer holders, batteries for tablet computers, battery 
charger for tablet computers, cases, holders, straps, protective covers, stands; car electronics, 
namely, cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles, car televisions, radar detectors, hardware 
and software for vehicle internet of things (IOT), namely for car tracking and diagnostic; wearable 
technology, namely, wearable activity trackers, wearable computers in the nature of smartwatches; 
multifunctional electronic wearable activity trackers for displaying, measuring, and uploading to the 
Internet information namely time, date, heart rate, global positioning, direction, distance, altitude, 
speed, steps taken, calories burned, navigational information, changes in heart rate, activity level, 
hours slept, quality of sleep, and silent wake alarm; computer hardware, namely, wireless network 
extenders, wireless network repeaters, wireless access point (WAP) hardware that allows other Wi-
Fi devices to connect to a wired network, wireless adapters for computers that allow computers to 
connect to the Internet and to other computers without using wires, computer hardware for 
wireless content delivery, computer speakers, computer monitors, audio speakers, audio 
receivers, computer joysticks, computer cables, input peripherals for computers, namely blank 
USB flash drives, computer keyboards, computer mice, computer trackpads and computer cable 
adapters, protective covers, wireless routers that act as mobile Wi-Fi hotspots; smart home 
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internet of things (IoT) products, namely electronic sensors that use a mobile software application 
namely to provide smart home integration, automation and control of appliances used in lighting, 
HVAC, kitchen appliances, garage doors, home entertainment products, outdoor security monitors, 
senior citizen medical and personal security and safety alarms; television accessories, namely, 
electric cables, electric cables and wires, electrical cords, extension cords, power cords, remotes; 
musical instrument amplifiers, electric connectors, power connectors, electrical cables, adapter 
plugs and electric adapter cables; electronic effects pedals and units for use with musical 
instruments; sound effect pedals for musical instruments; turntables being record players; 
microphones; electronic sound mixing, processing and audio electronic controllers for mixing, 
processing and synthesizing sounds; protective cases for audio equipment in the nature of audio 
speakers, headphones, audio mixers; sound recording and sound reproducing apparatus and 
instruments, namely digital audio recorders and amplifiers and audio speakers; video game 
cartridges and pre-recorded laser discs containing video games.

 Class 10
(2) Medical devices, namely health bands for measuring body weight, estimating body fat 
percentage, storing, relaying, tracking, measuring and displaying biometric data, body movement, 
sleep, heart rate, and calories burned.

 Class 11
(3) Electric lamps; desk lamps; floor lamps; lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diode) lighting 
fixtures; carrying cases specially adapted for DJ lighting gear and electric lights.

 Class 15
(4) Electronic musical instruments; replacement parts and fittings for electronic musical 
instruments.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 08, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87790459 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,884,567  Filing Date 2018-02-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

METRO LOGISTICS INC.
1002 Sherbrooke Street West Suite 2000
Montréal
QUEBEC
H3A3L6

Agent
JONATHAN N. AUERBACH
(STIKEMAN ELLIOTT S.E.N.C.R.L., SRL/LLP), 
1155 RENE-LEVESQUE BLVD. WEST, SUITE 
4000, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, H3B3V2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

METRO GREEN LOGISTICS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Customer service and contact center solutions for third-party commerce including order taking, 
order entry, cashiering of payments, payment processing, managing customer inquiries for pre-and 
post-sales transactions, providing technical support for products and services to customers and 
consumers, namely, customer service in the field of supply chain logistics and reverse logistics 
services for the storage, transportation, and delivery of goods for others by truck, rail, boat and air; 
order management services including computer processing for orders for business to consumer 
and business to business transactions, payment processing, credit card processing, management 
of receivables including check processing, scanning, and deposit, namely, administrative 
processing of purchase orders; Management of subscription lists, namely, database marketing 
services in the form of compiling customer specific databases; return processing including 
providing order processing to refund, reship or exchange merchandise to customers, namely, 
returned goods processing services in the nature of coordinating the return goods to 
manufacturers for others; real estate consultancy services for third party commerce consisting of 
the assessment and acquisition of real estate for others for storage and warehousing purposes; 
inventory control services; management services related to real estate property

Class 36
(2) Management of a customer's product across customs controlled borders through third party 
customs brokerage firms, such as administration requirements, necessary payments and physical 
distribution services

Class 39
(3) General storage services, namely, warehouse, storage rooms and storage rooms rental 
services; third- party provision of warehousing, freight transportation, namely by truck, rail, boat 
and air, and customized supply chain solutions, namely the provision of logistics services 
customized to a specific customers needs for optimized product flows domestically and 
internationally, namely, supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services for the storage, 
transportation, and delivery of goods for others by truck, rail, boat and air; Contract logistics, 
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namely, the provision of supply chain logistics and reverse logistics services for the storage, 
transportation, and delivery of goods for others by truck, rail, boat and air on a contractual basis; 
warehouse storage services; logistics services for third party commerce, for the transportation of 
goods by truck, rail, boat and air; freight forwarding; consulting on supply chain operations and 
transportation services namely analyze and identify solutions to customers product flow needs 
from point of manufacture to point of sale worldwide and transportation via road, rail, sea and air

Class 42
(4) Providing a cloud based ecommerce web hosted platform for creation, design, and 
management of logistics, fulfillment and distribution services; Software as a service (SAAS) 
services, namely, hosting ecommerce software for use by others for the creation, design, and 
management of logistics, fulfillment and distribution services; platform as a service (PAAS) 
services, namely, hosting e-commerce software for use by others for the creation, design, and 
management of logistics, fulfillment and distribution services; providing temporary use of on-line 
non-downloadable cloud computing services for use by others for the creation, design, and 
management of logistics and distribution services, namely, for enabling carriers, shippers, and 
logistics providers to plan freight transportation and shipment tracking in the transportation industry
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 Application Number 1,884,579  Filing Date 2018-02-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Rubinetterie Bresciane Bonomi S.p.A.
Via Massimo Bonomi 1
Gussago 25064 Brescia
ITALY

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Junctions of metal for pipes; valves of metal, other than parts of machines used in plumbing 
application; water-pipe valves of metal; drain traps (valves) of metal; common metals and their 
alloys; metal building materials, namely, aluminum siding, building panels of metal, brass, 
redbrass, steel, aluminium; transportable buildings of metal, namely portable mobile office 
buildings; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables, namely, metal cable wire and 
wires of common metal; ironmongery, namely, nails, screws, bolts,small items of metal hardware, 
namely, threaded fittings, press connections and solder ends fittings, valves' s components; pipes 
and tubes of metal, metal pipes for gas and liquid transfer, metal water pipes, squeeze tubes of 
metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes, namely, brass components; 
ores

 Class 07
(2) Valves (parts of machines), namely, bell valves, butterfly valves being parts of machines; clack 
valves of rubber for machines; pneumatic valve actuators; machines and machine tools, namely, 
crimping machines and jaws; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and 
transmission components (except for land vehicles); incubators for eggs; automatic vending 
machines

 Class 09
(3) Amplifying tubes; vacuum tubes for radios; electric actuator; magnetic data carriers, namely, 
magnetic identifying cards, blank magnetic discs, recording discs containing instructions for valves 
and installation and monitoring; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, namely, 
flash drives containing instructions for valves and installation and monitoring; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus, namely, vending machines, parking lot gates; cash registers, calculators, fire-
extinguishers
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 Class 11
(4) Dampers (heating), namely, heating dampers for use in heating and air conditioning units to 
control airflow; governor valves for tank level control; stopcocks, namely, an externally operated 
valve regulating the flow of a liquid or gas through a pipe; mixing valves for water pipes; apparatus 
for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes, namely, valves, actuators and fittings used in industrial applications
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 Application Number 1,884,585  Filing Date 2018-02-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Covenant House
(a New York corporation)
5 Penn Plaza
3rd Floor
New York, NY 10001
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MCCARTHY TETRAULT LLP
745 Thurlow Street, Suite 2400, VANCOUVER, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E0C5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

OUR GIRLS. NOT FOR SALE.
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) electronic publications to be used for public awareness and advocacy, such as, downloadable 
electronic newsletters, electronic pamphlets, and electronic booklets

 Class 14
(2) bracelets

 Class 16
(3) printed publications to be used for public awareness and advocacy, such as, newsletters, 
pamphlets, and booklets; bags, such as, loot bags, paper bags, paper shopping bags, plastic 
shopping bags, paper wine gift bags, and plastic bags for packaging

 Class 18
(4) bags, such as, all-purpose carrying bags, all-purpose athletic bags, beach bags, shopping 
bags, school bags, travel bags, tote bags, waist bags, suit bags, shoe bags, and toiletry bags

 Class 25
(5) clothing, such as, t-shirts, sweat shirts, athletic clothing, children's clothing, casual clothing, and 
dress clothing; goods to be used for public awareness and advocacy, such as, hats and sports 
caps

Services
Class 35
(1) promoting public awareness of human trafficking and exploitation issues; developing 
promotional campaigns that raise public awareness of trafficking in and exploitation of persons

Class 36
(2) charitable fundraising

Class 41
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(3) providing information and educational resources, such as, providing classes, seminars, 
workshops, nondownloadable webinars and publications in the nature of articles, images and 
videos in support of solutions to the issue of trafficking in and exploitation of persons; developing 
public awareness of the issues relating to trafficking in persons by providing access to information 
and educational resources, such as, providing classes, seminars, workshops, non-downloadable 
webinars and publications in the nature of articles, images and videos in support of solutions to the 
issue of trafficking in persons
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 Application Number 1,884,650  Filing Date 2018-02-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Sprott Shaw College Corp.
202-7818 6th street
Burnaby
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3N4N8

Agent
TRADEMARK FACTORY INTERNATIONAL 
INC.
300 - 1055 W. Hastings St. , Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6E2E9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FIND YOUR PURPOSE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Trophies of common metal

 Class 09
(2) Educational video and audio materials, namely cassettes, compact discs (CDs) and digital 
video discs (DVDs) containing video recordings and sound recordings in the fields of business 
administration management and property management; Computer mousepads; Blank USB flash 
drives; Computer bags

 Class 11
(3) Electric flashlights

 Class 14
(4) Stationery sets, namely, desk sets comprising clocks and calendars sold as a unit; Desk 
clocks; Alarm clocks; Trophies of precious metals;Jewellery, namely cuff links, tie tacks, 
necklaces, rings, watches, bracelets, lapel pins; Key rings of precious metals; Graduation rings; 
Lanyards for holding keys; Metal key rings; Non-metal key rings, namely key rings made of plastic, 
acrylic and resin

 Class 16
(5) Educational and course materials, namely textbooks, course books, course outlines and printed 
course notes; educational newsletters and periodical and electronic publications in the field of 
private career training namely business administration management, property management, 
tourism and hospitality management, entrepreneurship and personal development through 
education; Stationary supplies and printed matter namely name tags of paper, decals, posters, 
paper holders, calendars, desktop organizers, bookmarks, paperweights, desktop business card 
holders, desk sets, pen sets, pens, pencils, letter openers, clipboards, portfolios, binders, folders, 
namely file folders and hanging file folders, composition books, notepads, self adhesive note pads, 
stickers, envelopes, printed certificates, printed diplomas for use as awards, diploma holders, 
namely, protective covers, money clips
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 Class 18
(6) Backpacks and briefcases; Umbrellas

 Class 20
(7) Non-metal trophies, namely, trophy figurines made of wood, wax, crystal, plastic, acrylic and 
resin

 Class 21
(8) Vacuum flasks; Travel mugs; Mugs; Water bottles

 Class 26
(9) Pin buttons, namely, novelty pin buttons; Logo pins, namely, novelty pins; Blazer buttons; 
Blazer crests, namely, embroidered patches

 Class 28
(10) Stuffed animals

Services
Class 35
(1) student career placement services; Market research services; Compilation, provision and 
analysis of business related information in the field of private career training; Business related 
research in the field of private career training

Class 41
(2) Operation of a non degree-granting educational institution in the fields of private career training, 
at the college level; Operation of a business college; Educational services, namely, conducting 
classes and seminars in the areas of private career training at the college level; Educational 
services, namely, conducting continuing education classes and providing professional studies at 
the college level in the field of business administration and operations management; English as a 
second language training; Delivering in-person and online presentations, seminars, workshops, 
lectures, keynote speeches, coaching, and training in the areas of private career training at the 
college level; Educational research services; Career counselling
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 Application Number 1,884,926  Filing Date 2018-02-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Johnson & Johnson
One Johnson & Johnson Plaza
New Brunswick, NJ 08933-7001
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JPOD
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Business consulting services in the field of healthcare, namely, healthcare administration and 
delivery, and healthcare administration for the management of hospitals and health care clinics, 
scientific research and development, biotechnology, and pharmaceutical research and 
development

Class 41
(2) Educational services, namely, providing classes, seminars and workshops in the fields of 
business development, drug development and scientific research and development, namely, drug 
research and development, medical device research and development, and scientific research and 
development, specifically mentoring and training healthcare researcher and entrepreneurs on 
consumer product research and product development, and on biochemistry, biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical research and development
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 Application Number 1,885,204  Filing Date 2018-02-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cross Ocean Adviser LLP
11 Charles II Street
London SW1Y 4QU
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CROSS OCEAN
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound and images, namely blank magnetic 
discs, magnetic encoded card readers, magnetic tape recorders, pre-recorded audio cassettes, 
pre-recorded audiotapes, pre-recorded video cassettes, pre-recorded videotapes, blank compact 
discs, blank audio digital discs, blank hard discs, blank laser discs, blank magnetic discs, blank 
optical discs, blank digital versatile discs, blank digital videodiscs, blank audio digital discs, blank 
digital audiotapes, digital disc drives, compact disc players, record players for digital compact 
disks, video disc players, digital versatile disc player, digital audiotape players; cash registers, 
calculators, computers; computer software for use in database management in the field of 
investment and financial affairs; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer programmes for use in 
database management in the field of investment and financial affairs; computer software 
applications for mobile phones and handheld computers, namely downloadable applications for 
database management in the field of financial investments and for electronic trading of securities; 
computer software for processing digital images, word processing; computer programmes and 
computer software for electronic trading of securities; computer software for business purposes for 
enabling searching of data, namely search engine software; software for the statistical analysis of 
business data; downloadable computer software to access information in the field of investment 
and trading of securities; computer programs for document management; computer software for 
analysing market information

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others; business management; business administration; 
negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; business management 
supervision; providing advice in the field of business management and marketing; business 
appraisals; business profit analysis; evaluation of business opportunities; business appraisals and 
evaluations in business matters; business administration assistance; business efficiency expert 
expertise; business management advisory services; market research services; business 
management assistance; business planning services; business advice relating to accounting; 
business advice relating to investment and trading of securities; assistance and advice regarding 
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business organization; providing advice and information relating to commercial business 
management; mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; business 
accounting advisory services; advisory services relating to business risk management; advisory 
services relating to business organisation and management; consultancy and advisory services in 
the field of business strategy; advisory services relating to business acquisitions; financial records 
management; financial statement preparation and analysis for businesses

Class 36
(2) Insurance services; providing insurance information and consultancy; real estate affairs, 
namely real estate funds investment services; finance services, namely capital investments, 
investment of funds; financial services relating to business; financial investment; financial 
management of current accounts; financial management of risk capital, investment capital and 
development capital; financial planning and investment advisory services; financial investment 
research services; arranging of finance, namely credit and loan services; financial risk 
management; provision of stock market information; administration of capital investment services; 
investment of funds; asset allocation; investment services, in the nature of real estate investment 
services, financial investment brokerage services; investment analysis arranging of investments; 
financial planning and investment advisory services; capital investment; investment performance 
monitoring; management of investments; development of investment portfolios; arranging of 
financial investments; consultancy services relating to financial investment; providing on-line 
investment account information; providing information by telephone in the field of investment; 
providing information regarding publicly traded investments; providing information and analysis via 
the internet in the field of financial investments; fund investment consultation; capital fund 
investment; portfolio management; capital fund management; property portfolio management; 
financial portfolio management; asset and portfolio management; financial management services; 
financial management for businesses; financial management of funds; financial management 
relating to investment; financial management services provided via the internet; Investment 
management; portfolio investment management; stock investment management; fund investment 
management; financial investment management services; capital management; management of 
assets; financial risk management; corporate funds management; fund management for private 
clients

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 20, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003291367 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,885,565  Filing Date 2018-02-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

QINGDAO WINTEC SYSTEM CO., LTD.
NO.3 BUILDING HI-TECH INNOVATION 
PARK, NO.151 ZHUZHOU ROAD
LAOSHAN DISTRICT, QINGDAO CITY
SHANDONG PROVINCE, 266101
CHINA

Agent
AVENTUM IP LAW LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, , 555 LEGGET DRIVE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Data processing equipment, namely, card readers for credit cards, smart card readers, chip card 
readers, magnetic coded card readers, digital book readers, memory card readers; Weighing 
machines namely, kitchen weighing scales, weighing scales for medical use, electronic weighing 
scales for personal use; Computers; Computer peripheral devices, namely, keyboards, mouse, 
printers, scanners, monitors, headphones, microphones; Invoicing machines, namely cash 
register, a computer terminal with printer; Downloadable computer software applications, namely, 
downloadable applications for handheld computers to download music, movie and television 
graphics, downloadable applications for mobiles phones to download music, movie and television 
graphics, downloadable applications for tablet computers to download video games; Tablet 
computers; Electronic tags for goods; Cash registers; Bar code readers; Printers for use with 
computers; Ticket dispensers; Computer networking and data communications equipment namely 
computer network hubs, adapters, bridges, servers, routers and switches; Laptop computers; 
Recorded computer software, namely, computer fingerprint scanning software, computer games, 
computer software for managing retail store customer accounts, computer software for database 
management, computer software to automate data warehousing, computer software for operating 
POS systems, computer software for use in managing and controlling production schedules, 
shipping schedules, purchase of materials, inventories and accounts; Interactive touch screen 
terminals; Facial recognition software; Scales, namely, platform scales for personal use; Gesture 
recognition software.
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 Application Number 1,885,657  Filing Date 2018-03-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BRIDGEDALE OUTDOOR LIMITED
4 BAILEY COURT
GREEN STREET
MACCLESFIELD
CHESHIRE SK10 1JQ
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
ACCUPRO TRADEMARK SERVICES LLP
SUITE 702 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing, footwear, headgear, articles of outer clothing, articles of underclothing namely clothing 
and footwear for trekking, climbing and walking, sports clothing, sports underwear, casualwear, 
beach wear and swimwear, socks, stockings, sports footwear, shoe and sports shoe cushioning 
namely footwear cushioning, socks for sports, socks for wear in trekking, climbing and walking.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 19, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
3257809 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,885,732  Filing Date 2018-03-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MARKETING OLFATIVO, S.L.
Calle Las Medranas, num. 33, Local
San Pedro de Alcantara, Marbella 29670
SPAIN

Agent
DJB
500 Boulevard Gouin E, Suite 302, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3L3R9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

Air fresheners, namely room deodorizers, air deodorizer for spaces; air deodorizer; air deodorant; 
refills for air fresheners, namely air deodorizers refills for use on spaces and ambient.
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 Application Number 1,885,840  Filing Date 2018-03-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Rocky Mountain Equipment LP
1400, 350 - 7th Avenue SW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2P3N9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RIGHT BY YOU
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Construction and agriculture equipment, parts and accessories, namely, degreasing solvents 
for use in manufacturing processes, descaling preparations for industrial purposes, rust inhibitors 
for lubricants, chemical additives for fuel, windshield washer fluid, anti-freeze, diesel exhaust fluid, 
asphalt remover, adhesives for rock crusher bin liners

 Class 04
(2) construction and agriculture equipment parts and accessories, namely, lubricants

 Class 06
(6) Fasteners made of metal, namely nuts, weld nuts, pin fasteners for machine parts, standoffs, 
rivets and securing devices, namely metal mounts and hooks used to secure cables and wires to a 
structure with cable ties; wire mesh for securing hay bales

 Class 07
(3) Construction and agriculture equipment parts and accessories, namely, oil filters and air filters, 
joints, namely, swivel joints, ball joints, ball-and-socket joints, universal joints, angle joints, fork 
joints, expansion joints and CV-joints, engine hoses and chains; bearing inserts for machines

 Class 09
(4) construction and agriculture equipment parts and accessories, namely, automotive batteries; 
general purpose batteries

 Class 22
(5) Construction and agriculture equipment parts and accessories, namely, twine; plastic mesh for 
securing hay bales; plastic silage for securing hay bales

 Class 26
(7) Stud fasteners

Services
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Class 35
(1) Sales of different lines of construction and agriculture equipment manufactured by others, 
namely, graders, wheel blades, skid steer loaders, backhoes, crawler excavators, compactors, 
trenchers, forklifts, crawler dozers, pavement milling machines, scrapers, tractors, combine 
harvesters, air drills, seeders, sprayers, windrowers, tillage equipment, balers and hydraulic 
breakers and cutters; sale of construction and agriculture equipment parts and accessories, 
namely degreasers, descalers, rust inhibitors, fuel additives, windshield washer fluid, anti-freeze, 
batteries, filters, lubricants and agriculture equipment and vehicles

Class 36
(2) Financial services, namely insurance services, warranty insurance services, purchase financing 
and leasing and credit services

Class 37
(3) Servicing of different lines of construction and agriculture equipment manufactured by others, 
namely, graders, wheel blades, skid steer loaders, backhoes, crawler excavators, compactors, 
trenchers, forklifts, crawler dozers, pavement milling machines, scrapers, tractors, combine 
harvesters, air drills, seeders, sprayers, windrowers, tillage equipment, balers and hydraulic 
breakers and cutters; rental of construction equipment, vehicles and tools; mechanic services

Class 44
(4) rental of agricultural equipment, vehicles and tools
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 Application Number 1,885,912  Filing Date 2018-03-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Prodrive Technologies B.V.
Science Park Eindhoven 5501
NL-5692 EM Son
NETHERLANDS

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PRODRIVE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Component for machines and electrical machine tools for metalworking, for manufacturing 
semiconductors, for motors, for manufacturing machines, for assembling machines; motors and 
engines except for land vehicles namely engines and motors for industrial machinery; machine 
coupling and transmission components except for land vehicles; torque converters other than for 
land vehicles; catalytic converters; current generators; generators of electricity; emergency power 
generators; linear actuators

 Class 09
(2) Scientific apparatus and instruments, namely, electrical test equipment for circuit boards and 
measurement devices in the nature of measuring an electrical parameter, nautical apparatus and 
instruments, namely, radar equipment, surveying apparatus and instruments, namely, digital 
camera, digital video camera, image processors in the nature of image optimization, object 
detection and recognition, motion detection, measurements and autofocusing and alarm 
monitoring for surveying, photographic apparatus and instruments, namely, digital camera and 
image processors in the nature of image optimization, object detection and recognition, motion 
detection, measurements and autofocusing, cinematographic apparatus and instruments, namely, 
digital video camera and image processors in the nature of image optimization, object detection 
and recognition, motion detection, measurements and autofocusing, optical apparatus and 
instruments, namely, optical inspection apparatus namely optical sensor, weighing instruments, 
measuring apparatus and instruments, namely, electrical test equipment for circuit boards and 
measurement devices in the nature of measuring electrical parameter, signalling apparatus and 
instruments, namely, alarm monitoring for surveying, technical checking and supervision apparatus 
namely instruments for checking optical properties, mechanical properties, electronics 
temperature, pressure, quantity and concentration of gas and liquids, quantity and concentration of 
particulate matter, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments namely, defibrillators; 
sensors for air quality measurements; electronic control systems for machines or engines in 
semiconductor, medical, industrial, transport, automotive, infrastructure, domestic and energy 
markets; tracking and tracing apparatus to collect, process and present data of multiple sources of 
vehicles namely automatic solar tracking sensors, global positioning system (GPS) transmitters, 
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global Positioning System [GPS] receivers, antenna and radio transmitter; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating and controlling 
electricity with applications in semiconductor, medical, industrial, transport, automotive, 
infrastructure, domestic and energy markets, namely, connectors, insulated copper wire, 
conductive fibers for conducting electrical charges, automatic transfer switches, electrical switches, 
electrical transformers, electric accumulators, circuit boards, printed circuit boards, integrated 
circuits, electric converters; electric converters; inverters for electricity; chargers for electric 
batteries and battery chargers for vehicles, automotive battery chargers; charging stations for 
electric vehicles; wireless charging systems namely electronic load modules; current sensors for 
detecting electric current; electric drivers namely, dual head drive, dual servo drive for motors, 
motion contollers; power stacks namely electric storage batteries; plasma power supplies namely 
high frequency switching power supplies; power gateways namely power distribution box, power 
distribution panels, electrical power distribution blocks, distribution boxes for electrical power; 
thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of 
sound and images namely magnetic tape recorders, videotape recorders, loudspeakers, 
headphones, microphones, CD players, computer screens, projection screens, video screens; 
safety and security cameras; recording discs namely blank laser discs, blank magnetic discs, blank 
optical discs; blank compact discs in the fields of semiconductor, medical, industrial, transport, 
automotive, infrastructure, domestic and energy markets namely, connectors, insulated copper 
wire, conductive fibers for conducting electrical charges, automatic transfer switches, electrical 
switches, electrical transformers, electric accumulators, circuit boards, printed circuit boards, 
integrated circuits, electric converters, namely computer software for database management , 
computer software for use in managing and controlling production schedules, shipping schedules, 
purchase of materials, inventories and accounts, computer software for logistics, namely, software 
for tracking documents, packages and freight, computer software for computer-aided 
manufacturing, manufacturing software namely enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, 
estimating software, tracking software, shipping software, accounting software, scheduling 
software, systems management software namely computer software for database management, 
pre-recorded compact discs in the fields of semiconductor, medical, industrial, transport, 
automotive, infrastructure, domestic and energy markets namely, connectors, insulated copper 
wire, conductive fibers for conducting electrical charges, automatic transfer switches, electrical 
switches, electrical transformers, electric accumulators, circuit boards, printed circuit boards, 
integrated circuits, electric converters, namely computer software for database management , 
computer software for use in managing and controlling production schedules, shipping schedules, 
purchase of materials, inventories and accounts, computer software for logistics, namely, software 
for tracking documents, packages and freight, computer software for computer-aided 
manufacturing, manufacturing software namely enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, 
estimating software, tracking software, shipping software, accounting software, scheduling 
software, systems management software namely computer software for database management, 
blank DVDs in the fields of semiconductor, medical, industrial, transport, automotive, infrastructure, 
domestic and energy markets namely, connectors, insulated copper wire, conductive fibers for 
conducting electrical charges, automatic transfer switches, electrical switches, electrical 
transformers, electric accumulators, circuit boards, printed circuit boards, integrated circuits, 
electric converters, namely computer software for database management , computer software for 
use in managing and controlling production schedules, shipping schedules, purchase of materials, 
inventories and accounts, computer software for logistics, namely, software for tracking 
documents, packages and freight, computer software for computer-aided manufacturing, 
manufacturing software namely enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, estimating software, 
tracking software, shipping software, accounting software, scheduling software, systems 
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management software namely computer software for database management, pre-recorded DVDs 
in the fields of semiconductor, medical, industrial, transport, automotive, infrastructure, domestic 
and energy markets, namely, connectors, insulated copper wire, conductive fibers for conducting 
electrical charges, automatic transfer switches, electrical switches, electrical transformers, electric 
accumulators, circuit boards, printed circuit boards, integrated circuits, electric converters, namely 
computer software for database management , computer software for use in managing and 
controlling production schedules, shipping schedules, purchase of materials, inventories and 
accounts, computer software for logistics, namely, software for tracking documents, packages and 
freight, computer software for computeraided manufacturing, manufacturing software namely 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) software, estimating software, tracking software, shipping 
software, accounting software, scheduling software, systems management software namely 
computer software for database management and other digital recording media namely blank 
audio digital discs, blank digital audiotapes, blank magnetic discs; calculating machines namely 
calculators, data processing equipment namely computer hardware for telecommunications, 
computer hardware, computers; computer operating system software and parts thereof; computer 
operating system software applications; computer operating programs; interfaces for computers 
namely interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits, computer 
interface boards and cards

Services
Class 40
(1) Treatment of materials by chemical treatment, electrical treatment, mechanical treatment, heat 
treatment, light treatment; custom assembling of electronic components for others namely 
semiconductors, transitors, diodes, integrated circuits, display technologies, resistors, memristor, 
transducers, sensors, detectors, antennas

Class 42
(2) Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto namely, scientific 
laboratory services, research services, development services, qualification services, all in the field 
of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, process engineering, software engineering, 
manufacturing engineering; industrial analysis and research services namely, testing, analysis, 
and evaluation of the goods of others to assure compliance with industry standards; electrical 
engineering, mechanical engineering, process engineering, software engineering, manufacturing 
engineering; mechanical engineering research; mechatronics research; research and development 
of new products for others; conducting technical project studies namely, conducting scientific 
feasibility studies and drawing up of expert technical opinions in connection with the production of 
semiconductors, technical surveying, technical writing; material testing; design and development of 
computer hardware and software; electronic data storage namely digitization of documents; cloud 
computing featuring software for use in connecting, operating, and managing networked cars, 
homes, home automation systems, kitchen appliances, HVAC systems, central heating systems, in 
the internet; computer programming; computer software design; computer system analysis; 
computer software consultancy; computer technology consultancy namely computer software 
consultancy, consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; consultancy in the 
design and development of computer hardware; data security consultancy

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 15, 2017, Country or Office: NETHERLANDS, Application No: 
1360895 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,886,143  Filing Date 2018-03-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DNA HOLDING BV
Sint Nicolaasstraat 41 
1012 NJ
Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
SUITE 3400, ONE FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 
P.O. BOX 130, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1A4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CHOCOLOPE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Medicinal marijuana, medicinal cannabis, tetrahydrocannabinol oil, cannabidiol oil and 
cannabis derivatives, namely terpenes, terpenoids, cannabidiol, and cannabinoids in the following 
presentations: concentrates, hashes, resins, shatter, oils, sprays, waxes, topicals, tonics, creams, 
pomades, ointments, capsules, patches, tablets, tinctures, suppositories, and balms, all for 
medical purposes

 Class 31
(2) Live plants; live cannabis plants

 Class 34
(3) Dried marijuana and dried cannabis
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 Application Number 1,886,161  Filing Date 2018-03-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DNA HOLDING BV
Sint Nicolaasstraat 41 
1012 NJ, Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
SUITE 3400, ONE FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 
P.O. BOX 130, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1A4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

KANDY KUSH
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Medicinal marijuana, medicinal cannabis, tetrahydrocannabinol oil, cannabidiol oil and 
cannabis derivatives, namely terpenes, terpenoids, cannabidiol, and cannabinoids in the following 
presentations: concentrates, hashes, resins, shatter, oils, sprays, waxes, topicals, tonics, creams, 
pomades, ointments, capsules, patches, tablets, tinctures, suppositories, and balms, all for 
medical purposes

 Class 31
(2) Live plants; live cannabis plants

 Class 34
(3) Dried marijuana and dried cannabis
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 Application Number 1,886,766  Filing Date 2018-03-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Channel Control Merchants, LLC
6892 US HWY 49 North
Hattiesburg, MS 39401
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TREASURE HUNT
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
Wholesale and retail department store and building supply store services featuring home 
improvement products and home furnishings not including the sale of used goods; Issuance and 
administration of a discount program enabling purchasers to obtain discounts on store purchases 
through use of a discount membership card.
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 Application Number 1,886,767  Filing Date 2018-03-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Channel Control Merchants, LLC
6892 US HWY 49 North
Hattiesburg, MS 39401
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is not claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. .

Services
Class 35
Wholesale and retail department store and building supply store services featuring home 
improvement products and home furnishings not including the sale of used goods; Issuance and 
administration of a discount program enabling purchasers to obtain discounts on store purchases 
through use of a discount membership card.
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 Application Number 1,886,899  Filing Date 2018-03-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

START TODAY CO., LTD., a legal entity
2-6-1 Nakase
Mihama-ku, Chiba-shi
Chiba
JAPAN

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The circle is red, the triangle in the upper right 
corner is black, the triangle in the lower left corner is blue and the square is yellow.

Goods
 Class 03

(1) cakes of soap; cream soaps; liquid soaps for hands and face; liquid soap for body washing; 
liquid soap for dish washing; liquid soap for laundry; soaps for household use; dentifrices; make-up 
powder; toilet water; eau de cologne; skin lotions; face and body milky lotions for cosmetic 
purposes; cosmetic cleansing creams; hand creams; shaving creams; suntan creams; self-tanning 
creams; sunscreen creams; creamy foundation; cosmetic creams; lip creams; lipsticks; hair 
creams; hair spray; hair tonics; hair care creams; hair conditioners; hair pomades; liquid perfumes; 
eye shadows; facial tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; deodorants for human beings; nail 
polish; nail polish removers; bath oils; bath salts; beauty masks; baby oils; baby powder; mascara; 
eyebrow pencils; hair bleaches; cosmetic kits; perfumes; food flavorings prepared from essential 
oils; incenses and fragrances; abrasive paper; abrasive cloth; abrasive sand; artificial pumice 
stone; polishing paper; impregnated cloths for polishing; false nails; false eyelashes

 Class 09
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(2) downloadable computer games; virtual reality headsets; game programs for arcade video game 
machines; vehicle driving training simulators; sports training simulators; photographic cameras; 
cinematographic cameras; cinematographic projectors; optical lenses; optical lenses for 
sunglasses; optical scanners; optical sensors; optical spectacles; measuring machines, measuring 
instruments and measuring apparatus, namely, weight and height measuring instruments, body 
shape measuring instruments, scales with body mass analyzers, foot size measuring instruments 
and shoes size measuring instruments; laboratory balances; bathroom scales; electronic weighing 
scales for kitchen use; electronic weighing scales for personal use; tape measures; planimeters; 
measuring rules; length measuring gauges; angle gauges; liquid-level gauges; temperature 
gauges; body scales; electric measuring machines and devices, namely, electric weight and height 
measuring instruments, electric body shape measuring instruments, electric scales with body mass 
analyzers, electric foot size measuring instruments and electric shoes size measuring instruments; 
dressmaker's measure; solar batteries; batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for hearing 
aids; batteries for mobile phones; camera batteries; electric batteries for vehicles; galvanic 
batteries; general purpose batteries; dry cells; electric wires and cables; cellphone straps; parts 
and fittings for cell phones; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; cell phone holders; headsets for 
telephones; DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; audio frequency amplifiers; radio 
frequency adapters; radio frequency amplifiers; radio frequency connectors; radio frequency 
receivers; video frequency amplifiers; video frequency adapters; video frequency connecters; 
video frequency receivers; telecommunication device and apparatus, namely, telephone, mobile 
phones, smart phones, and tablet computers; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; 
smart phones; application software for mobile phones, tablets and computers to enable users to 
access an online website selling clothing and fashion accessories; computer software for inventory 
control; computer software for use in traceability management; computers; computer keyboards; 
computer mouse; printers for computers; computer monitors; blank integrated circuit cards; IC 
chips for inventory control; IC chips for use in traceability management; sunglasses; eyeglasses; 
computer games for personal computers and home video game consoles; electronic circuits and 
CD-ROMs recorded with computer game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal 
displays; metronomes; downloadable image featuring fashion, movie and music via 
communication network; phonograph records; downloadable music; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; downloadable graphics for tablet computers; pre-recorded video discs and 
cassettes containing fashion shows; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of 
magazines

 Class 14
(3) unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; keyrings; jewel cases; prize 
cups of precious metal; commemorative shields of precious metal; hat ornaments of precious 
metal; shoe ornaments of precious metal; ornamental pins of precious metal; ornaments in the 
nature of jewelry; watches; clocks and watches

 Class 18
(4) industrial packaging containers of leather; clothing for domestic pets; key cases; coin purses; 
omamoriire[ charm bags]: leather bags and wallets; leather and imitation leather bags; mesh 
shopping bags; knitting bags; gym bags; grocery tote bags; shopping bags; reusable shopping 
bags; tote bags; jewellery bags of textile material sold empty; general purpose sport trolley bags; 
garment bags for travel; travel bags; clutch bags; shoulder bags; handbags; waist bags; 
backpacks; belt bags and hip bags; beach bags; wheeled bags; felt pouches; Japanese utility 
pouches (Shingen-bukuro); key pouches; leather pouches; pouches for holding keys; tool pouches 
sold empty; waste pouches; unfitted vanity cases; umbrellas; walking sticks; canes; metal parts of 
canes and walking sticks; handles for walking-sticks; unworked or semi-worked leather; fur
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 Class 24
(5) woven fabrics; woven textile goods for personal use, namely, towels of textile, handkerchiefs, 
bath linen except clothing; mesh woven fabrics; woven fabrics; woven felt; mosquito nets; 
bedsheets; futon quilts; quilt covers for futon; covers for futon quilts; pillowcases; bed blankets; 
table napkins of textile; dish towels for drying; toilet seat covers of textile; seat covers of textile; 
wall hangings of textile; curtains; table cloths of textile; drapery curtains

 Class 25
(6) T-shirts; clothing, namely, gloves and mittens; hoods being a headgear, namely nightcaps; 
visors, namely visor caps; hats; caps; clothing, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, coats, raincoats, 
skirts, dresses; coats; pants; trousers; vests; sweaters; shirts; nightwear; underclothing, namely, 
underwear; layettes; swim wear, namely, bathing suits; bathing caps, namely, swimming caps; 
camisoles; baseball jerseys; hockey jerseys; sleeveless jerseys; sports jerseys; team jerseys; 
volleyball jerseys; knitwear, namely, knit shirts; skirts; parkas; Japanese traditional clothing, 
namely kimono; sleep masks; clothing, namely, aprons; socks and stockings; tights; shawls; 
scarves; scarfs; neckties; bandanas; neckerchiefs; clothing, namely, muffler scarves; clothing, 
namely, ear muffs; pajamas; garters; sock suspenders; suspender braces; waistbands; clothing, 
namely, belts; shoes and boots; slippers; sandals; Japanese style wooden clogs (Geta); Japanese 
style sandals (Zori); masquerade costumes; clothing for sports; clothes for sports; clothes for water 
sports; boots for sport; special footwear for sports, namely, golf shoes, soccer shoes, ski boots, 
gymnastic shoes, climbing boots, baseball shoes; horse-riding boots; windsurfing shoes

 Class 26
(7) elastic tapes; hem tape; ribbons; armbands for holding sleeves; artificial corsages; insignias for 
clothing made of plastic; insignias for clothing made of wood; insignias for clothing made of metal; 
clothing buckles; embroidered badges for clothing; heat sealed badges; ornamental novelty 
badges; brooches for clothing; special sash clips for obi for wearing Japanese kimono (obi-dome); 
ornamental adhesive patches for jackets; brassards; hair ornaments; buttons for clothing; 
ornamental novelty buttons; false beards; false moustaches; non-electric hair curlers; shoe 
trimmings; shoe buckles; shoe eyelets; shoe laces; metal fasteners for shoes and boots

Services
Class 35
(1) marketing studies and business marketing information; providing business marketing 
information for others; promoting the goods and services of others over the Internet; organization 
of fashion shows for promotional purposes; advertising on the Internet for others; advertising the 
goods and services of others by email; providing information about advertising inserted in the 
paper and magazines for commercial purposes; organization and production of promotion video for 
advertising purposes; providing information relating to organization and production of promotion 
video for advertising purposes; dissemination of advertising matter for others; advertising agency 
services; advertising the goods and services of others via electronic media and specifically the 
Internet; managing and accounting of exchangeable points for sales or marketing of goods or 
services; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of sales and 
promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; procuring of contracts for the purchase 
and sale of goods of others; consulting services relating to procurement services for others, 
namely, purchasing goods and services for other businesses; business management of sports 
facilities; business management of sports clubs; business administration and management of a 
shopping center or a shopping mall; arranging of buying and selling contracts for the purchase and 
sale of services for third parties on an on-line shopping mall; arranging and providing information 
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of buying and selling contracts for the purchase and sale of goods and services in digital 
commerce; business consultancy for providers of on-line retail store services on the Internet; 
agency services relating to contracts for the purchase and sale of goods of others; conducting 
business and market research surveys; marketing research for consumer reputation; providing 
information relating to sales ranking or popularity ranking of goods or shops; providing information 
relating to retail shops via communication networks; providing information concerning commercial 
sales of fashion goods, namely clothing, accessories, bags, shoes, cosmetics; business 
management analysis and business management consulting; marketing research or analysis; 
providing business information concerning commercial business management; business 
management of hotels; drawing up of statements of accounts; employment agencies for athletes; 
employment agencies; auctioneering provided on the Internet; providing information relating to 
goods at auctions, namely price, quality and quantity; auctioneering; import-export agencies; 
arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; shorthand; transcription; document reproduction; 
mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; mediation and conclusion of 
commercial transactions by telecommunication or the electronic way for others; office functions, 
namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tape drives; compilation of information into 
computer databases; providing business assistance services for others in the field of operation of 
data processing apparatus, namely, computers, typewriters, telex machines and other similar 
office machines; agency services for telephone answering services and providing information 
relating thereto; rental of advertising space on-line; rental or provision of advertising space; rental 
of office equipment; rental of office machinery; rental of office equipment, namely, electronic desk 
calculating machines; rental of account machines; rental of typewriters, copying machines and 
word processing machines; magazines clipping services; books clipping services; news clipping 
services; rental of vending machines; retail services or wholesale services for a variety of goods in 
the field of clothing, foods and beverages, and living ware, namely dishes, cups and plates; retail 
services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale 
services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear other than special footwear 
for sports; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale 
services for personal articles, namely, rings, necklaces, earrings, bracelets, belts, handkerchiefs, 
personal folding fans, cufflinks; retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; retail 
services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale 
services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for furniture; retail services or wholesale 
services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats; retail services or 
wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses, namely, electric lamps, electric 
thermal pots for household purposes, electric blankets for household purposes, electric humidifiers 
for household purposes, hair driers for household purposes; retail services or wholesale services 
for measuring machines, measuring instruments and measuring apparatus, namely, bathroom 
scales, height measuring instruments, scales with body mass analyzers, shoes size measuring 
instruments; retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools, 
hardware of metal; retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and 
washing utensils; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies; retail services or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, 
dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, 
implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for trees and natural flowers; retail 
services or wholesale service for calendars, books, magazines and picture postcards; retail 
services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for 
sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; 
retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; retail services or 
wholesale services for prerecorded DVDs; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches 
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and spectacles, namely eyeglasses and goggles; retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos 
and smokers' articles; retail services or wholesale services for dog chains, clothing for pets, bed 
for pets, dog kennels, nesting boxes for small birds, feeding vessels for pets, brushes for pets, 
chewing goods for pet dogs, water tanks for live fish and their parts, bird cages, bird baths and 
toys for domestic pets; retail services or wholesale services for pet food and food for aquarium 
fish; retail services or wholesale services for baby oils; retail services or wholesale services for 
teething rings and feeding bottles; retail services or wholesale services for baby buggies; retail 
services or wholesale services for diapers of paper for babies; retail services or wholesale services 
for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations

Class 45
(2) consultation and advice about personal fashion; providing information relating to fashion 
coordination services for individuals using the homepage and the bulletin board system that is 
accessible with a computer terminal or portable telephone; information relating to fashion 
coordination services for individuals; providing information relating to fashion coordination services 
for individuals concerning coloring; agencies of providing information relating to fashion 
coordination services for individuals; providing information relating to fashion coordination services 
for individuals; services of finding and introducing friends on website for common user; providing 
information of marriage partner introduction or dating services; providing information about 
planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; Internet-based personal introduction services 
using the bulletin board system; providing fashion information regarding the fashion of celebrities; 
providing information of investigation or surveillance on background profiles; providing information 
of fortune-telling; religious counselling; spiritual consultancy; rental of clothing, and advising and 
providing information thereof; rental of personal ornaments for wearing, namely rings, necklaces, 
earrings, bracelets

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 11, 2017, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2017-120651 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,886,900  Filing Date 2018-03-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

START TODAY CO., LTD., a legal entity
2-6-1 Nakase
Mihama-ku, Chiba-shi
Chiba
JAPAN

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) downloadable computer games; virtual reality headsets; game programs for arcade video game 
machines; vehicle driving training simulators; sports training simulators; photographic cameras; 
cinematographic cameras; cinematographic projectors; optical lenses; optical lenses for 
sunglasses; optical scanners; optical sensors; optical spectacles; measuring machines, measuring 
instruments and measuring apparatus, namely, weight and height measuring instruments, body 
shape measuring instruments, scales with body mass analyzers, foot size measuring instruments 
and shoes size measuring instruments; laboratory balances; bathroom scales; electronic weighing 
scales for kitchen use; electronic weighing scales for personal use; tape measures; planimeters; 
measuring rules; length measuring gauges; angle gauges; liquid-level gauges; temperature 
gauges; body scales; electric measuring machines and devices, namely, electric weight and height 
measuring instruments, electric body shape measuring instruments, electric scales with body mass 
analyzers, electric foot size measuring instruments and electric shoes size measuring instruments; 
dressmaker's measure; solar batteries; batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for hearing 
aids; batteries for mobile phones; camera batteries; electric batteries for vehicles; galvanic 
batteries; general purpose batteries; dry cells; electric wires and cables; cellphone straps; parts 
and fittings for cell phones; cell phone cases; cell phone covers; cell phone holders; headsets for 
telephones; DMB (Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) televisions; audio frequency amplifiers; radio 
frequency adapters; radio frequency amplifiers; radio frequency connectors; radio frequency 
receivers; video frequency amplifiers; video frequency adapters; video frequency connecters; 
video frequency receivers; telecommunication device and apparatus, namely, telephone, mobile 
phones, smart phones, and tablet computers; personal digital assistants in the shape of a watch; 
smart phones; application software for mobile phones, tablets and computers to enable users to 
access an online website selling clothing and fashion accessories; computer software for inventory 
control; computer software for use in traceability management; computers; computer keyboards; 
computer mouse; printers for computers; computer monitors; blank integrated circuit cards; IC 
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chips for inventory control; IC chips for use in traceability management; sunglasses; eyeglasses; 
computer games for personal computers and home video game consoles; electronic circuits and 
CD-ROMs recorded with computer game programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal 
displays; metronomes; downloadable image featuring fashion, movie and music via 
communication network; phonograph records; downloadable music; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; downloadable graphics for tablet computers; pre-recorded video discs and 
cassettes containing fashion shows; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of 
magazines

 Class 25
(2) T-shirts; clothing, namely, gloves and mittens; hoods being a headgear, namely, nightcaps; 
visors, namely visor caps; hats; caps; clothing, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, coats, raincoats, 
skirts, dresses; coats; pants; trousers; vests; sweaters; shirts; nightwear; underclothing, namely, 
underwear; layettes; swim wear, namely, bathing suits; bathing caps, namely, swimming caps; 
camisoles; baseball jerseys; hockey jerseys; sleeveless jerseys; sports jerseys; team jerseys; 
volleyball jerseys; knitwear, namely, knit shirts; skirts; parkas; Japanese traditional clothing, 
namely kimono; sleep masks; clothing, namely, aprons; socks and stockings; tights; shawls; 
scarves; scarfs; neckties; bandanas; neckerchiefs; clothing, namely, muffler scarves; clothing, 
namely, ear muffs; pajamas; garters; sock suspenders; suspender braces; waistbands; clothing, 
namely, belts; shoes and boots; slippers; sandals; Japanese style wooden clogs (Geta); Japanese 
style sandals (Zori); masquerade costumes; clothing for sports; clothes for sports; clothes for water 
sports; boots for sport; special footwear for sports, namely, golf shoes, soccer shoes, ski boots, 
gymnastic shoes, climbing boots, baseball shoes; horse-riding boots; windsurfing shoes

Services
Class 35
marketing studies and business marketing information; providing business marketing information 
for others; promoting the goods and services of others over the Internet; organization of fashion 
shows for promotional purposes; advertising on the Internet for others; advertising the goods and 
services of others by email; providing information about advertising inserted in the paper and 
magazines for commercial purposes; organization and production of promotion video for 
advertising purposes; providing information relating to organization and production of promotion 
video for advertising purposes; dissemination of advertising matter for others; advertising agency 
services; advertising the goods and services of others via electronic media and specifically the 
Internet; managing and accounting of exchangeable points for sales or marketing of goods or 
services; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of sales and 
promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; procuring of contracts for the purchase 
and sale of goods of others; consulting services relating to procurement services for others, 
namely, purchasing goods and services for other businesses; business management of sports 
facilities; business management of sports clubs; business administration and management of a 
shopping center or a shopping mall; arranging of buying and selling contracts for the purchase and 
sale of services for third parties on an on-line shopping mall; arranging and providing information 
of buying and selling contracts for the purchase and sale of goods and services in digital 
commerce; business consultancy for providers of on-line retail store services on the Internet; 
agency services relating to contracts for the purchase and sale of goods of others; conducting 
business and market research surveys; marketing research for consumer reputation; providing 
information relating to sales ranking or popularity ranking of goods or shops; providing information 
relating to retail shops via communication networks; providing information concerning commercial 
sales of fashion goods, namely clothing, accessories, bags, shoes, cosmetics; business 
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management analysis and business management consulting; marketing research or analysis; 
providing business information concerning commercial business management; business 
management of hotels; drawing up of statements of accounts; employment agencies for athletes; 
employment agencies; auctioneering provided on the Internet; providing information relating to 
goods at auctions, namely price, quality and quantity; auctioneering; import-export agencies; 
arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; shorthand; transcription; document reproduction; 
mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; mediation and conclusion of 
commercial transactions by telecommunication or the electronic way for others; office functions, 
namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tape drives; compilation of information into 
computer databases; providing business assistance services for others in the field of operation of 
data processing apparatus, namely, computers, typewriters, telex machines and other similar 
office machines; agency services for telephone answering services and providing information 
relating thereto; rental of advertising space on-line; rental or provision of advertising space; rental 
of office equipment; rental of office machinery; rental of office equipment, namely, electronic desk 
calculating machines; rental of account machines; rental of typewriters, copying machines and 
word processing machines; magazines clipping services; books clipping services; news clipping 
services; rental of vending machines; retail services or wholesale services for a variety of goods in 
the field of clothing, foods and beverages, and living ware, namely dishes, cups and plates; retail 
services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale 
services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear other than special footwear 
for sports; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale 
services for personal articles, namely, rings, necklaces, earrings, bracelets, belts, handkerchiefs, 
personal folding fans, cufflinks; retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; retail 
services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale 
services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for furniture; retail services or wholesale 
services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats; retail services or 
wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses, namely, electric lamps, electric 
thermal pots for household purposes, electric blankets for household purposes, electric humidifiers 
for household purposes, hair driers for household purposes; retail services or wholesale services 
for measuring machines, measuring instruments and measuring apparatus, namely, bathroom 
scales, height measuring instruments, scales with body mass analyzers, shoes size measuring 
instruments; retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools, 
hardware of metal; retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and 
washing utensils; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary 
preparations and medical supplies; retail services or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, 
dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, 
implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for trees and natural flowers; retail 
services or wholesale service for calendars, books, magazines and picture postcards; retail 
services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for 
sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; 
retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; retail services or 
wholesale services for prerecorded DVDs; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches 
and spectacles, namely eyeglasses and goggles; retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos 
and smokers' articles; retail services or wholesale services for dog chains, clothing for pets, bed 
for pets, dog kennels, nesting boxes for small birds, feeding vessels for pets, brushes for pets, 
chewing goods for pet dogs, water tanks for live fish and their parts, bird cages, bird baths and 
toys for domestic pets; retail services or wholesale services for pet food and food for aquarium 
fish; retail services or wholesale services for baby oils; retail services or wholesale services for 
teething rings and feeding bottles; retail services or wholesale services for baby buggies; retail 
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services or wholesale services for diapers of paper for babies; retail services or wholesale services 
for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 11, 2017, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2017-120652 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,887,285  Filing Date 2018-03-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cross Ocean Adviser LLP
11 Charles II Street
London SW1Y 4QU
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The mark is comprised of a circular logo with a 
semi-circle surrounding the circle on the left hand side. The inner circle appears in dark blue on the 
left portion of the circle and light blue on the right portion. The half circle which appears on the left 
hand side of the inner circle appears in dark gold at the top and light gold on the bottom; the words 
CROSS OCEAN appear in light blue and PARTNERS in dark gold.

Goods
 Class 09

Apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound and images, namely blank magnetic 
discs, magnetic encoded card readers, magnetic tape recorders, pre-recorded audio cassettes, 
pre-recorded audiotapes, pre-recorded video cassettes, pre-recorded videotapes, blank compact 
discs, blank audio digital discs, blank hard discs, blank laser discs, blank magnetic discs, blank 
optical discs, blank digital versatile discs, blank digital videodiscs, blank audio digital discs, blank 
digital audiotapes, digital disc drives, compact disc players, record players for digital compact 
disks, video disc players, digital versatile disc player, digital audiotape players; cash registers, 
calculators, computers; computer software for use in database management in the field of 
investment and financial affairs; fire-extinguishing apparatus; computer programmes for use in 
database management in the field of investment and financial affairs; computer software 
applications for mobile phones and handheld computers, namely downloadable applications for 
database management in the field of financial investments and for electronic trading of securities; 
computer software for processing digital images, word processing; computer programmes and 
computer software for electronic trading of securities; computer software for business purposes for 
enabling searching of data, namely search engine software; software for the statistical analysis of 
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business data; downloadable computer software to access information in the field of investment 
and trading of securities; computer programs for document management; computer software for 
analysing market information

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others; business management; business administration; 
negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; business management 
supervision; providing advice in the field of business management and marketing; business 
appraisals; business profit analysis; evaluation of business opportunities; business appraisals and 
evaluations in business matters; business administration assistance; business efficiency expert 
expertise; business management advisory services; market research services; business 
management assistance; business planning services; business advice relating to accounting; 
business advice relating to investment and trading of securities; assistance and advice regarding 
business organization; providing advice and information relating to commercial business 
management; mediation and conclusion of commercial transactions for others; business 
accounting advisory services; advisory services relating to business risk management; advisory 
services relating to business organisation and management; consultancy and advisory services in 
the field of business strategy; advisory services relating to business acquisitions; financial records 
management; financial statement preparation and analysis for businesses

Class 36
(2) Insurance services; providing insurance information and consultancy; real estate affairs, 
namely real estate funds investment services; finance services, namely capital investments, 
investment of funds; financial services relating to business; financial investment; financial 
management of current accounts; financial management of risk capital, investment capital and 
development capital; financial planning and investment advisory services; financial investment 
research services; arranging of finance, namely credit and loan services; financial risk 
management; provision of stock market information; administration of capital investment services; 
investment of funds; asset allocation; investment services, in the nature of real estate investment 
services, financial investment brokerage services; investment analysis arranging of investments; 
financial planning and investment advisory services; capital investment; investment performance 
monitoring; management of investments; development of investment portfolios; arranging of 
financial investments; consultancy services relating to financial investment; providing on-line 
investment account information; providing information by telephone in the field of investment; 
providing information regarding publicly traded investments; providing information and analysis via 
the internet in the field of financial investments; fund investment consultation; capital fund 
investment; portfolio management; capital fund management; property portfolio management; 
financial portfolio management; asset and portfolio management; financial management services; 
financial management for businesses; financial management of funds; financial management 
relating to investment; financial management services provided via the internet; Investment 
management; portfolio investment management; stock investment management; fund investment 
management; financial investment management services; capital management; management of 
assets; financial risk management; corporate funds management; fund management for private 
clients

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 20, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003291368 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,887,954  Filing Date 2018-03-14
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DEVIALET
10, Place Vendôme
75001 Paris
FRANCE

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DEVIALET
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer software for the transmission, reproduction and processing of sound, computer 
interface cards, apparatus for the transmission, reproduction and processing of sound, namely 
electroacoustic apparatus, namely sound amplifiers, sound mixers, audio mixers, audio cassette 
recorders, audio transformers, acoustic transformers, audio frequency amplifiers, audio tape 
recorders, audio receivers, electronic audio signal processors for compensating sound distortion in 
speakers, audio mixing consoles, audio and video mixing consoles, digital sound processors, 
shock absorbers for electronic audio equipment, electronic processors, microprocessors and 
power supplies for computers used for the production, processing, measuring, analysis, recording, 
amplification, improvement, production, reproduction, transmission, storage, control, testing, 
reception and reading of audio signals, sound and music files, sound cards, motherboards, 
apparatus and software for improving analog and digital sound for the processing, recording, 
reproduction, dissemination streaming, transmission and reception of electronic and digital signals, 
namely signal amplifiers, digital signage monitors, electronic digital signal processors, software for 
the transmission of electronic and digital signals, computer hardware and computer components 
and other digital devices used for creating, processing, measuring, analyzing, recording, 
amplifying, improving, reproducing, transmitting, controlling, testing, receiving and reading signals, 
audio and sound files, namely digital sound processors, digital voice signal processors, electronic 
audio signal processors for compensating sound distortion in speakers, video processors, audio 
circuit boards, audio amplifiers, signal amplifiers, microphones, software for controlling and 
improving the quality of audio equipment, computer software for creating and editing music and 
sound, image processing software, multi-channel sound processors, sound processors, alignment 
and testing equipment (apparatus) for audio speaker enclosures, audio speakers, audio frequency 
amplifiers and audio tape recorders, for the processing, recording, reproduction, dissemination, 
streaming, transmission and reception of electronic and digital signals, namely electronic audio 
signal processors for compensating sound distortion in speakers, computer utility programs for 
testing and assessing the sound quality of speakers, digital to analogue converters, frequency 
converters, digital signal processor chips, printed circuit boards, graphics cards, graphics 
processors, namely digital signal processors, graphics accelerators for computers, amplifier 
supports, memory cards, and microprocessor cards.
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(2) Audio speaker enclosures, speakers, computer operating programs, computer programs and 
computer software for coding and decoding vocal and audio signals, computer hardware and 
software for the processing, recording, reproduction, broadcasting, streaming, transmission and 
reception of electronic and digital signals, remote controls for loudspeaker enclosures, stereos, 
televisions and radios, stands for loudspeaker enclosures, routers for routing audio signals, 
electronic connectors for circuit boards, for loudspeaker enclosures, optical, electric connectors, 
computer software for processing digital music files.

(3) Sound amplifiers.

 Class 18
(4) Bags for loudspeaker enclosures, bags designed to carry electronic devices.

 Class 20
(5) Wooden and plastic boxes.

(6) Furniture, namely shelving, packaging containers made of plastic.

Services
Class 35
(1) Wholesale and retail of audiovisual equipment, computer hardware and sound hardware, 
namely loudspeaker enclosures and recording discs, computer software, furniture, bags.

Class 38
(2) Provision of an online discussion forum on the Internet, provision of access to computer 
databases in the fields of audio signals and audio and music files.

Class 41
(3) Computer training, college-level distance learning, training in the field of audio signals, training 
in the fields of the production, processing, measuring, analysis, recording, amplification, 
improvement, production, reproduction, transmission, storage, control, testing, reception and 
reading of audio signals, sound and music files; entertainment consisting of music concerts.

Class 42
(4) Technical assessments regarding design (engineering work), namely evaluation of new 
inventions, scientific research in the fields of the production, processing, measuring, analysis, 
recording, amplification, improvement, production, reproduction, transmission, storage, control, 
testing, reception and reading of audio signals, sound and music files; technical research in the 
fields of the production, processing, measuring, analysis, recording, amplification, improvement, 
production, reproduction, transmission, storage, control, testing, reception and reading of audio 
signals, sound and music files, computer software design, computer software development, 
research and development of new products for others, development (design) of computer 
software, maintenance of computer software, updating of computer software.

(5) Provision of cloud computing for the electronic storage of data.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 05, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 4394108 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,888,141  Filing Date 2018-03-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Danfeng Huang
Rm. 801, Bldg. 3, No.101, Yingbin Avenue
Huadu Dist., Guangzhou
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Bonlux
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

UV halogen metal vapour lamps; aquarium lights; automobile lights; ceiling lights; chandeliers; 
electric bulbs; electric lamps; electric lights for christmas trees; electric torches for lighting; fairy 
lights for festive decoration; head lamps; light bulbs; lightbulbs; lighting fixtures; luminaires; 
sockets for electric lights; street lamps; theatre spotlights
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 Application Number 1,888,663  Filing Date 2018-03-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Zhenyu Yan
67 PANAMOUNT CM NW 
Calgary
ALBERTA
T3K0P5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The maple leaves and the middle Pentagon are 
white.The circle surrounding the leaves is red and orange and the word MAYATA is black

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Sea food namely Sea-cucumbers, shrimps and lobsters, all not live, edible bird's nest, 
crustaceans, candied nuts, flavored nuts, fruit-based snack foods, linseed oil for food, olive oil for 
food.

 Class 30
(2) Foodstuffs namely Sugar, Coffee, Rice, Flour, Flax seeds oil, Honey

 Class 32
(3) Drinks namely Mineral water, Soda water, Soft drinks, Energy drinks
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 Application Number 1,888,940  Filing Date 2018-03-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cyanotech Corporation
73-4460 Queen Kaahumanu Highway, Ste. 102
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
2300 - 1055 West Georgia Street, P.O. Box 
11115, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
V6E3P3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NUTREX HAWAII
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

Nutritional supplements for general health and well-being; nutraceuticals for the treatment of 
oxidative stress, decreased immunity, and inflammatory conditions by inhibiting damage to 
polyunsaturated fatty acids in plasma membranes of immune cells; nutraceuticals for use as a 
dietary supplement, namely, nutritional supplements for general health and well-being; dietary 
supplements, namely, nutritional supplements for general health and well-being; nutritional 
supplements for general health and well-being; nutritional food additives for medical purposes for 
human consumption in the nature of xanthophylls derived from plant extracts; nutritional additives 
for use in feed for animals for medical purposes; animal feed supplements; nutritional supplements 
for animal foodstuffs; food supplements, namely, nutritional supplements for general health and 
well-being; food supplements, namely, anti-oxidants; homeopathic supplements, namely, diluted 
doses from the plant, mineral and animal kingdoms for human consumption, namely, nutritional 
supplements for general health and well-being; drink mixes, namely, dietary drink mix for use as a 
meal replacement, powdered fruit-flavored dietary supplement drink mix, nutritional supplement in 
the nature of a nutrient-dense, protein-based drink mix, namely, nutritional supplements for 
general health and well-being
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 Application Number 1,889,493  Filing Date 2018-03-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NORREP INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT 
GROUP INC.
1100-606 4th Street SW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2P1T1

Agent
RONALD S. ADE LAW CORPORATION
102 - 1015 Wilkes Avenue, Winnipeg, 
MANITOBA, R3P2R8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Authorisation For Use
Consent from CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE CANADA is of record.

Services
Class 36
financial investment management services
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 Application Number 1,889,556  Filing Date 2018-03-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Optimum Results Marketing Inc.
67089 RPO Meadowlark
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T5R5Y3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Solution Home Buyers
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 36
real estate consultation; real estate investment; real estate investment services
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 Application Number 1,890,027  Filing Date 2018-03-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Argus Software, Inc.
750 Town and Country Blvd.,
Suite 800
Houston, Texas 77024
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CPST INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INC.
Brookfield Place, 181 Bay Street, Suite 2425, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ARGUS CLOUD
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for collecting, editing, modifying, organizing, synchronizing, integrating, 
monitoring, transmitting, storage, reporting and sharing of data and information in the field of real 
estate; computer software for real estate asset valuation; computer software for real estate 
portfolio management; computer software for financial analysis and budgeting of real estate 
investments; computer software for analysis of real estate related financial assets and real estate 
transactions; computer software for evaluation of market risks in connection with the management 
of real estate investment portfolios; computer software for the analysis and calculation of financial 
aspect of real estate leasing strategies for forecasting real estate asset and real estate portfolio 
cash flows for calculation of real estate investment values and returns and for aggregation of 
market and real estate enterprise data; computer software for use in data mining and data pooling; 
computer software for real estate bench-marking and attribution, namely, for measuring 
performance of key industry benchmarks to identify key actions; computer software to automate 
data warehousing; computer software for storing, retrieving, caching, extracting, formatting, 
structuring, systematizing, organizing, indexing, processing, querying, analyzing, replicating and 
controlling access to data in the field of real estate; valuation software, namely software for assets 
valuation in the field of real estate; computer software for use in big data analysis; computer 
software that automates the processing of unstructured, semi-structured and structured 
information and data in the field of real estate stored on computer networks and the Internet.

Services
Class 35
(1) Business consulting, namely business management and business administration consulting 
services; business consulting in the field of information technology (IT) and cloud computing; 
business consulting services in the field of commercial real estate; business services, namely 
management and consulting services in the field of portfolio management, compilation and 
systemization of information into computer databases; database management services; reporting 
services business data analysis in the field of real estate; data processing services, namely 
updating and maintenance of data in computer databases.
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Class 41
(2) Education services, namely, conducting seminars, classes, workshops and conferences in the 
fields of computer technology, real estate, real estate services, data services, commercial real 
estate, data analytics, data storage, data warehousing; providing information in the fields of 
technology, real estate, real estate services, data migration services, data analytics, electronically-
stored data and data warehousing, via online journals, articles and blogs.

Class 42
(3) Information technology (IT) services, namely preparation, update, installation and maintenance 
of computer software, and providing technical support services in the form of troubleshooting of 
computer software problems; cloud computing providing software for database management, 
cloud computing provider services for general storage of data; cloud hosting of electronic 
databases and virtual computing environments; consulting and providing information in the fields of 
computer information technology, real estate, electronically stored data financial analysis and 
appraisal services, software, software as a service (SaaS), artificial intelligence, data analytics, 
database management, data processing, namely updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases, data migration services, reporting of data and information in the field of real estate, 
software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for data transfer and migration; software as a 
service (SaaS) featuring software to automate data warehousing; software as a service (SAAS) 
services namely hosting software for real estate asset valuation, financial portfolio management, 
financial analysis budgeting of real estate investments, real estate transactions analysis, namely 
the analysis of the purchase, sale, lease and investment of real estate, evaluation of market risks 
in connection with the management of real estate investment portfolios, analysis of the 
management of real estate investment portfolios, analysis and calculation of financial aspects of 
real estate leasing strategies for forecasting real estate asset and real estate cash flows for the 
calculation of real estate investment values and returns, aggregation of real estate market and 
property data for use in data mining and data pooling, business intelligence, bench-marking, 
reporting of data and information in the field of real estate, providing real time operation data in 
connection with the management of real estate investments, and transmitting such data between 
and among users thereof for real estate bench-marking and attribution for measuring performance 
of key industry benchmarks to identify key actions.
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 Application Number 1,890,097  Filing Date 2018-03-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Mickael  BAGAULT
39 rue Yves Kermen
F-92100 Boulogne Billancourt
FRANCE

Agent
BROUILLETTE LEGAL INC.
1050, Côte du Beaver Hall, Bureau 1500, 
MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H2Z0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Cosmetics for the body; Adhesives for cosmetic purposes.

(2) Temporary tattoo's for cosmetic purposes.

 Class 16
(3) Adhesives for stationery or household purposes; Removable tattoos [decalcomania]; 
Temporary tattoos; Paint brushes; Printers' type; Printing blocks; Photographs; Writing 
instruments; Engravings or lithographic works of art; Drawings; Paper stationery; Graphic 
reproductions.

Services
Class 35
Direct mail advertising of the goods and services of others; Computerized file management; 
organization of fashion show, craft trade show exhibitions for promotional purposes; Rental of 
advertising time on broadcast television; Publication of publicity texts; Rental of advertising space; 
Dissemination of advertising matters for others; Public relations services; Marketing studies; 
Retailing in shops, via mail order or online (via a website) of temporary tattoos for cosmetic 
purposes, removable tattoos and temporary tattoos.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 28, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
017264813 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,890,241  Filing Date 2018-03-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Strength-N-U Inc.
10 Milner Avenue
Scarborough
ONTARIO
M1S3P8

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STRENGTH-N-U
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) pre-recorded CDs and DVDs featuring video and audio content in the fields of health care 
services provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general health 
and well-being and nutrition.

 Class 16
(2) Printed publications, namely books, pamphlets, magazines, brochures, periodicals and 
newspaper columns;

 Class 25
(3) Clothing namely, t-shirts, shorts, socks, sweat clothing, namely, sweat pants, sweat shorts, 
sweat socks, sweat jackets, sweatshirts, sweat suits, shoes, baseball caps, rainwear, namely, 
wind and rain resistant jackets, coats and hats, shirts, sweaters, pants and jackets.

 Class 28
(4) therapy, namely physiotherapy and massage therapy and fitness equipment and products, 
namely, elliptical exercise machines, stair-climbing machines for exercise, weight lifting machines 
for exercise, stationary exercise bicycles and rollers, resistance machines for exercise, rowing 
exercise machines, stationary exercise bicycles, exercise pulleys, exercise trampolines, exercise 
treadmills, exercise balls, stress relief exercise balls, medicine balls, exercise bars, spring bars for 
exercise, exercise weights, free weights for physical exercise, leg weights for exercise, ankle 
weights for exercise, wrist weights for exercise, resistance bands for exercise, elastic resistance 
bands and stretch bands, abdominal benches for exercise, abdominal boards for exercise, 
exercise benches, exercise platforms, plyometric boxes for exercise, portable support structures 
for dance and other exercises

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail sales of physiotherapy and massage therapy and fitness equipment and products, 
namely, elliptical exercise machines, stair-climbing machines for exercise, weight lifting machines 
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for exercise, stationary exercise bicycles and rollers, resistance machines for exercise, rowing 
exercise machines, stationary exercise bicycles, exercise pulleys, exercise trampolines, exercise 
treadmills, exercise balls, stress relief exercise balls, medicine balls, exercise bars, spring bars for 
exercise, exercise weights, free weights for physical exercise, leg weights for exercise, ankle 
weights for exercise, wrist weights for exercise, resistance bands for exercise, elastic resistance 
bands and stretch bands, abdominal benches for exercise, abdominal boards for exercise, 
exercise benches, exercise platforms, plyometric boxes for exercise, portable support structures 
for dance and other exercises; retail sales of over-the-counter medicine, health products, namely, 
dietary and nutritional supplements for general health and well-being, dietary supplements for 
promoting weight loss, herbal and dietary supplements for promoting faster muscle recovery after 
exercise, vitamins, minerals, nutritional supplements, herbs, homeopathic remedies, cosmetics, 
medical supplies for personal use, personal electronics and diagnostic devices, namely, personal 
diagnostic devices for measuring and monitoring personal health information, heart rate monitors, 
blood pressure monitors, blood glucose monitors, body fat monitors, pulse meters, oxygen 
monitors, pedometers

Class 38
(2) Providing streaming of instructional videos and radio and podcast programs in the field of 
exercise, health care services provided by health and fitness clubs, fitness and general health and 
well-being matters via the Internet

Class 41
(3) Providing information in the fields of health care services provided by health and fitness clubs, 
personal training, physical fitness, general health and well-being and nutrition via a website; 
Providing health, fitness and wellness of body and spirit facilities and club services; providing 
fitness programs, educational programs and training programs in the fields of health care services 
provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general health and well-
being and nutrition; providing education, instruction, training and consulting services through 
seminars, workshops, conferences, videos and Internet blogs in the field of health care services 
provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general health and well-
being and nutrition; producing instructional videos and radio and podcast programs in the field of 
exercise, health care services provided by health and fitness clubs, fitness and general health and 
well-being matters

(4) Producing pre-recorded CDs and DVDs featuring video and audio content in the fields of health 
care services provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general 
health and well- being and nutrition

Class 43
(5) operation of a bar and restaurant; operation of a juice and snack bar

Class 44
(6) dietician services and nutrition counseling

(7) physiotherapy; massage therapy and massage services; chiropractic services; acupuncture; 
orthotic services; naturopathic services;

(8) Providing physical rehabilitation facilities; providing physical rehabilitation instructions, training, 
therapy, and workshops
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 Application Number 1,890,242  Filing Date 2018-03-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Ivoclar Vivadent, Inc.
175 Pineview Drive 
Amherst, NY 14228-2231
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY 
WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TELIO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Materials for use in dentistry, namely, materials for preserving, repairing, and restoring teeth, 
and for crowns, bridges, and frameworks; materials and auxiliary materials for the manufacture of 
dental impressions, models, crowns, bridges, inlays, prostheses, artificial teeth; materials for the 
characterization of teeth; materials for polishing teeth; dental waxes; dental filling materials; 
materials for root canal filling; core build-up materials for use in dentistry; luting materials, namely, 
dental cement; dental filling materials and dental composite materials for pulp protection and root 
treatment; materials for cavity treatment; materials for dentin wound and pulp treatment; dental 
preparations used for acid etching; dental preparations used for caries prophylaxis, namely, 
varnish, solutions containing fluoride and antimicrobials, gels, and fissure sealants; dental 
adhesive agents; protective varnishes for teeth; drying and degreasing materials for the use in 
dentistry; materials for cosmetic restoration of damaged teeth; diagnostic products, namely, 
diagnostic preparations for dental use; dental materials for the bleaching of teeth; dental 
composites; dental cements; test strips for saliva diagnostics; disinfectants for dental apparatus 
and instruments; preparations for the hygiene of teeth and oral cavity, namely, medicated 
mouthwash; medical mouthwash; dental materials for the treatment of caries and periodontitis; 
color stains for use in dentistry; precious metal alloys and nonprecious metal alloys for dental use; 
precious metals and non-precious metals for dental use; investment materials for dental use; 
dental adhesives; materials for repairing damaged teeth; opaquer namely opaque dental ceramics; 
metal primers for dental purposes; dental fixtures, namely prefabricated parts for crowns, bridges, 
and pontics; fiber-reinforced synthetic materials for the manufacture of crowns, bridges, and 
pontics for dental purposes; fissure sealants for dental purposes; mixing capsules for dental 
materials; ceramic layering for dental purposes

 Class 10
(2) Apparatus, devices, tools, and instruments, namely, instruments for dental use; artificial teeth 
and veneers; dental plates; dental crowns and bridges; ingots made of synthetic materials, metal, 
or ceramic for the manufacture of dental crowns, bridges, inlays, prostheses, artificial teeth, dental 
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bruxism guards; ingots made of synthetic materials, metal or ceramic for the manufacture of 
crowns, bridges, inlays, prostheses, artificial teeth; dental bruxism guards; drilling templates for 
dental use; materials for relining, namely, plastic materials for relining dental prostheses
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 Application Number 1,890,243  Filing Date 2018-03-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Strength-N-U Inc.
10 Milner Avenue
Scarborough
ONTARIO
M1S3P8

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) pre-recorded CDs and DVDs featuring video and audio content in the fields of health care 
services provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general health 
and well-being and nutrition.

 Class 16
(2) Printed publications, namely books, pamphlets, magazines, brochures, periodicals and 
newspaper columns;

 Class 25
(3) Clothing namely, t-shirts, shorts, socks, sweat clothing, namely, sweat pants, sweat shorts, 
sweat socks, sweat jackets, sweatshirts, sweat suits, shoes, baseball caps, rainwear, namely, 
wind and rain resistant jackets, coats and hats, shirts, sweaters, pants and jackets.

 Class 28
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(4) therapy, namely physiotherapy and massage therapy and fitness elliptical exercise machines, 
stair- climbing machines for exercise, weight lifting machines for exercise, stationary exercise 
bicycles and rollers, resistance machines for exercise, rowing exercise machines, stationary 
exercise bicycles, exercise pulleys, exercise trampolines, exercise treadmills, exercise balls, stress 
relief exercise balls, medicine balls, exercise bars, spring bars for exercise, exercise weights, free 
weights for physical exercise, leg weights for exercise, ankle weights for exercise, wrist weights for 
exercise, resistance bands for exercise, elastic resistance bands and stretch bands, abdominal 
benches for exercise, abdominal boards for exercise, exercise benches, exercise platforms, 
plyometric boxes for exercise, portable support structures for dance and other exercises

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail sales of physiotherapy and massage therapy and fitness equipment and products, 
namely, elliptical exercise machines, stair-climbing machines for exercise, weight lifting machines 
for exercise, stationary exercise bicycles and rollers, resistance machines for exercise, rowing 
exercise machines, stationary exercise bicycles, exercise pulleys, exercise trampolines, exercise 
treadmills, exercise balls, stress relief exercise balls, medicine balls, exercise bars, spring bars for 
exercise, exercise weights, free weights for physical exercise, leg weights for exercise, ankle 
weights for exercise, wrist weights for exercise, resistance bands for exercise, elastic resistance 
bands and stretch bands, abdominal benches for exercise, abdominal boards for exercise, 
exercise benches, exercise platforms, plyometric boxes for exercise, portable support structures 
for dance and other exercises; retail sales of over-the-counter medicine, health products, namely, 
dietary and nutritional supplements for general health and well-being, dietary supplements for 
promoting weight loss, herbal and dietary supplements for promoting faster muscle recovery after 
exercise, vitamins, minerals, nutritional supplements, herbs, homeopathic remedies, cosmetics, 
medical supplies for personal use, personal electronics and diagnostic devices, namely, personal 
diagnostic devices for measuring and monitoring personal health information, heart rate monitors, 
blood pressure monitors, blood glucose monitors, body fat monitors, pulse meters, oxygen 
monitors, pedometers

Class 38
(2) Providing streaming of instructional videos and radio and podcast programs in the field of 
exercise, health care services provided by health and fitness clubs, fitness and general health and 
well-being matters via the Internet

Class 41
(3) Providing information in the fields of health care services provided by health and fitness clubs, 
personal training, physical fitness, general health and well-being and nutrition via a website; 
Providing health, fitness and wellness of body and spirit facilities and club services; providing 
fitness programs, educational programs and training programs in the fields of health care services 
provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general health and well-
being and nutrition; providing education, instruction, training and consulting services through 
seminars, workshops, conferences, videos and Internet blogs in the field of health care services 
provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general health and well-
being and nutrition; producing instructional videos and radio and podcast programs in the field of 
exercise, health care services provided by health and fitness clubs, fitness and general health and 
well-being matters
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(4) Producing pre-recorded CDs and DVDs featuring video and audio content in the fields of health 
care services provided by health and fitness clubs, personal training, physical fitness, general 
health and well- being and nutrition

Class 43
(5) operation of a bar and restaurant; operation of a juice and snack bar

Class 44
(6) dietician services and nutrition counseling

(7) physiotherapy; massage therapy and massage services; chiropractic services; acupuncture; 
orthotic services; naturopathic services;

(8) Providing physical rehabilitation facilities; providing physical rehabilitation instructions, training, 
therapy, and workshops
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 Application Number 1,890,275  Filing Date 2018-03-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

IGOR S.R.L.
S.S. 32 del Sempione
28062 - CAMERI
ITALY

Agent
NEOMARK LTD.
7450 rue Saint-Hubert, Montréal, QUEBEC, 
H2R2N3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The word 'IGOR' is white on a red background 
which is outlined in green.

Goods
 Class 29

Cheese; milk products, namely yoghurt, butter, milk powder, milk beverages with high milk content.
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 Application Number 1,890,279  Filing Date 2018-03-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Isaac  Olowolafe jr.
16 McAdams Ave
Unit 1
Toronto
ONTARIO
M6A0B9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Dream Process
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) administrative processing of insurance claims; real estate sales management services

(2) outsourcing of insurance services;
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 Application Number 1,890,731  Filing Date 2018-03-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Canadian Centre on Disability Studies Inc., a 
federally incorporated non-profit organization
343 Preston St., 11th Floor
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1S1N4

Agent
NELLIGAN O'BRIEN PAYNE LLP
300-50 O'CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EVIANCE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 41
Educational research services relating to social inclusion and accessibility issues; Educational 
research services relating to disability and mental health issues; Development of programs, 
policies and best practices relating to social inclusion and accessibility issues to (i) help build more 
inclusive, equitable and accessible societies that are sustainable for all, (ii) facilitate strategic 
partnerships, collaborations, and capacity building to co-create effective approaches to address 
the social, political, and economic issues that reflect the needs and interests of diverse people with 
disabilities, (iii) respond to the expressed needs and interests of diverse disability communities 
with a particular interest in the needs of grassroots organizations, and (iv) focus on collaborative 
processes of co-creation, experience-based co-design, and the co-production of services and 
supports to promote the progressive realization of human rights and inclusion of people with 
disabilities and other diverse groups; Development of programs, policies and best practices 
relating to disability and mental health issues to (i) help build more inclusive, equitable and 
accessible societies that are sustainable for all, (ii) facilitate strategic partnerships, collaborations, 
and capacity building to co-create effective approaches to address the social, political, and 
economic issues that reflect the needs and interests of diverse people with disabilities, (iii) respond 
to the expressed needs and interests of diverse disability communities with a particular interest in 
the needs of grassroots organizations, and (iv) focus on collaborative processes of co- creation, 
experience-based co-design, and the co-production of services and supports to promote the 
progressive realization of human rights and inclusion of people with disabilities and other diverse 
groups
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 Application Number 1,890,814  Filing Date 2018-03-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SIDEWALK LABS LLC
10 Hudson Yards 
26th Floor
New York, NY 10014
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 6200, P.O. BOX 50, 1 FIRST 
CANADIAN PLACE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Telecommunications and data networking hardware, namely computers, computer servers, 
computer peripherals, namely computer monitors, keyboards and mouse, personal digital devices, 
namely tablet computers and laptop computers, audio-visual devices, namely digital cameras and 
video cameras, DVD recorders and digital voice recorders, mobile phones, wearable devices, 
namely headphones, virtual reality headsets, activity and motion trackers and identification and 
access control trackers, sensors, namely motion sensors, distance sensors and proximity sensors, 
cameras and DVD recorders for use in identifying, navigating, communicating, accessing, 
providing and sharing information and services across multiple networks and communications 
protocols within urban environments as part of the municipal infrastructure; computer and 
computer networking hardware for use in operating, managing, maintaining and improving 
pedestrian mobility and transportation systems, communication systems, energy conservation and 
consumption systems, environmental safety and monitoring systems, municipal services, 
healthcare services, and infrastructure construction and use in an urban environment as part of the 
municipal infrastructure; downloadable computer software for urban design, planning and 
development, namely, for use in developing, implementing, maintaining and enhancing 
transportation systems, pedestrian mobility, communication systems, municipal services, 
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healthcare services, energy conservation and consumption, environmental safety, and 
infrastructure construction in an urban environment; computer software for analyzing and 
managing data in field of urban planning, design and development, including for purposes of 
improving transportation systems, housing and building construction, power and water 
management systems; application programming interface (API) for use in urban locations and as 
part of a municipal infrastructure for accessing, utilizing, and personalizing transportation services, 
communication systems, housing, and municipal services; computer software for facilitating online 
access to and use of municipal and community services

Services
Class 35
(1) Consulting services in the fields of economics and public policy related to design, development, 
and management of urban communities; organizing and conducting exhibitions for business 
purposes in the fields of urban community design, engineering, development, management and 
maintenance, and urban planning innovations related to the aforesaid; business project 
management services in the field of urban planning, design, development, and engineering; 
management of a database in the field of innovations in urban planning, design, engineering, 
development and operation of urban living communities

Class 36
(2) Real estate management focusing on cities incorporating urban technology; financial services, 
namely, investing in real estate and real estate projects for purposes of incorporating urban 
technology, providing debt and equity capital, tangible and intangible financial asset management, 
and financial portfolio management; management of buildings

Class 37
(3) Real estate development, namely, development and redevelopment of office, commercial, 
residential and municipal facilities by way of new construction, retrofit and conversion of properties; 
maintenance and repair of air conditioners, furnaces, electrical motors, heaters, electrical repair 
and installation of lighting, plumbing repair advisory services and plumbing services

Class 38
(4) Providing access to a website via telecommunications networks, personal computers, 
electronic and online databases, for providing information with respect to community events and 
community updates for use in urban living communities; telecommunications services, namely 
electronic transmission by global computer network of user generated text messages, comments 
and providing online chat rooms for the transmission of messages, comments and user generated 
multimedia content among users within urban communities and among residents on topics of 
interest to urban living communities; providing access to a website featuring information about 
urban planning and design innovations, solutions and technology to improve urban environments 
and infrastructure

Class 41
(5) Education services, namely, arranging seminars, workshops, training, community forums, 
colloquiums, symposiums and internships in the fields of urban planning, design, engineering and 
development and innovation, environmental science, technology and innovations to improve urban 
infrastructure, economic development, affordable housing, community development, and policy 
and strategic planning in the design, development, engineering and operation of urban 
communities; entertainment services, namely nondownloadable files containing music, movies and 
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film programs in the fields of urban infrastructure planning, urban design innovations, civil 
engineering consulting, infrastructure development and environmental innovation via a global 
computer network

Class 42
(6) Research, development and testing in the fields of urban infrastructure planning, urban design 
innovations, civil engineering consulting, infrastructure development, construction techniques and 
materials, energy generation and consumption, delivery of municipal services, delivery of waste 
and water management and consumption and open public park space utilization and public park 
management; creating and providing databases in the field of innovations in urban planning, 
design, engineering, development and operation of urban living communities; urban design 
planning services; engineering consulting, namely, providing designs, schematics, elevations, 
drawings, renderings and models of urban infrastructures, electricity grid systems, transportation 
systems, communications systems, energy generation systems, water generation systems, waste 
management, buildings and housing design and development, and open public park space 
management and utilization; modeling services, namely, developing models informed by data and 
data analysis to inform design, development, construction and utilization of urban environments; 
consulting services in the fields of urban planning, design, engineering and development, namely 
architecture, housing construction, environmental science, energy consumption and conservation, 
green buildings and corridors, and open public park space design and utilization; green 
architecture design and sustainable community planning; hosting a website featuring scientific 
information in the field of sustainable urban infrastructure growth, environmentally conscious 
greenspace solutions, and energy conservation and consumption
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 Application Number 1,890,968  Filing Date 2018-03-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRUCORE DISTRIBUTORS, INC., a legal 
entity
252 Indian Head Rd
Kings Park, NY 11754
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NUVOESSENCE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Essential oils, namely, essential oils for cosmetic purposes, essential oils for personal use, 
aromatic essential oils; non-medicated exfoliating preparations, namely, exfoliant creams, skin 
exfoliants; face and body creams; anti-wrinkle creams; bath bombs; aromatic essential oils; face 
and body creams; anti-wrinkle cream; non-medicated exfoliating preparations for the feet.

 Class 11
(2) Diffusers, namely, air diffusers, ornamental fountains, electric room deodorizers, sterilizers, 
namely, sterilizers for medical use.

 Class 21
(3) Power-operated brushes to clean exfoliate skin; perfume vaporizers in which wood and 
bamboo sticks are inserted for the dissemination of perfume.
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 Application Number 1,891,095  Filing Date 2018-03-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LL PRIVATE JEWELLERS LTD.
814-736 Granville St
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6Z1G3

Agent
NEXUS LAW GROUP LLP
777 Hornby Street, Suite 2000, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6Z1S4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LL PRIVATE JEWELLERS
Trademark Type
Word

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word JEWELLERS is disclaimed apart from the trademark.

Services
Class 35
(1) retail sale of jewellery

Class 36
(2) jewellery appraisal

Class 37
(3) jewellery repair

Class 40
(4) jewellery engraving; manufacture of jewellery to the order and specification of others;

Class 42
(5) jewelry design
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 Application Number 1,891,289  Filing Date 2018-04-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Toronto Star Newspapers Limited
One Yonge Street, 5th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5E1E6

Agent
MCMILLAN LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, SUITE 4400, BAY 
WELLINGTON TOWER, 181 BAY STREET, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STARMETRO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Downloadable software and digital applications for use with computers, portable computers, 
handheld wireless devices, and mobile and tablet devices for accessing news and information, 
namely, current event news and features, in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, 
arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements, and general interest; Downloadable software and digital 
applications for providing subscription services to enable access to news and information, namely, 
current event news and features, in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, 
entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, shopping, 
automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles 
and crossword puzzles, announcements and general interest; Downloadable software and digital 
applications for providing downloadable games for use with computers, portable computers, 
handheld wireless devices, and mobile and tablet devices; Electronic publications namely, 
newspapers, newsletters, magazines, books; electronic publications in the field of general interest 
subjects

 Class 16
(2) Printed publications namely, newspapers, newsletters, magazines, books; publications in the 
field of general interest subjects

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising the goods and services of others; Preparation and placement of advertisements for 
others; Print, online, mobile, tablet and wireless advertising services for the advertising, promotion 
and marketing of brands, businesses, profiles, goods and services of third parties; Advertising 
services and display advertising services, namely, display advertising services and publishing the 
advertisements of others regarding the goods and services of others via print and electronic 
newspapers and magazines, via print and electronic publications relating to a variety of general 
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interest subjects, via websites online and mobile, or tablet applications; Operation of promotional 
contests for others; operation of promotional contests for others via social media channels

Class 38
(2) Broadcasting of news programs over the internet; streaming of audio and video via the Internet 
featuring music, movies, news, and sports; Podcasting services, namely, podcasting of news and 
information, namely, current event news and features, in the fields of current events, finance, 
business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, 
investing, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, 
horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements, and topics of general interest; 
providing on-line chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages; 
webcasting services, namely providing audio and live and still video content such as music, 
movies, television shows, music videos, news and sports, that is downloadable by computer users; 
Broadcasting services, namely, broadcasting of news and information, namely, current event news 
and features in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, shopping, automobiles, technology, 
careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, 
announcements, and general interest, via online websites, mobile and tablet applications, e-mail, 
handheld computers and tablet computer

Class 41
(3) Newspaper publishing; magazine publishing; publishing of electronic publications; publishing of 
print and electronic magazines; publishing of books; publishing of newsletters; Publishing services, 
namely, publishing of data, text, graphics, still images, photographs, videos, moving images and 
sound recordings consisting of news and information, namely, current event news and features in 
the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, 
real estate, personal finance, investing, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, 
opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements, 
and general interest, via online websites, mobile and tablet applications, e-mail, handheld 
computers and tablet computers; Provision of news and information, namely, current event news 
and features in the fields of current events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, 
tourism, travel, real estate, personal finance, investing, shopping, automobiles, technology, 
careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, 
announcements, and general interest, all made available by means of print media, namely books, 
magazine, newspaper, newsletter, global computer network, wireless technology, namely, mobile 
and tablet applications, e-mail, digital messaging services; Print and electronic news services, 
namely, news and information namely, current event news and features in the fields of current 
events, finance, business, politics, arts, entertainment, sports, tourism, travel, real estate, personal 
finance, investing, shopping, automobiles, technology, careers, health, opinions, fashion, lifestyle, 
weather, horoscopes, puzzles and crossword puzzles, announcements, and general interest, via 
print media, namely books, magazine, newspaper, newsletter, websites online, email, mobile and 
tablet applications, handheld wireless devices, namely, mobile phones, handheld computers and 
tablet computers; Entertainment services, namely production of radio and television news 
programs delivered via the Internet; entertainment services, namely providing news programs via a 
global computer network

Class 42
(4) Hosting a website, and providing an electronic tablet application, and mobile device application 
providing news and editorials in the field of current events
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 Application Number 1,891,323  Filing Date 2018-04-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KANZAWA TEKKO KABUSHIKI KAISHA 
(doing business as KANZAWA WORKS CO., 
LTD.)
27, Torimachi, Miki-shi
Hyogo 673-0456
JAPAN

Agent
MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP
275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FEDECA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Hand tools, namely, scissors, hand-operated chisels, hand saws, Japanese chopping kitchen 
knives; household knives; kitchen knives; table knives; paring knives for household use; paring 
knives for woodworking; fruit knives; vegetable knives; working knives, namely, pocket knives, 
butcher knives, chef knives, vegetable choppers, manual garlic choppers, tatami mat choppers 
and putty knives; gardening knives; pruning knives; budding knives; florist knives; fishing knives; 
hunting knives; hobby knives (scalpels); knives for hobby use; penknives; whittling knives; folding 
knives; utility knives; sports knives; jack knives; drawing knives; palette knives; diving knives; 
carving knives; knife sheaths; blades for knives; knife bags; knife sharpeners; sharpening wheels 
for knives and blades; knife steels; cases for edge tools, namely, knife cases; diving knife holders; 
knife handles; knife case of leather; hand-operated agricultural tools; hand-operated cutting tools; 
hand-operated grooving tools; hand-operated hand tools; hand-operated tools for artists; hand-
operated tools for carpenters; hand-operated tools for craftspersons; tool belts; planers [hand 
tools]; plane irons; blades for planes; garden tools, hand-operated.

 Class 16
(2) Paper knives; paper cutters.

 Class 21
(3) Knife rests; knife rests for table; knife blocks; knife racks.
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 Application Number 1,891,500  Filing Date 2018-04-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

FARMINA PET FOODS DOO INDIJA
SAVE KOVACEVICA BB - INDIJA
SERBIA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 31

Pet food; strengthening animal forage; bran mash for animal consumption; milk-based foodstuffs 
for animals, namely milk-based pet food; animal foodstuffs, namely animal feed; fodder; dog food; 
cat food; mixed animal feed; pet treats in the nature of bully sticks; foodstuffs and beverages for 
animals, namely pet food and pet beverages; foodstuffs for animals containing botanical extracts, 
namely pet food; beverages for animals; beverages for pets; meal for animals; rice bran for animal 
consumption; soya bean meal for animal consumption; pet treats, edible; edible chews for animals.
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 Application Number 1,891,611  Filing Date 2018-04-03
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AMI PARIS
3.Cour Bérard, 75004
Paris
FRANCE

Agent
ID MARQUE / TRADEMARK
226, boul. Sir-Wilfrid-Laurier, Beloeil, 
QUÉBEC, J3G4G7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Authorisation For Use
Le consentement d'Alexandre Mattiusi a été déposé.

Goods
 Class 18

(1) Bags, namely shoulder bags, shopping bags, school bags, sports bags, beach bags, duffle 
bags, clutch purses, toiletry bags sold empty, belt bags; handbags; backpacks; bags and bags 
made of leather for packaging; wallets, coin purses, card holders (wallets).

(2) Travel bags; travel kits (leatherwork), trunks, attaché cases, suitcases, portfolios, purses.

(3) Vanity cases; umbrellas.

 Class 25
(4) Blousons; jackets; shirts; T-shirts; polos; sweatshirts; pullovers; fleece shirts; pants; Bermuda 
shorts; belts (apparel).

(5) Footwear, namely dress shoes, leather shoes, ankle boots, work shoes, sports shoes, canvas 
shoes, beach shoes; headgear, namely hats; caps; knitted caps; coats; shoulder scarves; gloves 
(apparel).

(6) Suits; cardigans; scarves; ties; socks.

(7) Soft slippers; underwear.

Services
Class 35
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(1) Wholesale and retail services for glasses, eyewear, bags, leatherwork, clothing, footwear, 
headgear.

(2) Wholesale and retail services for perfume products and cosmetic products, downloadable 
electronic publications, namely magazines, journals, books and articles in the fields of fashion, 
timepieces, jewellery, printed matter, stationery, office supplies, furniture, dinnerware, works of art, 
household linen.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 14, 2017, Country or Office: FRANCE, Application No: 17 4 412 888 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,892,032  Filing Date 2018-04-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fuller Smith & Turner plc
Griffin Brewery
Chiswick Lane South
Chiswick, London W4 2QB
England
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. Applicant is claiming color as a feature of the 
mark. The color(s) red, black, white and gold is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark 
consists of a shield outlined in black with, from top to bottom: a black and red griffin having one 
paw on a red and black barrel at the top center of the shield, a black banner containing the red 
wording "GRIFFIN BREWERY" under the griffin and centered on a black horizontal line, the 
wording "FULLER'S" in black under the banner, a black rectangle containing the red wording 
"CHISWICK" and centered on a second black horizontal line, the wording "LONDON PRIDE" in 
white bifurcating the shield, the wording "ORIGINAL ALE" in gold between two wavy, black lines at 
the bottom of the shield, and a black and red stalk and flower design filling the rest of the shield's 
interior. All of the foregoing appears within a red rectangle.

Goods
 Class 32

Beer, ale, lager, stout and porter; non-alcoholic beers.
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Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 16, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003263786 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,892,392  Filing Date 2018-04-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Raymond James Ltd./ Raymond James Ltée
2100 - 925 W. Georgia Street
Vancouver
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6B3L2

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
1200 WATERFRONT CENTRE, 200 
BURRARD STREET, P.O. BOX 48600, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V7X1T2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PORTFOLIO MANAGER IN A BOX
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Providing business administrative services to investment advisors and portfolio managers

Class 36
(2) Financial investment and financial asset management services; Providing options trading and 
security brokerage services to investment advisors and portfolio managers; Financial 
correspondent brokerage services, namely, trading services and operational services, namely, 
management of securities, shares, share certificates, guaranteed investment certificates, 
installment receipts, deposit receipts, securities entitlements, securities accounts, high interest 
savings accounts, portfolio comprising securities, bonds, loans, financial options and warrants, and 
debt settlement services; Financial services namely, providing capital investment and asset 
management services, financial analysis and research services, financial asset management 
services, consultancy of capital investment and financial investment counseling; and providing 
stock/securities market information

Class 45
(3) Providing information on compliance with financial and security rules and regulations
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 Application Number 1,892,444  Filing Date 2018-04-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
DAD'S SCREENMOBILE INC.
2555 Blackwell Street Suite 109
Ottawa
ONTARIO
K1B4E4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours black, white, grey, red, yellow, blue 
and orange are claimed. The figure is outlined in black. The face, neck, arms, and hands are a 
very soft orange, and the hair is darker orange. The eyes are blue, black and white, the teeth are 
white, the eyebrow is black, and details of the facial features are drawn in black. The hat is red, 
and the shirt is red with black buttons, with the details of the collar and sleeves drawn in black. The 
pants are grey. The boots are black, rimmed with orange. The tool belt is orange outlined in black. 
Two of the tool handles visible above the two pouches on the belt are blue, one handle is orange, 
and one is yellow. The pliers tucked into the front of the belt are grey, and the screwdriver tucked 
into the front of the belt is yellow and grey. The spline tool in the figure's hand has an orange 
handle and grey wheels. The screen in the figure's other hand is a rectangular grid with black lines 
outlining grey stippled squares. The chevron representing a tear in the screen is white.

Services
Class 35
(1) advice in the running of establishments as franchises;

Class 37
(2) Providing training services for franchise operations.
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 Application Number 1,892,749  Filing Date 2018-04-10
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

AthleteNation Inc.
2-3303 Caribou Dr NW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2L0S4

Agent
DS AVOCATS CANADA, S.E.N.C.R.L. / DS 
LAWYERS CANADA, LLP,
Attn:  Me Nathaly J. Vermette, 1080 Beaver 
Hall Hill, Suite 2100, Montréal, QUÉBEC, 
H2Z1S8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Nutritional supplements namely amino acids, pantothenic acids, alpha-
glycerylphosphorylcholine, arginine, beta-alanine, caffeine, carnitine, ketones, coenzyme Q10, 
collagen, creatine, electrolytes, enzymes, carbohydrates, glutamine, fish oils, magnesium, 
minerals, omega-3, phytonutrients, adaptogenic plants, probiotics, proteins, whey protein, bovine 
protein, taurine, tyrosine, vitamins, zinc.

 Class 09
(2) Sports helmet visors; protective visors for athletes.

 Class 18
(3) Backpacks, handbags, sports bags, drawstring pouches.

 Class 25
(4) Clothing for women, men and children, namely camisoles, sweaters, T-shirts, long-sleeved 
vests, cotton fleece vests with hoods, cotton fleece vests without hoods, polo shirts, shorts, skirts, 
jackets, cotton fleece pants, slim-cut cotton fleece pants, pants, dresses, shirts, blouses, Bermuda 
shorts, capri pants, light, insulated dress coats, cardigans, light, insulated sports coats, waterproof 
and semi-waterproof coats, insulated pants, sports pants, sports underwear, boxer shorts; sports 
clothing for women, men and children, namely long-sleeved shirts, T-shirts, camisoles, sweaters, 
pants, shorts, compression sleeves, caps, short and long underwear; accessories for women, men 
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and children, namely scarves, tuques, headbands, balaclavas, gloves, mittens, belts, collars, 
stockings, socks, leggings, face masks, caps, hats, visors for athletes, visors for caps.
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 Application Number 1,892,867  Filing Date 2018-04-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

DEVRIES ELECTRIC INC.
21 Precision Drive
Kemptville
ONTARIO
K0G1J0

Agent
MACRAE & CO.
326 Somerset Street West, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K2P0J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FARMBASE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Computer and mobile application software for use in operating, controlling, monitoring, managing, 
diagnosing, scheduling and optimizing farm equipment and farm facilities, and for providing related 
online and electronic reports, status notifications and alerts; Computer and mobile application 
software for viewing, recording, monitoring and analyzing data collected by electric and electronic 
controllers, sensors, cameras, and wireless telemetry systems used for monitoring, regulating and 
controlling animal growth, animal health, animal welfare, manure, climate, feeding systems, grain 
handling systems, egg collection systems, water distribution systems, power generation systems, 
lighting systems and access control systems for livestock, egg production, grain industries, 
greenhouses, and fruits and vegetables storage facilities; Computer and mobile application 
software for the remote control, remote operation, remote monitoring and remote management via 
wireless networks, the internet and cloud-based networks of electric and electronic controllers, 
sensors, cameras, interface panels and wireless telemetry systems of farm equipment and farm 
facilities; Computer and mobile application software for the consolidation and centralization of third 
party and proprietary operating, controlling, monitoring and management systems and software for 
farm equipment and farm facilities

Services
Class 37
(1) Installation, repair and maintenance of hardware in the nature of electric and electronic 
controllers, sensors, cameras, interface panels and wireless telemetry systems, for the operation, 
control, monitoring, regulating and management of farm equipment and farm facilities; Installation, 
repair and maintenance of hardware for the operation, control, monitoring, optimization and 
management via wireless networks, the internet and cloud-based networks of electric and 
electronic controllers, sensors, cameras, interface panels and wireless telemetry systems of farm 
equipment and farm facilities; Installation, repair and maintenance of software and hardware in the 
nature of electric and electronic controllers, interface panels and wireless telemetry systems, for 
the consolidation and centralization of third party and proprietary operating, controlling, monitoring 
and management systems for farm equipment and farm facilities; Installation, repair and 
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maintenance of hardware in the nature of electric and electronic controllers, sensors, cameras, 
interface panels and wireless telemetry systems, for the operation, control, monitoring, regulating, 
management and automation of farm equipment and farm facilities

Class 38
(2) Providing access to internet based platform for the purposes of operating, controlling, 
monitoring, managing, diagnosing, scheduling and optimizing automated farming systems, 
equipment and farm facilities.
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 Application Number 1,893,008  Filing Date 2018-04-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9336-5690 Quebec Inc.
800 Boul Décarie
Saint-Laurent
QUEBEC
H4L3L5

Agent
MBM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW LLP
275 SLATER STREET, 14TH FLOOR, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1P5H9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The logo consists of the image of a compass with a key like image in the center with the letter N on 
the top of the key and the letter E forming the bottom of the key.

Services
Class 36
(1) Mortgage services namely, mortgage origination, mortgage lending, mortgage servicing; Real 
estate services, namely, real estate leasing, real estate investment, property management and real 
estate appraisal; Insurance services; financial and investment services, namely, the provision of 
securities, mutual funds, segregated funds; investment management and counselling; financial and 
retirement planning

Class 37
(2) Real estate services, namely, real estate development
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 Application Number 1,893,427  Filing Date 2018-04-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

PET PLANET LTD.
5490 76 Ave SE
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2C4S3

Agent
KIMBERLEY CUNNINGHAM
(BENNETT JONES LLP), 3200 TELUS 
HOUSE, SOUTH TOWER, 10020 - 100TH 
STREET, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J0N3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Life and reflective safety jackets for pets

 Class 18
(2) Leashes, pet collars, harnesses for cats and dogs

 Class 20
(3) Pet beds, houses, crates, scratch posts

 Class 21
(4) Pet cages and bowls

 Class 28
(5) Pet toys

 Class 31
(6) Pet foods, pet treats, namely, biscuits, bones, cookies and cat nip, cat litter

Services
Class 35
(1) Operation of a retail pet supply store; Online retail sale of pet products and services, namely 
pet food, grooming and hygiene accessories namely combs, brushes, rakes, de-shedders, 
scissors, trimmers, and clippers for hair, scissors, trimmers and clippers for nails, pet clothing, 
training devices namely clickers, pet supplements to support general health and wellness; 
Franchise services, namely, offering technical and business management assistance in the 
establishment and operation of a retail pet supply store
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Class 39
(2) Pet supply delivery service via car and truck

Class 41
(3) Animal training, interactive training and educational consultation in store and online in the field 
of pet health and nutrition

Class 44
(4) Information services, namely, providing information on pets in the field of pet health and 
nutrition to the public via a website
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 Application Number 1,893,429  Filing Date 2018-04-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

PET PLANET LTD.
5490 76 Ave SE
Calgary
ALBERTA
T2C4S3

Agent
KIMBERLEY CUNNINGHAM
(BENNETT JONES LLP), 3200 TELUS 
HOUSE, SOUTH TOWER, 10020 - 100TH 
STREET, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, T5J0N3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Life and reflective safety jackets for pets

 Class 18
(2) Leashes, pet collars, harnesses for cats and dogs

 Class 20
(3) Pet beds, pet houses and crates, scratch posts

 Class 21
(4) Pet cages and bowls

 Class 28
(5) Pet toys

 Class 31
(6) Pet foods, pet treats, namely, biscuits, bones, cookies and cat nip, cat litter
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Services
Class 35
(1) Operation of a retail pet supply store; Online retail sale of pet products and services, namely 
pet food, grooming and hygiene accessories namely combs, brushes, rakes, de-shedders, 
scissors, trimmers, and clippers for hair, scissors, trimmers and clippers for nails, pet clothing, 
training devices namely clickers, pet supplements to support general health and wellness; 
Franchise services, namely, offering technical and business management assistance in the 
establishment and operation of a retail pet supply store

Class 39
(2) Pet supply delivery service via car and truck

Class 41
(3) Animal training, interactive training and educational consultation in store and online in the field 
of pet health and nutrition

Class 44
(4) Information services, namely, providing information on pets in the field of pet health and 
nutrition to the public via a website
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 Application Number 1,893,530  Filing Date 2018-04-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BigRep GmbH
Gneisenaustraße 66
10961 Berlin
GERMANY

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
11 Holland Avenue, Suite 601 , Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1Y4S1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BigRep
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

(1) 3D printers; machines for processing workpieces produced using additive manufacturing; 
computer-controlled machines for manufacturing physical models of a graphic model by means of 
material deposition processes; machines for producing additives; robotic machines for additive 
manufacturing; industrial robots

 Class 09
(2) 3D scanners, scanning machines; software for operating 3D printers; software for operating 
material deposition machines; software for controlling 3D printers; software for controlling material 
deposition machines; software for operating machines for processing workpieces produced using 
additive manufacturing; computer software for controlling industrial robots

 Class 17
(3) plastic materials for use in 3D printers and in plastic material disposition machines for 
producing workpieces; semi-worked materials made from thermoplastic materials for use in 3D 
printers; semi-worked materials made from elastomers for use in 3D printers; semi-worked 
materials made from machinable wax for use in 3D printers; semi-worked plastic and thermoplastic 
fibre materials for producing workpieces for use in 3D printers; semi-worked thermoplastic 
filaments with fibre content for use in 3D printers; semi-worked thermoplastic filaments without 
fibre content for use in 3D printers

Services
Class 37
(1) construction consultancy in the field of material deposition processes

Class 40
(2) custom manufacture of individual prototypes using material deposition machines; custom 
manufacture of components and assemblies using material deposition machines; contract 3D 
printing services of custom workpieces for others; custom manufacture of material deposition 
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machines and components therefor, for others; construction of material deposition machines and 
components therefor, for others; custom computerised manufacture of components used in the 
field of additive manufacturing

Class 42
(3) technical consultancy in the field of material deposition processes; product design in the field of 
material deposition processes; custom plastic, thermoplastic, and wax product analysis in the field 
of additive manufacturing; providing of a web hosting service for customers for uploading, 
downloading, modifying, creating and designing components and ordering workpieces obtained by 
additive manufacturing; custom development of materials for others for use in 3D printers and in 
material deposition machines for producing workpieces; engineering services relating to industrial 
robots; design consultancy in the field of material deposition processes

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 17, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 
017491978 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,893,663  Filing Date 2018-04-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Coty Brands Management GmbH
Fort Malakoff Park
Rheinstrasse 4E
Mainz D-55116
GERMANY

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The design includes various shades of purple; the 
center being the darkest purple graduating to a lighter purple. The outer tips of the design are dark 
purple.

Goods
 Class 03

toilet soaps; perfumes; eau de toilette; eau de Cologne; essential oils for personal use; cosmetics; 
colour cosmetics; cosmetic preparations, namely, body and beauty care cosmetics and skin care 
preparations; milks, namely, cosmetic milks for the face, hands and body; skin lotions; skin 
creams; skincare cosmetics; deodorants for personal use; hair care preparations; hair lotions; 
make-up; nail polish; nail care preparations

Services
Class 35
retail services, wholesale services, mail-order services, direct sales, and online sales services in 
relation to soaps, perfumery, non-medicated cosmetics, colour cosmetics, non-medicated hair care 
preparation, nail polishes, and nail care preparations; advertising services for the goods of others, 
namely, soaps, perfumery, non-medicated cosmetics, colour cosmetics, non-medicated hair care 
preparation, nail polishes, and nail care preparations; providing consumer product information 
relating to soaps, perfumery, non-medicated cosmetics, colour cosmetics, non-medicated hair care 
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preparation, nail polishes, and nail care preparations; providing consumer product advice relating 
to soaps, perfumery, non-medicated cosmetics, colour cosmetics, non-medicated hair care 
preparation, nail polishes, and nail care preparations; marketing research in the fields of soaps, 
perfumery, non-medicated cosmetics, colour cosmetics, non-medicated hair care preparation, nail 
polishes, and nail care preparations; distributorships in the field of soaps, perfumery, non-
medicated cosmetics, colour cosmetics, non-medicated hair care preparation, nail polishes, and 
nail care preparations

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 13, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017336017 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,893,868  Filing Date 2018-04-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Santostefano di Italo Ferretti S.r.l., a legal entity
Via Nazionale Adriatica Sud no. 177
64028, Silvi Marina (TE)
ITALY

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

clothing, namely. neckties, kerchiefs, bandanas (foulards), scarves, neck scarves (mufflers), 
bowties, cummerbunds, silk gilets, shirts, ceremony jackets, ascots, plastrons, silk braces, silk 
suspenders; footwear, namely, casual footwear and evening footwear; headgear, namely, hats, 
caps, headbands, bandanas
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 Application Number 1,894,539  Filing Date 2018-04-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Joseph Levins
1572 102 ST
NORTH BATTLEFORD
SASKATCHEWAN
S9A1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Freedom City
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
Advertising the goods and services of others.
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 Application Number 1,894,794  Filing Date 2018-04-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Three Oh One Productions LLC
c/o ROTHENBERG, MOHR & BINDER, LLP
9595 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 201
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LOGIC
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Pre-recorded compact discs and DVD's featuring rap and hip hop music; digital media, namely, 
downloadable audio files and downloadable audio and video files featuring rap and hip hop music; 
downloadable ring tones and music via the Internet and wireless devices; downloadable sound 
recordings featuring rap and hip hop music; downloadable video recordings featuring rap and hip 
hop music; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of books, booklets, magazines, 
journals, manuals, brochures, leaflets, pamphlets and newsletters, all featuring rap and hip hop 
music

 Class 25
(2) Apparel, namely, shirts, tops, namely, crop tops, fleece tops, hooded tops, knit tops, athletic 
tops, warmup tops, rugby tops, crop tops, sweatshirts, shorts, socks, jerseys and headwear, 
namely, hats, caps, headbands and bandanas, all relating to a musical artist's musical 
productions, entertainment services, and musical recordings

Services
Class 41
Entertainment services in the nature of personal appearances by a rap and hip hop musical group; 
entertainment services, namely, televised, radio and computer communications network 
appearances by a rap and hip hop musical group; entertainment services in the nature of audio 
and visual performances by a rap and hip hop musical group; audio and video recording services; 
fan club services; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable musical 
performances, musical videos, related film clips, photographs and other multimedia materials 
featuring a rap and hip hop musical group via a website; entertainment services, namely, providing 
non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile 
communications devices, namely, mobile phones, laptop computers, digital tablets, via a global 
computer network and wireless networks
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 Application Number 1,894,964  Filing Date 2018-04-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Daisy Energy Inc.
1500 Sandhill Dr Unit 8
Ancaster
ONTARIO
L9G4V5

Agent
MICHELE BALLAGH
(c/o Ballagh & Edward LLP), 102-175 
Longwood Road S., Hamilton, ONTARIO, 
L8P0A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DAISY ENERGY
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Assisting others, namely, assisting businesses in the preparation and filing of applications to 
government incentive programs for investments in improving the efficiency of lighting, heating and 
electrical systems.

Class 36
(2) Assisting others, namely, assisting businesses in arranging financing for the purchase and 
installation of improved lighting, heating and electrical systems.

Class 37
(3) Installation, maintenance and repair of residential, commercial, industrial and recreational 
lighting retrofit and lighting products; installation, maintenance and repair of wind power systems, 
namely wind turbines, generators for wind turbines, wind turbine ventilators and wind direction 
indicators; installation, maintenance and repair of solar energy systems, namely solar modules, 
solar panels, metal roofing incorporating solar panels, solar batteries and solar tracking sensors; 
installation, maintenance and repair of geothermal energy systems, namely turbines and 
generators for geothermal power plants; installation, maintenance and repair of residential, 
commercial and industrial sub-metering equipment and electric vehicle chargers.

Class 42
(4) Consulting services for others in the field of energy conservation and resource management, 
namely conducting energy usage audits, monitoring energy consumption and providing information 
respecting the purchase and installation of energy efficient lighting, heating and electrical systems; 
development and design of energy efficient lighting, heating and electrical systems; development 
and design of energy conservation systems for use in controlling electrical consumption, namely 
appliances, computer hardware and related software systems.
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 Application Number 1,895,021  Filing Date 2018-04-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Ave N
Seattle, Washington 98109
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DEEPLENS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer hardware; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, 
images, video and data, namely digital video cameras, microphones, wireless audio and video 
receivers, for use in the fields of deep learning, machine learning, artificial intelligence, neural 
networks, and machine vision; digital video players; cameras; computer software for developing, 
deploying, updating and monitoring the performance of deep learning, machine learning, artificial 
intelligence, artificial neural network and machine vision software applications; computer 
educational software for users to learn about and develop skills in the fields of deep learning, 
machine learning, artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks, and machine vision; computer 
software for controlling, programming and communicating with deep learning enabled cameras 
and computer hardware; computer software, namely, operating system programs; computer 
software for connecting deep learning enabled cameras and computer hardware to cloud services, 
namely cloud computing provider services for advanced image analysis, for using and developing 
training models, and for creating speech-enabled projects; computer software, namely 
downloadable program code samples for use in creating computer software for cameras in the 
fields of deep learning, machine learning, artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks, and 
machine vision; data processing software, namely computer software for image and video 
processing for deep learning, machine learning, artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks, and 
machine vision; computer software development tools for the development of computer software 
that facilitates the delivery of audio files, video files, audio-visual files and text files across global 
computer networks, wireless networks, and electronic communications networks for use in the 
programming and operation of cameras

Services
Class 42
Technology services, namely, technological consulting, information technology consulting, 
computer technology consulting and computer software consulting, all in the fields of deep 
learning, machine learning, artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks and machine vision; 
technology services, namely, technical support in the nature of troubleshooting software problems 
and diagnosing computer hardware problems; cloud computing services, namely, cloud web 
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hosting provider services and consulting in the field of cloud computing; cloud computing services, 
namely, providing virtual computer systems, virtual computer environments, and virtual general 
data storage through cloud computing; software as a service (SAAS) featuring computer software 
development tools for the development of computer software that facilitates the delivery of audio 
files, video files, audio-visual files and text files across global computer networks, wireless 
networks, and electronic communications networks for use in the programming and operation of 
cameras; software as a service (SAAS) featuring software for developing, deploying, updating and 
monitoring the performance of deep learning, machine learning, artificial intelligence, artificial 
neural network and machine vision software applications; software as a service (SAAS) featuring 
educational software for users to learn about and develop skills in the fields of deep learning, 
machine learning, artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks, and machine vision; software as 
a service (SAAS) featuring software for controlling, programming and communicating with deep 
learning enabled cameras and computer hardware; software as a service (SAAS) featuring 
software for connecting cloud services, namely cloud computing provider services for advanced 
image analysis, for using and developing training models, and for creating speech-enabled 
projects, to deep learning enabled cameras; software as a service (SAAS) featuring data 
processing software, namely computer software for image and video processing for deep learning, 
machine learning, artificial intelligence, artificial neural networks, and machine vision
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 Application Number 1,895,044  Filing Date 2018-04-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Canadian Association of Blue Cross Plans
185 The West Mall, Suite 600
P.O. Box 2000
Etobicoke
ONTARIO
M9C5L5

Agent
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
77 King Street West, TD North Tower, Suite 
700, P.O. Box 118, Toronto, ONTARIO, 
M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The trademark consists of a cross to the left of the 
words CROIX and BLEUE, all in colour blue.

Services
Class 36
(1) Insurance services, namely, services consisting of the administration of extended health care 
and dental benefit plans and travel plans; pet insurance services; payment and reimbursement of 
third party invoices on behalf of others, namely, operating a claims reimbursement program, 
involving health care, wellness, dental care, travel and employee assistance expenses and 
government programs; operating a claims reimbursement program involving pet care and pet 
treatment expenses; pet insurance underwriting services.

Class 44
(2) Insurance services, namely, services consisting of the provision of employee assistance 
programs, namely, health and wellness counselling and treatment services, namely, treatment for 
addiction, psychiatric consultations, counselling to promote improved mental and physical health, 
mental awareness and resiliency and organizational services
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 Application Number 1,895,045  Filing Date 2018-04-20
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Canadian Association of Blue Cross Plans
185 The West Mall, Suite 600
P.O. Box 2000
Etobicoke
ONTARIO
M9C5L5

Agent
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
77 King Street West, TD North Tower, Suite 
700, P.O. Box 118, Toronto, ONTARIO, 
M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The trademark consists of a cross to the left of the 
words BLUE and CROSS, all in colour blue.

Services
Class 36
(1) Insurance services, namely, services consisting of the administration of extended health care 
and dental benefit plans and travel plans; pet insurance services; payment and reimbursement of 
third party invoices on behalf of others, namely, operating a claims reimbursement program, 
involving health care, wellness, dental care, travel and employee assistance expenses and 
government programs; operating a claims reimbursement program involving pet care and pet 
treatment expenses; pet insurance underwriting services.

Class 44
(2) Insurance services, namely, services consisting of the provision of employee assistance 
programs, namely, health and wellness counselling and treatment services, namely, treatment for 
addiction, psychiatric consultations, counselling to promote improved mental and physical health, 
mental awareness and resiliency and organizational services
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 Application Number 1,895,165  Filing Date 2018-04-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

NEW FORTUNE CO., LTD.
Jing cheng Mansion 1st Floor ,No.436 
Changjiang Road
Hefei City, Anhui Province
CHINA

Agent
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 18

(1) all purpose sport bags; all-purpose leather straps; baby carrying bags; backpacks; bags for 
campers; bags for sports; bands of leather; book bags; briefcases; canes and walking sticks; 
cosmetic bags; cosmetic cases sold empty; document cases; furniture coverings of leather; 
garment bags for travel; handbags; leather; leather bags; leather briefcases; leather cases; leather 
for furniture; leather handbags; leather purses; leather suitcases; leather travelling bags; luggage; 
purses; school bags; shopping bags; shoulder straps; suitcases; umbrellas; walking sticks

 Class 25
(2) ankle socks; baby clothing; baby layettes for clothing; bathing caps; belts; booties; boots; caps; 
dress clothing; gloves; Halloween costumes; hats; head scarves; latex costumes; leg warmers; 
masquerade costumes; men's socks; mittens; muffler scarves; neckties; scarves; school uniforms; 
shawls and headscarves; shoes; shoulder scarves; silk scarves; ski boots; ski footwear; ski gloves; 
ski suits; ski wear; sleep masks; sleeping garments; socks; sports uniforms; swim suits; 
undergarments; underwear; waterproof jackets; waterskiing suits; wedding dresses; winter gloves

 Class 26
(3) artificial flowers; belt buckles; buckles for clothing; buttons for clothing; embroidery; embroidery 
needles; fabric laces; false hair; lace; lace for edgings; laces and embroidery; ornamental adhesive 
patches for jackets; shoulder pads for clothing; wreaths of artificial flowers; zippers
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 Application Number 1,895,468  Filing Date 2018-04-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Sport Era Inc
2061 Av Aird
Montréal
QUEBEC
H1V2V9

Agent
LAPOINTE ROSENSTEIN MARCHAND 
MELANÇON, L.L.P./S.E.N.C.R.L.
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 1300, MONTREAL, 
QUEBEC, H3B0E6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MUDGIRL
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 41
Entertainment, namely, obstacle and endurance races; organizing community festivals featuring a 
variety of activities, namely, sporting events, art exhibitions, flea markets and ethnic dances.
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 Application Number 1,895,546  Filing Date 2018-04-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

REAXING S.r.l.
Via Torino, 2
20123 Milano
ITALY

Agent
JENSEN IP
103 - 2150 Thurston Drive, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1G5T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 28

Body-building equipment, namely exercise balls, bars and benches, abdominal boards, chest 
expanders, chest pulls, stair stepping machines, stationary bicycles, virtual reality training cycles, 
exercise platforms, trampolines, treadmills, exercise weights, weight-lifting machines, exercising 
pulley machines, manual pulleys and straps, punching bags, punching balls, and touch sensitive 
lights that flash and are used for training an athlete's response time; equipment for gymnastics, 
namely, balance beams, parallel bars, box horses, nets, gymnastic hoops, training stools, pommel 
horses, springboards, gymnastic benches, gymnastic rings, exercise bars, training platforms and 
footboards; machines for physical exercises, namely rowing machines, manually operated jogging 
machines, resistance machines, stretching exercise machines, abductor-adductor machines, 
lateral rise machines, triceps extension machines, biceps extension machines, abdominal 
machines, low back machines, exercise benches, elliptical exercise machines, horse-riding 
simulation exercise machines, surfing simulation exercise machines and stationary exercise 
bicycles; sports training machines, namely machines with touch sensitive lights that flash, used for 
training an athlete's response time; stationary exercise bicycles; discuses for sports; dumb-bells; 
exercise balls, soccer balls and basketballs; exercise platforms; exercise treadmills; springboards 
[for gymnastic].

Services
Class 41
Conducting fitness classes; consultancy relating to physical fitness training; providing gymnasium 
facilities; providing recreation facilities, namely sports arena facilities, swimming pools, body 
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building arenas, gymnasiums, gymnastic facilities, dance studio facilities, indoor and outdoor 
running tracks, and outdoor fields for sports, namely football, baseball, rugby and soccer fields; 
gymnastic instruction; organizing of sporting events, namely exhibitions and competitions, namely 
in the fields of soccer, running, track and field, weight-lifting, body-building, cross-fit training, 
gymnastics and dance; providing rental of sports arena facilities and sports fields, namely football, 
baseball, rugby and soccer fields; personal trainer services, namely fitness training and developing 
fitness programs; arranging and conducting workshops in the fields of fitness, sports performance 
training and sports, namely in the fields of soccer, running, track and field, weight-lifting, body-
building, cross-fit training, gymnastics and dance; arranging and conducting of seminars in the 
fields of fitness, sports performance training and sports, namely soccer, running, track and field, 
weight-lifting, body-building, cross-fit training, gymnastics and dance; operating a fitness centre 
that provides weight rooms, gymnasiums, tennis courts, swimming pools, exercise classes and 
personal fitness training.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 26, 2017, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017393737 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,895,579  Filing Date 2018-04-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Corneliani S.r.l.
Via Durini 24
20122 Milano
ITALY

Agent
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 14

(1) Alarm clocks; atomic clocks; automatic watches; boxes of precious metal; bracelets; jewelry 
brooches; cases for clocks and watches; jewelry chains; charms as personal jewelry; charms for 
jewelry; chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatus; chronometers; 
chronometric apparatus and instruments, namely, stopwatches; clasps for jewelry; clock and watch 
hands; clocks; costume jewelry; cuff links; earrings; hat ornaments of precious metal; jewel cases 
of precious metal; jewelry; jewelry ornaments, namely, charms for jewelry; key rings of precious 
metals; necklaces; ornamental pins made of precious metal; pins being jewelry; pocket watches; 
precious stones; rings; shoe ornaments of precious metal; tie pins; watch bracelets; watches; 
wristwatches; horological instruments, namely, boxes for time pieces

 Class 18
(2) Attaché cases; backpacks; bags for sports; beach bags; briefcases; business card cases; 
calling card cases; canes; canvas shopping bags; credit card cases; garment bags for travel; 
handbag frames; handbags; harness fittings of precious metal; hat boxes of leather; leather cases; 
leather key cases; leather shopping bags; leather shoulder belts; leather straps; mesh shopping 
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bags; name card cases; pouches made from imitation leather; pouches made out of cloth; pouches 
of leather; pouches of textile; purses; reusable shopping bags; rucksacks; saddlery; school bags; 
school satchels; suitcases; textile shopping bags; traveling bags; travelling trunks; umbrellas; 
unfitted vanity cases; waist pouches; walking sticks; wallets; whips; bags, namely, all purpose 
sport bags; boxes of animal skins; boxes of imitation leather; carry-on-bags, namely, airline travel 
bags, duffel bags for travel and trolley bags; cases of leather for containing shoe polishing 
apparatus; cheque wallet (made of leather); document cases; gym bags; key-cases of leather and 
skins; leather credit card cases; leather leads; luggage; overnight cases; parasols; passport wallet 
(leather); pocket wallets; shopping bags; shoulder bags; sports bags; tie cases; tote bags; luggage 
trunks and suitcases; wheeled luggage; moleskin being imitation of leather; boxes of leather; 
boxes of vulcanized fibre; tool bags of leather, empty; book bags; valises; wheeled shopping bags; 
travelling garment bags; garment bags; overnight bags; card cases (notecases); belt bags of 
leather; leatherboard cases; alpenstocks; pouch baby carriers; pouches, of leather, for packaging

 Class 25
(3) Anoraks (parkas); anti-sweat-underwear; ascots; ballroom dancing shoes; ballroom dancing 
uniforms; bandanas; bath sandals; bath slippers; bathing drawers; bathing suits; bathing trunks; 
bathrobes; beach clothes; beach coverups; beach shoes; beanies; belts; belts (money) (clothing); 
belts made from imitation leather; berets; blouses; blousons; boas (necklets); bomber jackets; boot 
uppers; boots; boots (ski); boots for sport; bow ties; boxer shorts; suspender braces; brassieries; 
breeches for wear; camisoles; cap peaks; caps; caps (headwear); cardigans; cloaks; clothing for 
gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, coats, hats, trousers, gloves and jackets; 
clothing of leather, namely, coats, hats, trousers, gloves and jackets; coats; collar protectors; 
collars for shirts; collared shirts; combinations, namely, business clothing; compression jerseys; 
compression socks; corselets; corsets (underclothing); coveralls; cuffs; cyclists' clothing; denims, 
namely, denim coats, denim jackets, denim jeans, denim trousers and denim shirts; down pants; 
down jackets; down leather trousers; dressing gowns; dungarees; dust coats; ear muffs (clothing); 
esparto shoes or sandals; fleece pullovers; fleece vests; flip flops; football boots; football shoes; 
footwear, namely, athletic footwear, beach footwear, bridal footwear, casual footwear, children's 
footwear, evening footwear, rain footwear, ski footwear and sports footwear; shoe uppers; 
foulards; foundation corsets; foundation girdles; fur stoles; fur coats and jackets; fur hats; fur muffs; 
fur stoles; gabardines (clothing); galoshes; girdles; gloves; golf pants, shirts; gowns; gymnastic 
shoes; hair shawl; half boots; hat frames; hats; head bands (clothing); hooded sweatshirts; hoods 
for jackets; hosiery; jackets; jeans; jeans clothing, namely, jeans coveralls; jumper dresses; 
knitwear, namely, knit hats, knit jackets, knit shirts and knit trousers; leather belts; leather boots; 
leather coats; leather hats; leather jackets; leather shirts; leather shoes; leather slippers; leather 
vests; leg warmers; leggings; liveries; long underwear; loungewear; mantillas; masquerade 
costumes; mittens; money belts (clothing); motorists' clothing, namely, jackets, pants, gloves and 
hats; neckties; night shirts; outer jackets; overalls; overcoats; padded jackets; pajamas; pants; cap 
peaks; pelerines; pelisses; pocket squares; pockets for clothing; polo shirts; ponchos; pullovers; 
rain jackets; raincoats; liners for jackets; liners for pants; reversible jackets; running shoes; 
sandals; sashes for wear; scarfs; shirts; shoes; shorts; short-sleeve shirts; singlets; ski gloves; 
skiwear; skull caps; sleeping garments; sleeved jackets; sleeveless jackets; slippers; slips 
(undergarments); sneakers; sock suspenders; socks; sport pants; sport shoes; sports jackets; 
sports jerseys; socks and stockings; stockings suspenders; stuff jackets; stylish shirts; suits; suits 
of leather; sun visors; suspenders; sweat pants; sweat shirts; sweat shorts; sweat-absorbent 
stockings; sweat-absorbent underclothing; sweaters; swim suits; ties; tights; top hats; topcoats; 
track suits; trousers; trousers of leather; t-shirts; turbans; underclothing; underpants; undershirts; 
underwear; vests; visors, namely, visor caps and visors for athletic use; waistcoats; waterproof 
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shoes; waterproof jackets; waterproof pants; wedding dresses; wind resistant jackets; 
windcheaters; wooden shoes

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 19, 2018, Country or Office: ITALY, Application No: 302018000010629 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,895,583  Filing Date 2018-04-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Corneliani S.r.l.
Via Durini 24
20122 Milano
ITALY

Agent
OYEN WIGGS GREEN & MUTALA LLP
480-THE STATION, 601 WEST CORDOVA 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 14

(1) Alarm clocks; atomic clocks; automatic watches; boxes of precious metal; bracelets; jewelry 
brooches; cases for clocks and watches; jewelry chains; charms as personal jewelry; charms for 
jewelry; chronographs for use as specialized time recording apparatus; chronometers; 
chronometric apparatus and instruments, namely, stopwatches; clasps for jewelry; clock and watch 
hands; clocks; costume jewelry; cuff links; earrings; hat ornaments of precious metal; jewel cases 
of precious metal; jewelry; jewelry ornaments, namely, charms for jewelry; key rings of precious 
metals; necklaces; ornamental pins made of precious metal; pins being jewelry; pocket watches; 
precious stones; rings; shoe ornaments of precious metal; tie pins; watch bracelets; watches; 
wristwatches; horological instruments, namely, boxes for time pieces

 Class 18
(2) Attaché cases; backpacks; bags for sports; beach bags; briefcases; business card cases; 
calling card cases; canes; canvas shopping bags; credit card cases; garment bags for travel; 
handbag frames; handbags; harness fittings of precious metal; hat boxes of leather; leather cases; 
leather key cases; leather shopping bags; leather shoulder belts; leather straps; mesh shopping 
bags; name card cases; pouches made from imitation leather; pouches made out of cloth; pouches 
of leather; pouches of textile; purses; reusable shopping bags; rucksacks; saddlery; school bags; 
school satchels; suitcases; textile shopping bags; traveling bags; travelling trunks; umbrellas; 
unfitted vanity cases; waist pouches; walking sticks; wallets; whips; bags, namely, all purpose 
sport bags; boxes of animal skins; boxes of imitation leather; carry-on-bags, namely, airline travel 
bags, duffel bags for travel and trolley bags; cases of leather for containing shoe polishing 
apparatus; cheque wallet (made of leather); document cases; gym bags; key-cases of leather and 
skins; leather credit card cases; leather leads; luggage; overnight cases; parasols; passport wallet 
(leather); pocket wallets; shopping bags; shoulder bags; sports bags; tie cases; tote bags; luggage 
trunks and suitcases; wheeled luggage; moleskin being imitation of leather; boxes of leather; 
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boxes of vulcanized fibre; tool bags of leather, empty; book bags; valises; wheeled shopping bags; 
travelling garment bags; garment bags; overnight bags; card cases (notecases); belt bags of 
leather; leatherboard cases; alpenstocks; pouch baby carriers; pouches, of leather, for packaging

 Class 25
(3) Anoraks (parkas); anti-sweat-underwear; ascots; ballroom dancing shoes; ballroom dancing 
uniforms; bandanas; bath sandals; bath slippers; bathing drawers; bathing suits; bathing trunks; 
bathrobes; beach clothes; beach coverups; beach shoes; beanies; belts; belts (money) (clothing); 
belts made from imitation leather; berets; blouses; blousons; boas (necklets); bomber jackets; boot 
uppers; boots; boots (ski); boots for sport; bow ties; boxer shorts; suspender braces; brassieries; 
breeches for wear; camisoles; cap peaks; caps; caps (headwear); cardigans; cloaks; clothing for 
gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather, namely, coats, hats, trousers, gloves and jackets; 
clothing of leather, namely, coats, hats, trousers, gloves and jackets; coats; collar protectors; 
collars for shirts; collared shirts; combinations, namely, business clothing; compression jerseys; 
compression socks; corselets; corsets (underclothing); coveralls; cuffs; cyclists' clothing; denims, 
namely, denim coats, denim jackets, denim jeans, denim trousers and denim shirts; down pants; 
down jackets; down leather trousers; dressing gowns; dungarees; dust coats; ear muffs (clothing); 
esparto shoes or sandals; fleece pullovers; fleece vests; flip flops; football boots; football shoes; 
footwear, namely, athletic footwear, beach footwear, bridal footwear, casual footwear, children's 
footwear, evening footwear, rain footwear, ski footwear and sports footwear; shoe uppers; 
foulards; foundation corsets; foundation girdles; fur stoles; fur coats and jackets; fur hats; fur muffs; 
fur stoles; gabardines (clothing); galoshes; girdles; gloves; golf pants, shirts; gowns; gymnastic 
shoes; hair shawl; half boots; hat frames; hats; head bands (clothing); hooded sweatshirts; hoods 
for jackets; hosiery; jackets; jeans; jeans clothing, namely, jeans coveralls; jumper dresses; 
knitwear, namely, knit hats, knit jackets, knit shirts and knit trousers; leather belts; leather boots; 
leather coats; leather hats; leather jackets; leather shirts; leather shoes; leather slippers; leather 
vests; leg warmers; leggings; liveries; long underwear; loungewear; mantillas; masquerade 
costumes; mittens; money belts (clothing); motorists' clothing, namely, jackets, pants, gloves and 
hats; neckties; night shirts; outer jackets; overalls; overcoats; padded jackets; pajamas; pants; cap 
peaks; pelerines; pelisses; pocket squares; pockets for clothing; polo shirts; ponchos; pullovers; 
rain jackets; raincoats; liners for jackets; liners for pants; reversible jackets; running shoes; 
sandals; sashes for wear; scarfs; shirts; shoes; shorts; short-sleeve shirts; singlets; ski gloves; 
skiwear; skull caps; sleeping garments; sleeved jackets; sleeveless jackets; slippers; slips 
(undergarments); sneakers; sock suspenders; socks; sport pants; sport shoes; sports jackets; 
sports jerseys; socks and stockings; stockings suspenders; stuff jackets; stylish shirts; suits; suits 
of leather; sun visors; suspenders; sweat pants; sweat shirts; sweat shorts; sweat-absorbent 
stockings; sweat-absorbent underclothing; sweaters; swim suits; ties; tights; top hats; topcoats; 
track suits; trousers; trousers of leather; t-shirts; turbans; underclothing; underpants; undershirts; 
underwear; vests; visors, namely, visor caps and visors for athletic use; waistcoats; waterproof 
shoes; waterproof jackets; waterproof pants; wedding dresses; wind resistant jackets; 
windcheaters; wooden shoes

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 19, 2018, Country or Office: ITALY, Application No: 302018000010624 
in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,895,694  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Sharon Lewis
33 Poucher Street
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4J2Z1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing namely t-Shirts, tank tops, shirts

Services
Class 41
broadcasting of film and television features via the Internet; broadcasting of films and television 
programmes via a video-on-demand service; broadcasting of motion picture films via the Internet;
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 Application Number 1,895,700  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Tripaneer Holding B.V.
Singel 542 3 B 4
1017AZ Amsterdam
NETHERLANDS

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
550 BURRARD STREET, SUITE 2300, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C2B5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TRIPANEER
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Promotion and advertising of excursions, day trips, sightseeing travel tours, guided travel, 
travel tours, and travel experiences operated and offered by third parties through contests and the 
distribution of related print materials; marketing services in the field of excursions, day trips, 
sightseeing travel tours, guided travel, travel tours, and travel experiences operated and offered by 
third parties through contests and the distribution of related print material

Class 39
(2) Providing information about travel, namely travel and tour information services, via the Internet; 
organisation, planning, arranging and booking of travel seats, excursions, day trips, sightseeing 
travel tours, guided travel, travel tours, and travel experiences; travel consultancy and information 
services, namely travel and tour information services; booking and reservation services for travel 
tours and package holidays; booking and reservation services for travel tours and package 
holiday; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; arranging and conducting 
of tours and sightseeing travel tour; travel guide services, namely accompanying and guiding 
traveller; computerised reservation services for travel, namely online reservation and booking of 
travel seats, excursions, day trips, sightseeing travel tours, guided travel, travel tours, and travel 
experiences; computerised information services for travel reservations namely, online information 
services for reservation and booking of travel seats, excursions, day trips, sightseeing travel tours, 
guided travel, travel tours, and travel experiences

Class 41
(3) Teaching, namely training of travel agents, tour guides and travel hostess; entertainment in the 
form of an amusement park; entertainment in the form of basketball games; entertainment in the 
form of gymnastic performances; sporting activities in the form of boot camp; sporting activities in 
the form of yoga; sporting activities in the form of fitness; cultural activities in the form of 
meditation; cultural activities in the form of wellness activities, namely yoga activities, meditation 
activities, mental health activities, mindfulness and spa and body treatments; providing sports 
arena facilities; providing recreational areas in the nature of play areas for children; consultancy 
services in the field of entertainment, namely entertainment in the form of an amusement park, 
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entertainment in the form of basketball games, and entertainment in the form of gymnastic 
performances; publication of on-line reviews in the field of entertainment namely, films, 
documentaries, television shows, commercials, novels, nonfiction books, magazine articles, 
websites, software, music, videos, namely music videos, streaming videos of films, and streaming 
videos of television programmes and radio programs

Class 42
(4) Hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet, namely hosting e-commerce platform 
websites on the internet

Class 43
(5) Services for reserving holiday accommodation, namely services for reserving vacation 
accommodation; travel agency services for booking hotel accommodation; providing information 
concerning vacation accommodation reservations

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 27, 2017, Country or Office: NETHERLANDS, Application No: 
1367205 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,895,739  Filing Date 2018-04-25
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

THE IDEA SUITE INC.
745 Mount Pleasant Rd, Suite 303
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4S2N4

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE IDEA SUITE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 16

Printed reports, namely strategic recommendations, growth strategies, marketing strategies and 
approaches, quantitative market research reports, qualitative market research reports, consumer 
insight reports, marketing strategies, new product and service concepts

Services
Class 35
(1) Research, development and innovation of new products and services for third parties; 
Research, development and innovation of marketing strategies for third parties; Research, 
development and innovation of brands and brand strategies for third parties; Management 
consulting and advisory services in the areas of corporate growth strategy, innovation and growth 
processes, organizational transformation and development strategies; Development of marketing 
strategies and concepts for others; Development of promotional campaigns for others; Conducting 
qualitative market research studies for others; Consumer preference research services for others; 
Consumer focus group services; Marketing strategy consulting services; business innovation 
strategy consulting services; marketing strategy consulting services for others;

(2) business consulting services for third parties to create their business vision statements, their 
mission statements, provide an environment to develop their employee compensation and 
recognition, and define their business values and behaviours for employees; Brand marketing 
concepts and brand marketing strategy services for others; Conducting advertising and 
communications research studies for others;

(3) Conducting quantitative market research studies for others; Consumer recruiting for qualitative 
research; Provision and operation of focus group facilities; Providing focus group services

Class 41
(4) Training and educational services, namely training others to identity and innovate new products 
and services, training in development of marketing strategies; training in brand planning; training in 
design thinking; training in brainstorming and creative problem solving; Video production;
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Class 43
(5) Providing conference rooms for operation of workshops and focus groups
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 Application Number 1,896,079  Filing Date 2018-04-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

C.P.L. SOCCER HOLDINGS LP
2200-201 Portage Ave
Winnipeg
MANITOBA
R3B3L3

Agent
TORYS LLP
SUITE 3000, 79 WELLINGTON ST. W., BOX 
270, TD CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5K1N2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Tous Uniques, Tous Unis
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 06

(1) trophies of common metals; commemorative plates of common metals; decorative boxes of 
metal

 Class 09
(2) Audio tape recordings and video tape recordings featuring entertainment and information in the 
field of soccer; pre-recorded optical discs, pre-recorded digital versatile discs, pre-recorded audio 
and video cassettes, pre-recorded audio and video tapes, pre-recorded compact discs, pre-
recorded computer laser discs, all featuring entertainment and information in the field of soccer; 
computer accessories, namely blank USB flash drives, computer stands, mouse pads, mice, disc 
cases, computer bags, computer cases, computer sleeves, keyboard wrist pads, all related to 
soccer; computer software for accessing and viewing information, statistics and trivia about soccer; 
computer software, namely screen savers featuring soccer themes; computer software to access 
and view computer wallpaper; computer web browser software for use in viewing and displaying 
websites, web pages, digital images, videos and photographs on the Internet; computer skins, 
namely, fitted plastic film for covering and providing a scratch proof barrier for computers; 
computer video games; computer games downloadable from a global computer network; computer 
games for use on mobile and cellular phones; video games, video game cartridges; radios, 
electronic audio speakers, headphones and ear buds, wireless telephones, telephones; cell phone 
accessories, namely headsets, skins, face plates and cell phone covers; electronics accessories, 
namely skins, covers and stands for MP3 players, electronic tablets and portable personal digital 
assistants; decorative switch plate covers, video monitors, computer monitors, binoculars; 
sunglasses; eyeglass frames; eyewear straps and chains; eyeglass and sunglass cases; 
decorative magnets; disposable cameras; credit cards and pre-paid telephone calling cards 
magnetically encoded; downloadable video recordings, video stream recordings, and 
downloadable audio recordings in the field of soccer provided over the Internet; downloadable 
computer software for viewing databases of information, statistical information, trivia, polling 
information, and interactive polling in the field of soccer provided over the Internet; downloadable 
computer games; downloadable interactive video games and downloadable trivia game software 
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provided over the internet; downloadable computer software for use as screensavers and 
wallpaper, to access and display computer browsers, for use in viewing websites, web pages, 
digital images, videos and photographs on the Internet, for use in designing plastic film computer 
skins to protect computer monitors, for use in creating avatars for playing games and for use in 
remotely manipulating computer cursors over the Internet; downloadable electronic publications in 
the nature of magazines, newsletters, coloring books, game schedules all in the field of soccer 
provided over the Internet; downloadable catalogs provided over the Internet featuring an array of 
soccer-themed products; downloadable greeting cards provided over the Internet; prepaid credit 
cards; decorative cloth wind socks for indicating wind direction

 Class 14
(3) Pendants, cuff links, earrings, bracelets, jewelry; costume jewelry; beaded jewelry; beaded 
necklaces; beads for use in the manufacture of jewelry; clocks; wrist and pocket watches; watch 
bands and watch straps, watch cases, watch fobs; necklaces made of precious metals; lapel pins; 
jewelry boxes; tie clips; medallions; jewellery pins, non-monetary coins of precious metals; 
precious metals; figures of precious metal and figurines of precious metals; wall clocks; leather key 
chains; plastic key rings; plastic key chains, key tags and key fobs; commemorative plates of 
precious metals

 Class 16
(4) Books, rubber stamps, drawing rulers, paper banners and flags, 3-ring binders, stationery 
folders, wirebound notebooks, portfolio notebooks, unmounted and mounted photographs; 
Publications and printed matter, namely soccer trading cards, trading cards, stickers, decals, 
commemorative soccer stamps (specifically excluding postage stamps), memo boards, clipboards, 
paper coasters, post cards, place mats of paper, facial tissues, note cards, memo pads, note pads, 
ball point pens, crayons, felt tip markers, rubber bands, pencils, pen and paper holders, desktop 
document stands, scrap books, posters, calendars, bumper stickers, book covers, bookmarks, 
wrapping paper, children's activity books, children's coloring books; statistical books, guide books, 
and reference books, all in the field of soccer; magazines in the field of soccer, catalogs in the field 
of soccer, event programs and souvenir programs related to soccer, paper pennants, paper 
stationery and writing stationery, document portfolios, post cards, invitation cards, printed 
certificates, greeting cards, Christmas cards, holiday cards, informational statistical sheets for 
soccer topics; newsletters, brochures, pamphlets, and printed game schedules in the field of 
soccer; cheques, check book covers, check book holders, comic books; telephone calling cards 
not magnetically encoded; money clips; gift package decorations made of plastic, namely, gift bags 
sold empty; gift boxes, gift wrap, stickers; decorative boxes of paper; collectable trading cards

 Class 18
(5) Athletic bags, shoe bags for travel, overnight bags, umbrellas, backpacks, baby backpacks, 
knapsacks, duffel bags, tote bags, beach bags, beach tote bags, drawstring pouches, luggage, 
luggage tags, patio umbrellas, beach umbrellas, valises, attaché cases, billfolds, wallets, 
briefcases, canes, business card cases, book bags, all-purpose sports bags, golf umbrellas, gym 
bags, purses, coin purses, fanny packs, waist packs, cosmetic cases sold empty, garment bags for 
travel, handbags, key cases, suitcases, toiletry cases sold empty, trunks for traveling and 
rucksacks, luggage trunks and suitcases, pet clothing, pet leashes, and pet collars;

 Class 20
(6) Pillows and seat cushions; stadium seats and cushions; picture frames; hand-held mirrors; 
window shades; magazine caddies; decorative wall plaques; non-metal reusable bottle caps; non-
metal clips for tablecloths; decorative mobiles; chairs and stools; tables; folding sports seats and 
stools; bathroom furniture; dining room furniture; living room furniture; office furniture; outdoor 
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furniture; patio furniture; children's bedroom furniture; bedroom furniture; clothes hangers and coat 
hangers; bean bag chairs; non-metal coat racks; non-metal stands for holding and displaying 
various types of balls; dividers for drawers; plastic pet identification tags, air mattresses; wood 
boxes; furniture chests; plastic novelty license plates; non-metal names plates; billiard cue racks; 
plastic decorative boxes

 Class 21
(7) Mugs, cups, shot glasses, plates, dishes, bowls, dinnerware, table glassware, portable 
beverage coolers, cocktail shakers, and waste paper baskets; beverage glassware, beer mugs, 
bottles sold empty made of plastic and glass; paper and plastic cups, glasses, mugs, bowls, and 
plates; beverage stirrers; jugs; decorative plates; dinnerware and serving dishes for serving food; 
figurines made of china, crystal, earthenware, glass, porcelain and terra cotta; lunch boxes and 
pails; tankards not of precious metal; meal trays; piggy banks; gift baskets sold empty

 Class 24
(8) Bath towels, beach towels, cloth towels, hand towels, towels of textile, blankets, bed sheets, 
pillow cases, cloth pennants, curtains, pillow shams, cloth flags, comforters, and billiard cloths; 
sleeping bags; plastic flags

 Class 25
(9) Clothing, namely hosiery, socks, athletic footwear, casual footwear, children's footwear, sports 
footwear, shoes, boots, soccer shoes, soccer sneakers, slippers, T-shirts, shirts, polo shirts, 
sweatshirts, sweatpants, pants, tank tops, jerseys, shorts, pajamas, sport shirts, rugby shirts, 
sweaters, belts, ties, nightshirts, hats, caps, visors, warm-up suits, warm-up pants, warm-up tops
/shooting shirts, jackets, wind resistant jackets, parkas, coats, baby bibs of plastic and cloth, head 
bands, wrist bands, aprons, undergarments, boxer shorts, slacks, ear muffs, gloves, mittens, 
scarves, woven and knit shirts, jersey dresses, dresses, cheerleading dresses and uniforms, swim 
wear, bathing suits, swimsuits, bikinis, tankinis, swim trunks, bathing trunks, board shorts, wet 
suits, beach cover-ups, bathing suit cover-ups, bathing suit wraps, sandals, beach sandals, beach 
hats, sun visors, swim caps, bathing caps, novelty hat with attached wigs

 Class 26
(10) Hair bands, ties, and clips; cloth patches; decorative ribbons made of plastic; ornamental 
novelty badges

 Class 27
(11) cloth wall coverings, fabric wall coverings, textile wall hangings

 Class 28
(12) Toys, games and sporting goods, namely soccer balls, golf balls, playground balls, sports 
balls, rubber action balls and foam action balls, plush balls for games, plastic balls for games, 
soccer nets, soccer backboards, miniature soccer backboards, pumps for inflating soccer balls and 
needles therefore; golf clubs, golf bags, golf putters, golf accessories, namely, divot repair tools, 
tees, ball markers, golf bag covers, club head covers, golf gloves, golf ball sleeves, golf putting 
play mats; billiard balls, billiard ball racks, dart board cabinets, electronic soccer table top games, 
soccer table top games, soccer board games, action skill games, adult's and children's party 
games, trivia information games and electronic video arcade game machines, soccer kit comprised 
of a net and whistle, dolls, decorative dolls, collectible dolls, toy action figures, bobblehead action 
figures, stuffed toys, plush toys, jigsaw puzzles, toy building blocks, Christmas tree ornaments and 
Christmas stockings; toy vehicles in the nature of trains, all containing soccer themes, novelty 
foam toys in the shapes of fingers and trophies, playing cards, card games, toy noisemakers, pet 
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toys; beach toys, namely, beach balls, inflatable balls, toy pails, toy shovels, sand toys, sand box 
toys, water- squirting toys; pool accessories, namely swim floats, pool floats, toy water rafts, foam 
floats, swim rings, pool rings, foam rings, body boards, surf boards, swim fins, surfboard fins, arm 
floats and water wing swim aids, all for recreational use; volleyball game kits comprised of ball, 
net, sidelines and whistle, and water polo game kits comprised of ball, net and whistle; miniature 
stadium reproductions, namely, small toy plastic models of a stadium; snow globes; video game 
machines for use with television and video game hand held controllers for use with console video 
gaming systems; hard plastic toy bobble head figurines and plastic toy bobble cap statues; toy 
miniature stadium reproductions, namely, small plastic models of a stadium; plastic toy trophy 
cups; plastic toy figurines

Services
Class 35
(1) Computerized on-line retail store, ordering, retail, electronic retailing, catalog and mail order 
catalog services for soccer products, namely soccer balls, soccer shoes, soccer boots, soccer goal 
nets, soccer goalkeepers' gloves, soccer goals, soccer knee pads, soccer themed clothing, 
namely, soccer uniforms, soccer jackets, soccer jerseys, t-shirts, shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, 
hooded tops, pants, shorts, socks; online retail sale of soccer themed merchandise, namely soccer 
balls, soccer shoes, soccer boots, soccer goal nets, soccer goalkeepers' gloves, soccer goals, 
soccer knee pads and soccer themed clothing, namely, soccer uniforms, soccer jackets, soccer 
jerseys, t-shirts, shirts, polo shirts, sweatshirts, hooded tops, pants, shorts, socks; promoting the 
goods and services of others by allowing sponsors to affiliate these goods and services with a 
soccer program; promoting the sale of goods and services of others through the distribution of 
promotional contests provided over the internet; conducting public opinion poll surveys and public 
opinion poll surveys in the field of soccer for non-business, non-marketing purposes over the 
internet;

Class 36
(2) Charitable fund raising services.

Class 38
(3) Audio broadcasting of radio programs by satellite; Internet radio broadcasting; cable television 
broadcasting; radio broadcasting; subscription television broadcasting; television broadcasting; 
video broadcasting of soccer games and digital recordings of soccer-related radio and television 
programs over the Internet; satellite television broadcasting; providing access to on-line chat 
rooms and on-line interactive chat rooms with guests for transmission of messages among 
computer users concerning the field of soccer; broadcasting radio programs, television programs 
and sports webcasts over the Internet, providing on-line electronic bulletin boards for transmission 
of messages among computer users concerning the field of soccer, providing multiple-user access 
to a global computer information network for the purpose of participating in interactive polling in the 
field of soccer; wireless communications services, namely, transmission of digital images, and 
photographs via cellular telephones; wireless electronic transmission of voice messages, 
facsimiles, text messages, streaming video, movies, music, photographs, digital images and 
information in the field of soccer over the Internet and via wireless and cellular networks; wireless 
broadband communications services, namely the broadband transmission of live broadcasts of 
soccer games and digital recordings of soccer-related radio and television programs; webcasting 
services in the nature of broadcasting soccer games, soccer events, soccer programs, player 
interviews and press conferences in the field of soccer over the Internet; video tape broadcasting 
over the Internet, broadcasts of ongoing radio programs over the internet, broadcasting highlights 
of television, cable television and radio programs in the field of soccer over the internet; providing 
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access to an interactive polling website in the field of soccer over the internet; providing access to 
an online computer database in the field of soccer; video stream recordings featuring 
entertainment and information in the field of soccer

Class 41
(4) Entertainment and educational services in the nature of ongoing television and radio programs 
in the field of soccer and rendering live soccer games and soccer exhibitions; the production and 
distribution of radio and television shows featuring soccer games, soccer events and programs in 
the field of soccer; conducting and arranging soccer clinics and camps, coaches clinics and 
camps, dance team clinics and camps and soccer games; entertainment services in the nature of 
personal appearances by a costumed mascot or dance team at soccer games and exhibitions, 
clinics, camps, promotions, and other soccer-related events, special events and parties; providing 
fan club services, namely, organizing and staging events with fan club members in the field of 
soccer; entertainment services in the nature of television highlights, interactive television 
highlights, video recordings featuring entertainment and information in the field of soccer, 
interactive video highlight selections, radio programs, radio highlights, and audio recordings 
featuring entertainment and information in the field of soccer provided via a website; providing 
news and information in the nature of statistics and trivia in the field of soccer; providing on-line 
non-downloadable games, namely, computer games, video games, interactive video games, 
action skill games, arcade games, adults' and children's party games, board games, puzzles, and 
trivia games; electronic publishing services, namely, publication of magazines, guides, newsletters, 
coloring books, and game schedules of others on-line through the Internet, all in the field of soccer; 
Entertainment services, namely, operating an indoor arena, operating an outdoor arena, booking 
sports and entertainment events; providing amusement and entertainment through the medium of 
soccer games and the organization and administration of a professional soccer team; providing 
space facilities and personnel for sports, entertainment and theatrical events; providing information 
in the field of soccer through an Internet website; production and distribution of television and radio 
programs in the field of soccer

Class 43
(5) restaurant and bar services; providing space facilities for social gatherings and meetings; 
providing convention hall facilities
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 Application Number 1,896,234  Filing Date 2018-04-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MAYBORN (UK) LIMITED
Mayborn House
Baillol Business Park
Newcastle upon Tyne
Northumberland, NE12 8EW
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
DEETH WILLIAMS WALL LLP
150 YORK STREET, SUITE 400, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TOMMEE TIPPEE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 08

(1) Plastic kitchen items for baby feeding, namely, baby spoons, table forks and table knives, parts 
and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

 Class 12
(2) Car seats for babies and children, supportive baby seats for cars, prams, baby carriages, 
pushchairs, baby car seat carriers, protective coverings for prams and pushchairs, covers and 
hoods for prams and pushchairs, pram and pushchair canopies, baskets and bags for prams and 
pushchairs, mirrors for use in vehicles, namely, rear view mirrors for baby car seats, rear view 
mirrors for pushchairs, side view mirrors for pushchairs, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.

 Class 14
(3) Watches, watches incorporating movement sensor to monitor distance between individuals, 
clocks, digital clocks, electronic clocks, timing clocks, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid good.

 Class 20
(4) Air cushions, air mattresses, air pillows, cushions, maternity pillows, nursing pillows, pillows, 
mattresses, allergy-free mattresses, cots, bumper guards for furniture, namely, for cots, cot tidies, 
cot beds, travel cots, toddler beds, nursery furniture, bedroom furniture, children's bedroom 
furniture, cribs, beds, Moses baskets, Moses basket stands, changing tables, changing mats, 
cradles, easy chairs, fire screens, fire guards, high chairs for babies, infant walkers, child locks for 
safety purposes, namely, non-metallic locks for cupboards, draws, cabinets and household 
appliances, protective edgings for furniture for child safety, packaging containers of plastic, 
playpens for babies, baby gates, expandable safety gates for stairs and door openings, non-
metallic, non-electric safety locks for doors, non-metallic, non-electric safety locks for windows, 
window locks not of metal, cupboard locks not of metal, corner guards for furniture and fittings, 
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folding chairs, supportive baby seats, namely, supportive bath seats for babies and floor seats for 
babies to support sitting, mirrors, baby walkers and bouncers, baby change mats, parts and fittings 
for all of the aforesaid goods.

 Class 21
(5) Baby nappy bin, dispensers for baby nappies, storage containers, not of metal for nappies, 
parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

 Class 24
(6) Pram and pushchair foot warming muffs, sleeping bags, baby sleeping bags, travel sleeping 
bags, organic sleeping bags, sleeping bags incorporating a cushion for babies, sleeping bags 
incorporating a pillow for babies, bedding, namely, bed sheets, bed skirts, bed spreads, bed 
throws, bed linen, and bed blankets, textile wall hangings, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.

 Class 25
(7) Head bands, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

 Class 26
(8) Zips for attachment to baby sleeping bags, hair ornaments, hair bands, hair grips, hair ties, hair 
clasps, hair brooches, clip-in hair braids, and hair slides, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.

 Class 27
(9) Carpets, floor mats and rugs, wallpaper and wallpaper borders and friezes, non-textile wall 
hangings, bath mats, shower mats, plasticized protective floor mats for use in connection with high 
chairs, non-slip mats for baths, anti-slip floor mats, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

 Class 28
(10) Decorative mobiles for cots, namely, crib mobiles, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid 
goods.

Services
Class 35
Business management and business administration services; franchising, namely consultation and 
assistance in business management; business management advisory and consultancy services in 
the field of franchising; organisation and management of customer loyalty programs, administration 
of customer loyalty programs, administration of incentive award programs to promote the sale of 
the goods and services of others; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop 
services featuring the sale of cutlery, forks, knives and spoons, children's feeding instruments and 
tools, cutlery, forks and spoons, hybrid forks and spoons, screw on spoons for attaching to food 
pouches, novelty spoons, and knives, manicure and pedicure tools and instruments, nail clippers, 
nail files, scissors, spatulas (hand tools), tweezers, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; 
wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop services featuring the sale of 
baby monitors, baby alarm systems, baby listening devices, namely, assisted listening devices, not 
for medical purposes, namely, baby cry signalers and baby sound monitors, electric control 
apparatus for lights, electric light dimmers and regulators, light exposure apparatus, light meters, 
light sensors, light emitting diodes, apparatus for automatically timing light-exposure, pressure 
pads incorporating a digital timer, a motion detector, a breathing detector, a pressure sensor, a 
thermometer sensor, a microphone, and a baby alarm, for placement under a mattress to detect 
and measure baby movement, baby sleep training mats incorporating a digital timer, a motion 
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detector, a breathing detector, a pressure sensor, a thermometer sensor, a microphone, and a 
baby alarm, for placement under a mattress to detect and measure baby movement, teaching and 
instructional apparatus, namely, multiple activity toys for teaching purposes for babies and 
children, smoke alarms, electric locks, electric safety locks, clock radios, radios incorporating 
clocks, electric timers, digital timers, electronic devices for producing sleep-inducing sounds, 
electronic devices for re-producing sleep-inducing sounds, electrical sleep aid devices, sound 
reproduction apparatus, namely, electronic audio players for producing and re-producing sleep-
inducing sounds, child tracking security devices, photographic apparatus and instruments, radio 
and radio receivers, audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, computers, hand held tablet 
computers, laptop computers and interactive computer monitors, cameras and video surveillance 
cameras, computers, computer programs, software including pre-recorded data, discs of a 
magnetic nature, discs of an optical nature, discs of a digital nature, downloadable electronic 
publications relating to pregnancy, children and child care, CDs and DVDs relating to pregnancy, 
children and childcare, podcasts relating to pregnancy, children and childcare, downloadable 
software applications relating to pregnancy, children, and childcare, electronic tagging devices for 
monitoring and tracing babies, infants and children, electrical and electronic observation 
instruments, namely, covert microphones and covert video surveillance cameras, audio, video and 
visual receivers, video telephones, walkie-talkies, plastic covers for electric outlets, socket covers 
for safety purposes, detectors for safety and protection purposes, namely, fire detectors, carbon 
monoxide detectors, motion detectors, breathing detectors, smoke detectors and heat detectors, 
electronic dosage dispensers, exposure meters, electronic water level indicators, electronic 
measuring spoons and other measuring apparatus, pressure measuring apparatus, safety and 
protective clothing for babies, infants and children, safety and protective reflective clothing for 
babies, infants and children, safety restraints and harnesses, glasses, sunglasses, electrical and 
electronic thermometers and monitors and devices for showing temperature change, temperature 
indicators including temperature indicators made of thermochromic plastic, thermometers, 
downloadable electronic publications and product manuals, publications in electronically readable 
format, photographs in electronically readable form, posters in electronically readable form, 
manuals in electronically readable form, electronically available lists for baby-gifts, parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop 
services featuring the sale of feeding bottles, feeding bottle teats, teats for babies, infants and 
children, re-usable and disposable teats for bottles, drinking cups for babies, infants and children, 
gloves for medical purposes, maternity belts, medical physical exercise apparatus, incontinence 
sheets for babies, infants and children and adults, electrical medical thermometers, non-electrical 
medical thermometers, digital medical thermometers, teething rings, teethers and teething rattles, 
pacifiers, baby soothers, breast shields, breast pumps, nipple shields, medicine syringes, medicine 
dispensers, nasal aspirators, surgical and medical sponges, teats for pacifiers, electric belt for 
pregnancy purposes, heated pads for pregnancy purposes, sterilisers, nursery thermometers, 
parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services 
and retail shop services featuring the sale of car seats for babies and children, supportive baby 
seats for cars, supportive bath seats for babies, prams, baby carriages, pushchairs, baby car seat 
carriers, protective coverings for prams and pushchairs, covers and hoods for prams and 
pushchairs, baby walkers and bouncers, pram and pushchair canopies and foot warming muffs, 
baskets and bags for prams and pushchairs, rear view mirrors for baby car seats, parts and fittings 
for all of the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop 
services featuring the sale of watches, watches incorporating movement sensor to monitor 
distance between individuals, clocks, digital clocks, electronic clocks, timing clocks, parts and 
fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail 
shop services featuring the sale of printed matter, namely, letters, catalogues, magazines, 
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pamphlets, booklets, stationery, pads, photographs, posters, manuals, and printed publications, 
paper tissues, paper napkins and paper towels, printed instructional and teaching materials, 
books, books for children, pens, pencils, crayons, paints, paint boxes for children, bibs of paper, 
disposable babies nappies of paper and cellulose, disposable babies nappy-pants of paper and 
cellulose, wall stickers, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, 
online retail services and retail shop services featuring the sale of satchels and bags, baby 
harnesses, baby changing bags, bags for children and infants, rucksacks, baby bags, sling bags 
for carrying infants, children's rucksacks, bags for sleeping bags, bags for use with a pushchair, 
textile bags, umbrellas, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, 
online retail services and retail shop services featuring the sale of air cushions, air mattresses, air 
pillows, cushions, maternity pillows, nursing pillows, sleeping bags, baby sleeping bags, travel 
sleeping bags, organic sleeping bags, sleeping bags incorporating a cushion for babies, sleeping 
bags incorporating a pillow for babies, bedding, namely, bed sheets, bed skirts, bed spreads, bed 
throws, bed linen, and bed blankets, pillows, mattresses, allergyfree mattresses, cots, bumper 
guards for furniture, namely, for cots, cot tidies, decorative mobiles for cots, namely, crib mobiles, 
cot beds, travel cots, toddler beds, nursery furniture, bedroom furniture, children's bedroom 
furniture, cribs, beds, Moses baskets, Moses basket stands, changing tables, changing mats, 
cradles, baby nappy bin, dispensers for baby nappies, storage containers, not of metal for nappies, 
easy chairs, fire screens, fire guards, high chairs for babies, infant walker, child locks for safety 
purposes, namely, non-metallic locks for cupboards, draws, cabinets and household appliances, 
protective edgings for furniture for child safety, packaging containers of plastic, playpens for 
babies, baby gates, expandable safety gates for stairs and door openings, non-metallic, non-
electric safety locks for doors, non-metallic, non-electric safety locks for windows, window locks 
not of metal, cupboard locks not of metal, corner guards for furniture and fittings, plastic kitchen 
items for baby feeding, namely, baby spoons, table forks and table knives, folding chairs, rear view 
mirrors for pushchairs and side view mirrors for pushchairs, supportive baby seats, namely, floor 
seats for babies to support sitting, mirrors, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; 
wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop services featuring the sale of 
household and kitchen utensils and containers, small domestic cooking utensils and containers, 
utensils and containers for storing food and drink for babies, infants and children, lids for beverage 
containers, cups, spouts for children's drinking cups, valves for drinking cups, re-usable plastic 
valves for drinking cups, disposable plastic valves for drinking cups, re-usable silicone valves for 
drinking cups, disposable silicone valves for drinking cups, straws for children's drinking cups, 
plates, dishes, crockery, bottle holders, heat insulated containers, serving utensils for beverages 
and food, paper and plastic plates, portable baby baths, potties, baskets for domestic use, namely, 
laundry baskets and waste baskets, dishwasher baskets, non-electric heaters for feeding bottles, 
children's bowls, children's plates, children's cups, bottles, feeding apparatus in relation to babies 
and children, plastic dishes and bowls, plastic cups, food mills, not electric, for mashing food, 
sieves, household vacuum containers, bottles and flasks for hot water, combs, brushes, 
toothbrushes, brushes for cleaning babies' bottles, sponges, articles for cleaning purposes, 
namely, brushes for cleaning babies' bottles and feeding implements, textile gloves for cleaning, 
clothes drying racks, toilet utensils, toilet trainer seats, toilet and chamber pots, sanitary storage 
and disposal containers, containers and utensils for storage and disposal of waste, sanitary waste, 
diapers and nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products, apparatus and 
equipment, namely, tubs and bins with reels and cassettes containing plastic wrap for enveloping 
waste, sanitary waste, namely, diapers and nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence 
products, for storage and disposal, apparatus and equipment, namely, tubs and bins without reels 
and cassettes containing plastic wrap for enveloping waste, sanitary waste, namely, diapers and 
nappies, feminine hygiene products and incontinence products, for storage and disposal, 
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apparatus and equipment, namely, wrapping material dispensers with reels and cassettes 
containing plastic wrap for enveloping waste, sanitary waste, namely, diapers and nappies, 
feminine hygiene products and incontinence products, for storage and disposal, portable diaper 
disposal tubs, containers for household use being adapted for the packaging and subsequent 
disposal of domestic waste, diapers and nappies, containers for household use being adapted for 
the packaging and subsequent disposal of pet-waste, nappy bins, diaper pails, refuse bins, 
portable baths for babies and infants, blenders for food preparation, parts and fittings for all the 
aforementioned goods; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop services 
featuring the sale of bath linen, bed blankets, bed clothes, bed linen, bed covers, quilts, blankets 
for fitting over a sleeping bag, fabrics of textiles, pillowcases, quilts, duvets, sheets, swaddling for 
babies, cot sheets, allergy free cot sheets, blackout blinds of textiles, blinds of textile, comforters 
(for babies), waterproof fabrics, allergy free bedding, curtains, pyjama cases, co-ordinated fabric, 
seat protective cover, towels, facecloths, hooded bath towels, travel cot sheets, table linen, not of 
paper, diaper changing cloths for babies, cushion covers, covers for furniture, shower curtains of 
textile, shower curtains of plastic, coasters of textile, tablemats of textile, place mats of textile, wall 
hangings of textile, banners of textile, banners of plastic, sleeping bags, sleeping bags for babies, 
bunting, muslin cloths, muslin fabric, household linen, hot water bottle covers, parts and fittings for 
all of the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop 
services featuring the sale of clothing, footwear, headgear, clothing, footwear and headgear for 
babies, infants and children, maternity clothing, maternity underwear, bibs of cloth, absorbent 
cotton bibs, neoprene bibs, plastic bibs for infants, flexible roll-up bibs of plastic; wholesale sales to 
retailers, online retail services and retail shop services featuring the sale of zips for attachment to 
baby sleeping bags, hair ornaments, hair bands, head bands, hair grips, hair ties, hair clasps, hair 
brooches, clip-in hair braids, and hair slides, parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; 
wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail shop services featuring the sale of 
carpets, floor mats and rugs, wallpaper and wallpaper borders and friezes, non-textile wall 
hangings, textile wall hangings, baby change mats, bath mats, shower mats, plasticized protective 
floor mats for use in connection with high chairs, non-slip mats for baths, anti-slip floor mats, parts 
and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods; wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and 
retail shop services featuring the sale of toys, games and playthings, gymnastic and sporting 
articles for babies and children, balls, rattles, toys for babies, toys for children, cot mobiles, dolls, 
teddies, activity playmats, dolls clothes, accessories for dolls, accessories for teddies, birthing 
balls, swings for babies and infants, mobiles, plush toys, soft toys, teddy bears, parts and fittings 
for all of the aforesaid goods; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to 
business management, business administration, franchising, namely, consultation and assistance 
in business management, business management advisory and consultancy in the field of 
franchising, organisation and management of customer loyalty programs, administration of 
customer loyalty programs, administration of incentive award programs to promote the sale of the 
goods and services of others, and wholesale sales to retailers, online retail services and retail 
shop services featuring the sale of the aforesaid goods.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 26, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003306871 in association with the same kind of goods (3), (7), (8)
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 Application Number 1,896,527  Filing Date 2018-04-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
JUDY  WHALE
15 Doncaster Dr
Brampton
ONTARIO
L6T1S8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FLOWER CITY SOAP COMPANY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Skin soap; Skin care preparations; Hair care preparations; Hair care preparations formulated 
specifically for use on facial hair; Perfumery; Pet shampoo.

Services
Class 35
Wholesale and retail sale of skin soap, skin care preparations, hair care preparations, hair care 
preparations formulated specifically for use on facial hair, perfumery, and pet shampoo.
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 Application Number 1,897,782  Filing Date 2018-05-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Glamour Secrets Pro Inc.
101 Jevlan Drive
Woodbridge
ONTARIO
L4L8C2

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GLAMOUR SECRETS BEAUTY BAR
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
(1) Operation of a retail store dealing in hair, skin, beauty care and cosmetic products, supplies 
and accessories namely hair styling tools, hair extensions, hair pieces, wigs, fake eyelashes, 
artificial nails, cosmetics, cosmetic skin care lotions, beauty creams for face and body care, 
supplies and accessories for all the foregoing

(2) Operation of an online retail store dealing in hair, skin, beauty care and cosmetic products, 
supplies and accessories namely hair styling tools, hair extensions, hair pieces, wigs, fake 
eyelashes, artificial nails, cosmetics, cosmetic skin care lotions, beauty creams for face and body 
care, supplies and accessories for all the foregoing

Class 44
(3) Operation of a hair salon, aesthetician services, beautician services, waxing services, facials, 
make-up applications, pedicure services, manicure services, ear piercing, eyebrow and eyelash 
tinting, aesthetics services, threading, tattoo services, cosmetic skin care services, application of 
hair extensions, styling, maintenance and colouring of wigs, hairpieces, and hair extensions
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 Application Number 1,898,389  Filing Date 2018-05-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Farm to Vape, LLC
2711 Buford Rd #303
Bon Air, VA 23235
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
THEO YATES
(Yates IP), 17 Bellwood Avenue, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1S1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FARM TO VAPE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 25

(1) Clothing, namely, t-shirts; Headgear, namely, hats.

 Class 34
(2) Liquid thinner, namely polyethylene glycol for mixing with herbal, nicotine and flavour 
concentrates, cannabidiol and cannabis waxes and oils to turn them into liquid solutions for use in 
electronic cigarettes.
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 Application Number 1,898,390  Filing Date 2018-05-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Farm to Vape, LLC
2711 Buford Rd #303
Bon Air, VA 23235
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
THEO YATES
(Yates IP), 17 Bellwood Avenue, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K1S1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

(1) Clothing, namely, t-shirts; Headgear, namely, hats.

 Class 34
(2) Liquid thinner, namely polyethylene glycol for mixing with herbal, nicotine and flavour 
concentrates, cannabidiol and cannabis waxes and oils to turn them into liquid solutions for use in 
electronic cigarettes.
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 Application Number 1,898,463  Filing Date 2018-05-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Arctic Zone, Inc.
36 Dufflaw Road
Toronto
ONTARIO
M6A2W1

Agent
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 
4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY 
STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TITAN BY ARCTIC ZONE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 21

thermal insulated bags for food or beverages; portable beverage coolers
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 Application Number 1,898,613  Filing Date 2018-05-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SITERWELL ELECTRONICS CO., LIMITED
No.666 Qingfeng Road, Jiangbei District
Ningbo, Zhejiang
CHINA

Agent
ZAK MUSCOVITCH
(Muscovitch Law Professional Corp.), 534 
Lawrence Avenue West, Unit 201, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M6A1A2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer software applications for database management; tablet computers; safety lamps for 
underground and above ground use; Radios; Wireless transmitter and receiver; video monitor; 
Computer monitors; Smoke detectors; Industrial magnets; electroacoustic transducers; electric 
connections, namely Sockets and remote control apparatus, namely remote controls for 
televisions; Fire extinguishing apparatus for automobiles; Fire extinguishers; Fire blankets; 
Personal security alarms; Sirens; Anti-theft alarms for homes, and commercial premises: Fire 
alarms; Smoke detectors; Fire detector; Gas alarm; Biologic fingerprint door lock; carbon 
monoxide detectors; fire alarm control panels; Galvanic cells

 Class 11
(2) Light bulbs; Fluorescent lamps; Safety lamps for underground and aboveground use; Miners' 
lamps; LED lighting fixtures; Electronic night lights; Air filtering installations, namely air filtering 
units for removing dust, smoke and allergens from the air; electrical control systems for heating 
and air conditioning systems; Gas purifier

 Class 12
(3) Anti-theft alarms for vehicles

Services
Class 35
(1) Advertising agency services, namely advertising the goods and services of others on the 
Internet sales demonstrations for others; Shop window dressing; marketing services in the field of 
arranging for the distribution of the products of others; provision of an on-line marketplace for 
buyers and sellers of goods and services; Import-export agencies; search engine optimization for 
sales promotion; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes

Class 38
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(2) Computer aided transmission of messages and images via wide-area network; Computer aided 
transmission of messages and images via wide-area network; paging services, namely radio, 
telephone or other means of electronic communication; providing user access to global computer 
networks; providing access to computer databases in the field of consumer electronics; Electronic 
transmission of digital photo files via a peer-to-peer network; ; providing an interactive online forum 
in the field of consumer electronics; Providing streaming audio and video such as music, movies, 
television shows, music videos, news and sports webcasts via the Internet video-on-demand 
transmission

Class 42
(3) Technical research in the field of consumer electronics; Industrial design; Packaging design; 
Design and development of multimedia computer software in the field of instruction on how to use 
consumer electronics; Home page and website design; Computer programming; Computer 
software design; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; cloud computing provider 
services for general storage of data; data encryption services.
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 Application Number 1,898,719  Filing Date 2018-05-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Center Cut Hospitality, Inc.
1510 West Loop South
Houston, Texas 77027
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DEL FRISCO'S
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Foreign Character Translation
As confirmed by the applicant, "DEL FRISCO'S" is a coined term that has no meaning in French or 
English.

Services
Class 39
(1) delivery of food by restaurants

Class 43
(2) restaurant and bar services; catering and private dining services, eat-in and take-out restaurant 
services

(3) restaurant reservation services
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 Application Number 1,898,948  Filing Date 2018-05-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

2381888 Ontario Inc.
7 Copeland St.
Toronto
ONTARIO
M4G3E7

Agent
CHRISTOPHER C. HALE
(Chris Hale IP Law), 79 Thursfield Cres., 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M4G2N4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Promotional items, namely, mouse pads and fridge magnets

 Class 14
(2) Promotional items, namely, key chains

 Class 16
(3) Promotional items, namely, stickers, bumper stickers and pens

 Class 21
(4) Promotional items, namely, sport water bottles and coffee mugs

 Class 25
(5) Promotional items, namely, hats and casual clothing

Services
Class 39
Rental and leasing of secure short-term and long-term storage space; providing information in the 
field of secure short-term and long-term storage of physical property via a website
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 Application Number 1,899,437  Filing Date 2018-05-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Jack.org
505-192 Spadina Ave
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5T2C2

Agent
METHOD LAW PROFESSIONAL 
CORPORATION
4211 Yonge Street, Suite 310, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M2P2A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Jack
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

(1) Printed materials and publications, namely, newsletters, brochures, manuals, booklets, 
information sheets, guidelines, posters all in the field of mental health.

 Class 25
(2) Clothing and headgear, namely hats and sweaters.

Services
Class 35
(1) Booking speakers and professionally trained young speakers to provide talks to teach students 
that everybody has mental health and how to care for it, how to identify a crisis, how to seek help, 
how to support a friend or family member who may be struggling, and how to take action and 
advocate for change in their community; booking young speakers to present talks to schools to 
help student audiences to understand mental health and how to look out for each other and 
themselves and inspire student audiences to keep the conversation going with concrete steps to 
create lasting change in their community; developing and coordinating a network of volunteer 
youth leaders and teams of youth volunteers to start or join chapters to increase youths knowledge 
about mental health, self-care, and resources; booking young speakers to schools to transform 
how students think about mental health, fight stigma and spread the message that everybody has 
mental health, share tools, tips, and experiences to help shift the way students think about mental 
health; charitable services, namely, developing, promoting, organizing and conducting programs 
and community service projects in the field of helping young people to be comfortable talking about 
mental health, prioritize their own mental health, be informed and equipped to take care of 
themselves and look out for their peers, and receive the community support or professional help 
they need; public advocacy services to promote appropriate and accessible mental health 
services; organizing meetings for young people to discuss and act on increasing mental health 
awareness, knowledge and literacy, reducing negative attitudes like shame, stigma and silence, 
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advocating for more appropriate and accessible services, and organizing the hosting initiatives that 
will grab attention, start conversations, and make the most effective local impact toward positive 
mental health.

Class 36
(2) Fundraising services; organizing and hosting a fundraising bicycle riding event and a bike 
challenge fundraising event; fundraising series, namely, providing electronic and written materials 
for third parties to host fundraising events.

Class 41
(3) Education namely, training speakers to be able to provide talks to teach students that 
everybody has mental health and how to care for it; training young speakers to present talks to 
school student audiences to understand mental health and how to look out for each other and 
themselves and inspire student audiences to keep the conversation going with concrete steps to 
create lasting change in their community; education and training services in the field of 
understanding mental health issues; training volunteers to enable them to answer questions and 
raise awareness and be effective mental health advocates, to shift attitudes and decrease stigma 
with activities designed to reach students who may be uncomfortable with the subject of mental 
health and bring them into the conversation to challenge negative perceptions; education and 
training to empower student leaders to develop mental health promotion initiatives that are 
responsive to community-specific needs and effective at breaking down barriers to help-seeking 
among young people, increase knowledge and reduce stigmatizing attitudes around mental health; 
advocacy training and media training for students to enable them to speak publicly about status 
quo, research and reforming youth mental health; training volunteers and advocates for youth 
mental health; training and certifying youth speakers in the field of promoting mental health by 
using the power of personal stories to inspire, engage, educate and equip other young people to 
take care of themselves and their peers, take action in their local community; educational training 
in the field of mental health through youth-led groups to identify and break down barriers to 
positive mental health in communities; training and empowering young people to understand how 
to take care of their own mental health, look out for each other, support those that need help to get 
help; training and education in the field of mental health knowledge, identification of signs and 
symptoms of mental health issues and resources; training a national network of young leaders in 
the fields of mental health advocacy and youth mental health; organizing and holding regional and 
national summits focused on building and supporting student leadership in mental health by 
bringing student leaders together to learn from each other and build the skills needed to elevate 
their impact back at home; organizing youth-led gatherings focused on ideas-sharing and large-
scale strategies relating to youth mental health; organizing youth led summits for inspiring change 
and action relating to improving youth mental health; organizing meetings of young people to 
enable them to impact mental health in their community, connect and learn from their peers, 
strengthen their leadership and advocacy skills, and elevate their impact on mental health across 
Canada.

Class 44
(4) Informational services namely, offering information and online articles in the field of mental 
health to the public through website, social media and mobile applications.
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 Application Number 1,899,442  Filing Date 2018-05-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Jack.org
505-192 Spadina Ave
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5T2C2

Agent
METHOD LAW PROFESSIONAL 
CORPORATION
4211 Yonge Street, Suite 310, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M2P2A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

jack.org
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

(1) Printed materials and publications, namely, newsletters, brochures, manuals, booklets, 
information sheets, guidelines, posters all in the field of mental health.

 Class 25
(2) Clothing and headgear, namely hats and sweaters.

Services
Class 35
(1) Booking speakers and professionally trained young speakers to provide talks to teach students 
that everybody has mental health and how to care for it, how to identify a crisis, how to seek help, 
how to support a friend or family member who may be struggling, and how to take action and 
advocate for change in their community; booking young speakers to present talks to schools to 
help student audiences to understand mental health and how to look out for each other and 
themselves and inspire student audiences to keep the conversation going with concrete steps to 
create lasting change in their community; developing and coordinating a network of volunteer 
youth leaders and teams of youth volunteers to start or join chapters to increase youths knowledge 
about mental health, self-care, and resources; booking young speakers to schools to transform 
how students think about mental health, fight stigma and spread the message that everybody has 
mental health, share tools, tips, and experiences to help shift the way students think about mental 
health; charitable services, namely, developing, promoting, organizing and conducting programs 
and community service projects in the field of helping young people to be comfortable talking about 
mental health, prioritize their own mental health, be informed and equipped to take care of 
themselves and look out for their peers, and receive the community support or professional help 
they need; public advocacy services to promote appropriate and accessible mental health 
services; organizing meetings for young people to discuss and act on increasing mental health 
awareness, knowledge and literacy, reducing negative attitudes like shame, stigma and silence, 
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advocating for more appropriate and accessible services, and organizing the hosting initiatives that 
will grab attention, start conversations, and make the most effective local impact toward positive 
mental health.

Class 36
(2) Fundraising services; organizing and hosting a fundraising bicycle riding event and a bike 
challenge fundraising event; fundraising series, namely, providing electronic and written materials 
for third parties to host fundraising events.

Class 41
(3) Education namely, training speakers to be able to provide talks to teach students that 
everybody has mental health and how to care for it; training young speakers to present talks to 
school student audiences to understand mental health and how to look out for each other and 
themselves and inspire student audiences to keep the conversation going with concrete steps to 
create lasting change in their community; education and training services in the field of 
understanding mental health issues; training volunteers to enable them to answer questions and 
raise awareness and be effective mental health advocates, to shift attitudes and decrease stigma 
with activities designed to reach students who may be uncomfortable with the subject of mental 
health and bring them into the conversation to challenge negative perceptions; education and 
training to empower student leaders to develop mental health promotion initiatives that are 
responsive to community-specific needs and effective at breaking down barriers to help-seeking 
among young people, increase knowledge and reduce stigmatizing attitudes around mental health; 
advocacy training and media training for students to enable them to speak publicly about status 
quo, research and reforming youth mental health; training volunteers and advocates for youth 
mental health; training and certifying youth speakers in the field of promoting mental health by 
using the power of personal stories to inspire, engage, educate and equip other young people to 
take care of themselves and their peers, take action in their local community; educational training 
in the field of mental health through youth-led groups to identify and break down barriers to 
positive mental health in communities; training and empowering young people to understand how 
to take care of their own mental health, look out for each other, support those that need help to get 
help; training and education in the field of mental health knowledge, identification of signs and 
symptoms of mental health issues and resources; training a national network of young leaders in 
the fields of mental health advocacy and youth mental health; organizing and holding regional and 
national summits focused on building and supporting student leadership in mental health by 
bringing student leaders together to learn from each other and build the skills needed to elevate 
their impact back at home; organizing youth-led gatherings focused on ideas-sharing and large-
scale strategies relating to youth mental health; organizing youth led summits for inspiring change 
and action relating to improving youth mental health; organizing meetings of young people to 
enable them to impact mental health in their community, connect and learn from their peers, 
strengthen their leadership and advocacy skills, and elevate their impact on mental health across 
Canada.

Class 44
(4) Informational services namely, offering information and online articles in the field of mental 
health to the public through website, social media and mobile applications.
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 Application Number 1,899,547  Filing Date 2018-05-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
DWELLY INC.
192 Spadina Ave,#310
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5T2C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Dwelly
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 36
(1) lease of real estate; real estate agencies; real estate appraisal; real estate brokerage; real 
estate brokers; real estate valuation services; rental of real estate

(2) acquisition of real estate for others; leasing of real estate; real estate agency services
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 Application Number 1,900,339  Filing Date 2018-05-22
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Gutehoffnungshütte Radsatz GmbH
Gartenstraße 40
46145 Oberhausen
GERMANY

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ANTONY
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 12

(1) tires, namely, tires for railway car wheels and parts of the aforesaid; wheel sets for rail vehicles 
and parts of the aforesaid; wheels for rail vehicles and parts of the aforesaid; shafts for rail 
vehicles and parts of the aforesaid; noise absorbers for wheels of rail vehicles and parts of the 
aforesaid

(2) wheels for rail vehicles

Services
Class 37
(1) maintenance, inspection, repair and installation services relating to rail vehicles and parts 
thereof; railway engineering services

Class 42
(2) scientific and technological services and research and development in the field of rail vehicles; 
project management in the field of construction of railway systems; construction drafting, the 
aforementioned services concerning rail vehicles and parts thereof; product design and product 
development, the aforementioned services concerning rail vehicles and parts thereof; technical 
consultancy in the field of railway car design; conducting technical surveys, the aforementioned 
services concerning rail vehicles and parts thereof; conducting feasibility studies, the 
aforementioned services concerning rail vehicles and parts thereof; testing, measuring and 
analysis services in the field of rail vehicles and parts thereof; consultancy in the field of the non-
destructive testing of wheel sets, wheels and shafts for rail vehicles

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 20, 2017, Country or Office: GERMANY, Application No: 30 2017 
111 857.4/12 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services
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 Application Number 1,900,718  Filing Date 2018-05-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TBL Licensing LLC
200 Domain Drive
Stratham, NH 03885
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WICKWORK
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing, namely, shirts, t-shirts, base layers, sweaters, sweatshirts, jeans, casual pants, trousers, 
sweatpants, shorts, coveralls, skirts, dresses, vests, jackets, hooded jackets, coats, rain wear, 
socks, hosiery, underwear, loungewear, sleepwear, robes, clothing belts, suspenders, scarves, 
gaiters, earmuffs, gloves and mittens; footwear, namely shoes, boots, sandals, slippers, insoles; 
headwear, namely, hats, caps, visors, headbands
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 Application Number 1,900,793  Filing Date 2018-05-24
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wave Again LLC
600 Superior Avenue East
Fifth Third Building
Suite 1300
Cleveland, OH 44114
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AURIQUE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing, footwear, and headgear, namely, shirts, t-shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts, 
skirts, tunics, tank tops, dresses, sweaters, pullovers, tracksuits, scarves, jackets and coats, 
fashion headbands and hats, athletic tights, lingerie, sleepwear, socks
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 Application Number 1,901,771  Filing Date 2018-05-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

11157337 Canada Corp.
355 Adelaide Street West
Floor 5
Toronto
ONTARIO
M5V1S2

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Cannabis infused products, namely oils, salves, concentrated pastes, tinctures, tablets and 
capsules, suppositories and transdermal patches, each of the foregoing for medicinal purposes, for 
the relief of pain, for relaxation, for reducing stress and fatigue, for mood enhancement, for 
maintaining general health and well-being, for relieving anxiety, for relieving depression, as a sleep 
aid; oils, salves, concentrated pastes, tinctures, tablets and capsules, all infused with resins and 
oils derived from cannabis, and each of the foregoing for medicinal purposes, for the relief of pain, 
for relaxation, for reducing stress and fatigue, for mood enhancement, for maintaining general 
health and well-being, for relieving anxiety, for relieving depression, as a sleep aid; nutraceuticals 
for medicinal purposes, namely nutritional supplements and dietary supplements for the relief of 
pain, for relaxation, for reducing stress and fatigue, for mood enhancement, for maintaining 
general health and well-being, for relieving anxiety, for relieving depression, as a sleep aid; 
nutraceuticals for medicinal purposes containing cannabis, namely nutritional supplements and 
dietary supplements for the relief of pain, for relaxation, for reducing stress and fatigue, for mood 
enhancement, for maintaining general health and well-being, for relieving anxiety, for relieving 
depression, as a sleep aid; nutraceuticals for medicinal purposes, namely nutritional supplements 
and dietary supplements for the relief of pain, for relaxation, for reducing stress and fatigue, for 
mood enhancement, for maintaining general health and well-being, for relieving anxiety, for 
relieving depression, as a sleep aid, containing derivatives of cannabis, namely resins and oils; 
topical skin creams, bar and liquid soaps, bath additives, bath herbs, bath oils, body creams, body 
oils, face and body lotions, face and body milk, face lotion, and skin care preparations containing 
derivatives of cannabis for medicinal purposes, for the relief of pain, for relaxation, for reducing 
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stress and fatigue, for mood enhancement, for maintaining general health and well-being, for 
relieving anxiety, for relieving depression, as a sleep aid; personal sexual lubricants.

 Class 09
(2) Equipment and accessories for the preparation and use of cannabis, namely weighing scales; 
decorative magnets; weighing scales.

 Class 18
(3) Luggage, luggage tags, sport bags, briefcases, business card cases, key cases, wallets, 
clothing for pets.

 Class 21
(4) Equipment and accessories for the preparation, use and storage of cannabis, namely, jars, 
bowls and wash basins.

 Class 28
(5) Ornaments for Christmas trees.

 Class 29
(6) Oils derived from cannabis, namely edible oils and oils for food; food products containing 
cannabis, cannabis resins and cannabis oils, namely butter.

 Class 30
(7) Food products containing cannabis, cannabis resins and cannabis oils, namely chocolates, 
cookies, brownies, candy and food energy bars; tea; cannabis related products, namely teas 
containing cannabis, and teas containing derivatives of cannabis namely resins and oils.

 Class 31
(8) Live cannabis plants, cannabis seeds.

 Class 32
(9) Smoothies, fruit beverages and fruit juices, carbonated soft drinks, and energy drinks each 
containing derivatives of cannabis; smoothies, fruit beverages and fruit juices, carbonated soft 
drinks, and energy drinks each containing resins and oils derived from cannabis; beer; beer-based 
beverages; cannabis-based beverages, namely, smoothies, fruit beverages, fruit juices, 
carbonated soft drinks and energy drinks; syrups for beverages; non-alcoholic beverages 
flavoured with cannabis, namely, smoothies, fruit beverages, fruit juices, carbonated soft drinks 
and energy drinks; beer containing derivatives of cannabis.

 Class 33
(10) Alcoholic cannabis-based beverages, namely, alcoholic cannabis-based fruit beverages, 
alcoholic cannabis-based coolers, and alcoholic cannabis-based energy drinks; alcoholic fruit 
beverages; alcoholic cocktail mixes; alcoholic coolers; alcoholic energy drinks; alcoholic fruit 
beverages, alcoholic cocktail mixes, alcoholic coolers and alcoholic energy drinks each containing 
derivatives of cannabis.

 Class 34
(11) Dried cannabis for recreational use; dried cannabis; cannabis cigarettes; cigarette cases; 
smokers' articles, namely, smoking pipes, pouches for use with cannabis, lighters for smokers; 
smokers' articles, namely, grinders for use with cannabis, and oral vaporizers for smokers; 
cannabis-derived resins and oils for recreational use; Equipment and accessories for the 
preparation, use and storage of cannabis, namely pipes, bongs, vaporizers, water pipes, rolling 
papers, grinders.
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Services
Class 35
(1) Providing the retailing, wholesaling and distribution of cannabis, cannabis related products, 
namely, equipment and accessories for storing and consuming cannabis, derivatives of cannabis 
and natural health products containing cannabis; online retail sale of cannabis; providing consumer 
information in the field of cannabis dispensary locations; providing a web site featuring the ratings, 
reviews and recommendations on products and services for commercial purposes posted by users 
in the field of cannabis; Consulting services for others in the field of retailing, wholesaling and 
distribution of cannabis, cannabis related products, derivatives of cannabis and natural health 
products containing cannabis;

Class 39
(2) Providing the packaging of cannabis, cannabis related products, namely, equipment and 
accessories for storing and consuming cannabis, derivatives of cannabis and natural health 
products containing cannabis; Custom packaging services for others of cannabis, cannabis related 
products, namely, equipment and accessories for storing and consuming cannabis, derivatives of 
cannabis, food, namely, edible oils, oils for food, butter, chocolates, cookies, brownies, candy, and 
energy bars and beverages, namely, smoothies, fruit beverages, fruit juices, carbonated soft 
drinks, energy drinks, beer, alcoholic fruit beverages, alcoholic cocktail mixes, alcoholic coolers 
and alcoholic energy drinks, nutraceuticals and natural health products containing cannabis.

Class 40
(3) Custom manufacture, cultivation and production services for others of cannabis and cannabis 
related products, namely oils, salves, concentrated pastes, tinctures, tablets and capsules, each 
containing cannabis; Custom manufacture and production services for others of oils, salves, 
concentrated pastes, tinctures, tablets and capsules each containing resins and oils derived from 
cannabis; Custom manufacture and production services for others of nutraceuticals for medicinal 
purposes containing cannabis; Custom manufacture and production services for others of 
nutraceuticals for medicinal purposes containing derivatives of cannabis, namely resins and oils; 
topical skin creams, bar and liquid soaps, bath additives, bath herbs, bath oils, body creams, body 
oils, face and body lotions, face and body milk, face lotion, and skin care preparations each 
containing derivatives of cannabis; Custom manufacture and production services for others of food 
products, namely, edible oils, oils for food, butter, chocolates, cookies, brownies, candy, and 
energy bars and beverages, namely, smoothies, fruit beverages, fruit juices, carbonated soft 
drinks, energy drinks, beer, alcoholic fruit beverages, alcoholic cocktail mixes, alcoholic coolers 
and alcoholic energy drinks, each containing cannabis or derivatives of cannabis;

Class 41
(4) Arranging and conducting of beer tasting events for entertainment purposes.

Class 42
(5) Consulting services for others in the field of genetic science; Research services in the area of 
cannabis, cannabis related products, derivatives of cannabis, and natural health products 
containing cannabis.

Class 44
(6) Providing the breeding, growing, cultivation, harvesting and production of cannabis.

Class 45
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(7) Computer services, namely, online social networking services for registered users to participate 
in discussions, get feedback from their peers, from virtual communities, and engage in social 
networking in the field of cannabis.
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 Application Number 1,902,436  Filing Date 2018-06-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Finjan Mobile LLC
2000 University Ave., Ste. 600
E. Palo Alto, CA  94303
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VITALSECURITYVPN
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for securely browsing the global computer network and private networks using 
a virtual private network; computer application software for computers, mobile phones, smart 
phones, and handheld computers, namely, software for securely browsing the global computer 
network and private networks; downloadable computer software for providing secure access to the 
Internet for computer devices, namely, computers, mobile phones, smart phones, and handheld 
computers through a virtual private network.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 11, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87716160 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,902,499  Filing Date 2018-06-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Tarion Warranty Corporation
Corporate Office
5160 Yonge Street, 12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M2N6L9

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours yellow and blue are claimed as 
features of the mark. The vertical stripes are yellow. The words TARION BUILDING 
CONFIDENCE and START RIGHT PROGRAM are blue. The logo includes the outline of a house 
roof with chimney in blue and a check mark in yellow.

Services
Class 36
(1) Providing information to new home builders in relation to new home warranties, customer 
service and associated responsibilities and obligations to Ontario's new home warranty 
administrator, new home buyers, and new homeowners under the Ontario New Home Warranties 
Plan Act.

Class 41
(2) Providing education to new home builders in relation to new home warranties, customer service 
and associated responsibilities and obligations to Ontario's new home warranty administrator, new 
home buyers, and homeowners under the Ontario New Home Warranties Plan Act.
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 Application Number 1,902,509  Filing Date 2018-06-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Tarion Warranty Corporation
Corporate Office
5160 Yonge Street, 12th Floor
Toronto
ONTARIO
M2N6L9

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The colours yellow and blue are claimed as 
features of the mark. The vertical stripes are yellow. The words TARION, START RIGHT 
PROGRAM are blue. The logo includes the outline of a house roof with chimney in blue and a 
check mark in yellow.

Services
Class 36
(1) Providing information to new home builders in relation to new home warranties, customer 
service and associated responsibilities and obligations to Ontario's new home warranty 
administrator, new home buyers, and new homeowners under the Ontario New Home Warranties 
Plan Act.

Class 41
(2) Providing education to new home builders in relation to new home warranties, customer service 
and associated responsibilities and obligations to Ontario's new home warranty administrator, new 
home buyers, and homeowners under the Ontario New Home Warranties Plan Act.
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 Application Number 1,902,683  Filing Date 2018-06-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LEYUAN KUO ENTERPRISE CO., a legal entity
No. 10, FANG TONG ROAD
WEN-JIN VILLAGE
FANG YUAN
CHANG-HWA
TAIWAN

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 17

Garden hose; soaker hose for garden use; self-coiling garden hose; hose repair kits comprised of 
rubber patches, silicone based sealants and rubber washers, sold as a unit; non-metal garden 
hose attachments, namely, non metal hose fittings in the nature of couplers, connectors, quick 
connectors and rubber washers.
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 Application Number 1,902,701  Filing Date 2018-06-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Brasstech, Inc.
2001 East Carnegie
Santa Ana, CA 92705
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
PIASETZKI NENNIGER KVAS LLP
SUITE 2308, 120 ADELAIDE STREET WEST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H1T1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DORRANCE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Bath accessories, namely, clothes hooks of metal and metal shower grab bars

 Class 11
(2) Plumbing products, namely, faucets

 Class 21
(3) Bath accessories, namely, towel bars, towel rings, toilet tissue holders

Claims
Priority Filing Date: December 22, 2017, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/731,831 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,902,958  Filing Date 2018-06-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LEYUAN KUO ENTERPRISE CO., a legal entity
No. 10, FANG TONG ROAD
WEN-JIN VILLAGE
FANG YUAN
CHANG-HWA
TAIWAN

Agent
RICHES, MCKENZIE & HERBERT LLP
SUITE 1800, 2 BLOOR STREET EAST, 
TORONTO, ONTARIO, M4W3J5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 21

Hose attachments, namely, lawn sprinklers, nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles for watering hose 
and sprayer wands for garden hoses.
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 Application Number 1,904,550  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Retail Royalty Company, a Nevada, U.S.A. 
corporation
101 Convention Center Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89109
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
OSLER, HOSKIN & HARCOURT LLP
SUITE 1900, 340 ALBERT STREET, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K1R7Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REAL POWER
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing, namely, bras, underwear.

Services
Class 35
Retail and online retail store services featuring clothing.
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 Application Number 1,904,652  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9355-7262 Québec inc.
612 Rue Du Sentier-de-la-Forêt
Terrebonne
QUÉBEC
J6Y1Z6

Agent
MARJOLAINE GAGNON
2572 Daniel-Johnson, 2e étage , Laval, 
QUÉBEC, H7T2R3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Sale, both online and through representatives, of computer products, telecommunications 
products and network equipment.

Class 42
(2) Computer services, namely remote management of the information technology (IT) systems of 
others including infrastructures and computer networks. Web hosting services via cloud 
computing. Computer auditing services. Computer server rental. Design of computer management 
software.
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 Application Number 1,904,653  Filing Date 2018-06-15
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9355-7262 Québec inc.
612 Rue Du Sentier-de-la-Forêt
Terrebonne
QUÉBEC
J6Y1Z6

Agent
MARJOLAINE GAGNON
2572 Daniel-Johnson, 2e étage , Laval, 
QUÉBEC, H7T2R3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Sale, both online and through representatives, of computer products, telecommunications 
products and network equipment.

Class 42
(2) Computer services, namely remote management of the information technology (IT) systems of 
others including infrastructures and computer networks. Web hosting services via cloud 
computing. Computer auditing services. Computer server rental. Design of computer management 
software.
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 Application Number 1,906,737  Filing Date 2018-06-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Shurtape Technologies, LLC,
a North Carolina Limited Liability Company
1712 Eighth Street Drive, SE
Hickory, NC 28602
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 17

Pressure sensitive tape, namely, duct tape, plastic packing tape, mounting tape, clear repair tape, 
tread tape, and waterproof tape

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 13, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/959,812 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,906,753  Filing Date 2018-06-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Shurtape Technologies, LLC,
a North Carolina Limited Liability Company
1712 Eighth Street Drive, SE
Hickory, NC 28602
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 17

Pressure sensitive tape, namely, duct tape, plastic packaging tape, mounting tape, clear repair 
tape, tread tape, and waterproof tape

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 13, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/959,821 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,907,012  Filing Date 2018-06-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

BLACK WOLF OPCO INC.
23 rue Granville
Hampstead
QUEBEC
H3X3B4

Agent
RONALD R. TOLEDANO
(SPIEGEL SOHMER INC.), 1255 Peel Street, 
Suite 1000, Montreal, QUEBEC, H3B2T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

Non-medicated skin care preparations, namely, skin cleansers, skin moisturizers, skin wash, skin 
cream, skin lotion, skin gel; soaps, namely, skin soaps, face soaps and face gels; Shaving 
preparations namely, shaving balm, shaving creams, shaving foam, shaving gels, shaving lotion, 
shaving soap, pre-shave and aftershave creams, aftershave lotions, aftershave oils and skin 
creams; Personal care products, namely, aftershave lotion, aftershave balm, aftershave colognes, 
aftershave moisturizer, aftershave creams, moisturizing lotion, face wash and hydrating face wash.
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 Application Number 1,908,046  Filing Date 2018-07-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

QHR TECHNOLOGIES INC.
300 - 1620 Dickson Avenue
Kelowa
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V1Y9Y2

Agent
TORYS LLP
SUITE 3000, 79 WELLINGTON ST. W., BOX 
270, TD CENTRE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5K1N2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

computer software for the viewing, printing, and auditing of medical prescriptions and messages, 
and management of communications between prescribers and pharmacies via email; computer 
software for the sending and receiving of prescriptions and messages between prescribers and 
pharmacies; computer communications software to allow prescribers and pharmacies to 
communicate via email and to access, send and receive medical and pharmaceutical prescription 
orders, information and records

Services
Class 38
(1) providing access to online software via a website for use in the field of health care and 
pharmaceutical prescription services, to allow prescribers and pharmacies to communicate via 
email and to access, send and receive medical and pharmaceutical prescription orders, 
information and records; providing access to an Internet platform in the field of health care and 
pharmaceutical prescription services, to allow prescribers and pharmacies to communicate via 
email and to access, send and receive medical and pharmaceutical prescription orders, 
information and records;

Class 42
(2) software as a service (SAAS) provider in the field of health care and pharmaceutical 
prescription services to allow prescribers and pharmacies to communicate via email and to access, 
send and receive medical and pharmaceutical prescription orders, information and records; 
platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in the field of health 
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care and pharmaceutical prescription services, to allow prescribers and pharmacies to 
communicate via email and to access, send and receive medical and pharmaceutical prescription 
orders, information and records; providing access to e-commerce software in the field of health 
care and pharmaceutical prescription services, to allow pharmacies to confirm prescriptions with 
prescribers
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 Application Number 1,908,076  Filing Date 2018-07-06
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

9260-2366 Québec inc.
5500 Rang Du Ruisseau
Contrecoeur
QUÉBEC
J0L1C0

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, S.E.N.C.R.L.
95, boulevard Jacques-Cartier Sud, bureau 
200, Sherbrooke, QUÉBEC, J1J2Z3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LEG
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Dust detectors, namely alarms for indicating that the maximum vertical dust in a building has been 
reached.

Services
Class 37
Industrial cleaning services, namely high-pressure washing, high-level cleaning of beams and 
joists, commercial, industrial and institutional maintenance; specialized cleaning, namely post-
disaster and post-renovation cleaning.
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 Application Number 1,908,858  Filing Date 2018-07-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Inspirato, LLC (a Delaware limited liability 
company)
1544 Wazee Street
Denver, Colorado 80202
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
2900 - 550 BURRARD STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C0A3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 36
(1) real estate services, namely, rental, brokerage, leasing and management of vacation homes 
and commercial property

Class 41
(2) entertainment and recreation services, namely, golf and country club services; physical fitness 
training services; providing information in both online and non-online form to others regarding 
entertainment, sporting, and cultural activities and events in particular geographic areas; arranging 
for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events regarding entertainment, sporting, 
and cultural activities and events in particular geographic areas; providing information in both 
online and non-online form to others regarding country clubs, night clubs

Class 43
(3) resort lodging services, resort hotels; health resort services, namely, providing food and lodging 
that specialize in promoting patrons' general health and well-being; vacation club services, namely, 
providing temporary lodging accommodations; arranging for access to resort amenities, namely, 
restaurants; providing information in both online and non-online form to others related to resort 
lodging services, amenities related thereto, and the availability thereof; providing information in 
both online and non-online form to others regarding restaurants, and other establishments for the 
consumption of food and drink; providing information in both online and non-online form to others 
regarding membership in a luxury residence club featuring temporary accommodations; providing 
information in both online and non-online form to others related to resort lodging services; private 
resort club services, namely, provision to club members of temporary accommodations in 
company owned or leased private residences

Class 44
(4) health spa services for health and wellness of the body and spirit
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Class 45
(5) personal concierge services for others comprising making requested personal arrangements 
and reservations, running errands and providing customer specific information to meet individual 
needs, all rendered in business establishments, office buildings, hotels, residential complexes and 
homes

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/762,010 in association with the same kind of services (1); January 19, 2018, 
Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87/762,016 in association with 
the same kind of services (2); January 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF 
AMERICA, Application No: 87/762,037 in association with the same kind of services (5); January 
19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87/762,032 in 
association with the same kind of services (4); January 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED 
STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87/762,022 in association with the same kind of services 
(3)
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 Application Number 1,909,044  Filing Date 2018-07-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Lydall, Inc.
One Colonial Road
Manchester, CT 06042
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BENOÎT & CÔTÉ INC.
560 boul. Crémazie Est, 3e étage, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H2P1E8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DUOTEX
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 17

Architectural acoustic products, namely, sound absorbing tiles and panels and decorative display 
panels and tiles composed primarily of non-woven materials for use in the industrial, residential 
and transportation industries; acoustic insulation in the nature of sound absorbing and diffusing 
materials, namely tiles and panels composed primarily of non-woven materials for use in the 
industrial, residential and transportation industries

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 04, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87947365 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,911,896  Filing Date 2018-07-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Shenzhen Chitado Technology CO.,LTD
First building of No. 1800112 , Dafu industrial 
area , FuKeng community
Guanlan town, Longhua district, Shenzhen 
City, 518110
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Gyroor
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 12

anti-theft devices for motor cars; balance weights for vehicle wheels; bicycles; caravans; civilian 
drones; collapsible bicycles; electric bicycles; electric motors for motor cars; electric scooters; 
electrically powered motor vehicles; golf carts; mobility scooters; mopeds; motor scooters; 
scooters; strollers; tricycles; two-wheeled trolleys; vehicle seats; wheelchairs
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 Application Number 1,913,015  Filing Date 2018-08-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CONFEZIONI LERARIO S.R.L.
Via Mottola Km. 2, 200 - Zona Ind.
I-74015 Martina Franca (TA)
ITALY

Agent
TIMOTHY N. VANDERMEER
(FINLAYSON & SINGLEHURST), 225 Metcalfe 
Street, Suite 700, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2P1P9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Soap, namely bath soap, bar soap, body care soap, cakes of soap, cream soap, detergent 
soap, facial soaps, liquid soap and laundry soap; Bath foam; Foams for use in the shower; 
Shampoos; Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; Mouth washes, not for medical purposes; Fabric 
softeners for laundry use; Eau de Cologne; Lavender water; Toilet water; Talcum powder, for toilet 
use; Perfumery; Sachets for perfuming linen; Air fragrancing preparations; Perfumery and 
fragrances; Deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; Aromatic essential oils; Dentifrices; 
Douching preparations for personal sanitary and deodorant purposes [toiletries]; Adhesives for 
cosmetic purposes; Cosmetics, Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin 
care, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching 
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, 
Day creams, Tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; Pumice stone; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Make-up preparations, Make-up 
removing preparations, Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, 
Lipsticks, Lip glosses; Non medicated lip balm, non medicated after-shave balms, non medicated 
beauty balm creams and non medicated hair balms; Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving 
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preparations, After-shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Hair 
preparations and treatments, sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray; Sun tan milk; Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; Henna; Hair creams; Hair spray; Nail varnish; Cosmetic kits; Incenses; Joss sticks; 
Potpourris [fragrances]; Bath salts, not for medical purposes.

 Class 09
(2) Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for 
glasses and spectacles, chains and cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods; covers for mp3 players and covers for tablet computers; covers for mobile 
phones; covers for DVDs; covers for CDs; covers for computer cables; covers for palmtops; covers 
for electronic agendas; covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras; cellular 
phones; smartphones; wireless communication computers; electronic monitoring devices 
comprised of microprocessors and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, 
uploading and downloading data and information for personal physical fitness and training 
purposes; downloadable applications and software for smart watches and mobile devices, for 
processing, reviewing and editing data, to enable users to control the presentation and information 
available from the devices; wearable sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to 
gather biometric data and also including monitors and displays sold as a unit; timepieces 
comprised primarily of wristwatches featuring computer software for sending and receiving data 
and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, namely, smartwatches; smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity; timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer 
software for sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity; 
wearable activity trackers; pedometers.

 Class 14
(3) Earrings; Rings [jewellery]; Necklaces [jewellery]; Bracelets; Pins [jewellery]; Decorative pins of 
precious metal; Shoe jewellery; Boxes of precious metal; Jewel cases; Tie clips; Cuff links; Boxes 
for cufflinks; Jewellery; Paste jewellery; Clocks; Chronographs [watches]; Chronoscopes; watch 
straps; watch bands; jewelry; Parts for clocks; Clock cases; Watch chains; Clocks and parts 
therefor; Floor and Wall clocks; Fittings for watches; Watch clasps; Buckles for watchstraps; Watch 
bands; Watches; Clock and watch hands; Clock dials; Watch movements; Cases for watches and 
clocks; Cases for watches [presentation]; Jewellery chains; Chains for pants (Paste jewellery); Key 
rings and key chains, and charms therefor.

 Class 18
(4) Leather and imitations of leather; Handbags; Travel baggage; Card wallets; Card wallets 
[leatherware]; Credit card holders made of leather; Pocket wallets; Purses; Portfolio cases made of 
leather [briefcases]; Key cases made of leather; Trunks and suitcases; Suitcase handles; 
Cosmetic bags sold empty; Bags for sports; All-purpose athletic bags; Evening handbags and 
Ladies' Cross-body bags; Shopping bags made of skin; School book bags; Travel garment covers; 
Shoe bags for travel; Beach bags; Nappy bags; Rucksacks; School bags; Boston bags; Travelling 
trunks; Canvas bags; Business cases; Knitted bags, not of precious metals; Haversacks; Handbag 
frames; wheeled suitcases; Vanity cases, not fitted; hides; Cases and Boxes made of leather; 
Briefcases [leather goods]; Leather luggage; Umbrellas and parasols and Walking staffs; Walking 
stick handles; Umbrella covers; Attaché cases.

 Class 24
(5) Fabrics, namely cotton, kashmir, denim, woollen fabric, Damask; Labels of textile; Garment 
lining; Gauze fabric; Jersey fabrics for clothing; Cheviot fabric; Nylon fabrics; Fabrics for textile 
use; Woollen cloth; Taffeta fabric; Hemp cloth; Printed calico cloth; Hemp fabric; Jute fabric; Linen 
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cloth; Rayon fabric; Ramie fabric; Silk cloth; Silk fabrics for printing patterns; Elastic fabrics for 
clothing; Fabric of imitation animal skins; Fibreglass fabrics for textile use; Knitted fabric; Non-
woven fabrics; Upholstery fabrics; Fabric for footwear; Lingerie fabric; Fabrics for textile use; 
Traced cloths for embroidery; Chenille fabric; Frieze cloth; tulle; Velvet; Calico; Fustian; Linens, 
namely bed and table linen; Table linen, not of paper; Diapered linen; Bath linen, except clothing; 
Brocades; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Tablemats of textile; blankets; Lap rugs; Curtain 
holders of textile material; Handkerchiefs of textile; Pillowcases; Mattress covers; Coverings for 
furniture; Covers for cushions; Pillow shams; Flags of textile or plastic; Sheets [textile]; Drugget; 
Bed blankets; Table covers; Towels of textile; Furniture coverings of textile; Table runners of 
textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Place mats, not of paper; Table napkins of textile; Bed covers; 
Textile tissues; Curtains; Door curtains; Curtains of textile or plastic.

 Class 25
(6) Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats, 
jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, 
sweatshirts, ties, Albs; Aprons [clothing]; Ascots; Trousers for children; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; 
Bath robes and beach robes; Bathing caps; bathing suits / swimsuits; Beach clothes; belts 
[clothing]; Cloth bibs, ski bibs and sport bibs; Boas [necklets]; Boxer shorts; Brassieres; Breeches 
for wear; Camisoles; Clothing for gymnastics; Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, 
dress shirts, shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, shoes, vests, Dresses; Clothing of leather in the nature of leather 
belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, 
blousons, shirts, waistcoats; Collars [clothing]; Wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua; Bustiers; 
cuffs/wristbands [clothing]; Cyclists' clothing; Detachable collars; Dressing gowns; Bonnets; 
Fishermen's jackets; Fur stoles; Furs, namely fur coats and jackets, fur hats, and fur muffs; 
clothing in the nature of gabardines; Garters; Girdles; Gloves [clothing]; Headbands [clothing]; 
Capes; Jackets [clothing]; Sports jerseys and team jerseys; Jumper dresses; Knickers; Hosiery; 
Layettes [clothing]; Leggings [leg warmers]; Leggings [trousers]; Liveries; Maniples; Mantillas; 
Masquerade costumes; Mitres [hats]; Waist belts; Motorists' clothing, namely driving gloves, 
motorcycle gloves and riding gloves; Ear muffs; Neck scarves [mufflers]; Neckties; Paper hats 
[clothing]; Parkas; Pelerines; Pelisses; Slips [underclothing]; Pockets for clothing; Ponchos; 
Pyjamas; Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather 
jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, 
T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses; Saris; Beach cover-ups; Sarongs; 
Shawls; Neckbands; short-sleeve shirts; Shower caps; Ski gloves; Skirts; Sleep masks; Sock 
suspenders; Stockings; Spats; Maillots; Vest tops; Dresses; Suspenders; Sweat-absorbent 
stockings; Sweaters; Undershirts; Tights; Togas; Top hats; Trousers; Gym suits; Shoes; Bath 
sandals; Slippers; Beach shoes; Boot uppers; Boots; Gym boots; Sandals; Football shoes; 
Footwear, namely athletic footwear, beach footwear, bridal footwear, casual footwear, evening 
footwear, children's footwear, rain footwear, and ski footwear; Rubbers [footwear]; Galoshes; Half-
boots; Heels; Nonslip socks; Ski boots; Wooden shoes; Underwear; uniforms, namely nurses' 
uniform, athletic uniform and uniforms for commercial use by workers; Valenki [felted boots]; Veils 
[clothing]; Gilets; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wet suits for water-skiing; Wimples; Vests; 
headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps [headwear], Hats, Turbans, 
Visors [headwear], Chasubles.

(7) Clothing, namely, men's jackets, coats and suits.

Services
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Class 35
(1) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring Soap, Bath foam, Foams for use in the shower, Shampoos, Cleansing milk for 
toilet purposes, Mouth washes, not for medical purposes, Fabric softeners for laundry use, Eau de 
Cologne, Lavender water, Toilet water, Talcum powder, for toilet use, Perfumery, Sachets for 
perfuming linen, Air fragrancing preparations, Perfumery and fragrances, Deodorants and 
antiperspirants, Essential oils and aromatic extracts, Dentifrices, Douching preparations for 
personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries], Adhesives for cosmetic purposes, Cosmetics, 
Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin care, Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching preparations [decolorants] for 
cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, Day creams, Tissues 
impregnated with make-up removing preparations, Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, Pumice 
stone, Pomades for cosmetic purposes, Make-up preparations, Make-up removing preparations, 
Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, Lipsticks, Lip glosses, 
Balms, other than for medical purposes, Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving preparations, After-
shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes, Hair preparations and treatments, 
sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray, Sun tan milk, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Henna, Hair 
creams, Hair spray, Nail varnish, Cosmetic kits, Incenses, Joss sticks, Potpourris [fragrances], 
Bath salts, not for medical purposes; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail 
services or online retail store services, namely featuring Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for 
eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for glasses and spectacles, chains and 
cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, covers for portable 
multimedia players, covers for mobile phones, covers for DVDs, covers for CDs, covers for 
computer cables, covers for mp3 players, covers for palmtops, covers for electronic agendas, 
covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras, cellular phones, smartphones, 
wireless communication computers, electronic monitoring devices comprised of microprocessors 
and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, uploading and downloading data 
and information for personal physical fitness and training purposes, downloadable applications and 
software for smart watches and mobile devices, for processing, reviewing and editing data, to 
enable users to control the presentation and information available from the devices, wearable 
sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to gather biometric data and also 
including monitors and displays sold as a unit, smartwatches, wearable activity trackers, 
pedometers; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store 
services, namely featuring Earrings, Rings [jewellery], Necklaces [jewellery], Bracelets, Pins 
[jewellery], Decorative pins of precious metal, Shoe jewellery, Boxes of precious metal, Jewel 
cases, Tie clips, Cuff links, Boxes for cufflinks, Jewellery, Paste jewellery, smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity, Clocks, Chronographs [watches], Chronoscopes, watch 
straps, watch bands, jewelry, timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer software for 
sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, Parts for clocks, 
Clock cases, Watch chains, Clocks and parts therefor, Floor and Wall clocks, Fittings for watches, 
Watch clasps, Buckles for watchstraps, Watch bands, Watches, Clock and watch hands, Clock 
dials, Watch movements, Cases for watches and clocks, Cases for watches [presentation], Chains 
[jewellery], Chains (Paste jewellery), Chains for pants (Paste jewellery), Key rings and key chains, 
and charms therefor; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online 
retail store services, namely featuring Leather and imitations of leather, Handbags, Travel 
baggage, Card wallets, Card wallets [leatherware], Credit card holders made of leather, Pocket 
wallets, Purses, Portfolio cases made of leather [briefcases], Key cases made of leather, Trunks 
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and suitcases, Suitcase handles, Cosmetic bags sold empty, Bags for sports, All-purpose athletic 
bags, Evening handbags and Ladies' Cross-body bags, Shopping bags made of skin, School book 
bags, Travel garment covers, Shoe bags for travel, Beach bags, Nappy bags, Rucksacks, School 
bags, Boston bags, Travelling trunks, Canvas bags, Business cases, Knitted bags, not of precious 
metals, Haversacks, Handbag frames, wheeled suitcases, Vanity cases, not fitted, hides, Cases 
and Boxes made of leather, Briefcases [leather goods], Leather luggage, Umbrellas and parasols 
and Walking staffs, Walking stick handles, Umbrella covers, Attaché cases; Retail and wholesale 
services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely featuring 
Fabrics, Damask, Labels of textile, Garment lining, Gauze fabric, Jersey fabrics for clothing, 
Cheviot fabric, Nylon fabrics, Fabrics for textile use, Woollen cloth, fabrics for use in the 
manufacture of bags, purses, wallets, luggage, toiletry and cosmetic cases, umbrellas, bed and 
table linen, Taffeta [cloth], Hemp cloth, Printed calico cloth, Hemp fabric, Jute fabric, Linen cloth, 
Rayon fabric, Ramie fabric, Silk [cloth], Silk fabrics for printing patterns, Elastic fabrics for clothing, 
Fabric of imitation animal skins, Fibreglass fabrics for textile use, Knitted fabric, Non-woven 
fabrics, Upholstery fabrics, Fabric for footwear, Lingerie fabric, Fabrics for textile use, Traced 
cloths for embroidery, Chenille fabric, Frieze [cloth], tulle, Velvet, Calico, Fustian, Linens, Bed 
clothes and blankets, Table linen, not of paper, Diapered linen, Bath linen, except clothing, 
Brocades, Canvas for tapestry or embroidery, Tablemats of textile, blankets, Bed clothes, Lap 
rugs, Curtain holders of textile material, Handkerchiefs of textile, Pillowcases, Mattress covers, 
Coverings for furniture, Covers for cushions, Pillow shams, Flags of textile or plastic, Sheets 
[textile], Drugget, Bed blankets, Table covers, Towels of textile, Furniture coverings of textile, 
Table runners of textile, Tablecloths, not of paper, Place mats, not of paper, Table napkins of 
textile, Bed covers, Textile tissues, Curtains, Door curtains, Curtains of textile or plastic; Retail and 
wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely 
featuring Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, 
waistcoats, jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, 
anoraks, raincoats, sweatshirts, ties, Albs, Aprons [clothing], Ascots, Trousers for children, 
bandanas [neckerchiefs], Robes, Bathing caps, bathing suits / swimsuits, Beach clothes, belts 
[clothing], Bibs, not of paper, Boas [necklets], Boxer shorts, Brassieres, Breeches for wear, 
Camisoles, Clothing for gymnastics, Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, dress shirts, 
shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, shoes, vests, Dresses, Clothing of leather in the 
nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather 
pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, waistcoats, Collars [clothing], Wet suits for 
water-skiing and sub-aqua, Bustiers, cuffs/wristbands [clothing], Cyclists' clothing, Detachable 
collars, Dressing gowns, Robes, Bonnets, Fishermen's jackets, Fur stoles, Furs [clothing], clothing 
in the nature of gabardines, Garters, Girdles, Gloves [clothing], Headbands [clothing], Capes, 
Jackets [clothing], Jerseys [clothing], Jumper dresses, Knickers, Hosiery, Layettes [clothing], 
Leggings [leg warmers], Leggings [trousers], Liveries, Maniples, Mantillas, Masquerade costumes, 
Mitres [hats], Waist belts, Motorists' clothing, Muffs [clothing], Neck scarves [mufflers], Neckties, 
Paper hats [clothing], Parkas, Pelerines, Pelisses, Slips [underclothing], Pockets for clothing, 
Ponchos, Pyjamas, Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather 
coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, 
shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses, 
Ready-made linings [parts of clothing], Saris, Coverups, Sarongs, Shawls, Neckbands, short-
sleeve shirts, Shower caps, Ski gloves, Skirts, Sleep masks, Sock suspenders, Stockings, Spats, 
Maillots, Vest tops, Dresses, Suspenders, Sweat-absorbent stockings, Sweaters, Undershirts, 
Tights, Togas, Top hats, Trousers, Gym suits, Shoes, Bath sandals, Slippers, Beach shoes, 
Footwear uppers, Boots, Gym boots, Sandals, Football shoes, Footwear, Footwear uppers, 
Rubbers [footwear], Galoshes, Half-boots, Heels, Nonslip socks, Ski boots, Wooden shoes, 
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Underwear, uniforms, Valenki [felted boots], Veils [clothing], Gilets, Waterproof clothing, Wet suits 
for water-skiing, Wimples, Vests, headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps 
[headwear], Hats, Turbans, Visors [headwear], Chasubles; Advice and information concerning 
commercial business management; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; advertising the goods and services of others; advertising on the Internet for 
others; Online advice and information concerning commercial business management; 
administration of consumer loyalty programs; Modelling for advertising or sales promotion; 
arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of clothing sales; arranging and 
conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of cosmetics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of home entertainment electronics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of computer electronic equipment; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of personal wearable electronics; Procurement services for others in the 
form of purchasing clothing; Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing cosmetics; 
Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing electronics; shop window dressing.

(2) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring clothing namely men's jackets, coats and suits.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 05, 2018, Country or Office: ITALY, Application No: 302018000008804 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,913,016  Filing Date 2018-08-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CONFEZIONI LERARIO S.R.L.
Via Mottola Km. 2, 200 - Zona Ind.
I-74015 Martina Franca (TA)
ITALY

Agent
TIMOTHY N. VANDERMEER
(FINLAYSON & SINGLEHURST), 225 Metcalfe 
Street, Suite 700, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2P1P9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Soap, namely bath soap, bar soap, body care soap, cakes of soap, cream soap, detergent 
soap, facial soaps, liquid soap and laundry soap; Bath foam; Foams for use in the shower; 
Shampoos; Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; Mouth washes, not for medical purposes; Fabric 
softeners for laundry use; Eau de Cologne; Lavender water; Toilet water; Talcum powder, for toilet 
use; Perfumery; Sachets for perfuming linen; Air fragrancing preparations; Perfumery and 
fragrances; Deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; Aromatic essential oils; Dentifrices; 
Douching preparations for personal sanitary and deodorant purposes [toiletries]; Adhesives for 
cosmetic purposes; Cosmetics, Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin 
care, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching 
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, 
Day creams, Tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; Pumice stone; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Make-up preparations, Make-up 
removing preparations, Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, 
Lipsticks, Lip glosses; Non medicated lip balm, non medicated after-shave balms, non medicated 
beauty balm creams and non medicated hair balms; Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving 
preparations, After-shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Hair 
preparations and treatments, sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray; Sun tan milk; Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; Henna; Hair creams; Hair spray; Nail varnish; Cosmetic kits; Incenses; Joss sticks; 
Potpourris [fragrances]; Bath salts, not for medical purposes.

 Class 09
(2) Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for 
glasses and spectacles, chains and cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods; covers for mp3 players and covers for tablet computers; covers for mobile 
phones; covers for DVDs; covers for CDs; covers for computer cables; covers for palmtops; covers 
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for electronic agendas; covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras; cellular 
phones; smartphones; wireless communication computers; electronic monitoring devices 
comprised of microprocessors and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, 
uploading and downloading data and information for personal physical fitness and training 
purposes; downloadable applications and software for smart watches and mobile devices, for 
processing, reviewing and editing data, to enable users to control the presentation and information 
available from the devices; wearable sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to 
gather biometric data and also including monitors and displays sold as a unit; timepieces 
comprised primarily of wristwatches featuring computer software for sending and receiving data 
and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, namely, smartwatches; smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity; timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer 
software for sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity; 
wearable activity trackers; pedometers.

 Class 14
(3) Earrings; Rings [jewellery]; Necklaces [jewellery]; Bracelets; Pins [jewellery]; Decorative pins of 
precious metal; Shoe jewellery; Boxes of precious metal; Jewel cases; Tie clips; Cuff links; Boxes 
for cufflinks; Jewellery; Paste jewellery; Clocks; Chronographs [watches]; Chronoscopes; watch 
straps; watch bands; jewelry; Parts for clocks; Clock cases; Watch chains; Clocks and parts 
therefor; Floor and Wall clocks; Fittings for watches; Watch clasps; Buckles for watchstraps; Watch 
bands; Watches; Clock and watch hands; Clock dials; Watch movements; Cases for watches and 
clocks; Cases for watches [presentation]; Jewellery chains; Chains for pants (Paste jewellery); Key 
rings and key chains, and charms therefor.

 Class 18
(4) Leather and imitations of leather; Handbags; Travel baggage; Card wallets; Card wallets 
[leatherware]; Credit card holders made of leather; Pocket wallets; Purses; Portfolio cases made of 
leather [briefcases]; Key cases made of leather; Trunks and suitcases; Suitcase handles; 
Cosmetic bags sold empty; Bags for sports; All-purpose athletic bags; Evening handbags and 
Ladies' Cross-body bags; Shopping bags made of skin; School book bags; Travel garment covers; 
Shoe bags for travel; Beach bags; Nappy bags; Rucksacks; School bags; Boston bags; Travelling 
trunks; Canvas bags; Business cases; Knitted bags, not of precious metals; Haversacks; Handbag 
frames; wheeled suitcases; Vanity cases, not fitted; hides; Cases and Boxes made of leather; 
Briefcases [leather goods]; Leather luggage; Umbrellas and parasols and Walking staffs; Walking 
stick handles; Umbrella covers; Attaché cases.

 Class 21
(5) Cooking utensils and containers made of plastic and metal for holding cooking utensils; 
cookware and tableware, namely plates, glasses, cups, pans, napkin holders, except forks, knives 
and spoons; combs and sponges for human hair; brushes, except paintbrushes, for human hair; 
brush-making materials; Cloths for cleaning, dishwashing brushes and brushes for clothing; 
unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass; beverage glassware, table glassware, 
China dinnerware and earthenware; Shoe trees [stretchers]; Shoe horns.

 Class 24
(6) Fabrics, namely cotton, kashmir, denim, woollen fabric, Damask; Labels of textile; Garment 
lining; Gauze fabric; Jersey fabrics for clothing; Cheviot fabric; Nylon fabrics; Fabrics for textile 
use; Woollen cloth; Taffeta fabric; Hemp cloth; Printed calico cloth; Hemp fabric; Jute fabric; Linen 
cloth; Rayon fabric; Ramie fabric; Silk cloth; Silk fabrics for printing patterns; Elastic fabrics for 
clothing; Fabric of imitation animal skins; Fibreglass fabrics for textile use; Knitted fabric; Non-
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woven fabrics; Upholstery fabrics; Fabric for footwear; Lingerie fabric; Fabrics for textile use; 
Traced cloths for embroidery; Chenille fabric; Frieze cloth; tulle; Velvet; Calico; Fustian; Linens, 
namely bed and table linen; Table linen, not of paper; Diapered linen; Bath linen, except clothing; 
Brocades; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Tablemats of textile; blankets; Lap rugs; Curtain 
holders of textile material; Handkerchiefs of textile; Pillowcases; Mattress covers; Coverings for 
furniture; Covers for cushions; Pillow shams; Flags of textile or plastic; Sheets [textile]; Drugget; 
Bed blankets; Table covers; Towels of textile; Furniture coverings of textile; Table runners of 
textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Place mats, not of paper; Table napkins of textile; Bed covers; 
Textile tissues; Curtains; Door curtains; Curtains of textile or plastic.

 Class 25
(7) Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats, 
jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, 
sweatshirts, ties, Albs; Aprons [clothing]; Ascots; Trousers for children; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; 
Bath robes and beach robes; Bathing caps; bathing suits / swimsuits; Beach clothes; belts 
[clothing]; Cloth bibs, ski bibs and sport bibs; Boas [necklets]; Boxer shorts; Brassieres; Breeches 
for wear; Camisoles; Clothing for gymnastics; Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, 
dress shirts, shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, shoes, vests, Dresses; Clothing of leather in the nature of leather 
belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, 
blousons, shirts, waistcoats; Collars [clothing]; Wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua; Bustiers; 
cuffs/wristbands [clothing]; Cyclists' clothing; Detachable collars; Dressing gowns; Bonnets; 
Fishermen's jackets; Fur stoles; Furs, namely fur coats and jackets, fur hats, and fur muffs; 
clothing in the nature of gabardines; Garters; Girdles; Gloves [clothing]; Headbands [clothing]; 
Capes; Jackets [clothing]; Sports jerseys and team jerseys; Jumper dresses; Knickers; Hosiery; 
Layettes [clothing]; Leggings [leg warmers]; Leggings [trousers]; Liveries; Maniples; Mantillas; 
Masquerade costumes; Mitres [hats]; Waist belts; Motorists' clothing, namely driving gloves, 
motorcycle gloves and riding gloves; Ear muffs; Neck scarves [mufflers]; Neckties; Paper hats 
[clothing]; Parkas; Pelerines; Pelisses; Slips [underclothing]; Pockets for clothing; Ponchos; 
Pyjamas; Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather 
jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, 
T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses; Saris; Beach cover-ups; Sarongs; 
Shawls; Neckbands; short-sleeve shirts; Shower caps; Ski gloves; Skirts; Sleep masks; Sock 
suspenders; Stockings; Spats; Maillots; Vest tops; Dresses; Suspenders; Sweat-absorbent 
stockings; Sweaters; Undershirts; Tights; Togas; Top hats; Trousers; Gym suits; Shoes; Bath 
sandals; Slippers; Beach shoes; Boot uppers; Boots; Gym boots; Sandals; Football shoes; 
Footwear, namely athletic footwear, beach footwear, bridal footwear, casual footwear, evening 
footwear, children's footwear, rain footwear, and ski footwear; Rubbers [footwear]; Galoshes; Half-
boots; Heels; Nonslip socks; Ski boots; Wooden shoes; Underwear; uniforms, namely nurses' 
uniform, athletic uniform and uniforms for commercial use by workers; Valenki [felted boots]; Veils 
[clothing]; Gilets; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wet suits for water-skiing; Wimples; Vests; 
headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps [headwear], Hats, Turbans, 
Visors [headwear], Chasubles.

(8) Clothing, namely, men's jackets, coats and suits.

Services
Class 35
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(1) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring Soap, Bath foam, Foams for use in the shower, Shampoos, Cleansing milk for 
toilet purposes, Mouth washes, not for medical purposes, Fabric softeners for laundry use, Eau de 
Cologne, Lavender water, Toilet water, Talcum powder, for toilet use, Perfumery, Sachets for 
perfuming linen, Air fragrancing preparations, Perfumery and fragrances, Deodorants and 
antiperspirants, Essential oils and aromatic extracts, Dentifrices, Douching preparations for 
personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries], Adhesives for cosmetic purposes, Cosmetics, 
Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin care, Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching preparations [decolorants] for 
cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, Day creams, Tissues 
impregnated with make-up removing preparations, Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, Pumice 
stone, Pomades for cosmetic purposes, Make-up preparations, Make-up removing preparations, 
Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, Lipsticks, Lip glosses, 
Balms, other than for medical purposes, Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving preparations, After-
shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes, Hair preparations and treatments, 
sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray, Sun tan milk, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Henna, Hair 
creams, Hair spray, Nail varnish, Cosmetic kits, Incenses, Joss sticks, Potpourris [fragrances], 
Bath salts, not for medical purposes; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail 
services or online retail store services, namely featuring Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for 
eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for glasses and spectacles, chains and 
cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, covers for portable 
multimedia players, covers for mobile phones, covers for DVDs, covers for CDs, covers for 
computer cables, covers for mp3 players, covers for palmtops, covers for electronic agendas, 
covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras, cellular phones, smartphones, 
wireless communication computers, electronic monitoring devices comprised of microprocessors 
and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, uploading and downloading data 
and information for personal physical fitness and training purposes, downloadable applications and 
software for smart watches and mobile devices, for processing, reviewing and editing data, to 
enable users to control the presentation and information available from the devices, wearable 
sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to gather biometric data and also 
including monitors and displays sold as a unit, smartwatches, wearable activity trackers, 
pedometers; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store 
services, namely featuring Earrings, Rings [jewellery], Necklaces [jewellery], Bracelets, Pins 
[jewellery], Decorative pins of precious metal, Shoe jewellery, Boxes of precious metal, Jewel 
cases, Tie clips, Cuff links, Boxes for cufflinks, Jewellery, Paste jewellery, smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity, Clocks, Chronographs [watches], Chronoscopes, watch 
straps, watch bands, jewelry, timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer software for 
sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, Parts for clocks, 
Clock cases, Watch chains, Clocks and parts therefor, Floor and Wall clocks, Fittings for watches, 
Watch clasps, Buckles for watchstraps, Watch bands, Watches, Clock and watch hands, Clock 
dials, Watch movements, Cases for watches and clocks, Cases for watches [presentation], Chains 
[jewellery], Chains (Paste jewellery), Chains for pants (Paste jewellery), Key rings and key chains, 
and charms therefor; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online 
retail store services, namely featuring Leather and imitations of leather, Handbags, Travel 
baggage, Card wallets, Card wallets [leatherware], Credit card holders made of leather, Pocket 
wallets, Purses, Portfolio cases made of leather [briefcases], Key cases made of leather, Trunks 
and suitcases, Suitcase handles, Cosmetic bags sold empty, Bags for sports, Allpurpose athletic 
bags, Evening handbags and Ladies' Cross-body bags, Shopping bags made of skin, School book 
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bags, Travel garment covers, Shoe bags for travel, Beach bags, Nappy bags, Rucksacks, School 
bags, Boston bags, Travelling trunks, Canvas bags, Business cases, Knitted bags, not of precious 
metals, Haversacks, Handbag frames, wheeled suitcases, Vanity cases, not fitted, hides, Cases 
and Boxes made of leather, Briefcases [leather goods], Leather luggage, Umbrellas and parasols 
and Walking staffs, Walking stick handles, Umbrella covers, Attaché cases; Retail and wholesale 
services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely featuring 
Fabrics, Damask, Labels of textile, Garment lining, Gauze fabric, Jersey fabrics for clothing, 
Cheviot fabric, Nylon fabrics, Fabrics for textile use, Woollen cloth, fabrics for use in the 
manufacture of bags, purses, wallets, luggage, toiletry and cosmetic cases, umbrellas, bed and 
table linen, Taffeta [cloth], Hemp cloth, Printed calico cloth, Hemp fabric, Jute fabric, Linen cloth, 
Rayon fabric, Ramie fabric, Silk [cloth], Silk fabrics for printing patterns, Elastic fabrics for clothing, 
Fabric of imitation animal skins, Fibreglass fabrics for textile use, Knitted fabric, Non-woven 
fabrics, Upholstery fabrics, Fabric for footwear, Lingerie fabric, Fabrics for textile use, Traced 
cloths for embroidery, Chenille fabric, Frieze [cloth], tulle, Velvet, Calico, Fustian, Linens, Bed 
clothes and blankets, Table linen, not of paper, Diapered linen, Bath linen, except clothing, 
Brocades, Canvas for tapestry or embroidery, Tablemats of textile, blankets, Bed clothes, Lap 
rugs, Curtain holders of textile material, Handkerchiefs of textile, Pillowcases, Mattress covers, 
Coverings for furniture, Covers for cushions, Pillow shams, Flags of textile or plastic, Sheets 
[textile], Drugget, Bed blankets, Table covers, Towels of textile, Furniture coverings of textile, 
Table runners of textile, Tablecloths, not of paper, Place mats, not of paper, Table napkins of 
textile, Bed covers, Textile tissues, Curtains, Door curtains, Curtains of textile or plastic; Retail and 
wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely 
featuring Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, 
waistcoats, jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, 
anoraks, raincoats, sweatshirts, ties, Albs, Aprons [clothing], Ascots, Trousers for children, 
bandanas [neckerchiefs], Robes, Bathing caps, bathing suits / swimsuits, Beach clothes, belts 
[clothing], Bibs, not of paper, Boas [necklets], Boxer shorts, Brassieres, Breeches for wear, 
Camisoles, Clothing for gymnastics, Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, dress shirts, 
shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, shoes, vests, Dresses, Clothing of leather in the 
nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather 
pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, waistcoats, Collars [clothing], Wet suits for 
water-skiing and sub-aqua, Bustiers, cuffs/wristbands [clothing], Cyclists' clothing, Detachable 
collars, Dressing gowns, Robes, Bonnets, Fishermen's jackets, Fur stoles, Furs [clothing], clothing 
in the nature of gabardines, Garters, Girdles, Gloves [clothing], Headbands [clothing], Capes, 
Jackets [clothing], Jerseys [clothing], Jumper dresses, Knickers, Hosiery, Layettes [clothing], 
Leggings [leg warmers], Leggings [trousers], Liveries, Maniples, Mantillas, Masquerade costumes, 
Mitres [hats], Waist belts, Motorists' clothing, Muffs [clothing], Neck scarves [mufflers], Neckties, 
Paper hats [clothing], Parkas, Pelerines, Pelisses, Slips [underclothing], Pockets for clothing, 
Ponchos, Pyjamas, Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather 
coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, 
shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses, 
Ready-made linings [parts of clothing], Saris, Coverups, Sarongs, Shawls, Neckbands, short-
sleeve shirts, Shower caps, Ski gloves, Skirts, Sleep masks, Sock suspenders, Stockings, Spats, 
Maillots, Vest tops, Dresses, Suspenders, Sweat-absorbent stockings, Sweaters, Undershirts, 
Tights, Togas, Top hats, Trousers, Gym suits, Shoes, Bath sandals, Slippers, Beach shoes, 
Footwear uppers, Boots, Gym boots, Sandals, Football shoes, Footwear, Footwear uppers, 
Rubbers [footwear], Galoshes, Half-boots, Heels, Nonslip socks, Ski boots, Wooden shoes, 
Underwear, uniforms, Valenki [felted boots], Veils [clothing], Gilets, Waterproof clothing, Wet suits 
for water-skiing, Wimples, Vests, headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps 
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[headwear], Hats, Turbans, Visors [headwear], Chasubles; Advice and information concerning 
commercial business management; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; advertising the goods and services of others; advertising on the Internet for 
others; Online advice and information concerning commercial business management; 
administration of consumer loyalty programs; Modelling for advertising or sales promotion; 
arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of clothing sales; arranging and 
conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of cosmetics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of home entertainment electronics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of computer electronic equipment; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of personal wearable electronics; Procurement services for others in the 
form of purchasing clothing; Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing cosmetics; 
Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing electronics; shop window dressing.

(2) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring clothing namely men's jackets, coats and suits.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 05, 2018, Country or Office: ITALY, Application No: 302018000008804 
in association with the same kind of goods (3); April 23, 2018, Country or Office: ITALY, 
Application No: 302018000014860 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (2), (4), (5), (6), 
(7), (8) and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,913,017  Filing Date 2018-08-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CONFEZIONI LERARIO S.R.L.
Via Mottola Km. 2, 200 - Zona Ind.
I-74015 Martina Franca (TA)
ITALY

Agent
TIMOTHY N. VANDERMEER
(FINLAYSON & SINGLEHURST), 225 Metcalfe 
Street, Suite 700, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2P1P9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Soap, namely bath soap, bar soap, body care soap, cakes of soap, cream soap, detergent 
soap, facial soaps, liquid soap and laundry soap; Bath foam; Foams for use in the shower; 
Shampoos; Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; Mouth washes, not for medical purposes; Fabric 
softeners for laundry use; Eau de Cologne; Lavender water; Toilet water; Talcum powder, for toilet 
use; Perfumery; Sachets for perfuming linen; Air fragrancing preparations; Perfumery and 
fragrances; Deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; Aromatic essential oils; Dentifrices; 
Douching preparations for personal sanitary and deodorant purposes [toiletries]; Adhesives for 
cosmetic purposes; Cosmetics, Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin 
care, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching 
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, 
Day creams, Tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; Pumice stone; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Make-up preparations, Make-up 
removing preparations, Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, 
Lipsticks, Lip glosses; Non medicated lip balm, non medicated after-shave balms, non medicated 
beauty balm creams and non medicated hair balms; Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving 
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preparations, After-shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Hair 
preparations and treatments, sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray; Sun tan milk; Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; Henna; Hair creams; Hair spray; Nail varnish; Cosmetic kits; Incenses; Joss sticks; 
Potpourris [fragrances]; Bath salts, not for medical purposes.

 Class 09
(2) Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for 
glasses and spectacles, chains and cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods; covers for mp3 players and covers for tablet computers; covers for mobile 
phones; covers for DVDs; covers for CDs; covers for computer cables; covers for palmtops; covers 
for electronic agendas; covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras; cellular 
phones; smartphones; wireless communication computers; electronic monitoring devices 
comprised of microprocessors and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, 
uploading and downloading data and information for personal physical fitness and training 
purposes; downloadable applications and software for smart watches and mobile devices, for 
processing, reviewing and editing data, to enable users to control the presentation and information 
available from the devices; wearable sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to 
gather biometric data and also including monitors and displays sold as a unit; timepieces 
comprised primarily of wristwatches featuring computer software for sending and receiving data 
and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, namely, smartwatches; smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity; timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer 
software for sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity; 
wearable activity trackers; pedometers.

 Class 14
(3) Earrings; Rings [jewellery]; Necklaces [jewellery]; Bracelets; Pins [jewellery]; Decorative pins of 
precious metal; Shoe jewellery; Boxes of precious metal; Jewel cases; Tie clips; Cuff links; Boxes 
for cufflinks; Jewellery; Paste jewellery; Clocks; Chronographs [watches]; Chronoscopes; watch 
straps; watch bands; jewelry; Parts for clocks; Clock cases; Watch chains; Clocks and parts 
therefor; Floor and Wall clocks; Fittings for watches; Watch clasps; Buckles for watchstraps; Watch 
bands; Watches; Clock and watch hands; Clock dials; Watch movements; Cases for watches and 
clocks; Cases for watches [presentation]; Jewellery chains; Chains for pants (Paste jewellery); Key 
rings and key chains, and charms therefor.

 Class 18
(4) Leather and imitations of leather; Handbags; Travel baggage; Card wallets; Card wallets 
[leatherware]; Credit card holders made of leather; Pocket wallets; Purses; Portfolio cases made of 
leather [briefcases]; Key cases made of leather; Trunks and suitcases; Suitcase handles; 
Cosmetic bags sold empty; Bags for sports; All-purpose athletic bags; Evening handbags and 
Ladies' Cross-body bags; Shopping bags made of skin; School book bags; Travel garment covers; 
Shoe bags for travel; Beach bags; Nappy bags; Rucksacks; School bags; Boston bags; Travelling 
trunks; Canvas bags; Business cases; Knitted bags, not of precious metals; Haversacks; Handbag 
frames; wheeled suitcases; Vanity cases, not fitted; hides; Cases and Boxes made of leather; 
Briefcases [leather goods]; Leather luggage; Umbrellas and parasols and Walking staffs; Walking 
stick handles; Umbrella covers; Attaché cases.

 Class 24
(5) Fabrics, namely cotton, kashmir, denim, woollen fabric, Damask; Labels of textile; Garment 
lining; Gauze fabric; Jersey fabrics for clothing; Cheviot fabric; Nylon fabrics; Fabrics for textile 
use; Woollen cloth; Taffeta fabric; Hemp cloth; Printed calico cloth; Hemp fabric; Jute fabric; Linen 
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cloth; Rayon fabric; Ramie fabric; Silk cloth; Silk fabrics for printing patterns; Elastic fabrics for 
clothing; Fabric of imitation animal skins; Fibreglass fabrics for textile use; Knitted fabric; Non-
woven fabrics; Upholstery fabrics; Fabric for footwear; Lingerie fabric; Fabrics for textile use; 
Traced cloths for embroidery; Chenille fabric; Frieze cloth; tulle; Velvet; Calico; Fustian; Linens, 
namely bed and table linen; Table linen, not of paper; Diapered linen; Bath linen, except clothing; 
Brocades; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Tablemats of textile; blankets; Lap rugs; Curtain 
holders of textile material; Handkerchiefs of textile; Pillowcases; Mattress covers; Coverings for 
furniture; Covers for cushions; Pillow shams; Flags of textile or plastic; Sheets [textile]; Drugget; 
Bed blankets; Table covers; Towels of textile; Furniture coverings of textile; Table runners of 
textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Place mats, not of paper; Table napkins of textile; Bed covers; 
Textile tissues; Curtains; Door curtains; Curtains of textile or plastic.

 Class 25
(6) Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats, 
jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, 
sweatshirts, ties, Albs; Aprons [clothing]; Ascots; Trousers for children; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; 
Bath robes and beach robes; Bathing caps; bathing suits / swimsuits; Beach clothes; belts 
[clothing]; Cloth bibs, ski bibs and sport bibs; Boas [necklets]; Boxer shorts; Brassieres; Breeches 
for wear; Camisoles; Clothing for gymnastics; Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, 
dress shirts, shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, shoes, vests, Dresses; Clothing of leather in the nature of leather 
belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, 
blousons, shirts, waistcoats; Collars [clothing]; Wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua; Bustiers; 
cuffs/wristbands [clothing]; Cyclists' clothing; Detachable collars; Dressing gowns; Bonnets; 
Fishermen's jackets; Fur stoles; Furs, namely fur coats and jackets, fur hats, and fur muffs; 
clothing in the nature of gabardines; Garters; Girdles; Gloves [clothing]; Headbands [clothing]; 
Capes; Jackets [clothing]; Sports jerseys and team jerseys; Jumper dresses; Knickers; Hosiery; 
Layettes [clothing]; Leggings [leg warmers]; Leggings [trousers]; Liveries; Maniples; Mantillas; 
Masquerade costumes; Mitres [hats]; Waist belts; Motorists' clothing, namely driving gloves, 
motorcycle gloves and riding gloves; Ear muffs; Neck scarves [mufflers]; Neckties; Paper hats 
[clothing]; Parkas; Pelerines; Pelisses; Slips [underclothing]; Pockets for clothing; Ponchos; 
Pyjamas; Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather 
jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, 
T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses; Saris; Beach cover-ups; Sarongs; 
Shawls; Neckbands; short-sleeve shirts; Shower caps; Ski gloves; Skirts; Sleep masks; Sock 
suspenders; Stockings; Spats; Maillots; Vest tops; Dresses; Suspenders; Sweat-absorbent 
stockings; Sweaters; Undershirts; Tights; Togas; Top hats; Trousers; Gym suits; Shoes; Bath 
sandals; Slippers; Beach shoes; Boot uppers; Boots; Gym boots; Sandals; Football shoes; 
Footwear, namely athletic footwear, beach footwear, bridal footwear, casual footwear, evening 
footwear, children's footwear, rain footwear, and ski footwear; Rubbers [footwear]; Galoshes; Half-
boots; Heels; Nonslip socks; Ski boots; Wooden shoes; Underwear; uniforms, namely nurses' 
uniform, athletic uniform and uniforms for commercial use by workers; Valenki [felted boots]; Veils 
[clothing]; Gilets; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wet suits for water-skiing; Wimples; Vests; 
headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps [headwear], Hats, Turbans, 
Visors [headwear], Chasubles.

(7) Clothing, namely, men's jackets, coats and suits.

Services
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Class 35
(1) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring Soap, Bath foam, Foams for use in the shower, Shampoos, Cleansing milk for 
toilet purposes, Mouth washes, not for medical purposes, Fabric softeners for laundry use, Eau de 
Cologne, Lavender water, Toilet water, Talcum powder, for toilet use, Perfumery, Sachets for 
perfuming linen, Air fragrancing preparations, Perfumery and fragrances, Deodorants and 
antiperspirants, Essential oils and aromatic extracts, Dentifrices, Douching preparations for 
personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries], Adhesives for cosmetic purposes, Cosmetics, 
Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin care, Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching preparations [decolorants] for 
cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, Day creams, Tissues 
impregnated with make-up removing preparations, Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, Pumice 
stone, Pomades for cosmetic purposes, Make-up preparations, Make-up removing preparations, 
Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, Lipsticks, Lip glosses, 
Balms, other than for medical purposes, Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving preparations, After-
shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes, Hair preparations and treatments, 
sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray, Sun tan milk, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Henna, Hair 
creams, Hair spray, Nail varnish, Cosmetic kits, Incenses, Joss sticks, Potpourris [fragrances], 
Bath salts, not for medical purposes; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail 
services or online retail store services, namely featuring Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for 
eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for glasses and spectacles, chains and 
cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, covers for portable 
multimedia players, covers for mobile phones, covers for DVDs, covers for CDs, covers for 
computer cables, covers for mp3 players, covers for palmtops, covers for electronic agendas, 
covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras, cellular phones, smartphones, 
wireless communication computers, electronic monitoring devices comprised of microprocessors 
and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, uploading and downloading data 
and information for personal physical fitness and training purposes, downloadable applications and 
software for smart watches and mobile devices, for processing, reviewing and editing data, to 
enable users to control the presentation and information available from the devices, wearable 
sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to gather biometric data and also 
including monitors and displays sold as a unit, smartwatches, wearable activity trackers, 
pedometers; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store 
services, namely featuring Earrings, Rings [jewellery], Necklaces [jewellery], Bracelets, Pins 
[jewellery], Decorative pins of precious metal, Shoe jewellery, Boxes of precious metal, Jewel 
cases, Tie clips, Cuff links, Boxes for cufflinks, Jewellery, Paste jewellery, smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity, Clocks, Chronographs [watches], Chronoscopes, watch 
straps, watch bands, jewelry, timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer software for 
sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, Parts for clocks, 
Clock cases, Watch chains, Clocks and parts therefor, Floor and Wall clocks, Fittings for watches, 
Watch clasps, Buckles for watchstraps, Watch bands, Watches, Clock and watch hands, Clock 
dials, Watch movements, Cases for watches and clocks, Cases for watches [presentation], Chains 
[jewellery], Chains (Paste jewellery), Chains for pants (Paste jewellery), Key rings and key chains, 
and charms therefor; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online 
retail store services, namely featuring Leather and imitations of leather, Handbags, Travel 
baggage, Card wallets, Card wallets [leatherware], Credit card holders made of leather, Pocket 
wallets, Purses, Portfolio cases made of leather [briefcases], Key cases made of leather, Trunks 
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and suitcases, Suitcase handles, Cosmetic bags sold empty, Bags for sports, All-purpose athletic 
bags, Evening handbags and Ladies' Cross-body bags, Shopping bags made of skin, School book 
bags, Travel garment covers, Shoe bags for travel, Beach bags, Nappy bags, Rucksacks, School 
bags, Boston bags, Travelling trunks, Canvas bags, Business cases, Knitted bags, not of precious 
metals, Haversacks, Handbag frames, wheeled suitcases, Vanity cases, not fitted, hides, Cases 
and Boxes made of leather, Briefcases [leather goods], Leather luggage, Umbrellas and parasols 
and Walking staffs, Walking stick handles, Umbrella covers, Attaché cases; Retail and wholesale 
services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely featuring 
Fabrics, Damask, Labels of textile, Garment lining, Gauze fabric, Jersey fabrics for clothing, 
Cheviot fabric, Nylon fabrics, Fabrics for textile use, Woollen cloth, fabrics for use in the 
manufacture of bags, purses, wallets, luggage, toiletry and cosmetic cases, umbrellas, bed and 
table linen, Taffeta [cloth], Hemp cloth, Printed calico cloth, Hemp fabric, Jute fabric, Linen cloth, 
Rayon fabric, Ramie fabric, Silk [cloth], Silk fabrics for printing patterns, Elastic fabrics for clothing, 
Fabric of imitation animal skins, Fibreglass fabrics for textile use, Knitted fabric, Non-woven 
fabrics, Upholstery fabrics, Fabric for footwear, Lingerie fabric, Fabrics for textile use, Traced 
cloths for embroidery, Chenille fabric, Frieze [cloth], tulle, Velvet, Calico, Fustian, Linens, Bed 
clothes and blankets, Table linen, not of paper, Diapered linen, Bath linen, except clothing, 
Brocades, Canvas for tapestry or embroidery, Tablemats of textile, blankets, Bed clothes, Lap 
rugs, Curtain holders of textile material, Handkerchiefs of textile, Pillowcases, Mattress covers, 
Coverings for furniture, Covers for cushions, Pillow shams, Flags of textile or plastic, Sheets 
[textile], Drugget, Bed blankets, Table covers, Towels of textile, Furniture coverings of textile, 
Table runners of textile, Tablecloths, not of paper, Place mats, not of paper, Table napkins of 
textile, Bed covers, Textile tissues, Curtains, Door curtains, Curtains of textile or plastic; Retail and 
wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely 
featuring Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, 
waistcoats, jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, 
anoraks, raincoats, sweatshirts, ties, Albs, Aprons [clothing], Ascots, Trousers for children, 
bandanas [neckerchiefs], Robes, Bathing caps, bathing suits / swimsuits, Beach clothes, belts 
[clothing], Bibs, not of paper, Boas [necklets], Boxer shorts, Brassieres, Breeches for wear, 
Camisoles, Clothing for gymnastics, Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, dress shirts, 
shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, shoes, vests, Dresses, Clothing of leather in the 
nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather 
pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, waistcoats, Collars [clothing], Wet suits for 
water-skiing and sub-aqua, Bustiers, cuffs/wristbands [clothing], Cyclists' clothing, Detachable 
collars, Dressing gowns, Robes, Bonnets, Fishermen's jackets, Fur stoles, Furs [clothing], clothing 
in the nature of gabardines, Garters, Girdles, Gloves [clothing], Headbands [clothing], Capes, 
Jackets [clothing], Jerseys [clothing], Jumper dresses, Knickers, Hosiery, Layettes [clothing], 
Leggings [leg warmers], Leggings [trousers], Liveries, Maniples, Mantillas, Masquerade costumes, 
Mitres [hats], Waist belts, Motorists' clothing, Muffs [clothing], Neck scarves [mufflers], Neckties, 
Paper hats [clothing], Parkas, Pelerines, Pelisses, Slips [underclothing], Pockets for clothing, 
Ponchos, Pyjamas, Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather 
coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, 
shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses, 
Ready-made linings [parts of clothing], Saris, Coverups, Sarongs, Shawls, Neckbands, short-
sleeve shirts, Shower caps, Ski gloves, Skirts, Sleep masks, Sock suspenders, Stockings, Spats, 
Maillots, Vest tops, Dresses, Suspenders, Sweat-absorbent stockings, Sweaters, Undershirts, 
Tights, Togas, Top hats, Trousers, Gym suits, Shoes, Bath sandals, Slippers, Beach shoes, 
Footwear uppers, Boots, Gym boots, Sandals, Football shoes, Footwear, Footwear uppers, 
Rubbers [footwear], Galoshes, Half-boots, Heels, Nonslip socks, Ski boots, Wooden shoes, 
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Underwear, uniforms, Valenki [felted boots], Veils [clothing], Gilets, Waterproof clothing, Wet suits 
for water-skiing, Wimples, Vests, headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps 
[headwear], Hats, Turbans, Visors [headwear], Chasubles; Advice and information concerning 
commercial business management; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; advertising the goods and services of others; advertising on the Internet for 
others; Online advice and information concerning commercial business management; 
administration of consumer loyalty programs; Modelling for advertising or sales promotion; 
arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of clothing sales; arranging and 
conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of cosmetics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of home entertainment electronics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of computer electronic equipment; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of personal wearable electronics; Procurement services for others in the 
form of purchasing clothing; Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing cosmetics; 
Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing electronics; shop window dressing.

(2) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring clothing namely men's jackets, coats and suits.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 20, 2018, Country or Office: ITALY, Application No: 302018000010757 
in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,913,185  Filing Date 2018-08-02
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Rajeev Perti GLOBAL CONSUMER 
PRODUCTS INC
649 DAKOTA TRAIL
FRANKLIN LAKES, NJ 07417
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
DARRYL JOSEPH BILODEAU
(DB BUSINESS LAW/TM CENTRAL), 104 
ROTHESAY DRIVE, KANATA, ONTARIO, 
K2L2X1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Authorisation For Use
Consent from the Ontario Lottery and Gaming Corporation is of record.

Goods
 Class 11

(1) ceiling lights; Christmas tree lights; electric bulbs; electric candelabras; electric lamps; electric 
lanterns; electric lights for christmas trees; lamp bases; lamp bulbs; lamp reflectors; led landscape 
lights; led light bulbs; led luminaires; light bulbs; light diffusers; light globes; light shades; 
lightbulbs; lighting diffusers; lighting fixtures; lights, electric, for Christmas trees; lights for wall 
mounting; sconce lighting fixtures; street lamps; street lights; string lights for festive decoration

 Class 31
(2) bulbs for agricultural purposes; bulbs for horticultural purposes
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 Application Number 1,913,243  Filing Date 2018-08-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TOKUYAMA CORPORATION
1-1, Mikage-cho
Shunan-shi
Yamaguchi, 745-8648
JAPAN

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Universal Contact-Cure
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

Dental adhesives; dental cements; primers for dental purposes; bonding and primer materials for 
dental purposes; adhesives for dentures; teeth filling materials; materials for artificial teeth; dental 
composite materials; materials for tooth restoration; dental impression materials; dental veneers
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 Application Number 1,913,389  Filing Date 2018-08-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Lincoln Camphaug
4578
Hughes Rd
Victoria
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V9E2B8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
A figure riding the word Victorian like a bicycle

Goods
 Class 12

Bicycles
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 Application Number 1,913,633  Filing Date 2018-08-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Cooper Foods International, LLC DBA Regalis 
Foods
45-48 37th Street
Long Island City, NY 11101
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
THERRIEN COUTURE JOLI-COEUR S.E.N.C.
R.L.
2001  avenue McGill College, Bureau 900, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3A1G1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

REGALIS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 29

(1) Preserved truffles; dried truffles; edible truffle oils; truffle butters; truffle food spreads; truffle 
carpaccio; edible oils; olive oil for food

(2) Caviar

 Class 30
(3) Balsamic glazes; honey; truffle honey, truffle sauce

 Class 31
(4) Fresh truffles

Services
Class 35
Distributorship services in the field of food

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 20, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87804000 in association with the same kind of goods (1), (3), (4) and in 
association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,913,695  Filing Date 2018-08-07
 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

L'OREAL, Société anonyme
14 rue Royale
75008 Paris
FRANCE

Agent
FASKEN MARTINEAU DUMOULIN LLP
800 rue Square-Victoria, BUREAU 3700, C.P. 
242, MONTREAL, QUÉBEC, H4Z1E9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LIFTSCARA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 03

Mascara.
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 Application Number 1,913,727  Filing Date 2018-08-07
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Uninterrupted IP, LLC
Suite 360, 3800 Embassy Parkway
Akron, OH 44333
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MORE THAN AN ATHLETE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, and jackets.

Services
Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable videos, podcasts, films and social 
media posts, all in the field of sports and via a website

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 15, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87836363 in association with the same kind of services; March 15, 2018, Country 
or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87836358 in association with the same 
kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,913,973  Filing Date 2018-08-08
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

S & M Trading Pty Ltd, An Australian 
Proprietary Limited Company - Australian 
Company Number (ACN) 128 225 338
69 Chalon Avenue
Lower Templestowe
Victoria, 3107
AUSTRALIA

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Sleep wear; slumber wear; leisure wear; casual wear; clothing for babies, toddlers and children; 
sleeping garments, including baby wraps, swaddle wraps, baby sleep suits

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 13, 2018, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 1906795 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,914,415  Filing Date 2018-08-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Uninterrupted IP, LLC
Suite 360, 3800 Embassy Parkway 
Akron, OH 44333
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, hats, and jackets.

Services
Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable videos, podcasts, films and social 
media posts, all in the field of sports and via a website.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 13, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87831432 in association with the same kind of services; March 13, 2018, Country 
or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87831435 in association with the same 
kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,914,426  Filing Date 2018-08-10
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Adobe Inc.
345 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA 95110
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EXPERIENCE LEAGUE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 41
(1) Education services, namely, providing on-line tutorials, classes, courses and workshops in the 
fields of computer software, cloud computing, computer networks, mobile computing, computer 
software design and development, web design and development, digital photography and video, 
type and digital publishing; training services in the fields of computer software, cloud computing, 
computer networks, mobile computing, computer software design and development, web design 
and development, digital photography and video, type and digital publishing; educational and 
training services, namely classroom training, online training, web-based training, and video training 
in the fields of computer software, desktop publishing, digital publishing, electronic publishing, 
graphic design, business document and forms creation, and automation of business document and 
forms processing and workflow; educational services, namely, arranging professional workshops 
and training courses, conducting classes, seminars, conferences, and workshops in the fields of 
computer software, desktop publishing, digital publishing, electronic publishing, graphic design, 
business document and forms creation, and automation of business document and forms 
processing and workflow

Class 42
(2) Computer services, namely, providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for 
learning about computer software applications, computer services, mobile and web application 
development, implementation and deployment, and the management and manipulation of online 
data; computer services, namely, providing technical information and consulting services in the 
fields of computer services, computer software design and development, web design and 
development, mobile and web application creation, implementation and deployment, online data 
manipulation and management, graphic design, computer software for digital marketing, 
advertising and promotion, typeface font software and digital publishing; computer services, 
namely, providing online digital photography computer software and video production computer 
software consulting services; hosting an online community website; platform as a service (PAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for providing technical information and technology capability 
assessments and technology skills measurements in the fields of computer services, computer 
software design and development, mobile and web application creation, implementation and 
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deployment, online data manipulation and management, graphic design, digital photography and 
video, typeface font software and digital publishing, digital marketing, advertising and promotion; 
platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that provide an online learning 
program in the fields of computer services, computer software design and development, mobile 
and web application creation, implementation and deployment, online data manipulation and 
management, graphic design, digital photography and video, typeface font software and digital 
publishing, digital marketing, advertising and promotion; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable software that allows users to publish, collaborate, participate in discussions, get 
feedback from peers and experts, form virtual communities and engage in social networking 
services in the fields of computer services, computer software design and development, mobile 
and web application creation, implementation and deployment, online data manipulation and 
management, graphic design, digital photography and video, typeface font software and digital 
publishing, digital marketing, advertising and promotion; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable software for providing technical information and technology capability assessments 
and technology skills measurements in the fields of computer services, computer software design 
and development, mobile and web application creation, implementation and deployment, online 
data manipulation and management, graphic design, digital photography and video, typeface font 
software and digital publishing, digital marketing, advertising and promotion; providing temporary 
use of online non-downloadable software that provides an online learning management program in 
the fields of computer services, computer software design and development, mobile and web 
application creation, implementation and deployment, online data manipulation and management, 
graphic design, digital photography and video, typeface font software and digital publishing, digital 
marketing, advertising, marketing and promotion; providing a website featuring resources namely, 
providing information on computer technology and programming in the fields of computer services, 
computer software design and development, mobile and web application creation, implementation 
and deployment, online data manipulation and management, graphic design, digital photography 
and video, typeface font software and digital publishing, digital marketing, advertising, marketing 
and promotion, via a website; hosting a website featuring resources, namely, non-downloadable 
software for providing educational modules and tutorial sessions in the fields of computer services, 
computer software design and development, mobile and web application creation, implementation 
and deployment, online data manipulation and management, graphic design, digital photography 
and video, typeface font software and digital publishing, digital marketing, advertising and 
promotion; providing information in the fields of computer services, computer software design and 
development, mobile and web application creation, implementation and deployment, online data 
manipulation and management, graphic design, digital photography and video software, typeface 
font software and digital publishing, digital marketing, advertising and promotion; technical support 
services, namely, troubleshooting computer software and online computer software problems in 
the fields of computer software design and development, mobile and web application creation, 
implementation and deployment, online data manipulation and management, graphic design, 
digital photography and video, typeface font software and digital publishing, digital marketing, 
advertising and promotion; computer software consulting services in the field of business 
technology; computer software design and development; computer programming services; 
computer services, namely, providing consultation services and technical information in the fields 
of computer software, web analytics software, and web content management software; application 
service provider (ASP), namely, providing software for creating, forecasting, executing, managing, 
monitoring, tracking, and optimizing the performance and effectiveness of digital advertising and 
marketing campaigns across multiple channels, including websites, social networks, online video, 
mobile websites, mobile applications, mobile devices, and display advertising; application service 
provider (ASP), namely, providing software for managing and optimizing website content and 
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website performance; website consulting services, namely, tracking, analyzing, evaluating, and 
advising others regarding website design, implementation, usability, functioning, performance, and 
optimization; application service provider (ASP), namely, hosting, managing, developing, 
analyzing, and maintaining applications, software, and web sites, of others in the fields of 
advertising, advertising campaigns, advertising campaign analytics and website analytics; 
application service provider (ASP), namely, providing software for managing, collecting, 
integrating, reporting, analyzing, visualizing, indexing, filtering and sharing a wide variety of data 
and information regarding website visitor behavior in the field of online business optimization; 
application service provider (ASP), namely, providing software for use in creating, serving, 
managing, targeting, monitoring, tracking, analyzing, buying and selling advertising and 
implementing advertising campaigns; providing online, non-downloadable software for managing, 
collecting, integrating, reporting, analyzing, visualizing, indexing, filtering and sharing a wide 
variety of data and information in the fields of computer services, computer software design and 
development, mobile and web application creation, implementation and deployment, online data 
manipulation and management, graphic design, digital photography and video, typeface font 
software and digital publishing, digital marketing, advertising, marketing and promotion, from 
various sources; application service provider (ASP), namely, providing software for website 
diagnostic analysis, search engine optimization, and optimization of keyword search performance 
and creation; application service provider (ASP), namely, providing computer search engine 
software; provision of search engines for the Internet, computer networks, other 
telecommunications networks, and mobile communications devices; application service provider 
(ASP), namely, providing software and software developer tools used to create and deliver 
interactive presentations, interactive publications, video and multimedia content, and advertising 
and promotional content via the Internet, computer networks, other telecommunications networks, 
and mobile communications devices; application service provider (ASP), namely, providing 
software for the creation, management, delivery, publishing and distribution of mobile, web and 
digital content, namely advertising, across multiple channels; application service provider (ASP), 
namely, providing software for managing, enhancing, publishing and delivering content, namely 
courses and electronic documents in the fields of computer services, computer software design 
and development, mobile and web application creation, implementation and deployment, online 
data manipulation and management, graphic design, digital photography and video, typeface font 
software and digital publishing, digital marketing, advertising, marketing and promotion, via the 
Internet, computer networks, other telecommunications networks, mobile communications devices, 
Internet-connected displays, and print; application service provider (ASP), namely, providing 
software for the management of digital assets, namely documents, text, graphics, images, video, 
audio, and multimedia files comprising text, audio, music, photographic and digital images, video 
clips and video images; application service provider (ASP), namely, providing software for 
managing, organizing, storing, sharing, searching, controlling, viewing, analyzing, indexing, 
formatting, publishing and delivering documents, text, graphics, images, video, audio, and 
multimedia files comprising text, audio, music, photographic and digital images, video clips and 
video images via a local or global computer or communications network; application service 
provider (ASP) namely, providing software tools for computer software development; application 
service provider (ASP) namely, providing software tools for website design and development; 
application service provider (ASP) namely, providing software for the creation, customization and 
implementation of online customer and user surveys and for analyzing the reporting of the results 
of such surveys; computer services, namely, creating an on-line community for registered users to 
participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, publish and 
share content, access computer bulletin boards, and engage in social networking; application 
service provider (ASP) namely, providing customized online web pages and data feeds featuring 
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user-defined information, blog posts, graphics, photographs, video, audio, audio/visual and 
multimedia content, and online web links to other websites; hosting online web facilities for others 
which allow users to create, publish and share their own content; data warehousing and data 
mining services; technical support, namely, monitoring network systems; providing technical 
support services in the nature of troubleshooting in the fields of computer software and web 
analytics software; providing software updates via the internet or other communications network; 
software leasing services; providing technical support services in the nature of digital marketing 
and advertising software troubleshooting

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 02, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/818,213 in association with the same kind of services (2); March 02, 2018, 
Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 87/818,234 in association with 
the same kind of services (1)
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 Application Number 1,914,909  Filing Date 2018-08-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
HINDA PACKARD
423-6505 Ch De La Côte-Saint-Luc
Côte Saint-Luc
QUEBEC
H4V1G3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CAN(AM)ASTA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 16

(1) A published book as well as printed instructional handouts for a variant of canasta.

 Class 28
(2) Card games, namely a variant of canasta.

Services
Class 41
Teaching of card games to individuals namely a variant of canasta.
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 Application Number 1,915,448  Filing Date 2018-08-17
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Celgene Corporation, a Delaware corporation
86 Morris Avenue
Summit, NJ 07901
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RELOYUS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

Pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of myelofibrosis, polycythemia vera, 
autoinflammatory disease, autoimmune disease, blood disease, cancer, arthritis; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of the musculoskeletal system, namely, connective tissue diseases, 
bone diseases, spinal diseases, back pain, fractures, sprains, cartilage injuries in the fields of 
oncology, immunology and inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
bacterial skin infections, fungal skin infections, viral skin infections and parasitic skin infections in 
the fields of oncology, immunology and inflammation; pharmaceutical preparations, namely, 
cytokine inhibitory drugs; pharmaceutical preparations that modulate the immune system, namely 
hermatological tumors, solid tumors and inflammatory diseases namely inflammatory bowel 
diseases, inflammatory connective tissue diseases, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, 
inflammatory diseases of the thyroid, pelvic inflammatory disease, arthritis.
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 Application Number 1,915,996  Filing Date 2018-08-21
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Allscripts Software, LLC
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza, Suite 2024
Chicago, IL 60654
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ALLSCRIPTS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Computer software for automating the clinical and administrative functions of physicians' 
offices, hospitals, acute care providers, post-acute care providers, and other health care providers 
across the continuum of care.

 Class 16
(2) Instructional manuals for computer software and hardware for managing, tracking, and 
dispensing medical products; Publications, namely, manuals, brochures, handbooks, guides, 
pamphlets, flyers, magazines and newsletters in the field of use of computer networks by 
physicians' offices, hospitals, acute care providers, post-acute care providers, and other health 
care providers across the continuum of care.

Services
Class 35
(1) Billing and remittance management services for physicians' offices, hospitals, acute care 
providers, post-acute care providers, and other health care providers across the continuum of care.

Class 36
(2) Processing health care insurance transactions and health care financial transactions via a 
global communications network; electronic funds transfer via a global communications network.
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 Application Number 1,916,370  Filing Date 2018-08-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HINO JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA also 
trading as HINO MOTORS, LTD.
1-1, Hinodai 3-Chome  Hino-Shi 
Tokyo, 191-8660
JAPAN

Agent
MACRAE & CO.
326 Somerset Street West, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K2P0J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

HINO SMART CHOICE PARTS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 07

(1) Oil filters; oil filters for automobile engines and motors; oil filters for engines; oil filters for 
motors; fuel filters for automobile engines and motors; fuel filters for engines; fuel filters for motors; 
air filters for automobile engines and motors; air filters for engines; air filters for motors.

 Class 12
(2) Brake Pad, Brake Disk, Wiper Blade
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 Application Number 1,916,398  Filing Date 2018-08-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SANOFI
54, rue La Boétie
75008 Paris
FRANCE

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trademark. The mark consists of an icon design depicting 
three balloons featured inside a square. The balloon on the far left is green with a design feature in 
the centre in white; the balloon in the middle is blue with a design feature in the centre in white; the 
balloon at the far right is red with a design feature in the centre in white. The three balloons appear 
inside a square background depicting clouds at the bottom and a blue sky above the clouds. The 
top of this square background is dark blue gradually changing to light blue towards the lower 
middle of the square, and white at the bottom. The colours green, blue, red, dark blue, light blue 
and white are claimed as features of the mark.

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases and 
diseases of the central nervous system, namely, central nervous system infections, brain diseases, 
central nervous system movement disorders, multiple sclerosis, ocular motility disorders, spinal 
cord diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer, thrombosis, and 
respiratory diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of rare blood disorders and 
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lysosomal storage diseases, pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of 
infectious diseases, namely, viral and bacterial infections, pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of diabetes.

 Class 09
(2) Downloadable applications for use with mobile devices and software in the field of general 
physical and psychological health; downloadable computer programs and software for image 
processing, downloadable computer software for digital animation and special effects of images, 
downloadable computer software that allows transmission of graphics to mobile telephones, 
downloadable computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile phones; 
computer software for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, transmitting, storing and sharing 
data and information in particular for collecting and storing patient data and medical and 
pharmaceutical information; software applications for mobile phones connected with medical 
imaging devices, software applications for mobile phones connected with medical hearing devices, 
software applications for mobile phones connected with medical devices, namely, intravascular 
implants comprised of artificial material; computer software for medical imaging networks, 
computer software for use in diseases diagnosis; computer hardware for telecommunications for 
sending, receiving and storing digital data, particularly related to use in the fields of medicine, 
general physical and psychological health and pharmacy.

Services
Class 41
(1) Educational services for patients and professionals in the pharmaceutical field; education and 
training services in the pharmaceutical field; educational information in the pharmaceutical field; 
conference organization, training, seminar, congress in the field of general physical and 
psychological health; provision of (loan) reports and reports on the work and results of scientific 
research in the pharmaceutical field; publication of results of clinical trials conducted on 
pharmaceutical preparations.

Class 42
(2) Scientific and technological services including monitoring of research in the fields of chemistry, 
biology and pharmacy; creation and development of software and databases; clinical studies in the 
field of pharmacy; scientific and technical research services in the pharmaceutical field rendered 
by engineers; organization, coordination, conducting and monitoring of medical research programs 
in the field of pharmacy.

Class 44
(3) Medical diagnostic services, medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes 
provided by medical laboratories, medical examination services, medical testing services, medical 
testing services relating to the diagnosis and treatment of disease, mobile medical clinic services; 
Providing medical information to patients in the field of administering medications and medical 
services containing notably patient support programs (including prevention, management and 
treatment) and provision of access to internet sites and databases for treatment and research, 
providing medical information relating to the preparation and dispensing of medications and 
medical services containing notably patient support programs (including prevention, management 
and treatment) and provision of access to internet sites and databases for treatment and research; 
medical care and analysis services relating to patient treatment; professional consultations for 
medical and pharmaceutical bodies; providing information to patients in the field of administering 
medication; providing information relating to the preparation and dispensing of medications; drug 
information service; Providing medical support for patients in the field of administering medications 
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and providing psychological support for patients, Providing medical information in the field of 
psychological counseling and treatment via a website, providing pharmaceutical information via a 
website, providing medical evaluation services for patients receiving rehabilitation for purposes of 
guiding treatment and assessing effectiveness; medical services provided in connection with 
prevention, screening, diagnosis and alerting devices, namely medical and pharmaceutical 
consultation services relating to alerts received by patients and medical advisers delivered 
remotely by medical centers and by doctors.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 25, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017934435 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,916,427  Filing Date 2018-08-23
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SANOFI
54, rue La Boétie
75008 Paris
FRANCE

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The mark consists of a screen design depicting 
five balloons floating in a blue sky above the clouds. The balloon on the far left is green with a 
design feature in the centre in white, followed by a red coloured balloon with a design feature in 
the centre in white, then a dark blue balloon with a design feature in the centre in white, next to 
which is an orange coloured balloon with a design feature in the centre in white, and ending at the 
far right with a light blue balloon with a design feature in the centre in white. The five balloons 
appear floating inside a square background depicting clouds towards the bottom and a blue sky 
above the clouds. The top of the background is dark blue gradually changing to light blue towards 
the lower middle and white at the bottom. The colours green, red, dark blue, orange, light blue, 
blue and white are claimed as features of the mark.

Goods
 Class 05

(1) Pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular diseases and 
diseases of the central nervous system, namely, central nervous system infections, brain diseases, 
central nervous system movement disorders, multiple sclerosis, ocular motility disorders, spinal 
cord diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer, thrombosis, and 
respiratory diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of rare blood disorders and 
lysosomal storage diseases, pharmaceutical preparations for the prevention and treatment of 
infectious diseases, namely, viral and bacterial infections, pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of diabetes.
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 Class 09
(2) Downloadable applications for use with mobile devices and software in the field of general 
physical and psychological health; downloadable computer programs and software for image 
processing, downloadable computer software for digital animation and special effects of images, 
downloadable computer software that allows transmission of graphics to mobile telephones, 
downloadable computer software to enable the transmission of photographs to mobile phones; 
computer software for collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, transmitting, storing and sharing 
data and information in particular for collecting and storing patient data and medical and 
pharmaceutical information; software applications for mobile phones connected with medical 
imaging devices, software applications for mobile phones connected with medical hearing devices, 
software applications for mobile phones connected with medical devices, namely, intravascular 
implants comprised of artificial material; computer software for medical imaging networks, 
computer software for use in diseases diagnosis; computer hardware for telecommunications for 
sending, receiving and storing digital data, particularly related to use in the fields of medicine, 
general physical and psychological health and pharmacy.

Services
Class 41
(1) Educational services for patients and professionals in the pharmaceutical field; education and 
training services in the pharmaceutical field; educational information in the pharmaceutical field; 
conference organization, training, seminar, congress in the field of general physical and 
psychological health; provision of (loan) reports and reports on the work and results of scientific 
research in the pharmaceutical field; publication of results of clinical trials conducted on 
pharmaceutical preparations.

Class 42
(2) Scientific and technological services including monitoring of research in the fields of chemistry, 
biology and pharmacy; creation and development of software and databases; clinical studies in the 
field of pharmacy; scientific and technical research services in the pharmaceutical field rendered 
by engineers; organization, coordination, conducting and monitoring of medical research programs 
in the field of pharmacy.

Class 44
(3) Medical diagnostic services, medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes 
provided by medical laboratories, medical examination services, medical testing services, medical 
testing services relating to the diagnosis and treatment of disease, mobile medical clinic services; 
Providing medical information to patients in the field of administering medications and medical 
services containing notably patient support programs (including prevention, management and 
treatment) and provision of access to internet sites and databases for treatment and research, 
providing medical information relating to the preparation and dispensing of medications and 
medical services containing notably patient support programs (including prevention, management 
and treatment) and provision of access to internet sites and databases for treatment and research; 
medical care and analysis services relating to patient treatment; development of good practices in 
medicines; pharmacy consulting services; professional consultations for medical and 
pharmaceutical bodies; providing information to patients in the field of administering medication; 
providing information relating to the preparation and dispensing of medications; drug information 
service; Providing medical support for patients in the field of administering medications and 
providing psychological support for patients, Providing medical information in the field of 
psychological counseling and treatment via a website, providing pharmaceutical information via a 
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website, providing medical evaluation services for patients receiving rehabilitation for purposes of 
guiding treatment and assessing effectiveness; medical services provided in connection with 
prevention, screening, diagnosis and alerting devices, namely medical and pharmaceutical 
consultation services relating to alerts received by patients and medical advisers delivered 
remotely by medical centers and by doctors.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 25, 2018, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 017934433 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,916,836  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Original Water Based Premium Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,838  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Platinum Luxury Silicone Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,839  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Elite Water Silicone Blended Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,840  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Elite Femme Water Silicone Blend
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,843  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Uranus Silicone Anal Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,844  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Naturals Natural Feel Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,845  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Organics Aloe Organic Based Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,847  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Elite Femme Water Silicone Blended 
Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,849  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Elite Femme Water Based Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,851  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Elite Femme Cool Tingle Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,916,853  Filing Date 2018-08-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Elite Femme Silicone Luxury Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,917,055  Filing Date 2018-08-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

VOLKA ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
3, Kleopatras Street
3042 Limassol
CYPRUS

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TAONGA
Trademark Type
Word

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the Applicant, the transltion of the Maori word TAONGA is TREASURE.

Goods
 Class 09

Computer game software; Computer game programs; Electronic game programs; Interactive video 
game programs; Computer software for providing access to computer games through online social 
networking websites; Computer game software for use on mobile devices.

Services
Class 38
(3) Providing access to an Internet website portal containing non-downloadable computer and 
video games.

Class 41
(1) Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer and electronic games; 
entertainment services, namely, providing online computer and electronic game applications 
featuring extra game time, power boosts, power-ups, enhanced abilities, access to exclusive in-
game content, and in-game points and resources for use in acquiring in- game upgrades and 
enhancements, all for use in online virtual worlds; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-
downloadable games for computers, personal computers, tablet computers, mobile phones and 
smartphones accessible via the Internet; Entertainment reviews of computer games and 
information relating to computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing online 
computer virtual reality gaming environments in which users can interact through social computer 
games for recreational, leisure and entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, 
providing online computer games available on internet social networking websites.

Class 45
(2) Online social networking services; Providing information in the field of social networking via 
access to an online searchable database; Providing information regarding social networking via 
the Internet.
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 Application Number 1,917,066  Filing Date 2018-08-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

VOLKA ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
3, Kleopatras Street
3042 Limassol
CYPRUS

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. The mark includes the word TAONGA. Each 
letter is outlined in dark green, and the inside is light green at the top and green at the bottom.

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the applicant, the translation of the Maori word TAONGA is TREASURE.

Goods
 Class 09

Computer game software; Computer game programs; Electronic game programs; Interactive video 
game programs; Computer software for providing access to computer games through online social 
networking websites; Computer game software for use on mobile devices.

Services
Class 38
(3) Providing access to an Internet website portal containing non-downloadable computer and 
video games.

Class 41
(1) Entertainment services, namely, providing online computer and electronic games; 
entertainment services, namely, providing online computer and electronic game applications 
featuring extra game time, power boosts, power-ups, enhanced abilities, access to exclusive in-
game content, and in-game points and resources for use in acquiring in- game upgrades and 
enhancements, all for use in online virtual worlds; Entertainment services, namely, providing non-
downloadable games for computers, personal computers, tablet computers, mobile phones and 
smartphones accessible via the Internet; Entertainment reviews of computer games and 
information relating to computer games; entertainment services, namely, providing online 
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computer virtual reality gaming environments in which users can interact through social computer 
games for recreational, leisure and entertainment purposes; entertainment services, namely, 
providing online computer games available on internet social networking websites.

Class 45
(2) Online social networking services; Providing information in the field of social networking via 
access to an online searchable database; Providing information regarding social networking via 
the Internet.
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 Application Number 1,917,368  Filing Date 2018-08-29
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

INCYTE HOLDINGS CORPORATION
1801 Augustine Cut-Off
Wilmington, DE 19803-4404
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PEMAZYRE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical preparations for the 
treatment of immunologic disorders, namely, autoimmune diseases, immunologic deficiency 
syndromes; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of hematological disorders namely 
leukemias, lymphomas, myelomas and myeloproliferative neoplasms; pharmaceutical preparations 
for the treatment of hypophosphatemia disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
myeloproliferative disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of skeletal and 
chondrocyte disorders

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 06, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87822632 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,917,941  Filing Date 2018-08-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Primal Pet Foods, Inc.
535 Watt Drive, Suite B
Fairfield, CA 94534
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
JOHN H. SIMPSON
(SHIFT LAW PROFESSIONAL 
CORPORATION), 60 St. Clair Ave. East, Suite 
403, Toronto, ONTARIO, M4T1N5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PRIMAL PET FOODS
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 31

pet food
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 Application Number 1,918,318  Filing Date 2018-09-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

TRIGG LABORATORIES, INC.
4220 West Windmill Lane
Suite 140
Las Vegas, NV 89139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WET Water Based Premium Lubricant
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

personal sexual lubricants, namely, gels, oils and lotions for use as personal sexual lubricant, 
silicone-based personal sexual lubricants, oil-based personal sexual lubricants, water-based 
personal sexual lubricants and personal sexual lubricants enriched with vitamins and herbal and 
plant-derived supplements; pleasure and intimacy gels for use as personal sexual lubricants and to 
stimulate and prolong sexual arousal; vaginal moisturizers
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 Application Number 1,919,476  Filing Date 2018-09-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Gehr Industries, Inc.
7400 East Slauson Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90040-3308
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
Box 11115 Royal Centre, 2300 - 1055 West 
Georgia Street, Vancouver, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6E3P3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PRO CLASSIC AV
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Electrical extension cords

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 15, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88/002,635 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,919,485  Filing Date 2018-09-11
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

FG Deli Group Ltd.
100 - 10991 Shellbridge Way
Richmond
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V6X3C6

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1800 - 510 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B0M3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

CONNECTING PEOPLE THROUGH THE LOVE OF 
GREAT FOOD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 29

Meat based snack foods; sliced meat; dried meat; marinated meat; preserved meat; canned meat; 
luncheon meats; packaged meat; cooked and prepared meats; fresh, refrigerated and processed 
meats; smoked meats; cured meats; deli meats; bacon; sausage; sausage products of all types, 
namely, fresh, cooked, smoked, processed and dried sausage products, namely, ham sausage, 
beef sausage, chicken sausage, turkey sausage, mushroom sausage, summer sausage, tongue 
sausage, beer sausage, liver sausage; salami; patè; pepperoni; jerky made from meat; roast beef; 
ham; ready to eat meat products that require minor preparation and assembly
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 Application Number 1,919,519  Filing Date 2018-09-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Viavi Solutions Inc.
6001 America Center Drive, 6th Floor
San Jose, CA 95002
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

OBSERVERLIVE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 42
Providing cloud-based software for network and application performance monitoring and 
diagnostics in the fields of communication networks; cloud-based computer technical support 
services, namely, troubleshooting of network and application (service) problems; Providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for network and application 
performance monitoring and diagnostics in the fields of communication networks; cloud-based 
computer technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of network software and application 
as a service software problems in the fields of communication networks

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 12, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87/830,410 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,919,540  Filing Date 2018-09-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Sweet Amber Ventures, Inc.
c/o WG&S, LLP
10990 Wilshire Blvd., 8th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90024
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

BLACK NOISE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 40
Aging of alcoholic beverages, namely, alcohol distillery services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 06, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/866,859 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,919,979  Filing Date 2018-09-14
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SONS OF KENT BREWING COMPANY LTD.
27 ADELAIDE ST S
CHATHAM
ONTARIO
N7M4P9

Agent
JASON SACHA
(Element Law), Suite 201-468 Queen Street 
East, Toronto, ONTARIO, M5A1T7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Sons of Kent
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) metal kegs

 Class 21
(2) beer glasses, beer cups

 Class 32
(3) beer, ale, lager, stout and porter

Services
Class 35
(1) retail and wholesale sales of alcoholic brewery beverages; retail and wholesale sales of 
alcoholic beverages; retail and wholesale sales of fermented beverages, n amely beers, ciders and 
meads.

Class 40
(2) operation of a brewery to produce beer for others

Class 41
(3) Arranging and conducting of beer tasting events for entertainment purposes

Class 43
(4) operation of a brewpub
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 Application Number 1,920,557  Filing Date 2018-09-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Jingling Kuang
5-2 Corby Rd
Markham
ONTARIO
L3R8A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the mark. The words, "Learning Center " is blue with the yellow 
line under it. The colour of the stars above the word, "Inspiration" from left to right is blue followed 
by three yellow stars, a blue star, two yellow stars and a blue star.

Goods
 Class 16

educational books

Services
Class 41
conducting courses of instruction at the high school level; tutoring
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 Application Number 1,920,620  Filing Date 2018-09-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hickory Springs Manufacturing Company
P.O. Box 128
Hickory, NC 28603
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PARKS HEALTH PRODUCTS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 20

Beds; adjustable beds; bed frames; mattresses; mattress foundations; sleep products, namely, 
mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87840406 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,920,621  Filing Date 2018-09-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hickory Springs Manufacturing Company
P.O. Box 128
Hickory, NC 28603
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EASY TO REST, EASY TO RISE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 20

Beds; adjustable beds; bed frames; mattresses; mattress foundations; sleep products, namely, 
mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87840411 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,920,622  Filing Date 2018-09-18
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Hickory Springs Manufacturing Company
P.O. Box 128
Hickory, NC 28603
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CLARK WILSON LLP
900 - 885 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6C3H1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

KALMIA
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 20

Beds; adjustable beds; bed frames; mattresses; mattress foundations; sleep products, namely, 
mattresses, spring mattresses, box springs and mattress foundations

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 19, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 87840412 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,922,087  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
LACHIBA INC.
149 Evansglen Dr NW
Calgary
ALBERTA
T3P0P5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 08

Beans Peeler;
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 Application Number 1,922,119  Filing Date 2018-09-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HEALTHPRO PROCUREMENT SERVICES 
INC.
5770 Hurontario Street
Suite 902
Mississauga
ONTARIO
L5R3G5

Agent
BRUNO P. SOUCY
(Blaney McMurtry LLP), The Maritime Life 
Tower, Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Procurement and materials management services for others, namely purchasing contract 
negotiation and management services for health care institutions; Procurement, namely, 
purchasing for others goods generally consumed by health care institutions

Class 42
(2) Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for contract management
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 Application Number 1,922,276  Filing Date 2018-09-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Zenity Asset Management, Inc.
2490 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT CANADA LLP/S.
E.N.C.R.L.,S.R.L.
1, Place Ville Marie, Suite 2500, Montreal, 
QUEBEC, H3B1R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ZENITY ASSET MANAGEMENT
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Business management consulting, business acquisitions consultation, business organization 
consulting, and consulting services in business organization and management, business 
management and business administration services

Class 36
(2) Investment services, namely, venture capital funding services to emerging and start-up 
companies; funds investment consultation; investment management; commercial real estate 
investment services, namely purchase and sale of commercial real estate for others, financing of 
commercial real estate acquisitions, advising clients regarding purchase and sale of commercial 
real estate, and management of real estate investment funds

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 03, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/860,335 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,922,613  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

COWAY Co., Ltd.
136-23, Yugumagoksa-ro, Yugu-eup
Gongju, Choongcheongnam-do
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

aquabidett
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 11

Air fresheners, namely air purifiers for household purposes; Air fresheners, namely air purifiers; Air 
filters for air purifiers; Air ionizing apparatus for air cleaners; Air fresheners, namely air purifiers for 
industrial purposes; Portable air cleaners for household use; Air purifiers for automobiles; Electric 
humidifiers for household use; Dehumidifiers for household use; Clothes treatment apparatus, 
namely sterilizing, deodorizing and drying apparatus for clothes; Electric water softening units for 
household purposes; Water purifiers for household purposes; Water ionizers for household 
purposes; Non-electric water purifiers for household purposes; Non-electric water purifier filters for 
household purposes; Electric water purification filters for household purposes; Bidets; Water 
purifier filter for industrial purpose; Air and water sterilizers; Water filters for sinks; Laundry drying 
machines
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 Application Number 1,922,678  Filing Date 2018-09-28
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Weidmüller Interface GmbH & Co. KG
Klingenbergstraße 16
32758 Detmold
GERMANY

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR IP AGENCY CO.
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MultiMark
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Injection moulding parts of metal, signboards of metal, labels of metal and adhesive labels of 
metal, all for marking and identifying of pipes, cables, wires, equipment and other industrial 
components, as well as for marking and identifying hand operated hand tools for the installation of 
the moulding parts, signboards, labels and adhesive labels.

 Class 09
(2) multifunctional printers; computer printers; thermotransfer printers for printing labels on textiles, 
polyester and heat shrinkable sleeves.

 Class 16
(3) moulded parts of paper, signboards of paper, labels and adhesive labels of paper, all for 
marking and identifying of pipes, cables, wires, equipment and other industrial components, as 
well as for marking and identifying hand operated hand tools for the installation of the moulded 
parts, signboards, labels and adhesive labels.

 Class 20
(4) Injection moulding parts of plastic, signboards of plastics, labels and adhesive labels made of 
plastics, all for marking and identifying of pipes, cables, wires, equipment and other industrial 
components, as well as for marking and identifying hand operated hand tools for the installation of 
the moulded parts, signboards, labels and adhesive labels.

(5) Moulding parts of plastics, namely moulds of plastic for making signs, signboards of plastics, 
labels and adhesive labels made of plastics.
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 Application Number 1,922,772  Filing Date 2018-10-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Zhengzhou Liang'an Enterprise Co., Ltd
Rm. 16004, Hanhaibeijin Business Center
North 3rd Ring Wenhua Rd., Jinshui Dist.
Zhengzhou, Henan
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 29

(1) canned fish; canned fruits; edible bone oil; eggs; fruit jellies; fruit-based snack food; jams; 
meat; milk beverages with high milk content; nut-based snack mixes; pickled vegetables; tofu skin

 Class 30
(2) beverages made of tea; binding agents for ice cream; cereal-based snack food; coffee; coffee-
based beverages; edible spices; frozen yoghurt; herbal tea beverages; high-protein cereal bars; 
honey; ice cream; ice cream powder; noodles; pastry; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; 
sorbets; starch for food; sugar; sushi; tea; yeast

 Class 32
(3) alcohol free aperitifs; beer; drinking water; fruit juice; fruit-flavored beverages; non-alcoholic 
beverages containing fruit juices; preparations for making aerated water; vegetable juice beverages
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 Application Number 1,922,781  Filing Date 2018-10-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
ZhiJun Luo
Room 27L, Block B, HuaQiang Piazza, No.1019
HuaQiang Bei Road, FuTian District
ShenZhen
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

soon
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

adapter plugs; audio speaker enclosures; audio speakers; audio/video cable connectors; audio
/video cables; audio-video receivers; automobile stereo adapters; automotive battery chargers; 
batteries for cell phones; batteries for cellular telephones; batteries for electronic cigarettes; 
batteries for mobile phones; battery boxes; battery chargers for cell phones; battery chargers for 
cellular phones; battery chargers for electronic cigarettes; battery chargers for use with 
telephones; bipods for cameras; cable connectors; camera adapters; camera bags; camera battery 
chargers; camera brackets; card reading equipment; carrying cases for cell phones; carrying cases 
for cellular phones; carrying cases for mobile telephones; carrying cases for notebook computers; 
carrying cases for portable music players; carrying cases for portable music players; cases 
adapted for mobile phones; cases adapted for MP3 players; cases adapted for sunglasses; cases 
for mobile phones; cases for MP3 players; cases for smartphones; cell phone batteries; cell phone 
battery chargers; cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; cell phone cases; cell phone 
cases made of leather or imitations of leather; cell phone covers; cell phone holders; cell phone 
straps; cell phones; cellular phone batteries; cellular phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; 
cellular phone cases; cellular phone charms; cellular phone straps; cellular phone transmission 
towers; cellular phones; cellular telephone batteries; cellular telephone covers made of cloth or 
textile materials; cellular telephone straps; chargers for electronic cigarettes; clear protective 
covers adapted for cellular phones; clear protective covers adapted for mobile phones; clear 
protective covers adapted for MP3 players; clear protective covers adapted for personal digital 
assistants; clear protective covers adapted for smartphones; computer cables; computer card 
adapters; computer carrying cases; computer display monitors; computer keyboards; computer 
keypads; computer mice; computer mouse; computer mouse mats; computer mouse pads; 
computer network adapters; computer network adaptors; computer power supplies; computer 
power supplies; computer speakers; computer speakers; computer stands; covers for cellular 
phones; covers for cellular telephones; covers for electric outlets; covers for mobile telephones; 
covers for mobile telephones; covers for MP3 players; covers for MP3 players; covers for 
smartphones; covers for tablet computers; data cables; DC/AC inverters; docking stations for cell 
phones; docking stations for cellular phones; docking stations for digital music players; docking 
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stations for laptops; docking stations for mobile phones; docking stations for MP3 players; docking 
stations for smartphones; dustproof plugs for cell phone jacks; dustproof plugs for cellular phone 
jacks; dustproof plugs for cellular telephone jacks; dustproof plugs for jacks of mobile phones; 
dustproof plugs for mobile phone jacks; dustproof plugs for mobile telephone jacks; ear buds; ear 
pads for eyeglass frames; ear pads for spectacle frames; ear phones; earbuds; earphones; 
earphones and headphones; e-book readers; electric adapter cables; electric cables; electric 
cables and wires; electronic cigarette chargers; eyeglasses for sports; eyeglasses for sports; flash 
memory card readers; flash memory card readers; flip covers for smart phones; flip covers for 
smartphones; headsets; headsets; headsets for cell phones; headsets for cell phones; headsets 
for mobile telephones; headsets for mobile telephones; keyboards for mobile phones; keyboards 
for mobile phones; keypads for mobile telephones; keypads for mobile telephones; lanyards for 
cellular telephones; lanyards for cellular telephones; lanyards for mobile phones; lanyards for 
mobile phones; lanyards for mobile telephones; lanyards for mobile telephones; lcd monitors; lcd 
monitors; leather cases for cell phones; leather cases for cellular telephones; leather cases for 
mobile phones; leather cases for mobile telephones; loud speakers; loud speakers; microphone 
cables; microphone cables; mobile phone batteries; mobile phone chargers; mobile phone covers; 
mobile phone straps; mobile telephone batteries; mobile telephone batteries; mobile telephone 
cases; mobile telephone cases made of leather or imitations of leather; mobile telephone covers 
made of cloth or textile materials; mobile telephone covers made of cloth or textile materials; 
mouse mats; mouse mats; moveable sockets; moveable sockets; pens with conductive point for 
touch screen devices; pens with conductive point for touch screen devices; plug adapters; power 
cables; power connectors; protective cases for cell phones; protective cases for cellular phones; 
protective cases for mobile phones; protective cases for mobile phones; protective cases for 
mobile telephones; protective cases for mobile telephones; protective cases for MP3 players; 
protective cases for MP3 players; protective cases for smartphones; protective cases for 
smartphones; protective cases for tablet computers; protective cases for tablet computers; 
protective covers for smartphones; protective covers for smartphones; protective covers for tablet 
computers; protective covers for tablet computers; protective films adapted for screens for tablet 
computers; protective films adapted for screens for tablet computers; protective films adapted for 
smart phones; protective films adapted for smart phones; protective films adapted for smartphone 
screens; protective films adapted for smartphone screens; smart phones; smart phones; smart 
watches; smartglasses; smartglasses; straps for cameras; straps for cameras; straps for cellular 
phones; straps for cellular phones; straps for mobile phones; straps for mobile phones; tablet 
computer; tablet computer; tablet computers; tablet computers; touch screen pens; touch screen 
pens; touch screens; touch screens; touchscreens for smartphones; touchscreens for 
smartphones; USB cables; USB cables; USB cables for mobile phones; USB cables for mobile 
phones; USB card readers; USB card readers; USB chargers; USB chargers; USB flash drives; 
USB flash drives; vehicle radios; vehicle radios; video cable adapters; video cable adapters; virtual 
reality headsets; virtual reality headsets; voltage regulators for vehicles; voltage regulators for 
vehicles; walkie-talkies; walkie-talkies; watch batteries; watch batteries; wireless computer 
mouses; wireless computer mouses; wireless headsets for smartphones; wireless headsets for 
smartphones; wireless headsets for use with cellular telephones; wireless headsets for use with 
cellular telephones; wireless headsets for use with mobile phones; wireless headsets for use with 
mobile phones; wireless headsets for use with smartphones; wireless headsets for use with 
smartphones; wrist pads; wrist pads; wrist rests; wrist rests; wristwatches featuring a cellphone 
and display screen for viewing, sending and recording text messages and emails; wristwatches 
featuring a cellphone and display screen for viewing, sending and recording text messages and 
emails; 3D spectacles
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 Application Number 1,922,860  Filing Date 2018-10-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

WILLIAMS-SONOMA, INC.
3250 Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94109
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 11

(1) electric lighting fixtures, namely, lamps, sconces, chandeliers; light bulbs; lamp shades

 Class 20
(2) furniture, namely, beds, mattresses, benches, chairs, couches, love seats, ottomans, sofas, 
stools, tables, chests of drawers, dressers, credenzas, desks, wall shelf and wall storage units, 
bookcases, shelves, cabinets, kitchen carts in the nature of bar carts, tea carts, umbrella stands, 
coat stands, hat racks, wooden boxes for personal items, interior window shades, curtain rings, 
curtain rods, chair pads, seat cushions, pillows, fitted fabric furniture covers, picture frames not of 
precious metal, mirrors, wine racks

 Class 21
(3) containers made of metal, glass, porcelain and earthenware for household and kitchen use, 
namely, beverage containers, containers for ice, food storage containers, garbage containers, 
storage containers for kitchen utensils; dishes, bowls and cups; beverage glassware and 
beverageware; trays for domestic purposes, namely, biodegradable trays, crumb trays, cutlery 
trays, meal trays, paper trays, serving trays; spice racks; baskets for household purposes, namely, 
bread baskets, flower baskets, gift baskets sold empty, laundry baskets, picnic baskets, steamer 
baskets, waste baskets, baskets made of wicker; counter top holders for paper towels; laundry 
hampers for domestic or household use; flatware caddies for household use; lazy susans; trash 
cans; general purpose plastic and acrylic storage bins for clothing, bedding and bath linens for 
household use

 Class 24
(4) bedding namely, bed sheets, pillow cases, pillow shams, bed skirts, comforters, bed blankets 
and blanket throws, bedspreads, duvets, quilts, coverlets, mattress pads; tablecloths not of paper; 
table linen, namely, table napkins of textile, and textile placemats; curtains, draperies; towels, 
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namely, bath towels, beach towels, children's towels, cloth towels, face towels of textile, hand 
towels, kitchen towels of textile, tea towels, towels of textile; shower curtains

 Class 27
(5) rugs; doormats

Services
Class 35
retail store services, on-line retail store services, and catalog mail order services featuring 
tableware, dinnerware, flatware, drinkware, furniture, rugs, lighting fixtures, decorative 
accessories, namely, decorative pillows, decorative cushions, wall hangings of textile, mirrors, wall 
decals, paintings, bedding, linens, bath products, namely, shower curtains, towels of textile, towel 
bars, towel rings, robe hooks, soap dishes, liquid soap and lotion dispensers, tooth brush holders, 
and window coverings

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 04, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/863,723 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind 
of services
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 Application Number 1,923,700  Filing Date 2018-10-04
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

HEALTHPRO PROCUREMENT SERVICES 
INC.
5770 Hurontario Street
Suite 902
Mississauga
ONTARIO
L5R3G5

Agent
BRUNO P. SOUCY
(Blaney McMurtry LLP), The Maritime Life 
Tower, Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, 
Toronto, ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 35
(1) Procurement and materials management services for others, namely purchasing contract 
negotiation and management services for health care institutions; Procurement, namely, 
purchasing for others goods generally consumed by health care institutions

Class 42
(2) Software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for contract management
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 Application Number 1,923,770  Filing Date 2018-10-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CONFEZIONI LERARIO S.R.L.
Via Mottola Km. 2, 200 - Zona Ind.
I-74015 Martina Franca (TA)
ITALY

Agent
TIMOTHY N. VANDERMEER
(FINLAYSON & SINGLEHURST), 225 Metcalfe 
Street, Suite 700, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K2P1P9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Soap, namely bath soap, bar soap, body care soap, cakes of soap, cream soap, detergent 
soap, facial soaps, liquid soap and laundry soap; Bath foam; Foams for use in the shower; 
Shampoos; Cleansing milk for toilet purposes; Mouth washes, not for medical purposes; Fabric 
softeners for laundry use; Eau de Cologne; Lavender water; Toilet water; Talcum powder, for toilet 
use; Perfumery; Sachets for perfuming linen; Air fragrancing preparations; Perfumery and 
fragrances; Deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; Aromatic essential oils; Dentifrices; 
Douching preparations for personal sanitary and deodorant purposes [toiletries]; Adhesives for 
cosmetic purposes; Cosmetics, Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin 
care, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching 
preparations [decolorants] for cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, 
Day creams, Tissues impregnated with make-up removing preparations; Cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; Pumice stone; Pomades for cosmetic purposes; Make-up preparations, Make-up 
removing preparations, Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, 
Lipsticks, Lip glosses; Non medicated lip balm, non medicated after-shave balms, non medicated 
beauty balm creams and non medicated hair balms; Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving 
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preparations, After-shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes; Hair 
preparations and treatments, sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray; Sun tan milk; Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; Henna; Hair creams; Hair spray; Nail varnish; Cosmetic kits; Incenses; Joss sticks; 
Potpourris [fragrances]; Bath salts, not for medical purposes.

 Class 09
(2) Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for 
glasses and spectacles, chains and cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods; covers for mp3 players and covers for tablet computers; covers for mobile 
phones; covers for DVDs; covers for CDs; covers for computer cables; covers for palmtops; covers 
for electronic agendas; covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras; cellular 
phones; smartphones; wireless communication computers; electronic monitoring devices 
comprised of microprocessors and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, 
uploading and downloading data and information for personal physical fitness and training 
purposes; downloadable applications and software for smart watches and mobile devices, for 
processing, reviewing and editing data, to enable users to control the presentation and information 
available from the devices; wearable sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to 
gather biometric data and also including monitors and displays sold as a unit; timepieces 
comprised primarily of wristwatches featuring computer software for sending and receiving data 
and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, namely, smartwatches; smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity; timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer 
software for sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity; 
wearable activity trackers; pedometers.

 Class 14
(3) Earrings; Rings [jewellery]; Necklaces [jewellery]; Bracelets; Pins [jewellery]; Decorative pins of 
precious metal; Shoe jewellery; Boxes of precious metal; Jewel cases; Tie clips; Cuff links; Boxes 
for cufflinks; Jewellery; Paste jewellery; Clocks; Chronographs [watches]; Chronoscopes; watch 
straps; watch bands; jewelry; Parts for clocks; Clock cases; Watch chains; Clocks and parts 
therefor; Floor and Wall clocks; Fittings for watches; Watch clasps; Buckles for watchstraps; Watch 
bands; Watches; Clock and watch hands; Clock dials; Watch movements; Cases for watches and 
clocks; Cases for watches [presentation]; Jewellery chains; Chains for pants (Paste jewellery); Key 
rings and key chains, and charms therefor.

 Class 16
(4) Jackets for paper; document holder envelopes; hat boxes of cardboard; collapsible cardboard 
boxes; cardboard boxes; shoe boxes of cardboard for storage; storage boxes of cardboard to store 
clothing.

 Class 18
(5) Leather and imitations of leather; Handbags; Travel baggage; Card wallets; Card wallets 
[leatherware]; Credit card holders made of leather; Pocket wallets; Purses; Portfolio cases made of 
leather [briefcases]; Key cases made of leather; Trunks and suitcases; Suitcase handles; 
Cosmetic bags sold empty; Bags for sports; All-purpose athletic bags; Evening handbags and 
Ladies' Cross-body bags; Shopping bags made of skin; School book bags; Travel garment covers; 
Shoe bags for travel; Beach bags; Nappy bags; Rucksacks; School bags; Boston bags; Travelling 
trunks; Canvas bags; Business cases; Knitted bags, not of precious metals; Haversacks; Handbag 
frames; wheeled suitcases; Vanity cases, not fitted; hides; Cases and Boxes made of leather; 
Briefcases [leather goods]; Leather luggage; Umbrellas and parasols and Walking staffs; Walking 
stick handles; Umbrella covers; Attaché cases.
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 Class 24
(6) Fabrics, namely cotton, kashmir, denim, woollen fabric, Damask; Labels of textile; Garment 
lining; Gauze fabric; Jersey fabrics for clothing; Cheviot fabric; Nylon fabrics; Fabrics for textile 
use; Woollen cloth; Taffeta fabric; Hemp cloth; Printed calico cloth; Hemp fabric; Jute fabric; Linen 
cloth; Rayon fabric; Ramie fabric; Silk cloth; Silk fabrics for printing patterns; Elastic fabrics for 
clothing; Fabric of imitation animal skins; Fibreglass fabrics for textile use; Knitted fabric; Non-
woven fabrics; Upholstery fabrics; Fabric for footwear; Lingerie fabric; Fabrics for textile use; 
Traced cloths for embroidery; Chenille fabric; Frieze cloth; tulle; Velvet; Calico; Fustian; Linens, 
namely bed and table linen; Table linen, not of paper; Diapered linen; Bath linen, except clothing; 
Brocades; Canvas for tapestry or embroidery; Tablemats of textile; blankets; Lap rugs; Curtain 
holders of textile material; Handkerchiefs of textile; Pillowcases; Mattress covers; Coverings for 
furniture; Covers for cushions; Pillow shams; Flags of textile or plastic; Sheets [textile]; Drugget; 
Bed blankets; Table covers; Towels of textile; Furniture coverings of textile; Table runners of 
textile; Tablecloths, not of paper; Place mats, not of paper; Table napkins of textile; Bed covers; 
Textile tissues; Curtains; Door curtains; Curtains of textile or plastic.

 Class 25
(7) Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, waistcoats, 
jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, 
sweatshirts, ties, Albs; Aprons [clothing]; Ascots; Trousers for children; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; 
Bath robes and beach robes; Bathing caps; bathing suits / swimsuits; Beach clothes; belts 
[clothing]; Cloth bibs, ski bibs and sport bibs; Boas [necklets]; Boxer shorts; Brassieres; Breeches 
for wear; Camisoles; Clothing for gymnastics; Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, 
dress shirts, shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, shoes, vests, Dresses; Clothing of leather in the nature of leather 
belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, namely hats, caps, head bands, head 
scarves and head sweatbands, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, 
blousons, shirts, waistcoats; Collars [clothing]; Wet suits for water-skiing and sub-aqua; Bustiers; 
cuffs/wristbands [clothing]; Cyclists' clothing; Detachable collars; Dressing gowns; Bonnets; 
Fishermen's jackets; Fur stoles; Furs, namely fur coats and jackets, fur hats, and fur muffs; 
clothing in the nature of gabardines; Garters; Girdles; Gloves [clothing]; Headbands [clothing]; 
Capes; Jackets [clothing]; Sports jerseys and team jerseys; Jumper dresses; Knickers; Hosiery; 
Layettes [clothing]; Leggings [leg warmers]; Leggings [trousers]; Liveries; Maniples; Mantillas; 
Masquerade costumes; Mitres [hats]; Waist belts; Motorists' clothing, namely driving gloves, 
motorcycle gloves and riding gloves; Ear muffs; Neck scarves [mufflers]; Neckties; Paper hats 
[clothing]; Parkas; Pelerines; Pelisses; Slips [underclothing]; Pockets for clothing; Ponchos; 
Pyjamas; Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather 
jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, 
T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses; Saris; Beach cover-ups; Sarongs; 
Shawls; Neckbands; short-sleeve shirts; Shower caps; Ski gloves; Skirts; Sleep masks; Sock 
suspenders; Stockings; Spats; Maillots; Vest tops; Dresses; Suspenders; Sweat-absorbent 
stockings; Sweaters; Undershirts; Tights; Togas; Top hats; Trousers; Gym suits; Shoes; Bath 
sandals; Slippers; Beach shoes; Boot uppers; Boots; Gym boots; Sandals; Football shoes; 
Footwear, namely athletic footwear, beach footwear, bridal footwear, casual footwear, evening 
footwear, children's footwear, rain footwear, and ski footwear; Rubbers [footwear]; Galoshes; Half-
boots; Heels; Nonslip socks; Ski boots; Wooden shoes; Underwear; uniforms, namely nurses' 
uniform, athletic uniform and uniforms for commercial use by workers; Valenki [felted boots]; Veils 
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[clothing]; Gilets; Waterproof jackets and pants; Wet suits for water-skiing; Wimples; Vests; 
headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps [headwear], Hats, Turbans, 
Visors [headwear], Chasubles.

(8) Clothing, namely, men's jackets, coats and suits.

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring Soap, Bath foam, Foams for use in the shower, Shampoos, Cleansing milk for 
toilet purposes, Mouth washes, not for medical purposes, Fabric softeners for laundry use, Eau de 
Cologne, Lavender water, Toilet water, Talcum powder, for toilet use, Perfumery, Sachets for 
perfuming linen, Air fragrancing preparations, Perfumery and fragrances, Deodorants and 
antiperspirants, Essential oils and aromatic extracts, Dentifrices, Douching preparations for 
personal sanitary or deodorant purposes [toiletries], Adhesives for cosmetic purposes, Cosmetics, 
Cosmetic preparations for baths, Cosmetic preparations for skin care, Cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes, Cosmetic creams, Skin whitening creams, Bleaching preparations [decolorants] for 
cosmetic purposes, Bath creams, Shaving cream, Beauty creams, Day creams, Tissues 
impregnated with make-up removing preparations, Cotton wool for cosmetic purposes, Pumice 
stone, Pomades for cosmetic purposes, Make-up preparations, Make-up removing preparations, 
Cosmetic pencils, Eyebrow pencils, Eyeliner, mascara, Face powder, Lipsticks, Lip glosses, 
Balms, other than for medical purposes, Creams for tanning the skin, Shaving preparations, After-
shave lotions, Hair care lotions, Lotions for cosmetic purposes, Hair preparations and treatments, 
sun oils, Hair dyes, Hair spray, Sun tan milk, Cleansing milk for toilet purposes, Henna, Hair 
creams, Hair spray, Nail varnish, Cosmetic kits, Incenses, Joss sticks, Potpourris [fragrances], 
Bath salts, not for medical purposes; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail 
services or online retail store services, namely featuring Spectacles, sunglasses, lenses for 
eyeglasses and frames therefor, contact lenses, cases for glasses and spectacles, chains and 
cords for glasses and spectacles, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, covers for portable 
multimedia players, covers for mobile phones, covers for DVDs, covers for CDs, covers for 
computer cables, covers for mp3 players, covers for palmtops, covers for electronic agendas, 
covers for photographic cameras and covers for film cameras, cellular phones, smartphones, 
wireless communication computers, electronic monitoring devices comprised of microprocessors 
and accelerometers, for identifying, storing, reporting, monitoring, uploading and downloading data 
and information for personal physical fitness and training purposes, downloadable applications and 
software for smart watches and mobile devices, for processing, reviewing and editing data, to 
enable users to control the presentation and information available from the devices, wearable 
sensors for personal physical fitness and training purposes to gather biometric data and also 
including monitors and displays sold as a unit, smartwatches, wearable activity trackers, 
pedometers; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store 
services, namely featuring Earrings, Rings [jewellery], Necklaces [jewellery], Bracelets, Pins 
[jewellery], Decorative pins of precious metal, Shoe jewellery, Boxes of precious metal, Jewel 
cases, Tie clips, Cuff links, Boxes for cufflinks, Jewellery, Paste jewellery, smart bracelets, smart 
rings and smart necklaces featuring computer software for sending and receiving data and to be 
used to monitor personal fitness activity, Clocks, Chronographs [watches], Chronoscopes, watch 
straps, watch bands, jewelry, timepieces, namely smartwatches featuring computer software for 
sending and receiving data and to be used to monitor personal fitness activity, Parts for clocks, 
Clock cases, Watch chains, Clocks and parts therefor, Floor and Wall clocks, Fittings for watches, 
Watch clasps, Buckles for watchstraps, Watch bands, Watches, Clock and watch hands, Clock 
dials, Watch movements, Cases for watches and clocks, Cases for watches [presentation], Chains 
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[jewellery], Chains (Paste jewellery), Chains for pants (Paste jewellery), Key rings and key chains, 
and charms therefor; Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online 
retail store services, namely featuring Leather and imitations of leather, Handbags, Travel 
baggage, Card wallets, Card wallets [leatherware], Credit card holders made of leather, Pocket 
wallets, Purses, Portfolio cases made of leather [briefcases], Key cases made of leather, Trunks 
and suitcases, Suitcase handles, Cosmetic bags sold empty, Bags for sports, All-purpose athletic 
bags, Evening handbags and Ladies' Cross-body bags, Shopping bags made of skin, School book 
bags, Travel garment covers, Shoe bags for travel, Beach bags, Nappy bags, Rucksacks, School 
bags, Boston bags, Travelling trunks, Canvas bags, Business cases, Knitted bags, not of precious 
metals, Haversacks, Handbag frames, wheeled suitcases, Vanity cases, not fitted, hides, Cases 
and Boxes made of leather, Briefcases [leather goods], Leather luggage, Umbrellas and parasols 
and Walking staffs, Walking stick handles, Umbrella covers, Attaché cases; Retail and wholesale 
services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely featuring 
Fabrics, Damask, Labels of textile, Garment lining, Gauze fabric, Jersey fabrics for clothing, 
Cheviot fabric, Nylon fabrics, Fabrics for textile use, Woollen cloth, fabrics for use in the 
manufacture of bags, purses, wallets, luggage, toiletry and cosmetic cases, umbrellas, bed and 
table linen, Taffeta [cloth], Hemp cloth, Printed calico cloth, Hemp fabric, Jute fabric, Linen cloth, 
Rayon fabric, Ramie fabric, Silk [cloth], Silk fabrics for printing patterns, Elastic fabrics for clothing, 
Fabric of imitation animal skins, Fibreglass fabrics for textile use, Knitted fabric, Non-woven 
fabrics, Upholstery fabrics, Fabric for footwear, Lingerie fabric, Fabrics for textile use, Traced 
cloths for embroidery, Chenille fabric, Frieze [cloth], tulle, Velvet, Calico, Fustian, Linens, Bed 
clothes and blankets, Table linen, not of paper, Diapered linen, Bath linen, except clothing, 
Brocades, Canvas for tapestry or embroidery, Tablemats of textile, blankets, Bed clothes, Lap 
rugs, Curtain holders of textile material, Handkerchiefs of textile, Pillowcases, Mattress covers, 
Coverings for furniture, Covers for cushions, Pillow shams, Flags of textile or plastic, Sheets 
[textile], Drugget, Bed blankets, Table covers, Towels of textile, Furniture coverings of textile, 
Table runners of textile, Tablecloths, not of paper, Place mats, not of paper, Table napkins of 
textile, Bed covers, Textile tissues, Curtains, Door curtains, Curtains of textile or plastic; Retail and 
wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, namely 
featuring Clothing namely blousons, dress shirts, shirts, coats, pants, pullovers, cardigans, 
waistcoats, jumpers, pants, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, jeans, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, 
anoraks, raincoats, sweatshirts, ties, Albs, Aprons [clothing], Ascots, Trousers for children, 
bandanas [neckerchiefs], Robes, Bathing caps, bathing suits / swimsuits, Beach clothes, belts 
[clothing], Bibs, not of paper, Boas [necklets], Boxer shorts, Brassieres, Breeches for wear, 
Camisoles, Clothing for gymnastics, Clothing of imitations of leather namely blousons, dress shirts, 
shirts, coats, jackets, belts, boots, headwear, shoes, vests, Dresses, Clothing of leather in the 
nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather 
pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, shirts, waistcoats, Collars [clothing], Wet suits for 
water-skiing and sub-aqua, Bustiers, cuffs/wristbands [clothing], Cyclists' clothing, Detachable 
collars, Dressing gowns, Robes, Bonnets, Fishermen's jackets, Fur stoles, Furs [clothing], clothing 
in the nature of gabardines, Garters, Girdles, Gloves [clothing], Headbands [clothing], Capes, 
Jackets [clothing], Jerseys [clothing], Jumper dresses, Knickers, Hosiery, Layettes [clothing], 
Leggings [leg warmers], Leggings [trousers], Liveries, Maniples, Mantillas, Masquerade costumes, 
Mitres [hats], Waist belts, Motorists' clothing, Muffs [clothing], Neck scarves [mufflers], Neckties, 
Paper hats [clothing], Parkas, Pelerines, Pelisses, Slips [underclothing], Pockets for clothing, 
Ponchos, Pyjamas, Ready-made clothing in the nature of leather belts, leather boots, leather 
coats, leather headwear, leather jackets, leather pants, leather shoes, leather vests, blousons, 
shirts, sweat pants, bermuda shorts, T-shirts, suits, overcoats, anoraks, raincoats, ties, Dresses, 
Ready-made linings [parts of clothing], Saris, Coverups, Sarongs, Shawls, Neckbands, short-
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sleeve shirts, Shower caps, Ski gloves, Skirts, Sleep masks, Sock suspenders, Stockings, Spats, 
Maillots, Vest tops, Dresses, Suspenders, Sweat-absorbent stockings, Sweaters, Undershirts, 
Tights, Togas, Top hats, Trousers, Gym suits, Shoes, Bath sandals, Slippers, Beach shoes, 
Footwear uppers, Boots, Gym boots, Sandals, Football shoes, Footwear, Footwear uppers, 
Rubbers [footwear], Galoshes, Half-boots, Heels, Non-slip socks, Ski boots, Wooden shoes, 
Underwear, uniforms, Valenki [felted boots], Veils [clothing], Gilets, Waterproof clothing, Wet suits 
for water-skiing, Wimples, Vests, headgear, namely bonnets, headscarves, beanies, Berets, Caps 
[headwear], Hats, Turbans, Visors [headwear], Chasubles; Advice and information concerning 
commercial business management; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of 
goods and services; advertising the goods and services of others; advertising on the Internet for 
others; Online advice and information concerning commercial business management; 
administration of consumer loyalty programs; Modelling for advertising or sales promotion; 
arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of clothing sales; arranging and 
conducting trade show exhibitions in the field of cosmetics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of home entertainment electronics; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of computer electronic equipment; arranging and conducting trade show 
exhibitions in the fields of personal wearable electronics; Procurement services for others in the 
form of purchasing clothing; Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing cosmetics; 
Procurement services for others in the form of purchasing electronics; shop window dressing.

(2) Retail and wholesale services, including mail order retail services or online retail store services, 
namely featuring clothing namely men's jackets, coats and suits.
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 Application Number 1,923,897  Filing Date 2018-10-05
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Cantrio Koncepts Inc
20 Densley Ave
M6M2R1
P.O. Box M6M2R1
Toronto
ONTARIO
M6M2R1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Cantrio
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) plumbing brassware

 Class 11
(2) bath plumbing fixtures; bath tub spouts; bath tubs and shower trays; bathroom fixtures; 
bathroom sinks; faucets; kitchen sinks; plumbing fixtures; vanity top sinks

 Class 20
(3) bathroom furniture
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 Application Number 1,923,978  Filing Date 2018-10-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

KUMORI SYSTEMS, S.L.
Fray Luis Colomer 9, Square, 18
46021 VALENCIA
SPAIN

Agent
NEOMARK LTD.
7450 rue Saint-Hubert, Montréal, QUEBEC, 
H2R2N3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
Colour is claimed as a feature of the trade-mark. KUMORI is in black and the figurative element is 
in magenta (Pantone* Solid Coated 1925C). *PANTONE is a registered trademark.

Services
Class 41
(1) training in the use and operation of computer equipment; vocational education in the field of 
computers

Class 42
(2) cloud computing provider services for general storage of data; computer design services; 
computer hardware design; computer network design for others; computer site design services; 
computer software design; computer systems design; computer website design; consultancy in the 
design and development of computer hardware; creation, design, development and maintenance 
of web sites for third parties; database design and development; design and development of 
computer game software; design and development of computer hardware and software; design 
and development of computer software; design and development of virtual reality software; design, 
development and implementation of software; design, development, installation and maintenance 
of computer software; design, updating and rental of computer software; development and creation 
of computer programmes for data processing; development of data processing programs by order 
of third parties; industrial design
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 Application Number 1,924,166  Filing Date 2018-10-09
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Mainland Textiles LLC
5617 W. Mercer Way 
Mercer Island , WA 98040
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CHANTAL ST. DENIS
(O'BRIEN TM SERVICES INC), 262, chemin 
Eardley, Gatineau, QUEBEC, J9J2Y7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

POLYTE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 21

(1) Cleaning cloths; Cleaning brushes for household use; Cleaning tools, namely, cleaning brushes 
for automobiles, cleaning and polishing cloths, and cleaning sponges for the purpose of detailing 
automobiles; Oven mitts; Kitchen mitts; Mitts of fabric for cleaning; Cleaning pads; Mops; Buckets, 
namely bait buckets and pail containers; Cleaning sponges, namely all-purpose scouring sponges; 
Household gloves for general use; Work gloves; Dusters; Caddies for household use for holding 
cleaning preparations, cleaning brushes, sponges, lint rollers, cosmetics, skin care preparations, 
hair care preparations, razors, loofahs, and toothbrushes; Brooms; Dust pans; Dust bins; General 
purpose storage bins for household use; Trash cans; Squeegees for dishes and squeegees for 
windows.

 Class 24
(2) Bath towels, cloth towels, face towels of textiles, hand towels, tea towels and microfiber towels.

 Class 25
(3) Turbans.
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 Application Number 1,924,845  Filing Date 2018-10-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

MASIA VALLFORMOSA, S.L.
La Sala, 45
08735 Vilobi del Penedes
SPAIN

Agent
PERLEY-ROBERTSON, HILL & MCDOUGALL 
LLP
1400 - 340 ALBERT STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1R0A5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MVSA
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 33

(1) wine; sparkling wines

(2) Alcoholic beverages (excluding beers), namely, cider, hydromel, mead, piquette, rice alcohol, 
bitters, anise liquer, aperitifs, arrack, arak, brandy, alcoholic cocktails, curacao, alcoholic fruit 
extracts, gin, kirsch, liqueurs, peppermint liqueurs, perry, rum, sake, vodka, whisky, fortified wines, 
alcoholic cocktail mixes, alcoholic fruit cocktail drinks, alcoholic cocktails containing milk, alcoholic 
cocktails in the form of chilled gelatines
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 Application Number 1,924,949  Filing Date 2018-10-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Blue Buffalo Enterprises, Inc.
11 River Road
Wilton, CT 06897
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DENALI DINNER
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 31

Cat food; edible cat treats; dog biscuits; dog food; edible dog treats; pet food; edible pet treats
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 Application Number 1,925,228  Filing Date 2018-10-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

United Castle International Co., Ltd.
Room 3101,Office Tower, Convention Plaza
1 Harbour Road
Wanchai
HONG KONG

Agent
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 34

Electronic vaporizers, namely, handheld electronic vaporizers for tobacco, tobacco products and 
tobacco substitutes; apparatus for heating liquids, namely, electronic heaters to facilitate inhalation 
of nicotinecontaining liquid, electronic heaters to facilitate inhalation of nicotine-flavoured liquid; 
apparatus for generating vapor, namely, handheld generators for inhalation of nicotine-containing 
aerosol, wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes; electrically powered handheld vaporizers for 
vaporizing vaporizable constituents of herbal and plant matter, namely oral vaporizers for smokers
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 Application Number 1,925,247  Filing Date 2018-10-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

United Castle International Co., Ltd.
Room 3101,Office Tower, Convention Plaza
1 Harbour Road
Wanchai
HONG KONG

Agent
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOK HEATMASTER SYSTEM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 34

Electronic vaporizers, namely, handheld electronic vaporizers for tobacco, tobacco products and 
tobacco substitutes; apparatus for heating liquids, namely, electronic heaters to facilitate inhalation 
of nicotinecontaining liquid, electronic heaters to facilitate inhalation of nicotine-flavoured liquid; 
apparatus for generating vapor, namely, handheld generators for inhalation of nicotine-containing 
aerosol, wired vaporizer for electronic cigarettes; electrically powered handheld vaporizers for 
vaporizing vaporizable constituents of herbal and plant matter, namely oral vaporizers for smokers
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 Application Number 1,925,252  Filing Date 2018-10-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

United Castle International Co., Ltd.
Room 3101,Office Tower, Convention Plaza
1 Harbour Road
Wanchai
HONG KONG

Agent
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) cigarette batteries

 Class 34
(2) Oral vaporizers for smokers; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes, namely, cigarette atomizers, cartridges, 
wraps, caps, rings, springs, cleaning kits, electronic cigarette boxes; tobacco, raw and 
manufactured; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, rolling tobacco, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 
tobacco; smoker's articles, namely, cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases, ashtrays; pipes for smoking tobacco, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; 
cigarette lighters; matches
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 Application Number 1,925,259  Filing Date 2018-10-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

United Castle International Co., Ltd.
Room 3101,Office Tower, Convention Plaza
1 Harbour Road
Wanchai
HONG KONG

Agent
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) cigarette batteries

 Class 34
(2) Oral vaporizers for smokers; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes, namely, cigarette atomizers, cartridges, 
wraps, caps, rings, springs, cleaning kits, electronic cigarette boxes; tobacco, raw and 
manufactured; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, rolling tobacco, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 
tobacco; smoker's articles, namely, cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases, ashtrays; pipes for smoking tobacco, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; 
cigarette lighters; matches
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 Application Number 1,925,262  Filing Date 2018-10-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

United Castle International Co., Ltd.
Room 3101,Office Tower, Convention Plaza
1 Harbour Road
Wanchai
HONG KONG

Agent
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

(1) cigarette batteries

 Class 34
(2) Oral vaporizers for smokers; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes, namely, cigarette atomizers, cartridges, 
wraps, caps, rings, springs, cleaning kits, electronic cigarette boxes; tobacco, raw and 
manufactured; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, rolling tobacco, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 
tobacco; smoker's articles, namely, cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases, ashtrays; pipes for smoking tobacco, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; 
cigarette lighters; matches
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 Application Number 1,925,267  Filing Date 2018-10-15
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

United Castle International Co., Ltd.
Room 3101,Office Tower, Convention Plaza
1 Harbour Road
Wanchai
HONG KONG

Agent
BLANEY MCMURTRY LLP
Suite 1500, 2 Queen Street East, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C3G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOK HEATMASTER SYSTEM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) cigarette batteries

 Class 34
(2) Oral vaporizers for smokers; electronic cigarettes; liquid nicotine solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes; smoker's articles for electronic cigarettes, namely, cigarette atomizers, cartridges, 
wraps, caps, rings, springs, cleaning kits, electronic cigarette boxes; tobacco, raw and 
manufactured; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, rolling tobacco, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 
tobacco; smoker's articles, namely, cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, 
cigarette cases, ashtrays; pipes for smoking tobacco, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes; 
cigarette lighters; matches
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 Application Number 1,925,331  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
SHENZHENSHIBEINIUKEJIYOUXIANGONGSI
R326,Xingyue Block
Shiguan Park,Da Lang
P.O. Box 518109
Long Hua Shenzhen
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

UESWILL
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 09

Protective covers and cases for cell phones, laptops and portable media players; computer bags; 
covers for tablet computers; bags for cameras and photographic equipment; camera cases
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 Application Number 1,925,332  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
CNP NM FIRE FIGHTING SYSTEM CO., LTD.
45, Xichong Road, Quantang Street
Changsha Economic & Technological 
Development Zone, Hunan, 410100
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Electric control panels; Firmware for remote monitoring of hardware; Fire beaters; Fire buckets; 
Fire extinguishing apparatus for automobiles; Fire alarm systems; Fire hose; Fire hose nozzles; 
Fire pumps; Fire extinguishers; Fire engines; Fire boats; Sprinkler systems for fire protection; Fire 
alarms; Smoke detectors.
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 Application Number 1,925,333  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Dennis Arn
RM1502, No.11Heshunnanyi ST, Baiyun DIST
GUANGZHOU
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 34

absorbent paper for tobacco pipes; books of cigarette papers; cigar boxes; cigarette filters; 
cigarette paper; cigarette papers; cigarette rollers; cigarette rolling machines; cigarette rolling 
papers; cigarette tips; filter tips for cigarettes; machines for rolling cigarettes
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 Application Number 1,925,334  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

LINGDONG TECHNOLOGY(BEIJING)CO., 
LTD
Room 2601, Building C, Tri-Tower, No. 66 East 
Zhongguancun Road, Haidian
District, Beijing 100190
CHINA

Agent
WITMART INC.
34 King Street East, Suite 500, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C2X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 07

(1) electric carpet sweeper; industrial robots; lawnmowers

 Class 09
(2) downloadable applications for mobiles phones to download video games; downloadable 
applications for tablet computers to download music, movie and television graphics; electrical 
storage batteries; facial recognition software; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; 
magnetically encoded identification bracelets; proximity sensors; remote controls for operating 
vehicle alarms; USB chargers

 Class 12
(3) automatic guided vehicles; electrical anti-theft installations for vehicles; handling carts; luggage 
trucks; two-wheeled trolleys

 Class 18
(4) all-purpose carrying bags; luggage trunks; suitcases with wheels
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 Application Number 1,925,336  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Angel Smartec (shenzhen) Development Co., 
Ltd.
Rm503, Shenzhen Sanhang Technology Bldg
Northwestern Polytechnical University
No.45 Gaoxin Nanjiu Rd, Yuehai St, Nanshan 
Dist
Shenzhen, Guangdong Prov
CHINA

Agent
AVENTUM IP LAW LLP
SUITE 830, TOWER B, , 555 LEGGET DRIVE, 
OTTAWA, ONTARIO, K2K2X3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 09

Materials for electricity mains, namely, wires, cables; fuse wire; electric contacts; electric switches; 
plugs, sockets and other contacts (electric connections), namely, adapter plugs, electrical plugs 
and sockets, round plug connectors and multi-outlet socket blocks; electrical adapters; chargers 
for electronic cigarettes; connected bracelets for measuring heartrate, sleeping time and steps 
walked, in the nature of wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; memory cards for video 
game machines.
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 Application Number 1,925,412  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

CooperSurgical, Inc.
95 Corporate Drive
Trumbull, CT 06611
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SIMPLE HONEST PREGNANCY PREVENTION
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 10

Contraceptives, namely, intrauterine devices
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 Application Number 1,925,458  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Boyd Pharmaceuticals Inc.
PO Box 1088 Sharon
PO Sharon
ONTARIO
L0G1V0

Agent
NELLIGAN O'BRIEN PAYNE LLP
300-50 O'CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COLACE CLEAR
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

A laxative preparation
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 Application Number 1,925,466  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SHAUN BASSETT
12, 3295 Dunmore Road S.E.
Calgary
ALBERTA
T1B3R2

Agent
WILLIAM R. STEMP
(STEMP & COMPANY), 233, 1100 - 8TH 
AVENUE S.W., CALGARY, ALBERTA, T2P3T8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 16

(1) pens

 Class 21
(2) bottle openers, drinking flasks, mugs and drinking glasses

 Class 25
(3) clothing namely t-shirts, sweatshirts, hooded sweatshirts, hats and toques

 Class 30
(4) herb and spice mixture; hot sauce
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 Application Number 1,925,477  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Ferring BV, a Dutch company
Polarisavenue 130 - 144
2132 JX Hoofddorp
NETHERLANDS

Agent
RONALD S. ADE LAW CORPORATION
102 - 1015 Wilkes Avenue, Winnipeg, 
MANITOBA, R3P2R8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

EUCROBE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 05

pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the medical treatment of gastrointestinal diseases 
and disorders.
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 Application Number 1,925,486  Filing Date 2018-10-16
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

S-L Snacks National, LLC
13515 Ballantyne Corporate Place
Charlotte, NC 28277
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 
4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY 
STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GOOD POP!
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 30

popcorn

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 23, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 87/889051 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,927,555  Filing Date 2018-10-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Busy Bees Nurseries Limited
Busy Bees at St Matthews 
Shaftsbury Drive 
Burntwood
Staffordshire WS7 9QP
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring music, movies, television shows, and 
music videos

Class 41
(2) Education, namely, boarding school education; boarding schools; correspondence courses at 
the nursery school and primary school levels; providing information in the field of early childhood 
education; standardized educational testing; nursery schools; physical education; boarding school 
education; tutoring; nursery school services; educational services at the nursery school and 
primary school levels; arranging and providing afterschool clubs for after-school educational 
entertainment services

(3) Entertainment in the form of an amusement park and playgrounds, sensory play activities, 
painting and drawing activities, craft activities, beauty pageants, singing and dance performances, 
baseball games, basketball games; rental of audio equipment; booking of seats for shows; school 
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club services, namely, spelling clubs, football club, rugby club, cricket club, basket ball club, 
baseball club; coaching in the field of sports; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars 
and symposia in the field of early childhood education; arranging and conducting of musical 
concerts; electronic desktop publishing; event planning; providing information in the field of musical 
entertainment for children via a website conducting fitness classes; providing on-line computer 
games and information about computer games via a website; games equipment rental; gymnastic 
instruction; providing karaoke services; language interpreter services; lending libraries; online 
publication of electronic books, magazines and periodicals; mobile library services and bookmobile 
services; music composition services; production of music records and videos; organization of 
competitions, namely, math competitions, gymnastics competitions, soccer competitions, spelling 
competitions and music competitions; organization of sports events in the fields of baseball, 
football, rugby, tennis and yoga; organization of dancing events; organization of live musical 
concerts, live musical plays and opera productions; party planning; presentation and production of 
live performances in the form of comedy shows, musical variety shows, musical plays, musical 
concerts and theatrical performances; publication and editing of printed matter; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; production of radio and television 
programmes; providing recreational play areas for children; providing information in the field of 
recreational play areas for children; religious education; arranging and conducting of seminars in 
the field of early childhood education; sign language interpretation; rental of sound recordings, 
namely, videotapes, videocassettes and videograms, phonographic and music recordings, and 
audio books; sport camp services; providing sports arena facilities; rental of sports equipment, 
except vehicles; arranging and conducting of symposiums in the field of early childhood education; 
theatre productions; timing of sports events; toy rental; translation; videotaping; vocational 
guidance [education or training advice]; vocational education in the field of early childhood 
education; arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of early childhood education; writing 
of education and musical texts; training of teachers and childcare nurses and assistants; face 
painting; cooking instruction; providing information, advisory and consultancy services in the field 
of early childhood education

Class 43
(4) Catering for the provision of food and beverages; providing temporary accommodation in 
boarding houses; cafés; cafeterias; canteens; food and drink catering; providing temporary lodging 
at holiday camps; restaurants; snack-bars; rental of temporary student housing accommodations; 
booking of temporary student housing accommodations; consultancy services in the field of 
childcare; temporary student housing accommodation services; arranging and providing 
afterschool clubs for after-school care; arranging and providing breakfast clubs for children; 
providing information about crèche services; provision of information about temporary student 
accommodation services; provision of information relating to the preparation of food and drink

(5) Day-nurseries [crèches]; child day-care centre services; day care services; provision of 
childcare centres, nurseries, day nurseries, crèches; childminding services; childminding services, 
before and after school; child minding services during school holidays; day nursery services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 28, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003341813 in association with the same kind of services (2), (3), (4), (5)
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 Application Number 1,927,556  Filing Date 2018-10-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Busy Bees Nurseries Limited
Busy Bees at St Matthews 
Shaftsbury Drive
Burntwood
Staffordshire WS7 9QP
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring music, movies, television shows, and 
music videos

Class 41
(2) Education, namely, boarding school education; boarding schools; correspondence courses at 
the nursery school and primary school levels; providing information in the field of early childhood 
education; standardized educational testing; nursery schools; physical education; boarding school 
education; tutoring; nursery school services; educational services at the nursery school and 
primary school levels; arranging and providing afterschool clubs for after-school educational 
entertainment services

(3) Entertainment in the form of an amusement park and playgrounds, sensory play activities, 
painting and drawing activities, craft activities, beauty pageants, singing and dance performances, 
baseball games, basketball games; rental of audio equipment; booking of seats for shows; school 
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club services, namely, spelling clubs, football club, rugby club, cricket club, basket ball club, 
baseball club; coaching in the field of sports; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars 
and symposia in the field of early childhood education; arranging and conducting of musical 
concerts; electronic desktop publishing; event planning; providing information in the field of musical 
entertainment for children via a website conducting fitness classes; providing on-line computer 
games and information about computer games via a website; games equipment rental; gymnastic 
instruction; providing karaoke services; language interpreter services; lending libraries; online 
publication of electronic books, magazines and periodicals; mobile library services and bookmobile 
services; music composition services; production of music records and videos; organization of 
competitions, namely, math competitions, gymnastics competitions, soccer competitions, spelling 
competitions and music competitions; organization of sports events in the fields of baseball, 
football, rugby, tennis and yoga; organization of dancing events; organization of live musical 
concerts, live musical plays and opera productions; party planning; presentation and production of 
live performances in the form of comedy shows, musical variety shows, musical plays, musical 
concerts and theatrical performances; publication and editing of printed matter; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; production of radio and television 
programmes; providing recreational play areas for children; providing information in the field of 
recreational play areas for children; religious education; arranging and conducting of seminars in 
the field of early childhood education; sign language interpretation; rental of sound recordings, 
namely, videotapes, videocassettes and videograms, phonographic and music recordings, and 
audio books; sport camp services; providing sports arena facilities; rental of sports equipment, 
except vehicles; arranging and conducting of symposiums in the field of early childhood education; 
theatre productions; timing of sports events; toy rental; translation; videotaping; vocational 
guidance [education or training advice]; vocational education in the field of early childhood 
education; arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of early childhood education; writing 
of education and musical texts; training of teachers and childcare nurses and assistants; face 
painting; cooking instruction; providing information, advisory and consultancy services in the field 
of early childhood education

Class 43
(4) Catering for the provision of food and beverages; providing temporary accommodation in 
boarding houses; cafés; cafeterias; canteens; food and drink catering; providing temporary lodging 
at holiday camps; restaurants; snack-bars; rental of temporary student housing accommodations; 
booking of temporary student housing accommodations; consultancy services in the field of 
childcare; temporary student housing accommodation services; arranging and providing 
afterschool clubs for after-school care; arranging and providing breakfast clubs for children; 
providing information about crèche services; provision of information about temporary student 
accommodation services; provision of information relating to the preparation of food and drink

(5) Day-nurseries [crèches]; child day-care centre services; day care services; provision of 
childcare centres, nurseries, day nurseries, crèches; childminding services; childminding services, 
before and after school; child minding services during school holidays; day nursery services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 28, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003341838 in association with the same kind of services (2), (3), (4), (5)
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 Application Number 1,927,557  Filing Date 2018-10-26
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Busy Bees Nurseries Limited
Busy Bees at St Matthews 
Shaftsbury Drive 
Burntwood
Staffordshire WS7 9QP
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
DLA PIPER (CANADA) LLP
Suite 2800, PARK PLACE, 666 BURRARD 
STREET, VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6C2Z7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Services
Class 38
(1) Streaming of audio and video via the Internet featuring music, movies, television shows, and 
music videos

Class 41
(2) Education, namely, boarding school education; boarding schools; correspondence courses at 
the nursery school and primary school levels; providing information in the field of early childhood 
education; standardized educational testing; nursery schools; physical education; boarding school 
education; tutoring; nursery school services; educational services at the nursery school and 
primary school levels; arranging and providing afterschool clubs for after-school educational 
entertainment services

(3) Entertainment in the form of an amusement park and playgrounds, sensory play activities, 
painting and drawing activities, craft activities, beauty pageants, singing and dance performances, 
baseball games, basketball games; rental of audio equipment; booking of seats for shows; school 
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club services, namely, spelling clubs, football club, rugby club, cricket club, basket ball club, 
baseball club; coaching in the field of sports; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars 
and symposia in the field of early childhood education; arranging and conducting of musical 
concerts; electronic desktop publishing; event planning; providing information in the field of musical 
entertainment for children via a website conducting fitness classes; providing on-line computer 
games and information about computer games via a website; games equipment rental; gymnastic 
instruction; providing karaoke services; language interpreter services; lending libraries; online 
publication of electronic books, magazines and periodicals; mobile library services and bookmobile 
services; music composition services; production of music records and videos; organization of 
competitions, namely, math competitions, gymnastics competitions, soccer competitions, spelling 
competitions and music competitions; organization of sports events in the fields of baseball, 
football, rugby, tennis and yoga; organization of dancing events; organization of live musical 
concerts, live musical plays and opera productions; party planning; presentation and production of 
live performances in the form of comedy shows, musical variety shows, musical plays, musical 
concerts and theatrical performances; publication and editing of printed matter; publication of 
books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; production of radio and television 
programmes; providing recreational play areas for children; providing information in the field of 
recreational play areas for children; religious education; arranging and conducting of seminars in 
the field of early childhood education; sign language interpretation; rental of sound recordings, 
namely, videotapes, videocassettes and videograms, phonographic and music recordings, and 
audio books; sport camp services; providing sports arena facilities; rental of sports equipment, 
except vehicles; arranging and conducting of symposiums in the field of early childhood education; 
theatre productions; timing of sports events; toy rental; translation; videotaping; vocational 
guidance [education or training advice]; vocational education in the field of early childhood 
education; arranging and conducting of workshops in the field of early childhood education; writing 
of education and musical texts; training of teachers and childcare nurses and assistants; face 
painting; cooking instruction; providing information, advisory and consultancy services in the field 
of early childhood education

Class 43
(4) Catering for the provision of food and beverages; providing temporary accommodation in 
boarding houses; cafés; cafeterias; canteens; food and drink catering; providing temporary lodging 
at holiday camps; restaurants; snack-bars; rental of temporary student housing accommodations; 
booking of temporary student housing accommodations; consultancy services in the field of 
childcare; temporary student housing accommodation services; arranging and providing 
afterschool clubs for after-school care; arranging and providing breakfast clubs for children; 
providing information about crèche services; provision of information about temporary student 
accommodation services; provision of information relating to the preparation of food and drink

(5) Day-nurseries [crèches]; child day-care centre services; day care services; provision of 
childcare centres, nurseries, day nurseries, crèches; childminding services; childminding services, 
before and after school; child minding services during school holidays; day nursery services

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 28, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003341842 in association with the same kind of services (2), (3), (4), (5)
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 Application Number 1,943,929  Filing Date 2019-01-31
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Zhongshan Broad-ocean Motor Co.,LTD
The Third Industrial District, Sha Lang, West 
District, Zhongshan City
Guangdong Province
CHINA

Agent
WITMART INC.
34 King Street East, Suite 500, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5C2X8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 07

bicycle dynamos; starters for motors and engines; dynamos; generators of electricity; stators for 
machines; emergency power generators; drive motors used in industrial applications; fans for 
motors and engines; motors for boats; Engines for boats; Power tool Motors; electric motors for 
machines; Hydraulic motors for excavators; centrifugal pumps; pumps as parts of machines, 
motors and engines; hydraulic controls for machines, motors and engines; pneumatic controls for 
machines, motors and engines; Electric compressors; blowing machines for the compression, 
exhaustion and transport of gases; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines.
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 Application Number 1,949,167  Filing Date 2019-03-01
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Norman Jantz and Behrooz Nowrouzian, 
operating as a partnership
10527 31 Ave NW
Edmonton
ALBERTA
T6J3B3

Agent
NATHAN WOODRUFF
200 - 10328 81 Avenue NW, Edmonton, 
ALBERTA, T6E1X2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

IHEAR UNICARE
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 35
(1) Retail sales of hearing aids; Advertising the hearing aid products of others.

Class 37
(2) Hearing aid repair.

Class 44
(3) Hearing testing and evaluation services; Hearing aid fitting services.
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 Application Number 1,960,948  Filing Date 2019-05-03
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Amgen Inc.
One Amgen Center Drive
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320-1799
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COVASCERT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

pharmaceutical preparations for use in the treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases, 
inflammation, inflammatory diseases and disorders, namely, Ankylosing spondylitis, scleroderma, 
asthma, celiac disease, gout, rheumatoid arthritis, prostatitis, colitis, diverticulitis, 
glomerulonephritis, hidradenitis, inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, ulcerative colitis, 
cystitis, myositis, lupus, mast cell activation syndrome, mastocytosis, otitis, sarcoidosis, transplant 
rejection, and vasculitis, neurologic diseases and disorders, namely, Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
(ALS), Alzheimer's disease, aneurysm, back pain, Bell's palsy, brain tumor, brain injury, Cerebral 
palsy, chronic fatigue syndrome, concussion, dementia, disk disease of neck and lower back, 
dizziness, epilepsy, Guillain-Barré syndrome, headaches and migraines, multiple sclerosis, 
muscular dystrophy, neuralgia, neuropathy, neuromuscular and related diseases, Parkinson's 
disease, severe depression, seizure disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder, anxiety disorders, 
cognitive disorders, schizophrenia, scoliosis, spinal deformity and disorders, spine tumor, spinal 
cord injury, stroke, and vertigo, metabolic diseases and disorders, namely, diabetes, obesity, 
hypoglycaemia, cystic fibrosis, osteoarthritis, muscular dystrophy, and anemia, and cardiovascular 
diseases and disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for suppressing tumours
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 Application Number 1,961,173  Filing Date 2019-05-06
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Amgen Inc.
One Amgen Center Drive
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320-1799
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RIABNI
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of oncologic, and auto-immune diseases and disorders; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of inflammatory diseases and disorders, namely 
Ankylosing spondylitis, scleroderma, asthma, celiac disease, gout, rheumatoid arthritis, prostatitis, 
colitis, diverticulitis, glomerulonephritis, hidradenitis, inflammatory bowel disease, Crohn's disease, 
ulcerative colitis, cystitis, myositis, lupus, mast cell activation syndrome, mastocytosis, otitis, 
sarcoidosis, transplant rejection, and vasculitis; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of 
arthritis; pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of diseases and disorders of the blood, skin, 
namely dermatitis, eczema, psoriasis, bone marrow, central nervous system, namely brain, 
movement, ocular motility and spinal cord diseases, immune system and joints; pharmaceutical 
preparations for treatment of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), 
rheumatoid arthritis (RA), granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA), microscopic polyangiitis (MPA), 
pemphigus vulgaris (PV), multiple sclerosis (MS), and stem cell transplantation

Claims
Priority Filing Date: November 05, 2018, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88/182,290 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,970,901  Filing Date 2019-06-12
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Coats & Clark Inc.
Coats & Clark Inc.
3430 Toringdon Way
Suite 301
Charlotte, NC
28277
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CASSELS BROCK & BLACKWELL LLP
SCOTIA PLAZA, SUITE 2100, 40 KING 
STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3C2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 23

Yarns and threads
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 Application Number 1,971,885  Filing Date 2019-06-19
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino, CA 95014
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LIVE PHOTOS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
Business management; business administration; business administration consulting services; 
career planning, placement, and information services; advertising agency services; advertising, 
marketing, and promotion services, namely advertising the goods and services of others; 
advertising and marketing consultation; sales promotion services, namely, promoting the goods 
and services of others through advertisements on Internet websites; promoting the goods and 
services of others, namely developing promotional campaigns for others; conducting market 
research; analysis of advertising response and market research; design, creation, preparation, 
production, and dissemination of advertisements and advertising material for others; media 
planning services; administration of consumer loyalty programs; arranging and conducting 
incentive rewards programs to promote the sale of goods and services; computerized database 
and file management; data processing services, namely, updating and maintenance of data in 
computer databases; creating indexes of information, sites and other resources available on global 
computer networks and other electronic and communications networks for others; providing, 
searching, browsing and retrieving information, sites, and other resources available on global 
computer networks and other electronic and communications networks for others, namely, web 
indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; organizing content of information provided over a 
global computer network and other electronic and communications networks according to user 
preferences; providing business, consumer, and commercial information in the fields of 
commercial business management, operating an online marketplace, and social media over 
computer networks and global communication networks; business services, namely, providing 
computer databases regarding the purchase and sale of a wide variety of products and services of 
others; compilations of directories for publishing on the Internet and other electronic, computer and 
communications networks; retail store and online retail store services featuring computers, 
computer hardware, wearable activity trackers, audio speakers, smart glasses, smart watches, 
digital cameras, digital music players, digital video players, handheld computers, tablet computers, 
electronic hand-held game units, personal digital assistants, electronic book readers, set top 
boxes, televisions, mobile phones, computer operating software, computer software, movies, audio 
books, podcasts, television shows, films, video clips, webcasts, podcasts, music videos, music file; 
retail store services in the field of books, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, journals and other 
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publications on a wide range of topics of general interest, provided via the Internet and other 
computer, electronic and communications networks; product demonstrations of computers, 
computer hardware, wearable activity trackers, audio speakers, smart glasses, smart watches, 
digital cameras, digital music players, digital video players, handheld computers, tablet computers, 
electronic hand-held game units, personal digital assistants, electronic book readers, set top 
boxes, televisions, mobile phones, computer operating software, and computer software provided 
in-store and via global communications networks and other electronic and communications 
networks; subscription services, namely, providing subscriptions to text, data, image, audio, video, 
and multimedia content, namely, books, comic books, electronic journals, newspapers, reviews, 
television programs, films, online publications of others, movies, audio books, podcasts, webcasts, 
and music videos, provided via the Internet and other electronic and communications networks; 
arranging and conducting of commercial, trade and business conferences, shows, and exhibitions 
in the field of computer hardware and software
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 Application Number 1,978,210  Filing Date 2019-07-30
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Patagonia, Inc.
259 W. Santa Clara St.
Ventura, CA 93001
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DAS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 25

Clothing, namely, outdoor winter clothing, coats, jackets, casual clothing, sports clothing, pants, 
shirts; footwear, namely, boots, booties, sandals, shoes; headgear, namely, hats, caps, toques, 
caps with visors
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 Application Number 1,979,556  Filing Date 2019-07-03
 International Registration Number 1390419

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

JFT Co., Ltd
(Seoul Forest SK V1Tower) #1209,
5, Seongsuil-ro 8-gil,
Seongdong-gu
Seoul
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MINIFIT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

(1) Batteries for electronic cigarettes.

 Class 34
(2) Electronic cigarettes; cases for electronic cigarettes; cartridges for electronic cigarettes; liquid 
nicotine solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; tobacco; cigarette holders of precious metal; 
cigarette cases; smokers' articles, namely, lighters and smoking pipes; ashtrays for smokers.
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 Application Number 1,992,115  Filing Date 2019-09-12
 International Registration Number 1494784

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Villon International LLC
383 W. Broadway, 5th Fl.
New York NY 10012
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

VILLON
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 33

Liqueurs made with Cognac, excluding rum and rum based products.
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 Application Number 1,993,641  Filing Date 2019-10-15
 International Registration Number 1453661

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Lendo part of Schibsted AS
Hagegata 22
N-0653 Oslo
NORWAY

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LENDO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 36
Insurance; credit and loan services; financing of loans; brokerage in relation to leasing of land, 
leasing of automobiles and leasing of real estates.
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 Application Number 1,995,863  Filing Date 2019-10-01
 International Registration Number 1498507

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fiserv, Inc.
255 Fiserv Drive
Brookfield WI 53045
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THE ART OF EXCELLENCE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
Providing business information regarding customer service and client relations focusing on 
excellence in providing quality financial and advisory services; business information and advisory 
services for the financial industry field, namely, providing customer relationship management 
information regarding commitment to excellence in client relationships and quality customer 
service within the financial industry field.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 03, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88369391 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,995,918  Filing Date 2019-10-11
 International Registration Number 1498320

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Tesaro, Inc.
Corporation Service Company
251 Little Falls Drive
Wilmington DE 19808
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JEMPERLI
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment and prevention of cancer.
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 Application Number 1,996,888  Filing Date 2019-07-22
 International Registration Number 1498684

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Baenziger, Benno
1511 Forest Way
Del Mar CA 92014
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
FINLAYSON & SINGLEHURST
225 Metcalfe Street, Suite 700, Ottawa, 
ONTARIO, K2P1P9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ETILITY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 12

Electric bicycles; bicycles; bicycle frames and parts in the nature of forks, chain guards, and 
fenders; components and accessories for bicycles, namely, bicycle handlebar racks, luggage racks 
for bicycles, seats, handlebars, handlebar grips, bells and tires.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 22, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88271961 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,996,924  Filing Date 2019-08-15
 International Registration Number 1499573

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Xtage Co., Ltd.
20-18, Ebisu 1-chome,
Shibuya-ku
Tokyo 150-0013
JAPAN

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DUEL HOLD'EM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer game software; downloadable computer game software; computer application software 
featuring poker games.

Services
Class 41
Providing online computer games; providing online poker games.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 25, 2019, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2019-029206 in 
association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,996,936  Filing Date 2019-08-23
 International Registration Number 1498871

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Hunan Gulou Xuefeng Yunwu Tea Co., Ltd.
Gulou Village Gulou Group,
Gulou Township,
Dongkou County,
Shaoyang City
Hunan Province
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Foreign Character Translation
As provided by the applicant, the translation of the foreign characters is "GU" means "ancient", 
"LOU" means "floor". The words contained in the mark have no meaning.

Foreign Character Transliteration
As provided by the applicant, the transliteration of the foreign characters is GU LOU.

Goods
 Class 30

Green tea; oolong tea; tea; iced tea; tea beverage; white tea; dark tea; black tea.
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 Application Number 1,996,943  Filing Date 2019-08-29
 International Registration Number 1499109

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Divine Cosmetic LLC
Abashvili Street No 3, Build. No 8, Flat No 203
0182 Tbilisi
GEORGIA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The Trademark represents combined image of a women face and sun on black background, next 
to the image is placed word element MAKEDA in Latin characters wherein the last letter is inverted.

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics.
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 Application Number 1,996,948  Filing Date 2019-08-30
 International Registration Number 1499062

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Paragon Films, Inc.
3500 West Tacoma
Broken Arrow OK 74012
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of the word "CONTRAST" in capital letters encased in a banner with the words 
"MACHINE FILM" in capital letters at the bottom of a hexagon with a stylized bird in the 
background.

Goods
 Class 16

Plastic stretch film for industrial and commercial packaging.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 04, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88324865 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,997,002  Filing Date 2019-09-20
 International Registration Number 1499086

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
KSPEC LTD.
32-2, Tateyama-machi 4-chome,
Hekinan-shi
Aichi 447-0075
JAPAN

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 12

Automobiles and their parts and fittings; tyres for automobiles; bicycles and motorcycles, and their 
parts and fittings; tyres for bicycles or motorcycles; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; adhesive rubber 
patches for repairing tubes or tires.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 28, 2019, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2019-044363 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,997,016  Filing Date 2019-09-25
 International Registration Number 1498702

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Akiro, LLC
1455 West Ave., #602
Miami Beach FL 33139
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PILLOW SOFT CURLS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word "CURLS" is disclaimed apart from the trademark.

Goods
 Class 03

Non-medicated hair care preparations in the form of liquid, gel, or cream.
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 Application Number 1,997,061  Filing Date 2019-10-01
 International Registration Number 1498674

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fiserv, Inc.
255 Fiserv Drive
Brookfield WI 53045
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of the words "THE ART OF EXCELLENCE" inside a square.

Services
Class 35
Providing business information regarding customer service and client relations focusing on 
excellence in providing quality financial and advisory services; business information and advisory 
services for the financial industry field, namely, providing customer relationship management 
information regarding commitment to excellence in client relationships and quality customer 
service within the financial industry field.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 03, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88369395 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,997,073  Filing Date 2019-10-02
 International Registration Number 0716179

 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

ENTREMONT ALLIANCE
25 Faubourg des Balmettes,
BP 29
F-74000 ANNECY
FRANCE

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ENTREMONT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 29

Milk, butter, cheeses and other milk products.
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 Application Number 1,997,112  Filing Date 2019-10-07
 International Registration Number 1498983

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Aurezzi AB
Kivra: 559208-4130
SE-106 31 Stockholm
SWEDEN

Agent
NELLIGAN O'BRIEN PAYNE LLP
300-50 O'CONNOR STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P6L2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

AUREZZI
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

(1) Toothpaste; tooth gel; tooth powder; tooth polish; tooth whitening pastes; tooth whitening 
creams; teeth whitening strips; dentifrices in the form of chewing gum; solid toothpaste tablets.

 Class 21
(2) Toothbrushes; interdental brushes for cleaning the teeth; toothbrush containers; containers for 
dentifrices; toothbrush holders; toothbrushes, electric; toothbrush bristles; toothbrushes for pets; 
floss for dental purposes; toothpicks; flavored toothpicks; dental sticks for personal use; heads for 
electric toothbrushes.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 10, 2019, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 018079780 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,997,246  Filing Date 2019-11-06
 International Registration Number 1467732

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

GOODWOOL S.r.l.
Via Antonio Canova 8
I-20145 MILANO
ITALY

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUEBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The trademark consists of the wording GOODWOOL PASSION NEEDS PROTECTION, in special 
script, on two lines and combined with a figurative element.

Goods
 Class 12

(1) Fitted covers for vehicles.

 Class 22
(2) Vehicle covers, not fitted.
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 Application Number 1,998,056  Filing Date 2019-06-27
 International Registration Number 1500281

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
NWPC, LLC
201 NE PARK PLAZA DR., SUITE 100
VANCOUVER WA 98684
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

T-LOCK
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 17

Semi-processed acid proof material composed of polymer vinyl resins combined with inert 
pigments and plasticizers used for lining or coating steel or concrete pipes, structures, tanks, vats, 
walls, and floors.
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 Application Number 1,998,129  Filing Date 2019-07-26
 International Registration Number 1500224

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
YAMAHA CORPORATION
10-1, Nakazawa-cho,
Naka-ku,
Hamamatsu-shi
Shizuoka 430-8650
JAPAN

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ATMOSFEEL
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 15

Guitars; electric guitars; bass guitars; electric bass guitars; plectrums; sheet music stands; straps 
for musical instruments; stands for musical instruments; cases for musical instruments.
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 Application Number 1,998,149  Filing Date 2019-08-21
 International Registration Number 1501013A

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Nintendo of America Inc.
4600 150th Avenue NE
Redmond WA 98052
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
2300 - 1055 West Georgia Street, P.O. Box 
11115, Vancouver, BRITISH COLUMBIA, 
V6E3P3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SCORBUNNY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Recorded electronic games; downloadable electronic games; recorded video games; 
downloadable video games; video game cartridges; downloadable computer games; recorded 
computer games; recorded computer games for mobile phones; downloadable computer games 
for mobile phones; cases for smartphones; downloadable image files containing artwork, text, 
audio, videos relating to video games and trading card games; downloadable music files; 
downloadable electronic publications, namely, downloadable e-books in the field of fiction stories, 
booklets and manuals in the field of video games and trading card games.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: February 25, 2019, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2019-029700 in 
association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,998,278  Filing Date 2019-10-04
 International Registration Number 1499829

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Desimone, Mark
2355 45th Ave SW
Seattle WA 98116
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
COASTAL TRADEMARK SERVICES LIMITED
1081 Cambie Street, Vancouver, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, V6B5L7

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ARES
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Pocket calipers for measuring; laboratory equipment and supplies, namely, calipers; slide calipers; 
safety goggles.
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 Application Number 1,998,282  Filing Date 2019-10-04
 International Registration Number 1500231

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Next Science IP Holdings Pty Ltd
Suite 19.02, Level 19, Tower A,
The Zenith Building, 821 Pacific Highway
Chatswood NSW 2067
AUSTRALIA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of the letters "BLAST" in a narrow font, with the "A" having an omitted horizontal 
bar, followed by a bold "X".

Goods
 Class 05

Topical gel for medical and therapeutic treatment of wounds.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 08, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88375861 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,998,303  Filing Date 2019-10-08
 International Registration Number 1499979

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Spyderco, Inc.
820 Spyderco Way
Golden CO 80403
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
MOFFAT & CO.
P.O. Box 2088, Station D, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1P5W3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COUNTER PUPPY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 08

Kitchen knives.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 16, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88387899 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,998,306  Filing Date 2019-10-08
 International Registration Number 1500780

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Dechra Limited
24 Cheshire Avenue,
Cheshire Business Park
Lostock Gralam, Northwich CW9 7UA
UNITED KINGDOM

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
Bay Adelaide Centre, East Tower, 22 Adelaide 
St. West, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H4E3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ZENALPHA
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 05

Sedatives for veterinary use.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 18, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED KINGDOM, Application No: 
UK00003407525 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,998,318  Filing Date 2019-10-08
 International Registration Number 1500258

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Jaris, Inc.
345 Lorton Avenue, Suite 304
Burlingame CA 94010
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of a letter "J" in a circle together with the word "JARIS" to the right of the circle.

Services
Class 36
Providing temporary loans; financing loans for businesses; financial services, namely, providing 
working capital loans for small businesses.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 15, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88386109 in association with the same kind of services
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 Application Number 1,998,322  Filing Date 2019-10-08
 International Registration Number 1499988

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
GLAMGLOW LLC
767 Fifth Avenue
New York NY 10153
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

THIRSTYMIST
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics; Non-medicated skin care preparations.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 06, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88608005 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,998,327  Filing Date 2019-10-09
 International Registration Number 1500934

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Simon & Schuster, Inc.
1230 Avenue of the Americas
New York NY 10020
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of the number "1" shaded next to the stylized letter "S" consisting of two shaded 
semicircles next to the stylized letter "P" consisting of a shaded rectangle and a shaded semicircle 
with a small shaded triangle on the left side of the semicircle.

Goods
 Class 16

Series of non-fiction books on a variety of topics.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 29, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88407275 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,998,344  Filing Date 2019-10-10
 International Registration Number 1500964

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pogi Beauty LLC
3800 NE 1st Avenue, 6th Floor
Miami FL 33137
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ONE/SIZE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics; make-up; skin bronzer; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow gel; body lotion; skin cleansers; 
perfume; fragrances; facial cleansers; facial moisturizers; facial masks; non-medicated skin care 
preparations; cosmetics bags sold filled with cosmetics; toiletry bags sold filled with non-medicated 
skin care preparations.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 21, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88439948 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 1,998,346  Filing Date 2019-10-10
 International Registration Number 1500917

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Orto Foods Inc.
59 S RT 303
Congers NY 10920
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JICA
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 31

Fresh cut vegetables.
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 Application Number 1,998,361  Filing Date 2019-10-11
 International Registration Number 1500830

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
SH Group Global IP Holdings, L.L.C.
591 West Putnam Avenue
Greenwich CT 06830
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of a stylized numeral "1" displayed above the word "HOTELS".

Services
Class 36
Leasing, rental, and management of condominiums, apartments, villas and residential homes; 
leasing, rental, and management of condominiums, apartments, villas and residential homes in 
vacation and resort communities; real estate brokerage services.
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 Application Number 1,998,375  Filing Date 2019-10-15
 International Registration Number 1500808

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Sun Chemical B.V.
Leeuwenveldseweg 3-t
NL-1382 LV Weesp
NETHERLANDS

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SUNSPERSE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 02

Disperseable organic pigment.



  1,998,378 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 655

 Application Number 1,998,378  Filing Date 2019-10-15
 International Registration Number 1500417

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Digi International Inc.
Suite 700
9350 Excelsior Blvd.
Hopkins MN 55343
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BORDEN LADNER GERVAIS LLP
World Exchange Plaza, 100 Queen Street, 
Suite 1300, Ottawa, ONTARIO, K1P1J9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DIGI CORE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer hardware, namely, a scalable plug in modem that allows users to change a cellular 
router's connectivity options.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 21, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88439512 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,998,380 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 656

 Application Number 1,998,380  Filing Date 2019-10-15
 International Registration Number 1499758

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

COTY BRANDS MANAGEMENT GMBH
Berliner Allee 65
64295 Darmstadt
GERMANY

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LOST IN GRACE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Fragrances; cosmetics.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 16, 2019, Country or Office: EUIPO (EU), Application No: 018052331 in 
association with the same kind of goods



  1,998,381 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 657

 Application Number 1,998,381  Filing Date 2019-10-16
 International Registration Number 1499800

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Zimmer Surgical, Inc.
200 W. Ohio Avenue
Dover OH 44622
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
SUITE 900, 55 METCALFE STREET, P.O. 
BOX 2999, STATION D, OTTAWA, ONTARIO, 
K1P5Y6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ZEOS ELITE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 10

Medical apparatus and instruments for use in endoscopy and arthroscopy procedures.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 14, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88428798 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,998,421 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 658

 Application Number 1,998,421  Filing Date 2019-10-22
 International Registration Number 1500795

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Dr. Dennis Gross Skincare, LLC
444 Madison Avenue, 
Suite 500
New York NY 10022
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
JENSEN IP
103 - 2150 Thurston Drive, Ottawa, ONTARIO, 
K1G5T9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

STRESS SOS EYE CREAM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the words EYE CREAM is disclaimed apart from the trademark.

Goods
 Class 03

Eye cream; non-medicated skin care preparations for the eye area.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 23, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88398899 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,998,444 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 659

 Application Number 1,998,444  Filing Date 2019-10-31
 International Registration Number 1354783

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way
Cupertino CA 95014
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BAKER & MCKENZIE LLP
BROOKFIELD PLACE, 181 BAY STREET, 
SUITE 2100, P.O. BOX 874, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5J2T3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FILEVAULT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Computer software for use in the encryption, decryption and safeguarding of audio, video, text, still 
images, graphics and multimedia files.



  1,999,276 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 660

 Application Number 1,999,276  Filing Date 2019-06-18
 International Registration Number 1501803

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fujifilm Cellular Dynamics, Inc.
525 Science Drive
Madison WI 53711
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
WILSON LUE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ESSENTIAL 8
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 01

(1) Culture media for cultivating stem cells for scientific research.

 Class 05
(2) Culture media for cultivating stem cells for medical purposes.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: January 21, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88269669 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,999,395 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 661

 Application Number 1,999,395  Filing Date 2019-10-01
 International Registration Number 1501356

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Live Tinted Inc.
407 North Maple Drive, Suite GRD1
Beverly Hills CA 90210
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LIVETINTED
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Non-medicated skin care preparations; accessories for cosmetic purposes in the nature of 
cosmetic pencils and cosmetic pads for transfer of cosmetics and non-medicated skin care 
preparations; cosmetics; fragrances.



  1,999,433 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 662

 Application Number 1,999,433  Filing Date 2019-10-09
 International Registration Number 1501732

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Simon & Schuster, Inc.
1230 Avenue of the Americas
New York NY 10020
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of the number "1" shaded next to the stylized letter "S" consisting of two shaded 
semicircles next to the stylized letter "P" consisting of a shaded rectangle and a shaded semicircle 
with a small shaded triangle on the left side of the semicircle.

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable publications, namely, electronic non-fiction books on a variety of topics; 
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of non-fiction books on a variety of topics.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 29, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88407265 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,999,436 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 663

 Application Number 1,999,436  Filing Date 2019-10-09
 International Registration Number 1501533

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Simon & Schuster, Inc.
1230 Avenue of the Americas
New York NY 10020
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of the number "1" shaded next to the stylized letter "S" consisting of two shaded 
semicircles next to the stylized letter "P" consisting of a shaded rectangle and a shaded semicircle 
with a small shaded triangle on the left side of the semicircle.

Services
Class 41
Publishing services, namely, publication of books, e-books and electronic publications of literary 
works; providing publishing information pertaining to books, e-books and literary works, by means 
of a global computer network.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 29, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88407254 in association with the same kind of services



  1,999,463 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 664

 Application Number 1,999,463  Filing Date 2019-10-11
 International Registration Number 1501174

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
NEWCORP INTERNATIONAL CO.
905 N. Main, Ste A1
North Salt Lake UT 84054
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DRIFT HERO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 12

Go-karts; motorcycle engines; motorcycles and structural parts therefor.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 07, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88608346 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,999,476 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 665

 Application Number 1,999,476  Filing Date 2019-10-15
 International Registration Number 1502082

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
B B Go Group, Inc.
705 Big Tree Court
Perry GA 31069
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DON GO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 43
Restaurant services.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 20, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88624539 in association with the same kind of services



  1,999,477 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 666

 Application Number 1,999,477  Filing Date 2019-10-15
 International Registration Number 1501809

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

De Bortoli Wines Pty Limited
De Bortoli Road
Bilbul NSW 2680
AUSTRALIA

Agent
RICHARDS BUELL SUTTON LLP
SUITE 700 - 401 WEST GEORGIA STREET, 
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, V6B5A1

TRADEMARK DETAILS

17 TREES
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 33

Dessert wine; fortified wines; sparkling wines; sweet fortified wine; sweet sparkling wine; wine.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: July 11, 2019, Country or Office: AUSTRALIA, Application No: 2021297 in 
association with the same kind of goods



  1,999,500 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 667

 Application Number 1,999,500  Filing Date 2019-10-17
 International Registration Number 1501183

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Bushnell Inc.
9200 Cody Street
Overland Park KS 66214
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TASCO GOLF
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of the word "GOLF" is disclaimed apart from the trademark.

Goods
 Class 09

Laser rangefinders; rangefinders for golf.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 29, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88406481 in association with the same kind of goods



  1,999,507 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 668

 Application Number 1,999,507  Filing Date 2019-10-21
 International Registration Number 1502303

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Zeltiq Aesthetics, Inc.
4410 Rosewood Drive
Pleasanton CA 94588
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

COOLTONE
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 10

Medical devices, namely, therapeutic apparatus and instruments generating high frequency 
electromagnetic energy for use in muscle stimulation, treatment of cellulite and soft tissue, and 
sculpting, shaping and contouring of the body; medical devices, namely, medical apparatus and 
instruments generating high frequency electromagnetic energy for use in electrical muscle 
stimulation for medical purposes, treatment of cellulite, and treatment of soft tissue by means of 
electrical nerve stimulation for medical purposes.



  1,999,544 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 669

 Application Number 1,999,544  Filing Date 2019-10-24
 International Registration Number 1501963

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Network Next, Inc.
603 Arizona Ave
Santa Monica CA 90401
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

NETWORK NEXT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Disclaimer
The right to the exclusive use of "NETWORK" is disclaimed apart from the trademark.

Services
Class 42
Cloud computing featuring software for use optimizing internet traffic and bandwidth, for optimizing 
real time packet transit over the internet, for optimizing and making more efficient packet transit for 
online multiplayer video games, for organizing and selling real-time packet transit across the 
internet, for avoiding internet traffic congestion, for selling packet transit and server infrastructure 
services, for creating a marketplace to buy and sell packet transit across the internet, for video 
game networking services, for network security, and for detecting, preventing, and for mitigating 
distributed denial of service (DDOS) attacks; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for optimizing internet traffic and bandwidth, for optimizing real time packet transit over 
the internet, for optimizing and making more efficient packet transit for online multiplayer video 
games, for organizing and selling real-time packet transit across the internet, for avoiding internet 
traffic congestion, for selling packet transit and server infrastructure services, for creating a 
marketplace to buy and sell packet transit across the internet, for video game networking services, 
for network security, and for detecting, preventing, and for mitigating distributed denial of service 
(DDOS) attacks.



  1,999,561 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 670

 Application Number 1,999,561  Filing Date 2019-10-30
 International Registration Number 1501903

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Osram Sylvania Inc.
Legal Dept.
200 Ballardvale Street
Wilmington MA 01887
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
SMART & BIGGAR LLP
1100-150 York street, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5H3S5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

PHOTOx SUMMIT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Disclaimer
"SUMMIT"

Services
Class 41
Educational services, namely, conducting seminars, workshops, conferences and classes in the 
field of lighting, lighting products, and lighting technology.



  1,999,564 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 671

 Application Number 1,999,564  Filing Date 2019-10-30
 International Registration Number 1501743

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Navico Holding AS
Nyaskaiveien 2
N-4370 Egersund
NORWAY

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, TORONTO, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

GHOST
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 07

Trolling motors for marine vessels.



  1,999,590 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 672

 Application Number 1,999,590  Filing Date 2019-11-08
 International Registration Number 1496467

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
TEACHER SYNERGY LLC
111 EAST 18TH STREET, 11TH FLOOR
NEW YORK NY 10003
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

TEACHERS PAY TEACHERS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 35
Providing an online marketplace for sellers of goods and services in the field of education.



  2,000,740 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 673

 Application Number 2,000,740  Filing Date 2019-09-30
 International Registration Number 1502473

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Guangzhou Ouwo Trading Co., Ltd.
Room 407, No. 4, Jinxi 2nd Street 
(No. 3 Building, First Area), 
Huadong Town, Huadu District,
Guangzhou
510800 Guangdong
CHINA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 14

Jewelry watches; necklaces [jewelry]; bracelets [jewelry]; rings [jewellery]; anklets [jewelry]; ear 
studs; drop earrings; necklace pendants; mechanical watches; watch movements; sports watches; 
wristwatches; watch bands; watch chains; watches; watch cases [parts of watches]; stopwatches; 
watch hands; watch dials; women's watches.



  2,000,764 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 674

 Application Number 2,000,764  Filing Date 2019-10-07
 International Registration Number 1502791

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Crazy Aaron Enterprises, Inc.
700 East Main Street
Norristown PA 19401
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

LAND OF DOUGH
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 28

Toy modeling dough; wooden toys, namely, mashers and cones for use with toy modeling dough; 
toy modeling dough and decorative glitter, plant-based color packets, wooden scoops, and stickers 
for children to use with said modeling dough sold as a unit; toy modeling dough and wooden 
scoops for use with such dough sold as a unit.

Services
Class 35
Retail store services featuring children's art supplies and toys; online retail store services featuring 
children's art supplies and toys.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 22, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88395494 in association with the same kind of goods and in association with the same kind of 
services



  2,000,767 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 675

 Application Number 2,000,767  Filing Date 2019-10-07
 International Registration Number 1503249

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Logitech Europe S.A.
EPFL - Quartier de l'Innovation,
Daniel Borel Innovation Center
CH-1015 Lausanne
SWITZERLAND

TRADEMARK DETAILS

JAYBIRD VISTA
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Earbuds.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 24, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88628243 in association with the same kind of goods



  2,000,787 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 676

 Application Number 2,000,787  Filing Date 2019-10-11
 International Registration Number 1502822

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
UKITA Kazuhiro
4-5, Obori 5-chome,
Matsubara-shi
Osaka 580-0006
JAPAN

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Colour Claim
The colours black, white and red are claimed as a feature of the trademark. The trademark 
consists of the stylized word "KOOD" and the black rectangle and white line surrounding it. The left 
half of the vertical line of "K" of the word "KOOD" is red in color and the rest of the word is white.

Goods
 Class 12

Axles for land vehicles, namely, axles for motorcycles.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 17, 2019, Country or Office: JAPAN, Application No: 2019-066179 in 
association with the same kind of goods



  2,000,790 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 677

 Application Number 2,000,790  Filing Date 2019-10-14
 International Registration Number 1503336

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

A Medium Corporation
799 Market Street, 5th Floor
San Francisco CA 94103
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 1600, 1 FIRST CANADIAN PLACE, 100 
KING STREET WEST, TORONTO, ONTARIO, 
M5X1G5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

ONEZERO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 41
Providing on-line magazines in the field of technology, culture and politics; non-downloadable 
electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, periodicals, journals, blogs and 
anthologies in the field of technology, culture and politics; providing non-downloadable articles in 
the field of technology, culture and politics via a website.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: April 12, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88384135 in association with the same kind of services



  2,000,804 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 678

 Application Number 2,000,804  Filing Date 2019-10-17
 International Registration Number 1503130

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Skullcandy, Inc.
6301 N. Landmark Dr.
Park City UT 84098
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
BENNETT JONES LLP
3200 TELUS HOUSE, SOUTH TOWER, 10020 
- 100TH STREET, EDMONTON, ALBERTA, 
T5J0N3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MOOD BOOST
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Earphones and headphones.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: September 23, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88627495 in association with the same kind of goods



  2,000,866 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 679

 Application Number 2,000,866  Filing Date 2019-10-31
 International Registration Number 1503088

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
MYINTENT PROJECT, PBC
3632 1ST AVE NW
SEATTLE WA 98107
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MYINTENT
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 14

Jewelry, namely, necklaces, bracelets, and pendants.

Services
Class 35
On-line retail store services in the fields of jewelry, fashion accessories, gift cards, books.



  2,000,875 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 680

 Application Number 2,000,875  Filing Date 2019-11-01
 International Registration Number 1503157

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Kendall Jenner, Inc.
c/o Boulevard Management, Inc,
21731 Ventura Blvd., Suite 300
Woodland Hills CA 91364
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

KENDALL
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Fragrances; eau de parfum; eau de toilette; perfumes; hair care preparations; hair styling 
preparations; bath and shower gels; bubble bath; body powders; body lotions; body creams; face 
lotions; body milks; skin toners; skin cleansers; beauty masks; body scrubs; facial scrubs; body 
oils; deodorant for personal use; lip balm; lip gloss; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations; nail polish; 
nail polish remover; nail care preparations.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 02, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88413516 in association with the same kind of goods



  2,000,880 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 681

 Application Number 2,000,880  Filing Date 2019-11-04
 International Registration Number 1503125

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
Valve Corporation
10400 NE 4th Street,
Suite 1400
Bellevue WA 98004
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

DOTA UNDERLORDS
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 09

Downloadable computer game software; downloadable electronic game software; downloadable 
video game software

Services
Class 41
Entertainment services, namely, providing online video games; provision of on-line entertainment, 
namely, on-line computer games; providing on-line computer games and on-line video games; 
electronic games services provided by means of the Internet; providing information in the fields of 
computer games and entertainment via the Internet; organization of competitions relating to video 
games, video game education, and video game entertainment; providing information in the field of 
on-line computer games and on-line video games and computer games

Claims
Priority Filing Date: May 06, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88417323 in association with the same kind of services; May 06, 2019, Country or Office: 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application No: 88417315 in association with the same kind of 
goods



  2,000,910 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 682

 Application Number 2,000,910  Filing Date 2019-11-11
 International Registration Number 1503207

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pernod Ricard Winemakers New Zealand 
Limited
Level 3,
4 Graham Street,
Auckland Central
Auckland 1010
NEW ZEALAND

Agent
LAVERY, DE BILLY, LLP
1 Place Ville Marie, Suite 4000, Montréal, 
QUEBEC, H3B4M4

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Goods
 Class 33

Wines.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: October 14, 2019, Country or Office: NEW ZEALAND, Application No: 
1132243 in association with the same kind of goods



  2,004,076 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 683

 Application Number 2,004,076  Filing Date 2019-10-10
 International Registration Number 1507076

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pogi Beauty LLC
3800 NE 1st Avenue, 6th Floor
Miami FL 33137
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

MAKEUP IS A ONE/SIZE FITS ALL.
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics; make-up; skin bronzer; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow gel; body lotion; skin cleansers; 
perfume; fragrances; facial cleansers; facial moisturizers; facial masks; non-medicated skin care 
preparations.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: June 19, 2019, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, Application 
No: 88479972 in association with the same kind of goods



  2,011,655 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 684

 Application Number 2,011,655  Filing Date 2019-10-11
 International Registration Number 1513679

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT DETAILS

Applicant
SH Group Global IP Holdings, L.L.C.
591 West Putnam Avenue
Greenwich CT 06830
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of a stylized numeral "1" displayed above the word "HOTELS".

Services
Class 43
Hotels; condominium hotels; hotel services; resort hotel services; restaurants; bars; restaurant and 
bar services.



  2,012,877 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 685

 Application Number 2,012,877  Filing Date 2019-12-23
 International Registration Number 1515149

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

iVenture Solutions, Inc.
7775 Belfort Parkway
Jacksonville, Florida 32256
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
CHITIZ PATHAK LLP
77 King Street West, TD North Tower, Suite 
700, P.O. Box 118, Toronto, ONTARIO, 
M5K1G8

TRADEMARK DETAILS

iVenture Solutions
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Services
Class 37
Maintenance of computer hardware systems.



  2,039,406 TRADEMARKS JOURNAL
2021-04-14

Vol. 68 No. 3468 page 686

 Application Number 2,039,406  Filing Date 2020-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wella International Operations Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3
1213 PETIT-LANCY
SWITZERLAND

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WELLA PROFESSIONALS ELEMENTS 
RENEWING SHAMPOO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Hair lotions, hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and 
coloring preparations
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 Application Number 2,039,407  Filing Date 2020-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wella International Operations Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3
1213 PETIT-LANCY
SWITZERLAND

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WELLA PROFESSIONALS ELEMENTS 
RENEWING CONDITIONER
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Hair lotions, hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and 
coloring preparations
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 Application Number 2,039,408  Filing Date 2020-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wella International Operations Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3
1213 PETIT-LANCY
SWITZERLAND

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WELLA PROFESSIONALS ELEMENTS 
RENEWING MASK
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Hair lotions, hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and 
coloring preparations
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 Application Number 2,039,409  Filing Date 2020-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wella International Operations Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3
1213 PETIT-LANCY
SWITZERLAND

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WELLA PROFESSIONALS ELEMENTS 
RENEWING LEAVE-IN SPRAY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Hair lotions, hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and 
coloring preparations
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 Application Number 2,039,410  Filing Date 2020-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wella International Operations Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3
1213 PETIT-LANCY
SWITZERLAND

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WELLA PROFESSIONALS ELEMENTS CALMING 
SHAMPOO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Hair lotions, hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and 
coloring preparations
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 Application Number 2,039,413  Filing Date 2020-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wella International Operations Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3
1213 PETIT-LANCY
SWITZERLAND

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WELLA PROFESSIONALS ELEMENTS CALMING 
SERUM
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Hair lotions, hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and 
coloring preparations
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 Application Number 2,039,415  Filing Date 2020-07-13
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Wella International Operations Switzerland Sàrl
Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3
1213 PETIT-LANCY
SWITZERLAND

Agent
BERESKIN & PARR LLP/S.E.N.C.R.L., S.R.L.
SCOTIA PLAZA, 40 KING STREET WEST, 
40th FLOOR, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5H3Y2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

WELLA PROFESSIONALS ELEMENTS 
PURIFYING PRE-SHAMPOO CLAY
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 03

Hair lotions, hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair tinting, bleaching, dyeing and 
coloring preparations
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 Application Number 2,041,417  Filing Date 2020-06-03
 International Registration Number 1541652

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Pogi Beauty LLC
3800 NE 1st Avenue, 6th Floor
Miami FL 33137
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Agent
GOWLING WLG (CANADA) LLP
SUITE 2600, 160 ELGIN STREET, OTTAWA, 
ONTARIO, K1P1C3

TRADEMARK DETAILS

Trademark Type
Design

Visual Representation

Trademark Description
The mark consists of the stylized letters "O" and "S" with a forward slash in between the two 
letters. Centered beneath the "O/S" is the term "ONE/SIZE" in a rectangular box.

Goods
 Class 03

Cosmetics; make-up; skin bronzer; eyebrow cosmetics; eyebrow gel; body lotion; skin cleansers; 
perfume; fragrances; facial cleansers; facial moisturizers; facial masks; non-medicated skin care 
preparations; cosmetics bags sold filled with cosmetics; toiletry bags sold filled with non-medicated 
skin care preparations.

Claims
Priority Filing Date: March 05, 2020, Country or Office: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Application No: 88822409 in association with the same kind of goods
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 Application Number 2,042,066  Filing Date 2020-07-27
 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Frida Kahlo Corporation
Av. Balboa. Galerías Balboa. Local No. 2
Bella Vista
Ciudad de Panamá, 
PANAMA

Agent
RIDOUT & MAYBEE LLP
250 University Avenue, 5th Floor, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3E5

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FRIDA KAHLO
Trademark Type
Standard Characters

Goods
 Class 32

Beers; non-alcoholic beverages namely, mineral water, soft drinks and fruit juices
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Applications to extend the statement of goods or services

 Application Number 364,599(01)  Filing Date 2017-12-06
 Registration Number TMA197,193

 Language of Application French

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

SOLUXURY HMC
Société à responsabilité limitée
82 rue Henri Farman
92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux
FRANCE

Agent
ROBIC
630, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest, 20e étage, 
Montréal, QUÉBEC, H3B1S6

TRADEMARK DETAILS

SOFITEL
Trademark Type
Word

Services
Class 36
(1) Real estate affairs, acquisition of real estate for others, real estate appraisal, real estate 
investments, real estate investment; real estate management; real property management; building, 
apartment and residential property management; building management; apartment management; 
financial and real estate management for housing and lodgings such as hotels, motels, hotel 
complexes, apartments, hotel residences, tourist residences and other vacation and recreational 
lodging facilities; sale and rental of housing, apartments, studios and rooms in hotel 
establishments, hotel complexes, hotel residences and other vacation and recreational lodging 
facilities; rental and management of accommodations for others; rental of time-sharing real estate; 
management and rental of time-sharing real estate; real estate consulting and assistance.

Class 37
(2) Real estate construction and renovation.
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 Application Number 1,158,709(01)  Filing Date 2018-05-28
 Registration Number TMA612,690

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Fritz Egger GmbH & Co. OG
Weiberndorf 20
6380 St. Johann 
Tirol
AUSTRIA

Agent
MARKS & CLERK
100 Simcoe Street, Suite 200, Toronto, 
ONTARIO, M5H3G2

TRADEMARK DETAILS

FEELWOOD
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 17

(1) Goods made from plastic, namely plastic laminates sheets, boards strips and panels for use in 
the manufacture of furniture and construction: compact laminates board for use in the manufacture 
of furniture and construction, plastic edge elements for use in the manufacture of furniture and 
construction.

 Class 20
(2) Parts for bedroom furniture, kitchen furniture, dining room furniture, lawn furniture, living room 
furniture, office furniture, patio furniture, and caravan furniture made of wood based panels namely 
wood chips boards, wood fiber boards, and plywood, such as worktops, window sills, frontal 
elements for furniture, body elements for furniture; compact laminate board as parts of furniture; 
plastic edge elements as parts of furniture; boards made from laminated material, namely 
laminated wood based panels and plastic laminates, all being parts of furniture.
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 Application Number 1,338,203(04)  Filing Date 2017-12-14
 Registration Number TMA722,885

 Language of Application English

APPLICANT AND AGENT DETAILS
 Applicant

Quality Craft Ltd.
17750 - 65A  Avenue # 301
Surrey
BRITISH COLUMBIA
V3S5N4

Agent
BLAKE, CASSELS & GRAYDON LLP
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY GROUP, SUITE 
4000, COMMERCE COURT WEST, 199 BAY 
STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO, M5L1A9

TRADEMARK DETAILS

RENEGADE
Trademark Type
Word

Goods
 Class 06

(1) Work supports, namely, work platforms, metal casters; metal fencing panels, safes.

 Class 07
(2) sump pumps

 Class 08
(3) magnetic socket set holders; snow roof rakes

 Class 11
(4) lighting, namely light bulbs, portable or stand work lights, flood lights, flash lights; fire rings

 Class 12
(5) mechanics' creepers and car creepers; dollies

 Class 16
(6) magnetic tool storage labels

 Class 19
(7) laminate flooring, hardwood flooring, engineered flooring, vinyl flooring, slate flooring, flooring 
installation accessories, namely flooring installation kits, flooring installation tools, flooring 
underlayment, rubber garage flooring and rubber stair treads; wood fencing panels

 Class 20
(8) plastic furniture casters; polyurethane furniture casters
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